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PREFACE

The theory and practice of valuation have developed
rapidly since the pubUcation of Valuation of Pubhc
Service Corporations in the Spring of 1912. The present

supplement contains the numerous court and commission

decisions since the Spring of 1912 and also a further de-

velopment of the author's statement of the legal and
economic principles of valuation.

The court and commission decisions are arranged, dis-

cussed and fully quoted or abstracted according to the

method that has proved convenient and practical ia the

original volume. As the same chapter numbers and head-

ings are retained and a consolidated index included, the

two volimies may be used with much the same facility

as an enlarged and revised edition.

ROBEET H. WhITTEN.
Brooklyn, July, 1914.
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CHAPTER I

Purpose of Valuatioa

§ 1001. Different meanings of term "value."

1002. Value dependent on purpose.

1003. California Conmiission makes no findings of value without reference

, to purpose.

1004. Distinction between value for rate and purchase purposes.

1005. Distinction between value for tax and rate purposes.

1006. Definition and theory of value—New York Public Service Com-
mission, Second District.

§ 1001. Different meanings of term " value."

As the valuation problem develops it becomes increas-

ingly clear that the term "value" may be used in several

different senses, and that what is value for one purpose is

not necessarily value for another. The term value may
signify: (1) inherent utility, or value in use; (2) cost of

production, or.normal value; (3) purchasing power, or

exchange value. All of these uses of the term are appro-

priate and justified by common usage. Nevertheless, the

use of the term value without adequate qualification or

delimitation to mean utility for certain purposes, exchange

value for other purposes, and cost or normal value for still

other purposes has doubtless added confusion to a subject

already distractingly complex. It has doubtless served to

confuse the matter in the minds of the courts and com-

missions themselves. Nevertheless, employment of sub-

stitute terms is not without difficulties.
*

In considering valuation for rate, taxation, and pur-

chase purposes we are chiefly concerned with cost, or

normal value, and exchange value. Here we will have

little to do with inherent utility, or value in use. From
[799]
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the necessities of the case our valuation must be expressed

not in terms of utility but in terms of money. We are thus

limited to cost, or normal value, and to exchange value.

§ 1002. Value dependent on purpose.

But neither the term "exchange value" nor the term

"cost of production" can be used regardless of assumed

conditions and the particular purpose of the appraisal.

Is exchange value the price that can be obtained at any

particular moment or is it the price that would be paid

under certain assumed conditions of demand and supply?

Certain conditions are almost invariably assumed. It

is assumed that the price will be paid not at a forced sale

but at a voluntary sale between a willing seller and a will-

ing buyer. But ihe degree of willingness of buyer and

seller varies greatly. The estimated sale price may de-

pend very largely on the length of time allowed to secure

the most anxious buyer. Cost of production may be

based either on actual cost or reproduction cost, or upon
a combination of the two. Moreover, both cost and ex-

change value are sometimes combined in various degrees

in forming a judgment as to value for any particular pur-

pose. Certain facts and certain elements of value will

doubtless be considered in arriving at a judgment as to

value for either tax or rate or purchase purposes. This

is particularly true of the important fact of cost of physical

property, both actual cost and reproduction cost, but the

degree of consideration given to certain facts may vary
greatly with the purpose of the valuation, and certain

facts and elements may be considered for one purpose and
entirely excluded for another.

§ 1003. California Commission makes no findings of value
without reference to purpose.

In proceedings under Sections 47 and 70 of the Call-
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fornia Public Utilities Act the Railroad Commission has

limited its findings to the ascertainment of certain facts

that are usually considered in determining the value of

railroad property. The Commission has declined to make
a finding as to the value of such property, believing that

such value can not properly be ascertained without refer-

ence to some particular purpose. Section 70 of the Public

UtiUties Act provides that findings of fact by the Com-
mission shall be admissible in evidence in any future pub-

lic proceeding. In delivering the opinion of the Commis-

sion in the Stockton Terminal case Commissioner Thelen

says (at pages 211-212) :
^

In making findings in this ease, I shall not make a general

finding as to the value of the property of this railroad. Value

is an elusive term, and what niay properly be a value for one

purpose may be entirely improper as a value for another pur-

pose. I shall rather find specific facts bearing on the question

of value, as shown by the evidence in this case, leaving it to the

future to use these facts, or such thereof as may be material,

in any proceeding in which these facts may become relevant.

The fact that a finding is made on a particular matter is not

to be taken as expressing the view of this Commission that that

particular matter should enter into a consideration of the value

of the property of this railroad company for any particular

purpose. For instance, I shall fiiid in this case that it cost a

certain amount of money to sell the railroad company's stocks

and bonds. In making this finding I shall not pass on the ques-

tion as to whether this amount was a reasonable amount of

money to expend for that purpose or whether this fact should

be considered at all in subsequent controversies affecting this

railroad as to rates, the issues of securities, or in other matters.

I shall content myself with finding the facts with reference to

different elements which, properly or improperly, have from

* la the Matter of ascertaining the value of the property of the Stockton

Terminal and Eastern Railroad Company within the State of California,

19 A.'t. & T. Co. Com. L, 208, April 30, 1913.

51
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time to time been considered by the courts in cases in which

the value of the property of a railroad company has been

material.

In making the findings of fact in this case, I shall consider

the following matters:

1. Organization, construction, and operation.

2. Stocks and bonds.

3. Revenues and expenses.

4. Original cost, as defined.

5. Reproduction value, as defined.

6. Present value, as defined.

The Commission also had in mind the unsettled condi-

tion of the law as to what constitutes fair value for rate

purposes. This is brought out in Commissioner Thelen's

paper before the National Association of Railway Com-
missioners, October 30, 1913, in which he considers par-

ticularly the question of appreciation in railway land

values and holds that it is inequitable to include such

appreciation in a valuation for rate purposes. In order

better to hold this question open pending a final decision

by the Supreme Court of the United States he recom-

mends that state commissions making physical valuations

should confine themselves to findings on questions of fact,

and refrain wherever possible from finding as to the ulti-

mate question of value. He says (at pages 279-280) :
^

That value may be one sum for one purpose and another

sum for another purpose. The correct value depends funda-

mentally both on the purpose for which it is to be ascertained

and on the correct principles to be adopted in ascertaining it.

Until the Supreme Court of the United States has clearly and
unequivocally established the principle which it considers cor-

rect after its attention has been squarely drawn to the tremen-
dous importance of the question of appreciation in value, I

believe it would be far wiser for the commissions to adopt the

^ National Association of Railway Commissioners, Proceedings, 1913.
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policy which the California Commission is at the present time

pursuing. Whenever the correct principle is definitely estab-

lished, it will be possible to refer to the findings of the commis-

sions on the various branches of the question and from these

findings to determine the ultimate fact of the value which is

to be assigned to the property for rate-making purposes. By
exercising care with reference to these facts, and distinguishing

clearly between a fact and a conclusion therefrom, the com-

missions will avoid the danger of putting themselves in a posi-

tion from which they can not withdraw and of adopting theories

and making findings which will later come back to plague them.

As in other proceedings under these sections the Com-
mission is careful to define the terms "original book

cost," "reproduction value" and "present value." In

the matter of ascertaining the value of the property of

the Sacramento Valley and Eastern Railway Company,
decided September 30, 1913, these terms are defined by
the California Commission as follows

:

At the outset I desire to define certain terms which will be

used herein.

The term "original book cost," as used in this opinion, means
the actual expenditure chargeable to capital account in accord-

ance with the classification of expenditures for road and equip-

ment, as prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission

for steam roads, made by the railway company for its operative

property as of June 30, 1912.

The term "reproduction value," as used in this opinion, means
the estimated cost in cash of acquiring the operative right of

way and other real estate and of repurchasing (reproducing) in

the condition in which it was acquired the other physical prop-

erty of the railway company, as of June 30, 1912, to which are

added overhead expenditures for engineering, law, interest and

commissions, and similar items.

The term "present value," as used in this opinion, means the

"reproduction value" less the diminution in value of the phys-

ical elements of the property, due to use, age, obsolescence,
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inadequacy, and other causes, plus appreciation where found.

This might properly be called "depreciated reproduction value,"

and does not mean the ultimate fact of present value as that

term is ordinarily used.

§ 1004. Distinction between value for rate and purchase pur-

poses.

A distinction between value for rate and purchase pur-

poses is brought out in the following decisions of the

New York Public Service Commission for the Second

District and the Supreme Court of New Jersey:

Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company *

is a case involving the valuation of property of an elec-

tric company for rate purposes. Chairman Stevens in

delivering the opinion of the Commission in this case

discusses at considerable length the distinction between

a valuation for rate purposes and valuation for purchase

purposes. He states that value in purchase cases is de-

termined primarily by earning power present and pros-

pective. In a purchase case the inquiry relates to earning

power or what can be got out of the property, while in

a rate case the question relates to what has been put into

the property. The question is discussed in this case with

reference to its bearing on the proper treatment of going

value in a rate case. Conomissioner Stevens says (at

pages 691-692)

:

In purchase cases, the point to be determined is how much
should be parted with by the purchaser for the purpose of ac-

quiring the entire property, including the business attached

thereto. The inquiry is as to the exchange value of the property;

that is, the sum or amount which should be parted with by the

purchaser in order to acquire that which he desires. The ex-

change value is, in case of a property whose function is simply

3 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015, April 2,

1913.
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to earn money, determined primarily by the earning power; not

alone the earning power at the moment, but the earning power

at the moment plus prospective earning power over a period of

years. ... In purchase cases the inquiry is, what is the

exchange value of the plant? What is its earning power, present

and prospective? And upon the amount of that earning power

depends the determination in the case.

In rate cases, the question in determining the value is not how
much has been or can be got out of the property, but how much
has been put into it, in order that from that fact it may be de-

termined how much may be reasonably taken out of it in the

way of net income. The cause of complaint in a rate case, and

hence the point in issue, is whether too much return has been

obtained from the public, and whether that return ought not to

be cut down to a smaller sum: whether the net income is not

too large and should not be smaller. In such a case the earning

power of the plant is uncertain until the decision as to the rate

is made, because that is the very thing the controversy is about.

It follows that in a rate case the earning power can not be con-

sidered in determining what is the value of the property for

the reason that such value depends upon the earning power and
the earning power depends again upon the rate, and the rate

depends upon the decision which may be made in the case.

In Public Service Gas Company v. Board of Public

Utility Commissioners * the Supreme Court of New Jersey

upheld an order of the Board of Utility Commissioners

reducing the rates of the Public Service Gas Company.
In discussing the allowance for going value Judge Swayze
notes the distinction between valuation for rate and
purchase purposes. He says (at page 658)

:

We think that if by value we mean what the economists call

exchange value, then a buyer would undoubtedly give more for

a plant already doing a profitable business than for a plant of

equal cost, capacity, and future possibilities, but without the

established business. To a purchaser the assurance of an im-

* 85 N. J. —, 87 Atl. 651, July 7, 1913.
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mediate return is worth paying for, and we see no reason to

doubt the correctness of the ruling of the United States Supreme

Court in Omaha v. Omaha Water Co., 218 U. S. 180, 30 Sup. Ct.

615, 54 L. Ed. 991. We agree with the view expressed for that

court by Mr. Justice Lurton "that the difference between a dead

plant and a live one is a real value, and is independent of any

franchise to go on, or any mere good will as between such a plant

and its customers." It is true that that was a condemnation

case and not a rate case, and involved, therefore, a question of

exchange value, and not the question of a fair and reasonable

valuation as between a public service company and the public.

The two bases of valuation may properly be different, since

upon a sale or condemnation the probability of an assured in-

come and a continuance of the existing rates enters into and

affects the exchange value; while in the case of a valuation for

the purpose of fixing a rate, the question is what valuation and

rate will tempt the investment of capital, and to what extent

existing rates may with justice be lowered.

§ 1006. Distinction between value for tax and rate purposes.

The following decisions of the United Statesi Supreme

Court, the New Hampshire Public Service Commission

and the Wisconsin Railroad Commission support the

now generally accepted rule that assessment for tax pur-

poses is not necessarily evidence of value for rate purposes

(see § 7). On the other hand, certain rulings of the Fed-

eral Court and of the Maryland Public Service Commission

in regard to the value of franchises seem to point toward

the opposite rule (see §§ 1400, 1404).

In the Missouri Rate Cases, ^ the United States Supreme
Court holds that valuation for purposes of taxation is

not necessarily evidence of value for rate purposes. In

order that value for tax purposes may be used as evidence

of value for rate purposes, it is necessary that the methods
,;of appraisement used in determining tax value shall be

« 230 U. S. 474, 33 Sup. Ct. 975, June 16, 1913.
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clearly, shown. In the Missouri Rate Cases the chief

evidence of value introduced was value as determined by
the State Assessing Board for tax purposes. Justice

Hughes in delivering the opinion of the court discusses

this question as follows (at pages 497-498)

:

The findings of value made by the court below, in the case of

seven of the nine companies, were the same as the valuations

placed respectively upon the properties by the state assessing

board, for the purpose of taxation, multiplied by thr6e. The
multiplication was made because the assessments were on the

basis of one-third of the value in the judgment of the state

board. In the case of two of the companies, the St. Louis &
Hannibal and the Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield, the value

as found was equal to twice the assessed valuation, that is, the

value was taken to be two-thirds of the estimate of the assessing

board.

None of the members of the state assessing board was exam-

ined. There is no satisfactory proof of the grounds of their

judgment. Nor was it shown that these valuations, made by
them for the purposes of taxation, were upon a basis which could

properly be taken in determining the fair value, where the sufii-

ciency of prescribed rates is involved and the issue is one of con-

fiscation.

Justice Hughes concludes that "It can not be regarded

as sufficient to introduce assessments, or valuations made
for the purposes of taxation; and this is particularly true

when the principles governing the assessments are not

properly shown, and for all that appears, they may have

rested upon methods of appraisement which would be

inadmissible in ascertaining the reasonable value of the

property as a basis for charges to the public."

The New Hampshire Public Service Commission in its

report on an investigation of railroad rates * states that

• Report of Public Service Commission of New Hampshire on an Investiga-

tion of Railroad Rates, November 30, 1912, 377 pages.
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an assessment for tax purposes is not necessarily evidence

of value for rate purposes. The Commission states that

this is particularly true if under the state law the value

of the franchise is included in the assessment for tax pur-

poses. The Commission says (at page 317)

:

While counsel for the railroad urged that the Commission

should accept this valuation as the value of said railroad prop-

erties for rate purposes, we do not feel that the same should be

so accepted unless supported by other satisfactory evidence, for

the reason that, in making assessments for purposes of taxation,

elements may properly be taken into consideration which are

entitled to no weight in fixing a valuation for rate purposes.

For example, under thfe decision of the Supreme Court of New
Hampshire, in the case of Fitchburg Railroad v. Prescott, 47

N. H. Reports, 67, it is held that the franchise of a corporation

should be included in an assessment for the purposes of taxation.

A franchise is a grant from the public, and it would seem clear

that it ought not to be made the basis of charges against the

public; When the people of the state granted to a body of men
the right to build a railroad between any two points in New
Hampshire, and those men invested their money in the con-

struction of a road under their charter and in the purchase of

rolling stock for the operation of the same, they became entitled

to collect from the people of the state in rates a fair return upon
the money invested by them in the enterprise; but they did not,

in addition to such fair return, become entitled to collect from
the people an additional sum figured as a return upon the value
of the Jjrivilege which had been granted to them without cost.

In City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way and Light Company '' the Wisconsin Railroad Com-
mission says (at pages 63-64) that: "The appraised value
for piu-poses of taxation may lead to similar erroneous
conclusions. Such values are frequently based upon net
earnings or the ability of the company to carry a portion

' 11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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of the general burden of taxation and involve a capitaliza-

tion of net profits even though such profits arise from

excessive rates."

§ 1006.*Definition and theory of value—New York Public

Service Commission, Second District.

In delivering the majority opinion of the New York
Public Service Commission, Second District, In the Mat-
ter of the Application of the Westchqpter Street Rail-

way Company ^ Chairman Stevens discusses' at length the

meaning of the term "value" with reference to the pur-

poses of taxation, rate fixing, and capitalization. The
case at hand is a capitalization case, but Chairman Stevens

apparently feels that the term "value" should have the

same significance regardless of purpose. After quoting

at length from various state and United States court de-

cisions in taxation and rate cases; Mr. Stevens concludes

that the courts have not laid down any definition of value

that would establish a rule for either tax, rate or capitaliza-

tion purposes. He says (at page 316)

:

It will not be found useful further to prolong quotations upon

this subject. There is not to my knowledge, in any reported

opinion, a thorough discussion of what constitutes value. Since

the decision of Smyth v. Ames, the courts have found it easy to

resort to the sweeping general language used in that case as a

rule for ascertaining value, when in fact no rule is given unless

saying that everything may be considered without any intima-

tion as to the relative weight and importance of different factors

constitutes a rule. Simply naming a large number of unrelated

particulars, or of inconsistent particulars, is not and can not

be an aid in the weighing of those particular^. Thus, the orig-

inal cost of construction, and the present as compared with the

original cost of construction, are both named as elements for

consideration, with the remark, "and are to be given such

' 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 286, 7 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 81, April 24, 1912.
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weight as may be just and right in each case." As to what may
be just and right in a given case is just the thing which we are in

search of. The courts, in every instance, carefully refrain from

indicating it. The same caution upon the part of the courts is

manifested in the taxation cases. •

Mr. Stevens then attempts to consider the subject from

a purely economic and practical standpoint and comes to

the conclusion that the term "value" with reference to

the purposes of 'taxation, rates or capitalization must

mean value in exchange. He also concludes that, generally

speaking, value in exchange must depend on earning

power direct or indiriect. From his extended discussion

of the question the following extracts are taken (at pages

317-318,320-323,327):

The different senses attributable to the word "value" do not

seem to have been carefully discriminated, with the result that

one court apparently speaks of one thing while another has in

mind something materially different. It is essential at the out-

set of any discussion of the subject to ascertain and define

with accuracy just what is the exact signification of the term
"value." Unless we know precisely what we are to seek, the

method of seeking will most likely be defective.

There can be no question that "value," with reference to the

purposes of taxation, fixing of rates, and capitalization, means
value in exchange. This was clearly brought out by Adam
Smith nearly a century and a half since, and has remained a
recognized truth with all economists since his day. John Stuart
Mill, in his Political Economy, makes the clear-cut statement:
"Value, when used without an adjunct, always means, in

political economy, value in exchange or exchange value. . . ."

We may say that value is nothing intrinsic in things, but sim-
ply the temporary measure of the general average desire for them
at the moment. It is subjective, inherent in the mind which
conceives it and not in the object of which it is conceived. The
qualities of an object make it an object of desirability to those
who have it not and who can not acquire it without parting with
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something which they have in exchange therefor. The terms

on which the exchange is made constitute the ratio of exchange.

This ratio is ultimately fixed by demand, and demand is deter-

mined by the intensity of desire.

These statements of well settled economic truths are dwelt

upon for the purpose of bringing out clearly the fundamental

truth that when we inquire concerning the value of a thing in

the sense of that term with which we are concerned, our in-

quiries do not primarily relate to the thing itself or its properties

or qualities, but should be directed to the strength of the desire

which others than the owner may have for its possession, and

which desire is ready to manifest itself in parting with money
or other things in order to obtain the coveted thing. The prop-

erties or qualities of the thing may, and in most cases undoubt-

edly should, be taken into consideration in estimating the prob-

able intensity of desire for its possession. They are or may be

evidence throwing light upon the subject under investigation,

but they are not the thing sought. If a promoter were to ask to

capitalize the air in his electric generating station on the ground

of its great and indispensable value in connection with the op-

eration of the plant, the fact upon which he relied would have

to be conceded. ...
An inquiry into the value of a railroad property as a whole

is an investigation of the question how much will any person or

collection of persons desire to possess the property, and how
much of money or other things will they be willing to part with

for the sake of such possession. The difficulty attending the

investigation is: (1) the property has never been, we will assume,

bought or sold, so that there is no direct test or evidence of its

ratio of exchange for money or other things; (2) it is not one of

a class of things which are bought or sold with such frequency

or under such circumstances as to afford a\ fair test of what it

would be likely to bring upon exchange or sale.

In short, no direct evidence is obtainable concerning its

probable ratio of exchange. The only course open to the in-

vestigator is to select those qualities or attributes which in his

judgment would create a desire for the property, and then es-

timate how much that desire would induce a prospective pur-
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chaser to surrender for its satisfaction. Different standards

for judging of value in this way have been used for the reason

that men differ as to what would create the desire for possession

and as to its strength measured by desire for other things. . . .

Analyze every possible case, and in every one it will be found

that an intending purchaser is influenced solely by the desire of

gain. No one wants a railroad or any interest in it for any other

purpose. In some form or other the impelling motive for the

purchase is to get money either by selling again at a profit or

by dividends or interest, with a belief that a sale can be made

at as much or less than the purchase price. These are truisms,

but they need statement in order to bring out clearly the funda-

mental truth that in seeking to ascertain the value of a railroad

property we must inquire into what power it, possesses, or is

believed to possess, to give gain to a purchaser. It is not a

thing which one desires to have for its own sake, like a work of

art. It is without any attraction in itself. Its one character-

istic which gives it value is its supposed power to yield, directly

or indirectly, a money return equal to the investment with a

profit thereon. Its value lies, not in what it is, but in what it

will produce or what is believed it will produce 'in money. This

is the essential proposition upon which all depends.

Generally speaking, what it will produce in money depends

upon its earning power, direct or indirect. To the ordinary

investor it is its direct earning power as shown by the excess of

its revenues over its expenses. To another road it may be
indirect by furnishing business upon which a profit can be madej
or by the suppression of a destructive competition. To the

speculator, or, perhaps, more accurately, stock gambler, results

in many cases are not to any appreciable extent dependent upon
the road itself, or its earnings, but upon other conditions which
may not be analyzed here even if it were possible. . . .

It is unnecessary to pursue this discussion further. In cases

where the sole attraction of a property which gives it exchange
value, or, in other words, creates a desire for its ownership, is

pecuniary gain, the measure of the desire and hence of the ratio

of exchange is clearly the amount of gain which it is believed
can be realized. This fundamental consideration indicates that
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the net earnings rule of valuation, when properly and carefully

applied with due regard to all the features of the individual case,

is probably the one having the surest support of basic principle.

It is also the one which accords with the practice of shrewd,

broadminded, successful men of business.

Conunissioner Sague dissented from the above opinion

on the ground that the most important basis for capitaliza-

tion is not value in exchange, but "the money which

has been skilfully and economically invested in the prop-

erty." Commissioner Sague says (at pages 342^343)

:

I disagree with the theory as developed in this case, and be-

lieve that too much stress is placed upon the element of earning

power and too little on the other items which determine value.

The main object of supervision of capitalization by the Commis-

sion, as I understand it, is to determine a basis for calculating

the fairness of rates and the adequacy of service. It is not

primarily necessary for the Commission to fix the value of a

property to the investor, or to arrive at a conclusion as to what

a business man would consider a fair purchase price. The duty

of the Commission is to approve of an amount of capital which

can be used in making up an honest balance sheet which can

be applied later, either by the Commission or the public, as a

basis for determining whether a corporation is giving its cus-

tomers fair treatment.

The most important basis for capitalization would appear to

be the money which has been skilfully and economically invested

in the property. That this was the view of the Supreme Court

in the Smyth v. Ames case, quoted by the Chairman, is indicated

by the court's opinion which places "the original cost of con-

struction" and "the amount expended in permanent improve-

ments" 'first in the list of elements to be considered as deter-

mining the value upon which the reasonableness of rates is to

be based.

One of the main elements of earning power must be the rate

which a corporation is permitted to charge. Using earning

power as a basis for capitalization and later using the capital-
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ization as a basis for fixing rates would involve reasoning in a

circle.

In some cases the earning power test might indicate a higher

capitalization than the original or reproductive cost would

justify, and thus be equivalent to the capitalization of the

franchise under which high earnings are obtained.

The above is a capitalization case, but the majority

opinion specifically states that "there can be no question

that value with reference to the purposes of taxation,

fixing of rates and capitalization means value in exchange."

The inference that the same rule would apply to a rate

case is, however, refuted in the case of Fuhrmann v.

Cataract Power and Conduit Company,^ decided April 2,

1913. In this case the opinion is also by Chairman

Stevens, who, after discussing the term "value" and

quoting from the decision in the Westchester case, says (at

pages 680-681)

:

The foregoing language was used in a capitalization case,

where the exchange value was directly in question and the mat-

ter to be ascertained by the investigation in hand. The present

case, however, is a rate case. In a rate case, the exchange value

can not logically be a basis of inquiry for the reason that the

exchange value depends upon the net income, present and

prospective; and the net income depends upon three principal

factors, one of which is the rate, the others being amount of

service sold and cost of operation. A reduction of rate which

does not increase the demand for service necessarily diminishes

the net income, and hence by so much diminishes the exchange

value of the property employed in the service. If the reduction

of rate increases the demand for service, such reduction may
increase the exchange value, provided the increase in service be

suflftciently great and without increase in operating expenses

sufficient to absorb the increased earnings.

Exchange value being dependent upon the rate, it is clear

that such exchange value is not the subject of inquiry in a rate

» 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015.
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case. To base the rate upon the exchange value would be gen-

erally merely to continue the rate, and it would absolutely con-

tinue it so far as the value is dependent upon the rate. If the

change in rate affects the net income, it changes the exchange

value; and if there be no change in exchange value there can

be no change in rate.
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§ 1010. No authoritative standard of fair value.

Little progress has been made toward a definition of

"fair value for rate purposes." Some authorities state

that the term is not subject to definition, if by definition

is meant the laying down of a standard or rule or formula

by which fair value can be determined. Each case must
be considered on its own merits, and such result or value

arrived at "as may be just and right in each case." "It

is not a matter of formulas, but there must be a reasonable

judgment having its basis in a proper consideration of all

relevant facts." ^ "We take it that any value is a fair

value which fair and reasonable men would say ought to

be attached to the property, under all the circumstances

of the particular case, for the purpose of measuring the

. return which the public should pay to the owner." ^ Fair

value "is a determination of what under all the facts and
circumstances of the case is a just and equitable amount
on which the return allowed to the corporation is to be

computed."'

Prior to about 1912 there were many cases in which
the courts and commissions, while nominally at least

considering various elements of value, as a matter of fact

apparently made cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation

the controlling factor. In recent years there has been a

tendency to modify the reproduction method so as to

> The Minnesota Rate Cases, 230 U. S. 352, 33 Sup. Ct. 729, June 9, 1913.

^Application tor approval of sale of Berlin Electric Light Company,
3 N. H. P. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 781, August 20, 1913.

' Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo, 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553,

23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4, 1913.
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bring it nearer to actual cost and to emphasize the im-

portance of the actual necessary cost as a factor in deter-

mining value. Certain decisions go so far as to make the

actual and necessary cost the most important if not the

controlling factor in determining fair value.

§ 1011. Need for some standard of value.

Those who reaUze the complexity of the problem are

agreed that it is fortunate that the courts, and particularly

the United States Supreme Court, has not attempted as

yet a more illuminating definition of "fair value." It is

recognized that the entire problem is in a developmental

stage and that there is danger of creating precedents that

may compromise future action when the entire problem

has been more fully disclosed.

This attitude, however, while proper under the circum-

stances, should not be considered final. While fair value

can never be a matter of, mathematical formula, its normal

content should be defined. Public interest demands that

the relation between the public utiUty and the pubhc

should be put on a more permanent and dependable

basis.

Investors in putting their money into public utility

enterprises are entitled to know whether, in case the

utility is appropriately located and normally successful,

it will be permitted to earn a return on the actual and

necessary investment or upon the cost of reproduction

or upon the market or exchange value of the property,

or upon a combination of these or other factors. Any
arrangement might conceivably be fair to the company
and fair to the public provided it were known in advance,

so that reciprocal relations between risks involved and

returns secured might be established and proper methods

of accounting for depreciation and appreciation instituted.

For the future at least it is clearly essential that some one
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standard should be adopted as the normal and control-

ling standard in determining fair value. As to the past,

the situation while more complicated still points to the

desirability of definitely choosing some standard.

Most of the objections to the adoption of any standard

of value arise from a consideration of the numerous difii-

culties and complexities created by the case of poorly

located and unsuccessful enterprises. It is apparent that

in such cases rates must be fixed without much regard

to cost of production. Rates in such cases must be largely

based on a fair judgment of the value of the service to the

consumer. In such cases the existing property has little

or nothing to do with the estimate. The entire problem

is approached from the standpoint of what is fair to the

consumer. It is recognizfed that a rate which would fairly

compensate the company from the standpoint of its out-

lay is improper as such rate would be higher than the con-

sumer could justly be called upon to pay. Such cases are

not, properly speaking, cases for valuation at all. They
are cases in which the rates must be determined largely

without regard to what is normally meant by value for

rate purposes. It is true that no standard of rate making

can be adopted for such cases. The usual procedure is to

determine actual cost, reproduction cost, accrued depre-

ciation, capitalization and perhaps other factors, and then

to fix an amount as fair value which at the rate of return

determined upon will permit of the rate of charge which

seems to correspond to the fair value of the service. The
reasoning here is somewhat circular. The fair rate of

charge must be first determined and then a fair value

and fair rate of return that will seem to justify the rate

of charge already determined upon. In considering a

normal standard of fair value for rate purposes the ab-

normal case of the poorly located, unsuccessful, or par-

tially obsolete enterprise should be excluded. Such ab-
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normal enterprises must necessarily be put in a class by

themselves in considering rate and valuation problems.

If the discussion is limited to the normally located and

successful enterprise, it is believed that a controlling stand-

ard for the determination of fair value can and should be

developed. It is essential that the relations between the

company and the public be put on a more permanent

and dependable basis. In justice both to the company

and to the public the determination of this important

matter should not be left wholly to the judgment or pre-

dilection of the court in each particular case. M6st judges

and individuals as well, whether consciously or not, use

some standard as actually controlling. They may test

their judgment of reproduction cost by actual cost or

they may test their judgment as to normal actual cost

by reproduction cost, but in either event it is one or

the other of these standards that is actually control-

ling.

The determination of a standard of value applicable to

existing investments will be worked out, if at all, by the

slow and piecemeal process of court decision in numerous

cases. The final answer can only be given by the Supreme

Court of the United States. It would seem, however,

that as to the future legislative bodies and commissions

might at once adopt a standard. This standard would

apply to future investments and to future fluctuations in

existing investments.

§ 1012. Reasonable rate of charge and cost of production.

In considering fair value for rate purposes, it is impor-

tant to bear in mind that the determination of fair value

is a part of the process of determining a reasonable rate

of charge. The content of fair value may therefore de-

pend largely on our conception of what constitutes rate

reasonableness. It will aid to a clearer determination of
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this intricate problem if for the moment we forget "fair

value" and concentrate our attention on the fundamentals

of a reasonable rate of charge. By "reasonable rate" as

here used we mean the reasonableness of the rate schedule

as a whole and not the adjustment of the various specific

rates that go to make up the complete rate schedule. It

is the total price or compensation collected from the public

for its entire service rather than the price for any par-

ticular service or class of services. A reasonable rate of

charge in this, sense of a reasonable rate schedule is a rate

that gives the company reasonable compensation for the

entire service which it renders the public.

Reasonable compensation must be reasonable to the

public. It can not be more than the service is fairly worth

to the users or more than they can be justly called upon
to pay under all the circumstances of the case. Reason-

able compensation should, moreover, constitute a fair

return to the company for the service rendered. It must
be just to the public and should be just to the company,

but if it can not be just to both it must in any event be

just to the public. Normally there is no conflict, for a

rate that is just to the company is also just to the public.

It is for the most part only in cases where there has been

poor judgment in the establishment of an enterprise, or

changed conditions have rendered it inappropriate, that

a rate which ofters only a fair compensation to the com-

pany is unjust to the public. For the normal successful

public utility enterprise the reasonable rate of charge is

the rate that affords the company a reasonable and no
more than reasonable compensation for its entire service

to the public.

What then is reasonable compensation in the case of

the appropriate and normally successful public utility

enterprises? Reasonable compensation is here equivalent

to the normal cost of production. What other basis can
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there be for the determination of a fair price in the ease

of a virtual monopoly?

If a commodity can be freely and quickly produced, its

market price will follow quite closely its cost of produc-

tion. This must be so because under the assumed condi-

tions there could be no reason for paying more than the

cost of production.

If a commodity may be freely produced, but only by

specially trained workmen, a large fixed investment, and

great business risks, the cost of production will still in

the long run tend to limit market price. It is clear that

the production of a particular commodity will not be

permanently carried on imless the price received covers

all the costs of production. Under free competition it is

also clear that a price higher than that necessary to cover

special risk, interest, profits, and operating expenses will

bring new capital into the industry and thus bring the

price down to the cost of production. For a freely pro-

duced commodity, therefore, a price that does not con-

form to cost of production is not a stable or normal price.

In a static society with perfectly free competition the

market price would conform to cost of production. In

our present highly dynamic society with many actual

limitations upon perfect freedom of competition market

price and cost of production are often very far apart.

Economists have used the term normal price to indicate

in the case of a freely produced commodity that price

that corresponds to cost of production. It is the normal
price because it is the price toward which market prices

tend; it is the price that imder assumed conditions would
be stable.

The above presupposes competitive conditions. In
the case of unregulated virtual monopoly the force that

tends to limit prices charged to the cost of production is

lacking. This creates the necessity for public regulation
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of the rates of charge of pubhc service companies. The
aim of public regulation is to accomplish what in other

industries is assmned to be accomplished automatically

by free competition; that is^ to limit the price charged

to the normal cost of production. In the case of au-

thorized and regulated monopoly, ordinarily the reason-

able rate of charge will correspond exactly to the econo-

mist's conception of normal price. The reasonable rate

is ordinarily the <one fixed by the normal cost of produc-

tion. It is fixed by normal operating expenses plus a

normal rate of return on a normal capital cost. Normal

cost is ordinarily the determining factor in fixing fair,

reasonable or normal prices in the case of a regulated

monopoly.

There is no reason why in the case of a virtual monopoly

the public should be required to pay more than the normal

cost of production, and sound reason why in the long

run the public can not pay less. Normal cost of produc-

tion is the amount which in the long run it is necessary

to pay to secure the utiUties demanded by the public.

It is the amount that will secure an equiUbrium between

demand and supply.

§ 1013. Actual cost and reproduction cost as factors in deter-

mining cost of production.

In the case of a commodity requiring no capital outlay

the normal cost of production is easily determined. It

is the
,

present normal cost of the labor and materials

entering into its production. Cost consists merely of

"operating expenses" and is not complicated by the

question of capital cost and interest and profits thereon.

In the case, however, of a commodity requiring a large

fixed investment, the determination of a normal cost of

production is a complex process, in the working out of

which there is room for a wide divergence of opinion. To
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the normal cost of labor and materials there must be

added a fair estimate for depreciation and a fair return

on capital cost. The normal cost of labor and materials

is complicated by the necessity of including provision for

maintenance, repairs, and depreciation. The determina-

tion of a normal return on a normal capital cost requires

a determination of two very difficult and complicated

problems: (1) what is the amount of the normal capital

cost, and (2) what constitutes a normal return on such

amount.

Normal capital cost as applied to a new enterprise is

a comparatively simple concept. But what is it as ap-

plied to a long-established enterprise—to a water-supply

plant, a gas plant or a railroad system? Is it normal cost

at the time originally installed or last renewed, or, on the

other hand, is it the present cost of reproduction? Is it

actual cost or reproduction cost? We start with the

premise that the reasonable rate of charge is to be deter-

mined by the fair cost of production. The point at issue

between actual cost and reproduction cost is really whether

by cost of production we mean cost at a particular mo-

ment or cost averaged over a period of years. In favor of

present-moment-cost it is asserted that what the public is

entitled to is service at a rate of charge sufficient only to

pay a return fair under present investment conditions upon

the capital cost that would be required at present to fur-

nish this service; and conversely what the company is

entitled to receive is a fair return under present invest-

ment conditions on the capital cost that it or another

company would have to expend at present in order to

provide the service, A rate of charge measured on this

basis is said to correspond to the present economic cost

of the service.

The fallacy in this argument is due to a failure to realize

the effect on cost determination of a fixed investment of
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capital. If a public service could be supplied without a

fixed investment, it would be true that cost of produc-

tion could be determined without reference to the past.

But these utilities can not be supplied without a large

capital outlay that can not be withdrawn at will and upon
which a certain risk has been assumed in anticipation of

an assumed probable return. As the utility can be sup-

plied only in this way, the actual cost of production can

not be determined without reference to these actual con-

ditions. Cost of production determined by the reproduc-

tion method is largely hypothetical. It is not based on the

actual conditions that limit the production of the utility.

Take the railroad industry. Some billions of dollars

have been permanently devoted to this great public serv-

ice. This capital can not be withdrawn. The railroad

is a fixture. It has created and molded the entire indus-

trial and social development. The location of industries,

population, cities, has for the ^ost part been controlled

by this factor. It is utterly impossible to conceive of

our present social and industrial organization without the

railroad. The reproduction-cost theory as applied to such

an institution is particularly fanciful. How can real cost

of transportation be held to change from year to year

with the changing reproduction cost of the railroad right

of way dnd terminals? If railroads were in fact entirely

reconstructed each year, there would be reason in this

method of cost determination. But they are not and can

not be constructed and operated on any such theory. The
real cost of transportation can only be determined by
recognizing the only process by which transportation

service can be supplied; that is, by devoting capital per-

gaanently to the enterprise.

§ 1014. Actual cost the normal standard.

The determination of a normal capital cost is one step
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in the process of determining a normal price, and this

pormal price is the amount which in the long run it is

necessary to pay to secu,re the utilities demanded by the

public. It is the amount which constitutes an adequate

inducement for investment. Starting with the necessary

investment as a base, the investor will estimate all the

risks and hazards of the business of every kind and na-

ture, and against this will place all the possible chances

of profit. The possible rate of return adequate to induce

investment is naturally and necessarily a percentage on
the actual cost. From the standpoint of the investor, a
rate of profit based on any amount that is, less than the

actual cost is in excess of the actual rate of profit, and a
rate of profit based on any amount that is greater than
the actual cost is less than the actual rate of profit.

Assume, for example, that a possible annual return of

7 per cent on the actual outlay is reasonable and necessary

to secure the establishment of a given public utility. If,

however, the annual return is to be based not on actual

outlay but on estimated reproduction cost in each year,

7 per cent will be more or less than a reasonable return in

proportion as the chances favor an increase or a decrease
in reproduction cost. If costs of land, labor and materials
are advancing and all indications point to a continuance
of such increase, a return of 7 per cent on such increasing

cost is more than is reasonable and necessary to secure
the establishment of the given enterprise. If, on the other
hand, all indications point to a continuous fall in the cost
of land, labor and materials, the prospect of a return of

7 per cent on such decreasing cost would not be adequate
to secure the establishment of the enterprise. To furnish
an adequate inducement, either the probable rate of re-
turn would have to be increased or the cost of reproduction
standard of determining capital cost would have to be
abandoned.
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The fair rate of return could be altered so as in a measure

to offset the appreciation or depreciation of the base to

which such rate of return is applied. With declining prices

the risk of depreciation in reproduction cost would be

offset by an increase in rate of return and with advancing

prices the probability of appreciation would be offset

by a decrease in the rate of return. This, however, is

but a poor method of accomplishing what can be more
fairly and logically effecljed by directly basing the rate

of return on actual capital cost. Any method that is

permanently fair to both parties must get back to actual

capital cost as the base for actual as distinct from nominal,

profits.

It is a fair assumption that in general investors in estab-

lishing public utilities have looked to a fair return on their

actual investment to compensate them for their outlay,

and have not taken seriously into account any apprecia-

tion or depreciation in the value of land or in the price of

labor and materials entering into the reproduction cost

of structures and equipmtat. They have necessarily

assumed that they would be able and' would be permitted

to receive for their service an amount equal to their actual

cost of production, i. e., operating expenses, depreciation

and interest and profits on their actual capital outlay.

The normal actual capital cost as a basis for rate de-

termination, moreover, has a distinct advantage from the

standpoint of public policy. It is desirable that rate

schedules should have stability and should not fluctuate

with the price of iron pipe or copper wire or with real

estate activity or reactions. A utility is not established

for the purpose of speculating in copper wire or iron pipe

or land. It must, however, in furnishing its service invest

its money permanently in these things. The utility should

not be expected to assume the risks of fluctuations in the

price of the land and materials it uses. The public interest
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is best subserved and the cost of production is lowered by

reducing the risks incident to public utility enterprises.

The tendency of modern public service regulation is to

establish more definite and equitable relations between

the public and the company. These more definite rela-

tions mean decreased risk and decreased risk means de-

creased cost of production.

The public utility renders a continuous service and in do-

ing so requires a permanent fixed capital. Both the plant

and the business are a gradual growth. This essential

continuity of growth and service is the fact that seems to

be lost sight of in present moment reproduction methods

of determining cost of production. The service and its

present cost are the result of a complex interplay of fac-

tors starting with the initiation of the enterprise. Such

cost is as much the result of past life and growth as it is of

present conditions. Investment, depreciation, operating

costs, risk, are all bound up in the past growth and de-

velopment of the existing utility.
,

Though it be admitted that ordinary fluctuations in

the price of land, labor and materials should not be re-

flected in the rate of charge, it may still be argued that

general movements in the level of prices caused by a

change in the value of money should be so reflected. If

the value of gold is declining, there is necessarily an in-

crease in the value of all other commodities measured on

a gold basis. A general rise in prices means a depreciation

in the standard of value. It is argued that with a general

rise in prices imless a utility is allowed to earn on its

reproduction cost rather than on its actual cost the real

value of its return in terms of other commodities will

constantly decline. This, of course, is unfair to the utility.

The utility is placed in the position of the bondholder who
under rising prices sees the relative value of his income

reduced. Such, however, would not be the necessary
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result if actual cost were made the basis of fair value for

rate purposes. With advancing prices operating expenses

would necessarily increase, thus tending to increase the

fair rate of charge. Moreover, with a general advance in

prices it seems that rates of interest and profits also in-

crease, thus increasing the fair-rate of return. If the fair

rate of return is increased to correspond with the general

increase in interest rates and rates of profit, the investor

in public utilities is treated fairly if his return is based on

actual cost and not on reproduction cost. If fair value

is based on reproduction cost and the fair rate of return on

present increased interest rates and rates of profit, the

investor in public utilities is more than doubly compen-

sated for the general rise in the level of prices.

The difference between actual cost and reproduction

cost as a standard of value appears chiefly with reference

to a few items, such as copper wire and iron pipe, that

fluctuate greatly in value, with reference to land, the

general tendency of which is to increase in value in grow-

ing communities, and with reference to certain long-lived

units that reflect the movement in the general price level.

The two methods show little difference in so far as all

short-lived units are concerned. In the case of an or-

dinary electrical property it makes little difference in

regard to items other than land whether the actual cost

or the reproduction cost method is used. In this state-

ment it should be noted that actual costds taken as the

first cost of the units now in place and not as the first

cost of the original units. If the first cost of the original

units were taken, there would in many cases be a very

great difference between actual and reproduction cost.

§ 1015. Theory and limitations of the reproduction standard.

As justifying the reproduction method it may be argued

that the public is always entitled to secure service under
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present conditions as to cost of production. It is entitled

to secure service at a rate of charge sufficient only to cover

cost of operation, interest and profits of a substitute plant

of the most modern approved design, capable of perform-

ing the same service as the existing plant. The company-

assumes the risk and enjoys the profit, if any, incident

to this arrangement. This method involves a reproduc-

tion of the service rather than a reproduction of the plant.

If the old plant were wiped out, what would it cost at

present to construct and operate a plant capable of per-

forming the service now performed by the old plant? In

the case of a water plant, perhaps an entirely new source

of supply would be used and the distribution system

radically changed; in the case of a gas plant, a different

process of production employed and a few gas-holders

substituted for many small ones; in the case of an electric

plant, larger units of production employed; in the case

of a railroad, there might be a radical relocation and re-

alignment of roadbed and important changes in the

method of construction, leading to great economies in

operating cost. It has been stated that "if our railways

were to be built anew, in the light of our present knowl-

edge and with our present traffic offerings and financial

resources, vast changes would be made in the character

of construction." *

As thus stated, the reproduction method has so many
difficulties that it is practically never employed. The
reproduction of the service involves not only the deter-

mination of the cost of the most efficient substitute plant,

but the determination of the present cost of reproducing

the business, the proper allowance under present condi-

tions for interest and profit and the operating costs for

the substitute plant. In most cases it is exceedingly diffi-

* J. E. Willoughby in Proceedings of American Society of Civil Engineers,
January, 1911, page 119.
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cult and expensive to determine the design of an equally

efficient substitute plant. In the case of a railroad, for

example, the cost of determining a substitute location

and of estimating the operating costs thereon would be

so great as to render it entirely impractical as a factor in

rate regulation. It would require a careful survey of

various available locations and estimates of construction

and operating costs. The engineering costs of such sur-

vey and estimates would be enormous.

The cost of reproduction in practice, therefore, instead

of meaning the cost of a substitute plant of the most

modern approved design, capable of performing the same

service as the existing plant, has come to mean the cost

of a substantially identical reproduction of the existing

plant. This is the usual method. It involves, however,

a partial abandonment of the reproduction of the service

theory and a somewhat imperfect recognition of the fact

that cost of production is necessarily related to the past

as well as to the present and future. It constitutes an

imperfect recognition of the necessary continuity in the

life of the plant and its service.

By a further modification of the cost-of-reproduction

method, cost of reproduction is made to mean not the

cost at present prices of land, labor and materials of repro-.

ducing a substantially identical plant under present condi-

tions, but the cost, at present prices of land, labor and

materials, of reproducing a substantially identical plant

under the actual conditions under which the existing plant

was originally constructed. Under this method expendi-

tures actually incurred in the development of the present

property are fully allowed for, even though they would

not be met with in the reproduction of an identical sub-

stitute plant. On the other hand, certain expenditures

that have not been incurred in the development of the

existing property but would be incurred in the reproduc-
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tion of the existing property are excluded. The following

is a statement of expenditures that would be included

under this interpretation of the reproduction method:

"If trees were cleared, then he (the appraiser) must allow

for the cost of clearing, although not a tree may now be

standing. If streets were graded, then that grading must

be estimated, though to-day the entire city is as level as a

floor. If quicksand was encountered in laying a pipe-

line, then the added cost of excavating it must be allowed,

even though subsequent works have drained the line so

that it no longer has a yard of quicksand. If money was

spent to educate the pubUc to the use of the commodity

sold by the corporation, then that money is a develop-

ment expense which must be allowed, even though the

expense would not now be incurred by a new corporation

of like character." * Pavement over mains laid at the

expense of the city, on the other hand, is an example of a

reproduction cost that would not be included under the

modified rule above mentioned.

The consideration under the reproduction method of

piecemeal construction depends upon whether the modi-

fied view of cost of reproduction above referred to is

adopted. Under a strict application of the reproduction

method there would be no occasion for the application of

piecemeal methods. The entire property would be recon-

structed by the quickest and most economical method.

The actual cost of constructing gas mains has doubtless

increased where from time to time additional mains have

been laid in the same street to meet increased demands.

In the laying of telephone conduits and cables by the

piecemeal method additional cost is also incurred. On
the other hand, certain overhead charges, such as organiza-

tion, engineering and interest during construction, may

* Discussion by Halbert P. Gillette in "Transactions of American Society

of Civil Engineers," 1911, vol. 73, pp. 382.
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be lower where the property is constructed by the piece-

meal process. Various authorities in using the reproduc-

tion method have considered it proper to allow for piece-

meal construction. To this extent they have abandoned
the strict reproduction method.

A strict application of the reproduction method means
that interest and profits shall be" determined by present

conditions. If the existing property were wiped out,

upon what terms could capital be induced to invest in a

similar property under existing conditions as to interest

and risk? This theory disregards entirely the risk as-

sumed when the existing enterprise was started and when
the successive additions to investment were made. Most
authorities recognize, however, that a fair return on in-

vestment can not be determined in this way. Considera-

tion must necessarily be given to initial risks and past

earnings.

The reproduction method does not fit in with deprecia-

tion and accounting methods. The annual allowance for

depreciation under approved accounting methods is not

the amount required to replace the existing unit, but the

amount required- to write off the cost of the existing unit

when it is necessary to replace it. Under approved methods

the actual cost of a car when replaced is deducted from

the capital account, and the cost of the new car is added

to the capital account. An allowance for depreciation

estimated on reproduction cost is consequently inaccurate

in proportion as the reproduction cost differs from the

actual cost. As long as the science of accounts is predi-

cated on actual cost it is inconsistent and confusing in

any proceeding to determine cost of production to base

either the accrued depreciation or the annual allowance

for depreciation on reproduction rather than actual

cost.

53
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§ 1016. Definition of actual cost and method of its determina-

tion.

The question of actual cost has been usually dismissed

in connection with valuation cases and discussions by the

simple statement that inasmuch as its determination was

entirely impracticable any consideration of the subject

must be purely academic. This, it seems, has been largely

the result of a somewhat confused conception of actual

cost. Actual cost properly considered may in a great

majority of cases be determined with much greater ac-

curacy than reproduction cost. The term "actual cost"

may possibly be taken in three senses: (1) book cost;

(2) the first cost of the original units; (3) the first cost of

the identical imits now in use. The confusion has arisen

from identification of actual cost with book cost or first

cost of original units, or both. Properly speaking, actual

cost is the first cost of the identical units now in use. In

the past both the terms "actual cost" and "original cost"

have been used, the term "original cost" being most fre-

quently employed. The term "actual cost',' should be

substituted, as the term "original cost" appears to mean
the first cost of the original units.

Book cost would be the same as actual cost, i. e., the

first cost of the identical units now in use, assuming that

approved accounting principles had been strictly applied

from the initiation of the enterprise. Correct accounting

principles are, however, of comparatively recent accept-

ance and application. Book costs as actually developed

often include discount on securities issued, exorbitant prof-

its to promoters, cost of replacing wprnout or superseded

property, dividends paid out of capital and money sunk in

unsuccessful experiments. On the other hand, book cost

may exclude various actual costs, such as improvements
and betterments constructed out of earnings and over-

head construction charges included in operating expenses.
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Original cost or the first cost of the original units is

extremely difficult of ascertainment in the case of all the

older enterprises. Accounts and records are lacking, and
even if at hand would not necessarily be illuminating,

inasmuch as the accounting principles and methods ap-

plied are not in evidence. A particular unit may have

been replaced many times; there may be no record of

the time when it was originally installed or of the character

and quality of the unit when installed. - To the first cost

of the original unit there would be added or deducted

at the time of successive replacements the proportion

of the cost of the new imit represented by any increase

or diminution in the capacity of such unit. When a

street car with a carrying capacity of 24 is replaced with

one having a carrying capacity of 30 one-fifth of the cost

of the new car would be added to capital cost. When in

turn the 30-passenger car came to be replaced by a 40-

passenger car, one-fourth of the cost of such,new car would

be added to capital cost. Thus the determination of origi-

nal cost in this sense would require a complete knowledge

of the physical and accounting history of the enterprise.

If actual cost be taken in the sense of original cost or

first cost of the original unit, it may be ruled out as im-

practicable of ascertainment in the majority of cases.

Under approved accounting principles, however, actual

cost is not the first cost of the original unit but the first

cost of the identical unit now in use. Under approved

accounting methods, when a given unit is replaced the

cost of the replaced unit is deducted from the capital ac-

covmt and the cost of the new unit is added to capital ac-

count. Thus the true book cost corresponds with the

first cost of the identical unit now in use. This greatly

simplifies the problem of determining actual cost.

Assmning that existing accounts and records may be

only partially relied upon, an estimate of actual cost
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can be ascertained by much the same methods as and with

greater accuracy than an estimate of reproduction cost.

The first essential in either case is a complete inventory of

property units in use. A second requirement in both cases

is the determination of the approximate time at which

each such unit was installed. This information is essen-

tial under the reproduction method in order to determine

the age and accrued depreciation of each unit or class of

units. It is essential under the actual cost method in

order that unit costs varying with the period of purchase

may be applied. Records are available showing for any

period the prevailing prices of labor and materials entering

into construction costs. From such records, supple-

mented in many cases by fragmentary data obtainable

from the books of the company, it is possible to apply

unit costs. In the electrical industries, particularly, a

large part of the property is short-lived, so that even if

records are at hand for the past five or ten years only

data that will fix within narrow limits the actual cost

of a large proportion of the existing property can be as-

certained. The actual cost of land, even in the case of

old enterprises, can often be obtained from the company's

records. If such records are entirely lacking, the value

of the land at the time of its purchase may be estimated

from tax assessments and records of purchases and sales

at the time. Such an estimate will, in most cases, come
nearer to the true purchase price than present estimates

of reproduction of the land will come to the true reproduc-

tion cost. A succinct statement of the method to be em-
ployed by the engineer in estimating actual cost is con-

tained in a recent book by Hammond V. Hayes, entitled

"PubUc Utilities; Their Cost New and Depreciation"

(at page 108)

:

By far the larger part of these difficulties is removed if the
original cost is determiaed in substantially the same manner as
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was the replacement cost. An inventory is prepared showing

all plant units now in useful service. Such an inventory is

identical with that required for ascertaining replacement cost.

The age of each unit is ascertained and entered in the inventory.

As will be explained later, this figure for age is necessary for a

determination of the loss in value of the investment arising

from depreciation. From this age figure it is possible to find

how many units of each class of elements were constructed in

each year in the past. The engineer and an accountant familiar

with the company's records can ascertain the unit costs of all

elements for each year in the past. The sum of the products of

the numbers of units constructed each year by the unit costs for

that year will give the original cost. Overhead charges can be

found for each year and applied to the cost of construction each

year in a manner similar in all respects to that described under

replacement cost. Thus it is seen that the method of determin-

ing original cost is practically the same as replacement cost

except that in the case of the original cost there are several unit

costs, one for each year in the past, for each element, whereas

for replacement cost there is but one unit cost applicable to all

units of the same kind.

§ 1017. Standard of value as affected by past conditions and

vested rights.

If public service industries were not already long es-

tablished and our problem was that of devising a general

policy that would serve as an adequate but not excessive

inducement to obtain the establishment of the desired

services, it seems clear that the actual and necessary out-

lay would naturally be taken as the normal capital cost

upon which a fair rate of return would be allowed. The
future cost of production of the service in a particular com-

munity would therefore depend somewhat on the prices

of Jand, labor and materials prevailing at the time the

particular plant was established. This seems natural and

fair. The normal price of a virtual monopoly is neces-

sarily something of an average. It can not be determined
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wholly without reference either to past or future. The

normal price is not the present-moment hypothetical

cost of production, assuming a reproduction at the present

moment of the existing plant. Utilities requiring a large

fixed investment can not be permanently carried on on

this basis with justice to the investor and economy to

the public.

But our pubUc service industries have for the most part

been long estabUshed. A vested right to increments, es-

pecially in land values, is claimed. In the past, theories

of pubUc control have been but vaguely formulated and

very imperfectly applied. Consequently many beUeve

that the cost-of-reproduction method of determining cap-

ital cost or fair"value is essential as a starting point, but

for the future fluctuations in the price of land, labor

and materials should result neither in an unearned incre-

ment or an unmerited loss to the investor.

What is equitably and just as regards the past depends

upon the nature of the implied understanding between

the public utility and the public at the time these invest-

ments were made. It is probably correct to say that no

more definite understanding could have been implied

than that the service would be supplied at the cost of

production. Cost of production here means the actual

cost of producing the service, including interest and normal

profit, but excluding monopoly gains. Whether interest

and normal profit were to be based on actual cost or on
cost of reproduction was probably seldom considered, and
there has certainly been no authoritative statement that

could justify a conclusion that either the one or the other

inethod would prevail.

If it were generally true that public utiUty properties

could now be reproduced at less than actual cost, the argu-

ment for the acceptance of actual cost as a normal stand-

ard for fair value would appeal very strongly to the public
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utility interests. As, however, prices of land, labor and
material have in general advanced enormously since 1896,

most utility enterprises can only be reproduced to-day

at a cost considerably in excess of the actual necessary

cost. It is natural, therefore, that public utility interests

should incline strongly toward the reproduction method.

It may be argued that it has at least for a considerable

number of years been recognized by the highest courts

that the company is entitled to earn a fair return on the

fair value of its property. The courts have used the

terms "value," "present value," "fair value," "reasonable

value" and "just value" in relation to the amount upon
which the fair rate of return should be based. That
they have not usually had current exchange value in mind
is clearly apparent from the fact that the chief weight

in determining value has been given to cest, either actual

cost or reproduction cost. They have usually used

"value" in the sense of "normal- value," as that term is

understood by economists, i. e., a value corresponding

to the cost of production. It seems at first thought that

reproduction cost corresponds niore nearly to any proper

use of the term "value" than does actual cost. It does

have a closer relation to exchange value, but not neces-

sarily a closer relation to normal value or cost of produc-

tion, which is the only sense in which the term "value"

can be properly used in this connection.

§ 1018. Normal actual cost should at least be adopted for the

future. I

While doubt as to the nature of the implied agreement

and consideration of vested rights prevent a definition

of what constitutes fair value as regards the past, this

should not prevent the adoption of a standard to govern

future investments and future fluctuations in existing

investments. If normal actual capital cost were adopted
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as the rule for the future, accounting methods and rate

regulation would be much simplified and the relations

between the utilities and the public placed on a much

more equitable and dependable basis. The adoption of

this as the normal standard for appropriately located

and successful enterprises would not mean that excep-

tional efficiency shown in the construction or operation

of an enterprise could not be properly rewarded, or,

on the other hand, that exceptional ineSiciency could

not be penafized. Such reward or penalty, however,

is more properly reflected in the rate of return allowed.

Decisions Relative to Fair Value

§ 1019. United States Supreme Court, 1896.

In Covington and Lexington Turnpike Road Co. v.

Sanford,^ Justice Harlan, in discussing whether a rate

schedule prescribed by statute is confiscatory, and the

general basis for determining the reasonableness of a

rate, says (at pages 596-597)

:

It is proper to say that if the answer had not alleged in sub-

stance that the tolls prescribed by the act of 1890 were wholly

inadequate for keeping the road in proper repair and for earning

dividends, we could not say that the act was unconstitutional

merely because the company (as was alleged, and as the de-

murrer admitted) could not earn more than four per cent on its

capital stock. It can not be said that a corporation is entitled,

as of right, and without reference to the interests of the public,

to realize a given per cent upon its capital stock. When the

question arises whether the legislature has exceeded its consti-

tutional power in prescribing rates to be charged by a corpora-

tion controlling a public highway, stockholders are not the only

persons whose rights or interests are to be considered. The
rights of the pubUc are not to be ignored. It is alleged here that

the rates prescribed are unreasonable and unjust to the company

« 164 U. S. 678, 17 Sup. Ct. 198, 41 L. Ed. 560, December 14, 1896.
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and its stockholders. But that involves an inquiry as to what
is reasonable and just for the public. If the estabUshing of new
lines of transportation should cause a diminution in the number
of those who need to use a turnpike road, and, consequently, a

diminution in the tolls collected, that is not in itself a sufficient

reason why the corporation operating the road should be allowed

to maintain rates that would be unjust to those who must or do

use its property. The public can not properly be subjected to

unreasonable rates in order simply that stockholders may earn

dividends. The legislature has the authority in every case,

where its power has not been restrained by contract, to proceed

upon the ground that the public may not rightfully be required

to submit to unreasonable exactions for the use of a public high-

way established and maintained under legislative authority. If a

corporation can not maintain such a highway and earn dividends

for stockholders, it is a misfortune for it and them which the

Constitution does not require to be remedied by imposing imjust

burdens upon the public. So that the right of the public to use

the defendant's turnpike, upon payment of such tolls as in view

of the nature and value of the service rendered by the company
are reasonable, is an element in the general inquiry whether the

rates established by law are unjust and unreasonable. That in-

quiry also involves other considerations, such, for instance, as

the reasonable cost of maintaining the road in good condition

for pubUc use, and the amount that may have been really and

'

necessarily invested in the enterprise. In short, each case must

depend upon its special facts, and when a court, without assum-

ing itself to prescribe rates, is required to determine whether the

rates prescribed by the legislature for a corporation controUing

a public highway are, as an entirety, so unjust as to destroy the

value of its property for all the purposes for which it was ac-

quired, its duty is to take into consideration the interests both

of the public and of the owner of the property, together with

all other circumstances that are fairly to be considered in de-

termining whether the legislature has, under the guise of regu-

lating rates, exceeded its constitutional authority, and practi-

cally deprived the owner of property without due process of

law.
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§ 1020. Justice Brewer in Cotting v. Kansas Cily Stock Yards

Company, 1901—^Value of service to consumer.

In Cotting v. Kansas City Stock Yards Company^

the United States Supreme Court passes on the vaUdity

of a state statute prescribing rates of charge for stock

yards doing a prescribed volume of business. The finding

of the lower court (see § 23) was reversed, and the statute

in question held invalid, on the ground that it applied

only to the Kansas City Stock Yards Company, and

not to other companies engaged in like business in Kansas.

This was the sole ground of the decision. Justice Brewer,

however, submitted the opinion of the court, and in this

opinion stated certain other grounds of unconstitution-

ality, but in doing so was not supported by the other

Justices, as they found it unnecessary to express an opinion

upon these matters. Justice Brewer holds that the rate

in this case should be based on the reasonableness of the

charge for each particular service, and that on this basis

the rates in force prior to the passage of the Kansas statute

were clearly reasonable. He points out that a railroad

company or other public utility exercises some govern-

mental power, such as the right of eminent domain, or

enjoys some privilege or franchise granted by the state.

In the case, however, of a stock yards company the owner

merely devotes his property to a purpose which is not

itself public, but which may be of sufficient interest to

the public to require a certain degree of regulation. Regu-

lation in such a case should not be based on the profit

made by the company upon its entire business, but upon
the reasonableness of the charge for each particular service,

from the standpoint of the consumer. A rate that con-

forms to usage and is not higher than charges in other

places is presumably reasonable. Justice Brewer says

(at pages 93-98)

:

' 183 U. S. 79, November 25, 1901.
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Now in the light of these decisions and facts, it is insisted that

the same rule as to the limit of judicial interference must apply

in cases in which a public service is distinctly intended and ren-

dered, and in those in which, without any intent of public serv-

ice, the owners have placed their property in such a position that

the public has an interest in its use. Obviously there is a dif-

ference in the conditions of these cases. In the one the owner

has intentionally devoted his property to the discharge of a

public service. In the other he has placed his property in such a

position that, willingly or unwillingly, the public has acquired

an interest in its use. In the one he deliberately undertakes to

do that which is a proper work for the state. In the other, in

pursuit of merely private gain, he has placed his property in

such a position that the public has become interested in its use.

In the one it may be said that he voluntarily accepts all the

conditions of public service which attach to like service per-

formed by the state, itself. In the other that he submits to only

those necessary interferences and regulations which the public

interests require. In the one he expresses his willingness to do

the work of the state, aware that the state in the discharge of

its public duties is not guided solely by a question of profit. It

may rightfully determine that the particular service is of such

importance to the public that it may be conducted at a pecun-

iary loss, having in view a larger general interest. At any rate

it does not perform its services with the single idea of profit. Its

thought is the general public welfare. If, in such a case, an

individual is willing to undertake the work of the state, may it

not be urged that he in a measure subjects himself to the same

rules of action, and that if the body which expresses the judg-

ment of the state believes that the particular services should be

rendered without profit, he is not at liberty to complain? While

we have said again and again that one volunteering to do such

services can not be compelled to expose his property to confisca-

tion, that he can not be compelled to submit its use to such rates

as do not pay the expenses of the work, and therefore create a

constantly increasing debt which ultimately works its appro-

priation, still is there not force in the suggestion that as the

state may do the work without profit, if he voluntarily under-
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takes to act for the state he must submit to a like determination

as to the paramount interests of the public?

Again, wherever a purely public use is contemplated, the

state may, and generally does, bestow upon the party intending

such use some of its governmental powers. It grants the right

of eminent domain, by which property can be taken, and taken

not at the price fixed by the owner, but at the market value.

It thus enables him to exercise the powers of the state, and

exercising those powers and doing the work of the state, is it

wholly unfair to rule that he must submit to the same condi-

tions which the state may place upon its own exercise of the

same powers and the doing of the same work? It is unnecessary

in this case to determine this question. We simply notice the

arguments which are claimed to justify a difference in the rule

as to property devoted to public uses from that in respect to

property used solely for purposes of private gain, and which

only by virtue of the conditions of its use becomes such as the

public has an interest in.

In reference to this latter class of cases, which is alone the

subject of present inquiry, it must be noticed that the individual

is not doing the work of the state. He is not using his property

in the discharge of a purely public service. He acquires from

the state none of its governmental powers. His business in all

matters of purchase and sale is subject to the ordinary conditions

of the market and the freedom of contract. He can force no

one to sell to him, he can not prescribe the price which he shall

pay. He must deal in the market as others deal, buy only when
he can buy, and at the price at which the owner is willing to

sell, and sell only when he can find a purchaser and at the price

which the latter is willing to pay. If under such circumstances

he is bound by all the conditions of ordinary mercantile transac-

tions, he may justly claim some of the privileges which attach

to those engaged in such transactions. And while, by the

decisions heretofore referred to, he can not claim immunity
from all state regulation, he may rightfully say that such regula-

tion shall not operate to deprive him of the ordinary privileges

of others engaged in mercantile business.

Pursuing this thought, we add that the state's regulation of
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his charges is not to be measured by the aggregate of his profits

determined by the volume of business, but by the question

whether any particular charge to an individual dealing with

him is, considering the service rendered, an unreasonable

exaction. In other words, if he has a thousand transactions a

day, and his charges in each are but a reasonable compensation

for the benefit received by the party dealing with him, such

charges do not become unreasonable because, by reason of the

multitude, the aggregate of his profits is large. The question is

not how much he makes out of his volume of business, but

whether in each particular transaction the charge is an unreason-

able exaction for the services rendered. He has a right to do

business. He has a right to charge for each separate service

that which is reasonable compensation therefor, and the legis-

lature may not deny him such reasonable compensation, and

may not interfere simply because out of the multitude of his

transactions the amount of his profits is large. Such was the

rule of the common law, even in respect to those engaged in a

quasi public service, independent of legislative action. In any

action to recover for an excessive charge, prior to all legislative

action, who ever knew of an inquiry as to the amount of the

total profits of the party making the charge? Was not the

inquiry always limited to the particular charge, and whether

that charge was an unreasonable exaction for the services ren-

dered? As said by Mr. Justice Bradley, in Transportation Co.

'v. Parkersburg, 107 U. S. 691, 699:

"It is also obvious that, since a wharf is property and wharf-

age is a charge or lien for its temporary use, the question whether

the owner derives more or less revenue from it, or whether more

or less than the cost of building and maintaining it, or what

disposition he makes of such revenue, can in no way concern

those who make use of the wharf and are required to pay the

regular charges therefor; provided, always, that the charges

are reasonable and not exorbitant."

In Canada Southern Railway Co. v. International Bridge

Co., 8 App. Cas. 723, 731, Lord Chancellor Selborne thus ex-

pressed the decision of the House of Lords:

"It certainly appears to their lordships that the principle
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must be, when reasonableness comes in question, not what

profit it may be reasonable for a company to make, but what

it is reasonable to charge to the person who is charged. That

is the only thing he is concerned with. They do not say that

the case may not be imagined of the results to a company being

so enormously disproportionate to the money laid out upon

the undertaking as to make that of itself possibly some evidence

that the charge is unreasonable, with reference to the person

against whom it is charged. But that is merely imaginary.

Here we have got a perfectly reasonable scale of charges in

everything which is to be regarded as material to the person

against whom the charge is made. One of their lordships asked

counsel at the bar to point out which of these charges wefe un-

reasonable. It was not found possible to do so. In point of fact,

every one of them seems to be, when examined with reference

to the service rendered and the benefit to the person receiving

that service, perfectly unexceptionable, according to any

standard of reasonableness which can be suggested. That being

so, it seems to their lordships that it would be a very extraor-

dinary^thing indeed, unless the legislature had expressly said so,

to hold that the persons using the bridge could claim a right to

take the whole accounts of the company, tp dissect their capital

account and to dissect their income account, to allow this item

and disallow that, and, after manipulating the accounts in their

own way, to ask a court to say that the persons who have pro-

jected such an undertaking as this, who have encountered all'

the risks of executing it, who are still subject to the risks which,

from natural and other causes, every such undertaking is subject

to, and who may possibly, as in the case alluded to by the learned

judge in the court below, the case of the Tay Bridge, have the

whole thing swept away in a moment, are to be regarded as

making unreasonable charges, not because it is otherwise than

fair for the railway company using the bridge to pay those

charges, but because the Bridge Company gets a dividend

which is alleged to amount, at the utmost, to fifteen per cent.

Their lordships can hardly characterize that argument as any-

thing; less than preposterous."

The authority of the legislature to interfere by a regulation
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of rates is not an authority to destroy the principles of these

decisions, but simply to enforce them. Its prescription of rates

is prima fade evidence of their reasonableness. In other words,

it is a legislative declaration that such charges are reasonable

compensation for the services rendered, but it does not follow

therefrom that the legislature has power to reduce any reason-

able charges because, by reason of the volume of business done

by the party, he is making more profit than others in the same or

other business. The question is always, not what does he make
as the aggregate of his profits, but what is the value of the

services which he renders to the one seeking and receiving such

services. Of course, it may sometimes be, as suggested in the

opinion of Lord Chancellor Selborne, that the amount of the

aggregate profits may be a factor in considering the question of

the reasonableness of the charges, but it is only one factor, and

is not that which finally determines the question of reasonable-

ness. Now, the controversy in the Circuit Court proceeded

upon the theory that the aggregate of profits was the pivotal

fact. To that the testimony was adduced, upon it the findings

of the master were made, and in recognition of that fact the

opinion of the court was announced. Obviously, as we think,

in all this the lines of inquiry were too narrowly pursued.

It may be said that the conclusion of the court was directly

against the plaintiffs, and therefore was a decision against all

their contentions. It was found, however, that the charges

made by the defendant were no greater (and in many instances

less) than those of any other stock yards in the country. Noth-

ing is stated to outweigh the significance of that finding. While

custom is not controlling, for there may be a custom on the part

of all stock yards companies to make excessive charges, yet,

in the absence of testimony to the contrary, a customary charge

should be regarded as reasonable and rightful. In Gunning

on Laws of Tolls, the author says (page 61): "Long usage and

acquiescence in one uniform payment for toll is undoubtedly

cogent evidence that it is reasonable." In Shepard v. Payne,

12 C. B. (N. S.) 414, 433, Willes, J., said:

"A fee need not be of a fixed and ascertained, but may be of a

reasonable amount; and, exercising the power conferred upon
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us by the case, to draw inferences of fact, we may conclude that,

if the claim can be sustained in point of law, it was in fact for

a reasonable fee. If so, then, looking to the amount established

for similar services by other officers, and remembering what

fees have been paid and received within the memory of us all,

in the courts of Westminster Hall and at the Assizes, we think

there can be little doubt that the fees in question, so far as

amount is concerned, are in fact reasonable."

In Louisville, Evansville, etc., Eailroad Co. v. Wilson, 119

Indiana, 352, 358, is this language:

"The law makes it the duty of every common carrier to re-

ceive and carry all goods . . . and authorizes a reasonable

reward to be charged for the service. The amount to be paid

is, in a measure, subject to the agreement of the parties; but,

when the amount is not fixed by contract, the law implies that

the carrier shall have a reasonable reward, which is to be ascer-

tained by the amount commonly or customarily paid for other

like services. Johnson v. Pensacola, etc., Railroad Co., 16

Florida, 623; Angell, Carriers, section 392; Lawson, Contracts

of Carriers, section 125."

§ 1021. United States Supreme Court in Minnesota Rate

Cases.

Justice Hughes, in delivering the opinion of the court

in the Minnesota Rate Cases,* states that in determining

whether rate regulation is confiscatory, "each case must
rest upon its special facts." He states, however, that " the

general principles which are applicable in a case of this

character have been set forth in the decisions." He states

that the basis of calculation is the fair value of the prop-

erty used for the convenience of the pubUc, but that the

ascertainment of fair value is not controlled by artificial

rules and is not a matter of formulas, but "must be a

reasonable judgment having its basis in a proper considera-

tion of all relevant facts." He states that the facts to

be considered are partly described in the oft quoted ex-

8 230 U. S. 352, 33 Sup. Ct. 729, Juae 9, 1913.
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tract from Smyth v. Ames. The following is from the de-

cision (at pages 434-435)

:

(1) The basis of calculation is the "fair value of the prop-

erty" used for the convenience of the public. Smyth v. Ames,

supra (p. 546). Or, as it was put in San Diego Land & Town
Co. V. National City, supra (p. 757): "What the company is

entitled to demand, in order that it may have just compensa-

tion, is a fair return upon the reasonable value of the property

at the time it is being used for the public." See also San Diego

Land & Town Co. v, Jasper, supra; Willcox v. Consolidated

Gas Co., supra.

(2) The ascertainment of that value is not controlled by
artificial rules. It is not a matter of formulas, but there must

be a reasonable judgment having its basis in a proper considera-

tion of all relevant facts; The scope of the inquiry was thus

broadly described in Smyth v. Ames, supra (pp. 546-547): "In
order to ascertain that value, the original cost of construction,

the amount expended in permanent improvements, the amount
and market value of its bonds and stock, the present as com-

pared with the original cost of construction, the probable

earning capacity under particular rates prescribed by statute,

and the sum required to meet operating expenses, are all matters

for consideration, and are to be given such weight as may be

just and right in each case. We do not say that there may not

be other matters to be regarded in estimating the value of the

property. What the company is entitled to ask is a fair return

upon the value of that which it employs for the public conven-

ience. On the other hand, what the public is entitled to demand
is that no more be exacted from it for the use of a public high-

way than the services rendered by it are reasonably worth."

The court below had based its ascertainment of value

upon the cost-of-reproduction-new. The Supreme Court

reviewed this determination chiefly with reference to the

valuation assigned to land used for right of way and termi-

nal purposes. The court rejected both the actual-cost

method and the reproduction-cost method as applied to a

54
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valuation of land and held that the company "would

certainly have no ground of complaint if it were allowed

a value for these lands equal to the fair average market

value of similar land in the vicinity, without additions

by use of multipliers, or otherwise, to cover hypothetical

outlays." (See also § 1090.)

The court also held that the cost-of-reproduction-new as

applied to structures should be diminished by the amount

of existing depreciation in such structures. Going value,

franchise value and other intangible elements were not

considered by the court except that in considering adapta-

tion and solidification as an offset for depreciation, the

court refers to the fact that "knowledge derived from

experience" and "readiness to serve" were mentioned

as additional offsets and holds that "the realization of

the benefits of property must always depend in a large de-

gree on the ability and sagacity of those who employ it,

but the appraisement is of an instrument of public service,

as property, not of the skill of the users."

As to land value the court held that actual investment

is not controlling and that it is the present value of the

property of the company and not its original cost of which
the owner may not be deprived without due process of

law. The following is from the opiuiou of the court

(at page 454)

:

It is clear that in ascertaining the present value we are not
limited to the consideration of the amount of the actual invest-

ment. If that has been reckless or improvident, losses may be
sustained which the comihunity does not underwrite. As the
company may not be protected in its actual investment, if the
value of its property be plainly less, so the making of a just

return for the use of the property involves the recognition of

its fair value if it be more than its cost. The property is held in

private ownership and it is that property, and not the original

cost of it, of which the owner may not be deprived without due
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process of law. But still it is property employed in a public

calling, subject to governmental regulation, and while under the

guise of such regulation it may not be confiscated, it is equally

true that there is attached to its use the condition that charges

to the public shall not be unreasonable. And where the inquiry

is as to the fair value of the property, in order to determine the

reasonableness of the return allowed by the rate-making power,

it is not admissible to attribute to the property owned by the

carriers a speculative increment of value, over the amount in-

vested in it and beyond the value of similar property owned by
others, solely by reason of the fact that it is used in the public

service. That would be to disregard the essential conditions

of the public use, and to make the public use destructive of the

public right.

§ 1022. United States Suprefiie Court—Proof of confiscation.

In both the Missouri Rate Cases and the Minnesota

Rate Cases the Supreme Court of the United States lays

down the rule very clearly that proof of value must be

clearly established in order to justify the court in de-

claring a specific law or order confiscatory. In the Mis-

souri Rate Cases, Justice Hughes discusses this question

as follows (at pages 498-499, 500) :
^

It is urgfed that there was other evidence in support of the

conclusions reached. The court below, while finding values

equal to those estimated by the state assessing board, also found

that apart from the valuations of the state board, and upon the

whole evidence, the property was at least worth the amounts

mentioned in the findings. It was said that there had been

considered "the immense terminal values of most of the roads,

the amount of stock and bonds outstanding, what it would cost

to duplicate the properties both with and without terminals

in the large cities, and all the evidence bearing on present

values."

On examining the evidence, however, we find it to be too

• 230 U. S. 474, 33 Sup. Ct. 975, June 16, 1913.
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general and inconclusive to be regarded as sujBficient proof to sus-

tain the values as found. Undoubtedly, the companies possessed

valuable terminals, but what the values were was not suitably

shown. There is an absence of evidence, appropriately specific,

dealing with the lands, improvements, structures, equipment

and other property owned by each company and showing what

the various items of property were worth. It Would seem man-

ifest from the character of the evidence which can be supposed

to have relation to value that reliance was principally placed

upon the estimates of the state assessing board. There was

proof of the amount of stocks and bonds, of earnings, and also

testimony as to the cost of certain recent construction, buf while

these matters could properly be considered in reaching a con-

clusion, we fail to find any adequate basis for the definite findings

of value that have been made. We are referred to the testi-

mony of two witnesses foi'the complainants, men of considerable

experience in railroad affairs, but this consisted of broad es-

timates. . . .

Manifestly, a finding of confiscation could not be based on
such a valuation in the absence of clear and convincing proof

that the value actually existed and that the different items of

property were estimated respectively by correct methods and
in accordance with proper criteria of value.

§ 1023. Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce in report-

ing railroad valuation bill.

The act of Congress providing for a valuation of the

property of common carriers by the Interstate Commerce
Commission provides that the commission as a guide
for arriving at the fair value of the property of the rail-

roads and other common carriers shall determine (1) the

original cost to date; (2) the cost-of-reproduction-new;

(3) the cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation; (4) other
values and elements of value. The act in this form was re-

ported by the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce.
The report of the committee, presented to the Senate Feb-
ruary 20, 1913, by Senator Robert M. La FoUette, contains
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the following explanation of the reasons that influenced the

committee in providing for the ascertainment of these four

factors. The following is from the report (at pages 5-8) :
^°

The courts from the first have used various terms descriptive

of the values and elements of value to be determined as a basis

for ascertaining the fair value of railway property. Some of

these terms they have altogether rejected. Others have come

to have an accepted meaning and significance by commissions

and courts and are recognized as covering all the elements of

value attaching to the property of common carriers for rate-

making purposes. When these values are once ascertained,

each aids in correcting the other, and is given such weight as it

is entitled to in enabling the commission and the court to arrive

at the fair value of the property of the carrier used for its pur-

poses as a common carrier. These terms accepted by recog-

nized authority are: (1) The original cost to date; (2) cost-

of-reproduction-new; (3) cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation;

(4) other values and elements of value—^that is, intangible

values. ...
(1) The original cost to date.

Existing railroads have actually been built up through a

series of years. The construction has been piecemeal and has

' advanced with the growth of the business. The original cost

to date will, at every stage of construction, take account of the

prices paid at the time for property, material, and labor; the

amount of money paid out for legal services, engineers, archi-

tects, designers, management in organizing the corporation,

and constructing the" road. It will show the exact amount re-

ceived from the sale of stocks and bonds, and if the bonds have

been sold at a discount, the price realized, and all the expenses of

brokerage. It will show the amount paid in by stockholders.

If stocks or bonds have been issued for property instead of cash,

the value of the acquired property will be ascertained. If the

"Report of the Committee on Interstate Commerce, United States

Senate, on Valuation of the Several Classes of Property of Common Carriers,

presented by Senator Robert M. La Follette, February 21, 1913, 62d Con-

gress, 3d Session, Senate Report No. 1290.
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present corporation has acquired the property, or any portion

thereof, at less than its physical value, or through some form of

manipulation or combination or deception to the public, with

a view of strengthening its monopoly character, and increasing

its prospect for excessive value, or if its expenditures do not rep-

resent reasonable expenditures which ordinary business manage-

ment would not have approved, all of these facts will be disclosed

by ascertaining the original cost to date. And it will be for the

commission and the courts to determine to what extent such in-

vestments will be allowed to be capitalized as against the public

for rate-making purposes. In short, the original cost to date will

show the true investment. . . .

(2) Cost-of-reproduction-mew.

This will show the exact cost of reconstructing the property

in all its parts at existing prices. While this may be regarded

as a classification of diminishing value, it is contended that it is

entitled to consideration in ascertaining the value of the physical

properties of the carrier, and that contention is recognized by

some commissions and some courts. It is therefore included as

a separate classification.

(3) The cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation.

This will show the exact cost of reproduction in existing

condition. This cost is arrived at by taking the amount of

depreciation which has occurred in every part of the property

since it was laid down or employed in the public service. This

is an element of value so generally considered essential by com-
missions and courts that the wisdom of ascertaining it will not

be questioned.

(4) Other valiies and elements of value—that is, intangible

values.

This classification provides for going value, good-will value,

and franchise value. Whether any or all of these values will

be considered by the commission or the courts in determining
the fair value of the property, and, if so, what importance shall

attach to them, is a matter for the commission and the courts.

Especially as to intangible values, the commissions and the

courts are in a transition period. The elements of value which
will finally constitute fair value for rate-making purposes are
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steadily narrowing. They are not expanding. No decision by
commission or court will stand which is ultimately found to be

unfair to the public or to the common carrier. The committee
has, it is believed, provided for ascertaining every element of

value which, upon recognized authority, should be considered.

§ 1024. Committee on Valuation of National Association of

Railway Commissioners.

The Committee on Valuation of the National Associa-

tion of Railway Commissioners " in their 1913 report

refer to the different uses of the term "value" and suggest

that the term "amount" be substituted:

The persistence with which an expression will obtain, though

open to criticism, is well illustrated by the rule that rates may
not be reduced by governmental authority below what will be

, sufficient to allow a fair return upon the fair value of property

used in the public service. Value in ordinary usage and in

economic parlance is determined by the return to be obtained

in the future. Applied to a public utility, the principle means
ordinarily th^t the value of an undertaking is determined by
the money profit which can be made from such utility in the

future. Now, it is evident that the return which may be derived

is largely dependent upon the rates which may be charged.

Hence, if the rates are under discussion and the problem is what

should be a fair rate for the service rendered, it is obvious that

one is reasoning in a circle; if rates determine value, it is ob-

viously unsound to say that value is to determine rates. Upon
that basis a public authority could never order a reduction in

rates, no matter how enormous the profits, unless such reduction

in rates would increase the net earnings of the^ company and,

therefore, the value of the property.

It must be assumed, and we think it is conceded, that the

courts in giving their approval to the principle that rates must

" Report of the Committee oa Railroad Taxes and Plans for Ascertain-

ing Fair Valuation of Railroad Property, National Association of Railway

Commissioners, October 30, 1913, Milo R. Maltbie, Chairman of Com-
mittee.
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be pufficient to yield a fair return upon fair value did not intend

io approve the unsound principle that in fixing value one should

include any factor which is determined by earnings or rates, but

rather that fair value should be fixed in a logical way and in-

dependently of the rates which were being considered as to their

reasonableness. There is probably no rate decision of the high-

est courts in which the value of the property has been deter-

mined by its earning power; factors in which earning power have

played little, if any, part have always been decisive.

The situation would be greatly simplified and many of the

problems which have aroused such discussion could be dis-

missed if the courts had adopted,, or were to substitute, the

word "amount" for "value." It is true that "amount" has not

a definite or positive meaning, but the word "value" has been

robbed of its ordinary meaning, and has been used in so many
different ways that it is not of much assistance in solving the

problem of the reasonableness of a given rate. The Supreme

Court of the United States has repeatedly aimounced that no

one factor is determinative; but that various factors must be

considered. In certain cases, counsel have argued that cost-to-

reproduce-new should be the only principle to be followed and

that the rate should allow a fair return upon the reproduction

cost of all property. Likewise, original cost has been urged as

the only fair standard. Both standards have been recognized

as deserving consideration, but each has been repudiated by the

highest courts as the sole standard. If, therefore, each case

must be considered upon its merits, and if a number of factors

are to be considered and a decision based upon all, it follows

that a general term, such as "amount," would be much more
satisfactory and as full of meaning as the word "value," the

ordinary meaning of which is not accepted, and as to which an
explanation and apology must be made whenever it is used.

§ 1026. Arizona Commission.

Municipal League of Phoenix v. Pacific Gas and Electric

Company ^^ involves the valuation of a gas and electric

"21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 699, June 23, 1913, Arizona Corporation
Commission.
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plant for rate purposes. In its decision in this case the

Arizona Corporation Commission says (at page 708)

:

In this case the company contends for a valuation based

upon an estimated cost as of June 1, 1906. The cost of prop-

erties of this character, when determinable, is and should be an
element to be considered, but it is not the sole or controlling

element. Cost and value convey different meanings: cost is the

total amount expended, while the value of a plant is its present-

day worth under prevailing conditions. A plant having a

monopoly, and operating without commission or other regulat-

ing restraint, might be worth more upon an earning basis than

one operating against competition or under regulation. . . .

Its earning worth or value during the period prior to the

admission of Arizona into the Union as a state could be based

upon its rates; the higher the rates the greater its earning value.

Now rates must be based upon value, and, in the absence of

other or better means, value must be determined by inventory

and appraisal.

§ 1026. Kansas City street railway appraisal.

At the request of the receivers of the Metropolitan

Street Railway Company the court appointed Bion J.

Arnold as a special commissioner to investigate and re-

port to the court what in his opinion was a "fair and rea-

sonable sum to represent the capital value" of the street

railway property "for adoption in a contract for new
franchises." Mr. Arnold discusses the general principles

that should govern a determination of capital value as a

basis for fixing the relations of a street railway company
in a fair franchise ordinance. His discussion presupposes

an authorized and regulated monopoly operating under

limited risks and with limited profits. Mr. Arnold says

(at pages 27-28) :"

" Report of Bion J. Arnold, Special Commissioner, to the District Court

of the United States, Western Division of Missouri. William C. Hook^

Circuit Judge. Dated February 3, 1913.
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In the determination of the capital value of a street railway

company for adoption in a contract for a franchise between a

company and the municipaUties in which the" properties of the

company are operated, various elements of value should be

considered. The value finally determined should be fair to

both the pubUc and the company, and such as would equitably

serve as a basis for a fair franchise in which the relations between

the municipality and the street railway company are clearly

specified and defined.

These relations are essentially mutual. The company is

engaged in the business of furnishing transportation service to

the citizens of the community for profit, and in order that the

maximum service may be furnished at a fair cost to the com-

munity, the company should enjoy a monopoly, because any

given community in general can be better served by one com-

pany than by several. If it be given a monopoly, it should in

return be required under suitable pubUc control to furnish the

community with the best service practicable consistent with the

rate of fare fixed. In making the accompanying valuation and
suggestions as to rehabilitation, it has been assumed that any
new contract with the public will be based upon efficient and
economical contractual relations between the parties and upon
broad principles, which principles recognize that large capital

investments are required for the construction and development

of the property necessary to furnish the transportation service.

Ordinarily street railway systems are built by private capital,

which can only be attracted at reasonable rates on condition

that a fair return be allowed upon a protected investment. If

the relations between the municipality and the transportation

company are not clearly defined, and if the ordinances under
which the transportation system is operated contain restrictions

or requirements which do not properly relate to the transporta-

tion business, it will be impossible to attract private capital at

reasonable rates, and of necessity a greater return will be de-

manded either in a larger bond discount or in a higher rate of

interest charge on such capital as the operating company may
be able to secure for use in the construction and extensions of its

property. On the other hand, other things being equal, if the
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ordinance requirements fully realize the mutual relations be-

tween the transportation company and the municipality, and in

a straightforward, businesslike method embody these provisions

in a clear, fair, definite ordinance statement, it will be possible

for the company to secure capital at a materially decreased ex-

pense, which will be reflected both in the interest and discount

rates.

Mr. Arnold states in his report that in determining

value for the purposes specified, the uses to which the

properties are put and to which they are reasonably

adapted must be considered. He says (at page 8)

:

In ascertaining the fair value for the uses to which the prop-

erties are and can be reasonably put, therfe should be taken into

consideration these elements of value, each one of which is

important, but no one of which is controlling: the extent,

character and present condition of the property, together with

its actual cost in the past; the cost to reproduce it just as it now
exists; the depreciation of the property because of its use and

actual condition; its earning power, past and prospective, the

amount of earnings and operating expenses; the value fixed by
tax assessing boards; the fact that it is a going concern operated

as a whole, connecting various municipalities in different states

and communities; the location and connections of its different

lines with the probable permanency thereof, as compared with

being upon other streets with' other connections; the size and

reasonably certain future growth of the communities, and the

parts thereof served by the cars, the density of population and

traffic, together with the nature and probable permanency

thereof; the character and facilities of the property for rendering

the kind of service to which the public is entitled, both now and

in the future, with the largest saving in the investment of. new
capital and the amount and value of its stocks and bonded in-

debtedness, together with the financial history of the company.

In this waj'', and by considering all such elements, the fair and
reasonable value of the property can be ascertained.

As an element to be considered, Mr. Arnold determined
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first the actual cash investment in the property and the

actual return had thereon. He found a total actual

cash investment of about $34,000,000, of which amount

about $25,000,000 represented investment in the present

property and about $9,000,000 investment in superseded

property. He then found that the aggregate net re-

ceipts for the period 1886-1912 were equivalent to but

5.36 per cent on the sum of the annual investment for

each year dxu-ing the same period. Mr. Arnold next

found the present cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation

plus a reasonable allowance for intangible elements of

value. All intangible elements of value were allowed

for by an estimate of the present worth of future net

earnings imtil the expiration of the present main franchise

in 1925. The present value of the physical property was

estimated at about $22,000,000 and the net value of un-

expired franchises or all intangible elements at about

$13,000,000, making a total of about $35,000,000 by this

method.

As a third method Mr. Arnold determined the value

upon the basis of deferred earnings upon the actual in-

vestment by a method similar to that sometimes used by
Wisconsin in determining going value. This method re-

sulted in a total value of about $35,000,000 or about

$44,000,000, according as 6 per cent or 7 per cent was
used as the fair rate of return.

As a fourth method Mr. Arnold determined that the

fair and reasonable market values of the property would
in his judgment be not less than the sums found by
the three preceding methods. As a result he determined
that $35,000,000 was the fair value of the property in

question.

§ 1027. Nevada Commission—Value of service to consumer.
The case of City of Ely v. Ely Light and Power Com-
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pany " involves the valuation of an electric plant for

rate purposes. The Commission points out that in de-

termining the price to be charged and the rate of return to

be allowed, all features must be taken into consideration,

including the value of the service to the consumer and
the rates charged in communities similarly situated. The
Cormnission says (at pages 595-596)

:

We also understand that in a state as large as ours the condi-

tions may, and do, vary greatly in different parts of the state.

For example, the conditions in Ely are not at all similar to the

conditions in Reno, and if we were disposed to rely upon a mere

comparison between the electric light charges in Ely and Reno,

the comparison would operate very much to the disadvantage of

Ely. Under existing conditions we would not think of ordering

the same schedule of rates into effect at Ely that are applied by
the Reno Power, Light and Water Company.

But we also have in mind the fact that with only two or three

exceptions the rates charged at Ely are the highest of any in the

state of Nevada; and further, that where the rates are as high

as those in Ely the conditions are such that a generally higher

range of prices obtains, as, for example, in Tonopah and Gold-

field. Not only this, but it is by no means certain that a full

investigation might not make it apparent that in the last-

named towns the rates are rather higher than they should be in

fairness to the people. Upon this point, however, we express no

opinion. It is, though, perfectly obvious that the charges at

Ely are considerably higher than the general average of such

charges throughout this state. There is no doubt that the

respondent company is entirely familiar with the schedule of

rates of all other similar public service corporations in Nevada,

the sworn reports of which are on file in this office, and con-

stitute parts of the Commission's official records.

From this it is not to be understood that the element of

revenue should not be considered and be given weight. A
commission should not cut rates to such a scale as to confiscate

» 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 578, June 7, 1913, Nevada Public Service

Commission.
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the property of a public service corporation, or, generally, to

deprive it of a fair return upon the investment, which, in sub-

stance, means the same. No more should it pursue a policy

which is calculated to discourage the investment of capital in

public utilities, which are in the highest degree essential for the

progressive development and general prosperity of a state. But

we can not tie ourselves to the consideration of revenue alone.

The right of the people to have the service rendered at reason-

able rates is also undeniable, and this Commission is not at

liberty to ignore that feature of this or any other case with which

it is called upon to deal. Having due regard for all of these

various considerations, the Commission can not avoid the con-

clusion that the present schedule of rates charged by the re-

spondent company is too high, and that it should be materially

reduced. We feel that this is due to the people who patronize

the respondent and who give to its properties practically all the

value they have.

§ 1028. New Jersey Commission.

The case of Gately & Hurley v. Delaware and Atlantic

Telegraph and Telephone Company involves the valua-

tion of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the Board

of Public UtUity Commissioners of New Jersey. The
existing rates charged by the company were upheld by
the Board, as they netted the company considerably

less than the amount determined by the Board to be a

fair return upon the fair value of the property. In regard

to the general principles underlying valuation for rate

purposes the Board says (at page 547) :
^^

It is a truism that in valuations for rate-making purposes no
simple, uniform rule applicable to all cases exists. On the other

hand, the general principles which underlie all just valuations

for rate-making purposes are simple. These great general

underlying principles are two in number.

The first aims at securing for consumers generally a prompt
and adequate supply at reasonable rates of those services which
« 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 519, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 39, January 7, 1913.
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they require of public utility companies. To ensure this end a

suflBcient incentive must be held out to enterprisers and invest-

ors. Such an incentive is the assured prospect of a sufficient

return upon outlay in supplying service. This first general

principle is prospective in its reach; it looks to the future. It is

comprehensive in its aim; it is bent on attaining the adequate

supply of community wants.

The second general underlying principle seeks to conserve the

legitimate value of investments in public utility enterprises. It

regards the past rather than the present; the individual invest-

ors rather than the community of consumers. It is perfectly

consonant with the first general principle enunciated. For un-

less the legitimate value of past investments is preserved by
rate-making decisions, the effective incentive for individuals to

take similar risks in future is impaired or extinguished.

§ 1029. New Jersey Supreme Court—^Value to individual

consumer.

In Public Service Gas Co. v. Board of Public Utility

Commissioners the Supreme Court of New Jersey upheld

an order of the Board of Utility Commissioners reducing

the rates of the Pubhc Service Gas Company. In this

case the court construes the statute authorizing the Board

to fix just and reasonable individual rates to mean that

the rates must be just and reasonable to the individual

consumer. The court holds that the real test of the rea-

sonableness of an individual rate seems to be that the

rate "should be as low as possible and yet sufficient to

induce the investment of capital in the business, and its

continuance therein," and that no better evidence of

reasonableness can ordinarily be found "than the rates

customarily charged in localities similarly situated." In

delivering the opinion of the court Judge Swayze discusses

this subject as follows (at pages 655-656) :
^^

The next question is whether the rate fixed was just and

" 87 Atl. 651, July 7, 1913.
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reasonable. On the one hand, a just and reasonable rate can

never exceed, perhaps can rarely equal,,the value of the service

to the consumer. On the other hand, it can never be made by-

compulsion of public authority so low as to amount to confisca-

tion. A just and reasonable rate must certainly fall somewhere

between these two extremes, so as to allow both sides to profit

by the conduct of the business, and the improvements of meth-

ods and increase of efiiciency. Justice to the consumer, ordi-

narily, would require a rate somewhat less than the full value of

the service to him; and justice to the company would, ordi-

narily, require a rate above the point at which it would become

confiscatory. To induce the investment and continuance of

capital there must be some hope of gain conamensurate with

that realizable in other business; the mere assurance that the

investment will not be confiscated would not suffice. Many of

the cases in the federal courts and in the coucts of our sister

states have involved a determination of the confiscatory char-

acter of the rate under the fourteenth amendment or similar

constitutional provisions. We are not called upon to deal with

this constitutional question; we have to do only with the ques-

tion submitted to our judgment by the legislature, and ex-

pressed in the language of the statute authorizing the commis-

sioners to fix just and reasonable individual rates. The word

"individual" is important. It connotes more than a mere dis-

tinction between the rates of one corporation and the joint rates

mentioned immediately thereafter. If the legislation related to

railroad rates alone, where joint rates are common, the word
"individual" might have a narrow sense pointing to a distinc-

tion between the rate fixed by a single corporation and the rate

fixed by two or more acting together. The statute relates to all

public utility corporations, and the expression "individual

rates" must be equally appHcable to all. As applied to gas

companies, the words can hardly be meant to point a distinction

from joint rates; for a joint rate by gas companies must be a
rare occurrence; in the actual situation in this state in 1911 al-

most inconceivable. We think the legislature must have had in

mind the rate to the individual consumer.

In cases involving the constitutional question, the whole
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property used in the particular public service and.! the net return

upon the whole must be considered; and if the whole net return

is a fair return for the whole property there- is no confiscation,

although some individual rates may be unremuaerative.

(Minneapolis & St. Louis Rd. Co. v. Minnesota,, 186 JJ. S. 257;

22 Sup. Ct.. 900; 46 L. Ed. 1151.) But where, as in this case,

the individual rates must be just and reasonable, the net return

upon the whole investment may be less than the ordinary re-

turn upon investments involving equal risks. (Covmgton, etc..

Turnpike Co-, v. Sandford,. 164 U. S. 578; 17 Sup.. Gt. 198,; 41

L. Ed. 560), or may be very much more (Cotting v. Kansas City

Stock Yards Co., 183 U. S. 79, 22 Sup. Cti. 30; 46 L. Ed. 92).

With this statutory declaration before us, we may well adopt the'

language of Lord Selborne, in Canada Southern Railway Co. v.

International Bridge Coi, 8 App. Cas. 723: "The principle

must be,' when reasonablieness comes in question, not what

profit it may be reasonable for a company to make,,but what it is

reasonable to charge ta the person who is charged. That is the

only thing he is concerned with." Lord Selborne expressly re-

serves the case where the results to. the- company are so enor-

mously disproportionate to the money laid out as t® be some

evidence that the charge is unreasonable with reference to the

person against whom it is charged. That, however, is a case not

now before us. By submitting the question of the justice and

reasonableness of the individual rate to the commissioners, the

liegislature must have meant that,, if that rate was just and

reasonable, the company was to be allowed) to secure such net

retuTns on all its operations as might result from the volume of

.its business, or from its skill in conducting the same; By making

the individual rate just and reasonable, one difficulty is avoided

that would result from the attempt to make the justice and

reasonableness of the rate depend upon the net result from the

whole business; the difficulty is that a well-managed, old-

established, successful company paying large dividends would

be compelled to reduce its rates to the disadvantage sometimes

of a new rival which,, however well managed, might not yet

be in vogue, and might be paying no dividends, and thus the

natural advantage of the old-established company would be

55
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artificially enhanced to the detriment of the new company.

This difficulty is indeed less likely to arise in the case of a gas

company than in the case of railroads between competing points;

but as long as other methods of obtaining light, heat, and power

are available, the difficulty is not negligible. An illustration is

found in the necessity European governments have been under

to forbid railroads to reduce their rates to such a point as to

deprive public canals of traffic. A just and reasonable rate must

allow for possible competition, and must be such as will allow

the ordinarily well managed or ordinarily well located concern

to exist without giving an artificial advantage to the more skill-

ful or better located. There is another advantage which the

legislature probably had in mind in requiring the individual

rate to be just and reasonable. One of the difficulties in rate

cases is to allow properly for a return justly due to superior

skill. If rates were to be adjudged just and reasonable in ac-

cordance with the net returns upon the whole investment, the

skillful, prudent, economical manager would have no advantage

over his least skillful and most imprudent rival. The fruits of

his skill would be seized for the benefit of the public. So, too,

by the adoption of the standard of just and reasonable in-

dividual rate, the legislature has met the difficulty that would

arise where one company, by reason of superior credit due to its

greater age, greater vogue, or more efficient management, is

able to secure capital at a lower rate of interest than another;

to base the rate upon net returns on the whole business would

either allow the more fortunate company a higher net return or

reduce the net returns to the less fortunate company to a point

where it would be impossible for it to secure capital. It was
probably for these reasons, perhaps for other reasons also, that

the legislature required the individual rate to be just and reason-

able. The difficulty is that which is always present—to ascer-

tain a standard by which this justice and reasonableness shall

be gauged. The necessity of public regulation of rates arises

out of the monopoly of the public service company. The un-

regulated price of the service ceases, except so far as some sub-

stitute for the particular service may be found to be determined

by competition, and the individual consumer is unable to con-
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tract on equal terms. Fixing rates by public authority may
secure to each individual the advantage of collective bargaining

by or in behalf of the whole body of consumers, and result in

such a rate as might fairly be supposed to result from free com-
petition, if free competition were possible. A just and reason-

able rate, therefore, is necessarily rather a question of business

judgment than one of legal formula, and must often be tentative,

since the exact result can not be foretold. Willcox v. Consoli-

dated Gas Co., 212 U. S. 19, 29 Sup. Ct. 192, 53 L. Ed. 382, 15

Ann. Cas. 1034; Northern Pacific Ry. v. North Dakota, 216

U. S. 579, 30 Sup. Ct. 423, 54 L. Ed. 624. Like so many other

questions in the law that involve the reasonableness of conduct,

it is a question of fact to be settled by the good sense of the

tribunal it may come before. That it is not a question of legal

formula is shown by the decision that a rate may be reasonable

although it fails to produce an adequate return to the public

service company, owing to the fact that business has not devel-

oped sufficiently to be remunerative, or to the fact that the

plant is on a larger scale than is justified by the present demand.

San Diego Land & Town Co. v. Jasper, 189 U. S. 439, 23 Sup.

Ct. 571, 47 L. Ed. 892; Long Branch Commission v. Tintern

Manor Water Co., 70 N. J. Eq. 71, 62 Atl. 474. The real test

of the justice and reasonableness of an individual rate seems to

be that it should be as low as possible and yet sufficient to

induce the investment of capital in the business, and its con-

tinuance therein. This also is a business question, and depends

on the opportunities that may be offered for more profitable in-

vestments and the risk involved. In determining the justice

and reasonableness of rates, perhaps no better test can ordi-

narily be found than the rates customarily charged in localities

similarly situated, although we do not say that even that test is

infallible. A table printed in one of the briefs shows that while

in some municipalities with a population no larger than that of

the Passaic district the charge is less than 90 cents, in others it is

as high or higher.

§ 1030. New York Commission, Second District.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo the company
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asked the New York Public Semce Commission for the

Second Distriot to fix a rate for gas supplied to the city

of Buffalo. The case does not involve the rates charged

to general consumers. The cost of manufacture of gas per

thousand cubic leet was increased owing to the competi-

tion of a natural gas company. This competition reduced

the output of manufactured gas and consequently in-

creased the per unit cost over w'hat it might normally be

in a, city of the size of Buffalo. The Commission fixed

a 90-cent rate for gas furnished to the municipality.

The company was charging $1,00 per thousand cubic

feet to private consumers.

In this case the Commission considers at considerable

length various methods of determining fair value for rate

purposes. The Commission concludes that the determina-

tion of fair value "is not a fixing of value in any proper

sense of that word as it is correctly used in our language."

Fair value for rate purposes is not exchange value and it

is not necessarily either original cost or reproduction cost,

but "it is a determination of what under all the facts and

circiunstances of the case is a just and equitable amount
upon which the return allowed to the corporation is to be

computed." Chairman Stevens says (at page 644) :
"

The assigning in this case of the proper weight to original cost,

cost-of-reproduction-new, effect of competition, and the like, is

an act of judgment and nothing moi^e.

The loreigoing considerations point with ahnost irresistible

force to the conclusion that what is called the fixing of the value

of the property in the public service for the purpose of rate

making is not a fixing of value in any proper sense of that word
as it is correctly used in our language. It is a determination of

what under all the facts and circumstances of the case is a just

and equitable amount upon which the return allowed to the

" 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553, 23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4,

1913.
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corporation is to he aampvited!. If the time the determinatioa is

made happens io be a't or near the time the plant is put in

operation, the investment or original cost may be the pre-

dominant factor. If the time of determination iB remote from

the time of investment, the factor of appreciation or diminution

in values arising from changes in costs of labor and materials

may enter largely into the result. If the plant is unreasonably

disproport^ionate in size to the service requiired of it, the cost-of-

reproductron-new can not be the sole test. If the actual invest-

m«nt has been reckless and extravagant, the owners- should

bear the loss and not the public. M the general scal'e of prices

and values in the community has been increased or oJimindshed

since the plant was built, the owners may be fairly ealfed upon
to share the general diminutio.n; and on the other hand,, may
justly demaad a share on the general appreciation to which, the

existence of their property has, it may fairly be assumed, con-

tributed at least its proportionate share.

Chairman Stevens also states that fair value is not a

matter of mathematical dedtiction. He says (at page 643)

:

If the foregoliig difecussioH proceeds upon the right lines^ it

is apparent that the value of this property must be fixed like

that of any other, as a matter of judgmemt and not as a matter of

mathematical deduetion. The same course precisely maist be
taken as is taken by those giving, evidence upon the value of

land.. No one can say positively that a givea piece of land has

an exact value in dollars and cents. One can only compare it

with sales of land in the vicinity and the general trend ofprices

and the probabilities of some one desiring to purchase the parcel

in question within a reasonable time, the facilities which it

offers for particulkr kinds' of business-, the chaTaeter of the

neighborhood in which it is situated fitting it for residfenee, for

business, for manufacturing purposes, and the like. A thousand

things enter into the estimaie,- and no one can assign an exact

mathematical vahie to any one element., His final conchisioa is

reached as an act of judgment and not as an act of reasoning.

No one in reaching such a conclusion, whether he values the
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land by the foot frontage, by the square foot, or by the acre,

can demonstrate the correctness of his conclusion as to his unit

price, because that is a conclusion which he reaches without the

use of pencil and solely by the exercise of his faculties.

Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company ^^

is a case involving the valuation of property of an electric

company for rate purposes. In this case the New York

Pubhc Service Commission for the Second District con-

siders at considerable length the relative merits of actual

cost and reproduction cost as the most important factor

in the determination of fair value. Chairman Stevens

points out the advantages and disadvantages of both

methods, but comes to the conclusion that actual cost, if

possible of ascertainment, should be given much greater

weight than the necessarily conjectural cost of reproduc-

tion. He holds that actual cost may, however, require

diminution if it should be found that expenditures were

extravagant or wasteful and that it may require increase

if it be found that aiiy of the property has actually in-

creased in value since it was brought into the public serv-

ice. Actual cost is therefore used for the purpose of

determining present cost. In so far as prices of labor

and materials have increased or in so far as land values

have increased, a proper addition will be made to actual

cost. Chairman Stevens states that the Commission's

examination of unit prices and overhead percentages as

testified to by the experts for the company indicated

that such estimates were so conflicting and so at variance

with the actual experience of the company that they

would be given but Uttle weight. He concludes that

actual cost taken as the chief basis of investigation "will

lead to more just and equitable results than any other

one basis which is afforded by the evidence in the case."

" 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015, AprU 2,

1913.
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Chairman Stevens discusses at considerable length the

difficulties of the reproduction and actual cost methods.

For extended extracts from this discussion see § 1063. The
final conclusion reached by the Commission was as follows

(at page 691)

:

Without prolonging the discussion, the conclusion of the .

Commission is that in this case the fair value of the property

used in the public service, or what is equivalent thereto, the

fair amount of the investment upon which the return should

be computed, may be better ascertained by giving the greater

weight to the actual cost as the basis of the inquiry than in any
other way. This actual cost may require diminution if it should

be found that the expendittu'es were extravagant or wasteful.

It may require increase if it be found that any of the property

has actually increased in value since it was brought into the

public service, and it may require increase for other reasons. It

is not assumed that the actual amount of money expended by
the company and placed upon its books as the cost of the prop- \

erty is the fair value. It is, however, assiuned that such cost

taken as the chief basis of investigation' will lead to more just

and equitable results than any other one basis which is afforded

by the evidence in the case.

§ 1031. Wisconsin Commission.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railway and Light Company involves the valuation of

a street railway for rate purposes. The Commission issued

an order slightly reducing the existing rates of charge. The
Commission states that no single factor can be said to con-

trol in fixing fair value in each and every case, and that

while fair value may not agree either with the original cost

or with the cost of reproduction it will in most cases be

in the neighborhood of such costs. The Commission

says (at pages 63-64, 85) :
^^

The value of the property used and useful for street railway

" 11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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purposes in Milwaukee, upon which the company is entitled

to a fair return, is the most important single factor affecting

the determination of whether the company's present irate of fare

is unreasonable and excessive.

A large number of factors have been suggested as probable

tests of such a value. Among these are capitalization, the

appraised co^-of-reproduction-new, the depreciated or present

value, the appraised value of the earnings, the value for pur-

poses of taxation, and the appraised value of the service.

Of these separate factors not much stress is laid upon the value

based upon earnings, since it is recognized that in an inquiry

involving the reasonableness of earnings such consideration

ough/fc not to affect the determination of the value upon which

such rajfces are based. The appraised value for purposes of taxa-

tion may lead to similar erroneous conclusions. Such values are

frequently based upon net earnings or the abilityof the company

to carry a portion of the general burden of taxation and involve

a capitalization of net profits even thoi:^h such profits arise

from excessive rates.

In fact, the fair value of the property and business of such

utilities can, as a rule, be best determined from such factors

as their original cost mi construction and development, and

from the cost of reproduction of the same under conditions

which are normal, and when, in both casesi, full consideration is

given to the depreciation that has taken place in the property

because of age, use, and other reasons. Normal costs may be

said to include all reasonable outlays that a.re necessary to ob-

tain a needed plant and a business for Ifhis plant. It does not

cover ahnoTTOBl items such as excessive and unnecessary charges

of any kind; nor capitalized monopoly profits, futm^e growth,

excessive development costs and other items of this nature.

The value of a plant and its business that is ultimately found

to be fair and equitable under the circumstances may not agree

either with the original cost or with the cost of reproduction,

but in most instances it is likely to be found at some figure in

the neighborhood of these costs. Operators in public utilities

who fail to use ordinaTy business judgment, either in the loca-

tion, construction, or management of the same, or who incur
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unnecessary and excessive obligations in other ways, should

not be permitted to shift such extra costs upon the public. It is,

in fact, to prevent such shifting and other unfair practices of

this kind, which are possible under monopolistic conditions,

that public utilities have been placed under goveriiimeHt regu-

lation.

§ 1032. Wisconsin Commission—Allowance for economical

management.

City of Milwaukee v. Milwaukee Gas Light Company ^

involves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes by
the Railroad Ctxmmission of Wisconsim, The company
claimed that as an element of the value of its property

consideration should be given to unusual foresight exer-

cised by it in the installation of improved appliances.

The Commission stated that it seemed reasonable that a

portion of the economies earned by unusual skill and
foresight should accrue to the company. To what extent

this element entered into the valuation fixed by the Com-
mission is not apparent. The Commission states, however,

that in fixing the fair w&lue of the property it has given

"such Jsireight as seems proper to the claims of the company
for . . . economies resulting from unusual engineer-

ing foresight" (page 466). In discussing this subject

the Commission says (at pages 453-454)

:

The respondent claims that the so-called "booster" system

is an element of value. It appears that the Milwaukee Gas

Light Company developed and installed this system of high

pressure transmission of gas instead of the ordinary low pres-

sure system previously used. It is claimed that this has re-

sulted in great saving in capital expenditure and operation and
that the respondent should be given credit for the skiH and
foresight in devising and installing improved appliances. It

is estimated that the present capital saving exclusive of over-

head cost is $322,000 and that the ultimate saving will amount

« 12 W. R. C. R. 441, 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 708, August 14, 1913.
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to $1,149,000. It appears certain that this "booster" system

has resulted in some saving in investment over an exclusively-

low pressure distribution system. It also seems reasonable

that tmusual skill and foresight should receive some reward.

It will seem doubtful, however, if the entire estimated saving

should accrue to the company. To accept such a theory would

be to deny to the consumer any share in the progress of the

industry.

Relation op Capitalization to Fair Value

§ 1033. Capitalization has no necessaiy relation to fair value.

Existing capitalization has no necessary relation to

the determination of a reasonable rate of charge unless

supplemented by evidence as to the actual methods by

which the existing capitalization has been built up. Under

prevaiUng methods of issuing securities capitalization is

often merely a convenient method of dividing the risks

and profits of proprietorship. By the issue of various

classes of securities, first, second and third mortgage

bonds, income bonds, preferred stock and common stock,

investors are enabled to choose an investment which pos-

sesses for them the most desirable relation between safety

and profit. The theory seems to be to satisfy the tastes

of all classes of investors and speculators. When securities

are issued on this basis it is clear that their aggregate par

value can have little relation to fair value for any purpose.

In many cases of original promotion or subsequent merger

or reorganization it seems that the limit of aggregate cap-

itaUzation has been an estimate of the largest amount
upon which the company might hope to meet interest

on bonds and have something left for a return on stock.

The aggregate par value of securities issued is, therefore,

a capitalization of expected or hoped for earnings. As fair

value for rate purposes can not imder normal conditions

be based on earning capacity, it is apparent that a capitali-
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zation so based can have little relation to fair value.

The fact that securities have been issued nominally with

the consent of the state can create no vested right or

reasonable expectation that they will be considered by the

state in a rate regulation proceeding. The facts relative

to security issues are so well known, and the absence of

any necessary relation between par value and actual

investment so notorious, that no investor can reasonably

claim ignorance of these conditions.

Nevertheless capitalization, and the exact method by
which it has been constituted, should be in evidence in

a rate proceeding. It may throw light on the reasonable

costs of financing or it may indicate why the company is

compelled to pay a high price for new capital. Over-

capitalization may be the result of poor credit, or it may
be the direct cause of poor credit. In either case the effect

tends to be cumulative.

Where, as in Massachusetts, the security issues of pubUc
utility companies have for some time past been subject

to strict regulation, capitalization may be an evidence

of the amoimt of money that the security holders have
actually contributed to the enterprise. ' Allowing for dis-

counts on bonds and premivuns on stock the capitaliza-

tion as compared with the estimated actual cost will

indicate the extent to which improvements have been

made out of earnings or out of moneys set aside for de-

preciation. Such facts may have an important bearing

either upon the fair value of the property for rate purposes

or upon the fair rate of return.

§ 1034. United States Supreme Court, 1909.

In Knoxville v. Knoxville Water Company ^^ the United

States Supreme Court holds that under the fasts of the

case showing an issue of securities for construction the

» 212 U. S. 1, 29 Sup. Ct. 149, January 4, 1909.
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par value of whi«h largely exceeded the actual cost of

the work, capitalization affords "neither measure of

nor guide to the value of the property." Justice Moody
says (at page 11):

Counsel for the company urge rather faintly, that the cap-

italization of the company ought to have some influence in the

case in determining the valuation of the property. It is a suffi-

cient answer to this contention that the capitalization is shown

to be considerably in excess of any valuation testified to by

any witness, or which can be arrived at by amy process of reason-

ing. The cause for the large variation between the real vahie

of the property and the capitalization in bonds and preferred

and common stock is apparent from the testimony. All, or

substantially all, the preferred and common stock was issued to

contractors for the construction of the plant, and' the nominal

amount of the stock issued was greatly in excess of the true

value of the property furnished by the contracts, A single

instance taken from the testimony will illustrate this. At the

very start of the enterprise a contract was entered into for the

construction of a part of the plant which was of a value slightly,

if at all, exceeding $125,000. The price paid the contractor

was $125,000 in bonds and $200,00X> in common stock. Other

contracts for construction showed a like disproportion between
value furnished and nominal capitalization received for that

value. It perhaps is unnecessary to say that such contracts

were made by the company with persons who at the time, by
stock ownership, controlled its action. Bonds and preferred

and common stock issued under such conditions afford neither

measure of nor piide to the value of the property.

§ 1036. Interstate Commerce.Commission, 1909.
,

In Spokane d.. Northern Pacific Railway Company
the Interstate Conlmerce Commission ^^ holds that in

deciding upon what is fair value for the deterHaination of

reasonable rates the fact that stock was sold to stoek-

" 15 I. C. C. R. 376, February 4, 1909.
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holders at par from time to time, although the market
value of the stock was above par, and that certain stock

was issued without any money consideration, can have

no bearing upon the earnings to which the company is

entitled. Commissioner Prouty, in delivering the opinion

of the Commission, says (at page 410)

:

Of the $150,000,000 of the capital stock of the Great Northern

Railway Company outstanding, $30,000,000 has been issued

without the payment to that company of any money considera-

tion. The eomjJajnant insists that we should deduct from the

outstanding capital stock of the Great Northern Railway Com-
pany this $30,000,000 and allow that company to earn dividends

not upon $150,000,000, its actual issue, but upon $120,000,000,

the amount for which cash was received.

This claim is undoubtedly somewhat different from the two
preceding. A stockholder hy the purchase of a share of stock

becomes a part of the corporation and must of necessity stand

like every other Stockholder whose stock is of the same grade.

If the stoc'k of the corporation has been inflated, his stock,

even though he pays par for it, becomes tainted with that in-

flation. As a practical matter, this must be so. But we very

much doubt whether in determining what rate of dividend the

stock of a railway company may earn we can properly deduct

in every instance watered stock. It is impossible to distinguish

the spurious from the genuine. Those who received their

stodk without consideration have usually parted with it and
that very stock, if it could be identified, is owned by its present

possessor for a valuable consideration. The whole stock has

gone upon the market, has assumed a market value, has become
the subject of investment by innocent stockholders. We may
undoubtedly and we should have in mind the manner in which

this stock was issued and the consideration which was paid

for it, but we do not think that we should, for example, treat

the outstanding capital stock of the Great Northern Railway

as $120,000)000 and not $150,000,000. These transactions

ought to have been prevented to .begin with. Great sums
might have been properly saved the pubHc by suitable super-
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vision at the outset, but the evil has been done and for the most

part can not be safely undone. If this Government in the past

has permitted the "capitalization" of earnings and securities

and the "conferring of benefits," it ought not to-day to penalize

the innocent holder of the values thus created.

The Commission of course considers capitalization

as only one element in the determination of fair value.

The above opinion gives no indication as to how much

weight should be given to capitalization as compared with

ot^er factors considered, such as actual cost and cost of re-

production.

§ 1036. Federal Court.

Texas and Pacific Railway Company v. Railroad Com-
mission of Louisiana ^' involves the validity of certain rail-

road rates fixed by the Railroad Commission of Louisi-

ana. The Circuit Court of Appeals refused to -^enjoin

the enforcement of the rates. The master in recommend-

ing that the rates be enjoined based value on the amount
of outstanding seciu-ities. The court holds this method
of valuation improper (at page 286)

:

The master found the value of the entire railroad to be

$93,385,341.32, this estimate of the value of the railroad bemg
based, as has been stated, on the amotmt of outstanding stock

and bonds. Clearly this method of reaching the value of the

railroad was unsatisfactory, and does not comply with the

rule laid down in Smyth v. Ames, supra.

In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Rail-

road Commission of Alabama** the fair value found is

based chiefly on cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation. In

regard to relation of capitalization to fair value for rate

purposes Judge Jones says (at pages 820-821)

:

^ 192 Fed. 280, November 22, 1911.
M196 Fed. 800, April 5, 1912.
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The market value of bonds and stocks, while shedding in

some cases light on the question of present value, can not, except

in a very slight measure, indicate what that value is as a matter

of fact. The market value of stocks and bonds merely shows

the public estimate of the value of the whole property contrib-

uting to the income, which may, as in the case of the Louisville

and Nashville Railroad, embrace millions of dollars of prop-

erty not used as a common carrier. And this public opinion

is also open to the influences of stock jobbing manipulation

and artificial bookkeeping, without the advantages of sworn

inventories and the precise testimony of competent and dis-

interested witnesses on exact inventories of existing property.

A road may have a small amount of stock compared to its

property, as in the case of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad,

and it may have no bonds or a large amount of bonds against

its property and the two combined may not, with premiums

or discounts taken into consideration, indicate with any ac-

curacy the present values of the property invested in the busi-

ness and used as a common carrier.

Montana, Wyoming and Southern Railroad Company v.

Board of Railroad Commissioners of Montana ^^ involves

a valuation for rate purposes. The District Court enjoined

the enforcement of a rate fixed by the Montana Com-
mission. The court holds that the amount of bonded

debt is not a complete or accurate criterion of value.

Circuit Court Judge Hunt says (at pages 1006-1007)

:

From these figures it is plain that not only was the com-

plainant unable to meet annual interest charges on its bonded

debt of $950,000, but, that there was a deficit of $15,025.95.

Complainant company would therefore find itself unable to

meet its obligations upon a continuance of the rate of 35 cents

per ton for coal, with a haul of, say, 251,163 tons.

But we must not accept the amount of the bonded debt as

a complete or accurate criterion of the value of the property.

Reference to it may be had merely for purposes of argument.

2» 198 Fed. 991, March 30, 1912.
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President Hadley, of Yale University, in the report of the Rail-

road Securities Commission to the President of the United

States, dated November 1, 1911, says that:

"In so far as the value of the property is an element in rate

regulation the outstanding securities are of so little evidentiary

weight that it would probably be of distinct advantage if courts

and commissions would disregard them entirely, except as a

part of the financial history of the property, and would insist

upon direct evidence of the actual money invested and of the

present value of the properties."

§ 1037. California Supreme Court, 1897.

San Diego Water Company v. City of San Diego, ^* in-

volves a valuation for rate purposes. The lower court held

the municipal ordinance imconstitutional, but was reversed

by the Supreme Court and the cause remanded for a new
trial. The decision in this case was rendered by a divided

court. Six of the seven judges concurred in the findings,

but foiu" separate or concurring opinions were rendered.

The opinion of Judge Van Fleet, concurred in by two other

judges,, contains the following (at page 633)

:

This being so, the existence of the bonded indebtedness, on

which so much stress has been laid, and which has seemed

to present so difficult a problem in some of the cases, must be

disregarded. That fact, indeed, it seems to. us, can never be

important, except as entitling the holders of the bonds, as

parties in interest, to be heard in actions like the present. Evi-

dently no distinction can be made between those who construct

the works with their own money and those who do so with

money borrowed from others. In either case the money actually

invested is the basic criterion of the revenue to be allowed.

Judge Garoutte in a concurring opiaion says (at page
640):

But as to the amount of the bonded indebtedness, or the

amoimt of interest annually accruing, we fail to see their materi-

» 118 Cal. 556, 50 Pae. 633, October 9, 1897.
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ality; in determining the value bf the planty or the sum total

of revenue to be raised from the sales of water. It is not a

question in which rate payers are concerned whether -the water

company has no outstanding indebtedness, or iS' floundering

under a bonded debt,--which threatens to sink' it at any moment.
If the mimicipklity is required to establish its scale of rates

which/ will produce a revenue sufficient' tO' pay interest upon
outstanding boridsj this provision of the/constitution would not

only be a perpetual guaranty to the bondholders for the payment
of their annual ^interest; ibut a constant incentive to additional

issues of bonds. Such conditions were never contemplated by
anybody. ... A municipality must fix a fair and just

rateifor the water, <based upon the valuation-of the plant,"' and,

when it has done this, its duty has been performed, and the

revenue collected under such rates is the property of the com-

pany, to dO' with as it seems best.

§ 1038. Maryland Commission.

Bachrach v. Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power
G6mpany toi Baltimore ^^ is a rate case. Although the

Maryland Gommission made a valuation of the property

of the companyy such valuation did not havea very impor-

tant bearing on the conclusions -reached. The Maryland

law provides that so far as possible ihe Gommission shall

not'disturb the value of the company's bonds. In the pres-

ent case the rate fixed was based largely upon a considera-

tion of the amount required to safeguard the value of the

bonds. In regard to this suJDJect, the Commission says

(at pages 175-176)

:

Section 30 of the Public Service Commission Law blbthes the

Commission with.power to ascertain the fair value of property

of any corporation subject to the provisions of the act and used

by it for the convenience of the public, and provides:

"Every such valuation shall be so made and ascertained by
the Commission that as far as possible it shall not disturb the

« 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 154, January ISj 1913.

56
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value of bonds of any of said corporations issued prior to this

act."

This provision is peculiar to the Maryland law and has no

counterpart in any law for the regulation of public service cor-

porations that has come to our knowledge. It is a positive

direction, binding upon the Commission. The opposing con-

tentions are, upon the part of the complainants, that "what

the legislature meant must have been not that the valuation

but the rate of return should be such as not to disturb the pay-

ment of the interest"; and on the part of the company that

"as far as possible" the value of the bonds as property shall not

be disturbed.

The opinion of the General Counsel, to whom the question

was referred, sustains the company's contention, and in this

view we fully concur. In addition to what the General Counsel

says it should be noted that the proviso is contained in the sec-

tion of the law which provides for valuation alone, and could,

therefore, have had no direct relation to either the rate of return

or the rates for service.

Exactly what the expression "as far as possible" meaiis is

not altogether clear, but without undertaking to speculate

upon possible constructions of it, it is safe to conclude that in

the absence of a wide discrepancy between the ascertained value

of the property and the par value of the bonds issued against

it, indicating either a grossly depreciated condition or uncon-

scionable financial operations, the bonds should be protected.

In the cases supposed it might be that a rate for service high

enough to take care of fixed charges would be so excessive as

to make it impossible to protect the bonds without at the same

time oppressing the public, and in that case the public, interest

would be paramount.

In the present case the practical question in this connection

is, can we assume the par value of the bonds to be the value of

the property and establish a rate of return which will provide

for the legitimate needs of the company and at the same time

be reasonable to the public? Or (to reverse the proposition),

can we take the ascertained value of the property and establish

rates for service which will be just to the public and at the same
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time provide for the legitimate needs of the company? This is

the problem for the Commission to solve.

In the Matter of the AppHcation of the Consolidated

Gas, Electric Light and Power Company of Baltimore

for authority to issue $1,500,000 of common stock, ^*

the Public Service Commission of Maryland, in a decision

dated April 24, 1912, takes occasion to state that the ap-

proval of an issue of securities by the Commission does

not guarantee that the company is not overcapitalized.

This statement viras made in view of an objection to an

approval of the proposed issue on the ground that the

company was already overcapitalized and that the Com-
mission's approval of the new issue would have an in-

jurious effect on the rights of the consumers in a rate

proceeding then pending. The Commission, however,

says (at pages 104-105)

:

It further appears to the Commission that upon applications

to the Commission by public service corporations for leave to

issue securities, the material question to be determined by the

Commission is simply whether the desired issue of securities

is necessary for one of the corporate purposes specified in sec-

tion 27 of chapter 180 of the acts of the General Assembly

of Maryland of the year 1910, commonly known as the Public

Service Commission Law, that purchasers are bound to know
that there is such a law in force in this state, that there is such

a commission as the Commission, empowered and obliged to

enforce it and that the Commission has the jurisdiction and
authority under its terms to fix and alter from time to time the

rates and charges of all public service corporations in this state,

and that therefore all purchasers of securities approved by this

Commission, whether issued by the said company or any other

public service corporation in this state, take the same subject

to the risk of the rates of the corporations by which the same
are issued being fixed by the Commission with due regard,

28 3 Md. P. S. C. R. 104, Apra 24, 1912.
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among other things, to the question as to whether the capitaliza-

tions of such corporations.are unwarrantably inflated.-

The Commission makes a similar statement in its ap-

proval of the proposed sale by .the Diamond State- Tele-

phone Cohipany of its property ,to the Chesapeake and

Potomac Telephone Company of Baltimore City, decided

,

July 10, 1912. The Commission says (at.page 222) :

^'

We have no appraisalof the property of the Diamond State

TelephoneCompany located in Maryland; but we do not deem
it essential in determining the present matter, which isy after

all,! Ibut the transfer of properties from one to another of' the

constituent companies of the Bell Telephone System; and the

book values will have no more bearing upon the questionof

rates under the new arrangement than they would have had

under the old. Nor is the Commission to be understood as

approving the consideration expressed in the agreement of sale

and purchase as determining the physical value of the properties

involved in the transaction.

And again in conclusion the Commission states that

in its opinion the proposed sale will not injuriously affect

the interests of the subscribers of the Diamond State

Telephone Company; "especially as the Commission

reserves for future consideration and investigation all

questions of physical and going values and all other fea-

tures of the company's affairs which may affect the rates

upon the Eastern Shore."

§ 1039. Minnesota Supreme Court, 1897.

The case of Steenerson v. Great Northern Railway Com-
pany ^ involves the valuation of a raikoad for rate pur-

poses. Judge Canty,-in delivering the opinion of the court,

says (at page 715)

:

2» 3 Md. p. S. C. R. 219, July 10, 1912.
"> 69 Minn. 353, 72 N. W. 713, October 20, 1897.
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Again, in deteraainirig what are reasonable rates, it is perfectly

immaterial wihetlier the railroad is mortgaged for two or three

times whatsit would cost to reproduce it, on whether' it is free

from,incumbrance. To hold otherwise would. be to hold that

the state or the public have indirectly guaranteed the payment
of the mortgage bonds .of every railroad. The state-may as

well guarantee the bonds directly as indirectly. But neither

the statei nor the public have done either the one or the other.

It is immaterial >how the property has been split up into different

rights, interests, and daims. For the purpose. of fixing rates,

thS-holders of all of (these stand in the shoes of the sole owner

of the property, unincumbered. • The rights of the bondholders

are no more and no less sacred thanthe rights ofisuch an owner.

§! 1040. New York Commission, Second District.

Fuhrmann v:- Buffalo General Electric Company ^^ in-

volves the valuation of an electric plant for rate purposes.

In this case Chairman Stevens in delivering the opinion

of 'the Commission states ihat capitalization does not

necessarily bear any relation to fair value for rate purposes.

He says (at.pages 767, 768-769)

:

The certificates of stock issued to the shareholder do- not

in the least determine the fair value of the investment. They
are not- a measure of the efficient sacrifice made. They are

mere title deeds, as it were, to the investment. There can not

be a just return upon both the investment and the' piece of

paper which shows title to -the investment. The function of

the stock "is not to determine how much the public shall pay,

but howTvhat the ptiblic has paid shall be divided among -the

shareholders. The Value of %he stock is tfot' determined by the

figures printed upon the certificates, but by the amount it re-

ceives upon a division of what the piiblic pays. 'The Value is

rarely par. If the stock receives a large sum as dividends, the

value rises'; if a small sum> the Value falls.

»i3 P.'S. C. 2d D. i(N. Y.) 739, IS'A: T^& T. Go: Com.- L. 1094,
April 2, 1513.
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If the amount the public should pay for the Service were

to be determined by the amount of stock issued, the result

would be that the body having the power to determine the

amount of stock would fix the return, and all consideration

of the fair value of the investment used in the public service

would go for naught. A stock dividend of say 100 per cent

doubles the amount of the stock, but has no proper effect upon

the rate the public pays. Such dividend neither increases nor

diminishes the fair value of the property used in serving the

public. It merely rearranges as between the shareholders the

form and number of the pieces of paper showing their rights

between themselves to the net earnings and to the property

itself if ever divided among them. . . .

There has grown up, for some reason, a very peculiar and
illogical notion with reference to the protection of so-called

innocent investors in the stock of a public service corporation

which deserves a little attention at this point.

The underlying conception upon which this notion is based is

that the return the public is to pay is based upon the amount
of stock and not upon the amount of the investment: that it

should be reckoned upon the figures printed upon the title deed

to the property rather than upon the value of the property

itself. There is no law justifying any such view, and certainly

no equity or justice. Once it is clearly apprehended that a per-

son buying stock in such a corporation is buying only a right

to a certain proportion of the dividends, the confusion disappears

and the whole matter is put upon a just basis. The amount
of the dividends depends wholly upon the business success

of the corporation, and no one pretends that there is any prin-

ciple justifying an exaction from the public of more than a

fair return upon the value of the property used in the public

service.

If a purchaser is foolish enough to pay more for the stock

of such corporation than would be justified by the reasonable

amount of dividends, there is no principle of equity which
requires that the loss should be borne by the public, but every

principle of equity and law requires that it should be borne

by the person mailing the investment. No one at the present
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time, in any careful consideration of the subject, attempts
to maintain that the public should pay a return upon the stock.
Every one concedes that the return should be upon the in-

vestment; and yet from time to time we are met with a plea
to protect the stock which is the title deed and disregard the

'

investment which is the matter of substance.

§ 1041. Nebraska Commission.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph
Company for authority to increase rates '" involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the

Nebraska State Railway Commission. The Commission
holds that existing capitalization need not be considered

in an estimate of fair value for rate purposes. The Com-
mission says (at pages 149-150)

:

The outstanding stocks and bonds of a corporation which

were issued prior to regulation, whether the same express the

actual value of the plant, or whether they are in excess, or are

for a less amount than the real value, have only collaterally

any effect, and are not necessarily taken into consideration in

the' matter of making rates for the future, and when so treated

it will be readily seen that any question of overcapitalization

in the past is absolutely eliminated and need not enter into the

problem.

Stocks and bonds are in fact not certificates which will de-

termine or designate the rate that a corporation shall charge,

or that will necessarily determine the rate of return which the

corporation shall be permitted to earn, but are in fact merely

certificates designating the ratio of ownership in the plant and

reciting the ratio in which the profits above actual operating

expenses may be divided among the holders.

The bond itself as to principal is merely a mortgage in most

cases and proclaims that at a certain definitely fixed date the

corporation will pay back to the holder thereof a certain amount,

or in case of dissolution that the holder shall first be reimbursed

'2 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, Nebraska State Railway

Commission.
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in the -principal sum bfefore any distribution is made between

holders of i other securities.-. Aa to 4,he interest, such a
:
bond

promises first to the holder a definite sum at specified dat«s and

that such interest shall be paid before any dividend is declared

to thei stockholders, whose claims are always secondary. . . .

As a net result, the only value that the certificate of-stocks

really has, regardless of the amount written in, whether it be

$1.00 or $100.00 face value, is nothing other than a determina-

tion of the ratio of ownership and the ratio -in which the holder

shall have a riglit to net profits, if there be any:

In the matrter of the application of the Omaha, Lincoln

and Beatrice Railway . Company for authority to issue

$2,250iQ00iof bonds and $850)000 of stock, decided Febru-

ary 25, 1913, the Commission points out that the rule

of caveat emptor applies to purchasers of securities au-

thorized by the Commission. Such purchasers are not

exempt from the business riskfe involved in the -possibility

of the corppration issuing the securities being overcapital-

ized. The Commission quotes with apparent approval

from the decision of the New Hampshire Commission^

in the matter of the petition, of the Milford Light and
Power Company, decided December 30j 1911,. in which

the New Hampshire Commission states that an approval

of securities does not constitute. a iguaranty in any way
that rates may be- charged to. enable' the company to pay
dividends at any given rate upon such' securities and' that

whenever the Commission is called upon to exercise its

rate-making power its action willl'be controlled by the

amount of money shown to have actually been invested

and the fair value of the property regardless of the amount
of securities outstanding.

§ 1042. St. Louis Commission.

The St. Louis Public Service Commission in an investi-

gation of the United Rail^frays Company of St. Louis found
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that the company had a capitalization of $101,380,300
and that the fair value of its property Hberally estimated
and inoluditig no- deduction for accrued depreciation was
about $37,638,000. Of the capitalization approximately
$42,000,000 was in stock and $59j000,000 in- bonds. The
capitalization of the company was equal to $219,914 per
mile of single track. Of the 461 'miles of single track; 110
miles were subm-ban construction. Moreover, the com-
pany bought approximately,45 per cent of its power, thus
reducing the necessary investment in generating plants.

The 'Commission discussesthe question of overcapitaUza-

tion as follows (pages 8-9) :^*

The evil arising from the overcg,pitdIization of public utilities

is one of the greatest to be contended with in their proper regu-

lation. Not only is the creation of ."water" in securities against

the spirit and Jetter of the laws of the state, but in the case of

public service companies it is bound ultimately to perpetrate

wrong either against the purchasers, of the. securities or against

the consuming public.

It appears to be a sound principle of .regulation that the public,

in return for special privileges granted, should be required to

pay to the public service companies a reasonable return only

upon theicajritabactuallj^ devoted to th^ publia service, and the

right.to earn on inflated eapitalshould be^denied; ,

,

It ismuchfto be regretted that in many ;instanees. th6 crea-

tors and exploiters of inflated -values in public utilities have

been able to profit by the; sale of securities- at prices.above the^

amoimts.,actually devoted, to the public service, and thus to

transfer the consequences of just regulation to individuals

who are generally called the "innocent, investors;" The term

"innocent investor" is not always suitable to the bdyers of

"watered?' seeurities. ThelaT^ of thisistateandofimany other

states, and the ruHngs®f the courts in valuation and regulation

cases, are plain notice that fictitious values can not be: recognized

" Report on the Uiiited Railways Company of St.' Louis by the St. 'Louia

Public Service Commission-, November 19, 1912.
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in public utilities corporations, and the investor who from

ignorance of the wrong attempted against the public or from

motives of mere speculation buys watered securities can not

justly expect the public to assume losses which are the result

of ignorance or desire for speculative gain.

It is claimed by some financiers that capital could not be

obtained for public service enterprises without the device of

"watered" securities. This may have been partially true,

but if so it was due largely to the fact that the very risks created

by speculative financiering prevented the entrance into the en-

terprises of any but speculative .capital which would take large

risks and demand the opportunity for large speculative profits.

The extravagance and wastefulness of overcapitalization

can be seen immediately by taking the example of a company
which has issued security obligations in excess of its real assets

and then is obliged to obtain more capital for extensions, better-

ments or replacements. By its former issues the credit of the

company is impaired and the new issues if sold at all must be

marketed at an extravagant discount.

It can not reasonably be claimed in such a situation tthat the

consequences of the evils created by speculation in "franchise

values" (see page 42) and the hope of exploiting the public

should be assumed by the public.

In an advertisement printed in the daily newspapers

of St. Louis, the United Railways Company of that city

takes the ground that securities once issued must now be

recognized regardless of the present value of the property.

It threatens the public with the evil results that may fol-

low insolvency and reorganization unless this overcapitali-

zation is recognized. The following is from the advertise-

ment of the company: ^*

The present mortgage debt of the United Railways is in round
numbers $59,000,000. This mortgage debt has been legally

issued, is outstanding in the hands of the investing public, and
must be recognized by the company. Any indebtedness now

" Quoted in the Electric Railway Journal, April 12, 1913, page 688.
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created by the company must be subject to this mortgage
debt. The Public Service Commission has reported the value
of the property of the company to be only (in round figures)

$38,000,000, or $21,000,000 less than the mortgage debt. . . .

This company does not concede the correctness of the Com-
mission's valuation of its property. Nevertheless, the valuation
of the Commission has impaired the credit of the company and
depreciated its securities in the hands of investors. It is idle

to say now that the company is overcapitalized. It has isgued

its securities and they are now in the hands of the public. It

must pay or repudiate its obligations. If it repudiates them,
all the consequences of insolvency must follow.

§ 1043. Wisconsin Commission.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railway and Light Company involves the valuation

of a street railway for Tate purposes. The Commission
issued an order slightly reducing the existing rates of

charge. In regard to capitalization as an element in

fixing fair value for rate purposes, the Commission says

(at page 84) :
^^

It is well know;n from experience that public utilities are

mostly overcapitalized, and that the par value of their outstand-

ing securities usually exceeds the actual investment in the

property that is used and useful in connection with the services

they render to the public. In fact, the bonds alone often amount

to more than the cost value of this property. The reasons for

this are easily explained. They are found in the fact that in

capitalizing the plants, whether for the purposes of consolida-

tion or otherwise, securities are often issued not only against

actual and other costs, but against estimated monopoly profits,

future increases in the business, estimated savings in expenses,

and many other^ elements of this nature. Not oijly this, but

investigators of such matters feel that the greater proportions

of the consolidation of business interests during the past three

decades have had their sources in the opportunities for private

56 H W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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gains that were offered to insiders in connection therewith,

through unlimited security issues and the rigging of the markets

by which these securities were unloaded upon the public at prices

that netted such insiders large profits. In the public util-

ity field, where monopolistic conditions largely obtain, the op-

portunities for such practices have been relatively large. That

security issues, based on such conditions) can not often fairly

measure either actual investments in^ or fair value of, the prop-

erty they represent is 59.ther obvious. It is equally clear that

excessive capital issues of this sort can not ordinarily consti-

tute a fair and 'equitable basis for>the valuation upon which the

rates charged for the- services rendered to the public should be

fixed.



CHAPTER III

Market Value and Earning Power as Rfelated to Fair V^lue
for Rate Purposes

§ 1050. Competition'andmonopolyvalii&in railroad appraisals.'

lOSli The-misplaced or partially^obsolete plant.

1052. Purchase price as evidence of. fait .values—New Hampshire Com-,
mission.

§ lOSOi Competition <and monopoly value ; in r railroad ap-

praisals.A

Thfe -claim that the value^of the favGO-ably located- railr-

road'Shovild- be given a value based on its earning, power

under ratefa sufficiently high 'to enable less favorably situ^.

ated roadsi to compete at a profit is discussed-in§§. 53^57..

In both the Missouri Rate Cases A and the Minnesota

Rate Cases " the Supreme Court of the United States

takes th6 position that a railroad irate can not b6 h^ld

confiscatory, by the court on the ground that if this rate

were applied to a competing line the competing,line would

not be-vabIe.^.to ^ earn va fair return on , the Jair. value of its

property.T , The-court holdsthat if(a jate istfair as.jegards

a particular company itrwillibe upheld as- to that company.

In the Missouri Rate Cases the court held that the rates

in question were valid as to certain companies and con-

fiscatory as to other companies. The contention of the

complainants that th© rates could n&k be-enforced against

one company unless enforced against all was not sustained.

Justice H4lghes in delivering the-opinion of the court says

(at pages'^08^609)::

» 230 U. S. 474, 33 Sup.-Ct. 975, June 16, 1913.

2 230 U. S. 352, 33 Sup. Gt. 729, June 9, 1913. ,

[893]
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The contention raised by the complainants, that these legis-

lative acts can not be enforced against one company unless en-

forced against all, can not be sustained. The argument, in

effect, is that although the charges of carriers may be clearly

exorbitant, the state is powerless to compel them to put into

effect reasonable rates because as to another carrier differently

situated the rates thus prescribed might be unreasonably low.

The acts are valid upon their face as a proper exercise of govern-

mental authority in the establishment of reasonable rates, and

each complainant in order to succeed in assailing them must

6how that as to it the rates are confiscatory.

§ 1061. The misplaced or partially obsolete plant.

The New Hampshire Public Service Commission in its

report on an investigation of railroad rates, although hold-

ing that in general fair value for rate purposes should be

governed more by actual cost than by reproduction cost,

states that in the case of poorly located roads the value

for rate purposes should be less than full actual cost. The
Commission says (at page 331) :

^

Some of the New Hampshire roads from a business point of

view were ill-advised. They never have paid and probably

never will pay a return upon the money invested in them.

Clearly the money so invested was in great part lost, and the

roads in question can not now be valued for rate purposes at

their full cost, and returns be earned thereon by the collection

of excessive rates upon other roads which do pay.

For a further discussion of the valuation of the mis-

placed or partially obsolete plant, see § 58.

§ 1052. Purchase price as evidence of fair value

—

New Hamp-
shire Commission.

Petitions of Grafton County Electric Light and Power
Company * is a case coming before the New Hampshire

' Report of the Public Service Commission of New Hampshire on an
investigation of railroad rates, November 30, 1912, 377 pages.

* 28 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 533, February 3, 1914.
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Public Service Commission, and involves an authoriza-
tion to purchase certain property and to issue securities
therefor. Though a capitalization case the Commission
holds that m general a proper capitaUzation is to be de-
termined by the same rules as used in fixing fan- value for
rate purposes. On account of the excessive price at which
it was proposed to transfer and capitalize the properties
the Commission denied the application for such transfer.
The Commission criticizes there production metho'd as a
sole or controlling method of determining fair value, and
states that it is hopeful that when the basis of valuation
is finally and definitely established "it will be universally
recognized that if a public utility is assured a fair return
on the outlay actually made by it in order that it may serve
the public—assuming, of course, reasonable prudence in

investment and honesty and efficiency in operation—it

has received all to which it is entitled." In the present

case, however, the Commission had the price at which the

property had been sold to its present owners under con-

ditions which gave assurance that a fair price was ob-

tained by the vendors. The Commission held that the

price paid at such a sale is of evidentiary importance in

determining fair present value. The Commission held,

however, that the relation which the value of a plant as a

unit bears to the value of its component elements differs

widely from a like aggregation of equivalent elements

held in strictly private ownership. The Commission says

(at pages 552-555)

:

Public service corporations, in return for the special privi-

leges conferred upon them—public franchises, the power of

eminent domain, now given tO' all such utilities in this state,

and the virtual assurance of a monopoly—are subject to cer-

tain important disabilities, constituting substantial and serious

incumbrances on their property.

They can not transfer their business to whom they will, on
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sutih (terms as may be agreed upon. They can sell only, to; pur-

chasers and upon terms approved py the Commission. How
serious an incumbrance this,may.be, is illustrated by the Berlin

case, where a purchaser, was willing to pay $172,000 ffoi;-prop-

erty which the owner was finally content to sell under an order

of the Commission Umiting the transfer price.to $74,174.53.

They can not capitalize their properties at such figure as they

desire, and could perhaps justify in court as not sufficiently

unreasonable to subject them to individual liability under our

general corporation laws. And their stock' and' bonds, when
issued, must be sold in such manner and onsuteh terms as the

' Commission may prescribe.

And, more important than all ithetrest^ithey can not chairgeior

the- service rendered "all the traffic- will bear," but^are strictly

limited to a reasonable return upon the fair, value,of their prop-

erty, d&voted to the public service.

Add to. all this the necessity of. keeping accounts in a form

prescribed by, the Commission,, and open to inspection, the re-

quirement of making returns showing the precise state of their

affairs. in minute detail, and constant supervision and regula-

tion of service and equipment, and it is evident that the "cir-

cumstancey which must be taken into account in fixing the

fair vklue bf a public utility are such as profoundly to modify

any conclusion' reached' by the simple- process of adding.to-

gether the values of the various: items.of> its propentyy separately

appraised. Theiascertainment of the value bfisueh a plant is

not the reaching of a definite conclusion by simple*mathematical

processes. It is irather the forming of .a .judgment, generally

approximate, at best, from, considering and weighing a great

variety of countervailing facts and circumstances.

As tending to sum up and give expression to the various ele-

ments ^6f value Which must be- considered, -it' is desirable to

know, 'if possible, what will be paid for such a property, priv-

ileged and encumbered as it isj'in ap^rfectly free and fair trade

between two parties willing to buy and sell, but acting under no
compulsion or extraordinary incentive—the owner not willing

to sell for less than the property is worth, and the buyer not
willing to give more.
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In this case we have evidence of the most significant character

tending to show wha.t the properties proposed to be transferred

would actually bring if sold under the circumstances above sug-

gested. For in 1912 Mr.-Streeter puroHased the stock and bonds

representing the entire ownership of these properties for a net

price of $15'2;015.54. ...
The price finally agreed upon represents a composite judg-

ment of the highest' evidentiary inlportance a,s to the fair pres-

ent value of these properties. In this price are suitoled up and

given their due weight all the facts and circumstances entitled

to consideration in determining that value—original invest-

ment, cost of reproduction, new and less depreciation, eamiilg

power (whether legally entitled to consideration, or not), cap-

italization, and all the advantages and disadvantiages involved

in being a public utility under the laws of New Hampshire.

If the question is, what is the exchange value of a piece of

property, the best possible evidence is a recehtsale imder such

conditions as will give assurance that a fair price was obtained.

If we wish to know how far a man ca;n jump, we can have him

examined by physical experts/ and- make' various tests of the

power of the muscles involvedin the feat of jumping,,and from

all the evidence so obtained make an estimate as to his probable

jumping ability. But the best way would be to take him out

and let him-jump—and measure the jump. In this case, the

man has jumped. And estimates as to the 'probabilities become

comparatively' inconseqUeritialin the face of the accomplished

feat.

57



CHAPTER IV

Cost of Reproduction as an Element in Fair Value for Rate

Purposes

§ 1060. Federal Court in Alabama railroad rate cases.

1061. Nebraska Commission.

1062. Difficulties of reproduction method—Maryland Commission.

1063. Difficulties of reproduction method—New York Commission,

Second District.

1064. Actual cost used to test reproduction estimate—New Jersey Com-
mission.

1065. Plant construction under boom conditions—Nevada Commission.

1066. Criticism of i reproduction method—New Hampshire Commission.

§ 1060. Federal Court in Alabama railroad rate cases.

Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Railroad

Commission of Alabama ^ is one of three cases referred by
the Court to W. A. Gunter as special master. The special

master made extensive reports, holding the proposed rates

confiscatory, and these reports were approved by District

Judge Jones in a single opinion covering the three cases.

The value found was based on cost-of-reproduction-less-

depreciation. Judge Jones takes strong ground in favor of

cost-of-reproduction rather than original cost, as the most
reliable basis for determining fair value. He says (at

page 820)

:

In reference to the, question of value with the view of rate

regulation, the most reliable test ordinarily is the cost of the

reproduction of the road as it exists. I say "ordinarily," be-

cause there may be instances, which is not the case here, where
by reason of paralleling the road by a new road, and diverting

its business or from other causes, its value may be far less than
what it will cost to reproduce it as it is at the time of the inquiry.

The original cost of a road may in some cases reflect light on,

»196 Fed. 800, April 5, 1912.

[898]
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or even determine, the present value, as when it is of very recent
construction. But ordinarily it is of little assistance in that
regard, since many items of value may be donations by the
government or by individuals, as is the case of the South &
North, or the road may have been built long before the period of
inquiry at greatly less or greatly higher prices than those pre-
vailing at the time of the inquiry. Or its original cost might be
involved in obscurity, and may include the cost of abandoned
or destroyed portions of the property, which should not figure in
the inventory for the present time, or the road may have been
bought at a forced sale in times of panic at a nominal price or
in inflated times at a corresponding price; or the road, costing
little originally, may have developed from many contributing
causes into being property of great value. And in every case,

after finding the original cost, when possible to be done, the
question would still have to be solved as to whether such orig-

inal cost is the same as the present value, which would involve
the determination of the present value for such comparison
independent of original cost, and in no other or better way than
on reproduction values.

Reproduction cost as a standard of value is stated in

an extreme form by Special Master W. A. Gunter in his

report in one of the above mentioned cases. He says

(at pages 48^9) :
*

It is plain, then, it seems, that the cost to reproduce such a

road for the purpose of rate making on its value must be a

reproduction of the identical road, with every one of its sur-

roundings and advantages. We are not concerned about the

construction cost of a similar road in an uninhabited country,

or one along the line of the South & North as it was fifty years

ago, but it is the cost really of buying the road in question at

such capitalization as would exactly equal the sum of the ele-

ments of value it has, including its franchise. All the structures,

'South & North Alabama Railroad Company v. Railroad Commission

of Alabama, United States Circuit Court, Middle District of Alabama,

Report of William A. Gunter, Special Master in Chancery, 1911.
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in the imagination, are momentarily obliterated for tke whole,

or by sections of the line, and the question is, what would it

cost to buy the right of way, or a right of way adjacent and

equally adapted to connect the operating sections, or the whole

line to succeed to the business already established? Or the

question might be, what would a parallel and adjacent right of

way cost for a road which as constructed i^ to become a part

of the present line and is to succeed.toall the rights and business

of the old road, which is to become non-existent in fact on the

finishing of the new line? The reproduction cost of ,the viaduct

under the Hudson for the Pennsylvania Railroad would, in

one form or another, besides actual building cost, comprehend

the proportion of value of the business of the whole road repre-

sented by the capital invested in it. And similarly the reproduc-

tion cost of any road must include every element of value at-

tached at the moment of the inquiry to the right, of ,wa,y under

investigation.

§ 1061. Nebraska Commission.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephon,e and Telegraph

Company for authority to increase rates * involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes by -the

Nebraska State Railway Commission. The 'Commission
used reproduction cost as the general basis for the de-

termination of fair value in this case. It states that .book

value is of no ^importance in the present case, inasmuch

as it is not the result of the apiilication of correct account-

ing principles. The Conmiission holds that objections

to reproduction cost are based largely on incorrect con-

ceptions as to the effect of this method. The Comniission

states, however, that reproduction cost having now been

determined, ;it will serve as a starting point for future

valuations, but that such valuations will not be determined

by making a new physical valuation, but by making th^

necessary readjustments on the basis of actual cost of

'19 A. T. & T. Go. Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, NebraskauState, Railway
Commission.
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subsequent additions and betterments. The eommission
says (at pages 147-149):

Much confusion exists in the minds of a large part off the
public with regard to the purposes and the reasons for making
physical valuations and applymg the results in- a more or less

modified degree in rate-making cases. One of the principal
objections frequently put forward is that any physical valuation
does not necessarily disclose the actual cost to the investor of
the plant under: consideration. This, of course, it will be con-
ceded may be true in some cases. Another objection frequently
made is that such' physical valuation almost invariably shows
greater value than actual costs, because it includes labor costs

at the present-day rate, which are concededly somewhat higher
than they were eight to twelve years ago; This must also be
conceded, although it is not so positive a matter as the preced-
ing, but it is noticed that in most of the arguments put forward
only the one side of the problem is, as a- rule, considered, and
it will be found that these advances are frequently overcome, or

at least met in part, , by reason of the fact- that while higher

rates for labor may be applied, concurrently, there are also

applied lower unitcosts in many of:the component parts of the

plant by reason of the fact- that much of the material is now
cheaper than it was in the same corresponding period referred

to in the labor item. This is especially true as regards cable

and copper wire, which forms a large percentage of the total

value of the plant under consideration. ...
It is the- interpretation of; this Commission that the reason

for adopting this plan of arriving at present values is because

in a very large percentage of the public utilities, applying es-

pecially to the older companies, if is impossible tb reach the

actual, cost from an examination of the books,, for various rea-

sons. One of the priffcipal reasons arises beciause Of the vary-

ing policies pursued by the different corporations in the i&atter

of charging additions and betterments, atid in the matter of

treating replacement- and-construction accounts; in all of which'

that have heretofore been examined it has developed that be-

cause of the lack of uniform accounting systems each corpo-
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ration has set up its own policies and' theories, which seldom

conform to the present accepted theories of setting up these ac-

counts. A further reason is because prior to regulation many
of the corporations paid little attention to the actual values

in the issues of stocks and bonds, and in such cases it would be

absolutely impossible to trace out all the intermediate steps

and manipulations and reach a correct result.

The suspicion held on the part of some that physical valua-

tions will be newly made at each, controversy or hearing that

may come up in regard to any particular plant is also unfounded

under the interpretation placed upon the law by this Commis-

sion. Practically concurrent with the enactment of the laws

regarding the making of physical valuations in this and other

jurisdictions, as well as by the federal government, there were

promulgated accounting systems, which will make impossible

any manipulations that may have been practiced in the past,

and will set out definitely by sharp lines of demarcation the

differences between construction, betterments, maintenance,

depreciation, and operating expenses. The physical valuation

is, in fact, made for the purpose of reaching a definite starting

point which will be equitable as between companies and the

public, and in case any controversies arise in the future which

shall make it necessary to know at the time the value of the

plant, the physical valuation first taken under the authority

of these laws will be used as the foundation, and never deviated

from, it being merely necessary to add the definitely set \ip

additions and betterments, after deducting plant abandoned
or no longer used for the service of the public, to find the then
actual value of the plant.

§ 1062. Difficulties of reproduction method—Maryland Com-
mission.

Bachrach v. Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company of Baltimore * is a rate case. Although the
Commission made a valuation of the property of the com-
pany, such valuation did not have a very important

* 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 154, January 13, 1913, Maryland Public
Service Commission.
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bearing on the conclusions reached. The Maryland law
provides that so far as possible the Commission shall not
disturb the value of the company's bonds. In the present
case the rate fixed was based largely upon a consideration
of the amount required to safeguard the value of the bonds.
The Commission points put the difficulties of the re-

production method, referring to the great variation in
the estimates made by expert appraisers, to the hypothet-
ical conditions assumed and to the danger of duplication
in the allowances. "Conclusions based upon the findings

of contending expert appraisers alone would be Httle better
than a guess at the true value of a given property." The
Commission says (at pages 168-169)

:

The cost-of-reproduction-new of the company's plant is one
of the tests of fair value applied by the Supreme Court in the
much overworked case of Smyth v. Ames (169 U. S. 466), which
is, itself by no means so free from obscurity as to be an infallible

guide in rate cases. The fact is that appraisals of this kind are

of comparatively recent origin, and have been, to some extent

at least, the outgrowth of pubHc regulation, and practically

nothing has been done to establish .a method or plan upon which

they shall be made. The results derived from them depend

largely upon the point of view, the training, the economic educa-

tion and preconceived notions of the appraisers and the purpose

to be accomplished by their work. They have a value as checks

upon the information derived from other sources, but it is safe

to say that in large and complicated matters, such as we are

dealing with here, conclusions based upon the findings of con-

tending expert appraisers alone would be little better than a

guess at the true value of a given property. In this case we

have extreme views upon both sides, each, no doubt, honestly

arrived at, and both, certainly, adroitly maintained. If esti-

mates of the cost-of-reproduction-new are to be a feature of

investigations made by regulating bodies, those bodies must,

in order to accomplish satisfactory results, estabUsh some sort

of standard along the lines of rules for uniform accounting, as
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guides in making such estimates. The formulation of such a

standard presents many difficulties, and an inflexible rule as to

details is impracticable; but such matters as contractors' and

sub-contractors' profits, promotion, discount on securities and

overhead, charges generally, about which usually the fiercest

contest is waged, may well engage the serious attention of com-

missions as a step toward the saying both of time and money

—

to say nothing of vexation—expended in investigations.

The Ford, Baconm& Davis estimate of the cost-of-reproduction-

new is, of course, based upon the conditions that exist to-day,

except that it supposes Baltimore to be without gas and electric

plants, and, therefore, provides fpr contingencies which might

be encountered in an entirely new fidd, which experie^nces, else-

where suggest as proper; matters toguard against. The condi-

tions under which the supposed new plants are assumed to be

constructed never did exist and, in ajl probability, never will

exist in any city of the size and importance of Baltimore. The
inventory leaves nothing to be. desired in matters of detail, but

we are led to believe fromithetesstimony that tin fpriciiig {the

inventory of the company's books was relied Won> to a con-

siderable extent,:and thatiineidentels, contractors' profits, etc.,

were included; in ithc;book cpstSJipon which overhead charges

were duplicated, thus largely increasing, the final figures.

§ 1063. Difficulties of reproduction method—New York Com-
mission, Second District.

In Buffalo Gas Company vj City of Buffalo ^ the company
asked the New york Public Service Commission (for the

Second District to fix a ratecfor gas suppUed to the City

of Buffalo.

In this case the Commission holds that fair value for

rate pm-poses may not be based upon either original cost

or reproduction cost, 'but upon a consideration of these

and many other factors. The Commission was not able to

determine for the purposes of this case either reproduction

6 3P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 653, 23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, Febru-
ary 4, 1913.
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cost or original cost with any fair degree of accuracy. In
.regard to the difficulties of determining reproduction cost,

Chairman Stevens says (at pages 633-634)

:

An objection' to this theory is the practioal, impossibility in

many cases of ascertaining with any reasonable degree, of ac-

curacy the cost-of-reproduction-new. The cost-of-^r^production-

new depends upon a large number of uncertain and yariable

factors. It depends upon the efficiency of labor, the cost of

materials, the wisdom and judgment of the superintendents,

weather conditions obtaining during the process of construction,

unforeseen delays from accidents which may and will, arise in

every case, and upon special conditions which can not be,known

or foreseen in large numbers of cases. One special condition

which it is impossible to determine in this case is the character

of the soil in which pipes must be laid. This character of soil

necessarily affects, as has been shown, to a very large extent the

total cost of reproduction, and the differences would amount

to a very large sum, as has been shown by the figures whiph are

given. Estimates of engineers, estimates of contractors, .aad

actual experience afford no criteria by which the cost-tof-repro-

duction-new can be determined in many cases, since none of

them can possibly take into consideration all of the factors

which would influence such cost.

Another element in the case of reproduction-new which is

exceedingly variable is the cost of materials. It' is; difficult to

take proper account of such fluctuations and apply them justly

and equitably in any given case. As has been shown, the price

of castriron pipe for mains ; fluctuates; enormously. The price

in one year is rarely the price in either the preceding or succeed-

ing year. A valuation made in the case of this company in

1907 would produce vastly different results from, a .valuation

made in 1912, owing to the different prices of pipe, and yet

there can scarcely be any disagreement upon the proposition

that the price of gas in 1907 and; 1912 should be substantially

the same. A condition of things which permits the. public to

appeal to this Commission to fix the rate in times of financial

distress, when materials lare low and labor is cheap, and thereby
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obtain a low rate which shall obtain permanently or substan-

, tially so; and on the other hand, which permits the company to

appeal to the Commission to fix a rate in times when labor is

high and materials are dear, and thereby to fix a higher rate to

continue with substantial permanency, is intolerable. If this

Commission were to fix the price of iron pipe upon the prices

now prevailing, next year they may be 50 per cent higher. Jus-

tice would require that the rate go up if the cost-of-reproduction-

new is to prevail; while, on the other hand, if pipe gets lower

the rates should be lower. This would require a constant jug-

gling with prices in order to carry out what would be deemed

substantial justice.

The third objection to the cost-of-reproduction-new is that it

calls for the reproduction of an article which, it might be said,

nobody would ever reproduce. It would demand the valuing

of obsolescent machinery and appliances. A prospective pur-

chaser of a property, in determining what he could afford to

pay for it, obviously would not take into account so much the

cost of reproducing the property as the cost of reproducing the

service. New inventions and new improvements might make
it possible for the prospective purchaser to produce a plant which

would render precisely the same service at one-half the cost

which would be required to reproduce new a plant which would
duphcate the existing plant.

In regard to the difficulties of ' determining overhead

percentages, Chairman Stevens says (at pages 637-638)

:

Another consideration against the application of this theory
is that it requires the use of certain percentages for engineering,

superintendence, and the like, which are purely theoretical as

applied to the existing plant for the reason that they were never
incurred by the company. If a new plant were to be constructed
as an entirety, and all to be put in operation on a given day,
it is unquestionable that there would be engineering charges
and superintendence charges which would necessarily be reck-
oned as a part of the cost. We need not pause to consider
whether there should be a percentage allowed for this, or whether
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there should be an attempt made to ascertain the actual cost
of considering the number of engineers and superintendents and
their probable salary, or whether some other method of reach-
ing a conclusion as to the cost should be taken. The fact re-

mains that in this case there is no claim that in all the extensions
and improvements which have been undertaken for years there
has been any such charge made to or paid by the company. All

the cost of engineering and superintendence, so far as it is dis-

closed to us, has been taken care of in precisely the way that it is

usually taken care of by an existing company; namely, the en-

gineers and superintendents have been employees of the com-
pany upon a salary, and the salary has been charged to operat-

ing expenses, and the operating expenses have been paid by the

public. The plant of the Buffalo Gas Company is a growth.^

It had a small beginning in 1848, and has grown with the growth

of the city. A few miles of mains have been laid each year, and

probably there have been but very few years in the past sixty

in which there has not been an extension of the mains. All of

this has been done presumptively under the direction and super-

intendence of necessary employees of the company who have

been paid their salaries which have been charged to operating

expenses, and therefore the public has paid for this engineering

and superintendence. Upon the theory claimed by the com-

pany in this case, the engineering and superintendence amounts

to hundreds of thousands of dollars. To assume that the sum,

whatever it may be, is something upon which the company is

entitled to a 6 per cent return is to assume a thing which is

unjust and unreasonable in the extreme. It would make the

public in Buffalo pay a return in perpetuity for that which has

already been paid for by previous consumers.

Chairman Stevens discusses at length the difficulty

of determining proper unit prices under the reproduction

method. He states that the evidence does not afford

any reasonable basis for the determination of the cost

of the mains of the company. The character of the soil

through which the mains were laid was unknown. Under
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sueh circumstances any estimate would be a mere guess.

Ghairman Stevens says (at pages 584, 614, 615^616)

:

These findings;as to reproduction costs are subject to the same

criticism as that upon the reproduction cost of? street mains

hereinafter discussed, namely, that the unit prices are of such

a character that no particular sum within a range of 25 per cent

can be called more than a guess. The Commission could easily

and upon evidence place the cost higher or lower than here

found by it, and the fixing of the cost must not be regarded in

any other light than that the' Commission deems it probable

that the sums named by it are as reasonable as any other within

arrange of variation of at least 25 per cent. We do not believe

that- any person can justly say such allowance approximates

more nearly to the reproduction cost than the percentage

named. . . .

In the case of many airticles, unit prices are easily ascertain-

able. In the case of many other, articles, and in the case of labor

costs, as is shown above, they are extremely uncertain and
produce results which are so discordant as to be amazing. . . .

The foregoing' discussion discloses that neither the evidence in

the case nor the outside investigations undertaken by the Com-
mission, nor both together, can afford any reasonable or satis-

factory solution of what the actual reproduction cost of these

mains would be. Any attempt to fix the same would not rise

above the dignity of a guess, and that guess would be clouded

and confused by the evidence before us. The Commission must
decline to make such a guess. It has no evidence as to the gen-

eral characterand conditions 'of the soil to be encountered in

making excavations; there iS' n€>thing to show how much clay,

how much loam, how much hardpan, how much rock, how much
gravel, would be encountered in the laying of 411 miles of pipe;

there is nothing showing what the cost of labor would be. No
engineer sworn before us knows anything about the conditions

to be encountered of soil or obstructions in the streets. The
actual costs referred to by the engineers sworn in the case are

costs incurred under conditions which may or may not be the
same as those in the streets of Buffalo. Actual costs when ob-
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tained in other cities are practically as discrepant as the es-

timates of engineers; and in fact it must be that actual costs are

discrepant to a great degree, since the estimates of engineers are

necessarily based upon actual costs which have come within

their experience and observation. AH of the engineers whose

estimates are given are straightforward, competent men, and

they had a right to rely upon their experience. Their expe-

riences have varied, and what the experience would be in relay-

ing 411 miles of pipe in the city of Buffalo under various condi-

tions of traffic, soil, and obstructions under the surface of the

soil, no' man knows or can know within a variation of hundreds

of thousands of dollars. For these reasons, the Commission is

unable to find definitely what the fair and reasonable reproduc-

tion cost of these mains would be.

The difficulties of the reproduction method are also

discussed in Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit

Company;^ Chairman Stevens says (at. pages 684-685,

688-689):

This method of ascertaining the fair amount of the invest-

ment, although it has been treated wit^ great favor, is also

subject to severe criticism. The first arises from the practical

impossibility of ascertaining with any reasonable degree of accu-

racy the cost-of-reproduction-new. This impossibility has- been

demonstrated in most attempts which are made. Engineers

differ widely in their results,. and this when their professional

standing and integrity are in every respect equal. Most classes

of work involve great difficulties in ascertaining the just unit

prices, the amount and efficiency of the labor, involved, the skill

and push of the superintendents, the proper-economies which

may be practiced, the unforeseen dela,ys and accidents. To

provide against all possibilities.of.any character which may en-

hance expense, the ejcperience of the engineer is ..usually,dragged

to its depths, his researches into the experience of. others are

pushed to the uttermost. The result is that every work is

charged with. every expense, usually upon a percentage basis,

8 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. YO 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co'. Com. L. 1015, April 2, 1913.
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which has ever been found to be attached under any conditions

to work of the character under inquiry. The result is inevitable.

It is rare that all of the alleged expenses are found in any given

work, and the resultant cost is swollen beyond all reason and

beyond practical experience. The cost-of-reproduction-new is

the result of estimates, and estimates must always be consid-

ered arid adjudged by the light of the circumstances under

which they are evolved. An estimate to induce a plunge into

an enterprise is not justly comparable with one designed to

,

justify an existing rate of dividend. . . .

The evidence as to the reproduction-cost-new given both by

the company and by the city is unsatisfactory in those elements

upon which the determination must be based. The quantities

not being controverted, the differences arise as to unit prices

and labor costs. Upon these points we have merely the judg-

ment of a limited number of reputable engineers skilled in their

profession, of considerable experience, but obviously having

different experiences and resorting to different sources of in-

formation. Thus, a large part of the valuation of the property

consists of sub-station equipment. It is well known that quota-

tions as to the price of machinery of this character are little to

be depended upon. There is no such thing as an established

fixed price, and the manufacturing companies make their prices

in accordance,with the circumstances of the case; and quotations

furnished by them are entitled to but very little weight. The
difference between actual cost and quotations for the same
articles are at times very striking.

The percentages used by the witnesses for the company for the

so-called overhead expenses are not such as can meet with ap-

proval. They amount to 49 per cent of the estimated cost of

labor and materials. This is wholly out of line with the ex-

perience of the Commission, and is not in accord with the ex-

perience of the company. No evidence was introduced showing
that any such percentage of expense has ever been actually in-

curred in construction.

Chairman Stevens also calls attention to the fact that
the reproduction method implies the reproduction of the
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existing plant, while it may be more reasonable to estimate

the cost of reproducing the existing service by means of a
plant of equal efficiency but of improved character and
design. Chairman Stevens says (at pages 685-686)

:

A further criticism upon the use of cost-of-reproduction-new

is that it is more obviously just to the consumer to charge against

him the cost of reproducing the service rather than the cost of

reproducing the existing instrument of service. Such existing

instrument may be inefficient or obsolete. If competition has

its full force in a given case, the tendency is for the consumer

to reap the full benefit qf all improvements in character and

design of the plant. If monopoly exists, the expense of con-

struction, the ill design, will not be replaced except as the newer

construction can be had upon terms which will reduce operating

expenses. If the saving in operating expenses is reflected in the

rate, the owner receives no benefit and can not afford to change.

This condition of affairs results in the complicated problems

to be solved in determining who shall bear the burden of ob-

solescence.

§ 1064. Actual cost used to test reproduction estimate—New
Jersey Commission.

In Re Rates of the Public Service, Gas Company'^

the New Jersey Cprnmission based its valuation largely

on cost of reproduction, but the Board stales that in de-

termining such valuation it has given weight to the ac-

tual unit costs to the company of that part of its property

that had been constructed during the past eight years

and concerning which records were then available. The

Board says (at page 448)

:

In addition to valuations made by the engineers, we have

available definite information as to the actual cost of construct-

ing some items of the company's property, and we have in-

formation as to the total amount expended by the company

M N. J. B. P. U. C. 433, 15 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 354, December 26,

1912.
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during the past eight years. We are inclined to estimate the

value of physical property by using all available information

with regard to values; and especially are we inclined to accept as

a measure of value for all of the physical property of the com-

pany the unit costs to the company for that part of the property

constructed during the past eight years. We are not inclined to

hold strictly to a valuation made up in this way, as testimony of

certain witnesses has demonstrated that certain items cost less,

owing to peculiar conditions governitig, than would ordinarily

be the case. It may be equally true thatsome items cost more,

but on the whole we believe that recent records of cost are

very important in deciding upon the value to be set for various

groups of physical property.

Actual cost was, however, used chiefly to test the

estimates made by the engineers as to the present repro-

duction cost. For example, in one case the records showed

the actual cost of a holder to have been considerably

more than the estimates of the expert witnesses as to

present cost of reproduction. Testimony indicated that

pieculiar' conditions existed at' the tinie the" li'older' was
constructed by reason of which the company had to pay
an excessive price. Under these circumstances actual

cost was rejected in favor of the estimate fbr present

reproduction cost. In a,n:other case the contract price

for a holder was much less than the estimates of the expert

witnesses. The Board states that the contractor who
erected this holder Ibst money in the transaction and that

consequently it is riot inclined 'to hold the valuation down
to the actual cost price. (See pages 453-456.)

§ 1065. Plant construction under boom conditions^Nieviada

Commission.

City of Ely v. Ely Light and Power-Company * involves

' 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 578, Jung 7, 1913, Nevada PubUc Serviae
Commission.
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the valuation of an electric plant for rate purposes by the
Nevada Public Service Commission. The engineer of

the Commission found the reprodnction-cost-new of the

property to be $57,117 and the cost-of-reproduction-less-

depreciation to be $41,058. The com,pany claimed an
investment of approximately $80,000. The investment
was made under boom conditions in the Ely district.

The district at that time had a population ranging from 50
to 100 per cent greater than at present. In consequence,

the plant was built for a capacity perhaps double the

capacity at present required. Land values had greatly de-

preciated since the construction of the plant. Under these

conditions the Commission based fair value on its esti-

mate of cost-of-reproduction-new. Commissioner Shaugh-

nessy in a dissenting opinion held that in view of the exist-

ing conditions the fair value should more properly be based

on cost-of-reproduction-less-depreeiation. The following

is from Commiissioner Shaughnessy's dissenting opinion

(at page 609)

:

Defendant put in evidence that its aggregate investment for

plant and improvements amounted to approximately $80,000,

but it is to be observed in this connection that the plant has now

been in operation six years, and during that time the land values

of the company have greatly depreciated, and, as shown above,,

there has been a very substantial depreciation in equipment and

machinery. It is further to be noted that the investment was

made at a time when everything was on a boom in the Ely dis-

trict, with a population ranging from 50 to 100 per cent greater

than it is to-day, and it was confidently expected by the com-

pany at that time that a greatly increased service over that

which now obtains would be rendered. This has not material-

ized, and in consequence thereof the plant is to-day perhaps

double the capacity actually necessary to render the public

service at Ely.

In view of the foregoing, I am of the opinion that the fair

58
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rate of return to which the defendant is entitled, and the sched-

ule of reasonable rates to which the public is entitled, should

have been computed upon the basis of the value of the property

in its present condition, viz, $41,058.

§ 1066. Criticism of reproduction method—New Hampshire

Commission.

Petitions of Grafton County Electric Light and Power

Company ' is a case coming before the New Hampshire

Public Service Commission, and involves an authoriza-

tion to purchase certain property and to issue securities

therefor. Though a capitaUzation case the Commission

holds that ia^general a proper capitaUzation is to be de-

termined by the same rules as used in fixing fair value for

rate pm-poses. The Commission held that while the cost-

of-reproduction method is of service in ascertaining fair

value "it is not in itself the sole or necessarily controlling

factor in ascertaining that value." The Commission

criticizes the reproduction method, especially in connec-

tion with claims for overhead charges. The Commission

says (at pages 541-542)

:

The cost-of-reproduction method is of service in ascertaining

present value. It furnishes a point from which to work toward

that value. But its results are not to be accepted as the equiva-

lent of that value for the simple reason that in actual business

experience they are not so accepted. And too often the results,

as suggested by the Supreme Court, "depend upon mere con-

jecture." If of value, the results certainly are not controlling,

when based upon a supposed method of construction which
never has been and in all probability never will be followed in

this state—a method which certainly was not followed in the

construction of either of the companies under consideration.

These companies started, as such companies commonly do
start, with a very small plant, serving a limited constituency,

and gradually making enlargements and extensions to keep pace

3 28 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 533, February 3, 1914.
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with the growing demand for service. In such developments,

extensions are rarely made uniil sufficient business is in sight

to ensure a return upon their cost from the start. And they

are. made with little or none of those expenses of interest, taxes

and insurance during construction, engineering, superintend-

ence, legal expense, and the like, which cut so large a figure in

valuations based on the purely fictitious theory of reproduction

of the existing plant as an entirety at one time.

The Supreme Court, in the Minnesota Rate Cases, simply

eliminated from consideration all the hypothetical costs based

upon the theory of reproduction-new, in determining the value

of railroad terminals and right of way. . . .

It is clear that the Supreme Court absolutely refuses to re-

gard cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation as the measure of

present value. And, not forgetting that the question was being

considered from the standpoint of constitutionality, and that

it may in some cases be fair to allow elements of value the al-

lowance of which can not be demanded as a constitutional right,

the court seems to go to the length of rejecting, for all purposes

of calculation, hypothetical costs based upon a supposed method

of construction purely conjectural, and having no relation in

fact to the methods actually followed in the case under co;n-

sideration.

.

Such a method might in some cases, for lack of better evi-

dence, be the best available means for arriving at the true value

of a public utility plant. But in the present case it certainly

is not.



CHAPTER V

Actual Cost as an Element in Fair Value for Rate Purposes

§ 1070. California Commission.

1071. New Hampshire Commission.

1072. St. Louis Commission.
,

1073. Difficulties of the actual cost method—New York Commission,

Second District.

1074. Actual cost under construction contract—New York CommiBsion,

First District.

1075. Purchase price at foreclosure sale—Minneaota Supreme Court,

1897.

§ 1070. California Commission.

Re Water Rates and Service in the County of San

Diego ^ involves a valuation of a water plant for rate

purposes by the Railroad Commission of California. Com-
missioner Eshleman in delivering the opinion of the Com-
mission distinguishes between the ordinary meaning of

the term "value" as related to purchase and sale, and
'

' fair value " for rate purposes. He holds that " fair value '

'

must necessarily be affected or determined by the cost

to produce the property, and not by its earning capacity.

He states that, while various elements must be considered,

the nearest and fairest approximation to a correct value

upon which a pubhc utility shall be allowed to earn is

the amount of the investment wisely made. Commissioner

Eshleman says (at pages 510-512)

:

In order for rates of a public utility to be just to such utility

they should be sufficient after caring for cost of operation,

maintenance and depreciation to yield a reasonable return upon
the present fair value of the property devoted to the public use.

1 2 Cal. R. C. 464, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1002, March 28, 1913.

[916]
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While the courts have well established this rule and have in-

dicated from time to time the elements to which I have already-

referred, which should be considered by a rate-fixing body, yet
they have never defined the word "value," a term concerning
the meaning of which there is of course much dispute. In fact,

its meaning is the bone of contention between the two great

schools of economic thought. That as applied to a public

utility, however, it can not have the significance which the

man on the street attaches to it, namely, what the property

considered will sell for, it seems to me, is so plain that I become
impatient with the superficial thinking which attributes such

meaning to it. And were it not for the fact that even such an
eminent authority as the Supreme Court of the United States

rejects the view that what a utility property as a whole will sell

for determines its value, mainly on the ground that because of

the nature and magnitude of such properties they do not change

hands often enough to use this method as a guide, I should

think the mere statement of this theory would carry with it its

refutation. Of course in a rate fixing inquiry what a property as

a public utility will sell for has no place as a factor, except as

such amount is affected or determined by the cost to produce

such property and not by its earning capacity. When one would

sell a farm or a store, the buyer desires to know what such farm

or store will earn, and if he finds the property will earn, say, ten

per cent net on ten thousand dollars, he will be willing, if there

is a reasonable likelihood of such a condition remaining perma-

nent, to give ten thousand dollars for it. But certainly the ten

per cent net earning on a certain value is determined by the

price for which he sells the commodity the property produces for

sale. And so in the case of a public utility the value determined

from the earning power depends upon the rates and the rates

are what is to be deteraained, and we find ourselves in a circle.

To illustrate again concretely: Suppose we have a gas plant

which at certain rates is earning $8,000 net per annum after

paying maintenance and operation charges and providing for

depreciation. This amount is 8 per cent on $100,000, and if

this method is correct the property is worth $100,000. But if

the rates be reduced so but $4,000 net per annum is earned then
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the property is worth but $50,000, and by the same token if the

rates are increased so that an earning capacity of $16,000 net

per annum results the value of the property is $200,000. In

short, to adopt such a view means we can not regulate the rates

of public utilities because every time we do so we change value

and if we reduce such value we will be depriving the utility of a

part of its property without compensation, which we may not do

under the Constitution of the United States, and if we raise rates

we present value to the utility which thereafter we can not take

away for a like reason. But the courts are thoroughly com-

mitted to the view that we can regulate the rates of public

utilities, ergo this method of arriving at value must be dis-

carded.

It is fortunate, therefore, that the Supreme Court of the

United States has failed to define "value" and has contented

itself with pointing out certain elements that should be, con-

sidered, leaving the determination of the composite fact "value"

to the discretion of the tribunal empowered to act. My own
view is that the nearest and fairest approximation which may
be made to a correct "value" upon which a public utility shall

be allowed to earn is the amount of the investment wisely made,

and this view is not at all in conflict with the position of the

courts in this regard. The elements which we have been di-

rected to consider may all well be secondary evidence of this

ultimate fact. However this may be, this Commission in every

rate-fixing inquiry should give careful consideration, as we
have done here, to each of the elements prescribed and should

give that weight to each in each case to which we conscien-

tiously think in that case it is entitled, with the hope that

thereby we may arrive at such fair value of the property devoted

to the public use as is just and fair to the utility and at the

same time not oppressive to the consumer.

San Jos6 V. The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany 2 involves the va,luation of a telephone plant for

rate purposes by the California Railroad Commission.

«3 Cal. R. C. —, 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 370, October 9, 1913, Cali-

fornia Railroad Commission.
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The actual price paid the contractor for a new building
used by the company was $60,259. The company claimed
a reproduction cost of $68,894, on the ground that there
were certain indirect expenses not included in the price
paid the contractor, and on the further ground that the
contractor lost money on the job. This claim was dis-
allowed and only the actual contract price included.
(See page 378.)

§ 1071. New Hampshire Commission.
^

The New Hampshire PubUc Service Commission m
its report of an investigation of railroad rates ' favors
actual cost rather than reproduction cost as a basis for
fair value for rate purposes. The Commission says (at

pages 302-303):

If a railroad can be reproduced for less than its actual cost,

still a sound public policy would seem to require that a return

should be permitted upon the amount honestly invested and
devoted to the public use. On the other hand, if, through the

increase of population, the growth of our cities, and the con-

sequent great enhancement of land values, the cost-of-reproduc-

tion-new would be out of all proportion to the amoimt actually

invested in the property, it is questionable whether such in-

crease in cost of reproduction, caused, not by improvements

or additional investment, but by the development of the state,

should be made a basis for increased charges against the public.

A rule equitable alike to investors and the public would seem

to be that property dedicated to the public use shall neither in-

crease nor decrease by reason of any change in its cost of re-

production, but shall continue to earn a full return upon the

amount honestly invested therein, so long as such return can

be secured without the imposition of rates so out of proportion to

the service rendered as to be in and of themselves unreasonable.

Such a policy will give stability to railroad investments and en-

' Report of the Public Service Commission of New Hampshire on an

investigation of raikoad rates, November 30, 1912, 377 pages.
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courage the conptruction and development of transportation

facilities. Any other policy would work in the opposite direc-

tion. It would be unjust to investors and injurious to the

public.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the Berlin Electric Light Company,* the New
Hampshire Public Service Commission bases its determi-

nation chiefly on the fair value of the property for rate pur-

poses. The Commission considers at considerable length

the basis of fair value for rate purposes. It holds that no

formula can be devised for ascertaining fair value with

mathematical precision, and that the question of fair

value must be determined by the tribunal charged with

the duty of finding such a value according to the facts

of each particular case. The Conamission holds that

great weight should be given to original cost, but that

reproduction cost and all other elements bearing on value

should have due consideration. The Commission con-

cludes that where a question of rates is involved the

problem is to determine a "fair return" upon a "fair

value," and that "any value is a fair value which fair

and reasonable men would say, ought to be attached to

the property, under all the circumstances of the particu-

lar case, for the purpose of measuring the return which
the pubhc should pay to the owner." The following

is from the Commission's discussion of fah" value (at

pages 182-184)

:

In fixing the value of a public utility property, value must
be taken to be either (1) what the property will sell for, or (2)

such an amount as it is just, as between the owners of the prop-
erty and the public, that the public shall pay the owners a
retjirn upon for the use of the property in question.

But if the price at which property may be sold were to be

* Application for approval of sale of Berlin Electric Light Company, 3
N. H. P. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 781, August 30, 1913.
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permitted to fix its value, then, since the earnings of a property
ocdinarily determine the price at which it will sell, it would
follow that no reduction in rates could be made which would
reduce earnings and value fixed by earnings. Values would tend
to the highest amount upon which rates, at the highest point
that could be profitably charged, would pay a return, and
public reguktion of rates would become constitutionally im-
possible.

Fa,ir value must then be the value which, as between the
public and the owners, it is just should be attached to the prop-
erty for the purpose of measuring the return which the public
shall pay to the owners.

It is patent that no formula can be made to determine this

quantity with mathematical precision. The United States
Supreme Court has refrained from attempting the impossible,

but has laid down certain classes of evidence which must, if

available, be considered in every case, and has left the weight
to be given to the evidence in each class to be determined by the

tribunal charged with the duty of finding the value, according

to the facts of each particular case.

That no other course is possible would seem to be self-evident.

Take for example the weight to be attached to the original

cost of the properties in question, the first class of evidence

enumerated in Smyth v. Ames. In the absence of complicating

factors the amount of such original cost might be permitted

absolutely to determine value, since it would be ordinarily ad"

mitted on the one hand that the investor is entitled to a full

return upon the total amount of his investment, and on the other

that if he receives such full return each year justice does not

require that any addition shall be made to the sum upon which

such retiirn is computed. But while in one case it may appear

just to allow the original cost to outweigh all other evidence,

in another case it may appear that the enterprise was badly

conceived, or badly managed, and that the property devoted

to public use might have been produced for half what it actually

cost its owners. In such case it may well be that cost of repro-

duction should, in the determination of value, be allowed much

more weight than original cost. In another case it may appear
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that while the property was well conceived and well managed,

and always yielded rates suflScient to pay a fair return upon

the entire original cost and to provide a proper reserve to meet

depreciation, the owners have not made any such reserve, but

have withdrawn all the earnings, so that they have thereby re-

duced the amount of their investment in property devoted to

public use to 60 per cent, of the original amount. In such case

the present condition of the property should be allowed to mod-

ify the weight to be given to original cost. Again) in a case

of a well-conceived and well-managed utility, it may take some

years to build the business up to a point where any return at

all can be paid to the owners upon the amount of their original

investment. In the meantime depreciation may have occurred

because the plant did not earn enough to permit the setting

aside of a reasonable reserve to meet depreciation. In such

case the amount of depreciation which has occurred may well

be considered as a necessary cost of establishing the business.

Accordingly, little weight will be given to present condition, and

much weight to original cost, but to do full justice to the owner

the amount of dividends foregone during the necessary develop-

ment period must also be considered.

It is needless to multiply examples. It is clfear that even

such an important class of evidence as original cost can have

no fixed and certain value in solving the problem of the present

fair value of a utility property. The same is true of any other

class. The weight to be given to each will vary with the cir-

cumstances in each case. . . .

It is fortunate that the United States Supreme Court has

recognized the impossibility of formulating any legal definition

of the term "value," and has refused to attempt to make into

a question of law what is, and must always be, a question of fact.

The classes of evidence specified in Smyth v. Ames, if available,

ought always to be considered, together with all other evidence

having a logical connection with the question to be determined.

All such relevant facts should be settled with such accuracy
as is possible, and such weight should be given to each fact

as is necessary in order to arrive at such a valuation "as may be
just and right in each case."
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The inquiry where a question of rates is involved is simply
to determine a "fair return" upon a "fair value." And we
take it that any value is a fair value which fair and reasonable

men would say ought to be attached to the property, under all

the circumstances of the particular case, for the purpose, of

measuring the return which the public should pay to the owner.

As a general working principle, original investment, or in the

absence of evidence as to that, cost of reproduction, which
probably more accurately than anything else reflects original

investment, may be taken as of primary importance, but neither

can be controlling as to the final conclusion. All the facts

must be considered and given such weight in each case as shall

be fair alike to the owner and the public.

Petitions of Grafton County Electric Light and Power
Company ^ is a case coming before the New Hampshire

Public Service Commission, and involves an authoriza-

tion to purchase certain property and to issue secm-ities

therefor. The Commission criticizes the reproduction

method as a sole or controlling method of determining

fair value, and states that it is hopeful that when the basis

of valuation is finally and definitely established "it will

be universally recognized that if a public utility is assured

a fair return on the outlay actually made by it in order

that it may serve the public—assuming, of course, reason-

able prudence in investment and honesty and efficiency

in operation—^it has received all to which it is entitled."

The Commission says (at pages 550-552)

:

We have reached such a conclusion regarding value in this

case, upon consideration of all the elements enumerated in

Smyth V. Ames, as leads us to the same result that would be

necessary if we were to make a finding of value based upon orig-

inal investment alone. Upon the latter basis we should find

a somewhat different and less value, but the value which we do

s 28 A. T. & T. Cp. Com. L. 533, February 3, 1914.
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find is not sufficient to justify a transfer at the price proposed.

In some cases like this, however, decision must some day be

made of the much-mooted question whether the " fair present

value" upon which pubUc utilities are entitled to earn a reason-

able return is not, and must not ultimately be held to be, the

amount actually invested with wisdom and prudence in iks

pubUc enterprise. . . .

The persistence of the courts in using the phrases "fair pres-

ent value," and "fair value," seems to indicate a recognition of

the fact that there are considerations to be taken into account

over and above the bare question of present value—^that in

view of the character of public utilities as public agencies it is

not fair that their return should rest upon the same basis as

that of the individual or private corporation who is not given

franchises to use the streets, is not endowed with the sovereign

power of eminent domain, and is obliged to face free and open

competition, instead of being assured, as public utilities gen-

erally are, an absolute monopoly. And the Supreme Court of

the United States, as pointed out by Commissioner Thelen of

the California Public Service Commission, in an extremely inter-

esting paper on " A Just and Scientific Basis for the Establish-

ment of Public Utility Rate% with Particular Attention to

Land Values," presented at the 1913 Convention of the National

Association of Railway Commissioners, has in several cases

apparently shrunk from allowing to property of various classes

what was obviously its true "present value," when it did not

se&ax "fair" to do so.

We are hopeful that when the basis of valuation is finally

and definitely established, it will be universally recognized that

if a public utility is assured a fair return on the outlay actually

made by it in order that it may serve the public—assumii^, of

course, reasonable prudence in investment and honesty and
efficiency in operation—^it has received all to which it is en-

titled.

§ 1072. St. Louis Commission.

The St. Louis Public Service Commission, in its report

to the Municipal Assembly on the United Railways Com-
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pany of St. Louis, November 19, 1912, says (at pages 9,

12-13):

The justice of public regulation of the service and charges of

public utilities companies,, especiallydn cities,, is generally based

upon the assumption that there is always an obligation, ex-

pressed or implied, that in return for the use of the streets and
other privileges the owners of public utilities are bound to

furnish good service at reasonable prices, and that reasonable

prices mean prices which will yield no more than a reason-

able return on the money properly invested in the service of the

public.

The Commission in its valuation has relied mainly upon

original cost as the theory most calculated to bring about a

just result. So far as the cost of labor and material entering

strictly into the track, overhead work, generating plants, etc.,

are concerned, there would be little difference in results whether

present cost, average cost or original cost were used, but the

Commission believes that in trying to determine the amount

of property upon which a public service company is entitled to

a reasonable return from the public, the circumstances under

which that property was created and placed in the public serv-

ice should be taken into account. This view leads to the use

of the original-cost theory where practical, but it is not always

possible nor desirable to rigidly apply a theory, and the Com-

mission has not attempted to do so in this case at all points.

In its report on the Southwestern Telegraph and Tele-

phone Company « the St. Louis Public Service Comr

mission considers the valuation of a telephone plant for

rate purposes. The Commission states that in so far as

property other than land is concerned the actual or origi-

nal cost rather than the reproduction cost is the proper

standard for determining value in a rate case. The Com-

mission says (at pages 7-9):

"Report of St. Louis Public Service Commission to the Municipal

Assembly of St. Louis on the Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone

Company, October 14, 1913,
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The valuation work of the Commission in this case (except

as to land) has been based as far as was possible upon the orig-

inal cost of the items of equipment now in the service of the

public, and it is agreed with the engineers of the company that

so far as direct cost of consft-uction is concerned there would be

little difference in result whether original cost or cost-to-repro-

duce-new is used.

The experience and study of this Commission convinces it

that a "fair value," i. e., an amount satisfying to the sense of

justice and better called a "just amount," is difficult4« attain

by strictly following throughout any one theory of valuation,

but it believes that so far as items other than land are concerned

the original cost -theory offers many advantages both to the

investor and to the consumer. In the first place it offers stabil-

ity; the investors who have placed, say, a million dollars in a

public utility enterprise have some assurance (depreciation ex-

cepted) that they are to be allowed to continue to earn on a

million dollars, provided the investment is made in good faith

and with reasonable judgment, and the property kept up. All

risk of loss in value from fluctuations in the price of labor and
material is removed. It is true that all chance of gain from the

same fluctuations is also removed. But generally speaking,

capital, especially large capital, would much prefer safety to

chance of gain at the expense of safety. If this is granted, it

follows that the consumer also would benefit by the low return

at which capital could be secured.

At present we are going through a period of readjustment of

values in public utility properties on account of the presence or

imminence of public valuation, and this period necessarily

brings much uncertainty as to investments in public service

properties. Yet the true aim of regulation is to bring about,

eventually, a condition where, so far as possible, all risk and all

speculation will be removed from the enterprise, and there will

be a clear, lasting and dependable understanding between the

consuming public and the investing public. Such a desirable

condition can be attained only by making it understood that

investors are to be allowed returns upon what they properly

invest and keep invested in the service of the public, and not
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by making their property the subject of future fluctuation in

prices of labor and materials over which they can exert no con-

trol.

When separated from the earning 'power of the plant as a whole,

by far the greater part of the equipment of a public utility can

be said to have no measurable value other than a scrap or second-

hand value, and as this earning power is the object of inquiry

in a rate case, the so-called valuation of a public utility equip-

ment is in fact the determination of what the value should be

rather than thri ascertainment of a value already existing, i. e.,

we say what amount shall earn returns and thus establish that

amount as the future value (provided the rate of return is

properly established). The methods of establishing this value

are in a sense arbitrary and consist in simply totalizing the costs

of the separate items. The costs used may be actual original

costs of the existing equipment or they may be the present

costs of similar items, or the costs may be made up from aver-

ages. The totalized costs may or may not be depreciated to

obtain the final figure. .

Whether the investor should earn on a basis of the actual

cost of the present equipment or on what it would cost to-day or

on a figure made up from averages is a question which might

bring different answers according as each method appeals to

the sense of justice of the reasoner. In practical work there

will generally be found to be a remarkably small difference in

results whichever method is used when the property under

consideration is a utility composed of short-life equipment, i. e.,

railroads, street railroads, steam-electric and telephone prop-

erties. With gas and water works properties there might be a

considerable difference in results, and as time goes on the hydro-

electric properties also may show differences.

Admitting that the so-called valuation of equipment in rate

cases is not really a process of finding an existing value, but

merely a method of establishing a just amount to be earned oP,

and that any of the several methods might appeal to a sincere

dtesire to attain a just result, it can not be denied that for the

sake of clear knowledge of what is to be expected from the future

and for the elimination of unnecessary risks to capital arising
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from public regulation the original cost method is the best in

giving the investor the assurance that what he puts into the

public service shall be used as the basis of his future returns.

It is for this reason, among others, that this Commission believes

the original-cost method to be the preferable one to use in the

valuation of equipment where there is not some circumstance

clearly indicating that the use of the method would bring about

an unjust result.

This theory of the problem of valuation has been well

stated by James E, Allison, Commissioner and Chief

Engineer of the Public Service Commission of St. Louis.

In a paper on "Ethical and Economic Elements in Public

Service Valuation," published in Quarterly Journal of

Economics for November, 1912, Mr. Allison says (at

pages39, 45-46, 48-49):

The theory of cost-of-reproduction-new neglects some of the

Qthical elements necessary to the adjudication of values by
public officials. In fact, how can a theory of value be a just one

when it is avowedly based entirely upon present conditions, and

when it leaves out of account all the varied circumstances under

which a set of investors may have placed their money in a public

service? . . . Yet the true aim of regulation is to bring

about eventually a condition where, so far as is possible, all

risk and all speculation will be removed from the enterprise,

and there will be a clear, lasting, and dependable understanding

between the consuming public and the investing public. Such
a desirable condition can be attained only by making it imder-

stood that investors are to be allowed returns upon what they

properly invest and keep invested in the service of the public,

and not by making their property the subject of future fluctua-

tion in prices of labor and materials over which they can exert

no control. . . ,

In searching for a guiding ethical over-theory of value for

use in making valuations of existing properties, there presents

itself for consideration an adaptation of the socialistic theory of

value—value measured by the sacrifice of the producers. The
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pure socialistic theory goes back to the sacrifice in the way of

discomfort and physical effort made by the workman, and is,

of course, entirely subversive of economic values as at present

established. But it seems quite possible that an adaptation of

the theory, which would only go back to the money sacrifice

of the investor, might be found a workable theory for our prob-

lems of valuation and rate making. It would, however, be

necessary to limit the theory to a consideration only of the

efficient sacrifice made in the service of the public. Without
the limiting word "efficient" the theory would run wild and
admit of all kinds of abuse. <

It may be objected that results based upon efficient sacrifice

may not be a "value." The term "value" is an unfortunate

one when used in naming the ultimate object of public service

valuation work; only if qualified as ethical value does it express

with any accuracy the result which should be desired. It would

be much better if the object of so-called valuation were described

as the "just amount" to be earned on, or the "just capital."

But it is probable that the idea of value is too intimately con-

nected with the work for the use of the term ever to be ehminated.

The statement that the returns to be earned by the public

utility companies should be so adjusted as to give a just reward

for efficient sacrifice in the service of the public is probably

nothing more than the crystallization into a phrase of what has

been the aim of the courts and commissions which have had

the elements of justice in their minds when dealing with ques-

tions of valuation and rate making. Nevertheless, the state-

ment in succinct form, if adopted as the definition of an over-

theory, might serve to make questions of strictly economic value

subordinate to the ethical questions of justice, and might pos-

sibly prevent many errors which are sure to occur in case any

strictly economic theory becomes controlling.

§ 1073. Difficulties of the actual-cost method—New York

Commission, Second District.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo,'' Chairman

' 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553, 23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4,

1913.

59
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Stevens of the New York Public Service Commission for

the Second District discussies the theory of fair value

and treats at length the difficulties of both the repro-

duction and the actual-cost methods (see above, § 1063).

In regard to original cost he says (at pages 639-

64G):

We may turn now to the original-cost theory. Theoretically,

this has great attractions. Assume the case of a town having

no gas service whatsoever, and that a gas plant thoroughly

equipped, economically constructed, and in every way efficient,

should be constructed for service. Obviously, the faii* rate of

return should be based upon the money put into the plant:

that is to say, the original cost. Every one would recognize the

justice of this; and the rate would continue upon this basis un-

disturbed for long series of years. There are, however, many
difficulties which would arise if this theory were adopted. The
first one is a practical difficulty which is to a large extent insur-

mountable. In the case of many existing plants there is no

practical way of ascertaining the original cost with accuracy.

This is absolutely true in the present case. There are no records

available, at least none known to the Commission, which show
what the cost was. According to thq evidence submitted, the

books of the various companies were kept upon different theo-

ries,and did not,back in 1896, afford any proper indication of the

cost. In addition to that, imless the cost of each item could be

ascertained, it would be impossible to reach a conclusion in this

case, for the reason that much of the plant which was originally

constructed has been destroyed. The generating plant and
holder of the Citizens Company have been entirely destroyed.

The generating plant of the Mutual Company has also been

demolished. The consolidation of the companies has probably

rendered useless much piping which was necessary for their

original operation. The review hereinbefore given of the prob-

able cost of the constituent properties is, however, as reliable

and satisfactory as the evidence concerning the reproduction

cost of much of the property. It is sufficient to say that while

we may approximate the original cost in this case, we can not
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determine it. While we may approximate the reproduction cost,

we can not determine it.

This subject is further treated by Chairman Stevens
in Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company *

(at page 683):

The reasonable sum upon which the owners of this new plant

are entitled to a return is the amount of floating capital which

has been sacrificed or destroyed in its production, and a just

amount for the energy and skill which have been expei^ded in

producing the property which is useful in serving the public.

The rate of return upon these amounts is variable, depending

upon the rate which the floating capital might have earned in

other employments, the risk of the enterprise, and the length

of time it may reasonably be expected to earn returns. Gen-

erally speaking, these amounts may be summed up in one word,

"cost." Cost, however, can not be accepted as a fixed amount
from which there can be no deviation. It may have been ex-

travagant and wasteful. Clearly, the extravagance and waste

are the loss of the owners, and should not be a burden upon the

public. Skill and ability of an unusual order may have been

displayed in constructing the plant, with the result of large

savings in its cost as compared with cost imder ordinary and

average management. Such savings should be the reward of

the skill and ability used in producing them, and can not be

claimed as a matter of right by the consumer. Extraordinary

misfortune may have occurred in the course of construction,

enhancing materially the cost which might have been reasonably

expected. Whose is the loss? The construction may have

happened to fall in a period of^either abnormally high or low

prices. When prices have resumed what may be deemed to

be their normal level, who is to reap the benefit of the one

or bear the burden of the other—the owner or the con-

sumer?

« 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015, April 2,

1913.
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§ 1074. Actual cost under construction contract—New York

Commission, First District.

Re Bond Issue of New York and North Shore Trac-

tion Company ^ involves an approval of the capitalization

of a newly constructed railway by the New York Public

Service Commission for the First District. It was held

that actual cost could not be inflated through the agency

of a construction company under identical control. The

New York and North Shore Traction Company pre-

sented figm-es which showed that, omitting interest, its

actual disbursements for new construction totaled

$1,169,041.99, including the actual payments for engi-

neering, superintendence, legal fees, franchise payments

and expenses, syndicate fees, and the hke. It asked that

the Commission thereupon approve the issuance of se-

curities on a basis of approximately $330,000 in excess

of such actual payments. As a reason for thus abandon-

ing actual cost as a guide in determuiing the amount of

securities properly issuable, the applicant pointed out

that the construction contract under which the work

had been done provided for the addition of certain per-

centages, and urged that the "actual cost" should be

capitalized only with these additions. This construction

contract was with a corporation nominally separate from

the New York and North Shore Traction Company,
but the construction company had no previous existence

and no organized staff, and was actually controlled by
the same persons as the traction company. It appeared

that the traction company could itself have done all of

the work with equal facility, and it was admitted by one
of the officers of both corporations that the real reason

for doing the work through a construction company
was to have a contract that would afford a warrant for

a larger issue of securities; The Commission held (at

» 3 P. S. C. Ist D. (N. Y.) 63, February 13, 1912.
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page 80) that this was not a valid reason, as "se-
curities must be based upon some solid ground, such
as value or cost, and not varied with the multipUcation
of inter-company relations," and that the arbitrary

percentages of the so-called construction agreement could
not be accepted as basis for anything.

§ 1075. Purchase price at foreclosure sale—Minnesota Su-
preme Court, 1897.

The case of Steenerson v.. Great Northern Railway
Company involves the valuation of a raih-oad for rate

purposes. In discussing the basis of valuation, Judge
Canty holds that the amount at which the railroad was
sold years ago on a mortgage foreclosure sale is not a
proper basis. Judge Canty says

: '"

At the foreclosure sale of 1879 the 561 miles of main track

then built were sold for a small part of their original cost, and a

small part of what it would then cost to reproduce them, saying

nothing of the large quantity of valuable lands included in the

sale. The attorney-general contends that the price at which

the property sold at the foreclosure sale must, as far as it goes,

be taken as the basis for determining in this case what is a

reasonable income to be derived from the operation of these

lines of railroad. On the other hand, counsel for the railway

company contend that the amount of the present fixed charges

of the Great Northern Railway Company is the controlling

consideration in determining what is a reasonable income to be

derived from operating the lines so leased by it. In our opinion,

both positions are wholly untenable. If the Manitoba Company
and its promoters bought the properties at the foreclosure sa,les

at a great sacrifice, that is their good fortune. If the leasing of

the system by the Great Northern Railway Company turns out

to be a bad bargain, that is its misfortune. The patrons of the

road should not gain by the one transaction or lose by the other.

There is as much reason why the public should bear the loss of

" 69 Minn. 313, 72 N. W. 713, 715, October 20, 1897.
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the bad bargain as there is why it should take the profits of the

good bargain. To adopt any such principle would leave the

pubUc at the mercy of every railroad manipulator, and offer a

premium on all kinds of schemes for increasing the fixed charges

of railroads.
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the Minnesota Rate Cases is treated at length in §§ 1021,

1091. As to land value, the court held that the actual in-

vestment is not controlling and that it is the present value

of the property of the company and not its original cost

of which the owner may not be deprived without due

process of law. The court states, however, that while

"it is clear that in ascertaining the present value we are

not limited to the consideration of the amount of the

actual investment," yet there is no just ground for placing

a value on railway lands in excess of the actual invest-

ment and in excess of the value of similar property owned

by others, merely on account of a conjectural cost of ac-

quisition and consequential damages and on account of

percentages or other overhead expenses. The court con-

cluded that "the company would certainly have no ground

for complaint if it were allowed a value for these lands

equal to the fair average market value of similar land in

the vicinity, without additions by the use of multipliers

or otherwise to cover hypothetical outlays."

§ 1081. Appreciation should be treated as income or considered

in fixing the rate of return.

As already stated (see § 1014) it seems that actual cost

is the most appropriate standard of value for rate pur-

poses. Though some compromise may be desirable as

to the past, actual cost should be adopted as the normal
standard for the future. But if this is not done it will

still be logical and just that appreciation be treated as

income or considered in fixing the rate of return. There
can be no doubt that appreciation upon which a return is

earned does constitute a profit of a very real sort.

The permanent investor in city real estate looks for his

profit to the increase in the value of the land as well as to

actual rentals received. He measures the profitableness

of his investment by the annual increment in the value of
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the land plus the net rental. The permanent investor

would consider himself singularly fortunate if in addition

to a practically guaranteed return of 7 per cent he could

add an annual increment in the value of his holding of

10 per cent. A source of profit so great and in the long

run so certain can not be overlooked in determining the

average income that will be fair to the company and to the

consumers.

Though the investor in city real estate may not directly

consider the annual increment in land value in determin-

ing his net income, he will nevertheless consider it in-

directly. He may estimate that the increment in the value

of the land will at least offset the depreciation in the value

of the building, and he will therefore make no allowance in

his calculation of annual profit for such depreciation.

This is substantially the position taken by the New York
Commission (see above, § 122). But instead of assuming

that appreciation in land may roughly be taken to offset

depreciation in structures and equipment a careful esti-

mate is made of average depreciation and a careful

estimate is also made of average appreciation, and the

real average income is thus approximated.

The rules laid down by the United States Commissioner

of Internal Revenue under date of December 15, 1911,

for the purposes of the special excise tax on corporations

provide that profits realized on the sale of real estate and

also appreciation on unsold property if taken up on the

books shall be included in the income of the corporation

subject to the special excise tax. (See above, § 123.) It

is true that under this ruling appreciation in value of un-

sold property is not included in current income imless

such appreciation is taken up on the books of the cor-

poration. But equitably in a rate case such appreciation

is taken up whenever the corporation claims a return

on the appreciated value. If a company claims a return
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on appreciated value, it can not equitably hold that

such appreciation does not constitute a part of its in-

come.

In considering this matter it is sometimes frankly ad-

mitted that appreciation in land value does constitute a

very important part of the real income of certain- public

service companies, but it is argued that inasmuch as this

source of additional income was probably counted on by

those who originally invested money in the enterprise

it is not fair to deny them the advantage of such apprecia-

tion in a rate case. If, however, this additional source

of income was reUed upon by the original investors, it

necessarily served to reduce the rate of retmn adequate

to induce such investment. The determination of fair

value is only. one step in the process of determining a

reasonable rate of charge. We have already found that a

reasonable rate of charge for an appropriate and normally

successful utility enterprise is the equivalent of the normal

cost of production. The normal cost of production is the

amount which in the long run it is necessary to pay to se-

cure the utilities demanded by the pubUc. It is the amount
that will secure an equilibrium between demand and
supply. Increments and profits of every kind enjoyed

by the company must necessarily be considered a part of

the total compensation that the company receives from
the public. In so far as there are increments and profits

arising from increase in land values it is clear that such

increments and profits should in a rate proceeding be
considered either as income or as an offset in fixing the

rate of return. There is no escape from the logic of the

position that in determining a fair average return profits

from every source must in some way be considered. If

they are not included in the income account, they must
necessarily be considered in fixing the fair rate of

return.
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Decisions Relative to Appreciation in Land Value

§ 1082. Federal Court in Alabama railroad rate cases.

Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Railroad

Commission of Alabama/ decided April 5, 1912, is one
of three cases referred by the court to W. A. Gunter as

special master. The special master made extensive re-

ports, holding the proposed rates confiscatory, and these

reports were approved by District Judge Jones in a single

opinion covering the three cases. The valuation in this

case is based chiefly on cost-of-reproduction-less-deprecia-

tion. With tegard to the right of the railroad to the bene-

fit of any appreciation in the value of its property Judge

Jones says (at pages 821-822):

It is insisted that ia reproduction estimates the enhanced

value of property between the time of the original location of

a railroad through a wilderness or marsh, it may be, is not to

be taken into account 40 or 50 years afterward, when civiliza-

tion, perhaps largely the result of the expenditures and opera-

tions of the road, has increased original values a hundredfold.

Suppose a road is located when original cost is fabulously in-

flated, and the course of events brings things down to their

intrinsic worth, upon whom does the loss fall? It is usually

understood that the state does not make up such losses to its

citizens. And, vice versa, when minerals are discovered or

oil wells developed on lands, does not the owner of the land

own its product? And how are tax values estimated? Do the

officers take the value when land is first entered and cleared

or when it has been improved and become a town site? The

law is perfectly settled, with the obvious view of the matter,

that increments and losses alike attach to ownership as to

duties and rights pertaining to property. Willcox v. Con. Gas

Co., 212 U. ^. 52, 29 Sup. Ct. 192, 53 L. Ed. 382; Stanislaus v.

Irrigation Co., 192 U. S. 215, 24 Sup. Ct. 241, 48 L. Ed. 406;

San Diego Land Co. v. National City, 174 U. S. 757, 19 Sup. Ct.

» 196 Fed. 800.
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804, 43 L. Ed. 1154. And this just rule has its balances and

adjustments making it not oppressive to the public in any case.

It is to be noticed, too, that the rates in fact usually diminish

with the increase in property values, because the increase of

business dominates values and justifies lower rates; but, be

that as it may, the rule of giving to the owner the increments

of value and subjecting him to the losses in values has the un-

equivocal sanction of the law.

Special Master Gunter in his report in the above case

discussed this subject as follows (at page 84) :
^

The next point is that in reproduction the enhanced value of

property for fifty or a hundred years, caused among other

things by the facilities furnished by the road, is not to be con-

sidered. But there is no known method of determining the

share of the development of a country assignable to the exist-

ence of a particular market facility. And, besides, the road is

entitled to all enhancement of values. If values decline, the

road is the loser; if they advance, the road is entitled to the

benefit. So it is declared, and seemingly with justice.

The road as it exists has value from every incident of situa-

tion which affords opportunity to earn an income. And the

right of way on reproduction for rate determination obviously

must include every such surrounding. The new roa^ is to be
the "forced heir" of the old road, vanishing in imagination as

the new is constructed. And the enhancement of values in-

cludes and represents such advantages as time has given to

the location.

The present right of way is an artery and vein of commerce,
receiving and imparting its current from and to the adjacent
and connecting coimtry, by and through infinite smaller con-
nections. And the new road succeeds to the situs without
losing a drop of blood (commerce). And all enhancement of
prices is an inherent constituent of the situs.

2 Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company v. Railroad Commission of
Alabama, U. S. Circuit Court, Middle District of Alabama, Report of
William A. Gunter, Special Master in Chancery, 1911.
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§ 1083. Arizona Commission.

The Municipal League v. The Pacific Gas and Electric

Company involves the valuation of a gas and electric

plant for rate purposes by the Arizona Corporation Com-
mission. The Commission includes land at its appreciated

value. The Commission says (at page 717) :
^

The company's real estate holdings purchased in 1902 at a
cost of $6,560 are listed by the company at $30,000. The tes-

timony of real estate men as to the value of this property

ranged from $15,000 to $26,000 as its present-day value. We
are of the opinion that the company is entitled to appreciation

upon its real estate, and the total value of the company's real

estate as found by us is deemed the reasonable value and in

harmony with the record.

§ 1084. California Commission—^Actual cost the logical rule.

In refusing an application of the North Coast Water
Company for authority to increase its rates the California

Railroad Commission discusses the question of whether

land should be taken at its actual or appreciated value. ^

Commissioner Thelen takes the ground that land should

be included at its actual cost, but finds it unnecessary to

pass on this question for the purposes of the present case.

Commissioner Thelen says (at pages 1165-1168):

The matter deserving the most serious consideration in the

foregoing tabulation is the value assigned to the land. The

land which cost $43,400 some nine years ago is now claimed to

have a value of $93,000, being more than double the original

cost, and a return is asked on what is claimed to be the present

value, including what is popularly known as the unearned in-

crement of land. While it is not necessary to ,(^ecide this point

here, for the reasons which will hereinafter appear, I desire at

» 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 699, June 23, 1913.

* Application of North Coast Water Company to increase rates, 3 Cal.—

,

26 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1161, December 3, 1913.
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this point to draw attention to this question of the value to be

assigned to land in rate-fixing inquiries, which question is one

of the most important which can possibly arise in a rate-fixing

inquiry. This-question tests squarely the correctness of the

so-called reproduction-value or present-value theories on the one

hand and the original cost or investment theory on the other.

In this connection I desire to refer to the language of Mr.

Justice Van Fleet in San Diego Water Company v. San Diego,

118 Cal. 556, who expresses what he believes to be the funda-

mental relationship between the public and a public utility,

which is one of principal and agent. . . . [Quoted above,

§ 103.]

The foregoing conclusion was worked out by Mr. Justice

Van Fleet logically and on principle from the fundamental re-

lationship existing between the public and its public utilities.

The use of the present-value or reproduction-value theories

does not spring in any way out of that relationship and has no

necessary connection with it. As Mr. Justice Van Fleet clearly

points out, the use of either the present-value or the reproduc-

tion-value theories may be as clearly unjust to the pulalic utili-

ties'on the one hand, in case prices have gone down, as it is to

the public on the other hand, in case prices have gone up. In

logic and justice, the public utility should receive a return on
the moneys reasonably and properly expended in the acquisition

and construction of its works actually and properly in use to

carry out its agency—^no more and no less. If care is exercised

in thus ascertaining the valuation on which a return is to be

allowed and if a liberal return is then allowed on that basis, as

is the practice of the California Commission, the utility will be
receiving full justice while the consumer on the other hand will

be paying no more than He ought reasonably to be called upon
to pay his agent. ...
Without at this time going further into this question and

meeting such objections as may be raised to the views taken by
Mr. Justice Van Fleet and Mr. Franklin K. Lane [quoted

above, § 108], with which views I heartily concur, I shall pass

on to the consideration of other features of this application.

As hereinbefore stated and as will hereinafter appear, it
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is not necessary in this proceeding to pass on the question
whether applicant shall be allowed a return on the greatly in-

creased value of its land. Applicant has asked for an increase
in rates. In order to decide this application it is necessary
simply to ascertain whether such increase is justified without
going into the further question of whether or not the present
rate is higher than it might reasonably be if the entire situation

were investigated with the intention of establishing at this time
a rate to be charged by applicant.

§ 1085. Chicago telephone appraisal—Appreciation an offset

to development expense and depreciation.

In his report on the rates of the Chicago Telephone
Company/ Professor Bemis found that land values had
increased from $601,801 to $1,331,642, or 121 per cent.

He discusses the treatment of appreciation as follows

(at pages 36-37)

:

How to treat the increase in land values, in a rate case like

this, has been and still is a much disputed and unsettled ques-

tion. The tendency of the courts has been toward the recogni-

tion of this increased value. Such has also been the practice

of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission. On the other hand, the

Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Commission, which has,

by far, the greatest age and prestige of any of our commissions,

has always refused to recognize increase in the regulation of

rates. It is held that only on the sale of such land can the com-

pany divide as a surplus the unearned increment, and it is not

certain that even then the Massachusetts Commission would

not compel the use of the proceeds of the sale in meeting needed

extensions. . . .

If the appraisal be correct, the value of the land has increased

from $601,801.14 to $1,331,642.60. This is a yearly arithmet-

ical increase of 10.5 per cent on its original cost. The method

by which this result is reached is as follows: The cost of the

' Report on the investigation of the Chicago Telephone Company sub-

mitted to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light by Edward W.

Bemis, October 25, 1912.
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land on December 31, 1887, was $40,420. N.ow, $40,420 used

for 24 years to the close of 1911 is equivalent to $1,018,080 used

for one year. By December 31, 1902, an additional amount of

land had been acquired costing $182,634. This for 19 years is

equivalent to $3,470,046 for one year. Reckoned in this way
the land is equivalent to $6,995,621 for one year. The total

increase of value of $729,841.46 is 10.43 per cent of this. An
increase of 10.43 per cent of the original cost ($601,801.14)

owned on August 1, 1911, the date of the appraisal, is $62,768

a year. This is the annual amount of increase of land values

which on the basis of its past history the company may reason-

ably expect to receive during the next few years. It represents

an addition to its income of about one-quarter of 1 per cent on
its stock, and is taken into consideration by the New York
Public Service Commission, First District, in fixing rates.

From his subsequent discussion in this report it appears

that Professor Bemis offsets accrued depreciation by ap-

preciation in determining whether any addition should

be made to fair value to cover the cost of developing the

business, and in determining also the net amount of de-

preciation that will have to be provided for by annual

payments in the future.

§ 1086. New Hampshire Commission—Appreciation an offset

to development expense.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the Beriin Electric Light Company,^ the New
Hampshire Public Service Commission bases its determi-

nation chiefly on the fair value of the property for rate

purposes. In this case the Commission suggests that in

determining fair value it may be just to offset the cost of

bringing the business to a paying basis by any apprecia-

tion in the value of water power or land. The Commis-
sion says (at pages 206-207)

:

» 3 N. H. p. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. I^. 781, August 30, 1913.
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Evidence of the character indicated should be considered,

but in the end it will ordinarily be best to fix a value upon the
entire property to be appraised rather than to attempt to dis-

sect it and fix an exact value on all its several parts.

This is especially true where occasion arises to value a utility

property including a water power or other real estate inter-

ests which have appreciated while other portions of the prop-

erty have depreciated. As stated by the court in Consolidated

Gas Company v. City of New York, 157 Federal Reporter,

855:

"Upon reason it seems clear that in solving this equation

(of present value) the plus and minus quantities should be

'equally considered and appreciation and depreciation treated

aUke."

In determining how much weight ought to be given to pres-

ent condition of artificial structures, machinery and apparatus

in comparison with cost of reproduction or original cost, and

what weight ought to be given to such cost as may have been

incurred, either in money advanced or dividends foregone, to

build up the business to a paying basis, it is desirable to have

all the facts relating to the original cost of the entire plant and

bearing upon the composite value of the entire plant under

consideration at the same time.

It has been before suggested that it may be just and right in

some cases to treat depreciation in plant, which has occurred

by reason of a lack of earnings during the development period,

as a necessary cost of building up the business; but less weight

might properly be attached to that item of cost in a case where

the depreciation of a portion of the property has been offset by

appreciation of other portions,

§ 1087. New York Appellate Division and Court of Appeals.

In the case of Kings County Lighting Company v.

Willcox '' an order of the New York Public Service Com-

mission for the First District, fixing the gas rates of the

Kings County Lighting Compfany, was subjected to

' 156 App. Div. N. Y. 603, May 9, 1913.

60
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judicial review pursuant to a writ of certiorari.^ The Ap-

pellate Division of the Supreme Court reversed the de-

termination of the Commission and remanded the matter

to the Commission. In this case the Commission held that

the average annual appreciation in the value of the com

pany's land should be treated as income and thus se^ve

to neutralize to a certain extent the effect of appreciating

land values in the determination of a reasonable rate of

charge. The court overrules this contention. Judge

Clark says (at page 617)

:

We are of opinion that upon the other matters going to make
up the item of capital invested upon which a fair and reasonable

return is to be calculated the decision of the Commission is

right. In its calculation of income, however, it has included

an item of $35,000 as the annual increase in the value of the

land of the company. This we regard as erroneous. The land

is used for the business of the company and is appropriate there-

for. So long as the land is held and used for such purpose in-

crease in value can not be considered as income or as available

for the payment of debts, taxes or dividends.

This ruling was approved on appeal by the Court of

Appeals in its decision of March 24, 1914. Judge Miller

said:

We agree with the Appellate Division that annual increase

in the value of land is not income. Of course, under the rule

of the Ames Case (supra), land might become so valuable as

to require its use for other purposes and as to make a rate

based on it unfair to the public. The present is not such a case.

§ 1088. New York Commission, Second District—^Distinction

between land and other property.

Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company

'

is a case involving a valuation for rate purposes. In this

' For an abstract of the opinion of the Commission, see above, § 122.
» 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015, April 2,

1913.
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case Chairman Stevens in delivering the opinion of the
Commission points to the distinction between land and
other property owned by the company. He states that
land has a market value and that this fact differentiates

it from property that is valuable only for company opera-
tions. He concludes that land should be taken at its

present or appreciated value. He says (at page 726)

:

The land owned by the respondent consists of five distinct

parcels, which are carried upon its books at $54,601.45, this

being their cost. This is the sum at which they are carried in

the examiner's report. Land has a value for other purposes than
that of carrying on the proper business of the company. It

could be retired from the service at any time at its market value

for such other purposes. This fact differentiates it from prop-

erty which is valuable only for company operations, and it has

been universally held that a company is entitled to a just and
reasonable return upon the present value or market value of

the land used by it in the public service. It is clearly distin-

guishable in principle from those things which have no value

except in the service of the company except scrap value.

§ 1089. St. Louis Commission—Distinction between land and

other property.

In its report on the Southwestern Telegraph and Tele-

phone Company ^° the St. Louis Public Service Com-
mission considers the valuation of a telephone plant for

rate purposes. The Commission holds that land should

be appraised at its present market value. In estimating

the cost of equipment the Commission has taken actual

or original cost. The Commission notes a distinction

between equipment and land, in that equipment in place

has in general no market value other than a scrap or

second-hand value, while land usually has a market value

" Report of St. Louis Public Service Gommission to the Municipal As-

sembly of St. Louis on the Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Com-

pany, October 14, 1913.
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distinct from its use in a public utility. The Commission

says (at pages 9-10)

:

It has been stated above that the greater part of equipment

has no measurable present "value" (other than scrap or second

hand) separable from the earning power of the whole plant,

but with land the case is entirely different. Land generally has

a present value distinct from its use in a public utility. This

value is what it might be expected to bring at a sale under or-

dinary conditions and will approximate the value of contiguous

property.

In fact "commercial land" (see note) is almost a cash item

at its present sale value. The company could supposedly real-

ize this amount in money; but refraining from doing so and

keeping the amount in the service of the public, it seems but

just that this present value should be the amount upon which

it should be allowed to earn reasonable returns. The Commis-
sion believes that the value assigned to commercial land in this

case should be its appraised present value in the market and
has used this appraised value in building up the amount upon
which it considers this company entitled to earn a reasonable

return from the Public.

Note—This statement must be qualified considerably in

the case of railroad right of way, but discussion of the point is

not germane to the present case, as the land of the company
is probably all "commercial land," having value for other uses

than the present one.

§ 1090. Wisconsin Commission—Appreciation not an offset

to depreciation—Case of decline in value.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee
Electric Railway and Li^ht Company ^^ involves the valua-

tion of a street railway for rate purposes. The Commission
issued an order slightly reducing the existing rates of

charge. The Commission rejects the city's contention
that appreciation in land value should be deducted in esti-

" 11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T, & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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mating the annual allowance for depreciation. The city

contended that as the purpose of a depreciation reserve

is to keep the investment intact the best method to deal

with the question of real estate appreciation is to deduct
it from the depreciation on other property in determin-

ing the depreciation on the whole investment (page 233).

Superior Commercial Club v. Superior Water, Light

and Power Company " involves the valuation of a water,

light and power plant for rate purposes by the Wisconsin

Railroad Commission. The value of land is appraised at

$34,850, which was about $30,000 less than the land cost.

The land had been purchased during a boom period. The
company contended that the actual cost of the land should

be taken into consideration in determining fair value.

The Commission, however, pointed to its decisions in for-

mer cases, holding that appreciation in land value should

accrue to the company and that consequently the loss due

to depreciation should be borne by the company.^^

Decisions Relative to Market Value and Repro-

duction Methods of Estimating Land Value

§ 1091. United States Supreme Cotirt in Minnesota Rate

Cases.

In the Minnesota Rate Cases ^* the lower court had

followed strictly the reproduction-cost method in fixing

the value of land for right of way and terminal purposes

(see §§ 71, 117, 136, 142). The reproduction cost of lands

outside of terminals had been fixed at twice the normal

value of such land and the reproduction cost of terminal

land was increased by 30-per cent over the normal value

of such land. This was on the theory that every rail-

's II W. B. C. R. 704, November 13, 1912.

" See above § 113, abstract from State Journal Printing Co. v. Madison

Gas & Electric Co., 4 W. R. C. R. 501, 579.

» 230 U. S. 352, 33 Sup. Ct. 729, June 9, 1913.
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road company is compelled to pay more than the normal

market value of the land it acquires due to the cost of

acquisition, consequential damages and in some cases to a

special value for railroad use.

Following out the reproduction-cost method also, the

coiu-t below had included percentage allowances for vari-

ous overhead expenses which were computed in part upon

the reproduction cost of the land. Thus in the case of the

Northern Pacific Railway there was included an allowance

of 43^ per cent on various items included in the appraisal

including the cost of land to cover "engineering, superin-

tendence, legal expenses*' and also an allowance of 5 per

cent to cover "contingencies" and also an allowance of

10 per cent to cover "interest during construction." In

the' case of the Great Northern Railway, the interest dur-

ing construction amounted to 16 per cent, as the estimated

construction period was four years instead of two and one-

half years as in the case of the Northern Pacific. Justice

Hughes states that the increase on the normal value of the

land by the use of multipliers and overhead percentages

"is the result of the endeavor to apply the cost-of-repro-

duction method in determining the value of the right of

way." He states that while "it is clear that in ascertain-

ing the present value we are not limited to the considera-

tion of the amount of the actual investment" yet there is

no just ground for placing a value on railway lands in

excess of the actual investment and in excess of the value

of similar property owned by others merely on account of

a conjeetiu-al cost of acquisition and consequential dam-
ages and on account of percentages for other overhead

expenses. Justice Hughes discusses the problem as

follows (at pages 450-455)

:

These are the results of the endeavor to apply the cost-of-

reproduction method in determining the value of the right of
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way. It is at once apparent that, so far as the estimate rests

upon a supposed compulsory feature of the acquisition, it can
not be sustained. It is said that the company would be com-
pelled to pay more than what is the normal market value of

property in transactions between private parties; that it would
lack the freedom they enjtiy, and, in view of its needs, it would
have to give a higher price. It is also said that this price would
be in excess of the present market value of contiguous or sim-
ilarly situated property. It might well be asked,, who shall

describe the conditions that would exist, or the exigencies of

the hypothetical owners of the property, on the assumption
that the railroad were removed? But, aside from this, it is im-
possible to assume, in making a judicial finding of what it would
cost to acquire the property, that the company would be com-
pelled to pay more than its fair market value. It is equipped

with the governmental power of eminent domain. In view of

its public purpose, it has been granted this privilege in order to

prevent advantage being taken of its necessities. It would be

free to stand upon its legal rights and it can not be supposed

that they would be disregarded, i

It is urged that, in this view, the company would be bound

to pay the "railway value" of the property. But, supposing

the railroad to be obliterated and the lands to be held by others,

the owner of each parcel would be entitled to receive on its con-

demnation its fair market value for all its available uses and

purposes. United States v. Chandler-Dunbar Water Power Co.,

decided May 26, 1913. If, in the case of any such owner, his

property had a peculiar value or special adaptation for railroad

purposes, that would be an element to be considered. Boom
Company v. Patterson, 98 U. S. 403; Shoemaker v. United

States, 147 U. S. 282; United States «.- Chandler-Dunbar Co.,

supra. But still the inquiry would be as to the fair market value

of the property; as to what the owner had lost, and npt what

the taker had gained. Boston Chamber of Commerce v. Bos-

ton, 217 U. S. 189, 195. The owner would not be entitled to

demand payment of the amount which the property might be

deemed worth to the company; or of an increase over its fair

market value by reason of any added value supposed to result
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from its combination with tracts acquired from others so as to

make it a part of a continuous railroad right of way held in

one ownership. United States v. Chandler-Dunbar Co., supra;

Boston Chamber of Commerce v. Boston, supra. There is no

evidence before us from which the amount which would prop-

erly be allowable in such condemnation proceedings can be

ascertained.

Moreover, it is manifest that an attempt to estimate what

would be the actual cost of acquiring the right of way, if the

railroad were not there, is to indulge in mere speculation. The

railroad has long been established; to it have been linked the

activities of agriculture, industry and trade. Communities

have long been dependent upon its service, and their growth

and development have been conditioned upon the facilities it

has provided. The uses of property in the communities which

it serves are to a large degree determined by it. The values of

property along its line largely depend upon its existence. It

is an integral part of the communal life. The assumption of

its non-existence, and at the same time that the values that rest

upon it remain unchanged, is impossible and can not be enter-

tained. The conditions of ownership of the property and the

amounts which would have to be paid in acquiring the right of

way, supposing the railroad to be removed, are wholly beyond

reach of any process of rational determination. The cost-of-

reproduction method is of service in ascertaining the present

value of the plant, when it is reasonably applied and when the

cost of reproducing the property may be ascertained with a

proper degree of certainty. But it does not justify the accept-

ance of results which depend upon mere conjecture. It is fun-

damental that the judicial power to declare legislative action in-

valid upon constitutional grounds is to be exercised only in

clear cases. The constitutional invalidity must be manifest,

and if it rests upon disputed questions of fact the invalidating

facts must be proved. And this is true of asserted value as of

other facts.

The evidence in these cases demonstrates that the appraise-

ments of the St. Paul and Minneapolis properties which were
accepted by the master were in substance appraisals of what was
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considered to be the peculiar value of the railroad right of way.

Efforts to express the results in the terms of a theory of cost of

reproduction fail, as naturally they must, to alter or obscure

the essential character of the work undertaken and performed.

Presented with an impossible hypothesis, and endeavoring to

conform to it, the appraisers—^men of ability and experience

—

were manifestly seeking to give their best judgment as to what
the railroad right of way was worth. And doubtless it was be-

lieved that it might cost even more to acquire the property, if

one attempted to buy into the cities as they now exist and all

the difficulties that might be imagined as incident to such a

"reproduction" were considered. The railroad right of way
was conceived to be a property sui generis, "a large body of

land in a continuous ownership," representing one of the "high-

est uses" of property and possessing an exceptional value. The

estimates before us, as approved by the master, with his in-

crease of 25 per cent in the case of the Duluth property, must

be taken to be estimates of the "railway value" of the land;

and whether or not this is conceived of as paid to other owners

upon a hypothetical reacquisition of the property is not con-

trolling when we come to the substantial question to be de-

cided.

That question is whether, in determining the fair present

value of the property of the railroad company as a basis of its

charges to the public, it is entitled to a valuation of its right of

way not only in excess of the amount invested in it, but also in

excess of the market value of contiguous and similarly situated

property. For the purpose of making rates, is its land devoted

to the public use to be treated (irrespective of improvements)

not only as increasing in value by reason of the activities and

general prosperity of the community, but as constantly out-

stripping in this increase all neighboring lands of like character

devoted to other uses? If rates laid by competent authority,

state or national, are otherwise just and reasonable, are they

to be held to be unconstitutional and void because they do not

permit a return upon an increment so calculated?

It is clear that in ascertaining the present value we are not

limited to the consideration of the amount of the actual invest-
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ment. If that has been reckless or improvident, losses may be

sustained which the community does not underwrite. As the

company may not be protected in its actual investment, if the

value of its property be plainly less, so the making of a just re-

turn for the use of the property involves the recognition of its

fair value if it be more than its cost. The property is held in

private ownership and it is that property,- and not the original

cost of it, of which the owner may not be deprived without due

process of law. But still it is property employed in a public call-

ing, subject to governmental regulation, and while under the

guise of such regulation it may not be confiscated, it is equally

true that there is attached to its use the condition that charges

to the public shall not be unreasonable. And where the inquiry

is as to the fair value of the property, in order to determine the

reasonableness of the return allowed by the rate-making power,

it is not admissil^ld to attribute to the property owned by the

carriers a speculative increment of value, over the amount in-

vested in it and beyond the value of similar property owned by
others, solely by reason of the fact that it is used in the public

service. That would be to disregard the essential conditions of

the public use, and to make the public use destructive of the

public right.

The increase sought for "railway value" in these cases is an

increment over all outlays of the carrier and over the values of

similar land in the vicinity. It is an increment which can not

be referred to any known criterion, but must rest on a mere ex-

pression of judgment which finds no proper test or standard in

the transactions of the business world. It is an increment which
in the last analysis must rest on an estimate of the value of thei

railroad use as compared with other business uses; it involves

an appreciation of the returns from rates (when rates themselves
are in dispute) and a sweeping generalization embracing sub-

stantially all the activities of the community. For an allowance
of this character there is no warrant.

Assuming that the company is entitled to a reasonable share
in the general prosperity of the communities which it serves, and
thus to attribute to its property an increase in value, still the
increase so allowed, apart from any improvenients it may make,
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can not properly extend beyond the fair average of the normal
market value of land in the vicinity having a similar character.

Otherwise we enter the realm of mere conjecture. We therefore

hold that it was error to base the estimates of value of the right

of way, yards and terminals upon the so-called "railway value"

of the property. The company would certainly have no ground

of complaint if it were allowed a value for these lands equal to

the fair average market value of similar land in the vicinity,

without additions by the use of multipliers, or otherwise, to

cover hypothetical outlays. The allowances made below for a

conjectural cost of acquisition and consequential damages must

be disapproved; and, in this view, we also think it was error to

add to the amount taken as the present value of the lands the

further sums, calculated on that value, which were embraced

in the items of "engineering, superintendence, legal expenses,"

"contingencies" and "interest during construction."

§ 1092. Federal Court.

In the Alabama railroad rate cases the value of rail-

way land was estimated by the special masters according

to the strict reproduction method." This method was ap-

proved by the Federal Court.^^ Special Master Thorington

did not personally approve the reproduction method as

applied to railway land, but felt that the decisions of the

courts sustained that method. In the Central Georgia

Railway case he says (at pages 122-123)

:

" South and North Alabama Raih-oad Company v. Railroad Commission

of Alabama, United States Circuit Court, Middle District of Alabama,

Report of William A. Gunter, Special Master in Chancery, 1911.

Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company o. Railroad Commission of

Alabama, same court and Special Master as above, 1911.

Central of Georgia Railway Company v. Raiboad Commission of Ala-

bama, United States District Court, "Middle District of Alabama, Northern

Division, Report of William S. Thorington, Special Master, January 8,

1912.

Western of Alabama Railway Company v. Raiboad Commission of

Alabama, same court and Special Master as above, April 3, 1912.

" Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company «. Raiboad Commission of

Alabama, 196 Fed. 800, April 5, 1912; Western Railway of Alabama v.

Railroad Commission of Alabama, 197 Fed. 954, May 27, 1912.
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In this connection the special master suggests to the court

that the cost to reproduce the property is one thing, and the

present value of the property devoted to the public use is an-

other thing; the cost to reproduce is merely one circumstance

to be looked to in determining the actual present value; while

the damages to adjacent property or the additional price the

railroad may be required to pay over actual acreage value may
properly enter into the cost to reproduce the right of way, yet

it constitutes no part of actual value of the right of way which

is devoted by the railroad in its business to the use of the public.

The right of way acreage has a fixed value in the market, and

the fact that in acquiring it at such fixed market value the rail-

road company is compelled to pay a further sum for its ac-

quisition, not because such further sum is any part of the actual

value, but merely because by the acquisition of the right of way
other property not acquired is damaged, and such damages

must be paid for, or because such further sum is necessary tO

be paid over and above acreage value because it is a railroad

company making the purchase, adds nothing whatever to the

actual acreage value, which last-named value alone is to be con-

sidered in estimating the present value of the property devoted

to the public use.

It is, however, proper to add that right of way values in-

cluding estimates for damages to property not taken, or excess

cost that railroads are compelled to pay in order to acquire

right of way property needed by them for railroad use, have been

recognized by some courts, and some railroad commissions,

and such excess cost was held to properly constitute part of the

right of way valuation for rate purposes, In Shepard v. North-
ern Pac. Ry. Co. et al., 184 Fed. 765, it is said the evidence was
conclusive "that every railroad company is compelled to pay
more than the normal market value of property in sales be-

tween private parties for the irregular tracts it needs and ac-

quires for rights of way, yards and station grounds. . . . The
measure of the value of real estate is its market value for its

most available use."

In view of the above holding and a like holding in some other
cases the special master, waiving his individual opinion on that
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question, proceeds further with the consideration of right of

way values.

He concludes that the following allowances should be
made (at pages 124-125)

:

From the above statement of right of way values in the farm-

ing or country sections on all the complainant's eight lines of

railway in Alabama there is derived an average value per acre

for such right of way lands of $81.10, including damages or

excess cost for railroad use, which average value in the opinion

of the special master is unreasonably high. A fair average

market value for such right of way property, per acre, would
be from twenty to twenty-five dollars per acre, and from fifteen

to twenty dollars per acre a fair allowance for so-called damages.

Twelve dollars and fifty cents per acre for land in the

country and $13.50 per acre for land in cities was added

to the estimated market value in both the Central of

Georgia Railway Company case and the Western of

Alabama Railway Company case.

Montana, Wyoming and Southern Railroad Company v.

Board of Railroad Commissioners of Montana " involves

a valuation for rate purposes. The district court enjoined

the enforcement of a rate fixed by the Montana Com-
mission. In determining the value of real estate used for

railroad purposes the court approved the rule of taking

twice the value of adjacent property as the value of the

right of way, and one and one-half times the value of

a,djacent property as the value of right of way and termi-

nals in the vicinity of towns. Circuit Court Judge Hunt

says (at page 1001)

:

The master's finding of $78,207 as the value of the real es-

tate for railroad purposes appears to be sustained by evidence

and to have been arrived at by consideration of the fair value

of the land taken and the damages to the residue in consequence

" 198 Fed. 991, March 30, 1912.
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of a part of the tract having been taken for railroad purposes.

The rule adopted was that for the use of the railroad twice the

value of acreage property should be paid and one and one-half

times the value of the property for station and grounds in the

vicinity of towns.

Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company?;. Smith '*

involves the constitutionality of passenger rates fixed by

the South Dakota Railroad Commission and by the legis-

lature. A 2-cent-per-miIe rate fixed by the legislature

was found to be unconstitutional, but the 2}/^cea.t rate

fixed by the Railroad Commission was sustained. The
master's report in this case submitted prior to the de-

cision of the United States Supreme Court in the Minne-

sota Rate Cases followed the reproduction method in

estimating the value of railway land. The market value

of adjacent land was multiplied by 23^ to obtain its re-

production cost, and to this amount overhead percentages,

amounting to 14 per cent, were added. On the authority of

the Minnesota Rate Cases the District Court rejects this

method of valuation, and reduces the master's valuation

of railway laiid from $3,449,826 to $1,377,960. A fur-

ther reduction of $290,061 is made on aiccount of over-

head percentages. District Judge Willard says (at

pages 637, 638-640):

To this item the company does not object. It is willing to

accept as the value of the right of way, station grounds, etc.,

the amount fixed by the state's witnesses, namely, $3,458,140.
The state, however, does now object, because in reaching that
amount its witnesses made use of multipliers, a practice which
it says was condemned by the Supreme Court in the Minnesota
Rate Cases. . . .

But after obtaining these results the state's witnesses mul-

" 210 Fed. 632, January 20, 1914.
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tiplied their amount by 2J/^ and the company's witnesses mul-
tiplied their amount by 3. The result thus obtained by the

state before the acreage was revised was $1,292,483 as the

value of the right of way outside of cities and villages. The
company now contends that this sum should be accepted as

such value. The defendant's claim is that the evidence in this

case is essentially different from the evidence in the Minnesota

Rate Cases; that there is here proof of the actual market value

of contiguous lands, which did not appear in that case. Witt,

the state's witness, testified with regard to multipliers as follows:

" You may state why you apply any multiple at all, instead

of using just simply the straight acreage value, Mr. Witt. A.

It is a well-known fact and I personally know of instances where

a railway company has had to pay a sum in excess of the value

of the property for ordinary farm purposes, on account of the

damage that is done to adjacent property, and for various rea-

sons, such as the desire to get a certain location, and it is my
belief that the multiple should be used above the value as farm

property. ... I determined the multiple to be used, if any

should be used, by investigating what had been determined by

the railroad commissions in making similar valuations of rail-

road property, and also secured the records of transfers that

had been made of property iii this state to railroads within the

last few years that have built new lines in this state, and, by a

comparison of this value with the value as determined from

the transfers of adjacent property on file in the offices of the

registers of deeds of the different counties; we decided by

adopting the ratio of 2.5 we would come, approximately, as

close as possible to the average multiple value or value which

the railroad would probably be required to pay for such prop-

erty. The average value of the state worked out $32 an acre

approximately. Taking the acreage of 16,138.6, multiply-

ing that by 32, and by the multiple 2>^, gives a value of

$1,292,483." ...
Other right of way agents of the railroad company testified

to the same effect. (Cleveland, pp. 734-737; Treadway,

pp. 745, 746.)

From this evidence the company argues that it is unfair to
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say that for a strip of land 100 feet wide through the middle of

a 160-acre farm it should be allowed no more as the cost of re-

producing it than the price per acre if the whole farm were to

be bought; that it is a matter of common knowledge that, if a

private individual wanted to buy such a strip, it would cost him

much more per acre than the value per acre of the whole farm.

It is true that the evidence in this case does differ from

that in the Minnesota Rate Cases, and there is much force in

the company's argument. But the defendant's claim in this

respect is disposed of by what the Supreme Court, in the Min-

nesota Rate Cases, 230 U. S. on page 455, 33 Sup. Ct. on

page 763, 57 L.Ed. 1511, said. . . .

I, accordingly, adopt the valuation placed upon these lands

by the state before any multiplier is used, namely, $516,079.

Item 1 as thus revised gives therefore these results:

Station grounds $849,581

Right of way outside station grounds 516,079

Gravel pit 12,300

$1,377,960

The master accepted as the cost of reproduction of right of

way in its present condition the sum of $3,449,826. This has

now by the elimination of the use of multipliers been reduced

to $1,377,960. There was therefore the sum of $2,071,866 in-

cluded by the master in his total valuation which should not

have been included. Upon this sum of $2,071,866 the percent-

ages in items 23A and 29 amounting to 14 per cent were allowed.

This allowance, to wit, $290,061, also should be deducted from

the total cost of reproduction of the railroad property as found

by the master. The sum so found by him was $22,598,602.

Deducting the sums of $2,071,866 and $290,061, there is left

the sum of $20,236,675, which sum I adopt as the cost of re-

production of the railroad in its present condition.

§ 1093. California Commission—Method of determining re-

production cost—Fair value may be less than market
value.

In the matter of ascertaining the value of the property of
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the Stockton Terminal and Eastern Railroad Company "

the Railroad Commission of California makes certain

findings of fact as to certain elements usually considered

in determining railway value for any purpose. The Com-
mission, however, refrains from making a finding as to the

value of the property either for rate purposes or for any
other purpose. The Commission includes a finding as to

the reproduction value of the right of way and station

grounds. Such reproduction value is determined as

follows (page 221)

:

By the means hereinbefore indicated, the department ascer-

tained the market value of the property at the time of its ac-

quisition, which market value was found to be 103 per cent of

the money actually paid for the property. It should be borne

in mind, however, that a large portion of the property was do-

nated and that no account is taken of this property under the

head of original cost. After ascertaining the market value of

the property at the time of its acquisition, the department also

ascertained the market value as of June 30, 1912, and then mul-

tiplied that value by 1.5. This multiple was applied for the

reason that the investigations of the department throughout

the state show that on an average it costs one and one half times

the normal market value of abutting property to acquire right

of way in country districts by purchase or condemnation for

railroad purposes. In the absence of more definite information

as affecting this particular railroad, this average multiple was

used.

Valuation of Tonopah and Tidewater Railroad Com-
pany ^ is a proceeding on the motion of the California

Railroad Commission to ascertain various elements enter-

ing into the value of the company's property. Findings

were made as to facts, but not on the question of the value

of the property irrespective of the purposes for which

" 2 Cal. R. C. 777, 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 208, April 30, 1913.

!» 3 Cal. R. R. C, 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1064, July 29, 1913.

61
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the value may be used. The Commission makes a finding

of fact as to the cost to produce the railroad right of way,

and in doing so refers to the Minnesota Rate Cases re-

cently decided by the Supreme Court of the United States.

The Commission states that considerations of justice may
require that in future rate-making proceedings the fair

value of railway land may be taken at even less than the

"fair average market value of similar land in the vicinity."

Commissioner Thelen in delivering the opinion of the

Commission says (at page 1074)

:

In the Minnesota Rate Cases the Supreme Court found that

it would not be fair to take as the basis for fixing rates the "re-

production value" of the real property as found by the lower

courts. Under all the circumstances of the case, the Supreme

Court found that the railroad companies would be receiving

at least all to which they were entitled if they were given, in

the rate-fixing inquiry, a value "equal to the fair average mar-

ket value of similar land in the vicinity, without additions by

the use of multipliers, or otherwise, to cover hypothetical out-

lays." There is much reason in support of this ruling. The un-

earned increment of land is growing so rapidly that if public

utilities in rate-fixing inquiries were allowed not merely the

fair average market value of similar lands in the vicinity, in-

cluding the unearned increment, but also multiples in addition

thereto, rates might soon go so high that it would be impossible

for the public to pay them. It may well be that in rate-fixing

inquiries which may hereafter come before rate-fixing bodies,

both state and national, justice to the public may demand that

the basis of return on real property shall be less even than the

"fair average market value of similar land in the vicinity,"

including the unearned increment. If we bear clearly in mind
the distinction between a fact, namely, the cost of reproducing

real estate, and the entirely distinct matter of ascertaining the

proper basis for fixing rates in any particular case, we shall not

be led astray. As I am finding facts in this case, and not saying

how they should be applied in a rate-fixing inquiry, I find that
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the operative real property owned by the railroad company in

this proceeding based on the "fair average market value of

similar land in the vicinity," is the sum of $5,187 and that the

cost to reproduce said property is the sum pf $5,682.

§ 1094. Maryland Commission—Market value.

Bachrach «;. Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company of Baltimore ^^ is a rate case. Although ihe Com-
mission made a valuation of the property of the company,
such valuation did not have a very important bearing on
the conclusions reached. The Maryland law provides

that so far as possible the Commission shall not disturb

the value of the company's bonds. In the present case

the rate fixed was based largely upon a consideration of

the amount required to safeguard the value of the bonds.

In valuing land the Commission rejects an estimate based

on market value plus the cost of obtaining the identical

parcel at the present time. The Commission says (at

page 171):

The difference of $328,784 in these estimates is mainly due

to the different methods pursued by the appraisers, Caughy

estimating what he thought it would cost the company to ob-

tain the properties at the present time and under the conditions

of hold up, etc., which it might encounter in its dealings. Lind-

say estimated the market value, and as to that he and Caughy

were in practical agreement. We think Lindsay's is the proper

valuation.

§ 1095. Michigan Commission—Capitalization of costs in-

cident to acquisition of land.

The apphcation of the Northern Michigan Power Com-

pany 22 involves an approval by the Michigan Railroad

" 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 154, January 13, 1913, Maryland Public

Service Commission.
22 Application of the Northern Michigan Power Company for authority

to issue stocks and bonds, 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, June 11, 1913,

Michigan Railroad Commission.
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Commission of the proposed capitalization of a hydro-

electric enterprise. The Commission held that lands

should be capitalized at their fair market value as repre-

sented by their initial cost, plus reasonable compensation

for the time, energy and ability bestowed in their acquisi-

tion, for the risk involved and for the use of capital in-

vested during the interval that must elapse between the

inception of the project and the final utilization of the

land. Commissioner Hemans in delivering the opinion

of the Commission discusses this subject as follows (at

pages 251-253, 254)

:

We believe that the lands described in the application herein

should be capitalized at their fair market value, as represented

by their initial cost, plus reasonable compensation for the time,

energy and ability bestowed in their acquisition, for the risk

involved and for the use of the capital invested during the in-

terval that must elapse between the inception of the project,

in carrying forward negotiations and purchases of distinct par-

cels, and their final utilization as an assembled whole. It may
be contended that the various elements which it is suggested

should form the basis of the capitalization allowed for lands and

flowage rights are, except as to initial cost, as definite as cap-

italization computed upon any of the bases which the Commis-
sion rejects, but the Commission is persuaded that with the

various elements stated, disproportion between them, if any
exists, becomes more apparent with correspondingly greater

certainty in arriving at correct values.

It is not to be understood from the foregoing that the Com-
mission holds that the initial cash payment for lands of the

character involved is to be considered, of necessity, the all-

controlling factor in the fixing of their value for purposes of

capitalization. Cases can be readily imagined where the cash

cost of the physical property embraced in the lands and flowage

rights was the least important of the factors enumerated. In-

deed, the tract of land under consideration partakes strongly

of this character. It is located in a comparatively undeveloped
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portion of the state; although in close proximity to the copper

mining -district of the state, and possessed of some timber value,

the physical features of the greater portion of the tract are such

as to make it unsuited for agricultural purposes. Compared
with like areas alike suitable for water power development in

older and more populous districts, the market value of the land

is markedly less. The record does not disclose the exact cost

of the assembled lands, although it does appear that they have

been acqtiired at prices ranging from ten to one hundred and

seventy dollars per acre, and that more than thirty thousand

dollars was expended for lands at the last named sum. We are

satisfied, from the record, that the sum of five hundred thousand

dollars would amply cover the cash outlay for the purchase of

the lands. But it appears that the work of acquiring the titles

has been in process since 1902, a period of more than ten years.

If interest upon the real estate investment be allowed at six

per cent for half the time, which would seem to be just, it rep-

resents the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. The
extended area of the lands necessary for this development have

required, as the record shows, the making of several surveys,

the prosecution of legal proceedings, and extended negotiations

with more than one hundred separate owners of distinct parcels,

who have been found as widely scattered as the boundaries of

the Union. Under the laws of this state, the powers of eminent

domain are not accorded corporations which seek to develop

hydraulic utilities. The last description of land necessary for

the purposes of the enterprise must be acquired by purchase

before the project is assured, and while the element of risk in-

volved in the ultimate purchase of so large a body of lands, held

under such diversity of ownership, is difficult to estimate in

dollars and cents, it is still a risk that is very real, and which

enters materially into the value of the property acquired. An-

other item which it seems to the Commission is properly in-

cluded in the value of lands for hydraulic purposes, under the

Commission's general designation of "reasonable compensation

for the tim^ energy, and ability bestowed in their acquisition,"

is the item quite generally denominated "promoter's profit,"

but which this Commission believes would be more truly de-
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scriptive if denominated "cost of promotion." The man who

devotes his genius to enlisting support for great enterprises of

public benefit, which his clearer foresight and keener vision has

first perceived in the great world of material development, has

performed services quite as valuable to the public as the engi-

neer who later makes computations, plans and specifications,

or the man who in any other position contributes to the crea-

tion of the utility. . . .

In accordance with the foregoing considerations, and in the

absence of exact data upon which we may base our finding, for

this element, we believe that capitalization for land values and

flowage rights fixed upon the basis of

Original land cost $500,000

Service in acquiring 500,000

Interest during purchase 150,000

Cost of promotion .300,000

Total $1,450,000

will be doing substantial justice to both petitioner and to the

general public who must support the capitalization through

rates and charges.

§ 1096. New Jersey railroad tax appraisal, 1911—^Reproduc-

tion method rejected.

Under authority of a special act of the New Jersey

legislature the raihfeads of the state were revalued for

tax purposes in 1911. The valuation was designed to

include both tangible and intangible property used for

railway purposes. Charles Hansel, expert in charge of the

valuation, states in his report that the value of land was
not determined by the reproduction method, but was based
upon the market value of neighboring land. Mr. Hansel
discusses this subject as follows (at pages 67, 69-70) :

"

The opinion of the New Jersey Supreme Court, delivered by

'» Eeport on Revaluation of Railroads and Canals, New Jersey, 1911, by
Charles Hansel, Expert in Charge.
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Justice Garrison, from which we have quoted above, has been
sustained by the Court of Errors; and, since we are required to

find the value of "the remaining property, including the fran-

chise," we consider that the "true value" of the laild can only

be determined under the law entirely apart from its use for

railroad purposes.

Having eliminated the element of use, we reduce the question

to the naked value of the land, apart from the improvements

thereon, and disregard the cost to acquire for railroad purposes.

We arre not instructed to determine the cost to produce the

land. We are required to determine the value.

The land in the main stem of a railroad is not a continuous

strip, and would not be available for railroad use unless it was
welded together by the sovereign power of the state.

The right of way is frequently broken by cross streets, streams

and rivers. The power to cross these streets and waterways

is given by the state through the charter to build and operate

a railroad. The main stem land is, therefore, merely broken

sections or strips of land, and any additional value it may have

over the contiguous lands, by reason of the closing of the gaps

by the power of the state, is, we think, reflected in the value of

the remaining property, including the franchise. . , .

No per cent has been added to the value of lands in excess of

the value in exchange for money, as near as such value can be

determined by the exchange price of lands adjoining the lands

of the railroad in each particular taxing district, and at each

particular point where such lands adjoin railroad lands. The

cost of acquiring the land has not been taken into consideration,

as has been frequently done by other states which have at-

tempted to determine the value of the physical property of

railroads, excepting that administration and interest at 7 per

cent has been added to land in main stem. It is generally con-

ceded that a railroad seeking to acquire rights of way through

a village, town or city, or through a well-improved and highly

developed farming section, must pay, for the Jand necessary for

the right of way, a sum considerably in excess of the rate of

the going price of the property they desire to acquire; and, in

many cases, \fhere a community is in great need of railway
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facilities, the cost of acquiring the land is considerably below

the value of the adjoining lands. . . .

The law tells us to eliminate, from our consideration, the

purpose to 'which the land is applied. Therefore, we have val-

ued the land stripped of all improvements as a piece of naked

land, in the open market, for any reasonable purpose to which

it may be applied. The presence of a railroad, with its embank-

ments, permanent way and structures, and the operation of

traffic over same, may depreciate or appreciate the value of the

adjoining lands; consequently, the "true value" is so dosely

interwoven with the value for a specific purpose that it is diffi-

cult to determine whether the value of the adjoining lands

would be enhanced or depreciated by the absence of the rail-

road, with its embankments, and the operation of trains over

same.

§ 1097. New Jersey Commission—Market value.

In Re Rates of the Public Service Gas Company ^* the

New Jersey Board of Public Utility Commissioners fixed

the value of land at $111,160. This is less than one-fourth

of the amount claimed by the company. The witnesses

for the company confined their testimony to reproduction

value and in each case compiled an estimate of value on

some theory involving the reproduction of a site similarly

located and of equal area. Two of the witnesses assumed
that buildings would have to be removed in order to

prepare the site for the gas company and consequently

included the cost of such buildings and their removal in

the estimate. The Board apparently rejects these theories

as to reproduction value, saying (at page 447): "Much
of the testimony with reference to land values referred to

the cost of reproducing a similar site, imder conditions

which we do not think would obtain, and did not purport

to be an estimate of the actual value of present property."

The value fixed by the Commission is evidently based on

" 1 N. J. B. p. U. C. 433, December 26, 1912.
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present fair market value including in such value an al-

lowance in certain cases of 10 per cent for plottage.

The case of Gately & Hurley v. Delaware and Atlantic

Telegraph and Telephone Company ^^ involves the valua-

tion of a telephone plant for rate purposes. The existing

rates charged by the company were upheld by the Board,

as they netted the company considerably less than the

amount determined by the Board to be a fair return upon
the fair value of the property. In this case the company
claimed an allowance amounting to 18 per cent over the

realty expert's appraisal of the land. This allowance was
to cover engineering expense, executive expense, con-

tingencies and omissions, and interest during the con-

struction period. The Board allowed 3 per cent to cover

legal expenses, costs of searches, title insurance and

brokers' fees, but refused an allowance for other purposes.

The Board says (at page 555):

If expert and impartial appraisers substantially agree on the

value of the company's land at present, such estimate-includes

within itself all allowances that can fairly be asked. Whatever

the causes, the correct present-day valuation of the land sums

up all of the factors, positive and negative, which have gone to

determine the land's total value.

s» 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 619, Janaary 7, 1913.
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§ 1109. Federal Court.

Des Moines Gas Company v. City of Des Moines ^

involves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes.

Many of the streets which were unpaved at the time the

mains were laid have since been paved at the expense of the

city. The cost of reproducing this pavement laid without

expense to the company was estimated at $140,000. The
total value allowed by the special master was $2,240,928.

In this amount the master did not include the above esti-

mate of cost of reproducing the pavement, and in so doing

was sustained by the court. The court criticizes the

reproduction method as applied to pavement over mains.

District Judge Smith McPherson says (at pages 207-208)

:

It is claimed the true value of any building, structure, or

plant is that sum which it takes to reproduce it, less the de-

preciation of the one to be replaced. But little assistance is

' 199 Fed. 204, August 21, 1912.

[970]
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obtained from the authorities, although it is claimed the case

of Willcox V. Consolidated Gas Company, supra, is in point.

The opinion does not show this to be so. Something of a show-

ing is made in favor of that contention, by going to the original

record and the assignments of error. But it is not easily under-

stood how the Supreme Court in that great case, so ably argued,

with so much involved, meant to be so understood without ex-

pressly so declaring in the opinion. No one doubts but that the

cost of reproduction may in many cases be considered, and in

some cases is a solution of the controversy.

What makes value, and what is the evidence thereof? Meta-

physical distinctions as to terms as used with reference to value

by political economists aid but little. Exchange value, selling

value, cost value, value for use as an utility, value as to in-

comes, and so on, are too often used loosely. But the question

is as to its value to-day with rfeference to income. What it may
have cost is pertinent. What it will sell for is to be considered.

And if destroyed by any agency, such as rust, crystallization, or

other forces, what must be paid to reproduce it is a subject of

inquiry. All of these may be considered. In my opinion, those

who maintain that what it will cost to reproduce the plant, less

depreciation, is the true value, in many instances confound the

real question with one of many evidences of the real value.

Reproducing cost is an evidence of what the real value is after

subtracting the depreciation. But what is to be done with the

value of stocks and bonds on the reproductive theory? And
what becomes of the original cost on the reprbduction theory?

And what becomes of the question of the increase or falling off

in numbers of consumers? And the same as to increased or

diminished expenses?

The theory at first thought in all cases is plausible and at-

tractive, but in the end oftentimes utterly illogical and unre-

liable, originally*' adopted as a mere time-saver by mere the-

orists, and sought to be enforced as against substantial and

unbending facts. If the plant is to be reproduced, when is it to

be done? If, when reproduced, will the streets then be paved,

and, if paved, paved with what? Must it all bp reproduced at

once, or the same covered by a number of years? If but gradu-
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ally reproduced,why should not such cost go into either the oper-

ating or maintenance accounts? No one can state when it must

be reproduced, and a material question arises: What, then, as

compared with the present, will be the price of labor, material,

and freight? But finally and to my mind the conclusive reason

against the soundness of the reproduction under paved streets

is that to allow that theory to prevail, and to increase the cap-

italization now to the extent of $140,000, is to allow such gas

rates as will pay a dividend on such sum from and aftei this

date. But the sum of $140,000 is not put in the capital or

value account until the plant is reproduced. As of course,

streets paved or unpaved make no difference in the earning

power of the gas plant, and but little, if anything, goes more

directly and accurately to the question of value of any structure

or plant than its rental, earnings, or as a dividend producer.

There are many instances in which the reproduction theory

is the best of all methods for getting at the present value, and

in other instances the most misleading. And it is deceptive, in

my opinion, to now add the cost of taking up and replacing pipe

under paved streets at an estimated cost of $140,000 extra, and

does not warrant an increased dividend of $8,400 or some

greater sum. Such a dividend is a mere paper dividend, and is

arrived at, not because of increased earnings, not because of in-

creased capital or investments, not because of increased operat-

ing or maintenance expenses, but solely by reason of a supposed

necessity of at some time, in some manner, under a then some
kind of street, on a mere guess of what labor and material would
then cost. Many of the principles with relation to railway rates

are applicable to gas rates. And perhaps the latest analysis of

the reproduction theory is found in the recent case of Louisville

R. R. V. Railway Commission (D. C), 196 Fed. 800, in an opin-

ion of Judge Jones of the Alabama district. He shows the

value of this theory, but likewise shows that it is not a hard and
fast rule covering all phases. Finally, pipes under a paved
street are of very long life, many times longer than if the streets

were not paved. The theory applied to paved streets is but a
theory, is illogical and against facts, and was properly denied

by the master.
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§ 1110. California Commissioa.

City of Palo Alto v. Palo Alto Gas Company ^ involves

the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes. The Com-
mission did not include an allowance for pavement over

mains laid without expense to the company, and ap-

parently the company's expert did not claim an allowance

for such paving. Mr. C. L. Cory, the witoess for the

company, made an estimate of the cost of reproducing

the plant to-day under the conditions that were existent

at the time the plant was constructed' in so far as possible.

In such reproduction cost he included no allowance for

paving or repaving, for the reason, as stated by him, that

"it would seem that the amount of cutting of pavements

of any kind at the time your distribution system was in-

stalled was of no considerable moment, although since the

laying of your distribution system considerable paving

has been put over them." In regard to this question

Commissioner Thelen says (at page 976)

:

If the cost of reproducing the plant new were the sole fact to

be ascertained in determining the proper basis on which to fix

rates, it might be logical to include the entire amount for tear-

ing up and relaying pavement as estimated by Mr. Kelley. In

view of the fact, however, that other elements, including origi-

nal cost, must be considered, and that the amount actually ex-

pended by the gas company for this purpose was only $1,1*98.24,

it would seem more proper in determining the basis for fixing

rates to follow the course pursued by Mr. Cory and not to in-

clude an amount for tearing up and relaying pavement in excess

of the amount actually expended therefor.

San Jos6 v. The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany * involves the valuation of a telephone plant for rate

purposes by the California Raili*oad Commimon. The

' 2 Cal. R. C. 300, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. ff66, March 12, 1913.

» 3 Cal. R. C. — , 24 A. T. & T. Co, Com. L. 370, October 9, 1913,

California Railroad Commission.
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Commission held that pavement over mains laid without

expense to the company is properly a part of reproduction

cost, and consequently an element which under the rulings

of the courts can not be wholly disregarded. However,

actual cost is the more important element in determining

reasonable rates, and where actual cost is known it should

be given greater consideration than a reproduction cost

that is not based on the conditions under which the prop-

erty was actually developed. Conamissioner Eshleman

says (at pages 379-380, 381)

:

The Commission's engineer has disallowed the sum of $4,639

which is represented by the laying of conduits under pavement

in the estimates of the engineer of the defendant where the evi-

dence shows that no pavements existed at the time the conduits

were put in. This difference of opinion between the engineer

of the Commission and the telephone company illustrated very

forcibly the confusion which apparently exists in the minds of

both the courts and the engineers between cost and value.

Counsel for the telephone company seriously contends that the

putting of pavements above conduits after they are laid repre-

sents an appreciation in the valtie of the property. Of course

such is not the case, but when this condition exists it certainly

is true that the cost to reproduce the property in its present

condition would be more than the actual cost incurred in the

original production of such property. If cost of reproduction

is tp be the basis upon which rates shall be computed, the engi-

neer of the Commission, in my opinion, in this regard is wrong;

while if value is to be considered, as the courts have suggested,

the engineers of the telephone company are wrong. As I sug-

gested in Application No. 118, value as ordinarily conceived

can not be used as a basis for fixing rates of a public utility, be-

cause the ordinary conception of value is that for which any-
thing will sell, which of course is largely determined by the

earning power of the agency in question. Cost of reproduction

of a property is to be considered merely because it serves as

an indication of what has been invested in the property, and
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not what the property is worth, as worth is generally under-

stood. But holding the view that cost more largely determines

the basis upon which rates shall be fixed, I can not reject the

other elements which the courts have said we must consider,

and do not propose to do so. . . .

. . . I do not believe that items such as this should be

allowed under any theory of rate-making, but I do believe that

they should appear in an engineer's cost of reproduction, which,

as I have already said, does not lead me to conclude that items

such as this should be allowed in making up the amount upon
which earnings shall be permitted. Suppose we are considering

a public utility, as is often the case, where the condition under

which the original expenditure was made is not known. With

'

reference to such utility we attempt to reproduce cost conditions

by getting the cost to reproduce the property in its present con-

dition and deduct therefrom such amounts as are found to

be necessary by reason of depreciation in property and to get

thereby what the engineers call "present value," which is not

value at all but which has as its primary conception cost. Such

present value is often misleading and does not reproduce the

actual conditions we are seeking to reproduce because of the

very fact, as illustrated by this dispute between the engineers

here, that estimated conditions of original construction are

reached and not actual conditions.

My disposition is to disallow this item, but I do so neither

on the theory of the company nor our own engineering depart-

ment, for the reasons hereinbefore just discussed.

§ 1111. Indiana Commission.

Union City v. Union Heat, Light and Power Company *

is a rate case before the Indiana Public Service Commis-
sion, and involves a valuation of natural gas property.

The Comm^ission refused to include the cost of pavement

over mains laid without expense to the company. The
Commission says:

* Union City v. Union Heat, Light and Power Company, 5 Rate Re-

search, 68, February 7, 1914.
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The evidence further shows that all the pipe under paved

streets had been laid before the streets were paved and it does

not show that such pavement was made at the expense of the

respondent. We think it clear that since the company was not

burdened with this expense, they should not be allowed to add

it to the value of the plant, and thereby assess the public for a

charge never incurred by them. Since the life of this plant is

only estimated at eight or ten years, for the production of natural

gas, it is unlikely that this pavement will have to be taken up

and relaid by the company in the installation of new mains.

§ 1112. Maryland Commission.

Thompson v. Cambridge Water Company* involves

the valuation of a water plant for rate purposes. The

Commission refused to include in fair value the cost of

pavement laid without expense to the company. Com-
missioner Timanus says (at pages 569-570)

:

Mr. Jordan included in his estimate an item of $20,565 as

the cost of tearing up and repaving the streets; and learned

counsel for the respondent earnestly contended in their brief

that this is a proper item to be allowed, claiming that in order

to reproduce the property as it stands it would be necessary to

remove and replace the streets wherever the company's mains

and pipes are now laid. While it is true that were this company

not already in the field, and were it necessary for it or some other

company to reproduce the property as it stands, it would be

necessary to remove and replace the paving of the streets

where its mains and pipes have heretofore been laid. It is to be

borne in mind that the real effort of the Commission in all in-

vestigations of this character is to ascertain the fair value of

the property actually used in the public service, and that the

cost of reproducing such property is only one of the many ele-

ments to be considered in determining what is that actual value.

The reproduction value is not in itself the actual value; it

simply reflects upon that value, just as it would reflect upon the

' 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 564, August 27, 1913, Maryland Public Serv-

ice CommisBion.
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market value, if market value were the inquiry. The mains

and pipes of the Cambridge Water Company were laid.before

the streets of Cambridge were paved with improved paving.

The tax-payers of Cambridge paid for that paving. Mr. Jordan

estimates that it would cost $20,565 to remove and replace that

paving in order to duplicate such system of mains and pipes

;

and counsel for the company in effect contend that for this rea-

son the public, which has paid for the paving, should now pay

the company perpetual dividends on this $20,565 which the

company itself has never invested in the enterprise and in all

probability never will invest in it. Clearly, this is not a proper

item for allowance and should be deducted from Mr. Jordan's

estimate.

§ 1113. New Jersey Commission.

In Re Rates of the Public Service Gas Company ^ the

New Jersey Board of PubUc Utility Commissioners takes

the ground that paveihent over mains and services laid

without expense to the company should not be included in

a valuation for rate purposes. No estimate was included of

the amount or cost of pavement so laid. The Board,

however, based its estimate on the actual cost of mains

and services constructed during the past eight years. The

Board says (at page 463)

:

With regard to the cost of mains, we have available definite

knowledge as to "the actual cost during the past eight years,

during which time very nearly 30 per cent of the mains now in

place were laid. . . . It is an undisputed fact that much

of the paving now in place was not paid for by the company,

but has been laid by the cities at their expense subsequently to

the installation of the mains. We feel that the best guide as to

the values is found in the actual cost to the company for that

part of the work installed during recent years. As a matter of

fact, more paving has probably been paid for by the company in

« 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 433, 15 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 354, Decem-

ber 26, 1912.

62
^
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recent years than formerly, and any error due to valuing all of

the mains by means of unit prices obtained from the books of

account for the past few years would err on the side of liberality

toward the company.

The case of Gately & Hurley v. Delaware and Atlantic

Telegraph and Telephone Conipany ^ involves the valua-

tion of a telephone plant for rate purposes. The existing

rates charged by the company were upheld by the Board,

as they netted the company considerably less than the

amount determined by the Board to be a fair return upon

the fair valug of the property. In this case the Board re-

fused to allow the company's claim for $142,500 to cover

the additional present cost of pavement over con-

duit. The Board says (at page 559)

:

For the company the contention is made that this enhanced

replacement cost of conduit is analogous to the appreciation

in value of the company's land. It is the present enhanced

value of land on which the company is entitled to earn. Simi-

larly, it is argued, it is the present enhanced replacement cost

of conduits on Which the company is entitled to earn a return.

The doctrine of present replacement cost may easily be pressed

to an absurd extreme. Certainly cognizance may be taken of

the fact that taxpayers' expenditure, not outlay by the com-

pany, has enhanced the estimated replacement cost of particu-

lar items. 1

It might seem at first that some allowance should be made
to the company because of this saving effected by careful fore-

sight, but we must not lose sight of the fact that the customers

of the company are called upon just that much earlier to pro-

vide a return on an investment in conduit not actually needed

until a later time.

We are, therefore, not justified in allowing any part of the

sum of $142,500 which would now be required to assist in pay-

ing the replacement cost of paving over conduit. The replace-

ment-cost-new for conduit will therefore be $1,068,923.

' 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 519, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L.59, January 7, 1913.
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§ 1114. New York Commission, Second District.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo ^ the com-
pany asked the New York Public Service Commission
for the Second District to fix a rate for gas supplied to the

city of Buffalo. The Comihission refused to include in the

reproduction cost of the mains the estimated cost of

replacing pavements that had been laid without expense

to the company. Chairman Stevens discusses this sub-

ject as follows (at pages 585-587, 589)

:

The material facts are

:

1. The mains were laid before the pavement was laid, and

hence the company incurred no expense in laying the mains by
reason of pavement;

2. If the mains were to be laid at the present time in those

streets, the company would be obligee^ to incur an expense in

cutting the pavement and replacing the same of $1,101,564,

which expense would be a proper and legitimate charge to fixed

capital, and would be a sum upon which the company would be

entitled to earn a return of not less than 6 per cent per annum.

The question presented is whether this sum should be treated as'

a part of the present value of the property for the purposes of

this case. If it should be so treated, the practical effect would

be that it would necessarily and inevitably increase the price

of gas per thousand cubic feet upon the basis of the present pro-

duction, 11 cents: that is to say, every consumer of gas would

have to pay 11 cents per thousand cubic feet more for gas if this

contention of the Company is allowed than he would have to

pay if it were disallowed.

It should be stated at the outset that this item of repaving to

the amount named would be a fair and legitimate item in repro-

ducing the plant as it now exists at the present time. If re-

production cost with or without depreciation is the sole test of

the present value of the property, then the item must be allowed.

If it is not the sole test, then we are at Uberty to consider whether

8 Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo, 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.)

653, 23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4, 1913.
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or not this repaying affords a just and fair basis in adding to

what would otherwise be the price of gas the sum of 11 cents

per thousand cubic feet.

We are of the opinion that the charge can not be allowed in

this case. It would be unjust and inequitable in the extreme.

A fair statement of the situation is this: If the company has

a main laid at the present time in the city of Buffalo, on a street

which is unpaved, and its present price of one dollar per thou-

sand cubic feet is a fair and reasonable price to the consumers

living upon that street, if the street should be paved to-morrow

at the expense of the city at large or of the inhabitants living

upon the street, and this without one cent of expense to the

company, the company would be justly and fairly entitled,

upon its theory, to increase the price of gas to the sum of $1.11

per thousand cubic feet: and this solely because the people

upon the street have chosen to improve their street, and not

because of any expenditure of money by the company or any

expense to which it had been put. The pavement is not the

property of the company. It does not have any power over it

except in case it should take up the pipes and leave the street

•it would be compelled to restore the pavement. Any theory

of cost of reproduction or of enhanced value which leads to the

conclusion that the consumer must pay this extra 11 cents per

thousand because of the paving being placed over the mains is

in our judgment radically inequitable and unreasonable; and
it is believed that no argument or statement of reasons can add
to the force of the statement which has already been made, that

the laying of the mains would increase the price to the consumer
as stated. . . .

We consider that the clear weight of reason and equity is

against the allowance of any sum whatever by reason of such re-

paving as a basis of increasing the ratewhich is to be paid forgas.

§ 1115. New York Appellate Division, and Court of Appeals.

In the case of Kings County Lighting Company v.

Willcox ^ an order of the New York Public Service Com-
» Kings County Lighting Company, People ex rel. v. Willcox, 156 App.

Div. N. Y. 603, May 9, 1913.
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mission for the First District, fixing the gas rates of the

Kings County Lighting Company, was subjected to

judicial review pursuant to a writ of certiorari (for ex-

tract from opinion of the Commission see § 168). The
Appellate Division of the Supreme Court reversed the

determination of the Commission, and remanded the

matter to the Commission. The Appellate Division held

that the Commission erred in refusing to include the cost

of reproducing pavement over mains laid at the expense

of the city. Judge Clark in delivering the opinion of the

court says (at page 610)

:

While as to other items of physical property the Commission
professed to appraise at its full value, and to apply the rule

of cost-of-reproduction-new-less-accrued-depreciation, it refused

to include in the value of mains under paved streets more than

the original cost of repaving when the mains were laid. When
the mains were laid the streets were unpaved, sandy tracts in

an unbuilt-up community. Mr. Connette, the engineer for the

Commission, placed the cost for restoring pavement as it ex-

isted when the services were laid at $12,717. That amount was
allowed by the Commission in its valuation. Mr. Baehr esti-

mated the cost of reproducing the existing paving over mains

and services as they existed January 1, 1911, at $264,666. Mr.

Connette's figures upon that basis were $212,808. The re-

lator claims that the valuation should have included this

amount to the extent of at least $200,000.

When this case came before the Court of Appeals ^^ that

court reversed the Appellate Division and sustained the

ruling of the Commission in regard to pavement over

mains. Judge Miller says (at pages 494-495)

:

In determining the cost of reproduction the Commission al-

lowed $12,717 as the cost of restoring the pavement as it ex-

isted when the mains and service pipes were laid in the streets.

1° Kings County Lighting Company, People ex. rel. v. Willcox, 210 N. Y.

479, March 24, 1914.
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The relator claimed an allowance of at least $200,000 for the

cost of restoring pavements subsequently laid on the theory that

that cost would have to be incurred if the mains were to be

laid to-day. But the new pavements in fact added nothing to

the property of the relator. Its mains were as serviceable and

intrinsically as valuable before as after the new pavements were

laid. The controlling considerations under the preceding point

also determine this. The rights of the public are not to be ig-

nored. The question has a double aspect. What will be fair to

the public as well as to the relator? (Smyth v. Ames, supra.)

Should the public pay more for gas simply because improved

pavements have been laid at public expense? It is no answer

to say that the new expensive pavements suggest improved con-

ditions which, though adding to the value of the plant, will not,

by reason of the greater consumption, add to the expense per

thousand feet of the gas consumed. The public are entitled to

the benefit of the improved conditions, if thereby the relator is

enabled to supply gas at a less rate. The relator is entitled to a

fair return on its investment, not on improvements made at

public expense. It is said that the mains will have to be relaid.

So will the new pavements, and much oftener. Both might

possibly be relaid at the same time.* The case is not at all par-

allel to the so-called unearned increment of land. That the

company owns. It does not own the pavements, and the lay-

ing of them does not add to its investment or increase the cost

to it of producing gas. The cost-of-reproduction-less-accrued-

depreciation rule seems to be the one generally employed in rate

cases. But it is merely a rule of convenience and must be ap-

plied with reason. On the one hand, it should not be so applied

as to deprive the corporation of a fair return at all times on the

reasonable, proper and necessary investment made by it to

serve the public, and on the other hand it should not be so ap-

plied as to give the corporation a return on improvements made
at public expense which in no way increase the cost to it of per-

forming that service.

The Appellate Division felt bound by the decision of the

United States Circuit Court in the Consolidated Gas Case (157

Fed. Rep. 849), and it is true that such an allowance was made
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in that case. But the United States Supreme Court held in

that case (212 U. S. 19) that the rate established was not con-

fiscatory, and did not pass on the propriety of that allowance.

What was said in the opinion on the subject of present value

was merely a general statement having no necessary relation to

the question now under consideration.

§ 1116. New York Appellate Division—Special franchise tax

case.

People ex rel. Queens County Water Co. v. State Board
of Tax Commissioners " is a proceeding to review the ac-

tion of the State Board of Tax Commissioners in assess-

ing the franchise of the Queens County Water Company.

.

The court held that the reproduction cost of pavement
laid without expense to the company should be included

in the total reproduction cost in determining the value of

a special franchise under the net earnings rule. Judge
Kellogg says (at page 185 N. Y. Supp.)

:

When the pipes were laid in certain streets they were un-

paved, and afterward the city paved the streets. In determin-

ing the reproductive cost of laying the pipes in those streets the

cost of relaying the pavement was not allowed as a part of the

reproductive value. We think it should have been. The fact

that the paving cost the company nothing is immaterial.

§ 1117. Wisconsin Commission—Rate cases.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee

Electric Railway and Light Company "^^ involves the valua-

tion of a street railway for rate purposes. The Com-
mission issued an order slightly reducing the existing rates

of charge. The company contended that the entire cost

of pavement laid above conduit and track should be in-

cluded in the valuation upon the basis of cost-of-reproduc-

»i 157 App. Div. 165, 142 N. Y. Supp. 180, May 22, 1913.

'2 11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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tion-new, irrespective of whether such paving had been

laid by the city or by the company. The Commission

states that in conformity with its previous decisions only

paving laid by the company should be included in value

for rate-making purposes. The Commission says (at

page 116):

Heretofore, in cases before the Commission only the actual

paving laid by the company has been included in the value for

rate-making purposes and we see no reason for a departure

from that rule in the present case. As has been held in City of

Ripon V. Ripon Lt. & W. Co. 1910, 5 W. R. C. R. 1, 10, decided

March 28, 1910:

"Every legitimate expenditure in adapting the utility to the

demands of progress and community growth is a proper charge

to construction, and as such the investment therefor is entitled

to participate in the distribution of the earnings from operation.

Obviously expenditures for pavement incurred by the utility

in response to assessments levied therefor by the city, or the

cost of cutting through such pavement for construction pur-

poses and its replacement, are proper capital charges. It does

not necessarily follow that the utility is to capitalize expenses

for municipal betterment in which it has not participated and

where such accruing benefits to the utility are remote and inci-

dental, and thus compel the subscribers for utility service to

pay increased rates because of public improvements. The im-

provement is not a proper element of value where the pavement
has not bepn paid for by the utility, nor any expense in connec-

tion with it directly incurred, in determining a value which

shall serve as the basis for an adjustment in rates."

See also Ashland v. Ashland W. Co. 1909, 4 W. R. C. R. 273,

307; State Journal Prtg. Co. v. Madison G. & El. Co. 1910,

4 W. R. C. R. 501, 554; In re Compensation to Fond du Lac
W. Co. 1910, 5 W. R. C. R. 482, 492; City of Racine v. Racine

G. Lt. Co. 1911, 6 W. R. C. R. 228, 240; In re Manitowoc W.
Wks. Co. 1911, 7 W. R. C. R. 71, 88; City of Beloit v. Beloit

W. G. & El. Co. 1911, 7 W. R. C. R. 187, 233; La Crosse v.

La Crosse G. & El. Co. 1911, 8 W. R. C. R. 138, 162.
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City of Milwaukee v. Milwaukee Gas Light Company i'

involves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes.

In regard to paving over mains the Commission says

(at page 453)

:

The respondent makes the claim for paving over mains and

services. The engineers have included all the paving actually

disturbed by the company in the unit prices of the items af-

fected. This Commission has in numerous cases held that

paving not disturbed by the company should not be included

in the value of the property. It is therefore unnecessary to

discuss this matter further in this coimection.

§ 1118. Wisconsin Commission—^Purchase cases.

Re Purchase Oshkosh Water Works Plant " involves the

valuation of a water plant by the Wisconsin Railroad

Commission for purposes of municipal purchase. Al-

though in rate cases it has been the practice of the Com-
mission to exclude the cost of pavement laid without

expense to the company, in determining fair value in

purchase cases the reproduction cost of such pavement
has generally been included. In the present case the Com-
mission says (at page 662)

:

In arriving at the cost of reproduction of the physical prop-

erty it is probably settled in this state that only such cost shall

be considered as "would be necessarily incurred by a reason-

ably prudent and careful man, using ordinary careful business

methods, in reproducing a plant of equal efficiency." Appleton

Water Works Co. v. Railroad Comm. (January term, 1913,

Supreme Court of Wisconsin). It is conceded that in repro-

ducing a plant of efficiency equal to that of the existing plant

it would be necessary to cut through all paving under which

existing mains lie and that the cost of removing and relaying

the paving would be a part of the construction cost. This

1' 12 W. R. C. R. 441, 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 708, August 14, 1913.

" 12 W. R. C. R. 602, September 27, 1913.
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principle was recognized and applied by the Commission in

the Appleton case (In re Appleton W. W. Co. 1910, 6 W. R. C.

R. 97, 122) and subsequently affirmed by the Supreme Court

of this state in the case cited above.

The Appleton case is abstracted above, § 164. In at

least one purchase case, however, the Commission ex-

cluded the value of pavement laid, without expense to

the company. In Re Manitowoc Water Works Co.,

7 W. R. C. R. 71, decided June 27, 1911, the Commis-

sion says (at page 88): "No allowance will be made for

paving which the company was not compelled to remove

when laying its mains and services." A similar inference

would naturally be drawn from the Commission's dis-

cussion of this subject in Re Fond du Lac Water Co.,

5 W. R. C. R. 428, 492, decided August 19, 1910.

§ 1119. Wisconsin Commission and Supreme Court—Pave-

ment over services excluded in purchase case.

Appleton Water Works Company v. Railroad Com-
mission of Wisconsin ^° is an action brought under

the Wisconsin Public Utility Act to alter or amend
an order of the Railroad Commission fixing the com-
pensation to be paid by the city of Appleton for the

purchase of the plaintiff's waterworks plant.

In this case the Railroad Commission included, in its

estimate of the cost-of-reproduction-new, pavement over

mains even though laid without expense to the company.
In its decision the Commission had said (at page 122)

:

For the purpose of the present inquiry it is conceded that the

cost-of-reproduction-new, including the item of paving, must
be regarded as an evidentiary fact in reaching a final conclu-

sion, and it may be added that in no case, either for rate-

making purposes or otherwise, has the Commission ever omitted

" 154 Wisconsin 121, 142 N. W. 476, May 31, 1913.
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from consideration the item of paving in ascertaining the cost-

of-reproduction-new. It has, however, in rate-making cases,

also considered, as having a probative effect, the cost-of-re-

production-new under conditions as existing at the time of

the original construction of the plant.*

* Re Appleton Water Works Company, 6 W. E. C. R. 97,

December 7, 1910.

Accordingly, in the cost-of-reproduction-new about $17,000

was included to cover the cost of relaying pavements over

mains, but the cost of relaying pavements over service

pipes and the cost of excavating and filling trenches in

which to lay service pipes was not included. The com-
pany claimed that an allowance should have been made for

such cost. A'' brief statement of the facts is as follows:

At the time of the purchase of the plant there were 1827

service pipes attached to the mains; the company had dug
and refilled 1575 of its trenches at its own expense and the

consumers had dug and refilled 352 of them under a rule

of the company in force during recent years requiring the

consumer to pay such cost. The service pipe here spoken

of is that section of the pipe between the main and the

corporation cock at the curb line. The company argued

that the service pipe from the main to the curb line un-

questionably belonged to the company and that in re-

producing the plant it would be necessary to excavate

and fill new trenches and cut through and relay the pave-

ments and hence if the cost of reproduction were used

as a basis, or even as a material factor in determining

present value, it should include the cost of reproducing

the services. The circuit court agreed with this con-

tention, but the Supreme Court upheld the Commission

in excluding this item. The Supreme Court agreed that

the service pipe between the main and the curb belonged

to the company whether paid for by the company or by
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the consumer. The Supreme Court heldj however, that

inasmuch as the consumer would be properly required

to pay the cost of installing his service pipe and was so

required by present rules of the company, cost of excava-

tion and replacing pavements would not properly be a

part of cost of reproduction to the company. The court

says (at pages 481-482) :

'*

Cost of reproduction must mean the cost which will be nec-

essarily incurred by a reasonably prudent and careful man,

using ordinarily careful business methods, in reproducing a

plant of equal efficiency. Anything which under such a conduct

of the business would cost nothing to reproduce can not log-

ically be included. It is not denied that if the city or a new
water company were to establish a new plant the consumers

could be required, as a condition of receiving water service, to

do the work in question, and even furnish the pipe; such a re-

quirement is quite generally enforced at the present time in

cities of this class. Conditions of life at the present time in such

cities practically compel residents to accept water service; even

in small cities the old-fashioned well is either tabooed by public

opinion or its use prohibited by health regulations. So it seems

that there could be no question but that it would be entirely

practicable, and in fact the only reasonably prudent policy, for

a new company to require consumers to lay their own service

pipes.

This is not the case where land or other property of value has

been voluntarily donated to the old company. With regard to

such property it has been held in cases involving the fixing of

rates that it is rightfully to be considered in arriving at the cost

of reproduction. This result is reached on the idea that a new
company could not count on receiving such gifts. Whether the

logic of these cases be correct or not, we do not decide, but in

any event the principle does not apply to expenses which may
legally be assessed, and in the exercise of good business judg-

ment ought to be assessed, against the consumer. For purchase

" 142 N. W.
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purposes at least the only expenses which could be considered

in the estimate of the cost of reproduction are those which are

reasonably necessary in a prudently conducted reproduction.

Whitten Val. Pub. Serv. Corpus., Sees. 180-192; San Diego

Water Co. v. San Diego, 118 Cal. 556.
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Property Donated or Acquired Without Cost
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1133. New York Commission, Second District—Gas services paid for
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§ 1130. Arizona Commission—Appliances loaned to con-

sumers.

Huffman v. Tucson Gas, Electric Light and Power

Company ^ involves the valuation of a gas and electric

plant for rate purposes by the Arizona Corporation Com-
mission. The Commission refused to include in the valua-

tion the company's investment in arc lamps, gas engines

and gas appliances loaned to consumers. The Commis-
sion says (at page 741)

:

Reviewing respondent's contention that the investment in

commercial arc lamps loaned the business consumers of the

city, gas engines used for pumping for irrigation purposes pend-

ing extension of electric lines, the investment in gas appliances

used by private consumers, and the investment in flat-irons,

fans, motors, etc., rented or loaned consumers, it is our opinion

that this property should not be included in the valuation of

the property used to serve the general public, and it is therefore

disallowed. Such allowance would unquestionably result in

discrimination against the many consumers furnishing their own
appliances.

1 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 725, July 9, 1913, Arizona Corporation Com-
mission.

[990]
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§ 1131. California Commission—Railroad land.

In the matter of ascertaining the value of the property

of the Stockton Terminal and Eastern Railroad Cohapany ^

the Railroad Commission of California confines itself to

findings as to certain elements of value, including both

original cost and reproduction cost. In its estimate of

reproduction cost it includes the value of certain land

donated to the railroad, but is careful to point out that it

expresses no opinion as to whether such value should be

included in fair value for rate purposes. " The Commission

says (at page 220):

Careful investigation was made into real estate values. The.

market value at the time of the acquisition of the property and

also at the present time was arrived at by interviews with

persons familiar with its value, living at Stockton and along the

line of the railroad. As in all other cases of ascertaining the

value of the real estate of a public utility, recent sales of prop-

erty in the vicinity and the prices at which the land is now held

by its owners were used in determining the market value. It

appears that 37.6 per cent of the total area of the railroad com-

pany's operative real estate as of June 30, 1912, and real estate

constituting in value 36.1 per cent of the total market value

was donated.

1 desire at this point to draw attention to the very material

difference between the original cost of right of way and»station

grounds, estimated by this Commission's engineering depart-

ment at $16,151, and the reproduction value of the same, es-

timated at $30,642. It will be noted that the reproduction

value is almost twice the original cost. The reproduction

value as estimated by this Commission's engineering depart-

ment represents the amount of money which it would take at

the present time to purchase all the railroad company's right

of way and station grounds, on the assumption that none

thereof would be donated. The difference between the original

2 2 Gal. R. C. 777, 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 208, April 30, 1913, CaU-

fornia Kailroad Commission.
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cost of real estate and the reproduction of the present value

thereof, including the unearned increment, presents one of the

most serious questions in connection with public utility valua-

tions. I shall content myself here, as throughout this opinion,

in finding actual facts and shall express no opinion as to whether

or not in a rate-fixing inquiry it is just to the public to credit

the utility with the present value of real estate in which very

little or no money may have been actually invested by the

utility.

The above decision was given by Commissioner Max
Thelen. In a subsequent paper before the National

Association of Railway Commissioners, October 30, 1913,

Commissioner Thelen takes strong ground against the

inclusion of the value of property donated in determining

fair value for rate purposes. See also an extract from a

more recent decision of the California Commission quoted

in § 1093.

§ 1132. New Jersey Commission—Gratuitous pole locations.

The case of Gately & Hurley v. Delaware and Atlantic

Telegraph and Telephone Company ^ involves the valua-

tion of a telephone plant for rate purposes. The existing

rates charged by the company were upheld by the Board,

as they netted the company considerably less than the

amount determined by the Board to be a fair return upon
the fair value of the property. In this case the replace-

ment-cost-new of right of way was allowed at $372,300,

although this item appeared on the auditor's books at but

$113,400. The difference between the book cost and the

estimate of replacement cost was largely accounted for

by the company's engineer as due to the likelihood that

if the lines were built to-day fewer gratuitous pole locations

would be granted. It appears, therefore, that the differ-

ence between the book value and the replacement cost

' 1 N. J. B. p. U. C. 519, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 39, January 7, 1913.
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allowed is largely due to rights donated by subscribers

and others. The Board does not discuss the justice of in-

cluding such amount in fair value for rate pm-poses

§ 1133. New York Commission, Second District—Gas services

paid for by consumers.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo * the com-
pany asked the New York Public Service Commission for

the Second District to fix a rate for gas supplied to the

city of Buffalo. In determining fair value for rate pur-

poses, the Commission refused to include the reproduction

cost of services paid for by the consumers. Chairman
Stevens says (at page 59Q)

:

The real question is, how many services the company paid

for and therefore owns. It early appeared in the case that a

large number of the aerviees were paid for by the consumer and

that some of the services were paid for by the company. It is

a plain proposition, that where a service is laid in the land of

the consumer and extended through the street to the main in

front of his house and paid for by him, it becomes his property

and not the property of the company. If the company is to he
allowed in its capital account for such a main, then the con-

sumer must continue in perpetuity to pay a return of at least

6 per cent to the company upon property which he, the con-

sumer, has paid for. It is clear that this is neither reason nor

justice, and can not be permitted.

§1134. Wisconsin Commission—Railway right of way and

easements.

Superior Commercial Club v. Duluth Street Railway

Company ^ involves the valuation of a street railway for

rate purposes by the Wisconsin Railroad Commission.

It appears that a certain landowner had donated to the

* 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553, 23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4,

1913.

6 12 W. R. C. R. 1, November 13, 1912.
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company a strip of land for right of way purposes, and that

a land improvement company had granted the railway

company easements to operate over private right of way,,

which private right of way subsequently became -city

streets. It was claimed by the company that its right

of way and easements, secured without cost, should be

valued and included in fair value for rate purposes. The
Commission does not discuss the question at length, but

refused to include the allowance requested. The Commis-

sion says (at pages 15-16):

Exception was taken to the valuation as given in the above

table by witnesses for the respondent company. In, 1908 the

Billings estate donated a strip of land 40 feet wide from New
York Avenue to the St. Louis River to the respondent for its

Billings Park line, and also granted a parcel of land at the end

of that line for loop purposes in 1903. Testimony was intro-

duced showing that a value should be placed upon the right of

way as required and included in the valuation.

Before certain plats of territory now covered by the city were

filed in the office of the register of deeds of Douglas County the

Duluth Street Railway Company was granted easements by
the Land & River Improvement Company to operate over pri-

vate right of way on Third Street from Lamborn to Tower
Avenue; on Tower Avenue from Third Street to Belknap Street;

on Belknap Street from Tower Avenue to Hammond Avenue;
on Sixth Street from Tower Avenue to Lamborn Avenue, and
on Lamborn Avenue from Third Street to Sixth Street. Claim
was also made that these easements had certain values which
should be considered in the instant case.

Petitioner's brief holds that these grants can have no value

as against the public for rate-making purposes, in that these

grants dedicate the streets to the public and any claim of the

grantee is abrogated when these claims infringe upon the use of

streets for the public good. The brief states further that the

respondent should not be allowed to earn an income upon any
value that may be attached.to these grants, because the fran-
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chises of the railway company assume full powers on the part

of the city over its streets and the respondent has in its fran-

chises acquiesced in this assumption.

It does not seem clear to the Commission that these lands

granted for right of way purposes should be considered in es-

tablishing a fair value of respondent's plant and business as a

basis for rates. The facts at the present time seem to indicate

that to allow a return on any value which may be placed upon
these grants would hardly be fair.

§ 1135. Wisconsin Commission—Water services in purchase

case.

Re Purchase Oshkosh Water Works Plant* involves

the valuation of a water plant by the Wisconsin Railroad

Commission for purposes of municipal purchase. It was

found that services had been made for the most part at the

expense of the consumers. The Commission accordingly

excluded the cost of services in determining the fair value

of the property. The Commission says (at page 656)

:

The testimony shows that all expenses arising from this

source were charged to a service account which the company

carried; that consumers were charged a fixed amount, when con-

nected up, to cover these expenses; that these amounts were

credited to the foregoing account; and that any deficit at the

end of the fiscal year was charged to operating expenses. This

was practically confirmed by Mr. Hinman, Mr. Maxcy's assist-

ant, who stated that during his connection with the plant, with

the exception of one year, service pipes were laid at the expense

of the property owners. During the year he had in mind he be-

lieved that some were laid at the expense of the company to

promote business. For these reasons no allowance may justly

be made for services.

As shown above in § 1119, the Commission, supported

by the Supreme Court of the state, holds that inasmuch

« 12 W. R. C. R. 602, September 27, 1913.
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as water services are in general paid for by the consumer

and inasmuch as the cost of such services is not necessarily

a part of the cost of reproductimi to the compom/g such

cost need not be included in a valuation for purchase

purposes.



CHAPTER IX

Property Constructed Out of Surplus

§ 1140. Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Commission^—Haverhill

gas rate case.

1141. Massachusetts Supreme Court—Fall River capitalization case.

1142. New Hampshire Commission—Railroad rate report.

§ 1140. Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Commission

—

Haverhill gas rate case.

In Re Haverhill Petitions, decided December 31, 1912,

involves a complaint as to price of gas sold by the Haverhill

Gas Light Company. The decision in this case of the Mas-
sachusetts Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners

hinged almost entirely on the treatment of improvements

constructed out of surplus earnings. The decision follows

the rule previously laid down (see above, §, 200) that, while

recognizing the legal title of stockholders to property

constructed out of surplus, the fact that a portion of the

property has been so coiistructed must nevertheless be

given dme weight in fixing the fair rate of return. In view

of the very large portion of the existing plant that had been

constructed out of surplus, the Board seems to hold that

a return upon the total investment of less than 6 per cent

is not unfair. The Board reduces the price charged from

85 cents to 80 cents a thousand cubic feet. The following

is from the decision of the Board (at pages 342-343) :

^

This review of the acts of the le^slature indicates an early

recognition of the business as a virtual monopoly, and imposes

upon it a considerable measure of restraint, supervision and

regulation. The legislative purpose to prevent the issue of

» 15 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 324, December 31, 1912.

[997]
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stock for anything besides cash, or, in the earlier years, prop-

erty actually contributed by the stockholders, is plain. The

prohibition of stock dividends and the provisions for the sale of

additional stock at auction, or its distribution to the stock-

holders at its market value, or, as now, at a price not so low as

to be inconsistent with the public interest, are also indications

of an early and consistently maintained purpose to'prevent sur-

pluses accumulated out of earnings becoming the basis, directly

or indirectly, for the issue of stock.

On the other hand, it is equally to be noted that no specific

limitation has ever been placed upon rates or dividends with a

view possibly of rewarding zeal in the skillful and intelligent

conduct of the business, and imposing upon the directors, sub-

ject to the check of public opinion, a consideration of the wel-

fare of the shareholders and the equities of consumers in the

surplus to which they had contributed. As market value is in-

fluenced by the rate of dividends declared, the requirement that

additional stock shall be issued at a premium seems also an

acknowledgment that dividends may be paid on the par of the

stock at a rate in excess of the return ordinarily required by in-

vestors for the use of their money. The fact that this last fea-

ture of the law has been preserved long after an express author-

ity was granted to this Board to reduce the price of gas is

significant, too, of a legislative view that these two methods of

regulation are not inconsistent. This body of legislation is

plainly designed to allow no capital stock to be issued save for

physical property necessary for proper corporate purposes, to

keep the authorized increase of capital stock as low as market

and other conditions warrant, to compel publicity of corporate

affairs, and, on the other hand, to secure the community from
the wasteful effects of competition by the exclusion of others

from the territory already adequately and eflSciently supplied,

and to provide, upon complaint, a compulsory reduction in

price, and so to create a status favorable to low rates and ade-

quate service. There is nothing in this legislative policy which
violates or countenances the violation of the company's con-

stitutional right to "a fair return upon the value of that which
it employs for the public convenience."
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In deciding a complaint as to price, the Board is bound to

consider all the facts whichmay seem to have a bearing upon the

company's affairs and the way in which it performs its public

duty,, but the Board is not, in its judgment, in the consideration

of a proper return, required to exclude any property of the com-
pany necessary for the welfare of the public and actually used

therefor, although it may have been provided by the invest-

ment therein of surplus earnings accumulated in past years;

nor is it required, in order to escape the charge of confiscation,

to ignore the company's history, the limitations, legal or other-

wise, under which its property has been acquired, or, in effect,

to capitalize that property upon the same basis as if it had
reached its present status under different conditions.

In view pf the fact that this company has borrowed its pres-

ent floating debt at an average rate not exceeding 4J/^ per cent,

and stocks of successful gas compames in this state are con-

tinually traded in on nearly as favorable basis, the Bo^rd is

clearly of the opinion that the allowance of a return upon the

total investment of less than 6 per cent is not subject to the

charge of confiscation.

§ 1141. Massachusetts Supreme Court—Fall River capitali-

zation case.

Fall River Gas Works Company v. Board of Gas and
Electric Light Commissioners ^ is an appeal from a de-

cision of the Massachusetts State Board of Gas and

Electric Light Conmiissioners refusing to permit the com-

pany to issue certain new stock. The company hiad paid

regular dividends at the rate of 10 per cent prior to June 30,

1908, and 12 per cent dividends thereafter. In addition

it had declared an extra dividend of 20 per cent in July,

1907, and an extra dividend of 15 per cent in December,

1910. The company asked for the issue of 1150 shares of

additional capital stock having a par value of $100 each at

a price of $225 a share. The issue therefore would reaUze

$258,750. This amount was to be used in the payment of

2 214 Mass. 529, 102 N. E. 475, May 23, 1913.
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the company's obligations already incurred for coostruc-

tion and for future additions to plant. Prior obligations

incurred for construction were within about $40,000 of

the amount paid by the company in the extra dividends

above described. The Board states that "the conclusion

seems irresistible that but for the declaration and payment

of these extra dividends these notes would not now exist."

The Board argued that the proposed proceeding was in

the nature of a stock dividend, which was prohibited by

law, and that in any event it was contrary to the public

interest and a clear violation of the spirit if not of the letter

of the law. The Board said (at page 477)

:

The case ttirns upon the true construction of this statute.

The contentions of the petitioner are (1) "that the board has

no general jurisdiction to refuse to approve an issue of capital

stock merely upon the general ground that in its opinion such

issue is 'contrary to the public interest,'" or (2) upon the spe-

cific ground "that the company could secure or could have se-

cured from earnings the funds sought to be thereby raised,"

and still further (3) that "the issue of additioiial capital stock

as proposed for its fair market value in cash to secure funds to

pay for additions to plant which might have been paid for by
earnings, which earnings were used in part for extra dividends

to stockholders, is not a . . . stock dividend and is not

contrary either to the letter or to the spirit and policy of the

statutory prohibition of stock dividends."

The court reversed the findings of the Board, holding

that the company had the right to capitalize the cost of all

additions to plant regardless of the condition of the com-
pany's earnings or surplus. Judge Hammond in deliver-

ing the opinion of the court says (at pages 479-480)

:

But in acting upon an application the Board is engaged in the
performance of a quasi judicial function, and should be moved
only by considerations logical to the issue and not inconsistent
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with the rights of parties. It is not to be assumed that in vest-

ing the Board with the decision of the general question the

legislature intended that the usual principles upon which stock

could be properly issued were to be changed. The general ques-

tion as to the necessity of the issue for the purposes for which

it was lawfully authorized was the same and should be decided

upon the same eonsideratirais, whether decided in the first case

by the corporation itself (and, if need be, by the court after-

ward), or by the Board. There is no change in the question nor

of the principles upon which it is to be decided. The only change

is in the party deciding it.

By what principles is the Board to be guided in performing

this function? It is not compelled to take for granted that the

facts stated in the application are true. It may investigate and

find the facts for itself.

It is the duty of a public service corporation to have its plant

large enough to perform the service for which it was established,

and it has a corresponding right to have such plant fairly cap-

italized. It is its duty to keep up the plant, whether by repairs

or otherwise, out of its earnings, and this duty is superior to

its right to distribute its earnings in dividends. If the time

comes when the plant of the corporation is insufficient for the

performance of its corporate duties to the public, then it is sub-

ject to the same duty, and is invested with the same right with

reference to the additional plant as in the case of the original

plant—^the duty to increase the plant and the right to capital-

ize fairly the value of that increase.

When the corporation has performed all its duties, and by

its fortunate situation, good management, or any lawful con-

duct has remaining a surplus of earnmgs, it has the right to

distribute this surplus among its stockholders in dividends.

As between the public and the corporation the earnings belong

to the corporation. In performing its full duty to the public

and others it has done what it was chartered to do, and is en-

titled to the profits of the business for which it was chartered.

If there be any reserved power in the charter whereby the

profits can be reduced or the charter revoked, of course that

power may be invoked if it appear that the charter is too fa-
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vorable to the corporation. And in the 'case of a gas company

the profits may be reduced by an order lowering the price of

gas, if such order seems just and reasonable. R. L., ch. 121,

sec. 34. The relations between a public service corporation

and the public to serve whom it is chartered' are not that of a

partnership, but rather that of independent contracting par-

ties. The public may demand proper service and with 'that

demand the corporation must comply. The company may
demand fair compensation for this service and with that de-

mand the public should comply. The corporation can have no

share in the benefit to the public, nor can the public have any

share in the net profits available for dividends.

Upon the question whether there shall be an issue of addi-

tional stock to meet liabilities incurred in increasing the effi-

ciency or value of the plant, the amount of undivided profits

on hand at the time the liabilities were incurred or the expendi-

tures made which thereafterward and before the application to

the Board have been lawfully distributed as dividends is en-

turely immaterial. We see nothing to take this case out of the

general rule.

Nor is this proposed increase a violation of the statutory

provision against the issue of a stock dividend. It certainly is

not in form such an issue. Nor is it in substance. The sum
raised goes to increase the value of the plant, for the purposes

of the business for which the petitioner was incorporated; and
that is none the less true even if these expenses could have been
paid by the funds since lawfully distributed as dividends.

§ 1142. New Hampshire Commission—Railroad rate report.

The New Hampshire Public Service Commission in its

report on an investigation of railroad rates ' discusses the
treatment in determining fair value for rate purposes of

additions and betterments made out of earnings, and
seems to conclude that where dividends of reasonable
amount have been regularly paid, and in addition thereto

« Report on an Investigation of Railroad Rates by the Public Service
Commission of New Hampshire, November 30, 1912, 377 pages.
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improvements have been made out of earnings, the cost

of such improvements should not be included in the fair

value. The Commission says (at pages 340-341)

:

As set forth in the foregoing history of the various roads,

additions and betterments upon many roads have been made
from time to time out of earnings, and in many instances un-

doubtedly such additions have been sufficient to make good

any deficiency caused by the issuance of stock at less than par.

When such improvements out of earnings have been made pos-

sible by refraining from declaring dividends to the amount of a

fair return upon the investments before made, it is difficult to

perceive why they should not be treated for rate purpbses in all

respects as capital originally invested. This has been ques-

tioned by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the sug-

gestion has been made, as will be hereinafter noted, that such

investments should be entitled to a return only when the same

can be earned without increasing rates. Perhaps a fairer rule

would be, that they should be entitled to a return only when
such return can be made without increasing rates, unless they

are such improvements as it was the duty of the railroad to

make as being reasonably necessary for the accommodation of

the public, in which case they should be treated in all respects

like new capital.

But where dividends of reasonable amount have been regu-

larly paid, and in addition thereto improvements have been

made out of earnings, a different question is presented. In

such case the additions have been made possible, not by the

action of the stockholders in refraining from receiving a reason-

able return upon their investments, but by the action of the

road in collecting more than a reasonable return from the public.

The public, in rates paid, has kept good the original invest-

ment and has paid a reasonable return and has besides made
the additions. Should the public now be held to pay a return

upon those additions which it has paid for?

The Commission then quotes the discussion of this sub-

ject by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the East-
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ern Advanced Rate Case and in the Western Advanced

Rate Case,* and concludes as follows (at page 345)

:

It should be remembered that this discussion by the Inter-

state Commerce Conmiission applied in the absence of any such

statutes as have resulted in the existing situation in New
Hampshire. The suggestions made apply then with peculiar

force where the additions and betterments have been made,

as in the case of the Concord road, in addition to the payment

for the most part of the full dividends allowed by law, and when
such improvements have been permitted to be capitalized under

an express statutory contract that the rates should, not be

thereafter raised.

« See above, §204.
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§ 1160. Unused exchange building held pending sale.

San Jos^ V. The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany 1 involves the valuation of a telephone plant for rate

purposes by the California Railroad Commission. The
company claimed the right to earn on the value of an un-

used exchange building imtil such time as it was able to sell

the building. This claim was disallowed. Commissioner

Eshleman says (at pages 377-378)

:

> 3 Cal. R. C. R. — 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 370, October 9, 1913,

[1005]

California Railroad ^Commission.
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The Company, as heretofore pointed out, places a value of

$26,892 on its old exchange building which is now no longer in

use. Counsel for defendant says that this building is admittedly

non-operative property, but that it has not been able to dis-

pose of it at a reasonable figure up to the present time. It is

urged that inasmuch as the company expects to sell this build-

ing at the earliest opportunity it should be allowed to earn on

the money invested therein and failure to permit such earning

will in effect penalize the company for its willingness to enlarge

its plant so as to provide facilities for serving the public ade-

quately. I do not believe there is much force in this argument.

While I do not question the good faith of the company's state-

ment that it intends to sell this property as soon as possible,

yet the Commission can not admit that non-operative prpperty

adds to the value of the property devoted to the public use.

Such an admission would make all kinds of abuses possible,

and I do not believe either the law or equity requires an allow-

ance for such an item and shall eliminate it from further con-

sideration.

§ 1151- Little-used generating station—New York Commis-
sion, First District.

In Re Rates for Gas in Thirty-first Ward of Brooklyn ^

the New York PubUc Service Commission for the First

District considers the valuation of an old and httle-used

plant. Commissioner Maltbie in delivering the opinion

of the Commission says (at pages 341-342)

:

Old Works—The Brooklyn Borough Gas Company owns two
generating stations. One is old and little used, and the com-
pany intends to dismantle it, sell the land and use the new plant

as the sole generating station. This new plant is modern, fur-

nishes gas for the whole area of supply, contains room for addi-
tional plant as consumption increases, and was constructed to
take the place of the old plant. The old plant should have been
withdrawn from capital account at the time of such substitu-

» 4 P. S. C. 1st D. (N. Y. ) 328, July 8, 1913.
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tion, and its cost less receipts from the sale of land and struc-

tures charged against the depreciation fund. But this was not

done, and we must consider what allowance should now be

made for this old plant.

No use whatever is being made of the engines, furnaces,

boilers, water-gas sets, purification apparatus, miscellaneous

power-plant equipment and accessory equipment. The com-
pany's engineer estimates that 70 per cent of the works and
station structures are being used advantageously. Mr. Hine
says 50 per cent, as they are not used for the purposes for which

they were constructed. The engineers agree as to the extent of

the partial use to whiqh the other, property is being put.

Taking these facts into consideration, and particularly the

expressed intention of the company to scrap this property at

the earliest possible moment, $20,000 is considered a fair al-

lowance for the value of property (exclusive of land) upon
December 31, 1912, which would serve the company as well as

the old plant and possibly better.

§ 1152. Little-used gas plant purchased to avoid competition

—

New York Commission, Second District

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo ' the com-

pany asked the New York Public Service Commission for

the Second District to fix a rate for gas supplied to the

city of Buffalo. The case does not involve the rates

charged to general consumers. The cost of manufacture

of gas per thousand cubic feet was increased owing to the

competition of a natural gas company. This competition

reduced the output of manufactured gas and consequently

increased the per unit cost over what it might normally be

in a city of the size of Buffalo. The Commission fixed

a 90-cent rate for gas furnished to the municipahty. The
company was charging $1.00, per thousand cubic feet to

private consumers.

The company claimed $558,000 for a plant that had

'3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553, 23 A. T. &.T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4,

1913.
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been acquired by the company to avoid competition. The

plant was admittedly of Uttle use and was included by the

Commissicm in fair value at $150,000. Chairman Stevens

discusses this subject as follows (at pages 628-631)

:

It is well settled in our judgment that no allowance need be

made in a rate-making ease for unnecessary expenditures,

either in construction or in mana^ment. Such would appear

to be the view of the Supreme Court in Reagan v. Farmers

Loan and Trust Company (154 U. S. 362), Stanislaus Comity

V. San Joaquin, etc. (192 U. S. 201), San Diego Water Company
V. San Diego (118 Cal. 556), and other cases unnecessary to

cite.

Some general considerations as to whether the company

should be allowed a return upon the full reproduction cost of

this property are as follows:

At the time of the pur-chase in 1898 it is clear that those

representing the Buffalo Gas Company did not consider the

Peoples plant necessary to their gas making and distributing

operations. They had at that time two or three generating

plants of their own, and of sufficient gas making capacity, as

shown by the fact that they have demolished the generating

plants of the Mutual and Citizens eompsiBaes. In defending

thmr purchase before the courts there Is no statement by any
affiant that the plant was needed in their buaness. Their

holder capacity was sufficient without the storage holder at

the Peoples plant, as is shown by the fact that two of the

holders at Elk Street have been and are entirely disused and
the holder of the Citizens plant has been torn down. It is true

that these holders are differently located with reference to gas

consumption than that at Bradley Street, but there is no evi-

dence in the case which shows that the holder at Forest Avenue
is not entirely sufficient in capacity to supply the part of the

city which is served by it; and the witnesses for the company
admit that it is bad engineering practice to have the two holders

so near together, constituting, as they do, over one-half of the

entire holder capacity of the company.

The buildings and generating plants are entirely out of pro-
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portion to the use which has ever been made of them by the

company. The statistics as to production show that the use' in

generating water gas is extremely small as compared with the

total output; and for one period of over a year no water gas

whatever was generated at this plant. There can be in my
judgment no justification of the expenditure of over half -a mil-

lion dollars for the purposes which are served by the Peoples

plant.

It is urged that the company was required to purchase this

plant in self-protection, and therefore that it should be allowed

at least the fair value of the plant. This brings us directly to

the question whether, when cut-throat competition is threat-

ened to a company, it has a right to protect itself against such

competition and charge the expense of such protection up to

the public. If such competition continued, the stockholders of

the company would suffer loss by a reduction in their dividends,

owing either to less sales or smaller prices, or both. It was to

protect their hoped-for dividends and the value of their prop-

erty that induced the directors of the Buffalo Gas Company to

purchase the Peoples plant property and issue securities there-

for to the amount of oVer $2,250,000. If it be held that the

public must bear the burden, then it necessarily follows that the

public is an insurer of the company against all loss whatsoever,

and that the company is entitled to a return upon its property

of a reasonable amount however and for what purpose acquired,

and that the public must pay it, irrespective of any other con-

sideration. If it be held that the plant was bought merely for

the purpose of protection of dividends and the public is charged

with the payment of the cost, then the principle clearly is that

the people of Buffalo, without any opportunity to protect them-

selves, without having had any opportunity to prevent the con-

struction of the Addicks plant, must bear the burden of its

construction, and not reap the benefits of the lower price of gas

to them which would follow from an active competition. In

other words, in order to keep up the price of gas and thereby

maintain its dividends the existing company had the right to

buy up the competitor which was offering a lower price, and

then charge the cost of the purchase to the public, and thus in-

64
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crease the price which it would be compelled to pay for gas.

The amount for which the company seeks to have credit in

this ease is $558,670. This makes a difference in the rate of 5J^

cents per thousand cubic /eet upon the basis of the present con-

sumption; so that practically the question is, shall the public

pay 5 cents a thousand cubic feet more for its gas than it other-

wise would if the gas company had not thought fit to buy

out Addicks and his plant for the purpose of protecting itself

against the effects of competition.

It is clear that the public should be required to pay a return

only upon a plant which is suited and adapted to its needs, with

of course a reasonable allowance for future expansion and

growth, which is just as important for the public as it is for the

company; and if a given plant is not suited and adapted to the

needs of the public which it serves, but is more extensive in

capacity than is reasonably required for such needs and rea-

sonable development in the future, or if it has been extrava-

gantly constructed, then clearly, and upon the plainest princi-

ples of equity and justice, the company should not be entitled

to a return beyond that which would be demanded upon a plant

properly located, economically constructed and suited in ca-

pacity to the needs for which it is designed.

§ 1153. Unused land—New York Commission, Second Dis-

trict.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo ^ the com-
pany asked the New York Public Service Commission for

the Second District to fix a rate for gas supplied to the city

of Buffalo. In this case Chairman Stevens discusses the

question of unused land as follows (at pages 578-579)

:

All of the land at the Genesee Street plant should be treated

as in the public service. The contention of the city that a cer-

tain parcel next to the canal is not in the public service should
not be allowed. It is not in fact used at this moment, but it is

* 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553, 23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4,

1913.
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directly adjacent to the generating plant of the company, and
with any growth in the business would undoubtedly be needed;

and justice and fair dealing do not allow for a moment the

quantity of land to be scaled down to the lowest point possible

under present circumstances. The company is fairly entitled

to a reserve of land of this character at this location. . . .

At East Ferry Street there are 5J^ acres of land. The only

use it has in the public service is that of a holder station; 5J^
acres for this purpose is not shown by any evidence in the case

to be warranted. As a matter of fact, but a portion of this land

is used for that purpose; and there is no evidence showing that

more will be required for public use within a reasonable time

in the future or in fact at any time. An allowance of one-half

of this land as being in the public service is liberal to the com-

pany.

At Forest Avenue there are two parcels of land separated by

the tracks of the New York Central railroad. The smaller tract

is rented for and used as a coal yard and has no connection

whatever with the public service. A considerable portion of

the larger tract next to the water is not in fact used in the

public service at the present time. The holder and engine-,

house are situated at one end of the lot, and some small cheap

buildings at the other end which are not used for gas purposes.

Owing to connection with the street, location of piping, etc.,

it is believed that it may not be unreasonable to treat the whole

tract as being in the public service.

Auxiliary and Emergency Plant

§ 1154. California Commission—Emergency electricity supply.

Solari v. Tuolumne County Electric Power and Light

Company '' involves the valuation of an electric plant for

rate purposes by the California Railroad Commission.

The company claimed that the Stanislaus River line was

used as an emergency source of supply, but the Commis-

sion held that the possibility of its use was too remote

6 3 Cal. R. C. R. —, 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1045, July 29, 1913, Cali-

fornia Railroad Commissioa.
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to justify its continued inclusion in capital account. The
Commission therefore excluded the item from the valua-

tion, but permitted an annual operating charge sufficient to

amortize the value of the line within a period of ten years.

The Commission says (at pages 1051-1052)

:

As has hereinbefore been stated, the Stanislaus River line

has not been used by defendant since it began to receive its

electric energy from the Sierra and San Francisco Power Com-
pany. The testimony shows that while defendant maintains

this line as an emergency source of supply, it will not have to

rely on the line unless both the hydroelectric operations of the

Sierra and San Francisco Power Company above Sonora and
its steam plant in San Francisco should become unavailable

at the same time. These two conditions have not as yet oc-

curred and the possibility of their doing so seems entirely too

remote to justify the continued inclusion of this line in capital

account on which the defendant may justly claim to be entitled

to a fair and reasonable return. It seems fair, however, to

permit the defendant during each of the ensuing ten years to

collect rates high enough to permit it to charge off such sum
on its books that by the end of the ten years the principal so

charged gfl, together with the interest, shall have amounted to

the entire value of the line at the present time. I believe that

it will be very liberal on the part of rate-fixing authorities to

permit this to be done.

§ 1166. New Hampshire Commission—^Auxiliary steam plant.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the Berlin Electric Light Company ® the New
Hampshire Public Service Commission bases its determi-

nation chiefly on the fair value of the property for rate

purposes. The Commission considered the question of

what allowance should be made for an auxiliary steam
plant, which plant had not; been in use for some time, and

' 3 N. H. p. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 781, August 30, 1913.
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the future use of which was uncertain. The Commission
says (at page 204)

:

This plant is not now in use, and can not be used without ex-

pensive repairs. There is some difference of opinion between
the engineers as to the desirability of establishing a steam

auxiliary plant. It appears that the Cascade company has an
arrangement with the Burgess Sulphite Fiber Company for

break-down service. If this is continued, the steam auxiliary

plant will probably never be restored to service, and will be of

much less value than is indicated by either its reproduction cost

or its reproduction-cost-less-accrued-depreciation.

Mr. Woolfolke testified that in his opinion as an insurance

against failure of current it was desirable for the company to

own a steam auxiliary plant. We feel, however, that the fact

that this plant has not been in use for some years, and that its

future use is uncertain, is to be duly considered in coming to our

final conclusion as to value in this case.

Determination of Adequate Investment in Plant

§ 1156. Arizona Commission.

Municipal League of Phoenix v. Pacific Gas and Electric

Company ' involves the valuation of a gas and electric

plant for rate purposes by the Arizona Corporation Com-
mission. The Commission refused to make a deduction

on account of the claimed excessive investment in plant.

The Commission says (at page 722)

:

It is found that the company has anticipated the growth of

its gas business by the installation of equipment of greater

capacity than is at present required, but in our opinion, and

considering the facts presented, it should not be penalized for

so doing by reducing the value of its existing plant to the value

of a plant adequate for its present needs.

' 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 699, June 23, 1913, Arizona Corporation

Commission.
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§ 1157. Canadian Board of Railway Commissioners—Mon-
treal telephone rate case.

In the Matter of the Application of the City of Montreal

for a reduction in the rates of the Bell Telephone Company,

decided October 28, 1912,* the city claimed that there

should be a deduction from book value on account of idle

plant. It is stated that the Montreal plant was designed

for 50,000 subscriber telephone stations while there were at

present but ^,603 such stations. The Board of Railway

Commissioners of Canada, however, refused to approve a

reduction of this kind. Commissioner McLean in stating

the opinion of the Commission says (at pages 105-107):

There is no question that preparation for future needs is one

of the incidents of the proper management of a public utility

corporation. If it is to allow demands for service to pile up and

then make an expansion only after the urgency is sufficiently

great, the public will be subjected to the disadvantage of delay

in obtaining service, and at the same time the piecemeal method
of construction this will necessitate will undoubtedly add to

the cost of the plant. A comprehensive system of preparation

for future needs must be followed if there is to be proper ex-

pansion. Undoubtedly this will normally lessen the cost of

construction to the company. It is also of advantage to the

public using telephone service because it gives a decreased basis

on which earnings are to be obtained. Telephone rates must,

within certain areas at least, be average rates. A common rate

covers in a certain class, not only a large user of service, but

also a smaller user of service, and if the company can expand

the area of its service while at the same time economizing in

its capital costs it is to the interest, in the long run, of the tele-

phone users.

It is stated that this idle plant is used up in four years and
that the telephone users should be debited at any particular

moment with only two years' cost of this idle plant. But this

« 13 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 93, October 28, 1912, Canada Board of

Railway Commissioners.
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is conjecture. The so-called idle plant may be used up in much
less time and so but little assistance in arriving at a decision

is rendered by this computation.

Again, even admitting that for some considerable period of

time there is plant not actively in use, it does not necessarily

follow that it is fair to deduct this from the plant value. A
railway may add largely to its box-car equipment in order to

handle grain. The grain may be rushed forward and then a

considerable portion of this equipment may be idle during the

balance of the year. Again a large addition may be made to

such equipment in expectation of large harvests and then

through untoward natural conditions there may be short har-

vests, and consequent surplus of rolling stock. Should the rail-

way receive no credit for this surplus, or should the credit be

worked out simply as an average? As a matter of fact, in rail-

way transportation, and also in telephone service, readiness to

serve is an important factor, and this readiness to serve is af-

forded in greater degree to the user of the telephone system

when adequate preparation is made for future expansion. It

may be urged that this readiness to serve is a readiness to serve

prospective, not present, users, and that the cost of it should

therefore not be charged against present ysers. But the pros-

pective user is constantly becoming a present user. Further,

one should not think of the situation as being simply concerned

with the new subscriber who has a telephone installed. There

is also the advantage to the one who already has a telephone

installed and the value of whose facility is increased by the ad-

ditional new subscriber with whom he may now communicate.

The~ value of the service is a most importiant factor. With

every addition to the telephone network the range of the facil-

ity is widened for the one already using the telephone, and con-

sequently he is constantly sharing in the progressive utiliza-

tion of the so-called idle plant—plant which, if properly handled,

is simply a proper provision for legitimate expansion.

§ 1158. Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Commission—

Haverhill gas rate case.

In Re Haverhill Petitions, decided December 31, 1912,
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involving the rates of charge pf the Haverhill Gas Light

Company, the valuation of the company's property sub-

mitted in behalf of the city was only about one-half that

claimed by the company. The city's estimate was based

on a relocation of the plant and the construction of a

plant having a smaller generating capacity. The Board of

Gas and Electric Light Commissioners apparently rejects

both of these propositions. The following is from the

decision of the Board (at pages 333-334) :
^

The valuation submitted in behalf of the city was $464,741,

in which is included an item of $26,306 for engineering, inter-

est, etc. It was based on what a purchaser, wishing to do the

business and having the right to do it without competition,

would pay for the property rather than build a new plant. In

consequence, certain items in the company's schedule of its

property do not appear in the city's valuation at all. The land

valuation is not of the land actually owned and occupied by the

company, but the probable cost of land suitable in size and

location for a gas works, but away from the heart of the city.

The valuation is also made as of June 30, 1911, when the re-

construction and extension of the plant had been substantially

completed. To this valuation was added the sum of $20,000

for working capital, but a deduction of $36,172 was also made
from the figures otherwise arrived at because of the claim that

the company's generators and holders exceed present needs.

This makes the final figures submitted in behalf of the city

$448,569. ...
The valuation made for the city seems to have been affected

by an opinion that the works are poorly located for that devel-

opment which the future may require, and to allow less than

the otherwise fair value of the present generating plant because

it is too large for the present needs. The reasons given, however,

for continuing to use the present site show clearly that no change
of location can advisedly be made until long after the time to

which rates now made will apply. The Board can not, in the

9 15 A. T. & T. Co.' Com. L. 324, December 31, 1912.
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general interest of consumers, discourage the reasonably liberal

provision for the future which this company seems to have

made, neither can it concede the company's claim that fran-

chise or going-concern value should form a part of that property

on which a reasonable return should be based.

§ 1169. Nebraska Commission—Lincoln telephone rate case.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company for authority to increase rates " involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the

Nebraska State Railway Commission. The Commission

holds that a normal amount of excess capacity is necessary

in a well-managed plant, and that such excess capacity

is essential to a low average cost of production. The Com-
mission says (at page 145)

:

Investigation of the affairs of many of the telephone com-

panies in cities above 20,000 population demonstrates clearly

that every prudently projected plant has more or less idle plant

intended for future development, and it is necessary, in order

to be able to efficiently serve the public and meet promptly in-

creases in the demands that this should be so. There are, of

course, limits within which such advance construction will be

reasonable, and when it is reasonable, there can be no question

but that the corporation is entitled to consider it as part of the

plant upon which it shall be entitled to make earnings. A sec-

tion of the community which decides to take the service of the

company, say to the extent of eighty subscribers, would be very

foolish to insist that the company should only lay a cable of

sufficient capacity to serve that eighty, and then within a few

months, when ten or twenty additional subscribers appear, that

the company should be required to practically do the same work

over in laying the further extensions for another twenty sub-

scribers. To add a cable of the exact capacity would be fool-

ishly taxing themselves for extra costs which,, when projecting

'" 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, Nebraska State Railway

Commissioa.
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plant beyond the actual present needs within reason, will result

in much lower costs on the average, and tax the users during

the interim for only a slight additional amount of temporarily

idle plant.

§ 1160. Nevada Commission—Cost of unnecessarily large

plant disallowed.

The case of City of Ely v. Ely Light and Power Com-
pany i^ involves the valuation of an electric plant for rate

purposes. The value of the plant in this case was found

to be about $57,000. The company had constructed a new
plant at a cost of more than $160,000, on the expectation

that the city would grow rapidly. This expectation had

not been realized and the new plant was not in use. The
Commission held that it would be unjust to require the

people of a small city like Ely to pay in their electric-light

charges for the mistake of the company in building an

unnecessarily large and expensive plant. The Commission

says (at pages 586-588)

:

It is argued very strongly by respondent's counsel that the

value of the new plant should be considered in determining the

actual value of the property used in rendering the service. It

is claimed that this should be done for the reason that the new
plant has on one or two occasions been used to render the serv-

ice while the old plant was being repaired. The claim is based

upon the fact that in some cases courts or commissions have
held that all property should be taken into account that is

"used" or "useful." This claim, in our judgment, is very much
too broad. As we view it, the proper rule is that everything

"used" and "reasonably necessary to be used" should be con-

sidered. The manager of the respondent company frankly

admitted in his testimony that the construction of the new
plant was a mistake on the part of the company; that it was
built upon the theory that Ely would speedily develop into

" 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 578, June 7, 1913, Nevada PubUc Service
Commission.
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another Butte, and that such^lant would be necessary to fur-

nish adequate service. But, while Ely is ^ good town for its

size, it has not developed into a Butte, nor does there appear to

be any immediate prospect of its doing so, although, as to that,

no one can speak with certainty. . . .

Clearly, it would be unjust to require the people of a small

city like Ely to pay in their electric-light charges for the mis-

take of the company in building an unnecessarily large and ex-

pensive plant.

The company's manager also admitted that the new plant,

by reason of its great size, could not be used to serve Ely with

electric light and power except at a loss. , Therefore we are un-

able to see why the Commission should give any consideration

whatever to either the cost or reproduction value of the new
plant. While it has been used to serve the people of Ely with

light and power, the period of such service has been very brief,

and it has only been done in cases of emergency when the old

plant was temporarily out of ordeir. Hence, we must reject the

view urged by respondent's counsel that the new plant having

been "used" and being "useful," its value should be considered

as a part of the company's investment, for the purposes of this

case. ...
It is claimed that the respondent company should be allowed

for excess of power which is necessary to meet sudden and ex-

treme demands. Our answer is that such allowance is already

being made. The actual power of the plant is about 250 kilo-

watts after allowing 25 per cent for overload capacity, while

the maximum demand thus far has been only about 109 kilo-

watts. It seems to the Commission that this is all the excess of

power or capacity that the people should be called upon to pay

for in order to receive fair and adequate service.

§ 1161. New York Commission, First District—Required

future expenditures.

In estimating the fair value upon which the fair return

shall be based for rate purposes, the New York Public

Service Commission for the First District has in certain

cases added an allowance for additional plant essential
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to improve the service. It, has, however, disallowed

estimated expenditures for future repairs and replacements

and for extensions and additions for future consumption.

This matter is discilssed in the opinion of Commissioner

Maltbie in the Queens Borough case: ^^

The representatives of the Queens Borough Company have

filed a statement of the requirements of the company in the way
of improvements and betterments for the immediate future,

amounting to $174,600, of which $87,000 relates to electricity

supply; $79,100 to gas, and $8,500 to general property. These

expenditures may be divided into three groups: (1) repairs and

replacements, (2) extensions and additions for future consump-

tion, and (3) additional plant to improve service.

The company is not entitled to capitalize or to earn a fair re-

turn upon the first group, for all repairs, renewals and replace-

ments should be charged to earnings.

The second group should also be omitted, for the additional

consumption which these additions are to supply should, and
doubtless will, provide a fair return upon new investment.

When a plant has once been started and is earning a fair re-

turn, additional consumption ordinarily earns not only a fair

return upon the cost of plant to supply such consumption but

an additional profit upon the preexisting plant. The cost of

producing a larger output is ordinarily less per unit>. other

things being equal. There are exceptions, but nothing has been

produced to show that the general rule does not apply to this

case.

Furthermore, it is not reasonable to require consumers to pay
higher rates than they otherwise would be required to pay in

order that these higher rates may provide funds from which to

construct additional plant, which becomes the property of the

company. Such plant and property is ordinarily paid for out

of capital, but whether this course is followed or the stock-

holders voluntarily relinquish a share of their dividends in order

to increase the value of their property, has no relation to this

" 2 P. S. C. Ist D. (N. Y.) 544, 575-576.
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case. Suffice it to say that tfie consumer sfiould not be required

to pay fiigher rates and thereby make a donation to the com-
pany or to its stockholders. The company has not suggested

that if such contributions be made, stock, bonds, notes or other

liabilities will be issued to those who provide the funds. (Upon
this subject, see opinion by Commissioner Prouty in the Rail-

road Rate Cases, 20 I. C. C. Rep. 265-8, and the decisions of

the United States Supreme Court therein cited.)

The third group represents an entirely different class of ex-

penditures. At the present moment, the company does not

have sufficient gas and electric plant to afford proper service.

The electric plant must occasionally be run beyond rated ca-

pacity, and additional equipment is necessary to prevent failure

of service in an emergency. The gas plant does not have suffi-

cient condensing and purifjdng capacity. As the company has

expressed its willingness to provide this additional apparatus,

it seems reasonable that an allowance should be made for such

additions to the plants as will be necessary to handle the busi-

ness during the current year.

§ 1162. Wisconsin Commission—Case of plant that had

reached its capacity.

Superior Commercial Club v. Superior Water, Light

and Power Compaciy ^^ involves the valuation of a water,

light and power plant for rate purposes by the Wisconsin

Railroad Commission. In this case the determination of

fair value of the water and electric plant for rate-making

purposes was complicated by the fact that both these

plants had at the date of valuation reached their econom-

ical capacity. It was apparent that large extensions and

additions would be necessary to adequately handle future

business. In regard to the electric plant the Commission

says (at page 748)

:

It appears that the electric plant has reached a point where

the demand has entirely overtaken the capacity, so that mate-

is 11 W. R. C. R. 704, November 13, 1912.
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rial additions must be made in the not distant future. As it ia

manifestly impossible to take on added capacity in small in-

stallations, the company must anticipate the future demand to

the extent that when the new equipment is added the capacity

of the plant will be suflSciently enlarged to take care of the in-

creasing demand for a considerable period of time.

The Commission states that while it does not appear

equitable to make the present consumers bear the entire

burden of these future additions, it appears proper to make
slight additions to the unit costs. The Commission says

(at pages 749-750)

:

As has been pointed out in former decisions, the invest-

ment in an adequate plant must be taken into consideration,

since . . . what may appear to be reasonable rates when
the investment line has fallen below the business line may
prove to be much lower than sufficient to produce a revenue

which will give a reasonable return upon the investment a year

or a few years later when the investment will have to be mate-

rially increased in order to meet the demands of the business.

City of Beloit v. Beloit W. G. & E. L. Co. 1911, 7 W. R. C. R.
187, 289.

It does not appear equitable, however, to make present con-

sumers bear the entire burden of these future additions. It

appears proper to make slight additions to the unit costs, but
proper allowances must necessarily be made for such addi-

tional business which is anticipated when the extension is

made.
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§ 1170. Definitions of unit cost.

At the request of the receivers of the MetropoUtan
Street Railway Company the court appointed Bion J.

Arnold as a special commissioner to investigate and report

to the court what in his opinion was a "fair and reasonable

sum to represent the capital value " of the street railway

property "for adoption in a contract for new franchises."

In this report Mr. Arnold defines the elements contained

in unit cost prices used in estimating cost of reproduction

as follows (at pages 55-56) :
^

To the quantities found in this inventory there were applied

unit cost prices, thus arriving at the total cost of material and

labor for the items of property covered in the appraisal. The
unit cost prices cover all expense for material, tools and labor

required to furnish each item in place. These unit costs con-

tain such profit as exists in the manufacturer's price for equip-

ment furnished, or in a contractor's price for such parts of the

• Report of Bion J. Arnold, Special Commissioner to the District Court

of the United States, Western Division of Missouri. William C. Hook,

Circuit Judge. Dated February 3, 1913.

[ 1023 ]
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work as naturally would be let to a contractor. In case equip-

ment has been purchased directly from the manufacturer,

whose price included the cost of erection, the only profit in-

cluded in the unit cost is manufacturer's profit. In case of

other parts of the property, the unit cost is intended to repre-

sent the amount for which the company is able to contract for

the work in place. In no case is a general contractor's profit

included in this appraisal, in addition to the profit of the direct

contractor, or the manufacturer being considered a contractor

as the term contractor is used in this paragraph. In the case of

certain divisions of the property specifically mentioned in the

detail following, the contractor's profit has been added as a

part of the overhead percentage, instead of having been in-

cluded in the unit price.

A similar definition of unit cost is contained in the

joint report of Bion J. Arnold and John W. Moyes on

the Toronto Railway Company.
The case of City of Milwaukee 2;.The Milwaukee Electric

Railway and Light Company * involves the valuation of a

street railway for rate purposes. The Wisconsin Commis-

sion issued an order slightly reducing the existing rates of

charge. In discussing the question of overhead charges

the Commission points out that its unit prices already

include certain items sometimes included in the esti-

mates of overhead additions, such as contractor's and sub-

contractor's commissions, hauling, storeroom, transporta-

tion of employees, labor and renewal of tools (page 120).

The Commission says (at pages 107-108)

:

As regards the unit costs used in appraising the inventory, it

is to be noted that these are in most instances five-year-average

prices, designed to include contractors' and subcontractors'

commissions, the enhanced cost of piecemeal as compared with

continuous construction, and the cost of handling material and
labor until both items enter into the actual construction.

2 11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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§ 1171. Method of obtaining manufacturers' quotations criti-

cized—New Hampshire Commission.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the Berlin Electric Light Company ' the New
Hampshire Public Service Commission bases its determi-

nation chiefly on the fair value of the property for rate

purposes. In considering the reproduction cost of tur-

bines and water-wheels the Commission calls attention to a

method of securing quotations for appraisal purposes that

is apt to prove unreliable. The following is from the Com-
mission's decision (at page 203)

:

Sanderson and Porter's figures were based upon a quotation

secured by them from the manufacturer of the water-wheels in

question, offering to supply the wheels, governors and equip-

ment for $18,500 at the factory. This quotation was shown by

a telegram offered in evidence, and upon request the letter in

reply to which the telegram was sent was submitted. In addi-

tion to a description of the machinery said letter contained the

following statement

:

" We are making an appraisal to be used in a hearing before

the New Hampshire Public Service Commission. We are

anxious to secure the cost-of-reproduction-new of the above

equipment. The price we desire is not to be one that would

be submitted in a competitive bidding, but a fair replacement

value."

Assuming the persons addressed to be of ordinary intelli-

gence and ordinarily desirous of pleasing past and possibly fu-

ture customers, we should scarcely expect that the quotation

obtained would be helpful in the forming of an exact judgment

as to the present cost of actually installing the wheels and tur-

bines in question.

Average Price v. Present Price j

§ 1172. Federal Court, 1911—Alabama railroad rate cases.

In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Rail-

» 3 N. H. P. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 781, August 30, 1913.

65
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road Commission of Alabama * the special master in his

report overrules a contention that average prices for a

series of years should have been used. He says (at

page 84)

:

The first objection is that the estimate of the chief engineer

was made in 1907 when the prices were higher than for pre-

vious years and it is insisted that the prices should have been

on the average prices for a series of years. But it appears that

the law contemplates values at the time of the controversy

(Willcox Case, 212 U. S. 19), and the proof shows that prices

have a general tendency to higher levels, and distinctly shows

that the reconstruction would now cost as much as the esti-

mates amount to. Record 365-367.

§ 1173. New Hampshire Commission—Average prices used

for copper wire.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the Berlin Electric Light Company ^ the New
Hampshire Public Service Commission bases its determi-

nation chiefly on the fair value of the property for rate

purposes. The Commission is disposed to attach greater

weight to average price than to present price in the case

of property the price of which is subject to considerable

fluctuation. The Commission says (at pages 196-197)

:

Sloan, Huddle and Company figured the value of copper wire

at the average price for the last five years, making a price per

pound of 15.5 cents, while Sanderson and Porter figured upon
the basis of the present price per pound, which is 19 cents. This

makes a substantial difference in the item allowed for copper

wire. It should be remembered, however, that present prices

were not paid in the construction of these properties. The
original cost of construction and the present cost of reproduc-

tion are both elements to be considered in determining fair

* U. S. Circuit Court,. Middle Diatrict of Alabama, Report of William A.
Qunter, Special Master in Chancery, 1911.

« 3 N. H. P. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 781, August 30, 1913.
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value. The average price for five years is more likely to indi-

cate the original cost than the present price.

We believe that stability of investment is quite as essential

to investors in public utilities as fair value is to the public at

large, and that in transfer cases and rate cases it is in the in-

terest of both the investors and the public not to attach such

weight to the singly element of cost of reproduction as to allow

the temporary fluctuations in prices of material unduly to af-

fect the value of permanent plants. It would seem to be fair,

and consistent with a sound policy, to attach more weight to

average prices of materials over a considerable term than to

prices upon any single particular date. Five years would seem
to be a reasonable term. We shall, accordingly, not change

this item in the tabulation of Sloan, Huddle and Company, but

we shall consider and give due weight to the evidence as to the

present cost of copper wire in making our final conclusion as to

fair value.

§ 1174. New York Commission, Second District—Fluctuations

in price of cast-iron pipe.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo * the com-

pany asked the New York Public Service Commission for

the Second District to fix a rate for gas supplied to the

city of Buffalo. In considering estimates of reproduction

cost of the mains of the company the Commission gives

detailed statistics showing enormous fluctuations in the

price of cast-iron pipe. The cost of such pipe is a very

important item in the estimate of reproduction cost,

and if fair value for rate purposes is made to vary with the

reproduction cost of the mains a reasonable rate of charge

will go up and down from year to year. By taking aver-

age prices for five-year periods fluctuations would be re-

duced. Average cost may be nearer to actual cost, but

it is not reproduction cost. The Commission considers

« Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo, 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553,

23 A.T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4, 1913.
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such violent fluctuations in cost to be a serious objection

to the reproduction naethod. Chairman Stevens dis-

cusses fluctuations in the unit price per ton for pipe as

follows (at pages 600-603)

:

The determination of what unit price per foot for straight pipe

should be adopted is a matter of great difficulty. If we adopt

the theory that reproduction-cost-new is the proper test of

value, the courts have held that the value must be found as of

the time of the valuation, which in this case was the year 1911.

If any other period of time be taken, it is clearly a departure

from the rule. There have been, however, large fluctuations in

the market price of pipe. The price varies greatly from year

to year, and therefore engineers have usually considered that

it is unfair and inequitable to adopt the price of one year, and

generally take an average of years, thus abandoning the re-

production-cost-new at the time of valuation. So far as we

know, this average has been generally confined to five years.

The use of an average, however, is theoretically open to se-

rious objection. It does not give the price at the time of the

valuation; it does not, unless by accident, give the price at any

particular period. An average does not necessarily represent

the cost at any one time, and therefore the use of an average is

merely an effort to approximate what is supposed to be justice

instead of adhering to any logical and consistent rule.

If we adopt the cost to the company as a unit price, that is

consistent and intelligible. If we adopt the price at the time of

the valuation, that is also consistent and intelligible. Either

may or may not work out justice. The moment we take an
average over a series of years, we admit that neither the cost

nor the price at the time of the valuation does justice to both

parties; and therefore by the use of an average we have a direct

recognition of the principle that in fixing values for the purpose

of rate making, justice and equity between the parties should

be considered rather than any hard and fast rule.

When we adopt an average, however, we immediately get

into difficulties. Should the average cover the period during

which the pipe was laid, and this upon the theory of endeavor-
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ing to approximate the actual cost to the company, upon the

assumption that the actual cost can not be otherwise ascer-

tained? If we take a period near the time of valuation, if the

reproduction cost is the value, why should we take the value

five years before the valuation as an element to be considered?

What end of justice is to be subserved by that? It will be in-

teresting to look into the actual figures and see how they work
out. The city, in this case, has given evidence of the actual

cost or market price of water pipe for a period of 19 years end-

ing with the year 1911. The Commission has obtained the

price of such pipe for the year 1912, so as to make a round

period of 20 years. It is proven in the case, and undisputed,

that the price of gas pipe is $1 per ton more than of water pipe,

and therefore by adding $1 to the price testified by the witness

as the price of water pipe, we get the market price of gas pipe

during the period in question. These prices per ton are as

follows:

1894, $20.60; 1895, $18.60; 1896, $20.50; 1897, $18.25; 1898,

$17.50; '1899, $30; 1900, $23.95; 1901, $23.50; 1902, $29.50;

1903, $31;' 1904, $25; 1905, 3-inch pipe $31, 4-inch pipe $27.40,

6-inch pipe $26.40, 24-inch pipe, $25.90; 1908, 3-inch pipe $36,

4-inch pipe $34, 6-inch pipe and upward $30.50; 1907, 3-inch

pipe $41, 4-inch pipe $39, 6-inch pipe sluA upward $31.50; 1908,

$24.50; 1909, $23.30; 1910, 3-inch pipe $27.90, 4-inch pipe

$25.90, 6-inch pipe $24.40; 1911,- $23.40; 1912, $22 to $24.

Dividing the twenty-year period for which the foregoing

figures are given into four periods of five years each, the aver-

age price for the first five years, from 1893 to 1897, both inclu-

sive, was $20.59. For the second five-year period, 1898 to 1902,

both inclusive, the average was $24.89. For the third five-year

period, 1903 to 1907, both inclusive, the average was $31.48;

and for the fourth period, 1908 to 1912, both inclusive, the

average was $24.02. The prices for 1912 have been taken from

quotations contained in The Iron Age.

The practical result of adopting the price prevailing in one

year should be noted. If a rate investigation had been held in

1895, the price per ton would have been $18.60; in 1907 it

would have been $40; in 1908, the next year, it would have been
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$24.50. Such results as these are clearly preposterous and can

not be tolerated. The business of a company and its returns

can not be made dependent upon such fluctuations as these in

the market prices of iron pipe, which depend upon a large num-
ber of variable factors.

So if the average were to be adopted for the five years 1908 to

1912, it would be $24.02. The hearings in this case, however,

were had in the year 1911. If the five years immediately pre-

ceding that year had been adopted, the result would have been

a price of $29.54 per ton, as against practically $24 for the five-

year period ending with 1912. In other words, there would have

been practically 23 per cent greater price allowed, for the pipe

upon the average of the former period over the average of the

latter period. This would make a difference of $165,000 in the

cost of the pipe, and would necessitate upon the calculations

elsewhere given a difference in rate per thousand cubic feet in

the price of gas of $0.0165.

The practical effect of these differences in the case it is well

to consider. Upon the basis of the figures submitted by the

company, there are almost exactly 30,000 tons of cast-iron pipe

in these mains. At the price prevailing in 1897, when the pres-

ent parties in interest took over the property, the pipe would

have been worth $547,500. Ten years later, in 1907, it would
have been worth $1,200,000; a difference of $652,500. This

difference would, upon the basis of a return of 6 per cent, make
a difference with the company in its returns of $39,150 per

annum, and 6J4 cents per thousand cubic feet in the rate. The
following shows the value of the pipe at the average price for

each five-year period

:

1893 to 1897 $617,700

1898 to 1903 746,700

1903 to 1907 ; . . . 944,400

1908 to 1912 720,600

The price per ton which has been adopted by the company in

this investigation is $30 for 3-inch pipe, $25 for 4-inch pipe, and
$24 for all other sizes.
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§ 1202. Contractor's profit—New Hampshire Commission.

1203. Interest during construction—Railway and Canal Commission

of Great Britain.

1204. Promotion—Michigan Commission.

§ 1180. Federal Court—22.2 per cent on inventory-reproduc-

tion-cost.

Montana, Wyoming and Southern Railroad Company
V. Board of Railroad. Commissioners of Montana ^ in-

volves a valuation for rate purposes. The District Court

enjoined the enforcement of a rate fixed by the Montana

Commission. Fair value is apparently based on cost-of-

reproduction-less-depreciation. To the inventory-repro-

duction-cost of the property, except equipment, 10 per

cent was added for contingencies. To the cost as thus

increased 10 per cent was added to cover engineering, legal

expense and superintendence. To the cost as thus in-

creased, 5 per cent was added for interest during con-

struction. In addition there was an allowance of 15 per

cent for discount on securities. Circuit Court Judge Hunt
speaks of theoverhead allowances as follows (at page 1003)

:

We have therefore as a fair estimate of the cost of reproduc-

tion the sum of $465,054.46.

Contingencies.—To this sum, according to the testimony of

the engineers for both parties, there should be added 10 per

cent for contingencies, or $46,505.44. By "contingencies" are

meant such things as could not reasonably have been foreseen

at the time of making original estimates by engineers.

Engineering, superintendence, etc.—^There should also be in-

cluded in the cost of reproduction an item for engineering,

legal expense, and superintendence. As there is no substantial

conflict in the testimony as to the propriety of this allowance,

it can be included at 10 per cent. Witnesses divided it as

follows: Engineering, 5 per cent; legal expenses, 3 per cent;

superintendence, 2 per cent. This allowance may therefore

stand as 10 per cent upon $511,559.90, or $51,155.99.

' 198 Fed. 991, March 30, 1912.
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Interest.—The master allowed, as a necessary and usual cost

of reproduction, 5 per cent upon the sum of $562,715.89, or

$28,135.79, as loss of interest during construction. This would

include 5 per cent upon the use of money for the practical total

cost of reproduction, and allow a year for construction itself,

or allow an average of 5 per cent for the money used if construc-

tion extended over longer period. Complainant's evidence

upon the point is to the effect that such a road could not be

built with the same facility that one less isolated could be; that

lack of organization, lack of transportation facilities, lack of

ready material, would make reproduction slower and more

expensive. Inasmuch as the justice of allowance of interest

during construction is admitted, the basis of the master's find-

ing is reasonable, and his estimate must stand.

Reduced to percentages on inventory-reproduction-cost

of the entire property, including equipment, the overhead

allowances may be expressed as follows:

Inventory-reproduction-cost , $566,054

Overhead charges 125,795

Cost-of-reproduction-new $691,849

Amount Per cent of in-

ventory cost

Engineering, superintendence and

legal expense $51,155 9

Contingencies 46,505 8 .

2

Interest during construction. . .

.

28,135 5

Total overhead charges $125,795 22.

2

§ 1181. Arizona Commission—12 per cent on cost-of-repro-

duction-Iess-depreciation.

Municipal League of Phoenix v. Pacific Gas and Electric

Company^ and Huffman v. Tugson.Gas, Electric Light

2 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 699, June 23, 1913, Arizona Corporation

Commission. <
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and Power Company ' involve valuation for rate purposes

of gas and electric plants by the Arizona Corporation

Commission. In both cases the Commission allowed for

overhead charges 12 per cent on the reproduction-cost-

less-accrued-depreciation of the physical property, ex-

cluding land. In the Phoenix case the Commission says

(at page 715):

A wide variation of percentages has been used by courts and

commissions for overhead charges. In some instances they

have been entirely disallowed. It would seem that each case

must, as to certain of intangible items, be settled upon the con-

ditions and facts found to exist. In a locality free from frosts

and freezing, severe storms, where soil and climatic conditions

are uniform, the hazards of construction or contingencies would
be less than where the reverse conditions obtain.

In the Tugson case overhead charges are discussed at

length (pages 741-744) and the Commission concludes

(at page 748):

Upon full consideration of the facts presented in this case,

we are of the opinion that 12 per cent should be added to the

agreed physical value of the prdperty of respondent, excepting

the real estate, to cover overhead charges and all intangibles.

In Bonbright v. Corporation Commission of Arizona *

the Federal court granted an interlocutory injunction

against the enforcement of the order of the Commission
in the Phcenix case. Among other reasons for issuing the
interlocutory injunction the court suggests that the Com-
mission's allowance for overhead charges was probably
too small. Circuit Judge Morrow says (at page 54)

:

There is also a question as to the item of Overhead charges.
This item is not very clearly defined, but appears to include the

' 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 735, July 9, 1913, Arizona Corporation
Commission.

< 210 Fed. 44, November 19, 1913.
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expenses that would necessarily be incurred in the reproduction

of the property. It includes the legal expenses of organization

and the expenses for office, engineering, inspection, supervision,

and management during the period of construction; it would
also include fire and casualty insurance, taxes, and interest

during the period, contractors' profits, and other minor ex-

penses of like character. The complainant's experts estimated

this valuation at 20 per cent on the physical valuation of the

material and cost of construction entering into the plant; the

Corporation Commission has estimated it at 12 per cent of the

physical valuation of the materials and cost of construction as

they have estimated these elements. Complainant's criticism

of this estimate is that it is too low and does not include all the

expenses that necessarily enter into the reproduction of such

plant. We think this estimate needs further consideration and
probable revision in a final valuation of this item.

§ 1182. California Commission—15 per cent on reproduction

cost of gas plant.

City of Palo Alto v. Palo Alto Gas Company ^ involves

the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes. Commis-
sioner Thelen in delivering the opinion of the Commission

states that he considers 15 per cent an adequate allow-

ance for overhead charges on the reproduction cost of

the manufacturing plant of the gas company. The com-

pany's expert had included an allowance of 26 per cent

on the reproduction cost of the distribution system. The

commission's engineer adHed 10 per cent for engineering,

superintendence and organization, 5 per cent for contin-

gencies and 3 per cent for interest during construction.

Coflmissioner Thelen states that he doubts, in estimating

the cost of producing the property new, when all the items

which went into the property are clearly ascertainable,

whether ^any allowance whatsoever should be made for

contingencies. He states, however, that such items ,as

5 2 Cal. R. C. R. 300, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 966, Match 12, 1913.
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taxes and insurance should be taken care of. He says (at

page 981)

:

There may be reason for some allowance for contingencies

in addition to taxes and insurance when an engineer is esti-

mating the cost of a plant which is to be constructed, but very

little when the plant has actually been constructed and the sole

question is what it would cost to reproduce the existing plant

new. It should also be borne in mind that percentage adopted

by the Commission as fair in one case may be found not to be

fair in another. Each case must be judged on its own merits.

In the matter of ascertaining the value of the property

of the Stockton Terminal and Eastern Railroad Company ^

the Railroad Commission of California makes certain

findings of fact as to certain elements usually considered

in determining railway value for any purpose. The Com-
mission, however, refrains from making a finding as to the

value of the property either for rate purposes or for any

other purpose. In treating of reproduction value the

Commission discusses overhead charges as follows (at

pages 224-225)

:

Before leaving the subject of reproduction value, I desire to

draw attention to the percentages allowed by the engineering

department for overhead expenses, under the heads of engineer-

ing, law expenses, and interest and commissions. The item of

5 per cent for engineering includes what is usually termed en-

gineering and also an item of about 1 per cent for organization

expenses. The item of 1 per cent for law expenses is a liberal

one. The item of interest and commissions, 3 per cent, in-

cludes primarily interest during construction. The engineer-

ing department has assumed that it would take one year to re-

produce this railroad and that all the capital would be tied up
half the time or half the capital all the time. The estimate of

one year is a liberal one, for the reason that this property could

« 2 Cal. R. C. 777, 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 208, April 30, 1913.
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probably be reproduced in considerably less time than one year
on the assumption that the work is done in a single job.

§ 1183. Chicago telephone appraisal—15 per cent on inventory-

reproduction-cost.

In his report in regard to the rates of the Chicago
Telephone Company Professor Bemis criticizes the over-

head charges allowed in the appraisal for the company
by Byllesby & Arnold. These appraisers had allowed

19.7 per cent on the inventory-reproduction-cost for over-

head charges^ including brokerage. Professor Bemis
reduces this allowance to 15 per cent. He says (at

pages 33-^5) :
^

After adding to the base figures the above allowance of 11

to 12 per cent for reorganization, engineering, etc., a further

percentage of about 7 per cent was added to cover interest and
taxes during construction, and other so-called carrying charges

and cost of obtaining money. They have all been termed

brokerage. This was small in the case of substation equipment,

tools, vehicles and supplies, which, it is assumed, are put in

service immediately upon purchase. . . .

If the value of this plant is to be determined by what it would

cost to duplicate it—if all knowledge of the present location of

the conduits and central stations, etc., were suddenly obliter-

ated from the mind of man—then this allowance of 19.99 per

cent for overhead on top of contractors' profits on each portion

of the work is no higher than engineers often claim in such

appraisals.

The writer, however, has always contended that one could

not assume such a fanciful theory as the above, but must as-

sume that the 'knowledge now possessed, and, indeed, in large

part reduced to writing in the inventory, can not be blotted out

of men's minds even for the purpose of an appraisal.

The Wisconsin Railroad Commission only allows 12 per cent

' Report on the investigation of the Chicago Telephone Company sub-

mitted to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light by Edward W.
Bemis, October 25, 1912.
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above base figures and in its base does not include so much con-

tract ^ork. The Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Com-

mission will have nothing of this theory of reproduction, but

sticks to the historical costs.

All of the installation of cables and much of the subscribers

substation and some of the central office equipment were done

direct by the Chicago Telephone Company, without any con-

tractor and probably with less than 15 per cent for overhead in-

stead of 19.99 per cent.

As for brokerage, of which the chief item is interest dur-

ing construction, this Chicago company has always earned

enough to pay all such charges and large dividends besides. If

brokerage had been charged to construction in the past, oper-

ating expenses would have appeared less and profits greater.

A greater reduction of the rates in 1907 might then have been

secured. The company having secured the benefits of charging

brokerage to operating expenses can hardly put the charge now

into construction.
,

If the overhead allowed by the appraisers had been only

15 per cent, instead of 19.74 per cent in the city, and 19.99 per

cent in the entire territory, the appraisal-new would have been

reduced $1,268,696 in the city, and $1,757,684 in the entire

territory.

§ 1184. Commoiiwealth Edison Company appraisal—15.4 per

cent on inventory-reproduction-cost.

In 1913 an investigation and report on the rates charged

by the Commonwealth Edison Company was made to the

City Council of Chicago by Ray Palmer, City Electrician,

and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller. The report fixes

the fair value of the property of the company and recom-

mends a reduction in existing rates of charge. The report

fixes the allowance for overhead charges at 15.4 per cent

on the inventory or base cost. The following is from the

report (at page 30) J
*

' Report to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light of the Chicago
City Council on the investigation of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
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The percentages added for overhead charges are as follows:

5 per cent for engineering and architect's fees.

J^ per cent for insurance during construction.

5 per cent for organization, legal and contingent

expenses.

lOj/^ percent.

Six per cent interest during construction, which is added
successively to the above 10J^ per cent, making' about 17 per

cent. These percentages were added only, on 'construction

items.

In the case of real estate, 6 per cent was the only addition,

and 7 per cent in the case of customers' meters, arc lamps,

signs and unclassified district installations, which include

horses, wagons, automobiles, furniture, incandescent lamps,

repair shop and laboratory equipment. The total overhead

percentage on this basis is approximately 15.4 per cent of the

original estimated cost, as of September 17, 1907.

In the base. cost in both of the above cases is included sub-

contractors' profits on all buildings and steam equipment in

the generating stations and on approximately two-thirds of the

underground conduit, which represents the work actually done

by contract. Considering the base cost to be exclusive of con-

tractor's profit, the total overhead charge would be approxi-

mately 18.5 per cent instead of 15.4 per cent. These allow-

ances are deemed fair to the company.

§ 1185. Great Britain Railway and Canal Commission—Ap-

praisal of telephone plant for purchase purposes

—

31.4

per cent on inventory-reproduction-cost.

National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Post-

master-General,^ decided January 13, 1913, involves the

determination by the Railway and Canal Commission of

Great Britain of the value of the property of the National

Telephone Company upon its transfer to the Postmaster-

by Ray Palmer, City Electrician, and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller,

May 14, 1913.

» 16 A. T. & T. C. Com. L. 491, January 13, 1913.
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General at the expiration of the company's license on

December 31, 1911. Under the purchase agreement

between the parties dated August 8, 1905, the purchase

prifce was to be based substantially upon the reproduction

cost of the physical property less depreciation.

In this case the parties agreed upon a so-called "funda-

mental cost" for a large share of the property to be valued,

with the important exception of land and buildings. This

fundamental cost corresponds to inventory-reproduction-

cost as here used with the exception that fundamental

cost was made to include casualty insurance. The funda-

mental cost included the price of material, the cost of

transporting such material and the cost of labor in placing

material in position up to and including the "gang fore-

man." This agreed sum together with an item for casualty

insurance became the fundamental cost and was fixed

at the sum of £10,239,345. Upon this fundamental cost

the company claimed allowances for the following pur-

poses:

1. Ordering and storing material.

2. Obtaining way leaves.

3. Local engineering supervision.

4. Local administrative or district supervision.

5. Head office engineering.

6. Head office administration.

7. Contractors' profits.

8. Rent, way leave payments, maintenance and insurance

of plant until it becomes revenue earning.

9. Contingencies.

10. Interest during construction.

11. Cost of raising capital.

12. Cost of obtaining subscribers' agreements.

The court made some allowance under each one of the
above headings except that of contingencies. For these

various purposes the company claimed a total percent-
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age of 75.9 on the fundamental cost. The Postmaster-

General claimed that no allowance should be made under

the headings contingencies, cost of raising capital and
cost of obtaining subscribers' agreements. For the other

purposes he claimed that an allowance of 17.76 per cent

was adequate. The aggregate percentage allowed by the

court was 31.4. The two parties approached the solu-

tion of the problem by two methods. The company
claimed to base its estimates upon the actual overhead

expenses incurred by the company in its construction

work. The Post Office, on the other hand, assumed the

employment of a contractor to construct the entire plant.

The court held that the company's method was preferable,

as it was based on actual experience. The court, however,

made very substantial reductions in the amounts claimed

by the company.

Inventory-reproduetion-cost £10,239,345

Overhead charges 3,217,671

Cost-of-reproduction-new £13,457,016

Amount Per cent of in-

ventory cost

Ordering and storing material . . ^ £267,759 2.6

Local engineering supervision 660,732 '6.4

District and local administration 267,759 2 .

6

Head office engineering and administra-

tion 560,806 5.5

Interest during construction 463,426 4 .

5

Contractor's profit 300,000 2.9

Rents, maintenance, way leave pay-

ments and insurance until the plant

becomes revenue earning 200,000 2.0

Cost of obtaining way leaves 100,000 1 .

Cost of obtaining subscribers' agree-

ments 150,000 1.5

Cost of raising capital 247,189 2.4

£3,217,671 31.4

66
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In using the above data it is necessary to note that the

inventory-reproduction-cost includes a certain allowance

for casualty insurance. This allowance seems to have

been only £42,865 (see page 526), so that the effect on the

result is not material. Moreover, the tabulation includes

certain items that are not included in overhead charges in

similar tables compiled for comparative purposes. Cost

of obtaining subscribers' agreements, amounting to IJ^

per cent, is in the nature of going value. Cost of raising

capital, amounting to 2.4 per cent, is a brokerage charge.

Moreover, the inventory-reproduction-cost, £10,239,345,

does not include land, buildings, tools, furniture and cer-

tain other items. It includes only (1) underground plant,

consisting of conduits and cables; (2) overhead plant, con-

sisting of poles and standards; (3) exchange equipments,

and (4) subscribers' apparatus. It does not include prop-

erty amounting in the aggregate to £2,055,468. In this

amount was included stores, tools, furniture, fixtures and

fittings amounting to £377,026; plant constructed after

taking of inventory, £439,390; and land and buildings,

plant and assets not subject to previous agreement, pri-

vate wire business and other property, £1,225,000. In

order to m^ke the aggregate percentage comparable with

similar tables, it would be particularly necessary to in-

clude the value of land and buildings in inventory-repro-

duction-cost.

§ 1186. New Hampshire Commission—15 per cent.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the BerUn Electric Light Company ^^ the New
Hampshire Public Service Commission bases its determi-

nation chiefly on the fair value of the property for rate

purposes. In this case the company contended for an
allowance in excess of 30 per cent for overhead charges.

" 3 N. H. P. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 7S1, August 30, 1913.
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The Commission determined that an allowance of 15 per

cent would be adequate for the purposes of the case at

hand. The Commission says (at page 198)

:

We accept the allowance of 15 per cent for overhead costs

made by Sloan, Huddle and Company as representing cer-

tainly not less than the full amount of overhead costs which

ought properly to be allowed for all purposes in the cases of the

Berlin and Cascade companies. The same percentage may not

be allowed in other cases, or may not be computed upon the

same classes of property. We simply find as a fact that in this

case it is at least sufficient, and accordingly allow it to stand

for the purpose of consideration in making our final conclusion.

§ 1187. Kansas City street railway appraisal.

At the request of the receivers of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company the court appointed Bion J. Arnold as
,

a special commissioner to investigate and report to the

court what in his opinion was a "fair and reasonable sum
to represent the capital value " of the street railway prop-

erty "for adoption in a contract for new franchises." In

his report Mf. Arnold explains the percentages added

to inventory-cost as follows (at pages 56-57) :
"

To the base cost of the various items of property there have

been added varying percentages to cover the expense of organ-

ization, engineering and incidentals.

The percentage added for organization covers the cost of

general office expense, securing bids, preparing contracts, pur-

chase of material, salaries of officials chargeable to construc-

tion, general superintendence and legal expenses chargeable

to construction.

The percentage added for engineering covers cost of prepar-

ing working plans, specifications and contracts, supervision,

'' Report of Bion J. Arnold, Special Commissioner to the District Court

of the United States, Western Division of Missouri. William C. Hook,

Circuit Judge. Dated Februarys, 1913.
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progress reports, estimates for payment, together with expense

of shop inspection tests and field engineering.

The percentage added for incidentals covers all the incidental

construction expense to the company that lies outside of the

contract cost, such as extras on the contract price. These ex-

tra expenditures maiy be due to small changes in design, inter-

ference with construction for various causes, the cost of trial

operation, cost of insurance, and operation expense during con-

struction.

Such percentages have been added to the exhibits containing

the values of track; grading; bridges; paving; electrical dis-

tribution system; rolling stock; power plant equipment; shop

equipment and buildings. In case of the exhibits containing

stores, roadway tools and miscellaneous equipment and furni-

ture and fixtures, the percentage added has been 5 per cent,

which is intended to cover in lieu of organization, engineering

and incidentals the cost of purchasing, handling and drayage.

In the case of real estate, right of way property damages on ac-

count of construction and real estate dedicated to the munici-

palities, 5 per cent has been added to the appraised value, which

percentage is intended to cover the cost of organization as above

defined, and what might be termed the equivalent of engineer-

ing, namely, selection of site, search of title, purchase commis-
sions, and various other expenses arising in connection with the

securing of the property.

The aggregate of all of the above percentages included under

organization, engineering, incidentals, or its equivalent, varies

from a minimum of 5 per cent in certain exhibits to a maximum
of 15 per cent in other exhibits, and for the whole property the

average amounts to 11 per cent.

The total obtained after adding the percentage covering or-

ganization, engineering and incidentals represents the actual

cash that would be required in reproducing the property new,
but does not include the cost of obtaining the money necessary

to finance the property, such as brokerage and bond discount,

nor the carrying charges during construction, including taxes

and interest, nor such legal expenses not properly chargeable
to construction, such as those incurred in organizing the com-
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pany, obtaining frqntage consents and advertising proposed ex-

tensions, nor any preliminary engineering, legal or other ex-

pense incurred in initiating the enterprise.

To cover the above charges, with the exception of bond dis-

count, 5 per cent has been added to the general sununary, of

which 3 per cent represents carrying charges and 2 per cent rep-

resents the general legal and organization expense. It should
be noted that the aggregate of this percentage used in this ap-
praisal is lower than that generally used in appraisals of this

character for the reason that since the construction records of

the company were found to be so unusually complete it was
possible to prepare more accurate inventories and to include

in specific exhibits certain expenditures which in the case of

most appraisals it is only possible to approximate by means
of general overhead percentages.

§ 1188. Nebraska Commission—^Telephone appraisals.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company for authority to increase rates ^^ involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the

Nebraska State Railway Commission. The Commission
discusses the allowance for overhead charges as follows

(at pages 141-142):

The taking of testimony developed considerable controversy

with regard to the question of general expense items entering

into the values, and this controversy was apparently founded

on the suspicion that the amounts allowed for general expense,

or so-called overhead items, was excessive. The Commission

is convinced that the amount of 17.2 per cent for general ex-

penditures allowed by our engineers is conservative, particu-

larly in view of the manner in which they have built up their

unit cost. It is generally in line with the accepted percentages

and theories of commissions and regulating bodies of other

jurisdictions, many of which allow over 20 per cent for these

items. . . .

" 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, Nebraska State Railway

Commission.
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Various commissions, as well as many of the prominent en-

gineers of the country, apply the general expenses in this way;

others include or conceal such expenditures in the units of

costs, thereby producing apparently smaller percentages for

overhead expenses, and when so treated in a valuation there

will be apparently no general charges whatever. In other cases

part of the general expenses are applied to the unit price and

another part is set up as general expense, which thus makes it

appear as though a lower ratio of general expense had been ap-

plied in the valuation.

In a dissenting opinion Commissioner Hall claims that

the allowance for overhead charges is excessive. He states

that the allowance instead of being 17.2 per cent of the

inventory-reproduction-cost is in fact 21.7 per cent of

such cost. He held that the allowance should be reduced

to ah amount that would equal about 7.3 per cent on

the inventory-reproduction-cost. (21 A. T. & T. Co.

Com. L. 682-692.)

In the matter of the application of the Lincoln Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company for authority to revise its

schedule of rates in Beatrice, ^^ the Nebraska State Rail-

way Commission states that overhead charges allowed

amount to 15.35 per cent of the entire reproduction value.

This is apparently on cost-of-reproduction-new, including

the overhead allowance. '

§ 1189. New Jersey Commission

—

17.6 per cent on inventory-

reproduction-cost.

In Re Rates of the Public Service Gas Company ^*

the valuation was based largely on reproduction cost. The
Board added a uniform allowance of 17.6 per cent to each
class of physical property with the exception of land. This

" 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 898, September 1, 1913.
» 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 433, 15 A. T. <fc T. Qo. Com. L. 354, December 26,

1912.
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allowance was in addition to a certain indefinite allowance
included in the general allowance covering all kinds of in-

tangible property for "preliminary or developmental out-

lay, including preliminary engineering and legal expenses,

canvassing, incorporation costs, securing franchises, or-

ganization expenses to supervise expenditures during con-

struction." (See page 480.) In relation to the percentage

fixed, the Board says (at pages 451-452)

:

To the estimate of bare cost there must be added certain

allowances for expenditures generally called overhead charges.

Forstall's appraisal included a total allowance of 15.54 per cent;

Randolph allowed 20 per cent; Stone and Webster 20.5 per

cent; Bartlett & Hayward 20.4 per cent; Humphreys & Miller

allowed approximately 21.7 per cent. Forstall, however, stated

that an additional 2 per cent ought to be added to his allowance.

This is best explained by quoting from the letter transmitting

his appraisal to this Board. It runs as follows:

"In these charges we cover only engineering and supervision,

omissions, contingencies and interest during construction. We
have taken engineering and supervision at 5 per cent, omissions,

in view of the careful inventory, at only 2 per cent, and con-

tingencies at 2 per cent. The allowance for interest is based

upon a period for and a progress of construction that would call

for an average payment of interest at the rate of 6 per cent for

one year on the total amount expended. It will be seen that

the overhead charges applied do not include any organization

expenses, liability for accidents and damages during construc-

tion nor taxes during construction. Without the value of the

land and with the uncertainty as to the extent of the liability

for accident under the existing laws, we have not felt able to

fix a definite percentage for the omitted items, but think that

they would amount to at least 2 per cent of the total before any

overhead charges are applied.

"

Eleven (11) per cent should therefore be added before com-

puting the interest at 6 per cent, this making a total of 17.6 per

cent.

After due consideration, we accept this figure as the fairest
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estimate for these allowances, and apply it in connection with

each class of property.

§ 1190. New York Commission, First District—New railway

constructed by contract.

In Re Application of the New York and South Shore

Traction Company for the approval of the issuance of

stocks and bonds ^^ the New York Commission for the

First District dealt with a claim for an allowance for

overhead charges on a road recently constructed by con-

tract. The construction contract was with a corporation

nominally separate from the traction company, but the

construction company had no previous existence and was

actually controlled by the same persons as the traction

company. It appeared that the traction company could

itself have done all the work with equal facility, and it

was admitted by one of the officers of both corporations

that the real reason for doing the work through a con-

struction company was to have a contract that would,

afford a means of securing a larger issue of securities. The
Commission held that the actual cost of the new construc-

tion as shown by the actual vouchers should be the chief

basis of valuation in this case. The traction company
had agreed to pay the construction company the actual

cash cost, and in addition thereto the following percent-

1. 10 per cent upon labor and services and 15 per cent upon
materials and property.

2. 10 per cent for engineering and superintendence.

3. 7}/^ per cent for services in obtaining franchises and other

rights, interesting investors in the enterprise, temporary financ-

ing and other necessary promotion and financing in connection

with the agreement.

4. 5 per cent "for the necessary legal services and expenses
required in carrying out the purposes of this agreement."

"3 P. S. C. 1st D. (N. Y.) 63, February 13, 1912.
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The total of these overhead charges range from 33J^
to 39 per cent of the actual cost, and, as oaly a small

portion of the work was done directly by the construction

company, the overhead charges amounted in practice to

50 per cent of the total cost less the work done by subcon-

tractors. In addition to all of the above charges, the

contract provided that the construction company should

render bills nionthly, including the foregoing percentages,

and that kiterest should be computed from the date the

bill was rendered at the rate of 6 per cent per annum. In
denying the company's request for these hypothetical

allowances, Commissioner Maltbie says (at pages 80-82)

:

The applicants have argued that if the terms of the so-called

agreement are not to be taken as the basis for the approval of

securities, the Commission should accept the "actual cost" as

the beginning point and then proceed to add certain arbitrary

percentages for contractor's profit, engineering, superintend-

ence, contingencies, legal geryices, promotion, organization, etc.

We are asked to follow the precedent in certain rate cases where

the Commission based its determination to a considerable de-

gree upon the estimated cost to reproduce a plant new, deduct-

ing depreciation. The Commission does not accept this view

for various reasons, the principal ones being the following:

(1) In the rate cases to which reference was made, the ac-

tual cost of the existing property was not known to the Com-
mission. Hence, in order to get some idea of its value, the «ost-

to-reproduce-new-less-depreciation was used as one factor, but

not the only factor. In the present case, the actual cost is

known.

(2) The estimates made for overhead charges in these cases

were invariably liberal, because, lacking definite information,

the Commission did not wish to do injustice.

(3) There was no intention of holding in any case that esti-

mates should be substituted for actual facts wben ascertajnable.

The percentages somewhat arbitrarily fixed must be justified

by facts and experience. If they do not agree with actualities,
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they must be changed. Actualities are not to be pruned or in-

flated to agree with estimates.

(4) To followthe suggestion would be to brush facts aside

and enter the realm of speculation. The applicants ask that

we start with their actual cost. But how do we know that a

construction company with experience would not have built

the road at a lower net cost? If there is economy in a construc-

tion contract as compared with direct construction, it arises

from this fact, viz, that the cost by the former will be less.

The engineers of the Commission were not directed to make a

critical survey of the undertaking, but certain features came to

our attention which indicated imusual if not unwise methods.

For example, ties were spaced two feet from center to center;

the usual practice which is considered thoroughly good engi-

neering calls for a distance of thirty or thirty-six inches. If a

theoretical structure is to be erected as the standard for an issue

of securities in this case, the basic figure of net cost must be

e](amined.

(5) In any event, the "actual cost" of $1,072,000 can not be

accepted as it already contains $38,000 for engineering, super-

intendence, etc., $40,000 for obtaining franchises, and other con-

siderable amounts for legal expenses, promotion, etc. No com-

pany can properly expect the Commission to include such items

in net cost and then proceed to add certain percentages to

cover the very items that have been included.

The applicants argue that if the Commission does not make
generous allowance for overhead charges in addition to actual

cost where the company does the work directly, a bad prece-

dent will be established and companies will be encouraged to

employ construction companies and do none of the work them-

selves. It is intimated that such a course will result in higher

construction costs, higher rates and less thrifty management.
The argument is unsound. If the construction company is en-

tirely distinct and separate from the operating company, if the

persons interested in the latter have no connection whatever
with the former, and if ordinary common sense is followed in the

management of the operating company, it will not make a con-

struction contract unless it honestly believes it will obtain a
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better plant at a lower cost than if it does its own construction

work. If it does make such a contract, it naturally will consult

with and obtain offers from several companies, accepting the

best. Under such competitive conditions, it is not likely that any
such percentages for overhead charges as appeared in the so-

called agreement of October 10, 1908, would be accepted, or that

the charges would be exorbitant. Further, the contract cost

would not exceed direct labor cost, unless a grave error in judg-

ment were made; and rates could not be affected, for the

investment would not be larger. •

These conclusions are believed to be sound, because self-

interest would demand that the coat be kept down in order that

no more capital be raised than necessary, that the rate of profit

be as large as possible and that the service be such as to at-

tract business. If, however, a majority in interest of the stock-

holders of the operating company controlled a construction

company, it would be to their profit to make a contract between

the two companies by which the construction company would

get a large profit. The minority would suffer, but the majority

would profit at the expense of the minority. The wrongs that

have resulted from construction contracts have arisen largely

from such inter-company or individual relations.

The Commission holds that actical cost as shown by actual

vouchers should be the basis of action in this case, subject natu-

rally to any evidence that may throw doubt upon the propriety

of any item or that may indicate the omission of any item.

Vouchers are not conclusive against all other evidence, but they

are not to be cast aside without reason.

§ 1191. New York Commission, First District—Methods

followed.

Contractors' Profit, Engineering and Administration, Con-

tingencies and Incidentals.—The net cost of labor and ma-

terials having been determined by the Commission, an

allowance is added to cover general contractor's profit,

engineering, supervision, contingencies and incidentals

where these allowances seem justifiable. It has been a
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general practice for the Commission to allow 10 per cent

for general contractor's profit and from 10 per cent to

15 per cent for engineering, supervision, contingencies and

incidentals upon the items to which these charges would

properly apply. Even where a general contractor is as-

sumed, his profit is not allowed upon land, rolFmg stock,

tools, supplies, fixtiu-es, etc., as such items are not pur-

chased through a general contractor. In the Metropoli-

tan Street Railway Reorganization case (3 P. S. C. 1st

D. N. Y. 113, 142.) Commissioner Maltbie discusses this

subject as follows:

Mr. Connette also maintained, and it is believed properly so,

that a 10 per cent profit upon the cost of rolling stock is un-

justified. Cars are ordinarily bought directly from the manu-

facturers, who bear all expenses connected with the designing,

construction and testing of the cars, and the prices charged

are sufiBcient to cover all such costs. The unit prices adopted

by Mr. Connette and Mr. Uebelacker, the witness for the appli-

cants, include delivery in New York City, the cost of assem-

bling and other incidental expenses. The applicants have pre-

sented no evidence to show that a general contractor's profit of

10 per cent above such unit prices has ever been paid, and it

would be considered wasteful and extravagant to pay a general

contractor a profit of nearly $1,000,000—10 per cent of net

cost—^for doing practically nothing. Indeed, companies or-

dinarily buy direct from the manufacturers, and this practice

is considered economical and prudent. The same may be said

regarding the other items upon which Mr. Connette does not

allow a general contractor's profit. A company needs no middle

man to negotiate for the purchase and delivery of tools, supplies,

fixtures, etc.

The allowance for general conitraetor's profit is in addi--

tion to the allowance foar subcontractor's profit, which is

taken care of in the unit prices upon which the net Cost

is based. The general question is discussed by Commis-
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sioner Maltbie in the Queens Borough case (2 P. S. C.

1st D. N. Y. 544, 561) as follows:

It is comtnon for a new company to let a contract for the

erection of the initial plant to a construction company. If the

latter were paid the cost of labor and materials plus 10 per cent,

to cover certain items of expenditure, the price would not be

considered unreasonable. But such a plan is not generally fol-

lowed throughout the life of an underta/king where thrifty, pro-

gressive maBiagemenili exists. Additions and extensions are

commonly engineered, constructed and supervised by the oper-

ating company itself without the intervention of a general con-

tractor. However, if a general contract were let for the repro-

duction of the Queens Borough plant and overhead charges

computed at the usual rates,, the total cost would probably be

less than given in the above tables, for the increase in overhead

charges would be more than offset by economies in the purchase

of materials and apparatus in large quantities and by the more

economical methods of construction on a large scale.

The percentages allovired, moreover, vary somewhat
with the particular items. Thus, in valuing a street rail-

way property but 5 per cent was added to the cost of

rolling stock to cover all these items. "Cars are ordinarily

bought directly from the manufacturers, who bear the

expense of designing and testing and who charge prices

sufficient to cover all such costs." (2 P. C. S. 1st D.

N. Y. 347, 3950 In some cases the general allowance has

been IS per cent, while in others it has been but 10 or 12

per cent. In the latter cases there has been a very thor-

ough cheeking and recihecking of the inventory, with the

result that omissions have been largely obviated; where

the invenitory is complete, th« allowance for incidentals

and contingencies is relatively small. The Commission

illustrates this (3 P. S. C. 1st D. N. Y. 113, 144) by

stating that in its experience in planning subways it is

unable to foresee just what conditions will be met and just
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what conditions will be necessary. An additional station

or connecting track may be found desirable as the work

progresses; these would not appear in the original plans,

but in an appraisal of the system when completed they

would all appear and would be appraised. " Consequently,

when looking ahead, it is custotoary to allow 5 or 10 per

cent for extras, contingencies, etc., and the history of sub-

way work to date shows that these amounts are sufficient.

But when looking backward, the things of which there is

no record or inventory are few and not expensive." Upon

this point see also 2 P. S. C. 1st D. N. Y. 347, 394-97.

The Commission is gradually collecting accurate data

on the question of proper percentage allowances through

the examination of accounts, the approval of securities,

and the supervision of rapid transit construction contracts.

The indications are that the allowances heretofore made
have been quite liberal. Thus, in the Queens Borough

case the Commission notes the fact that one account,

for which details are given in the records of the company,

shows an expenditure of $377,000 for labor, materials and

equipment, and that the items for engineering, adminis-

tration, etc., did not in this case exceed 4 per cent. In

this ease, apparently, there was no pa3anent to a general

contractor (2 P. S. C. 1st D. N. Y. 544, 561.) The
Coinmission is disinclined to allow for expenditures

under these heads for work of which there is no record

and which is based largely on hypothetical conditions of

reproduction. Thus in the Twenty-third Street Railway

Company case (4 P. S. C. 1st D. N. Y. 283, 304), Com-
missioner Maltbie says:

The other important differences relate principally to work of

which there is no record. Upon such items, it is apparent that

there may be great difference of opinion of engineers, and it ia

difficult to determine which is the more nearly correct. While
some allowance will be made for these uncertainties, it should
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be understood that any company which does not keep its

records in proper shape can not expect a public body to approve
appraisals and estimates which appear extravagant, have no
foundation except the opinion of an engineer employed by the

company, and which are not approved and confirmed by the

opinions and investigations of the engineers of the Commission.

The Commission holds that the particular kind and
amount of allowances included should in general follow

the methods by which the particular plant in question

has been developed. This appears to be of particular

importance in the case of allowance for piecemeal con-

struction and contractor's profit. It is evident that the

entire appraisal must be treated as a unit. Otherwise

duplications or omissions are sure to occiu". In the Kings

County Lighting case (2 P. S. C. 1st D. N. Y. 659) the

Commission's allowance for the above items amounted
to 15.4 per cent on the inventpry-reproduction-cost.

Preliminary and Development Expenses.—Under the

terms "preliminary and development expense" the Com-
mission includes allowances to cover promotion expense;

organization of the company; franchise and consent ex-

penses; interest and taxes during construction; trial opera-

tion; adjustment of parts, etc. These are mostly items

such as are ordinarily classified as overhead charges. Cer-

tain of the items, such as trial operation and adjustment of

parts, are sometimes considered in estimating going value.

For many of the items included under the general head

of "preliminary and development expense" there is little

data upon which an estimate of cost may be based. The

Commission gives great weight to any evidence showing

actual expenditures incurred by the company for these

purposes. It is inclined to give slight consideration to

estimates of reproduction cost for these items based on

hypothetical conditions. The allowance made by the

Commission is not given as a percentage of net cost, but is
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a lump sum which under the conditions apphcable to the

particular company s^ems to the Commission adequate

to cover all of these expenses. This allowance as a per-

centage upon the reproduction cost of physical property,

including land, would naturally vary considerably for

different companies. Many expenses are nearly the same
in amount regardless of the size of the company. In the

Kings County Lighting case the aHowanee for preliminary

and development expense amounted to 11.7 per cent on

the inventory-reproduction-cost.

In the Metropolitan Street Railway Reorganization

case the company claimed an allowance of 14,000,000 for

initial payments for franchises, and an allowance of

1740,000 for interest on franchise security deposits. The
Commission allowed but $151,000 for the first item and

nothing for the second item. The company's claim based

upon hypothetical conditions is discussed by the Com-
mission as foHows (3 P. S. C. 1st D. N. Y. 113, 160):

The applicants do not claim that the companies have ever

spent such smns, and the record does not show that such

amounts have been expended. Only one witness was presented

who testified in support of these items in detail^ and his esti-

mates were based upon unwarranted hypotheses. He assumed,

for example, that franchises are to be secured under the statu-

tory restrictions that exist to-day and under the present re-

quiremerts of the Board of Estimate, the Public Service Com-
mission and the courts, and that the company would be allowed

six years from the date ©f issue of such franchises within which

to begin ©peration upon all of the lines. He might have gone

further and said that, as the city can not grant a franchise for

more than twenty-five years with a renewal period of twenty-

five years, and as many of the franchises contain no time limit,

the value of these franchises is many millions. He might have
said the .tendency is toward strict supervision of public service

corporations, and the future will bring forth even more stringent

requirements. The rights of the present companies will in-
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crease in^ value with every movement for closer supervision
of franchise grants. Hence their present value should be still

further increased for these reasons. But to authorize securities
upon such grounds would clearly be to capitalize every move-
ment for public control.

A similar hypothetical claim in relation to the expense
of obtaining consents of property owners is disposed of by
the Commission in the same case as follows (3 P. S. C.
1st D. N. Y. 113, 162-163):

The applicants produced no records of actual cost which sup-
port the estifliate of the witness. The two instances found
showed an average cost of nearly $2 per street foot upon Lex-
ington and Columbus Avenues. When asked to explain Why
his estimate was so much in excess of this figure, the witness

said:

"I may say that the construction and reconstruction at the

present time of such a system as the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way Company would be under competitive conditions; there

would be probably other companies applying for the same
streets, and there would also be alternate routes applied for and
possibly the Commission or the Board of Estimate and Appor-
tionment might not allow certain routes and other routes would
have to be selected, so that the cost per front foot of the streets

upon which the lines were finally built would have to take in

all of those other factors. In some cases it would be found

impossible to secure consents on certain streets and the work
would have to be discontinued and begim on some other

street."

It is evident that the witness assumed that there were no

railroads in the streets, that consents were to be secured de

novo, that the cost-to-reproduce theory should be applied and

that various factors would more than double the actual cost of

record. If one were to follow such a theory, there is no limit to

which an imaginative mind might go, and what would happen^

is pure conjecture. For example, if there were no railroad in a,

single street, the values of property might be so greatly affected

67
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that property owners would rush to deposit consents without

expense to the company. Probably horse-car lines would not

be permitted to come into being, and many miles of tracks now

being operated would be eliminated. Should these be omitted

from the appraisal, therefore? In other instances, consents

that have been secured could not be obtained for any reasonable

sum.

§ 1192. New York Commission, Second District—^Engineering

estimates of overhead charges considered excessive.

Fuhrmann v. Buffalo General Electric Company ^® in-

volves the valuation of an electric plant for rate purposes.

In this case the Public Service Commission for the Second

District refused to accept the percentages for overhead

expenses as testified to by the engineering experts. The
Commission foimd from its own investigation of the actual

cost to the company that the engineering estimates of

overhead expenses were excessive. Chairman Stevens

in delivering the opinion of the Commission discusses

this subject as follows (at pages 750-751)

:

It will be noted that the final result is built up by calculating

each percentage, not only upon the labor and materials cost,

but also upon the amount of each previous percentage. The
result is that the percentages thus computed aggregate 49 per

cent of the labor and materials cost.

How this method of calculating percentages affects the final

result .may best be shown by the following instance: The com-

pany, about 1903, purchased at one time 3000 enclosed arc

lamps for street lighting from the General Electric Company.
The unit price of these enclosed arc lamps assumed by the wit-

ness in his evidence was $21.70, and to that he added, as is

shown by the preceding table, certain percentages, and the

following shows the result which the company claims as the

value of these enclosed arc lamps at the present time, and that

« 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 739, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1094, April 2,

1913.
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without being installed, the installatioii cost not appearing in

these figures:

3000 municipal arc lamps at $21.70 $65,100.00

Engineering and supervision, 5 per

cent $3,255.00

Organization of business, 6 per cent. 4,101.30

Taxes and interest during construc-

tion, 4 per cent 2,898.25

Piecemeal construction, 10 per cent

.

7,535.45

Promoter's profit, 5 per cent 4,144.50

Brokerage, 1% per cent 1,453.46
23,387.96

Total $88,487.96

Note: Each percentage is computed upon preceding percent-

Dividing the total value, $88,487.96, by 3000, the number of

lamps, we find that the company claims as the value of each

of these lamps uninstalled $29.49. As a matter of fact, the

actual cost to the company for these lamps uninstalled was

$13.5373- So far as has been disclosed by an examination of

the books, the company never paid for a single enclosed arc the

sum of $21.70, and the average cost of all enclosed arc lamps

which it has bought, exclusive of these 3000, was $16.75 each.

We are unable to understand, and no explanation has been of-

fered us, why a company w^hich has been in existence for years

should be entitled to charge a promoter's profit of 5 per cent

upon new arc lamps which it buys for its service. We are also

unable to understand why a 10 per cent charge, amounting in

this case to $7535.45, is proper for piecemeal construction in the

case of buying 3000 arc lamps at one time.

Passing this matter, however, and assuming that some per-

centage charges are proper, at least in certain cases, the amount

of such percentage is a matter of serious consideration. The

discrepancies in the evidence of the witnesses upon these per-

centages as applied to the facts of this case were such as to re-

quire attention, and accordingly three engineers were asked to
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prepare detailed estimates of the engineering cost which would

be necessary in order to reconstruct new the existing plant of

the respondent. The engineers kindly complied with this re-

quest and the result is interesting. . . .

It will be noted that engineer A finds the total of salaries and

expenses to be $217,022, engineer B to be $82,800, and engi-

neer C $103,750. The total for salaries, wages, and fees given

by engineer A is $192,872, as against $55,200 given by engineer

B. Engineer B gives a total profit to the engineering firm of

50 per cent, amounting to $41,400, but nothing is offered to

show why the engineering firm should have any profit at all.

It is not necessary to do more than simply to call attention to

the details of this table as showing that engineers indulge in the

widest latitude of opinion as to the cost of the work with which

they should be the most familiar, namely, the engineering. If

the Commission were required to pass upon this evidence, it

would simply have to make a guess as to which engineer is

right, and the Commission believes that the elimination of

guessing in a case of this character is an end greatly to be de-

sired and to be attained if possible.

§ 1193. St. Louis Commission—12.2 per cent on inventory-

reproduction-cost.

In its report on the Southwestern Telegraph and Tele-

phone Company the St. Louis Public Service Commis-
sion " considers the valuation of a telephone plant for

rate purposes. In the following tabulation the overhead

charges allowed in this appraisal are shown in percentages

of inventory cost:

Inventory-reproduction-cost $8,575,274

Overhead charges 1,520,164

Cost-of-reproduction-new $10,095,438

" Report of St. Louis Public Service Commission to the Municipal As-
sembly of St. Louis on the Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Com-
pany, October 14, 1913.-

'
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Per cent of
Amount inventory cost

Engineering $423,127 4.9
Insurance during construction 18,077 .2

Taxes during construction 78,989 .9

Interest during construction 531,971 6.2

Total overhead charges $1,052,164 12.2

§ 1194. Toronto street railway appraisal.

The report by Arnold and Moyes on the valuation of the

Toronto street railways was prepared in accordance with
a resolution adopted by the Toronto City Council, and
was intended to form the basis for municipal purchase.

The report discusses the allowance for overhead charges

as follows (at pages 18-19) :
^*

The percentage added for organization covers the cost of

general office expense, securing bids, preparing contracts, pur-

chase of materials, salary of officials chargeable to construc-

tion) and general superintendence and legal expenses chargeable

to construction.

The percentage added for engineering covers the cost of

preparing working plans, specifications and contracts, super-

vision, progress reports, estimates for payment, together with

expense of shop inspection, tests and field engineering.

The percentage added for incidentals covers all incidental

construction expense to the company that lies outside of the

contract cost, such as extras in the contract price. These extra

expenditures may be due to small changes in design, additional

expense due to interference with construction for various causes,

the cost of trial operation, the cost of insurance, and operating

expense during construction.

Such percentages for organization, engineering, and inci-

dentals have been added to the divisions of the physical value

" Report on the Toronto Railway Company and portions of the Toronto

and York Radial Railway and the Toronto Suburban Railway Company
situated within the city limits, by Bion J. Arnold and John W. Moyes,

September 20, 1913.
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representing the cost of track, electrical distributing system,

rolling stock, power plant, equipment. No such percentage

has been added to the items of stores, shop equipment and tools,

furniture and fixtures, real estate and buildings. In the case of

exhibits containing stores, shop equipment and tools, furniture

and fixtures, 5 per cent has been added, which is intended to

cover in lieu of organization, engineering and incidentals, the

cost of purchasing, handling, and drayage. In the case of real

estate and buildings, no percentage has been added, as the valua-

tion furnished by Mr. J. C. Forman, Assessment Commissioner

of the City of Toronto, has been accepted. The aggregate value

of the above percentages included under organization, engineer-

ing or incidentals, or their equivalents, varies from a minimum
of 5 per cent in certain exhibits to a maximum of 15 per cent

in other exhibits, and for the whole property the average

amounts to 6.4 per cent.

The total obtained after adding the percentage covering or-

ganization, engineering and incidentals represents the actual

cash that would be required in reproducing the property new,

but does not include the cost of obtaining the money necessary

to finance the property, such as brokerage, bond discount, nor

the carrying charges during construction, including taxes and
interest, nor such legal expenses not properly chargeable to con-

struction, such as those incurred in organizing the company,
or any preliminary engineering, legal or other expense incurred

in initiating the enterprise. Additional percentages must be

added to represent the expense of these items, which, although

not items of construction cost, are items of financial and gen-

eral organization cost which as truly enter into the cost-to-

reproduce-new as do the items of construction cost above re-

ferred to.

While bond discount as such did not enter into the cost of

creating the property of the Toronto Street Railway Company,
the cost of securing money to construct the property repre-

sented by discount on loans, etc., did not enter into the cost of

producing the property, and it has been assumed in valuing
the property that these discounts amounted to not less than
5 per cent.
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The overhead percentage allowed for carrying charges during

construction and general legal expense incurred in financing has

been 5 per cent, of which 3 per cent represents the carrying

charges, and 2 per cent the general legal and organization ex-

pense. The total resulting from the application of the above

percentages to the base costs represents the total cost incurred

in reproducing new the physical property, and therefore in-

cludes not only the cost of all material and labor, together with

suitable percentages for contractor's profit, organization, en-

gineering and incidentals, but as well the expense that would be

incurred in organizing and financing the property. The cost

thus determined includes no development expense or promo-

ter's profit.

§ 1195. Toronto electric plant appraisal—15 per cent on in-

ventory-reproduction-cost.

The report by R. A. Ross & Co. on the valuation of the

Toronto Electric Light Co. " was prepared in accordance

with a resolution adopted by the Toronto City Council,

and was intended to form the basis for municipal purchase.

The report includes as a lump allowance for overhead

charges 15 per cent on the inventory-reproduction-cost.

§ 1196. Wisconsia Commission—12 per tent and 15 per cent

on inventory-reproduction-cost.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee

Electric Railway and Light Company 2" involves the

valuation of a street railway for rate purposes. The Com-

mission issued an order slightly reducing the existing

rates of charge. In previous decisions the allowance for

overhead charges had not exceeded 12 per cent on the

inventory-reproduction-cost of the physical property,

including the land. The Commission states that in general

this percentage has consisted of four items: 4 per cent

" Report of R. A. Ross & Co. on the Toronto Electric Light Properties,

October 13, 1913.

2" 11 W, R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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for engineering and superintendence; 2 per cent for or-

ganization and legal expenses; 3 per cent for interest dur-

ing construction, and 4 per cent for contingencies. The
Commission discusses these allowances at some length

(pages 118-122), and holds that they are adequate in the

present instance. The Commission points out that 3

per cent is not an unreasonable allowance for interest, in

view of the fact that a large amount of stores and supplies,

included as working capital upon which a reasonable re-

turn was allowed, is material which enters into new con-

struction, and that construction has been piecemeal

and has frequently been placed in operation during

the year of construction (page 121). The Commission
stated that the objection that its allowance of 12 per cent

excluded contractors' or organizers' profits, working capi-

tal, discount on bonds, etc., is not vahd, in view of the fact

that these items are included in the unit prices or other-

wise provided for in the valuation or rate of return al-

lowed. The Commission says (at page 120)

:

Isolated cases are cited, at and since the hearing, of percent-

age additions considerably in excess of the engineer's allowance.

A careful examination of this evidence, however, discloses that

these instances are based upon a definition of overhead addi-

tions which includes such items as hauling, store room, trans-

portation of employees, labor and renewal of tools, and con-

tractor's profits, all of which are included in the unit prices of

the engineer of the Commission, and such items as discounts

on bonds, organizer's profit, preliminary legal expenses, work-
ing capital, etc., all of which are classed in our analysis in a
separate group apart from the other tangible portions of the
property.

The Commission seems to hold that the overhead ad-
ditions should be based not upon the hypothetical as-

sumptions of a strict reproduction method, but rather
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upon the actual conditions under which the plant has been

built up. The Commission says (at page 122)

:

In the conflicting estimates of what are proper overhead ad-

ditions confusion has evidently arisen as to the purpose of the

appraisal. If the point of view is one of reproducing a hypothet-

ical or identical plant, the overhead cost is concededly greater

than if the appraisal is one of reproducing or estimating com-

pany's cost or sacrifices in building up the property.

The question is somewhat akin to the controversy as to the

inclusion of paving which has not been paid for by the utility,

upon the ground that its inclusion is necessary in the reproduc-

tion of a hypothetical or identical plant. Undoubtedly in

appraisements for rate-making purposes judicial notice must be

taken as to whether additional allowances such as those in

question have been included in operating expenses and have

been borne by the consumer.

City of Milwaukee v. Milwaukee Gas Light Company ^^

Involves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes by

the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin. In numerous

previous valuations the Commission had allowed 12 per

cent on the inventory-reproduction-cost, including land,

to cover all overhead charges. In the present case without

giving any specific reason therefor the Commission

allows 15 per cent. The company claimed that this allow-

ance was inadequate and this claim is discussed by the

Commission in its decision at considerable length. The

Commission says (at pages 444-446, 450):

The respondent introduced testimony by several witnesses

to show that the allowance of 15 per cent used by the staff in

their valuation to cover the so-called overhead expenses, which

include interest during construction, engineering, superintend-

ence, omissions, contingencies, taxes, insurance, etc., is insuflB-

cient. The proper allowance for this item can not be stated in

general, since it depends upon many variable conditions, par-

s' 12 W. R. C. R. 441, 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 708, August 14, 1913.
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ticularly upon the make-up of the unit prices to the sum of

which it is to be applied. All of this overhead might be added

to the individual items, but since a great deal of it is not easily

assigned to any particular item, it is customary to add it to

the total. Practice, however, is not at all uniform as to what

should properly be included in unit prices and what should be

carried as overhead. A knowledge of the make-up of unit

prices is therefore absolutely essential to the determination of

the proper allowance for overhead.

Two of the witnesses, Mr. Bruce and Mr. Carpenter, are

members of manufacturing concerns engaged in the construc-

tion of gas plants. While their testimony throws some light

on the situation, their figures apply to the overhead charges of

their own contracts, rather than to the allowance which should

be added to the estimates of the Commission's engineers.

Both of these contractors have installed equipment for the

respondent company and the figures used by the staff include

in the unit price the overhead referred to; for example, the

price used for a holder is the price of the unit in place. This

price covers design, material, shop and installation labor,

freight, various overhead charges, and profit. The overhead

here included is the overhead to which the witnesses referred

and is different from the additional percentage which must be

added to the cost of this holder to cover the indirect expense

which the purchaser must incur. What has been said in regard

to holders applies, to a large extent at least, to retort house

equipment, condensing and purifying apparatus, water gas

machinery, coal handling apparatus, etc.; in fact, to all equip-

ment which is customarily furnished erected in place by the

manufacturer or contractor. In all such cases, the prices used

by the staff are intended to cover the reasonable value of this

equipment as erected. The testimony of these witnesses, how-
ever, shows that a good deal of the engineering is done by the

contractor and that on a considerable portion of the property

under consideration the contractor assumes the risks of installa-

tion. This would tend to decrease the allowance necessary for

use of tools, contingencies, insurance and damage, omissions,

etc. . . .
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Giving due consideration to the methods employed by the

engineers of the Commission and the elements which enter into

the unit prices used by them, we believe that the addition of

15 per cent to the sum of the various items as shown in the fore-

going tabulation represents in the present instance a fair allow-

ance for the indirect or overhead cost.

In Re Purchase Oshkosh Water Works Plant, 12 W. R.

C. R. 602, decided September 27, 1913, the Commission

includes an allowance of 15 per cent for overhead charges,

and says at page 607: "It is the belief of the Commission

that in the case of many of the larger plants an allowance

of 12 per cent of the cost of specific construction is not

sufficient." In this case, however, the Commission com-

ments on the claim of the city that the existing plant had

been constructed piecemeal and that engineering super-

intendence for extensions has been furnished by the man-

ager of the company as a part of his regular duties, for

which he had been paid a salary and which had been in-

cluded as an operating expense. The Commission states

that if this be true "the fact is entitled to consideration

in fixing the final sum to be paid the company by the city

for the property to be taken over."

§ 1197. Legal and organization expenses-^New York Com-

mission, Second District.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo ^^ the com-

pany asked the New York Public Service Commission for

the Second District to fix a rate for gas supplied to the

city of Buffalo. The company claimed an allowance of

1 per cent on the assumed reproduction cost to cover

legal and organization expenses. Chairman Stevens dis-

cusses this allowance as follows (at page 619)

:

There is no proof whatsoever that the legal and organization

« Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo, 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553,

23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4, 1913.
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expenses of the new company would amount to this sum. There

is no proof that the legal and organization expenses of the con-

stituent companies amounted to any such simi, or to any sum
which is not fully represented in the capital stock of those com-

panies. There is no proof of the reorganization expenses which

were incurred in the consolidation of the constituent companies,

even if it be assumed that such expenses were a proper charge

to capital account. Beyond the bare expression of opinion,

possibly, that this is a fair amount as compared with actual

expenses elsewhere, without proving in any respect what the

expenses were or the circumstances under which the services

were performed, there is nothing to justify a 1 per cent charge,

more than there would be to justify a 2 per cent charge or one-

half of one per cent charge. It is possible that in some view of

this case an item should be allowed for organization expenses.

That will be more properly discussed in connection with such

items generally in the case of a company which has been long in

existenccj and reaping great profits in the past, as is the case

with this company. The item as it stands should be disallowed,

without, however, at this time passing upon the question of

whether some amount should not be considered.

§ 1198. Reorganization expense—Wisconsin Commission.

Superior Commercial Club v. Superior Water, Light

and Power Company ^^ involves the valuation of a water,

light and power plant for rate purposes by the Wisconsin
Railroad Commission. In determining fair value the Com-
mission included an allowance of $5,458 to cover the cost

of the reorganization of the company. The Commission
says (at page 739)

:

This item is relatively small and needs no extended discus-

sion. Expenditures of this character are a necessary and legit-

imate part of thp cost of the business and have for this reason
received consideration in the Milwaukee case for rate-making

^ 11 W. R. C. R. 704, November 13, 1912.
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purposes. City of Milwaukee v. T. M. E. R. & L. C. et al., 1912,

11 W.R.C.R. 1,156.

§ 1199. Casualty insurance—Oklahoma Conunission.

In Bolen v. Pioneer Telephone and Telegraph Company
the Corporation Commission of Oklahoma values a tele-

phone plant in the city of Ada for rate pm-poses. The
Commission refused to include an allowance for casualty

insurance, as it considered that in this case such allow-

ance would not be justified. The Commission says (at

pages 62-^53) :
^^

Defendant's Exhibit, J. F. Noble "A," takes into considera-

tion an amount desi^ated as casualty insurance during con-

struction and considers such an amount as a factor in the cost

and consequently in the value of the plant. The Conmiission's

engineer in his testimony makes the statement, which appears

to be uncontradicted, that this amount represents an arbitrary

and theoretical charge that should not be considered. It ap-

pears to the Commission that if such an amount were shown to

represent money actually paid for casualty insurance carried

in the construction of the plant in question, there would be

ground for its consideration; but in the light of the evidence

the Commission can not escape the conclusion that its engineer

is correct in his statement in this regard, and that the defend-

ant's engineer has injected into his valuation of this plant an

improper and unreal factor in using this amount.

§ 1200. Contingencies—Railway and Canal Commission of

Great Britain.

National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Post-

master-General 2® involves the determination by the

Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain of

the value of the property of the National Telephone

2* Order No. 770, December 4, 1913, Oklahoma Corporation Commis-

Bion.

« 16 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 491, January 13, 1913.
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Company upon its transfer to the Postmaster-General at

the expiration of the company's license on December 31,

1911. Under the purchase agreement between the parties

dated August 8, 1905, the purchase price was to be based

substantially upon the reproduction cost of the physical

property less depreciation.

In dealing with the various items composing the over-

head percentage the court refused to make any allowance

whatever for contingencies. The court states that all

allowances made have been based on the company's

calculations of actual cost and that consequently all the

factors of cost have been ascertained and provided for.

The court held that an incomplete inventory could not be

raade a basis for such an allowance, as the inventory had

been checked by both parties and all particulars and

quantities ascertained and agreed upon. Sir James

Woodhouse in delivering his judgment speaks as follows

in regard to contingencies (at page 533)

:

With regard to the item of £296,034 for contingencies, I do

not see how it can be substantiated. It is calculated at 2 per

cent on the contract cost. It is no doubt usual when a con-

tractor makes a tender to construct works or plant to include

in his estimate a percentage of this character to provide against

miscalculation in quantities and other elements of uncertainty.

But we are dealing in the case put before us by the company

with calculations based on what it actually cost the company to

do the work for themselves, where all the factors of cost are as-

certained and provided for. . . . Mr. Cook, the assistant

engineer, admitted that the item could not be regarded from

the point of view of a contractor's percentage, but said it was
intended to cover any omissions or errors in the inventory. But
the inventory is an inventory checked by both sides, and the

particulars and quantities are ascertained and agreed—so here,

again, I fail to see the applicability of the item proposed to be

included in the cost, and in my view, therefore, there is nothing

to be added in respect of this item.
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§ 1201. Contractors' profits—RaUway and Canal Commission
of Great Britain.

National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Post-

master-General also discusses the question of contractors'

profits (see above, § 1200). In allowing for overhead ex-

penses the court followed the general method of computa-
tion put forward by the company. This method was to

base overhead percentages on actual cost to the company
during a period of years. The company claimed, however,
that in addition to actual expenditures incm-red it should

have an allowance for contractors' profits. The company
claimed that inasmuch as it was able to do the construction

work more cheaply than it could be done by a general con-

tractor, it should have the benefit of such economy. The
court held, however, that such an allowance would be in-

consistent with the theoryon which the cost of replacement

had been based. In so far, however, as contractors had
actually been employed a reasonable allowance was made
by the court to cover this item. Sir James Woodhouse in

delivering his judgment in this case speaks as follows in

regard to contractors' profits (at pages 531-532)

:

The sum of £1,434,163 is claimed under the head of contract-

ors' profits, but it is difficult to see how the company can possi-

bly, consistently with their case, except in respect of the plant

put up by contractors, include any such amount in their con-

struction cost. As we have seen under the head of head office

engineering. Sir Alfred Cripps abandoned the over-all charge

he had, in the first instance, put forward, on the ground that it

was inconsistent with the basis of the employer doing the work

for himself on which he framed his case on economic grounds

for arriving at the construction cost. Equally would it be in-

consistent, as it appears to me, to include a huge over-all charge

of 10 per cent representing what a contractor might be supposed

to receive, though there is no evidence that a contractor ever

did receive such a profit in the work of this character, as re-

muneration for his skill and labor and risk, and covering, indeed,
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other items, which are in the company's particulars of cost

claimed for and allowed by us under heads of claim. The

economy which is so strongly urged by the company as accru-

ing from the employer doing these works himself, instead of

resorting to the employment of contractors, would largely dis-

appear if the employer were to debit a huge contractors' profit,

which he never incurred or had to pay in respect of their con-

struction. . . .

It was urged by Sir Alfred Cripps that to refuse any allow-

ance for this item would be to penalize the company for their

economy. The same argument might have been applied to the

over-all charge in the case of head office engineering. I should

certainly not desire to do anything that could be justly regarded

in the light of penalizing the company. . . . But in weigh-

ing the matter, one must not overlook the reasons why we were

so strongly pressed by the company's counsel to regard the case

from the standpoint of the employer doing the work himself,

and in disregarding the opposite view, and in accepting that

view, the allowance which we have made in giving effect to it.

Taking all the facts into consideration, and bearing in mind
that, to a comparatively small extent, the company did employ

contractors, I think £300,000 is a reasonable allowance.

§ 1202. Contractor's profit—New Hampshire Commission.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the Berlin Electric Light Company ^* the New
Hampshire Public Service Commission bases its deter-

mination chiefly on the fair value of the property for rate

purposes. The Commission holds that a general con-

tractor's profit should not be allowed unless a profit was
in fact paid and the unit prices adopted do not already

include an allowance for general contractor's profit. The
Commission says (at page 197)

:

That a contractor's profit may properly be allowed in those

cases where valuation is made of a utility plant of such a nature

» 3 N. H. P. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 781, August 30, 1913.
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that it was constructed under contract, so that such profit was
actually paid, may be conceded, but we do not feel that an en-

tirely theoretical cost should be allowed in computing the value

of any utility property. The aim should be to fix a fair value,

and we believe that actual costs, where obtainable, constitute

evidence which should be given very great weight in the fixing

of such value. In fixing their unit prices in th^s case Sloan,

Huddle and Company included a contractor's profit upon those

portions of the property which would ordinarily be constructed

under contract.

In this case it is not suggested that any general contractor's

profit was in fact ever paid, and it is not believed that in the

construction of plants of this class in New Hampshire such cost

ordinarily is incurred.

§ 1203. Interest during constructioa—Railway and Canal

Commission of Great Britain.

National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Post-

master-General ^^ involves the determination by the

Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain of

the value of the property of the National Telephone

Company upon its transfer to the Postmaster-General at

the expiration of the company's license on December 31,

1911. The coiu-t allowed £463,426 for interest during

construction. This was about 4J^ per cent on inventory-

reproduction-cost. The allowance was based on a con-

struction period of two years and an interest allowance for

one-half of that period, or one year.

§ 1204. Promotion—Michigan Commission.

The application of the Northern Michigan Power

Company^^ involves an approval by the Michigan Rail-

road Commission of the proposed capitalization of a

hydroelectric enterprise. The Commission held that the

« 16 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 491, January 13, 1913.

28 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, June 11, 1913, Michigan Railroad

Commission.

68
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capitalization of a reasonable amount to cover the cost

of promoting is justifiable. Commissioner Hemans in

delivering the opinion of the Commission says (at pages

253-254):

Another item which it seems to the Commission is properly-

included in the value of the lands for hydraulic purposes, under

the Commission's general designation of "reasonable compen-

sation for the time, energy, and ability bestowed in their ac-

quisition," is the item quite generally denominated "promoter's

profit," but which this Commission believes would be more

truly descriptive if denominated "cost of promotion." The
man who devotes his genius to enlisting support for great enter-

prises of public benefit, which his clearer foresight and keener

vision has first perceived in the great world of material develop-

ment, has performed services quite as valuable to the public as

the engineer who later makes computations, plans and specifi-

cations, or the man who in any other position contributes to the

creation of the utility. . . .

In the matter under consideration, request is made to include

in capitalization, as compensation for promotion, 2J^ per cent

on the estimated cost. The Commission is persuaded that in

cases of this character the item of cost of promotion attaches

pecuUarly to the lands and flowage rights of the development,

for if it is to be justified, as we have indicated our behef it

should be, as compensation for a peculiar service incident to

every comprehensive scheme of material development, then it

should in principle inure to the value of the thing in relation

to which the particular service was rendered. It should be com-
pensation to the pioneer, rather than to those who claim neither

originality of conception nor to have assumed any of the risks

of development.

The application asks for the allowance of approximately

$300,000 as compensation for promotion. As a part of the cap-

italization allowed for land values, the Commission believes

such a sum under all the circumstances to be a reasonable one.



CHAPTER XIII

Discount on Bonds

§ 1210. Federal Court.

1211. Commonwealth Edison appraisal, Chicago—Discount and broker-

age.

1212. Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain—Brokerage.

1213. Kansas City street railway appraisal.

1214. Michigan Commission—Brokerage.

1215. New York Commission, Second District.

1216. Wisconsin Commission.

§ 1210. Federal Court.

Montana, Wyoming and Southern Railroad Company
V. Board of Railroad Commissioners of Montana ^ in-

volves a valuation for rate purposes. The District Court

enjoined the enforcement of a rate fixed by the Montana
Commission. In determining fair value the court ap-

proved an allowance of 15 per cent for discount on bonds.

The 15 per cent was estimated on the cost-of-reproduction-

new of the physical property, excluding equipment and

excluding the allpwance of 5 per cent for interest during

construction. Circuit Court Judge Hunt discusses this

subject as follows (at page 1003)

:

Discount on securities.—The master allowed 15 per cent on

$562,715.89, or $84,407.38, as a necessary and usual item of cost,

of reproduction. There was no evidence offered on behalf of

the Railroad Commission tending to dispute the conditions

which the witnesses for the complainant said existed generally

throughout investing communities, namely, that, a railroad,

such as the one under investigation, is only able to make its

financial arrangements by regarding as a part of the construction

' 198 Fed. 991, March 30, 1912.

[1075]
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cost to which it is subjected a discount representing the differ-

ence between the amount derived from the sale of its bonds and

the amount which the bonds must eventually cost the com-

pany. Recognition of discounts on securities, based upon the

considerations just expressed, has been made by the courts.

Of course there never could be any allowance whereby a cor-

poration can be allowed to capitalize its own lack of credit; but

where the bonds are sold at a reasonable discount, and bear a

low rate of interest, it would seem to be the equivalent of selling

the bonds at par with a high rate of interest. Here the 15 per

cent seems to be reasonable, the testimony showing that upon

such a discount the bonds are put upon an equality in market-

able conditions with the bonds of some of the very largest and

most successful railroads in the country.

§ 1211. Commonwealth Edison appraisal, Chicago—^Discount

and brokerage.

In 1913 an investigation and report on the rates charged

by the Commonwealth Edison Company was made to the

City Council of Chicago by Ray Palmer, City Electrician,

and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller.^ The report

fixes the fair value of the property of the company and
recommends a reduction in existing rates of charge. No
allowance is made for discount or brokerage in the fair

value fixed. The report states, however, that "an amount
is included in operating expense to represent the annual

allowance for amortization of bond discount" (page 32).

§ 1212. Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain

—

Brokerage.

National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Post-

master-General ' involves the determination by the

' Report to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light of the Chicago
City Council on the investigation of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
by Ray Palmer, City Electrician, and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller,
May 14, 1913.

' 16 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 491, January 13, 1913.
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Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain of

the value of the property of the National Telephone
Company upon its transfer to the Postmaster-General at

the expiration of the company's license on December 31,

1911. Under the purchase agreement between the parties

dated August 8, 1905, the purchase price was to be based
substantially upon the reproduction cost of the physical

property less depreciation.

In this case the Commission allowed £247,189, or about

23^ per cent, of the inventory-reproduction-cost to cover

cost of raising capital. The company claimed an allowance

of £757,657. This claim included discount on bonds and
stamp and registration taxes. In the course of the argu-

ment the company abandoned its claim for an allowance

for discount and taxes. The court concluded that there

should be a fair allowance for commissions and brokerage.

This point was strongly contested and one of the three

commissioners dissented. The prevailing judgment,

written by Justice A. T. Lawrence, contains the follow-

ing extended discussion of this question (at pages 507-

509):

The method prescribed by the House of Lords for ascertain-

ing value is to consider what it would cost to construct the

plant, that is, would, as a fact, cost.

The first question, then, is, would it, in fact, cost anything to

provide the necessary capital? The company have given evi-

dence, by way of example, that it cost them 4.41 per cent to

raise 53^ million pounds. No one has given evidence that it

would not cost anything, nor has that proposition been put

forward even in argument. I know of no commodity and no

service that can be procured as of right for nothing. I am clear

that, as a fact, money can not be procured for nothing. It was

further argued that this item of cost was to be attributed or

charged to the business and not to the plant. In so far as this

argument excludes the cost of raising any capital other than
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that required in order to construct the plant, I agree with it.

We have nothing to do with the cost of raising any capital other

than the amount which would be necessary in order to construct.

If the argument means that even this part of the capital raised

should be attributed to the business and not to the plant, I am
unable to follow it. It seems to be founded upon some conven-

tions of bookkeeping, proper in their own sphere, but which

have no relation to the problem under cbnsideration, viz, what

would it cost to construct the plant? The cost of getting the

money to pay for the materials, labor, etc., has no nearer con-

nection with the "business" than the materials and labor them-

selves.

It has been said that it can not be an element adding to the

value of the plant. The thing transferred here is the plant in

situ, and the cost of construction, less depreciation, is the method

by which the value has to be ascertained. It follows that every

expense which is necessary in order to construct is an element

to be considered, and it has to be considered because it is neces-

sary in the process of construction. The thing to be transferred,

say a pole, must be procured, transported and erected; each of

these steps is necessary to the existence of the pole in situ; each

of these steps costs money, and raising this money is itself an
expense and is one as necessary to the existence of the pole as

any of the other steps.

This is clear even in the case of one pole, but, when the money
required amounts to millions, it becomes clearer, for no one has

millions of pounds in his pocket, or even, I suppose, on current

account at his bankers. The result of this is that this cost

stands out and is seen clearly. It has not become merged in

less conspicuous matters, as it may do in illustrations like

motor-cars and pianos put to us by the Solicitor-General. The
price of these, as of all things in which there is competition, is

governed by the market price, but even this, if the market is to

be stable and sound, must cover all the items of expense neces-

sary to production. It is not true to say that this involves the

proposition that the value of plant varies with the credit of the

constructor. The cost to be considered is the cost to the hypo-
thetical constructor who is a person in good credit; or, in other
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words, what it must cost any constructor, even the Postmaster-
General, who has the credit of the state on which to raise the
necessary capital.

Again, this does not involve the conclusion that the cost of

raising capital should be added to the price again if the property
should be transferred a second or a third time; it is an item of

value once and once only, namely, on the construction of the
plant, and it is merely because it is necessary in order to con-

struct that this item comes into the calculation at all. That it

must be included is apparent, if it is tested in a case in which
the sale takes place immediately upon the completion of the

construction.

Assume the plant to cost £10,000,000 to construct, out of

which £300,000 has been properly and necessarily spent in

raising the capital required to pay for its construction. If the

constructor were to receive the cost less this £300,000, he would

get £9,700,000 only and would lose £300,000 by the transaction.

It makes no difference whether the constructor does the work
himself or does it by means of a contractor. Whoever raises the

money necessary to pay for the materials, labor, etc., is put to

the expense of raising that money. Every necessary cost must

appear in value, otherwise no sane person would ever knowingly

construct; for, if it does not appear in value, it must result in

loss, and to say it should be relegated to loss is to deny the

principle upon which we are agreed, that value should be ascer-

tained by finding what it would cost to construct the plant. Un-

less, then, it can be affirmed that money, unlike other commodi-

ties, can be procured without expense, it is clear that this item

must be included at its proper amount. In other words, we

must either refuse to follow the formula approved by the House

of Lords and agreed to by the parties, or find, as a fact, that

money can be procured for nothing. I am not able to adopt

either of these alternatives. I think a reasonable amount must

be allowed under this head of claim. I have cut this item down

to a low figure, and the amount stands, after depreciation, at

the sum of £247,189.

The dissenting opinion written by Sir James Wood-
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house contains the following discussion of this subject (at

pages 521-525)

:

I now pass to the consideration of the items of claim, and I

will deal first with that relating to the cost of raising capital

about which I have the misfortune to differ from my colleagues.

It raises a very important point of principle, and may estab-

lish a precedent in arriving at the statutory values under the

Tramways Acts. With the utmost respect I adhere to the view

which not only I took, but all the members of the court took

until a late stage of the hearing, hence our telling the Solicitor-

General at the outset of his reply, that he need not trouble to

argue it. The company include as part of the cost of construct-

ing their plant a sum of £757,657 for the cost of raising capital.

First, let us see how the claim arises. It is shown on a sta-

tistical table of Mr. Anns', the secretary of the company, marked

"A.A.2.'' It deals with the money raised by the company for

a period of ten years, namely, 1900-1909, inclusive. He says

in that period the company raised capital to the amount (in

round numbers) of 5}^ millions, and incurred expenses in so

doing to the amount of £243,371, which is a percentage of 4.44,

and he then applies this percentage to the construction cost to

arrive at the cost of raising it. On an examination of the figures

in the table it will be seen that this capital of 5J^ millions was
raised, as to 3J^ millions, in shares, and the balance of 2 millions

in debenture stock. The expenses charged comprise £85,000

for commission; £85,000 for brokerage; £66,000 for discount;

£3,750 for share capital registration duty; £2,062 for stamp
duty; and £1,500 for advertising. I merely note in passing that,

had the secretary extended his table a little further back, it

would appear.from page 249 of the blue book that the company
raised the money three years earlier, namely, in 1897, not at a
discount, but at a premium of £15 per cent.

It is also not unimportant to note that, in his speech in reply,

Sir Alfred Cripps abandoned the items of discount and duties,

and asked only for the allowance of the brokerage and commis-
sion, but I fail to see that there is in principle any distinction

between these items of expense.
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The question is whether the cost of raising the money to pay
for the construction of the plant can be taken into considera-
tion in ascertaining the value of the plant. What we have to do
is to ascertain the value of the plant. It is no part of our duty,
and it is not within the ambit of our inquiry, to ascertain how
the money (the equivalent of that value) to pay for that plant
shall be raised, whether in stocks or shares, or otherwise, or
what will be the cost of raising or obtaining it. It is, with great

respect, in my humble judgment, a wholly independent and
irrelevant matter. For the purpose of ascertaining the statu-

tory value of a tramway under the Tramways Act, it has been
laid down that the value is what it would cost the purchaser to

construct it.

To find out what it would cost to construct, then, is one of the

steps to ascertain the value of the plant. It seems, necessarily,

to follow that only those expenses which bear on the value of the

thing constructed can be properly taken into account. Those
expenses, forming the actual cost of construction, having been

ascertained, represent the value. That value has then to be

expressed and paid in the current coin of the realm. How, or

where, that current coin is obtained, or what is paid for obtain-

ing it, has nothing in the world to do with the value of the thing

which is the subject-matter of the payment. If it were other-

wise, the cost of construction, and equally, the value of the thing

constructed, would differ according to the financial standing of

the person who constructs. This could not be more pointedly

and pithily expressed than in the little dialogue between the

learned judge and Mr. Gill, the company's engineer, on the

question being first raised on the eighth day of the proceedings,

at page 244 of the Shorthand NoteSj when the judge said to

Mr. Gill, who was giving evidence on the point: "You see, if

what it costs to [raise the money] becomes an element of value of

the plant, then the worse the credit of the person providing the

plant the greater the value of the plant," to which Mr. Gill re-

plied: "Yes, I see that, that is so." It obviously must be so.

Take the case of two persons who construct the same article,

the actual amount expended in producing the article;—that is,

the cost of constructing it—^is identical in the two cases.
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Now, assume in the one case the man who constructs, or pays

for the construction, has the sovereigns at his command ready

to pay the amount which has been expended in construction.

In the other case the man has not the necessary capital at com-

mand, and, therefore, let us suppose he obtains it by selling out

securities at a loss, or by borrowing it, and paying something

to procure the accommodation. In the case of the man who had

his money at command, he has constructed by merely sacrific-

ing interest on his capital which he has put into the strupture,

and this we have actually allowed under another head of the

claim. In the case of the man who had not the sovereigns avail-

able, but has niade a sacrifice to obtain them, or has incurred

expense, more or less considerable, according to his circum-

stances and his credit, to borrow them—then according to the

view of my colleagues, that loss, or that expense, must be added

to the cost of the thing constructed, and becomes an accretion

of its value. The cost, therefore, of the thing constructed must,

by hypothesis, differ according to whether a man has to pay for

raising the money, or is in a position to find it without incurring

that expense. I fail utterly to see how this can be right, when
we bear in mind that cost is only material as a step to ascertain

the value of what is constructed. It is, in fact, making the

value of the thing constructed vary with and be dependent on
the financial ability or credit of the constructor.

Again, the cost of raising capital is not the cost in the sense

that the vendor is saving anything to the buyer, because the

buyer has to raise his capital when he comes to pay for what he

acquires. Let me develop this a little. The company in this

case say they incurred so much in raising the money to pay for

what they constructed, and therefore the value must include

that cost. Let me assume that another company, instead of

the Postmaster-General, is the purchaser of the undertaking,

and that the purchase price at cost includes say £500,000 as the

amount paid by the vendor company for raising its capital to

pay for the structure. The value of the thing constructed stands
ii^ the books of the purchasing company, therefore, with this

£500,000 as part of it, for which there is, in fact, no actual asset

corresponding to the item. Now the purchasing company must
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also raise its capital to pay the vendor company this price, and
the cost of raising this money must, in turn, equally become to

it an element in the value of the thing bought. Thus, in the case

of the second company, precisely the same asset will stand in

its books enhanced in value by the amount it spent on raising

its capital, and we have only to imagine a series of similar sales

to perceive what an enormous value this same original asset

will ultimately attain. This point, again, could not be stated

in better or more convincing language than that used by the

learned judge in answering Mr. Gill's contention, at page 244,

when he said, " the buyer has to raise his capital also. According

to that, you see, if the cost of raising the capital is an element

of value in a plant, the second time the plant changes hands,

there have been two costs of raising capital, and so it would go

on every time it changes hands. The plant would be increasing

in value by reason of the cost of raising the capital necessary

to purchase it." That, in my opinion, is the sound view, and

the only logical conclusion from the premises underlying the

company's contention. I have heard no argument and can find

none which displaces it. It is the view taken by the only ex-

perienced men of business who gave evidence about it, viz, by

Sir William Peat, the eminent railway lawyer and manager, who

has had a very large professional experience in valuations, and

Sir George Gibb, whom we all know as an accountant. I do not

see my way to regard this item as one which we can rightly in-

clude in the value to be ascertained.

§ 1213. Kansas City street railway appraisal.

At the request of the receivers of the Metropolitan

Street Railway Company the court appointed Bion J.

Arnold as a special commissioner to investigate and

report to the court what in his opinion was a "fair and

reasonable sum to represent the capital value" of the

street railway property "for adoption in a contract for

new franchises." As one element in fixing fair capital

value Mr. Arnold estimated cost of reproduction. He

added to cost-new 5 per cent to 10 per cent to cover bond
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discount. In regard to this percentage, Mr. Arnold says

(at pages 57-58) :

*

The amount added for bond discount is 5 per cent, based on

the total money which the company is to provide, including the

overhead percentage for carrying charge and general legal and

organization expense. This percentage represents the minimum
discount at which it is estimated that such securities bearing a

5 per cent interest rate could be marketed, provided the invest-

ment were protected and safeguarded by a franchise or ordi-

nance which equitably defined the relations between the street

railway company and the municipalities in which it operated.

The bond discount in case of a similar unprotected investment

would ordinarily vary from 8 per cent to 12 per cent, and, as a

matter of fact, the discount on all securities, bonds and notes of

the Metropolitan Company has averaged in excess of 10 per

cent.

The bond discount on the securities of Chicago traction prop-

erties, where the investment is protected and where the ordi-

nance allowance has been 5 per cent, has on some issues con-

siderably exceeded and on other issues been slightly less than

this amount, and the average for all securities issued since the

ordinances went into effect has been materially more than 5 per

cent. Other things being equal, the rate of discount will be
smaller as the ratio between the total bond issue and the value

of the physical property is decreased. When reproduction cost

includes, as one item, discount of bonds sufficient to cover the

entire cost of the property, it necessarily follows that a higher

rate will prevail, and a 5 per cent rate of bond discount will be
sufficient only on the assumption that the investment will be
protected by fair franchise stipulations in municipal ordinances.

To determine the value of the property on the basis of an un-
protected investment, tables have been prepared in which the

percentages representing the cost of financing have been in-

creased, the carrying charges, general legal and organization

* Report of Bion J. Arnold, Special Commissioner to the District Court
of the United States, Western Division of Missouri. William C. Hook
Circuit Judge. Dated February 3, 1913.
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expenses having been included as 7 per cent, and bond discount
as 8 per cent, a total of 15 per cent. This percentage represents
the probable cost of financing, should the investment be unpro-
tected by fair ordinance provisions.

Mr. Arnold recommends, however, at page 29, that all

bond discount, brokerage and other intangible values shall

be amortized out of future earnings.

§ 1214. Michigan Commission

—

Brokerage.

The application of the Northern Michigan Power
Company « involves an approval lay the Michigan Rail-

road Commission of the proposed capitaHzation of a
hydroelectric enterprise. The company claimed a spe-

cific allowance for brokerage in addition to permission

to issue its bonds at a discount. The Commission held

that there was no justification in including an item for

brokerage as distinct from the allowance for bond dis-

count. Conmiissioner Hemans in delivering the opinion

of the Conmiission says (at pages 254-255)

:

The application filed herein makes request for the allowance of

an item of 2)/^ per cent on the cash cost of construction and

physical properties to cover the item of banking and- brokerage.

Unquestionably every comprehensive development of the char-

acter being considered finds it expedient to enlist the services

of a reputable broker who must be compensated for the investi-

gation he shall make into the basis of the securities, which, if

found satisfactory and desirable, he shall recommend to his

clientage, but it is a service that is incidental to the sale of the

securities or the borrowing of capital. It is an item most in-

timately connected with bank discount, which is in part the

rate which a given concern must pay for its loans. We believe

that under prevailing practices, in view of the discount at which

it is desired that the bonds to be authorized herein may be sold

' 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, June 11, 1913, Michigan Railroad Com-
mission.
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and at which like securities are sold, there is no justification for

the inclusion of this item in capitalization, but that it should be

included with the bond discount and ultimately extinguished by-

amortization from the profits of operation.

§ 1216. New York Commission, Second District.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo * the com-

pany asked the New York Public Service Commission for

the Second District to fix a rate for gas supplied to the

city of Buffalo. The company claimed an allowance of

about 17 per cent on the assumed reproduction cost to

cover discount on bonds. The Commission refused this

allowance on the ground that there was no evidence that

any such cost had been incurred in the construction of the

plant. Chairman Stevens says (at pages 617-618)

:

Such results as the foregoing would seem to demand that good

reasons should be adduced in favor of this item for cost of capi-

tal before it can be allowed. The only reason submitted by the

company in favor of this allowance is that if a new plant identical

in all respects with the existing plant were to be constructed,

it would be a cost which would have to be borne by the corpora-

tion or its stockholders.

There is "no proof that any such cost or any part of it was
incurred at any time by the people constructing the existing

plant, and upon a fair view of the history of the constituent com-

panies the evidence is overwhelming that no such cost was ever

incurred. The evidence is also conclusive as hereinbefore set

forth that the parties investing their capital in the plants of the

constituent companies have been abundantly rewarded for all

the capital they actually put in. There is no proof that any one

is proposing to reproduce the existing plant; and it is certain that

if the present plant were wiped out and a new gas plant in the

city of Buffalo were to be constructed, it would not be a repro-

duction of the present plant. It is equally certain that if any

» 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.), 553, 23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, Febru-

ary 4, 1913.
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person were proposing to purchase the present plant, this item

of cost of capital would form no part of the basis of the offer.

§ 1216. Wisconsin Commission.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee
Electric Railway and Light Company^ involves the

valuation of a street railway for rate purposes by the

Wisconsin Railroad Commission. The Commission issued

an order slightly reducing the existing rates of charge.

The Commission holds that under certain circumstances a

discount on bonds should undoubtedly be included as a

portion of the intangible value of the property. Whether
or not the discount is to be included as a portion of the

property account will depend upon the interest rate

allowed by the Commission. In the present case the

Commission holds that its allowance of a rate of return of

about 7}4 per cent, covering both interest and profits,

is ample to allow for all expenses of sale, including any dis-

count on the securities issued. The Commission says

(at page 157)

:

Whether or not the discoimt rate is to be included as a por-

tion of the property account will depend upon interest rate

allowed the utility. It is obvious that a 4 per cent bond can

not be expected to sell at the same premiimi as a 6 per cent se-

curity, and the amount of the interest rate allowed the utility

must determine whether or not the discount is to be included.

In the present case it appears that the allowance for interest

and profit is ample to allow for all expenses of the sales and dis-

count upon the securities issued.

Superior Commercial Club v. Superior Water, Light

and Power Company * involves the valuation of a water,

light and power plant for rate purposes. The Commission

included an allowance of $100,000 for discount on bonds,

' 11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.

8 11 W. R. C.R. 704, November 13, 1912.
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out of a total discount of $298,948 incun-ed by the com-

pany in issuing its securities. The Commission discusses

this subject as follows (at pages 740-741)

:

The respondent maintains that all discounts on the 6 per cent

bonds, which were largely to offset the risk incurred by investors,

should be included in the valuation of the property of the com-

pany, but concedes that discounts on the 4 per cent bonds

should be excluded. It is pointed out that the allowance for

bond discounts as a legitimate part of the valuation for rate-

making purposes must be determined not on the basis of present

conditions but with regard to the capital hazard involved at

the time of issue.

In investigating these bond discounts the question to be de-

termined is, whether the capital necessary for the construction

of the plants at that time could not have been secured upon any

better terms. It appears that by 1889 Superior was "intoxi-

cated with another boom," and that the financial storm that

swept the country in 1893 was severely felt in Superior, and was

succeeded by a period of slow recovery. It is noted that before

the panic the bonds sold by the respondent were disposed of at

a fairly large discount. It is claimed that the first bonds sold

during the height ofthe boom might have been sold to local in-

vestors at a higher rate than 80. It does not seem probable,

however, that a higher price could have been secured from out-

side investors in a practically untried enterprise with very little

earning power. It is difficult to see on what groimds a part, at

least, of the bond discoimts made should not be included in the

cost of the plant. In the case before us of the total discoimts on

the 6 per cent bonds $188,000 was charged by the company to

plant and $14,250 to profit and loss. Of the amount discounted

on the 4 per cent bonds $25,250 was charged to plant and $71,445

to profit and loss. If business enterprises can not secure capital

on any better terms, then it necessarily follows that such bond
discounts must represent a part of the cost of securing the cap-

ital. ...
It is of interest to note that the engineers' appraisal of the

present value, after deducting material and supplies on hand
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and non-operating property, leaves an aggregate of $1,327,071.

It would appear that an amount not to exceed $100,000 out of

the total discount of $298,948 is properly made a part of value

of the property for raite-makiijg pqispeses and represents the

estimated amount of discoimt over the prevailing rate of in-

terest necessarily made-- in; an;open'market to secure funds to

construct the plants.

City of Green Bay v. GreeniBay Water Gomfjany* in-

volves the valuation bf a water plant" for rate purposes.

In determinifig fair value.<in this. case. the .Commission

states ihattsome addition to thq physical yalue.^ould be

made to cover discount on the' bonds. The-' company
asked for an allowance of $25,000 for, the discount on

thecbond issue ofr$400,00Qimade,in.l910. "These were

6 per cent bonds; which ^appear to have been sold.at93|^.

The Commission held4hat it was not proper in this .case to

include the total amount claimed- for Idiscoui^tj^but .that

some (unstated) amount should be included to cover

discount" (pag6 258).

« 12/W..Il..C.>R. 236, January 6, rl913.
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§ 1230. Federal Court.

In Western of Alabama Railway Company v. Railroad

Commission of Alabama/ Special Master William S.

Thorington discusses allowance for working capital as

follows (at pages 95-97)

:

The next objection urged by respondents' counsel is to the

item of current assets set forth in Exhibit W. H. S. No. 11,

which represents the capital invested in the cash requirements

of complainant, it being necessary for every company operating

on the scale usual with railroads to have on hand, either in cash

or in some other available form, sufficient means to discharge its

current liabilities, which, of course, must be as large as such

current liabilities; therefore, in the estimate of the actual pres-

ent value of the property used in the operation of complainant's

business as a common carrier in the state it is proper to take

into consideration the amount of cash assets, or that which rep-

resents cash, in which the capital of the company is invested to

meet its current operating expenses. . . .

In Exhibit W. H. S. No. 2 it is made to appear that the aver-

age cash per month required to meet current obligations was
$330,826.30. . . .

' TJ. S. District Court, Middle District of Alabama (Northern Division),

Report of William S. Thorington, Special Master, April 3, 1912.

[ 1090 ]
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In view of the showing in the testimony that a prudent busi-

ness policy requires there shall be kept at hand not only suffi-

cient cash to meet immediate, current liabilities, but a sufficiency

for 30 or even 60 days in advance, rather than to risk having to
borrow money for such obligations, the special master does not
feel that this testimony should be ignored, and therefore finds

and reports that the average of such monthly working assets

as hereinabove ascertained is not unreasonable as part of

the estimated cost to reproduce complainant's property.—Ev.,
Vol. Ill, 1884-1886.

Des Moines Gas Company, v. City of Des Moines "

involves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes.

The special master included an allowance of $140,000 for

working capital in a total fair value of $2,240,928. The
report of the special master upheld the rates established

by ordinance and the court approved his report. In regard

to the allowance for working capital District Judge Smith
McPherson comments as follows (at pages 209-210)

:

If the question were now for decision, I would have much
doubt as to the item of working capital, $140,000. The master

was liberal with the gas company by allowing that item. I

fail to fioad satisfactory evidence in this tremendous record as

to that item, although there is evidence bearing thereon. But
every business man knows that the gas company daily makes

deposits, and daily checks out for expenses, and at stated periods

for interest on its bonds and for dividends. Whether it receives

interest on its daily balances does not appear, nor does it appear

whether it must pay interest on its overdrafts, if it has such.

And if it has on hand $140,000 as working capital, why such

sum would not earn interest is not made to appear. I only men-

tion this to show that the master has not borne down on the gas

company.

In Bonbright v. Corporation Commission of Arizona

'

the Federal Court granted an interlocutory injunction

2 199 Fed. 204, August 21, 1912. ' 210 Fed. 44, November 19, 1913.
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against the enforcement of an order of the Corporation

Commission of' Arizona fixing the rates of charge of; the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Among other' causes

assigned for issuing the iiiterloeutory injunction the

Court holds that the Commission allowed an insufficient

amount for working capital Circuit Judge Morrow says

(at page 54)

:

We come next to the valuation of' what is termed the work-

ing capital. The experts for the complainant value this item

at $50,000. The Corporation Commission valuedit'.at $23,S00.

We think the latter sum is too small for the current business of

the corporation. The corporation must carry a certain amount
of supplies.and. should pay its bills for repairs and supplies at

the end of the week or month as they come diie and should not

be obliged to await the collection of its revenues from the rates

collected by the company from its customers. There is always

more or less delay in collecting' raties. The company should

therefore have constantly on hand'what-might be termed a re-

volving fund to pay, its own , current obligations and keep its

credit good and enable it, to transact its business promptly and

satisfactorily to everybody, concerned. We think that a work-

ing capital of $50,000.is a reasonable capital for the corporation

in this case ajid should be allowed as a valuation in its plant.

§4231. Arizona Commission—Gas and, electric plant.

Huffman v., Tugson Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company* involves the valuation of a gas and. electric

plant for' rate purposes by the.Arizona Corporation,Comr
missionj The Commission discusses the allowance fop

workingcapital as follows (at pages 744^-745, 7.48) :

.

The respondent claimed as working capital amounts ranging
from $27,000 to $30,000 for the combined properties. Various
methods^were used"in determining'what the amount of working

* 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 725, July 9, 1913, Arizona Corporation Com-
mission.
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capital should be. . By one method the accounts receivable /and

supplies and cash necessary to render the operatioius of! the; re-

spondent successful were offset against the deposits,: accounts

payable atKl other items.

-It was < contended that suppHes . anid cash on hand .would

natiir>allyi be- much; lacger' in Tiugson than' in 'an/Eastern: com-
munity located closer to the markets and; financial interests

controlling. the operations ©f^ the.system. .^By;anotiiaer mfethod,

compEisJaagithe difference between thencurraitrassetsjand'.our-

rent liabilities of the-respondent,. it iscoiitended' that tihe allow-

ance should be in excess of $30,OOO/amd. that, the respondentflwas

actually; using in excess of that sum at the time ofilhe> hearing.

I On : the other : hand, Ithe enpneer oi the • Gommission, the

Attorney-General ; and ' the • City Attorney ; lay ..great i stress . on

the fact that unnecessary iavestmraits in supplies:aind fuel should

not be allowed, and that if the respondent has more caah on
' hand toaireet its daily business meeds' than; is actually reqaaired

in the normal course of its business an allowance thereforshould

n^tfecmade. . .. .

We' further h6M. that '$12,500i for the electric department and

$4;000 for :.the gas departmentHshouldi be allowedi fori«wofcldag

capital . It should' be noted' that; thisiaanount does not include

the value of considerable construction material alreaidy:allowed

for in the inventory of the company's property.

§1232. Chicago telephone appraisal.

In his report on the rates of'the'Ghicago TMephone

Company Professor Bemis discusses the;proper allowance

' for working capita as follows (at pages '39-^0):'^

The appraisers not only :.appraised 'Workiijig .assets,, such ;as

supplies,iat $921,596, buttheyassume that the company needs,

in cash or its equivalent, $1,050,000. This form, of working

capital they divided between the city, $887,250, and the sub-

urban division, $162,750. The' total when added to the supphes

6 Report oni the investigation of the Chicago Telephone Company sub-

mitted to the Committee on Gas, Qil and Electric Lighb byi Edwatd W.

Bemis, October 25, 1912..
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makes a total working capital of $1,971,596. Even the estimate

made by Mr. Hall, of $1,750,000, seems large.

Expenses for one and one-half months would be one-eighth

of the $8,836,827.49 of total expenses in 1911. In other words,

it would amount to $1,104,603.44. In a company which collects

its revenue monthly and receives some of it in advance, a work-

ing capital equal to the expenditures for one and one-half

months would appear to be ample, especially in view of the fact

that it can obtain at least 30 days' credit on most of its pur-

chase of supplies. Now, one-eighth of the entire payroll for

the year 1911, of $6,332,485, is only $791,561. The current as-

sets of cash, and dividends, bills and accounts receivable, and

prepaid expenses at the close of 1911, exceeded the accounts

payable by only $475,212.17. Such a sum added to the entire

appraised value of the supplies, of $921,596, would be only

$1,396,808.17.

In view of all this, $1,500,000 would appear to be a maximum
amount necessary to allow for all forms of working capital.

This is $578,404 in excess of supplies on hand. However, as the

matter relatively is not of large importance, $1,750,000 may be

used for the entire working capital, or $828,404 for that por-

tion of the same, viz, cash or its equivalent, for which the ap-

praisers allow $1,050,000. A reduction from the appraisal may
thus be made of $221,596.

§ 1233. Commonwealth Edison appraisal, Chicago.

In 1913 an investigation and report on the rates charged

by the Commonwealth Edison Company was made to the

City Council of Chicago by Ray Palmer, City Electrician,

and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller. The report fixes

the fair value of the property of the company and recom-

mends a reduction in existing rates of charge. The report

contains the following discussion of the allowance for

working capital (pages 46-i7) :
^

" Report to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light of the Chicago
City Council on the investigation of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
by Ray Palmer, City Electrician, and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller,

May 14, 1913.
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In determining the amount to be added to investment to
represent working capital, the proper unit has been considered
the amount of money necessary to run the company until such
time as the return from sales of current and merchandise will

defray the expense plus the profit from operation. This figure

has been added to the amount held in stores and coal reserve,

and together with a minimum cash balance makes the total

allowance for working capital.

The factors entering into the computation of time are length
of reading period, time necessary for billing and time allowed
for payment. If it takes the full time of each of these factors,

the measure of total expense is the ratio that the total of days
in all factors bears to the full year. If meter reading, billing

periods and pay periods for a class of service are made from day
to day, i. e., distributed throughout the month, the expense

necessary to furnish that class of service is not accumulated
from the day of commencing service to time of payment, but
is continuously returned, so that approximately only one-half

of the total expenditure is involved at any time. Because of

the fact that all bills are not of the same amount, but will vary
from month to month, a factor of 60 per cent of the total time

has been used for those classes of service in which readings are

distributed.

The various periods for each class of service have been fur-

nished by the company, the ratio of that period to the year de-

termined, and the percentage applied to the year's revenue of

that class of service. The ratio of operating expense to income

from operation has then been applied to give the amount of

expense incurred in producing the recorded amount of reve-

nue.

The company's coal supply would vary from year to year,

depending on local conditions, such as strikes and famines,

but it was considered that a supply sufficient to operate the

company for an average three months' period would be an

ample allowance.

The remaining items in the accompanying schedule are self-

explanatory, the sum total of $2,535,690, which amounts to

16.39 per cent of the gross revenue (including merchandise
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sales), providing a total allowance deemed fair for average con-

ditions.

While it) may be maintained that a minimum caah balance

of $500,000 is not sufficient protection/ to the operators of a

companyof this size,; it is well toi remember ini comparing this

item' with published balance sheets rthat the amount of cash is

being continuously .augmented bjr profits from operation which

are only periodically disbursed in dividends and interest, and

then only in part.

The above method of computing working .capital is believed

to be fairly indicative of thei necessary amount to operate this

company.. The ordinary method of considering !exeess>of current

assets over current liabilities may,inelude, periodic increases!>in

cash! as dividend and. interest payment dates approach, or -cash

awaiting investihent in plant, extensions or bills or accounts) re-

ceivable arising from business affiliations foreign' to the business

under regulation, any one of which would destroy the value of

suchia ccHnpntatibn as aniindex.T

,

It is noti considered. meeessary/td allow an amount for fde-r

fraying. the expense. of plant extensions because in the
t
physical

valuation interest carrying icharges^have been allowed both, on

the toriginalfplant: andiadditions, sinee^ . Materials f<ir repairs are

carried in stores.

§ 1234. Nebraska Commission—Lincoln telephbne plaint..

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company, for authority^ to increase, rates' involves the

valuation of a telephone -pjant ,for rate purposes, hy the

Nebraska iState,Railway Commission, . The^ Commission
holds that a working capital in the form of cash in bank
and accounts receivable is essential. to ;the conduct of a

business' of this: character.- The Commission, says (at

pages 1444-14S) i

From studies made the Commission feels than an allowance

of .about $X09,000 for working capital, together with stores and

' 19 A. T. & T/Cb. Com. L..134;, June 26; 1913, Nebraska State Railway.
Commission.
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supplies,..for a. company
. of- this„siw, would seemi reasonablji

necessary; such allowance would be the equivalent, of 6 per cent i

on the reproduction value.

The value, used by the Commission includes only $69,846.72
for stores and supplies, so that the total allowance for working
capital is approximately $39^000 short of the reasonable allow-

ance above indicated.

§1235., New Jersey Commission—Public .Service.Gas Com-
ply case.

In 'Re Rates of the Public Service Gas, Company^ the

New Jersey .Board of Public Utihty ,Commissioners made
an aU^wance of $250,000. for WOTkingi,capital. The basis

of thie allowance I is not stated.: It iincludas. materials and
supplies. The'total valuatirnu in this case excluding,work-
ing capital was $4,500)000. For the year ending 1911

the operating expenses were:$493,000 and the gas sold

amounted to 1,050,541M cubic feet.

§ 1236. New York Commission).S^condiiDJistrlctrT-Buffalo g^s

ratei;cas.e.

.

IniiBuffalcJ. Gas Gompany.-J).- Gity.of Buffalo the com-.

pany>^ askfed the- New, York Publici Service Gommission

for the Second District to-fixa ratefor gassupphed to the

city of Buffalo. The company claimed an allowance of

$150,000 ' fqr working capital ' incliiding materials and

supplies on hand. The Gdmmission refused this allowance

on the ground that the company did not in i^ct possess a

working, capital as its quick assets did not exceed its

floating, ;debt.. Existing, materials and supplies could.,not

be included as working; capital,, inasmuch, as they- were

offset by bills payable and interest on such bills
i
was being

charged.to operating expenses. Moreover, ,the CopMnis-

» 1 N. J. B'. P;U. O. 433, 15 A. T; '& T.' Co. Com. L, 354,; December 26,

1913.

9 Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffallo, .3 P, S.CZd.B (N.» Y>.), 553,

23 A.,T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4,4913.
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sion notes that the company has consumers' deposits to

the amount of $78,000, and that interest on such amount

was charged to operating expenses. Chairman Stevens

discusses this question as follows (at pages 621-623)

:

The company in its brief and in all of its calculations assumes

that it has a working capital of $150,000 upon which it is en-

titled to a return. It seems to be necessary to call attention to

the fact that working capital consists of property of some kind

owned and used by the company in its business which is not

elsewhere inventoried and appraised, and that if it has not any

such property there can be nothing in the nature of working

capital which can be placed in the inventory and upon which a

return can be based. This remark is necessary in view of the

fact that the company's exhibit showing how it arrives at the

sum of $150,000 working capital concludes as follows:

"Amount required to bring net working capital up to

$150,000, $110,510.65."

The witness called by the company in explanation of this

exhibit says, among other things:

" In other words, I feel that we should have free as liquid cap-

ital to conduct this business not less than $150,000, and if we
do not have it, and we have not at the present time because we
have exhausted it, as I will explain," etc.

He again says, at page 1063 of the evidence:

"We have used up practically all of our working capital."

This evidence would seem to dispose of the question of work-

ing capital without further discussion, but a few other facts

should properly be considered in this connection. The exhibit

placed in evidence by the company is too voluminous to quote
in full at this place. It does, however, contain the following

:

" Quick assets exceed floating debt $89,489.35."

This would show that the company actually has practically

$40,000 of working capital, providing the statement is made on
the correct basis and embodies correct figures. Also it contains

an inventory of stock, materials and supplies on hand, showing
that all are inventoried at the sum of $71,743.95. Stock, ma-
terials, and supplies on hand clearly constitute working capital.
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and might very well be treated as such in this connection but
for the fact that upon the other side of the account the company-

has bills payable amounting to $75,000, and it charges in its

operating expenses the interest upon these bills payable at

6 per cent. It is clear that if this interest is allowed in operating

expenses there can be no allowance for the stock, materials and
supplies as working capital. If the latter are allowed as work-

ing capital, then the interest charged in operating expenses

must be stricken out so that the matter is, as the witness says,

"six of one and half a dozen of the other." It will be simpler

to leave the interest in operating expenses, and therefore the

stock, materials, and supplies can not be treated as working

capital. The exhibit is not made up, however, on the correct

basis. The quick assets exceed the floating debt by $39,489.35,

and this is assumed to be working capital. The assets, however,

contain the following:

"Treasury bonds covering plant paid for from working capital,

$95,000 par value. Market price, 64: $60,800."

The treasury bonds are the bonds of the company which have

never been issued and hence are not an asset at all. The^state-

ment shows clearly that they are placed in the exhibit repre-

senting "plant paid for from working capital," and hence the

amount is necessarily included in some other place in property

which is inventoried and allowed for. This of course is a fun-

damental error, since nothing should appear in working capital

which is inventoried elsewhere. As a conclusion from this, the

quick assets do not exceed floating debt, but are less by some

$21,000.

The statement is also faulty in principle in other respects,

but it is unnecessary to go into it, since the company has en-

tirely failed to show any working capital in use except stock,

materials and supplies which are hereinbefore discussed.

In this connection it should be observed that the balance

sheet of the company for the year ended December 31, 1911,

discloses that it then had consumers' deposits to the amount of

$78,390.57. This is not held separate and apart as a trust fund,

but is represented somewhere in its floating capital, so that very

clearly it has a working capital to the amount of these deposits.
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'It'is'tnie'th^t 5t''is iiaBte' for' interest upon these' deposits,;but

thsit 'ilite*6gt "N^hen paM 'is 'necessarily fehafged to ' operating

' expenses/'so'thaf to Ml'praetieal intents -and 'purposes it: has

this amount of "wotfei'ag 'capital' on' hand.
'

;§il237. Wiscoasiii' Gofnmissian.

Meyer 6t • al. v. ©keboygato Gas Light Company' " in-

volves a valuation of a gas plant for 'rate pmposes by the

Wisconsin Railroad Gdmntfission. ' Iri this case' toaid in esti-

mating' the 'allowance for "W^di-kiMg capital' the' Commission

takes' It) per Cent and' 1'5 per cent of the'grogs earnings for

the last three years. As an additional aid it find^ the differ-

ence between, the current assets and liabilities for the same
three, years. Under' current assets are included (1) cash;

(2) accounts receivable; (S) materials and supplies, and

(4)'miscellaneousi prepaid accounts. Under current habil-

ities are included • (1) ' notes -and bills payable; .(2) -ac-

counts ^ payable ;'(i£i)consiuners'' deposits; (4) accrued in-

surance, and (6)"acerued taxes. ForitheHast yearilO per

cfeiit Of 'the -gross earnings amounted to .^7,200 and 15

per' cent of the gross earnings to' $10,800. 'For the same
year the difference between current assets and current

liabilities amounted to $14,300. Materials and supplies

on' hand were appraised at"$10;491. By comparing this

amount with the ratio- of materials and supplies to total

assets for other companies of the same class, it seemed to

the Commission that the amount of materialsand supplies

was unnecessarily -large. The Commission accordingly

in determining fair value does not include an allowance
for cash capital in; excess of. the amount of materials and
supplies. The' Gonamissi'Om says^at pages 447-448, 459):

The value of materials, and supphes found by the engineers

June 30, 1911, is $10>491. This amount is included in the total

cost of reproduction of $301,386. Analysis of the relation of the

'»9 W. R. C. R. 439, July 11, 1912.
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valueiofimat^ialsv.andiSupipliB8;)to'the.,totallassetg.!of class .A

utilities reveals that an allowance of $8,OQl0i would jb(8sample -on

thisibasis,ifoPt^tbe respondent'sKtiusiaesgw. Tested, by thie ajmoujit

oil business itransaetedyi th© inecessajfy^ aUojwaiicB;;would bje. even
less.: . . .

It.appearsy on tha whol^i.that the'Vadue. of matCTiabiand
supplies,, as it appears in itbe' engineers' valuationiistspmewliat

more than would ordimarily bei necessary, thaitith^ difference

between the current assets and liabilities is unusually, high, and

tbatitb^efore the additional cash capitalihat should be adde»d to

the value ofitbe property is soicnewliaiiless than therreports of the

utility^ would indicaite> are necessary for- itSHbusinesSRi . . .

For the purpose of:this d©terBaiinatio;n no, allowance is,mad© at

this tinae for cash capital, asthe valueof materials and,supplies

included sin the icost^of-reproduction-new upon which -the value

ofplantand business lis -based is not very far from whatiwould

ordinarily be requiredifdri working capital for a i gas- utility of

thiS'.size.

This case is of particular importance in the use- that is

made tofithe ^oompaiEadiive'method, ito :dhmh and) mny&s^t . the

estimate indicated: by. the accounts/ ofa the company con-

cerned.

On a rehearing of this case the Commission mQdi^Qdiits^

determination as follpws .(at page 313) :

"

The respondtot asserts^that) IhlOyQOOtin.casbasKnecessaryfor

working capital in -addition > to.matferial;and supfpiies.'. H-sup^

ports this contention by- showing' that".th© amountof coke., and

the stock of appliances were greateri during the summer^months,

when the inventory wa,s taken, than-.they ordinarily arefon-the

remaindfer of the year^and that accounts receivabl^i were un-

usually' swollen by current consumer^ accounts,, which, reach, a

maximum at- the> firsto of the month; Tiese arguments,, altoe,

hardly substaaitiate the- claims" that a large working.- capital, is

required^ fdn, if^ these' itemsa are noraially lessj. th© average

" Meyer v. Sheboygan Gas LigKt Company, 12 W: R". C: R. 309, de-

cision on rehearing Jajttuaryi 16). 1913,
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amount required for working capital may be expected to be

correspondingly smaller.

While the utility requires sufficient available cash capital to

enable it to meet its current obligations, this need is not uniform,

but is greatest when many accounts payable are due; it is least

when they are entirely paid. The addition of the entire in-

ventory value of material and supplies to the respondent's

investment is equivalent to adding cash capital to the extent that

the corresponding accounts are vmpaid.

Various comparisons of the business of this and other utilities

indicated that the investment necessary for material and
supplies was considerably less than the inventory revealed.

It was concluded, therefore, that very little additional cash

should be allowed. But further consideration of respondent's

unusual need of increasing its gas sales in every practicable

way convinces us that considerable investment in gas appliances

is not unwarrantable in this case. For this reason, it is believed

that respondent's working capital, including material and sup-

plies, may properly be about $15,000.

In Superior Commercial Club v. Superior Water, Light

and Power Co. ^^ the Wisconsin Railroad Commission dis-

cusses the question of working capital as follows (at pages

745-747):

It appears clear that stores and supplies, and cash in sufficient

amoimts to insure economical and safe operation of the plants,

are proper items to be included in the working capital. This, in

a sense, might also be true of bills receivable, except in such
cases where they are offset by bills payable.

Different methods of estimating the amount required for

working capital were discussed in State Journal Prtg. Company
V. Madison G. & El. Co. 1910, 4 W. R. C. R. 501, 552, and City
of.Milwaukee v. T. M. E. R. & L. Co. 1912, 11 W. R. C. R. 1,

157. In applying these methods it is necessary to observe
closely the nature of the business and local conditions in Su-
perior, in order to clearly understand the situation with respect

" 11 W. R. C. R. 704, November 13, 1912.
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to the amount of working capital required. The company-
collects its revenue monthly in all three departments and re-

ceives the bulk of these earnings before it is obliged to settle

with the two companies from which it obtains the gas and
electric energy. All of its outlays in connection with producing,

delivering and selling its products, except taxes, depreciation,

interest and profits, are thus made after the monthly collections

are received.

An examination of the monthly earnings statements sub-

mitted to the Commission for the nine months extending from
July 1, 1911, to March 31, 1912, indicates that the average net

income per month for the year ending June 30, 1912, will be
about $5,800 for the water, $2,100 for the gas, and $6,270 for

the electric plant, or a total of $14,170 for the three departments.

The monthly depreciation reserve amounts to about $3,333.

Assuming an average interest charge of 7J^ per cent on the

present value of the physical property amounts to about $8,430

per month. Deducting these items from the total net income

leaves a balance of approximately $2,400 per month. Adding

to this $2,400 the consumers' deposits for a surety reserve

amounting to about $6,600, which remains about stationary

during the year, gives the company each month over and above

their entire expenses approximately $9,000. The receipts, taken

as a whole, are greater than that part of the expenses which,

when considered together, it would be of any advantage to the

plants to pay as often as once a month.

The significance of these facts is readily seen. They show

that the company is in a position to meet substantially all of its

current outlays from its current receipts, thus being practically

on a cash basis. They show that the conditions under which

the company is operating are such that a close relation exists

between the collection of its receipts and the pajrment of its

expenses. A uniform adjustment of the one to the other ought

to be little trouble, due to this close relation. . . .

Upon considering the facts brought out, it appears that

$60,946.41 in addition to the appraisal of materials and sup- .

plies is a greater amount for working capital than that which is

required for operating the plants and properly conducting the
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business as a wh'de. It appears that a'wOrking-eapital of- 10

per. cent of the ana'ount' derived from the grossis&les of water,

gas and current, or froni- $255000 tcJ fSOjOOOnn addition to the

amount already invented' in materials' and supplies,! is fully

adequate under present conditions.

The case of.Eiity- of Milwaakee- v. ;The Milwaukee

Electric Railway and Light Company '^ involves . the

valuation- of a street railway for rate purposes. The Com-
mission issued an order slightly reducing thei^isting rates

of charge. As'Tegards 'the different requiremelits as to

working capital of an electric railway as compared' with a

water, gas or telephone utility, the' Commission- says

(at page 157)

:

The eflectric railway is unKke'the-waterj gas and 'telephone

utility, in 'that it has no' mohthly-' biUs,'^but' receives' a large

pdrtibn of " its transportation revenues daily. The 'electric

railway alsCT'has' 'lihe^ advantage of ^^elling' a -part of its. trans-

portati&n sfervice'in adva,nce! in th^-form of-blocks of tisjkiets or

nlilettge'"books. 'The"money' so 'received- is at >tihe company's

disposal as'workingtjapital prior to the timeWhen it- is necessary

for current expenses.

" 11 WvB. C. R,l> 14rA, T.:& T. Co,Comi L. 197, August 23, 1912.



CHAPTER XV

Piecemeal Construction

§ 1250. New York CommisBion, Second District.

1251. Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain—^Piecemeal con-

struction and separate establishment.

§ 1250. New York Commission, Second District.

Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company ^

is a case involving the valuation of property of an electric

company for rate purposes. Chairman Stevens in deliver-

ing the opinion of the Commission speaks of piecemeal

construction as follows (at pages 687-688)

:

The first objection to the cost-of-reproduction-new in this

case is that it is based upon an assumed state of affairs which

did not obtain in the actual construction of the plant. This

assumption is that the plant is to be constructed as an entirety

within the briefest possible period. It is not considered as a

growth from a simple beginning, but as evolved from the plans

of engineers covering the whole system, and the construction

proceeding with all reasonable dispatch so that the plant is

brought into existence and put in service at one time. It as-

sumes practically that the whole plant is ready for service before

any business is secured. This assumption does not correspond

with the real facts of the case. The company was organized in

1896. As late as the close of 1900 we find that the money in-

vestment was only about $500,000. In 1908 the investment

had risen to about $1,500,000, and at the close of 1911 it had

gone up to nearly $1,900,000. Extensions were built, generally

speaking, for serving business which was ready to be served. An

extension of the distributing system would be made to reach

» 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015,

April 2, 1913.
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a particular industry or business, and as soon as completed the

load would be taken on. The engineering has largely been done

by engineers in the regular employment of the company at a

cost very much less than the percentage assmned by the com-

pany's witnesses; and as is shown by the books, large portions

of the sums required as theoretical overhead expenses have never

been paid.

Again, the large sum of $256,439 is added by the respondent

to the costs because of piecemeal construction. In other words,

the theory is that the plant could have been constructed upon

the assumption just stated for the sum of about $3,000,000,

but having actually been constructed by piecemeal, $250,000

should be added to that sum by reason of the extra expense

incurred.

It must be confessed that this addition for piecemeal con-

struction has logical difficulties which, however, need not be

discussed for the reason that the books of the company demon-

strate that the piecemeal construction which actually took place

was much cheaper than the construction upon which the cal-

culations of the company's witnesses are based.

§ 1251. Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain

—

Piecemeal construction and separate establishment.

National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Post-

master-General * involves the determination by the Rail-

way and Canal Commission of Great Britain of the

value of the property of the National Telephone Com-
pany upon its transfer to the Postmaster-General at the

expiration of the company's license on December 31,

1911. Under the purchase agreement between the parties

dated August 8, 1905, the purchase price was to be based
substantially upon the reproduction cost of the physical

property less depreciation.

In this case the company's calculations of overhead
percentages were based on estimates of actual expenditures

2 16 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 491, January 13, 1913.
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of the company in carrying on its construction work. The
company claimed that by the combination of a construc-
tion business with an operating business certain economies
accrued. Accordingly the company claimed an addition

of a certain percentage to cover the additional cost that a
separate estabUshment for construction purposes would
have entailed. The court held, however, that in view of

the fact that the company's estimates of actual cost w^re
based on construction imder the piecemeal method and in

view of the fact that the plan adopted for determining pur-

chase price assumed the replacement of the entire plant as

a whole and not upon a piecemeal plan, the probable extra

cost arising from piecemeal construction might well be
taken as an offset against the claim for a separate estab-

lishment. Sir James Woodhouse in delivering his judg-

ment discusses this question as follows (at page 535):

In calculating their percentages the company included a sum
for what they called separate establishment charges. This was

to represent, as I understand, economies which they considered

accrued to the advantage of the construction account from the

fact that, as Mr. Gill pointed out, the company was practically

combining two businesses, a large construction business and a

large operating business, and, in respect of stores, men's wages,

and in other details, money was thereby, he believed, saved

which a constructor not so circumstanced would have to incur. I

share the view, that any economy accruing in this way was fairly

balanced by the extra cost which, undoubtedly, would arise

from the piecemeal method of construction involved in the com-

pany's calculations of cost, and which formed the subject of so

much criticism on the part of the Solicitor-General. I therefore

exclude any such claim from our calculations of costs.



CHAPTER XVI

Adaptation and Solidification

§ 1260. Federal Ck)urt—Alabama and South Dakota railioad rate cases

—

Solidification.

1261. California Commission—Solidification of roadbed.

1262. New Jersey railroad appraisal for tax purposes.

1260. Federal Court—Alabama and South Dakota railroad

rate cases—Solidification.

In the South and North Alabama Raihoad Rate Case,*

Special Master W. A. Gunter allowed 15 per cent on the

cost of grading for solidification, and in the Louisville and

Nashville Railroad Rate Case he allowed 25 per cent for

this purpose. In the latter case he says (at page 85):

The defendants object that the item of $2,500 per mile for

"seasoning" or settling of the embankment to bring it to the

solidity of an old road and 25 per cent of the cost of grading for

surfacing and resurfacing overlap each other to some extent

and are also too high in price. I think the proof shows the just-

ness of this claim, and to rectify the same, I reduce the item of

seasoning 50 per cent by deductiug from the totals of complain-

ant for each year the sum of $542,010.27.

Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company v. Smith ^

involves the constitutionality of passenger rates fixed by
the South Dakota Railroad Commission and by the legis-

' South and North Alabama Raihoad Company v. Railroad Commission
of Alabama, United States Circuit Court, Middle District of Alabama,
Report of William A. Gunter, Special Master in Chancery, 1911. Louis-

ville and Nashville Raikoad Company ti. Raihroad Commission of Alabama,
salne court and Special Master as above, 1911

.

»210 Fed. 632, January 20, 1914.
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lature. A two-cent per mile rate fixed by the legislature

was found to be unconstitutional, but the 23^-cent rate

fixed by the Railroad Commission was sustained. The
master in this case refused to include an allowance for

adaptation and solidification of roadbed, and this ruling

is sustained by the District Court. No allowance was
included for going value. District Judge Willard says

(at page 636)

:

Although the master in this case made his report after the

master's report and the Circuit Court opinion in the Minne-

sota Rate Cases had been filed, but before the decision of the

Supreme Court therein, he did not fall into one error which

that decision pointed out. The company in this case claimed

an allowance for adaptation and solidification of roadbed. It

added therefore to its estimate of the cost of reproduction of

the roadbed on the ground of adaptation and solidification,

about 2 cents per cubic yard as the price for doing that work,

which would be about 7 per cent of the total estimate of that

cost on the lines west of the river, and about 73^ per cent on

that east of the river. The state's witnesses allowed nothing

on account of this item. (Witt, pp. 1994, 2254-2284.) The

master accepted the state's claims in that respect, and al-

lowed the company nothing for adaptation and solidification,

deducted from the cost of reproduction new, namely $26,311,-

400, depreciation, and adopted, as has been said, the sum of

$22,598,602. This amoimt does not include any sum allowed

as an element of value because the railroad was a going con-

cern. (Witt, p. 2263.)

§ 1261. California Commission—Solidification of roadbed.

Valuation of Tonopah and Tidewater Railroad Com-

pany ' is a proceeding on the motion of the California

Railroad Commission to ascertain various elements enter-

ing into the value of the company's property. Findings

were made as to facts, but not on the question of the

» 3 Cal. R. C. —, 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1064, July 29, 1913.
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value of the property irrespective of the purposes for which

the value may be used. In its findiag of fact in regard to

present value of the grading, the Commission included an

allowance of 8 per cent for appreciation. The Commission

says (at page 1078)

:

The engineering department originally allowed no apprecia-

tion for grading, while the railroad company claimed 20 per cent

appreciation. Whether appreciation should be allowed de-

pended upon questions of fact as to which a dispute existed

between the engineer of the railroad company and members of

the engineering department of the Commission. The engineers

for the engineering department contended that portions of the

roadway had been blown and washed away, while the engineer

for the railroad company contended that there was actually

more material in the roadbed than shown on the original pro-

file. The reinspection of the roadbed has satisfied me that the

roadbed is maintained in first-class condition and that an allow-

ance of 8 per cent should be made for appreciation.

§ 1262. New Jersey railroad appraisal for tax purposes.

Charles Hansel in his report on revaluation of railroads

of New Jersey for tax purposes, made in 1911, discusses

the treatment of solidification of roadbed as follows (at

page 163):*

The solidification of roadbed, by reason of settlement through

age and use, has not been taken as an element of value for the

purpose of this report. It is manifest that a given piece of road-

bed which has stood under traffic and the elements has been

molded to a more solid mass than the original construction

could produce, and this solidification has added a considerable

value, which could only be acquired by the lapse of time.

In the construction of an embankment the engineer requires

the contractor to use every reasonable means of tamping and
sohdifying, so as to secure as stable a roadbed as possible, and

* Report on revaluation of railroads and canals, New Jersey, 1911, by
Charles Hansel, Expert in Charge.
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any failure to do this is reflected in the increased expense of

maintenance, due to settlement, the disappearance of ballast, etc.

In addition to this element of solidification, the quantities

which would be found in an embankment of considerable eleva-

tion would not indicate the actual quantities placed there dur-

ing construction, for the reason that, in many cases, fully 10

per cent of the total area showing above the surface has settled

below the natural surface by pressure of the mass, and, in

cases where the natural ground is imstable, a much larger

amount of material has disappeared.

This solidification and settlement of roadbed has been an

element of cost and must be provided for. The railroad com-

pany is entitled to claim this cost as a part of their investment.

We have no means of determining the amount of solidification

or settlement, even approximately, and have not, therefore,

attempted to fix any definite unit of values for same.



CHAPTER XVII

Physical Depreciation

§ 1270. Straight-line v. Sinking-fund method.

1271. Depreciation of overhead charges.

§ 1270. Straight-line v. Sinking-fund method.

National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Post-

master-General ^ involves the determination by the

Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain of the

value of the property of the National Telephone Com-
pany upon its transfer to the Postmaster-General at the

expiration of the company's license on December 31, 1911.

Under the purchase agreement between the parties dated

August 8, 1905, the purchase price was to be based sub-

stantially upon the reproduction cost of the physical prop-

erty less depreciation. In this case the relative merits

of the straight-line and sinking-fund methods of com-
puting accrued depreciation for purposes of determining

a fair purchase price received extended consideration.

The Postmaster-General contended that the straight-line

method should be applied, while the company urged the

adoption of the sinking-fund method. The court approved
the straight-line method, holding that the sinking-fund

method was wholly inapplicable to a case between buyer
and seller inasmuch as it was based upon speculative

assumptions as to future life and income of the plant and
for the further reason that the value of the plant ascer-

tained by this method would be much greater in the earUer

years of its life than in the later years by reason of the

» 16 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 491, January 13, 1913.
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increasing growth of the fund. Justice A. T. Lawrence in

dehvering the judgment of the court discusses this question

as follows (at pages 509-510)

:

I come now to deal with the question of depreciation. It is

admitted that the figure for construction cost has to be depre-

ciated in view of the fact that the plant was not new at the mo-

ment of transfer, but was of varying ages. Two methods of

depreciation have been put before us and two different ways of

regarding the life of plant. The two methods have been de-

scribed as the sinking-fund method, which has been put forward

by the company, and the straight-line method, which has been

put forward by the Postmaster-General.

The sinking-fund method is based upon the effect of com-

pound interest; it takes the life of the plant and then ascertains

the sum which, paid into a sinking-fund at compound interest,

would replace the cost at the end of the life, and it is suggested

that if the amount in the sinking fimd in any year of the life be

deducted from the cost of the plant, the remainder will give you

the value of the plant at that moment,

I do not go into the rate of interest; it seems to be unnecessary

for my purpose; it is evident that, whatever the rate of interest,

the value of plant ascertained by this method will be much

greater in the earher years of its life than in the later years by

reason of the increasing rate of growth of the fund due to the

fact that it is accumulating at compound interest. This method

may be, and I think is, a proper method to adopt in a going con-

cern, especially where revenue is largely used for capital pur-

poses. In such a case it may be perfectly legitimate, in esti-

mating the value of plant before deciding whether to scrap it

and substitute newer or more powerful plant, to adopt this

method of calculation in order to see whether it is economical,

or even profitable, to scrap the old plant. This seems to me to

be a purely revenue question and to have nothing to do directly

with the value of the plant as between a vendor and a vendee.

It was admitted by the very eminent witnesses called for the

company upon this point that this method had never, in their

experience, been applied as between a buyer and a seller. I
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admit this method will give you a perfectly correct arithmetical

result, but it does not take into consideration those matters

which properly affect the mind of a buyer. The prudent buyer

discounts every risk. The past has happened and is certain;

the future is not. It is true that we have no cautious buyer to

deal with here, but we have no right to take chances that he

would not. We can no more look into the future and determine

its events by arithmetic than he could. It may have a thousand

vicissitudes beyond our ken, and we are bound to have regard

to the fact that we are engaged in a valuation between a buyer

and a seller. I come to the conclusion, therefore, that the

Postmaster-General's method of depreciation, which is the

ordinary or straight-line method, is that which should be ap-

plied. In this method the value is reduced in the ratio which

the age bears to the life of the plant.

Sir James Woodhouse in a supplemental opinion comes

to the same conclusions (at pages 538-539)

:

The next important point is by what method is the value to

be calculated. Is it by the "sinking-fund" method on the basis

of compoimd interest as contended for by the company, or are

we to adopt what is known as the "straight-line" method in

which the value is reduced in the ratio which age bears to the

life of the plant, which is the basis of the Post Office. I have no

hesitation in adopting the latter. The former seems to me
wholly inapplicable to a case between a buyer and a seller, and

not one of the company's experienced witnesses had ever known
it so applied in any case of sale of a commercial undertaking.

The elements of constancy and certainty both as to period and

income which are essential to the proper application of the

sinking-fund method are non-existent in the case under con-

sideration. It may, no doubt, be right as applied to the case

of an annuity or the valuation of a leasehold interest, but to

apply a sinking fund to depreciate plant in a commercial under-

taking involves too great an element of speculation, and would
operate, if a miscalculation were made as to length of life, very

unjustly in practice. No doubt it is true that the straight-line
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method also is not free from some element of risk, but there is

this difference, so well exemplified by Sir William Peat, that

by that method both parties would lose the same or gain the
same.

Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company ^

is a case involving a valuation for rate purposes by the

New York Public Service Commission for the Second
District. Chairman Stevens in delivering the opinion of

the Commission discusses depreciation methods at con-

siderable length. He concludes that either the sinking-

fund method or the straight-line method may be properly

applied, depending on the particular case. He states that

the manner in which depreciation has been treated by the

particular company in the past is always of great impor-

tance and that it is impossible in a rate case equitably to

adjust the matter of depreciation without considering

whether the company has in the past used the sinking-

fund method or the straight-line method. He states that

(at pages 720-721): "If it has been handled in the past

upon the straight-line method, a change to the sinking-

fund method would obviously be unjust to the public and
give greater returns to the company than it is entitled to,

because an essential element of the sinking-fund theory is

that the company gets no benefit from the sinking fund

until the end of the term, and therefore the return upon

capital must be continued upon the full amount of the

investment until the term of life of the property has

expired." In the case at hand the Commission found that

the company had been charging off depreciation substan-

tially on the sinking-fund method, and accordingly the

Commission adopted this method in estimating the future

annual allowance for depreciation.

2 Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company, 3 P. S. C. 2d D.

(N, Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015, April 2, 1913.
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§ 1271. Depreciation of overhead charges.

In 1913 an investigation and report on the rates charged

by the Commonwealth Edison Company was made to the

City Council of Chicago by Ray Pahner, City Electrician,

and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller. The report fixes

the fair value of the property of the company and recom-

mends a reduction in existing rates of charge. In estimat-

ing accrued depreciation all overhead charges were de-

preciated in the same ratio as the physical property.

Upon this subject the report says (at page 37) :

^

In estimating depreciation Byllesby did not depreciate the

overhead costs except engineering and insurance charges. As

in practically every case when portions of the plant have de-

preciated to a point where they should be renewed, they have

become inadequate or obsolete and are not reconstructed along

the old lines, and overhead charges for engineering, insurance,

taxes and interest during construction and contingencies must
be added to the cost of new construction. This being the case,

when the property as appraised is superseded, the greater part

of the overhead cost would remain on the books, resulting in

the addition of fictitious capital values if this method is em-

ployed.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the Berlin Electric Light Company * the New
Hampshire Public Service Commission bases its deter-

mination chiefly on the fair value of the property for

rate pirrposes. The Commission held that all overhead
cost should be treated as depreciable property in estimat-

ing the accrued depreciation. The Commission says (at

page 193)

:

' Report to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light of the Chicago
City Council on the investigation of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
by Ray Pahner, City Electrician, and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller,
May 14, 1913.

< 3 N. H. P. S. C. R. 174,21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 781, August 30, 1913.
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So far as items for overhead cost are allowable at all, they are

allowable as a part of the cost of producing physical properties

ready for use. Reproduction would entail the same expendi-

tures again. That they should be subject to depreciation does
not seem to require argument.

The report by Arnold and Moyes on the valuation of

the Toronto street railways was prepared in accordance
with a resolution adopted by the Toronto City Council,

and was intended to form the basis for municipal purchase.

The report discusses the depreciation of overhead charges

as follows (at page 19) :
^

The present value of the physical property has been deter-

mined by depreciating the cost-to-reproduce-new of all the

various items of property contained in the various divisions.

Varying rates of depreciation have been applied to various

classes of physical property, and the present value has been de-

termined by a consideration of the life of the property and its

salvage value, such consideration having been given to all items

of the property that are now considered as depreciable. Cer-

tain exhibits, such as the land value of real estate and stores,

have not been depreciated, but the present value of these items

has been considered the same as the cost-new value. The pres-

ent value of the amount allowed as the cost of securing money
has been obtained by depreciating its original value in the same

ratio as the elapsed life of the franchise right at the date of the

inventory bears to the entire term of the franchise. Legal ex-

penses, carrying charges and incidentals have not been depre-

ciated, since when any rehabilitation of the property takes place

this would be done without incurring any carrying charges or

legal expenses, as such expenses incurred in connection with

renewals would be charged to operation.

' Report on the Toronto Railway Company and portions of the Toronto

and York Radial Railway and the Toronto Suburban Railway Company
situated within the city limits, by Bion J. Arnold and John W. Moyes,

September 20, 1913.
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Cost-new v. Cost-less-depreciation

§ 1280. Objection to deduction of accrued depreciation.

1281. Assuming straight-line method, depreciation should be deducted.

1282. Objection that no depreciation reserve is needed to offset normal

depreciation.

1832. Cost-less-depreciation constitutes the total capital contributed by
the security holders.

1284. Uniform annual-investment-cost method.

1285. Comparison of four methods of determining annual and accrued

depreciation.

1286. Application to heretofore unregulated utility.

1287. Distinction between accrued depreciation and operating efficiency.

1288. Hayes on deduction of accrued depreciation.

Decisions Relative to Accrued-JDepreciation

1289. United States Supreme Court in Minnesota Rate Cases.

1290. Federal Court.

1291. Arizona Commission.

1292. California Commission.

1293. Chicago telephone appraisal.

1294. Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain—^Reduction of

estimated life on account of futm-e functional depreciation.

1295. Maryland Commission.

1296. New Hampshire Commission.

1297. New Jersey Commission—Distinction between actual and theoret-

ical depreciation.

1298. New York Appellate Division in Kings County Lighting Case.

1299. New York Commission, Second District.

1300. St. Louis Commission—^Accrued depreciation should not be de-

ducted.

1301. Washington Commission.

1302. Wisconsin Commission—Depreciation reserve.

§ 1280. Objection to deduction of accrued depreciation.

The Supreme Court of the United States in Knoxville v.

Water Company/ decided January 4, 1909, and in the

• 212 U. S. 1, 29 Sup. Ct. 148, 53 L. Ed. 371 (abstracted above, § 431).
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Minnesota Rate Cases, ^ decided June 9, 1913, has laid

down in unequivocal terms the principle that there shall

be a deduction from cost-new on account of accrued de-
terioration due to wear and age. W. H. Winslow called

attention to what he considered the fallacy of the Knoxville
decision in a communication to the Electrical World,
February 25, 1909, page 509. Mr. Winslow argues that
while purchase value is affected by age and wear, rental

value in the absence of decreased efficiency is not. He
states that the decision is on a par with a rule that the

wages of a servant should be diminished as his age in-

creases unless he has been able to lay aside adequate
provision for old age, even though age has not diminished

the quality or the amount of the work he performs. He
sums up his argument as follows:

I believe that failure to recognize the difference between sale

and rental values, in public utility cases, has been due to the

false assumption that the purchaser at depreciated prices would
need to consider only such prices in fixing rates of return, and
that, therefore, there was no justice in allowing the owners to

charge rates based on larger sums. This assumption fails to

take into account the fact that the sum which must be accumu-

lated for rebuilding is not the depreciated cost paid, but the

original cost; and that, therefore, to escape loss, such a pur-

chaser must either do one of two things: First, at once place

in a depreciation fund the difference between the price paid and

the cost-of-reproduction-new; or second, collect each year, in

addition to the current depreciation, a further sum which will

make up the past depreciation during the remaining life of the

plant. In either case, in order to obtain the same net earnings,

the rates charged must be equal to those charged on a new plant.

Mr. Winslow's argument evidently assumes the sinking-

fund method of estimating the accrued depreciation and

the annual allowance for depreciation. It is clear that

2 230 U. S. 352 (abstracted infra, § 1289).
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if moneys in the depreciation reserve are assumed to

accumulate at compound interest, the annual payment

into the fimd can not be considered an amortization <xf the

investment. It does not return to the investor the money

that he has put into the business. It earns not for the

shareholder but for the depreciation fund. Under this

theory, therefore, unless a company is allowed a retimi

on cost-new, a certain portion of its property would seem

to be confiscated for the benefit of the pubHc. But imder

the sinking-fund theory, even if there is no fimd in exist-

ence and the annual allowance that should have gone

to the depreciation fund has actually been paid out in

dividends, such amoimts may possibly be considered not

as a return of capital to the shareholder but as payments

that the shareholder holds in trust and must return with

compound interest whenever they are needed for renewals

or replacements.

§ 1281. Assuming straight-line method, depreciation should

be deducted.

Some authorities agree for the most part to the validity

of the above reasoning assuming the sinking-fund method, •

but deny that the sinking-fund method is a proper one

to use for the piu"pose. Assuming the straight-line method
of computing the accrued depreciation and the annual

depreciation allowance, certain of the above difficulties

are eliminated. Under this method it is not true that the

investor will be compelled to accept a return on a smaller

amount than he has actually invested without being reim-

bursed for such reduction in the amount of his principal.

The straight-line method does not assume a payment in

part, but a payment in full. It is not a payment that is

assumed to acciunulate at compound interest, but it is a

payment that is assumed to cover the full amount of

such depreciation. It may be invested in the business,
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thus reducing the amount that will need to be secured
through the issue of stocks and bonds, or it may be re-

turned to the shareholders and thus result in an actual

or constructive reduction of the capital invested. Let us
assume a plant starting with an actual total capital in-

vestment of $1,000,000. This amount has covered the

cost of land, structures and equipment including pro-

motion expenses and overhead charges and the necessary

allowance for working capital. Assume that the annual
depreciation on the depreciable property is estimated

at 1}4 per cent on the total capital ($1,000,000). This

estimate, we will assume, has been based on the probable

efficient life and scrap value of the depreciable parts and
verified by the actual experience of a long-established

plant of similar character. If 1^^ per cent on $1,000,000,

or $15,000, is carried from revenue to depreciation re-

serve each year, this reserve will be adequate to provide

for renewals as they occur and in addition there will

always be enough left to the credit of the depreciation

reserve to make up the difference between the capital

cost and the capital-cost-less-depreciation. Let us as-

sume now that at the expiration of 20 years the amount
in the depreciation reserve is $150,000, or 15 per cent of

the capital cost. If the allowance of 13^^ per cent for

depreciation was in fact a correct measure of the depre-

ciation throughout this 20-year period, this $150,000 will

exactly represent the difference between the original capi-

tal cost and the original capital-cost-less-depreciation.

If a business is experiencing a normal growth, the most

natural and profitable use that can be made of a deprecia-

tion reserve is to retain it in the business to meet the

additional capital requirements for plant and working

capital. We may assume, therefore, that this $150,000

will be invested in the business as additional capital out-

lay so that now the cost-new of the entire property is

71
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not $1,000,000 but $1,150, 000. Of this amount $1,000,000

has been contributed by the shareholders and bondholders

and the other $150,000 represents the depreciation re-

serve which is really the contribution of the consumers.

If now in a rate regulation proceeding the rate of return

is based on $1,000,000, the investor will receive a return

based on the full amount of all the capital he has ever

contributed to the enterprise. This $1,000,000 is not cost-

new but cost-less-depreciation. The depreciation amounts

to $150,000 and the cost-new is $1,150,000. It seems clear

that in this case cost-less-depreciation rather than cost-

new is the fair value upon which the rate of return should

be based.

§ 1282. Objection that no depreciation reserve is needed to

offset normal depreciation.

James E. Allison, Commissioner and Chief Engineer of

the St. Louis Public Service Commission, in a valuable

contribution to the study of this subject,^ states that

under certain conditions the accrued depreciation should

not be deducted to obtain fair value. He apparently

approves the straight-line method of fixing the annual

allowance for depreciation. He states that "after de-

preciation charges have been estabUshed by legal regula-

tion and are paid by the consumer, then for the future

any accumulation which is or should be in the deprecia-

tion fund as a result of these charges is a repayment of

investment by the consmner and should be deducted

from gross value to determine the just amoimt upon which
to base reasonable retixrns." But he states that it is not

necessary that a company should have a depreciation

fund equal to the amount of accrued depreciation indicated

' James E. Allison, "Should public service properties be depreciated to

obtain fair value in rate or regulation cases?" Printed as Appendix A to

the Report of St. Louis Public Service Commission on the United Rail-
ways Company of St. Louis, September 11, 1912, pages 73-121.
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by the straight-line method. In large properties there is

an approximately constant normal wear. The property

is never brought back to new condition and there will

consequently always be a constant theoretical deprecia-

tion that will not need to be offset by a depreciation re-

serve. He concludes (at page 99)

:

In a case of a heretofore unregulated property it can not be

shown that the company should have set aside depreciation

charges to accumulate a fund equal to the theoretical deprecia-

tion, for such a fund would be needless. . . .

The conclusion seems clear, then, that in all ordinary cases

of heretofore unregulated properties we can not justly depreciate

to obtain fair value unless we admit the justice of ex post facto

laws or equivalent regulation, or unless we interpret fair value

to mean market value and not just amount.

§ 1283. Cost-less-depreciation constitutes the total capital

contributed by the security holders.

Depreciation is a problem in cost accounting. It is

concerned with the allocation to each year's operating

accounts of the waste in the instruments of production

attributable to the year's operations. The cost of mate-

rials purchased and entirely consumed in the course of

the year's operations are invariably included in ordinary

operating expenses. The capital required to purchase and

carry such materials during the turnover period is a part

of the working capital. But some materials or instru-

ments of production are not used up during the first year,

but have a life of 3, 10, 20, 50 or 100 years. They are

consumed in operation just as surely as the former and

constitute just as real a part of the cost of production.

Their cost (exclusive of scrap value) must, however, be

distributed over the full life period. The capital required

to purchase and carry these long-lived consumable ma-

terials may also be considered a part of the working capital.
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It is this element of interest on capital that so greatly com-

plicates the depreciation problem.

Cost-less-depreciation properly determined constitutes

the real total working capital of the enterprise. It is

the amount that under proper financial management the

owners contribute to the enterprise. The depreciation

reserve is, properly speaking, the contribution of the con-

sumer and it directly reduces the amount of working

capital that the owners must contribute to carry on the

enterprise. Working capital in the narrow sense may be

defined as the cost of stores and supplies on hand plus

sufficient additional funds to bridge the gap between

outlay and reimbursement. Working capital is not the

full cost of labor, materials and supplies throughout the

year, but a balance of current outlay over reimbursement.

Similarly, the total working capital of the physical plant

may be conceived as the balance of outlay for plant over

reimbursement through the depreciation reserve. It is

cost-less-depreciation.

§ 1284. Uniform annual-investment-cost method.^

Depreciation is concerned with the maintenance of the

integrity of the investment in depreciable property at a
uniform annual cost. Such costs can not be determined

without some reference to interest on reserves and in-

vestment. The entire problem therefore may be simpli-

fied by considering depreciation as the adjustment neces-

sary to secure a uniform investment cost. The supply of

a public service must be considered a continuous process.

Management or ownership may change, but the plant

and the service and the depreciation process are assumed

' The following sections are a development of the treatment of this sub-
ject contained above, §§ 401, 421-422, and are substantially a reprint of

an article by the author entitled "Depreciation and Public Service Regu-
lation," published in the Engineering News May 8, 1913, pp. 942-947.
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to go on forever. The annual investment cost includes

not only interest but also the repairs, renewals and re-

placements necessary to keep the property permanently
in good working condition. The rights of the consumers

using the supply at different periods demand that the

annual charges attributed directly to the investment

shall be as uniform as possible^

Disregarding for simplicity the element due to a possible

fluctuation of the cost of repairs, the above standard

requires that the charge for interest plus depreciation

per $1 of investment or cost-new shall be uniform. Cost-

new is the factor that determines the capacity for produc-

tion. If the percentage charge for interest plus deprecia-

tion per $1 of cost-new is made uniform, this part of the

cost of production is most appropriately treated. Gener-

ally speaking, it seems fair that for each imit of total

capacity there should be a uniform charge for interest and

depreciation throughout the entire life of the utility. It

may of course be urged that the aim should be not a

uniform cost per unit of capacity or investment but a

uniform cost per unit of product. This jnight have ad-

vantages but is impossible of practical application. De-

preciation is an operating expense and hke every other

operating expense must be allocated to the year in which

it actually accrues. It is true that a certain equalization

of the per unit cost of output may be brought about

through some method of capitalizing or reimbursing the

cost of establishing the business. This, however, should

be through an entirely distinct accounting process. Cor-

rect accounting requires that all operating expense in-

cluding depreciation should be correctly stated in each

year's accounts. There is one way, however, in which

output may have a very direct bearing on depreciation.

The life of a car wheel is properly measured in car miles

rather than in years. The annual depreciation therefore
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depends on the number of car miLes run. With the develop-

ment of a railway's traffic the annual depreciation on car

wheels increases. This is also true of other items such as

rails. It is not true in any great measure, however, of a

large proportion of the depreciable property of a public

utiUty. Wear is substantially constant, or use and chance

are controlling in fixing the probable life.

§ 1285. Comparison of four methods of determining annual

and accrued depreciation.

As a problem in cost accounting the accrued deprecia-

tion and the annual allowance for depreciation are inter-

dependent. Our theory in regard to an annual allowance

for depreciation will necessarily control that in relation

to the' amount of accrued depreciation and vice versa.

The amount of the accrued depreciation depends on the

method adopted for computing the annual payment to

the depreciation reserve. If the straight-line method is

used, the accrued depreciation will be greater, as will

also the annual payment out of revenue to the deprecia-

tion reserve. If the sinking-fund method is used, the

accrued depreciation will be smaller, as will also the annual

allowance for depreciation.

In the following the chief methods of allowing for

annual depreciation and of fixing the amount, if any, of

accrued depreciation to be deducted in fixing fair value

for rate purposes, are examined with special reference

to their conformity to the principle above discussed of a
uniform annual investment charge, i. e., a uniform per-

centage on cost-new to cover both interest and deprecia-

tion. In order to test such conformity it is necessary to

show the combined percentage for interest and deprecia-

tion throughout the life of a utiUty. But the lives of

various utilities even of the same general class show very
different records as to the amount of accrued depreciation.
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We know, however, that there is a tendency for all utili-

ties to settle down after a time to a more or less uniform

condition as regards the percentage amount of accrued

depreciation and the annual requirements for renewals

and replacements. After the various parts of a large

pubhc utility plant have gone through complete cycles

of renewals the plant settles down to a condition in which,

saving extraordinary functional depreciation, expendi-

tures for maintenance, repairs and renewals become prac-

tically constant. There is little fluctuation from year to

year and the averages by j&ve or ten year periods are

practically identical. This settling down or equalizing

process is very greatly hastened by the fact that all large

systems are constructed by piecemeal. Tables 1 to 4

used in comparing the different methods of depreciation

are based on the theory that the plant is built up piece-

meal. By assuming that the additions to the plant are

uniform in amount and come at uniform intervals and by
assuming a uniform life for all such additions, the process

by which a plant settles down to uniform condition can

be approximately shown, as well as the condition as to

accrued depreciation and the requirements for renewals

after the plant has thus settled down,*

1. Straight-line method of estimating accrued depreciation

and the annual depreciation allowance—Accrueddepreciation

deductedfrom cost-new infixingfair valuefor rate purposes—
Under this method the combined percentage charge for

interest and depreciation declines with the accruing de-

preciation until the plant settles down to a uniform

' This method of illustration is an adaptation of that used by James E.

Allison, chief engineer and commissioner of the St. Louis Public Service

Commission, in a special report made to the Commission entitled "Should

public service properties be depreciated to obtain fair value in rate or

regulation cases?" September 11, 1912. See Report on United Railways

of St. Louis by St. Louis Public Service Commission, November 19, 1912,

Volume 1, pages 73-121.
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amount of normal wear. Under the conditions assumed in

Table I there is at the start a total charge of 8}/^ per

cent on cost-new (6 per cent for interest and 23^ per

cent for depreciation). The percentage for depreciation

remains uniform, but with the accruing depreciation the

6 per cent interest charge based on cost-less-depreeiation

becomes a smaller and smaller percentage on cost-new

until when the plant is settled down to permanent con-

dition it is but 4J^ per cent on cost-new and the combined

percentage for interest and depreciation is 7 per cent

on cost-new as against 83^ per cent at the start. This

appears to throw an undue burden upon the early years.

TABLE I

SriutoHT-LiNE Method—Accrued Depreciation DEDnoiED fbou Cost-New

Asaumed coaditionB:
1. NoD-depreciable property (including scrap value of depreciable property) equals 50 per

cent of cost-new.
2. Plant built piecemeal in 20 even annual increments of $10,000 each.
3. Life of each annual cost increment (obsolescence, inadequacy and casualty not con-

sidered) 20 years.

4. Fair rate of return 6 per cent on cost-'less-depreciation.

5. Annual straight-line ordinary physical depreciation 5 per cent on depreciable property
or 2}4 per cent on total cost-new.

6. Depreciation reserve invested in business, thus reducing the necessary contribution
from the sale of stock and bonds.
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2, Straight-line method of fixing the annual depreciation

allowance—Accnted depreciation not dedv£ted in fixing fair
value for rate purposes—It is apparent that in a new
plant the requirements for renewals and replacements
are much less in the early years than they are later when
the plant has settled down to a substantially uniform
condition as to average age and wear of its various parts.

If an allowance for depreciation on the straight-line basis

is made from the start, a large depreciation reserve will be
accumulated that will never be actually needed for re-

newals or replacements. This reserve will represent the

difference between cost-new and cost-less-depreciation,

but as the plant as a whole can never be brought back to

new condition this reserve will never be drawn upon. If

this is true, it is argued that it is foolish to provide such

a reserve. The depreciation allowance of the early years

should be reduced to the amount necessary to meet
actual renewals and replacements during the period while

the plant is settling down. When the plant has finally

settled down to a uniform condition as to average age and
wear, then only will the full depreciation allowance on

the straight-hne basis be requisite. This method will

relieve the operating expenses of the earlier years. It is

assumed that the consumer will secure the benefit of this

reduced expense either in lower rates of charge during

such early years or in a lower development expense to be

reimbursed out of future earnings. It follows naturally

from this method that there should be no deduction for

accrued deprecig,tion in fixing fair value for rate purposes.

Since under this theory the accrued depreciation is not

amortized and not placed in a reserve and devoted to the

capital purposes of the enterprise, the full cost-new repre-

sents the real sacrifice of the owners and constitutes the

most natural base on which to compute a fair return.

This plan, however, shows up badly under the test of a
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uniform combined percentage charge for interest and

depreciation. Under the conditions assumed in Table II

the combined percentage charge increases from 6 per

cent on cost-new to 83^ per cent on cost-new. If a higher

rate of straight-Une depreciation were assumed, the dif-

ference would be even greater and might even amount to a

doubling of the annual combined charge for interest and

depreciation. Assuming a uniform output per $1 of in-

vestment, this would mean that rates of charge would

have to be largely increased. Interest is the investment

carrying charge. Depreciation is the charge required to

keep the investment intact. Together they constitute the

total investment carrying charge.

TABLE n
Stbaiqht-Line Method—No Deduction prom Cost-New

Assumed conditions:
1-3. Same as in Table 1.

4. Fair rate of return 6 per cent on cost-new. .

6. Same aa in Table 1, except that no allowance is made for annual depreciation until
actually required for renewals in the twentieth year.

Year
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that would include a deduction of the accrued depreciation

from cost-new in fixing fair value for rate purposes. We
are trying now to find a plan that if applied to a public

utility from the start would be suited to its purpose and
equitable both to the public and the company. It needs

no extended argument to demonstrate that if the moneys
paid into the depreciation reserve are assumed to accumu-
late at compound interest for the sole benefit of the de-

preciation reserve, they do not constitute a return to the

owner of any part of his original investment. Unless,

therefore, he is allowed to earn a return on cost-new, a

part of his actual investment is confiscated. Under the

conditions assumed in Table III the sinking-fund method
with no deduction for accrued depreciation shows a uni-

form combined annual charge for interest and depreciation

of 7.68 per cent. This method appears to conform exactly

to our uniform annual investment charge standard. There

are, however, serious objections to the sinking-fund

method of allowing for depreciation. It is assumed that a

fund is set aside and made to accumulate at a prescribed

rate of interest. Presumably it is to be invested in outside

securities and kept as an entirely distinct fund. The

assumption of a separate fund greatly complicates the

accounts. It is usually merely an assumption both as to

its existence and as to the rate at which it accumulates.

Business practice recognizes that ordinarily the most

natural, the most secure and the most profitable use that

can be made of a depreciation reserve is to retain it in the

business to meet the additional capital requirements for

plant and working capital. Fundamentally the deprecia-

tion reserve is a part of the entire capital needed to carry

on the enterprise. There is no reason why a part of the

total capital should be set apart and assumed to accumu-

late at a rate different from that earned on the entire

investment. The entire enterprise is a imit and the
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profits, whatever they may be, are the earnings of the

entire investment. One part of the investment should not

be assumed to earn at an arbitrary rate and the rest at a

different rate.

The investment of depreciation reserves as separate

and distinct funds is hable to abuse in public utility enter-

prises. Such funds may be invested in doubtful securities

or used to further the private financial schemes of the

directors. They may be used by the holding company to

invest in other pubUc utility enterprises and may be made

to earn for the holding company not 3 per cent or 4 per

cent but 6 per cent or 8 per cent. If the 6 per cent or

8 per cent could have been earned by reinvesting in the

business of the utility for which the reserve was created,

the consumers of that utility have lost heavily by this

method of financing.

TABLE III

SiiTKiNa-PnND Method—No Deductioh fbom Cobt-Nbw

Aaaumed conditions:
1-3. Same as in Table I.

4. Fair rate of return 6 per cent on cost-new.
5. Annual allowance for ordinary physical depreciation on 4 per cent sinking-fund basis,

3.35&175 per cent on depreciable property or 1.3790S7 per cent on total cost-new.
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The depreciation reserve is built up during the early

years of the enterprise. It is during such earlier years that

the payments into the depreciation reserve are normally

greater than the annual expenditures for renewal. When
a utility has settled down to a constant average of wear

and age, the annual allowance for depreciation is, under

the straight-line method, about equal to the annual

expenditures for renewal, and, under the sinking-fund

method, much less than such annual expenditures. As
almost every utility is built somewhat on the piecemeal

plan and as it particularly is true that there are normally

a considerable number of additions to capital during the

first twenty years of an enterprise, there would seem to be

abundant opportunity for the investment of the entire

depreciation reserve in such additions. It is also to be

noted that a large part of this reserve may be invested

permanently in the business. When a utility has settled

down to a constant average of wear and age, the deprecia-

tion reserve remains at a constant percentage of cost-new.

It is particularly appropriate, therefore, that this per-

manent reserve should be permanently invested in the

business. And if this is done why should it be assumed to

be earning for a depreciation fund at the rate of 4 per cent

while the business as a whole is earning 6 per cent?

4. Uniform investment charge method—Accrued depre-

dation deducted from, cost-new—The uniform investment

charge method takes account of the fact that ordinarily the

safest and best use that can be made of a depreciation

reserve is to invest it in the business; that the reserve

therefore becomes an integral part of the entire business

and can not be assumed to earn at a different rate from

that of the business as a whole; that the expenditures for

renewals in the earlier years are much less than later when

the average age of the various units constituting the plant

is at a maximum; that the depreciation reserve is for the
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most part accumulated from the excess of the deprecia-

tion allowance over the actual renewals during the earUer

years; that investment of the reserve in the business

decreases the amount of capital to be furnished by the

owners and correspondingly decreases the percentage

return as based on cost-new.

With a declining percentage return as based on cost-

new the only way to secure a uniform combined annual

charge for interest and depreciation is to so adjust the

depreciation allowance that the increase in percentage

charge for depreciation based on cost-new will exactly

offset the decline in the percentage return.

Table IV shows a theoretical application of the uniform

investment charge method. Under the assumed condi-

tions a uniform annual charge of 7.36 per cent on cost-

new is adequate for interest and depreciation. The
return is 6 per cent on cost-less-depreciation, as cost-less-

depreciation is the amount that under the assumed condi-

tions has been secured from the issue of stock and bonds.

The annual allowance for depreciation is the difference

between this uniform annual charge of 7.36 per cent and

the amount required to pay 6 per cent interest on cost-less-

depreciation. The depreciation allowance increases in

amount and in per cent of cost-new each year until in the

twentieth year, when the plant has settled down to a

imiform accrued depreciation of 19 per cent and to a

unform requirement for renewals of $5000, or 2}/^ per cent

on cost-new, the depreciation allowance exactly meets this

requirement.

In order to determine the percentage on cost-new that

will provide a uniform annual charge for return plus de-

preciation, add to the fair rate of return the per cent on
cost-new that set aside annually and compounded at the

same rate of interest as the fair rate of return will within

the equated life of the depreciable property exactly equal
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the cost-new of such depreciable property. In Table IV
the fair rate of return is 6 per cent, and 1.36 per cent on
cost-new compounded at 6 per cent will in 20 years exactly

equal $5000. The depreciable property amounts to 50 per
cent of the cost-new, so that $5000, the assumed accumula-
tion of the sinking fund, is exactly equal to the depreciable

part of the initial investment of $10,000.

Conversely to find the accrued depreciation in an exist-

ing plant under the uniform annual investment charge

method, find the amount that should be in the deprecia-

tion reserve assuming that the annual depreciation allow-

ance had been set aside from the initiation of the enterprise

in accordance with the method above described.

TABLE IV

Unifobh Investment CnjUiaB Method—^Accbhed Depbeciation Dedccted fbou
Cost-New

Assumed conditions:
1-4. Same as in Table I.

5. Annual sinking fund contribution compounded at 6 per cent to equal 50 per cent of
4. cost-new in 20 years, 1.35923 per cent on cost-new.
6'. Depreciation reserve invested in business, thus reducing the necessary contribution

from the sale of stock and bonds.
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The accompanying diagram is a graphical comparison

of the combined percentage for interest and depreciation

under each of the four methods of depreciation illustrated

in Tables I to IV. The straight-line method with a

deduction of accrued depreciation starts with the highest

percentage but has the lowest permanent combined per-

centage. Straight-line depreciation with no deduction

for accrued depreciation starts with the lowest percentage

but has the highest permanent percentage. The sinking-

fund method with no deduction for accrued depreciation

has a uniform continuous percentage which is about mid-

way between the permanent percentages under the two

straight-line methods. The uniform-investment-charge

method has a uniform percentage somewhat lower than

the sinking-fund method. It would be identical with

that of the sinking-fund method if the sinking fund were

assumed to accumulate at the same interest rate as the

rate of return, which in this case is 6 per cent. The
uniform-investment-charge method, however, has man-
ifest advantages from an accounting and practical business

standpoint.

DIAGRAM OP COMBINED INTEREST AND . DEPRECIATION PER-
CENTAGE UNDER METHOD

C8
O

Years
(1) Straight-line depreciation; accrued depreciation deducted from cost-new (Table I).
(2) Straight-line depreciation, no deduction from cost-new (Table II, modified).
(3) Sinking-fund depreciation; no deduction from cost-new (Table III).
(4) Uniform-investment-charge method; accrued depreciation deducted from cost-new

(Table IV).
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§ 1286. Application to heretofore unregulated utility.

Assmning the adoption of the uniform-annual-invest-

ment-charge method, the straight-line method, or the

sinking-fund method as the proper method for the treat-

ment of depreciation as regards a new enterprise or as

regards the future of an existing enterprise, is it necessary

to qualify such method as regards assmnptions as to the

past of a company that has heretofore not been subject to

regulation? Can we assume that the theory that we
apply to the future has been in operation since the initia-

tion of the enterprise? If we determine that the sinking-

fund method is upon the whole most just and practicable,

can we assume that a fund has been accumulating on this

basis and is now earning interest and that the amount of

such interest may be deducted from the aimual allowance

that would otherwise be required to meet current re-

newals? Or if we adopt the uniform-annual-iuvestment-

charge method, can we assume that the depreciation

reserve is equal to the amount that it should have reached

had this method been applied from the initiation of the

enterprise and that therefore it is just to deduct this

amount from cost-new to determine fair value for rate

purposes? It seems that both these questions must be

answered in the affirmative. There is no question that

depreciation is an operating expense. There is no question

but that it is an expense that must by some method be

apportioned over the entire life of the depreciable prop-

erty. There is no way that this can be done except by

apportioning a fair share of the burden to the operating

expenses of each year since the initiation of the enteiprise.

To be sure there may be cases where the past profits of an

enterprise have been insufficient to pay a fair rate of

return and at the same time set aside a proper depreciation

reserve. This situation may demand that in prescribing

regulations for the future the company be allowed to reim-

72
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burse out of earnings the amounts by which past earnings

have failed to provide an amount adequate to pay operat-

ing expenses including depreciation and a fair return on

the investment. It is important to note that this shortage

is properly treated as a deficit to be reimbursed and not

as additional outlay to be capitalized. '

§ 1287. Distinction between accrued depreciation and oper-

ating efficiency.

By accrued depreciation is meant the value that has

disappeared by reason of wear and tear, decay, obsoles-

cence or inadequacy. Accrued depreciation includes not

only depreciation that lessens the present operating effi-

ciency of a particular unit, but also all depreciation that

lessens the useful life of the existing imit as compared
with a new unit. For purposes of pixrchase and sale there

is, of course, no question but that a half-worn rail is of

less value than a new rail. The difference between the

value of the half-worn rail and that of the new rail con-

stitutes the accrued depreciation. While this is perfectly

clear as applied to ordinary exchanges, it has sometimes
been questioned asi apphed to the valuation of pubhc
utility properties for rate purposes. The courts, commis-
sions and authorities are almost unanimous, however^ in

holding that the accrued depreciation as above defined

should be deducted from fair value in rate cases. There
are a few conamission decisions that hold that cost-new
should be taken as the basis for fair value for rate

purposes, but even here the commissions recognize the

existence of accrued depreciation and the distinction be-

tween operating efficiency and percentage of accrued de-

preciation.

In the nimierous cases in which accrued depreciation has
been deducted in determining fair value for rate purposes it

is evident that the accrued depreciation is made up almost
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wholly of the estimated loss in value of units operating

with one hundred per cent efficiency, due solely to the

fact that such units are old and worn and that therefore a
portion of their total useful Ufe has expired. Possibly in a

few of the earlier decisions the courts did not allow suffi-

ciently for this factor. Though this question was not dis-

cussed in the Consolidated Gas Case, an examination of

the record would seem to indicate that the allowance for

depreciation was based chiefly on loss of operating effi-

ciency. In the Knoxville Water Case, decided by the

United States Supreme Court the same day, this question

was brought up and the court laid down the rule that the

accrued depreciation* should be deducted and that in

estimating such depreciation consideration should be

given to depreciation due to ordinary wear and tear, as

well as to depreciation afifecting the present efficiency of

the plant (see above, § 431). This same principle is also

stated by Justice Hughes in the Minnesota Rate Cases

(see § 1289).

The uniform systems of accounts prescribed by the

commissions are in general based on the theory that the

annual allowance for depreciation will create a reserve

which will at all times equal the accrued depreciation.

It is not a question of maintaining operating efficiency,

but of maintaining unimpaired the capital of the com-

pany. This is clearly stated in an explanatory letter by

Henry C. Adams contained in the Interstate Commerce

Commission's classifications of operating expenses for

steam railroads. Third Revised Issue, 1907, at page 10:

"The question of depreciation is fundamentally a question

of values, and not a question of maintaining the original

capacity, or a standard of operating efficiency, or of keep-

ing full the numbers in the equipment series." The New
York Pubhc Service Commission for the Second District

has in its uniform system of accounts for telephone com-
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panies defined expense of depreciation as follows (at

page 51): "By 'expense of depreciation' is meant the loss

suffered through the current lessening in value of tangible

property from wear and tear, decay, obsolescence, or in-

adequacy resulting from use, age, physical change, or su-

persession by reason of new inventions and discoveries,

changes in popular demand, or public requirements; also

losses suffered through destruction of property by ex-

traordinary casualties and decreases in the value of intan-

gible property through lapse of time." The same defini-

tion is contained in the California Railroad Commission's

uniform classification of accounts for electrical corpora-

tions, January 1, 1913 (page 62).

§ 1288. Hayes on deduction of accrued depreciation.

Hammond V. Hayes in his paper on "Original Cost

versus Replacement Cost" takes the ground that ac-

crued depreciation should be deducted in determining

either original cost or replacement cost as a basis for

rate regulation. He says (at page 625):^

In the case of an actual appraisal it may be found that much
of the present property of the undertaking has been purchased

with money derived from the public and contributed by it for

the express purpose of paying for the renewals of portions of the

plant which may have become unserviceable. The investment

of these funds—reserves for depreciation—in needed plant

extensions is a wise plan for most successful and growing public

utilities, as thereby the undertaking is required to pay a less

amount as a return than would be required if new money had
been obtained from the stockholders. Moreover, there would
be little expense involved in obtaining aew money at some later

time when funds were required to pay for renew9,ls. Clearly

both the original cost and the replacement cost will include, in

' Original Cost versus Replacement Cost as a Basis for Rate Regulation.

By Hammond V. Hayes, Quarterly Journal of Economics, August, 1913,
pages 616-629.
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such cases, the cost of plant built not only with the money of

the security holders, but with the depreciation reserve funds.

If the reserves for depreciation had been properly made and
all invested in plant, the depreciation would equal the deprecia-

tion reserves and, if the original cost-new was reduced by the

loss in value due to depreciation, there would be eliminated from

the original cost the cost of that portion of the plant wMch had
been purchased with the money contributed by the public for

the purpose of providing for renewals. If the reserves for de-

preciation had been inadequate but had been invested in plant,

the present value of the property would be less than the original

cost to the security holders, thereby penalizing the undertaking

for improper management in not making proper reserves for

depreciation. Thus it is seen that the present value derived from

the original cost can only include the present value of plant pur-

chased with the money of security holders and possibly with

excess earnings. It can not include reserves for depreciation.

This same subject is exhaustively and convincingly

treated in Mr. Hayes's treatise on Public Utilities; Their

Cost-New and Depreciation, 1913, pages 182-206.

Decisions Relative to Acceued Depreciation

§ 1289. United States Supreme Court in Minnesota Rate

Cases.

In the Minnesota Rate Cases ^ the lower court had

based the valuation on cost-of-reproduction-new without

deduction for depreciation. It was held that the increase

in value due to adaptation and solidification of roadbed

was more than adequate to fully offset all existing de-

preciation in the physical structures. On appeal the

supreme court rejected this contention, holding that

items of appreciation and depreciation should be esti-

mated separately and stated separately in the appraisal

and that an appraisal was manifestly incomplete that in-

cluded structures at cost-new when in fact they had de-
'

' 230 U. S. 352, June 9, 1913.
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predated, owing to ordinary wear and tear or other causes.

Justice Hughes in delivering the opinion of the court dis-

cusses this question as follows (at pages 456-458)

:

The master allowed the cost-of-reproduction-new without

deduction for depreciation. It was not denied that there was

depreciation in fact. As the master said, "everything on and

above the road-bed depreciates from wear and weather stress.

The life of a tie is from eight to ten years only. Structures

become antiquated, inadequate and more or less dilapidated.

Ballast requires renewal, tools and machinery wear out, cars,

locomotives and equipment, as time goes on, are worn out or

discarded for newer types." But it was found that this de-

preciation was more than offset by appreciation; that "the

road-bed was constantly increasing in value;" that it "becomes

solidified, embankments and slopes or excavations become

settled and stable and so the better resist the effects of rains and

frost;" that it "becomes adjusted to surface drainage, and the

adjustment is made permanent by concrete structures and rip-

rap;" and that in other ways a road-bed long in use "is far more

valuable than one newly constructed." It was said that "a
large part of the depreciation is taken care of by constant re-

pairs, renewals, additions and replacements, a sufficient sum
being annually set aside and devoted to this purpose, so that

this, with the application of road-bed and adaptation to the

needs of the country and of the public served, together with

working capital . . . fully offsets all depreciation and

renders the physical properties of the road not less valuable than

their cost-of-reproduction-new." And in a further statement

upon the point, the "knowledge derived from experience" and
"readiness to serve" were mentioned as additional offsets.

We can not approve this disposition of the matter of depreciar

tion. It appears that the master allowed, in the cost of repro-

duction, the sum of $1,613,612 for adaptation and solidification

of road-bed, this being included in the item of grading and being

the estimate of the engineer of the state commission of the

proper amount to be allowed. It is also to be noted that the

depreciation in question is not that which has been overcome by
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repairs and replacements, but is the actual existing depreciation

in the plant as compared with the new one. It would seem to-

be inevitable that in many parts of the plant there should be
such depreciation, as, for example, in old structures and equip-

ment remaining on hand. And when an estimate of value is

made on the basis of reproduction-new, the extent of existing

depreciation should be shown and deducted. This apparently

was done in the statement submitted by this company to the

Interstate Commerce Commission in the Spokane Rate case

in connection with an estimate of the cost of reproduction of

the entire system as of March, 1907. (See 15 I. C. C. 395, 396.)

In the present case, it appears that the engineer of the state

commission estimated the depreciation in the property at be-

tween eight and nine million "dollars. If there are items entering

into the estimate of cost which should be credited with apprecia-

tion, this also should appear, so that instead of a broad compar-

ison there should be specific findings showing the items which

enter into the account of physical valuation on both sides.

It must be remembered that we are concerned with a charge

of confiscation of property by the denial of a fair return for its

use; and to determinethe truth of the charge there is sought to be

ascertained the present value of the property. The realization

of the benefits of property must always depend in large degree on

the ability and sagacity of those who employ it, but the ap-

praisement is of an instrument of public service, as property,

not of the skill of the users. And when particular physical items

are estimated as worth so much new, if in fact they be depre-

ciated, this amount should be found and allowed for. If this

is not done, the physical valuation is manifestly incomplete.

And it must be regarded as incomplete in this case. Knoxville

V. Knoxville Water Co., 212 U. S. 1, 10.

§ 1290. Federal Court.

Montana, Wyoming and Southern Railroad Company
V. Board of Railroad Commissioners of Montana * involves

a valuation for rate purposes. The District Court en-

8 198 Fed. 991, March 30, 1912.
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joined the enforcement of a rate fixed by the Montana

Commission. In this case the total reproduction cost,

including overhead charges, discount on securities and

supplies, amounted to $781,459. The court deducted

on account of accrued depreciation $31,182. Circuit

Court Judge Hunt discusses the question of accrued de-

preciation and the methods of its determination as follows

(at pages 1004-1005)

:

Following the doctrine of City of Knoxville v. Knoxville

Waterworks, 212 U. S. 1, 29 Sup. Ct. 148, 53 L. Ed. 371, the

master made reasonable depreciation allowances. The reason

for such findings is that it is fair to deduct from the estimated

cost-of-reproduction-anew an amount which will represent the

wear and tear on the property since it was put into operation.

Depreciation accounts find their foundation in efforts to equalize

profits during different years, so as to avoid requiring the total

cost of improvements to appear as an expense of the year when
such improvement proves unserviceable. The systems of es-

timating depreciation may differ, but the principle of the allow-

ance for depreciation rests upon the foundation already stated.

It goes without more than mention that ordinary wear and tear

and decay are the principal causes for depreciation, although

other factors which enter into the matter are that what is in use

becomes out of date because of improvement in scientific knowl-

edge or improved methoda. Accountants and students, as well

as practical railroad men, recognize the necessity for a railroad

company to provide for a depreciation fund or account. The
Interstate Commerce Commission, in the performance of its

great services to the public and to railroad carriers as well, pro-

vides that depreciation accounts of equipment shall be kept by
railroad carriers, and that there shall be included within such

accounts "a monthly charge of one-twelfth of per cent

per annum of the original cost (estimated if not known) record

value or purchase price" of equipment, to provide a fund for

replacement when retired.

The master allowed what appeared on the carrier's books,
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namely, $10,394.15, made up of these items: Equipment,
$2,555.63; rails, $1,487.76; ties, $5,279.04; and bridges and
trestles, $1,071.72. This was depreciation on the books be-
tween September 1, 1909, and September 1, 1910. But he al-

lowed the additional sum of $12,694.55 depreciation, which he
found ought to have been properly charged between, Septem-
ber 1, 1909, and September, 1, 1910; to earnings and for which
provision should have been made out of operating expenses by
complainant, in order that its property might not become depre-
ciated in efficiency or value. The additional allowance was based
upon testimony that the entries in the books as just heretofore

stated did not truly represent the depreciation account. One
expert witness said he would allow as proper depreciation of

equipment $4,955, and proper depreciation and reserve for ties,

rails, bridges, and buildings, $18,153.70. In this way he arrived

at the difference between what was charged and what he said

ought to have been charged, or $12,714.55. There is a slight

discrepancy in these figures and those foimd by the master

($12,694.55), due probably to clerical error. Equipment de-

preciation was based upon 20 years' life for a locomotive and

5 per cent depreciation for each year, or $1,450 for each year,

with a salvage of $180 per year, or net depreciation $1,270 per

year. The depreciation allowances upon rails were based upon

percentages on the estimated weights of rails per ton and the

estimated life of a rail, put at 16 years. Allowing for tie de-

preciation, it was estimated that at the end of 7 years the de-

preciation would equal the original cost of installment, the value

of each tie being put at 50 cents when placed on the track allow-

ing a 7-year life for each tie from the time of the estimate.

Part of the additional allowance was estimated depreciation

upon buildings, upon a 25-year life with no salvage, and upon

culverts and trestles, on the basis of an 8-year life, or 12^/^ per

cent.

While the additional depreciation allowance of $12,694.55

per annum accords with the evidence of complainant, and seems

to justify the master's finding, yet there are so many differences

in the statements of the witnesses as to the estimates, all of ,

which depend upon opinions of what should or should not be,
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that it appears to be just to hold to the $10,394.15 shown on

the books for 1909-10. Gathering from the evidence that differ-

ent portions of the track were added at different times after

1906, and that different sidings had been built, and that some

of the ties had been in the track for one, two, and three years

only, estimate of wear and tear may be fairly made as of three

years prior to March, 1910. The deduction for depreciation,

therefore, should be three times $10,394.15, or $31,182.45.

In Bonbright v. Corporation Commission of Arizona

'

the Federal Court granted an interlocutory injunction

against the enforcement of an order of the Corporation

Commission of Arizona fixing the rates of charge of the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company. The Commission de-

termined the reproduction cost of the gas property to be

$181,850, and such cost-less-depreciation to be $164,278J

Likewise the reproduction cost of the electric property

was fijced at $342,652, and the reproduction-cost-less-

depreciation at $273,181. The company claimed that

the deduction for accrued depreciation was excessive and
the court appears to sustain this contention. Circuit

Judge Morrow says (at pages 51-52)

:

Returning now to the difference in the present physical

valuation of the plant, we find it is made up chiefly of the

amount estimated for depreciation. An estimate for deprecia-

tion is, of course, correct. The question is as to the amount
which should be allowed for depreciation. The Corporation

Commission estimated the value of the various physical units,

and then estimated that the plant had depreciated at the rate

of 7 per cent per annum, which for an average of, say, seven
years, would be 49 per cent for the total depreciation upon the
whole plant, leaving the present value of the plant only 51 per
cent of its original value. The experts for the complainant
made an examination of the various units of the physical

properties, and as far as possible made an actual valuation of

» 210 Fed. 44, November 19, 1913.
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each unit, and when that was not possible then an estimated

depreciation was made. . . .

It would seem that, if the plant is in the condition set forth

in this statement, a deduction of 49 per cent from its original

value for depreciation, or approximately that percentage, is

excessive; but to what extent it is excessive we do not now deter-

mine. We call attention to the statement for the purpose of

referring to the fact that the plant appears to have been kept

in repair and is now in good condition. In the Knoxville case

the Supreme Court commended this method of preserving the

integrity of a pul^lic service plant. . . ,

This brings us to a peculiar feature of this case. There was

on hand in the treasury of the company at the time of the

valuation of the plant the sum of $64,292.67, accumulated for

the purpose of meeting the expense of current repairs and for

replacing such parts of the property as had been worn out and

the life of the part ended. The fund had been withheld from

the stockholders that it might be used in preserving the plant

in good condition and in proper efficiency. This was good

business judgment on the part of the officers of the corporation

and must be approved. Public service corporations are to be

encouraged in maintaining their plants in a proper state of

efficiency. We are of the opinion that the Corporation Com-

mission was in error in its estimate of depreciation of this plant,

and particularly was in error in omitting this reserve fund from

its valuation of the plant.

§ 1291. Arizona Commission.

Huffman v. Tucson Gas, Electric Light and Power

Company ^^ involves the valuation of a gas and electric

plant for rate purposes by the Arizona Corporation Com-

mission. In determining fair value for rate purposes the

Commission held that accrued depreciation should be

deducted. The Commission says (at page 748)

:

It is the Commission's belief, under the conditions existing

" 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 725, July 9, 1913, Arizona Corporation

Commission.
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in Tugson, that the depreciated value of the property is the

basis upon which should be established the value for rate-

making purposes, allowance for return and depreciation re-

serve.

§ 1292. California Commission.

City of Palo Alto v. Palo Alto Gas Company " involves

the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes. The Com-
mission" holds that in fixing fair value for rate purposes

consideration should be given to accrued depreciation, even

though the plant be operating with 100 per cent efl&ciency

(page 306). The fact that the property is not new will

have material bearing in determining the proper basis

for fixing the rate in this case (page 311). The Commis-

sion's engineer estimated the accrued depreciation of the

distribution system at approximately 23 per cent of the

cost-new. The Commission does not state in its finding

as to fair value just what consideration it has given to

this factor.

§ 1293. Chicago telephone appraisal.

In his report on the rates of the Chicago Telephone

Company ^^ Professor Bemis discusses the sinking-fund

and straight-line methods of estimating accrued deprecia-

tion, and concludes that under the sinking-fund method
the rate of return should be reckoned on cost-new, but

that under the straight-line method the rate of return

should be reckoned from year to year on cost-less-depre-

ciation. He says (at pages 50-52)

:

If the first method, or sinking fund, is applied to the past

history of the plant, the rate of return must be reckoned upon
the first-cost-n&w of the property in use.

If, however, the second or straight-line method be used, the

" 2 Cal. R. C. R. 300, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 966, March 12, 1913.

" Report on the investigation of the Chicago Telephone Company Sub-
mitted to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light by Edward W.
Bemis, October 25, 1912.
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rate of return but not the depreciation should be reckoned from
year to year on the depreciated value of the property. An
illustration will make this latter point clear. Suppose the prop-

erty cost new $100,000, and that 7 per cent be assumed as a
fair return on the investment, but let it be further assumed that

the property will last only SSVa years, and therefore will re-

quire 3 per cent, or $3,000 a year, without interest, to make
good the depreciation. Besides enough for operating expenses,

the users pay $10,000 to the company the first year. Of this

amount, $7,000 is profit and $3,000 makes good the deprecia-

tion. If the company is a growing one, it will need even more
than $3,000 for extensions, which it will pay for, in part, with

the above $3,000 furnished by its customers, and in part through

further stock and bond issues. If $4,000 were needed for ex-

tensions during the first year and $3,000 were paid in by the

customers, the real capital at the beginning of the second year

would be $101,000. If no addition to the investment were re-

quired, the capital would be $97,000, and the company would

have $3,000 to put into similar investments elsewhere. If

the company could not get 7 per cent elsewhere, that would

indicate that the rate of return to the company in question had

been put too high, since the rate of return should represent, as

nearly as possible, what investors demand and get in similar

investments under similar conditions. The objection may be

raised that if the property were a stagnant one the rate of re-

turn each year, say 7 per cent, would be on a reduced capital

and therefore the rates would fall as compared with a new in-

vestment of similar character elsewhere. This is of slight im-

portance, because the problem is the determining of what is

just in each community.

Under this theory, of course, if a stagnant plant begins to

grow rapidly, and a large amount of new capital were called

in, or if the plant were entirely rebuilt, there might have to be

a temporary increase of rates, but that, under a system of

public regulations and publicity of accounts, could be allowed.

Such suppositions, however, of stagnant plants have little ap-

plication to most municipal utilities and no application to the

Chicago Telephone Company.
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In the case of the latter company, another argument is

raised. This plant for the present may be assumed to have

cost the security holders—that is the stock, bond and note

holders—$33,000,000, and to have cost the telephone subscriber

$5,000,000 for a depreciation reserve.

The company claims that it has had the burden of invest-

ing and caring for this $5,000,000 of depreciation reserve, which

has been put into extensions, and should have a reward for the

same. To this it should be replied, first, the salaries of all the

officials and managers that supervised these extensions have

been paid out of operating expenses and will be so paid in the

future. Second, the security to the stock holders has been in-

creased by this depreciation reserve collected from the sub-

scriber and put into extensions. Third, if the depreciation re-

serve had been placed in an outside sinking fund, the owners

of the property would have had to put their hands into their

pockets for the extensions which have been paid for by the sub-

scribers, while the total value of the telephone property would
not have been changed thereby, and the investment in the sink-

ing fvmd would have been scarcely more secure than the invest-

ment actually made in extensions. The straight-line method will

be followed in this report, and the yearly depreciation will be

taken from the cost-new of the depreciable investment.

§ 1294. Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain

—

Reduction of estimated life on account of future func-

tional depreciation.

National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Post-

master-General, decided January 13, 1913, involves the

determination by the Railway and Canal Commission
of Great Britain" of the value of the property of the Na-
tional Telephone Company upon its transfer to the Post-

master-General at the expiration of the company's hcense
on December 31, 1911. Under the purchase agreement
between the parties dated August 8, 1905, the purchase

» 16 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 491, January 13, 1913.
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price was to be based substantially upon the reproduc-

tion cost of the physical property less depreciation.

In this case the Postmaster-General contended that in

computing the life of the plant for the purpose of esti-

mating accrued depreciation, the hfe period should be

reduced on accoimt of a probable shorter "effective life"

due to inadequacy, obsolescence or other factors requiring

supersession of a particular unit before it has been worn
out. The greater stress was laid upon probable superses-

sion through inadequacy due to the probable growth of

the telephone business. The court held, however, that to

give weight to these considerations involved a confusion

of thought and that the possible and even probable growth

of the Postmaster-General's telephone business had no

bearing upon the present value of the company's plant.

The court, however, attempted to make due allowance

for all functional depreciation actually existing in the

plant at the time of the valuation. Sir James Woodhouse
in delivering his judgment in this case discusses this

question as follows (at pages 536-538)

:

The basis on which the company ask us to assess the deprecia-

tion is ... to take the period for which, under normal con-

ditions, the plant, as telephone plant, would be likely to remain

in situ, according to the ordinary user of the plant, under pru-

dent business management. If it had to be removed at a period

shorter than that of its physical life for commercial or economic

reasons, this shorter life—called the effective or proper life—it is

contended, is the true standard or test by which its existence

must be measured. . . .

It was very forcibly urged by the Solicitor-General that these

considerations were within the purview of the words of the valua-

tion clause, and that we could only adequately give effect to

them by the limitation of the plant to its practical or effective

life as exemplified in the way I have mentioned. I do not think,

however, that it would be a right or reasonable interpretation
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to so construe the words "suitability for the telephonic service

of the Postmaster-General" as to give them this effect. It

would be making the value of the plant dependent on and de-

terminable by the will and for the future business exigencies of

the buyer whose governing factor would naturally be the desire

to earn, in the most advantageous way he could, revenue in

respect of which the seller would have no voice or control and

no interest whatever. We are precluded from taking into con-

sideration all such circumstances to enhance the price on the

part of the vendor, and I think equally they must be excluded

in relation to the purchaser. Plant which has to be renewed

because its hfe is shortened by the withdrawal of way leaves,

or which is rendered ineffective by the operations of nature and

causes beyond the control of the owner, such as electrolysis,

or which becomes obsolescent owing to scientific improvements

or inventions superseding existing methods, may, I think, be

properly considered and allowed for under the words in the con-

tract.

§ 1296. Maryland Commission.

Bachrach v. Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company of Baltimore " is a .rate case. Although the

Commission made a valuation of the property of the

company, such valuation did not have a very important

bearing on the conclusions reached. ,The Maryland law

provides that so far as possible the Commission shall

not disturb the value of the company's bonds. In the

present case the rate fixed was based largely upon a
consideration of the amount required to safeguard the

value of the bonds. The Commission holds that accrued

depreciation must be deducted in determining fair value.

The Commission says (at pages 173-174)

:

Ford, Bacon & Davis do not deduct anything for depreciation,

for the reason that, in their judgment, the adjustment of the

property, the elimination of "many elements of accident that

" 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 154, Maryland Public Service CommiBsion.
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exist in the first aggregation of an apparatus that goes^to make
up a plant," and the excellent maintenance of the company's

plant, offset the actual depreciation that may have accrued.

We think there is something in this view, but there is nothing

in the case from which we can estimate the appreciated values

as an offset to depreciation except the opinions of Mr. Uebe-

lacker and Mr. Wagner. There is no doubt that the property

is well maintained and thoroughly eflBcient, which indicates

that the actual depreciation is not as great as the Ufe tables,

which are largely made up of averages, may figure out. We
think it should not exceed the amount figured out by Dr. Bemis

as "accrued depreciation," which is $2,016,096.

§ 1296. New Hampshire Commission.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the Berlin Electric Light Company*^ the New
Hampshire Public Service Conamission bases its determi-

nation chiefly on the fair value of the property for rate

purposes. The Commission holds that as a general rule

accrued depreciation should be deducted from cost-new

in estimating fair value for rate purposes, but that in

case earnings have not in the past been adequate to

provide for depreciation such depreciation may consti-

tute a development cost which will offset the deduc-

tion for accrued depreciation. The Commission says (at

pages 194-195)

:

To allow the utility to pay out in dividends the full net earn-

ings, making no reservation for depreciation, and to continue

to earn a rate based upon the first cost of the property involved,

would be like allowing interest upon the amount of one's origi-

nal investment in a bank regardless of withdrawals.

The reservation of a depreciation fund does not ordinarily

require the withdrawal of any funds from actual investment in

utility property. Our statute provides that such fund "may be

" In Re Sale of Berlin Electric Light Company, 3 N. H. P. S. C. R. 174,

21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 781, August 30, 1913. -
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.

expended in new construction, extensions or additions to the

property." In fact that is just what has been done here in the

case both of the Beriin and the Cascade properties, during the

last few years at least.
,

The new construction in recent years represents in part that

portion of the revenue which under a proper system of account-

ing would have been set aside for depreciation, and in part it

represents a reinvestment of net earnings above a proper re-

serve for depreciation. To add to the value of the plant all

the additions which have been made, as we are asked to do, and

to make no deduction for the depreciation of the plant incurred

while those additions were making, would be a palpable injustice

to the public.

We do not hold that the full amount of depreciation should

in every case be deducted from the cost of reproduction. It

is merely one of the facts to be considered in making a finding

of fair value. It stands in the same category as original cost of

physical properties, other necessary early, expenditures, pres-

ent reproduction cost of physical properties, and other facts

concerning which inquiry is made, all of which should be deter-

mined as accurately as possible, but none of which have a uni-

form fixed value in each case. There may be cases where plants

well conceived and well managed have suffered depreciation

which in fact represents a part of the cost of developing the

business to a point where a fair return can be secured. In other

cases, as, for example, where adequate returns have been received

to afford a fair return and to maintain a depreciation reserve,

but have been entirely paid out in dividends, the entire amoimt
may properly be deducted from present cost of reproduction

in coming to the final conclusion as to the fair value. Between
these two extremes the proper course will vary according to

the circumstances in each case. But in every case it is desirable

to determine, for the purpose of consideration, the full deprecia-

tion as accurately as possible.

§ 1297, New Jersey Commission—Distinction between actual

and theoretical depreciation.

The case of Gately & Hurley v. Delaware and Atlantic
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Telegraph and Telephone Company^* involves the valua-

tion of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the Board
of Public Utility Commissioners of New Jersey. The
existing rates charged by the company were upheld by
the Board, as they netted the company considerably less

than the amount determined by the Board to be a fair

return upon the fair value of the property. In this case

the Board discusses at considerable length the question

of what deduction, if any, should be made from cost-

new in determining fair value for rate purposes. While

the decision of this question was not necessary to the case

at hand, the Board came to the tentative conclusion that

there should be some deduction for accrued deprecia-

tion, but such deduction should not be calculated upon

expired service value estimated from life tables, in which

the estimated life is influenced largely by considerations

of obsolescence and inadequacy. In the case at hand the

Board determined that there should be a deduction on

account of depreciation accrued by reason of age and use

or wear and tear. The Board estimated the total accrued

depreciation based on inadequacy and obsolescence, as well

as upon the wear and tear, at about 25 per cent of the

replacement cost-new of the depreciable property, while

the deduction made in the estimate of fair value on ac-

count of depreciation due exclusively to wear and tear

amounted to about 10 per cent of the cost-new of the

depreciable property. In discussing the general subject

the Board says (at pages 549-552)

:

It is urged that a utility, so far as its tangible property is

concerned, is eMitled to a return only upon the unexpired serv-

ice value of said tangible property; first, because the unexpired

service value of tangible property represents the entire present

investment in tangible property; second, because the expired

service value of tangible property has in the past either been

" 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 519, January 7, 1913.
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returned to investors in the guise of dividends, in which case

they are not entitled thereafter to earnings on said expired

service value, or, if expired service value in the past has not

been returned to them in the guise of dividends, there is implied

an ill-judged investment outlay on their part, as proved by the

fact that past revenues have been insufficient to reimburse in-

vestors therefor.

The considerations adduced in the preceding paragraph fail

to take due cognizance of the fact that a public utiHty lies under

a peculiar obligation not similarly incumbent upon the ordinary

business concern. This obligation consists in the continuous

requirement of putting back into the tangible equipment such

items as are necessary from time to time to afford to consumers

service in quality and extent equal to the service which could

be afforded by a brand-new plant of the same magnitude. This

obligation to replace said items does not allow the public utility

to obtain the funds therefor from increased rates or charges,

nor from the issue and sale of additional securities. The magni-

tude of the utility's responsibility is therefore the sum of the un-

expired service value of tangible property plus the pecuniary

liability to make replacements as needed from its own pocket.

As its responsibility is measured by a sum in excess of the un-

expired service value of its tangibles, it would seem to us that

the equitable base upon which it is entitled to a return is in ex-

cess of the unexpired service value of its apparatus, and ap-

proaches as a limit the total replacement-cost-new of its tangible

property.

On the other hand, it would appear that an allowance of

replacement-cost-new of tangibles as the base on which a re-

turn is to be allowed (so far as tangible property is concerned)

might in certain circumstances be excessive. In comparison,

for example, with a utility which has to-day in its plant tangible

property of a service value equal to the service-value-new of its

original investment in tangibles, or which has accumulated a

fund sufficient at any time to replace in full the expired service

value of its tangibles, the utiHty which has done neither of these

things, but simply lies under the naked obligation to make such

replacements as required, is less meritorious and is deserving of
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somewhat less allowance in the base for return. There is a
greater assurance in the latter case than in the former of prompt
and adequate addition of needed items when without such addi-
tions a service of 100 per cent efficiency would be lacking. A
public utility whose tangible property has a less service value
than when its tangible property is brand-new and which has
not been earning enough to pay dividends, and which has no
accumulated surplus, and whose stock is full-paid and non-
assessable, could in certain circumstances only with the greatest

difficulty, and in other circumstances not at all, put back into

its tangible property the items as required. Furthermore, the
utility whose tangible property, or whose tangible property plus

its depreciation fund, have not fallen below replacement-cost-

new affords a guarantee that its original outlay was fully war-
ranted by the needs of the community it servefe. This certainly

would be the case where, in addition to maintaining the value

of its tangible property intact, jt has also paid reasonable re-

turns to its investors. For both reasons, it would seem unfair

to the company, whose intangible property shows no decline

from replacement-cost-new, that it should be allowed a return

uiy)n a base no greater than the base on which returns are al-

lowed to a similar utility of equal magnitude the service value

of whose tangibles shows a shrinkage away from their replace-

ment-cost-new.

While, therefore, it may be only a first approximation to

justice in distinguishing between utilities of the two contrasted

classes, a deduction in the case of the less meritorious or less

capably projected utility may well be made. Where such de-

duction is moderate in extent, and serves only to cover such

expired service value as has resulted demonstrably from age

and wear, we are of the opinion that said deduction may fairly

be made. While we are not confident that in the Knoxville

Water case the Supreme Court of the United States had before

it any record of each and every consideration properly to be con-

sidered inthe matter of making deductions from the replacement-

value-new of tangible property, it is tolerably clear that this

deduction or abatement here proposed is wholly in keeping

with the valuation rule that seemingly may be deduced from
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that opinion. Such abatement or deduction is only a fraction of

the total expired service value of tangible property in this

particular case. This moderate reduction has also this advan-

tage : that it is based upon certainly ascertained inspection or in-

vestigation, and not upon the more or less conjectural allowances

for depreciation estimated by tables purporting to give the ex-

pectation of life of various parts of the utility's plant. . . .

In the case at bar it would make no difference, so far as the

disposition of the pending case is concerned, which basis for

a return is chosen. On the basis of reproduction-value-new, or

upon the basis of an abatement such as is contemplated in the

Knoxville case, or on the basis of such deduction as might be

calculated upon expired service value estimated from life tables,

it is demonstrable that the past returns to this company have

not been excessive, unjust or unreasonable.

It must be noted that by virtue of the now prevalent r^gfme

of regulation with prescribed accounting provision for adequate

depreciation, utilities will be regarded henceforth as coming

under the requirements of continuous operation; that is to say,

from now on the utilities will be expected to maintain intact

the present value of their capital investment. When, therefore,

rates of depreciation are estimated in accordance with due and

proper allowance therefor as provided in the statute, the

sums standing to the credit of the depreciation reserve will be

deducted from the total value of assets to ascertain theoret-

ically the base on which utilities shall be entitled to a fair

return. . . .

This vexed question of the proper base on which to allow a

return, so far as tangible property is concerned, it is not neces-

sary to decide in the case at bar; and we will not prematurely

commit ourselves irrevocably upon this point, save that we are

strongly of opinion that where the past financial history of a

utility discloses the fact of an investment made unduly in ad-

vance of community needs, and thereby giving rise to deprecia-

tion uncovered, an adequate deduction therefor ought to be
made. This amounts to what in essence is a corporate deficit

which should be distinguished from unearned depreciation

deserving of ultimate recognition and incorporation in the
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property base on which to predicate just earnings in fu-

ture.

This same subject was also treated by the Commission
in its decision In Re Rates of the Public Service Gas
Company, decided December 26, 1912." In this case

the Board deducted accrued depreciation from cost-new

in order to determine fair value for rate purposes. The
accrued depreciation found, however, amounted to but

$200,980, which was 6.6 per cent on the estimated cost

of the depreciable property less scrap value. In estimat-

ing the accrued depreciation no consideration was given

to possible future obsolescence or inadequacy. The Board
held that while future obsolescence and inadequacy must

be considered in fixing the annual allowance for deprecia-

tion, it was not a matter that should necessarily be con-

sidered in fixing the amount of accrued depreciation.

The Board states that the accrued depreciation has been

determined by the inspection method and that the esti-

mate made includes "wear, tear and age," but not obsoles-

cence or inadequacy. The following is from the opinion

of the Board (at pages 490-491)

:

To obtain present value, it becomes necessary to deduct from

the estimated cost-to-reproduce-new the accrued depreciation.

Accrued depreciation may be obtained in several different ways,

the most important of which appear to be two: Theoretical

depreciation calculated by means of life tables, and depre-

ciation ascertained by observation or inspection. An estimate

of theoretical depreciation should properly include adequate

allowance for obsolescence and inadequacy. Such estimates,

however, must take into consideration a great many supposi-

tions and hypotheses, based very largely on speculation and

prophecy as to what may be expected in the future. Coal gas

generating machinery has now been in use for approximately a

century, Water gas generating apparatus was developed about

" 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 433, 15 A. T. & T- Co. Com. L. 354.
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forty years ago. Coal gas machinery has been improved from

time to time and made much more efficient, and later types have

largely superseded those installed in earlier days. This is true,

to a certain extent, of the water gas sets. Who can predict, how-

ever, the time when coal or water gas apparatus will be entirely

superseded by some methods not yet invented, or even dreamed

of? A correct allowance for depreciation, on the theoretical

basis, must be sufficient to take care of obsolescence. Similar

allowances must be made which will be sufficient to take care

of plant retired because of inadequacy. Allowances for in-

adequacy involve, inter alia, an estimate of the growth in

populations and communities served.

Depreciation by observation or inspection involves an es-

timate of the amounts required to place a given property in first-

class operating condition, and even though a given plant may
have been kept in such condition as to render entirely adequate

service there is still some depreciation due to aging which is

always existent, to a greater or less degree, in a property al-

ready in use.

In so far as physical property is concerned, it appears to be

well settled that the proper valuation is the present value as

obtained by deducting depreciation. We are confronted, how-

ever, with the contrasted methods of estimating depreciation

referred to above, and we must decide whether theoretical

depreciation or depreciation by inspection should be deducted.

Undoubtedly an allowance for theoretical depreciation will

much exceed the depreciation obtained in the other way. This

leads us to an analysis of the history of the growth of public

utility properties.

We believe that from this time forth allowance for deprecia-

tion should be made where possible, on the theoretical basis,

but where depreciation has been charged off, the amount charged

off appears to have been not theoretical depreciation, but merely
amounts which would measure depreciation ascertained by in-

spection. We therefore conclude that we are on certain ground
when the allowance for depreciation which is deducted from the

cost to reproduce the property new is the amount representing

the wear and tear and aging, and when we do not attempt to
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estimate the greater amount which would allow for obsolescence

and inadequacy

§ 1298. New York Appellate Division in Kings County Light-

ing case.

In the case of Kings County Lighting Company v.

Willcox 1* an order of the New York Public Service Com-
mission for the First District fixing the gas rates of the

Kings County Lighting Company was subjected to ju-

dicial review pursuant to a writ of certiorari." The Ap-
pellate Division of the Supreme Court reversed the de-

termination of the Commission and remanded the matter

to the Commission. The Appellate Division upheld the

Conamission's ruling that, accrued depreciation should be

deducted from cost-new in determining fair value. Judge

Clark in delivering the opinion of the Coiu-t discusses

this question as follows (at pages 610-612)

:

The commission said: "Cost-of-reproduction-new is not neces-

sarily an indication of present value. Depreciation and deferred

maintenance are important factors." It held that the proper

method to ascertain the value of the tangible property was to

take the amount obtained by subtracting from the cost of re-

production its accrued depreciatkin, and therefore from its esti-

mate of reproduction-cost-new subtracted $415,198 for deprecia-

tion.

The relator contends that this method is fundamentally

unsound, that said sum should not be deducted, but that the

true rule is that the company is entitled to earn a return on the

full 100 per cent service of its investment. That the fair value

for rate-making purposes is equal to the total cost of reproduc-

tion less scrap value, without any deductiion whatever for

accrued depreciation. That, therefore, the commission's total

valuation is in error to the extent of the difference between said

8 156 App. Div. N. Y. 603, May 9, 1913.

" For the order and opinion of the Commission see 2 P. S. C. Ist D.

(N.Y.)659,714.
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amount and Mr. Connette's total of scrap value, $183,150, or

making in round numbers an amount of $230,000 which, would

be added to the total valuation.

Mr. Mathewson as amicus curioe files an interesting brief

presenting an elaborate argument in support of the proposition

that as it is conceded that the plant of the relator operates at 100

per cent of efficiency there should be no deduction for so-called

"accrued depreciation." This term is used to designate, some-

what inartificially, the liability pre.sently accrued toward the

ultimate cost of replacement of still efficient apparatus. He
therefore repudiates the concession to scrap value and claims

that as the company, being a public service corporation, must

always keep its plant up to efficiency and must replace property

when worn out, it is entitled to a rate based upon 100 per cent

efficiency because it will never be allowed to capitalize replace-

ment, but must provide it when necessary. It therefore must
be allowed to provide a replacement fund out of its earnings.

He argues that it makes no difference to the consumer whether

that fund is actually accumulated and on hand or not, be-

cause the replacement must be made, if there is such a fund,

from it; if not, by the stockholders directly. If, on the other

hand, the valuation of the tangibles is reduced by a percentage,

in this case 21+ per cent, it can never be provided for in the only

proper way—out of earnings.

We are unable to adopt Mr. Mathewson's interesting theories

for these reasons.

1. It seems to be thoroughly established that the value of the

tangible property upon which the company is entitled to a rate

which will procure a fair and just return is the present value

—

that is, at the time of the appraisement for rate-making pur-

poses.

2. That in the absence of accurate evidence as to actual value

the cost-of-reproduction-new takes the place thereof.

3. That, as the property being valued is not new, in order

that "cost-of-reproduction-new" may represent the actual con-

dition—the amount presently invested—there must be a de-

duction therefrom. '

4. That this represents the amount required to replace ap-
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paratus still in use, but in process of wearing out, at the end of

useful service.

5. That this allowance for depreciation has been made in

various kinds of cases where present value is required to be

estimated. •

Judge Clark then cites numerous eases upholding the

deduction of accrued depreciation, and quotes at length

from Knoxville v. Knoxville Water Company, 212 U. S.

1. He then says (at page 616):

This quotation completely answers the contention on the

part of the relator that no allowance should be made for de-

preciation, because the evidence is that the efficiency of the

relator's plant continued' to bfe equal to 100 per cent; since it is

manifest that deterioration to some extent must precede the

loss of efficiency, and the mere fact that the efficiency remains

stable does not necessarily contravene the other fact that de-

terioration has set in.

As to the company's contention that the Commission

had fixed the deduction for accrued depreciation on the

straight-line basis, but had determined the annual de-

preciation allowance on the sinking-fund basis, Judge

Clark says (at pages 616-617):

In the case at bar the Commission followed the rule laid

down by the Court of Appeals in Peo. ex rel. Manhattan Ry.

Co. V. Woodbury, supra, as to the method of estimating the

depreciation and the rule indicated by the Knoxville case of

deducting the thus-ascertained amount of accrued depreciation

from the cost-of-reproduction-new, to ascertain the present

value of the tangibles in use. We think this entirely proper,

especially in view of the fact that it allowed depreciation in

land values. If, in addition, there should be allowed, as we

have indicated, an additional amount as for going concern and

an additional amount for the cost of repaving under the pres-

ent paved streets, we think that the relator will have been

fairly treated.
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§ 1299. New York Commission, Second District.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo^ the com-

pany asked the New York PubHc Service Commission for

the Second District to fix a rate for gas supphed to the

city of Buffalo. In this case the Conomission felt that

there was not sufficient evidence upon which to base a

determination as to what deduction, if any, should be

made for accrued depreciation. Chairman Stevens says

(at page 652)

:

If the cost-of-reproduction-new were to be taken as the basis

upon which the rate is to be computed, we would likely be com-

pelled to deduct therefrom the accrued depreciation in obe-

dience to the rule laid down by the United States Supreme

Court in Knoxville v. Knoxville Water Company (212 U. S. 1.),

whether we considered that rule economically sound or other-

wise. The uncertainties in this case as to original cost and

cost-of-reproduction-new, as well as to the actual condition of

the physical property, make a discussion of the proper han-

dling of depreciation in a rate case entirely academic. It is clear

that the treatment of depreciation in any given case depends

upon facts which are not clear in this case, and to lay down

principles which can not be applied would serve no useful end.

Our views on this important question which was much dis-

cussed during the hearings will be more appropriate in other

cases before us in which the facts are more clearly ascertainable.

The Commission, however, used certain figures based on

cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation to illustrate the ef-

fect of the proposed rate. In such illustration the deduc-

tion for accrued depreciation varies from 10 to 30 per cent

on the various items of depreciable property (pages 653-

654).

Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company "

» 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553, 23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, Feb-

ruary 4, 1913.

» 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015, AprU 2,

1913.
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is a case involving a valuation for rate purposes. Chair-

man Stevens in delivering the opinion of the Commission
in this case discusses the question of depreciation at con-

siderable length. He comes to the conclusion that whether

in a particular case there should be a deduction for ac-

crued depreciation depends upon the method which the

company has followed in the past in allowing for deprecia-

tion. If the company has allowed for depreciation on the

straight-line method, a certain portion of the investment

has been retm^ned to the owners and consequently there

should be a deduction of accrued depreciation in deter-

mining value for rate purposes. If, however, the allowance

for depreciation has been made by the sinking-fund

method, there has been no return of capital to the owners

and consequently there should be no deduction on ac-

count of accrued depreciation in determining fair value.

Chairman Stevens says (at page 723) : "Upon this assump-

tion it is absolutely just to the public and to the company

to compute the annual rettirn for the use of capital upon

the basis of the investment, and so long as the company

continues to give good service it will be entitled to an

annual return upon that amount, because that is yphat

it has in the business."

§ 1300. St. Louis Commission—Accrued depreciation should

not be deducted.

In its report on the Southwestern Telegraph and Tele-

phone Company " the St Louis PubHc Service Commis-

sion considers the valuation of a telephone plant for rate

purposes. In regard to deduction of accrued depreciation

the Commission says (at pages 20-22)

:

The fallacy of depreciating from cost (either original or re-

" Report of St. Louis Public Service Commission to the Municipal" As-

sembly of St. Louis on the Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Com-

pany, October 14, 1913.
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production) in such a manner as to assure reasonable returns on

a so-called value calculated only on the estimated remainder

of life of equipment seems to be based upon a confused idea that

an "exchange or sale value" is attainable on equipment in a

rate case. As has been stated in other parts of this report, the

"exchange or sale value" of equipment (except scrap or second-

hand value) when once installed depends upon and is insepa-

rable from the earning power. The regulation of the earning

power is the object of the investigation, and therefore the ex-

change or sale value of the equipment as a whole can not be

known until the proper earnings are determined.

The aim of regulation should be protection of the consumer

and just treatment of the investor. If the investors have placed

a certain amount of money in an equipment in the service of the

public and are maintaining and are obliged to maintain said

equipment at the highest efficiency and are renewing all worn

or obsolete parts as soon as they become unfit for service, it

would seem that they are performing their full duty to the

public and should be allowed to earn returns on the amount
invested in the public service for the equipment in the service

of the public unless it can be shown conclusively that the public

have paid them back a part of their investment in the shape of

clearly defined depreciation charges. Where there has been no

regulation in the past and where it can be shown that there was

no necessity of establishing a depreciation fund equal, to the

consmnption of estimated life of each item of equipment (see

Appendix D, page 122), deduction for theoretical depreciation

in a rate case involving a large "piecemeal" built property in a

normal and efficient state becomes in fact merely a confiscation

of past profits.

It is shown in Appendix D that after attaining its normal

state a large utility will need its full depreciation charges which

theoretically at least will not remain long unused, on account

of the constant and steady demand for renewals. Depreciation

on account of the element of obsolescence is a somewhat un-

knowable quantity and it will probably prove good policy to

allow a certain amount to accumulate in the depreciation fund

to take care of the unforeseen, but in a large property it can
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hardly be contended that this fund should equal the composite

difference between 100 per cent and the estimated composite

remainder of life.

It should be well understood, however, that where a stated

depreciation charge is established by law or legal regulation,

and where such charge accumulates, the amount of this accu-

mulation (the depreciation reserve fund) should be treated as in

a sense the property of the consumer. It may be permitted that

the company use the fund in certain ways, but it should not be

treated as a part of the capital of the company. In fact the

depreciation charge is paid by the consumer for a specific pur-

pose, i. e., to keep the property intact and efiicient. When not

in use for that purpose it is a trust fund handled for the pubUc

by the company.

This reasoning, however, does not apply to the past where

there was no need for a fund and no well-defined legal limits to

profit. (See Appendix D.)

§ 1301. Washington Commission.

In Re Valuation of Exchange Plant in Spokane^' the

Washington Public Service Commission determines the

value of a telephone exchange under the general terms

of the Washington statute, and without specific reference

to a particular purpose to be served by the valuation.

The Commission's finding in regard to accrued deprecia-

tion is based on an estimate of the life and age of the

various units and the application of a 4 per cent sinking-

fund method. The finding is as follows (at page 900):

The Commission finds that the composite average age of the

property is 5.3 years; that the average useful life of said prop-

erty is 19.35 years; that, in order to maintain its investment

intact, the respondent company must set aside an annuity

which computed under the 4 per cent sinking-fund method

amounts to 3.19 per cent; that therefore the property of the

23 In Re Valuation of Exchange Plant in Spokane of the Pacific Telephone

and Telegraph Company, 25 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 892, November 1,

1913, Waahington Public Service Commission.
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defendant company is in, approximately, an 81.505 per cent

new physical condition; that, by applying this last-named per-

centage to the reproduction cost, viz, $2,905,100, the Commis-

sion finds the cost of reproducing the property of the defendant*

company in its present physical condition to be $2,367,800.

This last-named amount is sometimes designated as the

"depreciated value" of a property and sometimes as the "oost-

of-reproduction-new-less-depreciation."

§ 1302. Wisconsin Commission—^Depreciation reserve.

The case of City of Milwaukee t^. The Milwaukee Electric

Railway and Light Company^^ involves the valuation of a

street railway for rate purposes. The Cconmission issued

an order slightly reducing the existing rates of charge.

In this case the Commission found that the difiference

between cost-of-reproduction-new' and the cost-of-repro-

duction-less-depreciation had largely been offset "by
a depreciation fund which is partly covered by securities

and partly by property, and which goes with the prop-

erty and plant" (page 159). To the extent that accrued

depreciation was thus offset the Conmiission apparently

made no deduction from cost-new in determining fair

value. The city had contended that only the net invest-

ment of the company was entitled to a return. To the

extent that the depreciation reserve was actually invested

in plant the capital requirements of the company were

reduced. The Commission rejects this contention (at

page 104):

It appears to be the contention of the city's brief that only

the net investment in the property is the basis upon which the

company is entitled to a fair return. All charges to depreciation

and operation, while resulting in a net addition to property, are

not construed as adding to the investment. The appreciation

of land values, upon the other hand, is added to the investment,

but made a deduction from the annual depreciation accrued.

» 11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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It is difficult to see upon what basis additions to property
through operation or depreciation reserves should not be con-

strued as a part of the investment value. Extensions must be
financed either through additional capital or through surplus

earnings, and the fact that the company has conservatively

waived its additional dividend and placed its earnings into the

plant can not be made the ground upon which future dividends

are to be curtailed.

Superior Commercial Club v. Duluth Street Railway-

Company^^ involves the valuation of a street railway

for rate purposes by the Wisconsin Railroad Commission.

The Coiimiission found that the cost-of-reproduction-new

of the physical property was $717,538, and that such

cost-Iess-depreciation was $487,236. The company car-

ried a depreciation reserve, amounting to $95,361. This

reserve appears to have been invested in the plant and
working capital, as the 'balance sheet does not disclose

outside investments. The Commission held that the

depreciation reserve should be added to the cost-of-

reproduction-less-depreciation in determining fair value

for rate purposes. The Commission says (at page 21)

:

An examination of respondent's depreciation reserve for the

Superior division shows that 134,658.18 has been charged to the

reserve as actual renewals, while $130,020.05 has been set aside

through a charge to operating expenses, leaving a balance, as

shown by the reserve, of $95,361.87. As under normal condi-

tions investors are entitled to have their property or investment

kept intact, it follows that the amoimts which have been prop-

erly set aside for such purposes, or for depreciation in accordance

with the provisions of the law and the rules of the Commission,

should in the instant case be included in the amount upon which

returns are allowed. On the other hand, amounts earned for

depreciation but withdrawn or used for other purposes than

provided by law should not be so included.

2s 12 W. R. C. R. 1, November 13, 1912.
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§ 1310. Cost of supersession an operating expense—^United

States Commerce Court and Supreme Court.

Kansas City Southern Railway Company v. United

States, "• decided April 21, 1913, is a petition for the annul-

ment of certain parts of orders of the Interstate Commerce
Commission establishing a uniform system of accounts

for steam railroads. The complaint was based in part

on the following facts: The railroad extending from Kansas

City, Missouri, to Port Arthur, Texas, was originally con-

structed with a ruling maximum grade of 1 per cent to

1.35 per cent. It was decided to revise the grade to a

maximum of 3^ per cent. It was estimated that the de-

sired gradient could be secured by an expenditure of

$1,230,318 upon the original roadbed, but that the same

result could be accomplished by means of relocations of

portions of the line at an expenditure of $629,399. The
method of relocation was accordingly followed. Under

the accounting rules of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission it is provided that where a portion of a railroad

1 204 Fed. 641.

[1170]
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is abanddned, being replaced by. a new railroad in a differ-

ent location, the cost or estimated replacement value of

the abandoned railroad less salvage shall be deducted
from the cost of the new work and the balance charged
to the property account; and that the cost or value less

salvage of the abandoned property shall be charged to

operating expenses; provided that if the amount of the

charge to operating expenses warrants a distribution of

the loss over a series of years in the future the total amount
may be charged into an account designated "Property
abandoned account" during a term of years previously

approved by the Commission. In this case the estimated

cost of replacing the abandoned portion of the road was
$482,953. The salvage amounted to $96,469. Under the

above rule of the Commission the difference, $386,484,

would be charged to current expenses and operation and
only $242,915 to additions and betterments. The pe-

titioner claimed that such a rule was unreasonable and
beyond the power of the Conomission and that its enforce-

ment would deprive the petitioner of its property without

due process of law. The Commerce Coiu-t dismissed the

petition. Judge Carland in delivering the opinion of the

court says (at pages 643-645)

:

It is evident that the object which the Commission had in

view in making the classification of expenditures for additions

and betterments was to cause the property account of any

railroad to show only the property it had in use and to eliminate

therefrom all property which had been abandoned. It is also

evident that the underlying basis for the contention of petitioner

is that it desires to retain in its property account the replacement

value, less salvage, of the pieces of road abandoned. It suffi-

ciently appears m the record that what are known as the strong

roads financially do not object to the classification of the

Commission, for they are quite willing to charge the replacement

cost of property abandoned against current operatiag expenses.
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as they have the right to earn operating expenses without ques-

tion. On the other hand, roads that are less strong financially,

among which petitioner classes itself, desire to keep the property

account as large as possible because it is a material asset upon

which to maintain credit. . . . The charge that the making

of the orders was an arbitrary exercise of power is based upon

the claim that upon no theory of correct accounting can the

Commission require petitioner to deduct from the cost of addi-

tions and betterments the value or estimated value, less salvage,

of property abandoned and to charge the value or estimated

value, less salvage, of the property abandoned to operating

expenses.

We are not at liberty to invalidate the orders of the Commis-

sion on this ground, for there is abundant evidence in the record

that the method required by the orders of the Conunission is a

correct and proper one. The testimony is conflicting, but,

Messrs. Farrington, Bailey, and Adams, gentlemen of high re-

pute in the profession of accounting, testified unqualifiedly that

the method adopted by the Commission was a correct and

proper one. In addition to this expert testimony is the authority

of Mr. Robert H. Montgomery, author of the work "Auditing

—

Theory and Practice," page 319; also Whitten on "Valuation of

Public Service Corporations," chap. 19, sec. 450 et seg.

On appeal the United States Supreme Court very clearly

holds that the cost of supersession is not a proper capital

charge, but is an operating expense. Justice Pitney says

(at pages 444-449) :
^

The present attack upon the classification as adopted is, and

must be, rested at bottom upon the contention that the regula-

tions embodied in it are so entirely at odds with fundamental

principles of correct accounting as intrinsically to manifest an

abuse of power.

There is evidence in the record that substantially the same
method of distributing charges for so-called "Additions and
Betterments" between the Property Accounts and the Operating

« 231 U. S. 423, December 1, 1913.
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Accounts is and has long been pursued by important railroad

carriers, and has received the sanction of at least one recent

text-book writer—Whitten, "Valuation of Public Service Cor-

porations," sees. 450, 451, 458, etc. Nevertheless, it is insisted

with emphasis that property abandoned as an incident to

permanent improvements is not an operating expense, and, in

effect, that no matter what practice may be pursued by railroad

accounting officers, it can not properly be treated as such.

We are thus brought back to the fundamental distinction

between (a) the property or capital accounts, designed to rep-

resent the investment of the stockholders, and to show the cost

of the property as originally acquired, with subsequent additions

and improvements; these assets being balanced by the liabilities,

including the amount of the capital stock and of bonded and

other indebtedness, with net profits or surplus, whether carried

under the head of "profit and loss" or otherwise; and (b) the

operating accounts, designed to show, on the one side, gross

receipts or gross earnings for the year, and on the other side,

the expenditures involved in producing those gross earnings and

in maintaining the property, the balance being the net earnings.

Since the regulation of the railroad carrier by the public

authority, and especially the fixing of the rates to be charged,

depend primarily upon two fundamental considerations, (a) the

value of the property that is employed in the public service, and

(b) the current cost of carrying on that service, it is clear that

the maintenance of a proper line of distinction between property

accounts and operating accounts is essential to the execution by

the Interstate Commerce Commission of the supervisory and

regulatory powers conferred upon it by Congress.

Appellant contends, inter alia, that since the original loca-

tions were necessary in the development of its railroad line, and

were abandoned only as an incident to the improvement and

development of the property, the cost thereof, being as it is

termed a part of the "cost of progress," should remain in the

property account, as representing a part of the stockholders'

present investment.

Support for this contention is sought in previous decisions of

this court. In Union Pacific R. Co. v. United States, 99 U. S.
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402, a decision that turned upon the meaning and effect of an

act of 1862 for aiding the construction of the railroad (12 Stat.

489), it was said, at p. 420: "As a general proposition, net earn-

ings are the excess of the gross earnings over the expenditures

defrayed in producing them, aside from, and exclusive of, the

expenditure of capital laid out in constructing and equipping the

works themselves. It may often be difficult to draw a precise

line between expenditures for construction and the ordinary ex-

penses incident to operating and maintaining the road and works

of a railroad company. Theoretically, the expenses chargeable

to earnings include the general expenses of keeping up the or-

ganization of the company, and all expenses incurred in operat-

ing the works and keeping them in good condition and repair;

whilst expenses chargeable to capital include those which are

incurred in the original construction of the. works, and in the

subsequent enlargement and improvement thereof." In Illinois

Central R. R. v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 206 U. S.

441, the Commission had held (206 U. S. 449; 10 I. C. C. 544)

that while repairs were properly chargeable to current operat-

ing expenses, yet expenditures for improvements and equip-

ment "should not be taxed as part of the current or operating

expenses of a single year, but should be so far as practicable and

so far as rates exacted from the public are concerned, projected

proportionately over the future." And in this court it was said

(p. 462): "It would seem as if expenditures for additions to

construction and equipment, as expenditures for original con-

struction and equipment, should be reimbursed by all of the

traffic they accommodate during the period of their duration,

and that improvements that will last many years should not

be charged wholly against the revenue of a single year." And,
after pointing out that the case of the Union Pacific Railway

Company in 99 U. S. had to do not with rates of transportation

or the like, but with the construction of the words "net earn-

ings" in an act of Congress, the court, in pointing out the differ-

ence between the position of the Government in that case and
the position of a shipper of commodities in the case sub judice,

said, with respect to the latter (p. 463) : "His right is immediate.

He may demand a service. He must pay a toll, but a toll meas-
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ured by the reasonable value of the service. The elements of

that value may be many and complex, not always determinable^

as we have seen, with mathematical accuracy, but, we think,

it is clear that instrumentalities which are to be used for years

should not be paid for by the revenues of a day or year; and

this is the principle of returns upon capital which exists in

durableshape."

The expressions quoted were properly employed with respect

to the questions then presented for decision. As expressions of

the general principle, we see no occasion now to qualify them.

In both cases it was recognized that in so complicated a matter

as the construction, maintenance, and operation of a railroad

line it is difficult to define and perhaps more difficult to consist-

ently apply a precise distinction between capital and expense

accounts; and while the propriety of distributing improvement

costs over a series of years was recognized, the impossibility of

scientific accuracy in that regard was acknowledged. The ques-

tion now is, whether the regulations of the Commission under at-

tack do violence to these general principles—rather, it is whether

those regulations are so clearly contrary to these and other

applicable principles that they should be set aside as being in

excess of the powers conferred by Congress upon the Com-

mission.

We are finable to see that there is substantial inconsistency

with principle, much less gross violation thereof. The conten-

tion of the appellant that property, originally acquired because

necessary in the construction of the road, and afterward aban-

doned only because rendered unnecessary by the improvement

and development of the property, should remain in the prop-

erty account as a part of the stockholders' investment, will be

found, upon analysis, to rest upon the unwarrantable assump-

tion that all capital expenditures result in permanent accre-

tions to the property of the company. This in effect ignores

depreciation—an inevitable fact which no system of accounts

can properly ignore. A more complete depreciation than that

which is represented by a part of the original plant that through

destruction or obsolescence has actually perished as useful

property it would be difficult to imagine. The fact that the
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original investment was necessary in order that the second in-

vestment might be made is not a conclusive test. Reference is

made to the cost of the scaffolding used in the erection of a

house, and discarded when the house is completed; and to the

cost of the paper that goes to the waste-basket, rather than to

the printer, in the preparation of a literary composition; but

these are fanciful analogies, and do not assist us here, where the

real question is not how shall original cost be ascertained, but,

how shall subsequent depreciation in value be reckoned and

accounted for?

In Knoxville v. Water Co., 212 U. S. 1, this court had to do

with a similar element of depreciation, and, after pointing out

that such a plant as was there in question begins to depreciate

in value from the moment of its use, and that before coming to

the question of profit at all the company was entitled to earn

a sufficient sum annually to provide not only for current repairs

but for making good the depreciation and replacing the parts

of the property when they should come to the end of their life,

'the court proceeded to say (p. 14): "If, however, a company

fails to perform this plain duty and to exact sufficient returns

to keep the investment unimpaired, whether this is the result

of unwarranted dividends upon over-issues of securities or of

omission to exact proper prices for the output, the fault is its

own. When, therefore, a public regulation of its prices comes

under question, the true value of the property then employed for

the purpose of earning a return can not be enhanced by a con-

sideration of the errors in management which have been com-

mitted in the past."

And since one of the manifest objects of Congress in author-

izing the supervision and standardization of carriers' accounts,

as is done in sec. 20 of the Interstate Commerce Act, was to

enable the Commissioners to intelligently perform their duties

respecting the regulation of carriers' rates for the services per-

formed, and since it is settled that the property investment

which is to be taken into consideration as one of the elements in

fixing such rates is the property then in use (Smyth v. Ames,

169 U. S. 466, 546; San Diego Land & Town Co. v. National

City, 174 U. S. 739, 757; San Diego Land & Town Co. v. Jasper,
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189 U. S. 439, 442; Willcox v. Consolidated Gas Co., 212 U. S.

19, 41; Minnesota Rate Cases, 230 U. S. 352, 434, 454, 458), it

is obvious that so far as the regulations of the Commission now
under consideration discard the "cost of progress" theory, they

need no further vindication.

§ 1311. Obsolete type of machine—^Wisconsin Commission.

Re Manitowoc Electric Light Company' involves the

valuation of an electric plant by the Wisconsin Railroad

Commission for purposes of municipal pm-chase. A ques-

tion arose as to the valuation of certain generators which,

though still in operation, were of an obsolete type no longer

on the market. The Commission held that such machines

if still used and rendering fair service, though not of high

efficiency, should be valued at something above scrap

value. The Commission says (at pages 687-688) : *

The city contends that the six Edison bipolar generators,

which the staff placed at $5500 cost-new and $1404 present

value, are valued too high, because they have been in service

over twenty years and are obsolete. Mr. Martin made the

point that the cost of reproduction of machines that are obso-

lete and no longer on the market should be taken as the cost-new

of modern up-to-date machines. Accordingly he places the

cost-new of these particular machines at $2400, which is less

than one-half the figure used by the staff. He further holds

that these generators have reached such a state of inefficiency

through depreciation and obsolescence that their use should be

discontinued; and that consequently their present value is

only so much as can be gotten for them as scrap. This amount

he places at $280, which is exactly one-half of the scrap value

found by the staff.

On obtaining the cost of reproducing equipment that is no

longer on the market it would seem that the contention of the

city should be given consideration. The present value, however,

' 28 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 679, January 2, 1914, Wisconsin Railroad

Commission.
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of such equipment, if it is still used and is rendering fair service

though not of high efficiency, would seem to be something above

scrap value. The mere fact that a machine has been in opera-

tion over twenty years is not necessarily a sign that it has no

value greater than what can be gotten for it as junk to the plant

that is using it. In the instant case the staff has estimated that

two of these generators are in 20 per cent and four in 15 per

cent condition. Accepting this estimate as a basis and com-

puting the present value from the cost of reproduction of mar

chines of equal efficiency on the market at the present time,

we get a present value of about one-half that used by the staff,

which under the circumstances of this case would seem to be

reasonable.

Treatment of Superseded Propeety in Rate Cases

§ 1312. Arizona Commission.

Huffman v. Tugson Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company * involves the valuation of a gas and electric

plant for rate purposes by the Arizona Corporation Com-
mission. In refusing allowance for certain superseded

property the Commission says (at page 752)

:

The Commission investigated this matter with particular

care, in view of its effect upon the claim of the respondent, and

we are of the opinion that these losses should have been written

off by the respondent during past years and we believe that no
allowance of value for such items should be made for rate-

making purposes.

§ 1313. California Commission.

Solari v. Tuolumne County Electric Power and Light

Company * involves the valuation of an electric plant for

rate purposes by the California Railroad Commission.

The company claimed that the Stanislaus River line was

* 21 a. T. & T. Com. L. 725, July 9, 1913, Arizona Corporation Commis:
sion.

' 3 Cal. C. R. C.— , 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1045, July 29, 1913,

California Railroad Commission.
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used as an emergency source of supply, but the Commis-
sion held that the possibility of its use was too remote to

justify its continued inclusion in capital account. The
Commission therefore excluded the item from the valua-

tion, but permitted an annual operating charge sufficient

to amortize the value of the line within a period of ten

years. The Commission says (at pages 1051-1052)

:

As has hereinbefore been stated, the Stanislaus River line

has not been used by defendant since it began to receive its

electric energy from the Sierra and San Francisco Power Com-
pany. The testimony shows that while defendant maintains

this line as an emergency source of supply, it will not have to

rely on the line unless both the hydroelectric operations of the

Sierra and San Francisco Power Company above Sonora and
its steam plant in San Francisco should become imavailable at

the same time. These two conditions have not as yet occurred

and the possibility of their doing so seems entirely too remote to

justify the continued inclusion of this line in capital account on

which the defendant may justly claim to be entitled to a fair

and reasonable return. It seems, fair, however, to permit the

defendant during each of the ensuing ten years to collect rates

high enough to pfermit it to charge off such sum on its books

that by the end of the ten years the principal so charged off,

together with the interest, shall have amounted to the entire

value of the line at the present time. I believe that it will be

very liberal on the part of rate-fixing authorities to permit this

to be done.

§ 1314. Nebraska Commission.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company for authority to increase rates ^ involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the

Nebraska State Railway Commission. The application

followed a consolidation of automatic and manual plants.

6 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, Nebraska State Railway

CorumiBBion.
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In estimating the reproduction-cost of the property the

Commission eliminated all duplication of plant incident

to such consohdation. The Commission says (at page 146)

:

Special attention is called to the fact that all values for old

Nebraska Telephone Company's building, real estate, central

office equipment and apparatus is completely eliminated in the

valuation as submitted by the engineers, and the value finally

adopted by the Commission includes only plant in actual serv-

ice. . . .

Application of the Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company for authority to revise schedule of rates in

Beatrice ^ also involved a valuation of telephone property

after consolidation of two exchanges. In determining fair

value for rate purposes no allowance was made for dupli-

cated or unnecessary property secured as a result of the

consolidation.

§ 1315. Wisconsin Commission.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee

Electric Railway and Light"Company * involves the valua-

tion of a street railway for rate purposes. The Commis-
sion issued an order slightly reducing the existing rates

of charge. In estimating the cost of the plant and its

business in 1897, thirteen years prior to the date of the

inquiry, the Commission included in such cost value about

$1,000,000, due to almost revolutionary changes in the

art and in methods of operation prior to that time. The
Commission says (at page 91)

:

In this case the conditions are probably such that in the 1897

appraisal some consideration should also be given to the cost

value of the property which, in changing the former method of

operation, it was found necessary to discard and replace. Re-

' 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 898, September 1, 1913.

11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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placements of this sort, which are due to almost revolutionary

changes in the art and in methods of operation, are usually

accompanied by greater waste and destruction of capital than

can be covered by ordinary depreciation allowances. Such

losses, however, are in the nature of depreciation and, like de-

preciation generally, must undoubtedly in the end be largely

borne by the public. It is of course a fact that such losses are

not always as serious as they may look, and this for the reason

that they are usually accompanied by improvements which re-

sult in lower costs per unit of production.
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§ 1320. Diversion of depreciation reserve—Chicago telephone

appraisal.

In his report in regard to the rates of the Chicago Tele-

phone Company ^ Professor Bemis presents a financial

history of the company and comments on the fact that

the moneys set aside from earnings as a depreciation re-

serve, to the amount of over $5,000,000, have been di-

' Report on the investigation of the Chicago Telephone Company sub-

mitted to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light, by Edward W.
Bemis, October 25, 1912.
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verted from the purpose intended to form a basis of stock
dividends. He says (at pages 28-29)

:

The Chicago Telephone Company has collected from the
subscriber and set aside as a depreciation reserve a further sum
of $5,091,823.19 to meet depreciation that may be revealed at
some time in the future. Of this fund about $2,241,141 was
set aside in 1910 and 1911. This depreciation, assumed to

exist after all current expenditures for repairs and renewals,

may be called residual depreciation. The property of the

company on January 1, 1912, had been built up from the follow-

ing sources:

First mortgage 5% bonds. . . $5,000,000.00

Loans by banks 1,000,000.00

Capital stock 27,000,000.00

$33,000,000.00

Depreciation reserve $5,091,823.19

Insurance fund 307,548.21

Other reserves 244,735.49

5,644,106.89

$38,644,100.89

In addition to the above, current assets of cash, bills, accounts

receivable and prepaid expenses amounted to $1,690,067.42, but

these were balanced by current liabilities of accounts payable

and accrued liabilities not due, amounting to $1,886,285.34.

Leaving out of account these latter items of current assets and

current liabilities, which virtually offset each other, there re-

mains as just stated two chief sources of the property of the

Telephone Company, to-wit: $33,000,000 furnished by the

stock and bond holders and banks, and about $5,650,000 sup-

pUed by the telephone users, in order to keep the investment of

the stock and bond holders intact.

The question will later arise whether the $27,000,000 sup-

plied by the stockholders came in part from earnings in addition

to large dividends, but that problem does not arise at this point.

The depreciation reserve above referred to ig not the only
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amount that the company set up in the past as representing

depreciation. From 1894 until 1907 the company, after dis-

tributing dividends of 10 per cent, had charged to operations

$3,767,233.55, which was written off the plant account. Early

in 1908 the company appears to have concluded that the prop-

erty had not depreciated to any such extent. The whole of this

$3,767,233.55 was transferred to surplus, leaving the plant

account as it would have been without any such deduction.

This credit to surplus formed the basis of the stock dividend

of $4,500,000 in that year. Not only was the above amount of

$3,767,233.55 charged to operations and maintenance, but it

has been shown that an additional amount of $1,575,000 was

charged during the above period as maintenance, which likewise

eventually found its way into the surplus. (Hall, page 20.)

The total amount thus included in operations, purporting to

represent a provision for depreciation, or for deferred main-

tenance, but which was diverted to' the benefit of the stock-

holders, was therefore $5,342,233.55. The dividends were

indeed reduced in 1908 from 10 per cent to 8 per cent, so that

the total dividends were not materially changed. But in so far

as an 8 per cent dividend is less subject to public criticism and

less liable to reduction in a change of rates than is a 10 per

cent dividend, the stockholders gained.

In another way, they also gained. By writing up the plant

investment several million dollars the justification for the

increase of stock and for a profitable return thereon was given

to the public.

The important featiu-e of the transaction was the revelation

that the company considered that there had been less deprecia-

tion by $4,845,000 than the books have hitherto shown. Con-
sequently the telephone users, in paying such charges as to

permit the accumulation of that fund, in reality had not been

accumulating a fund with which to meet depreciation, but had
been increasing the profits of the company, which the latter

had invested as surplus in extension and then capitalized.

Naturally, such a transaction makes one a little critical with

regard to the new accumulation of $4,971,823.19 in one de-

preciation account and of $120,000 in another.
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§ 1321. Investment of depreciation reserve.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company ^ for authority to increase rates involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the

Nebraska State Railway Commission. The Commission's

discussion of the treatment of depreciation reserve in-

dicates the Conmiission's opinion that moneys in the de-

preciation reserve should be carefully conserved for the

ultimate benefit of the public. Such money until needed

for replacements should be used so far as possible for

extensions and betterments of plant. The Commission

points out that the use of the depreciation reserve in this

way will in time result in a reduction of the investment,

or, in the annual allowance set aside for depreciation, and

will thus eventually benefit the public by permitting a re-

duction in rates. The Commission says (at page 152)

:

It will also be the policy of the Commission to expect of the

corporation that it shall, so far as possible, use the depreciation

reserve funds, not needed for replacements in the immediate

future, in making extensions and betterments of the plant.

Such part of the plant as is represented by the investment from

depreciation reserve shall be permitted to earn the same ratio

of return as the stockholders' investment, but neither such

reserve fund nor the earnings therefrom shall be available as

dividends to stockholders, or for any other purposes than those

set out. When funds are needed, properly chargeable to the

depreciation reserve, for replacements, which had theretofore

been invested in extensions of plant, then such extensions must

at that time be capitalized and the proceeds of the capitalization

made available for the legitimate purposes of the depreciation

reserve fund.

The use of the depreciation reserve fund in the manner above

indicated will in time, when the depreciation reserve fund may
have reached a fair proportion, possibly permit a reduction in

2 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, Nebraaka State Railway

Commiasion.
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the principal sum or percentage to be set aside annually for

depreciation reserve, and will thus work toward the reduction

of charge against operating revenues, eventually benefiting the

public by permitting corresponding reduction in rates.

San Jos6 V. The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany ' involves the valuation of a telephone plant for

rate purposes by the California Railroad Commission.

Commissioner Eshleman refers to the practice of the com-

pany of using its depreciation reserve for extensions of

plant. He raises the question as to whether this may not

result in requiring the public to pay a return on deprecia-

tion reserves furnished by the consumers in the rate of

charge paid. He says (at page 384)

:

On the other hand, it is likewise in evidence that the exten-

sions of this company are regularly being produced from this

depreciation fund. To be sure, it is urged that this is a mere

loan from the depreciation fund to the capital account for new
construction, but the condition developed here is one which

must be watched very carefully, else it will bring about a con-

dition wherein the property, in extensions of this company, will

be produced from the rates, a consummation devoutly to be

wished from the standpoint of many utility men and seriously

urged by some as justifiable. I have no hesitancy, however, in

saying that it seems to me fundamental that no such use of

depreciation funds should be permitted, unless the funds used

in such capital expenditures are carefully accounted for and
scrupulously returned to the proper fund. I am disposed to be

careful in the handling of this depreciation matter. I believe

it is very advisable both from the standpoint of the public and
the utility that a proper and adequate depreciation fund be
established annually, but of course this depreciation fund should

be used for the purposes which give warrant for its collection

and not to produce more property upon which an earning will

be asked.

» 3 Cal. R. C.— , 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 370, October 9, 1913,
California Railroad Commission.
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§ 1322. Interest on depreciation reserve—Federal Court in

Alabama railroad rate case.

In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Rail-

road Commission of Alabama ^ the special master rejects

the contention that in determining cmrent income in-

terest should be allowed on the balance in the replacement

account. The special master discusses this question as

follows (at pages 159-160)

:

I have quoted above page 1796 of the record in this case

showing a statement of the disposition of the whole depreciation

charges.

The defendants further insist that interest should be allowed

on the balance in replacement account.

It is a mistake to suppose that such a charge is proper. At
pages 1715-1722 et seq. is a full and clear statement of the

account No. 51 "Steam Locomotive Renewals," and of the

replacement account, the former being merely an adjustment

account to take care of errors of estimate for the latter. And
the nature of the latter is fully explained.

The capital of a railroad bears no interest—it is employed'

and used by the management for the net earnings of i operations

after paying all expenses, including taxes and depreciation

reserves or charges. As the use is made or enjoyed of capital,

the value is currently lost or expended by visible and invisible

or latent depreciation and, by the law of proper adjustment,

operating expenses are currently taxed for the estimated per

cent to cover depreciation, which is passed to credit of replace-

ment account, arid there stands a liability of the management

until balanced off through renewal account, as explained on

page 1715 of the record.

The capital did not bear interest and, of course, the deprecia^

tion reserve appearing in replacement account being the pecun-

iary substitute for expended capital until it is paid out in

renewals and assumes the form of structures and equipment,

as the case may be, bears no interest. In a large system of

* U. S. Circuit Court, Middle District of Alabama, Report of William A.

Gunter, Special Master in Chancery, 1911.
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constant equipment and structures that is not increasing,

changing or decreasing its operation or equipnaent, the replace-

ment account balance would be offset by the renewal charge

against it, unless there was error in estimates.

But however that may be, the management is entitled to the

whole capital at 100 per cent of value without interest and the

(apparent) replacement balances at any moment stand pre-

cisely as a part of the capital—that is, as value expended by use

and replaced by depreciation assessments in transit for renewal

investment.

At page 1722 of the record there is a full explanation showing

the different theories upon which depreciation charges for

replacement account are made—^and though interest is charged

in one system, viz, the "English annuity," it is shown that by
every system the charges are intended to bring about the same

result, and that the English system and "sinking-fund" method

have each been discarded, and that the "fixed-proportion"

method adopted by complainant on which depreciation is

assessed each year in equal percentages based on original cost

is the only proper plan and is the one required by the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

Interest is not charged nor is it chargeable. If it was charged,

what fund would pay it? Plainly, operating expenses. And
operating expenses would not be benefited by a charge and

credit which balanced. '

But as pointed out in argument, the net results of operation,

including operating expenses, are in this instance allowed credit

for interest on depreciation, because the full amount of accrued

depreciation is deducted from the value of property on which

return is claimed.

Decisions Relative to Annual Depbeciation
Allowance

§ 1323. Arizona Commission—Electric plant.

Huffman v. Tucson Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company^ involves the valuation of a gas and electric

' 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 725, July 9, 1913, Arizona Corporation Com-
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plant for rate purposes by the Arizona Corporation Com-
mission. In regard to the annual allowance for de-

preciation the Commission says (at page 746)

:

The engineers for the Commission and engineers for respondent

agreed upon accumulated depreciation, which was found to be

approximately 3 per cent per annum on depreciable proper-ty.

Upon full consideration of the facts before us we are of the

opinion that 33^ per cent should be allowed annually upon the

depreciable property of respondent.

This Commission will soon promulgate accounting rules for

companies of this kind, wherein provisions will be made for the

proper handling of depreciative reserve.

§ 1324. California Commission—Electric plant and telephone

plant.

Solari v. Tuolumne County Electric Power and Light

Company ^ involves the valuation of an electric plant for

rate purposes by the California Railroad Commission.

The company's statement claimed no allowance for de-

preciation except in so far as it may have been covered

by the item of maintenance and repairs. The Commission,

however, considered that it would be fair to allow the

company 3 per cent on the value of the property to cover

depreciation.
'

San 3os6 v. The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph

Company ' involves the valuation of a telephone plant

for rate purposes. The company asked for a depreciation

allowance of 6.5 per cent. The Commission allowed but

5.5 per cent. Commissioner Eshleman discusses this sub-

ject as follows (at pages 383-385)

:

Both the engineer and auditor of the Commission are of

the opinion that 6.5 per cent set aside annually for depreciation

6 3 Cal. R. C. , 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1045, July 29, 1913,

California Railroad Commission.
' 3 Cal. R. C. , 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 370, October 9, 1913,

California Railroad Commission.
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is excessive. It is in evidence that within a very few years an

amount has been produced from the 6.5 per cent depreciation

fund which shows that the percentage is excessive. The wit-

nesses reach this conclusion by the following method of rea-

soning: As already pointed out herein, the amount in the

depreciation fund should in a matured utility be sufficient to

cover the amount represented by depreciation which is not taken

care of annually. It is a well-known fact that in a going utility

after a certain amount of depreciation has taken place the

percentage does not increase. It is testified that in the tele-

phone plant ordinarily the plant as it stands represents about

85 per cent of its cost-new. Therefore in a matured telephone

plant the depreciation fund should always represent 15 per

cent of the total amount properly chargeable to capital account.

The auditor of the Commission points out that 15 per cent has

been produced from the 6.5 per cent annual depreciation within

a very few years. I assume it will be agreed that the constant

sum required to take care of depreciation should not be pro-

duced in one or two years because such a procedure would

lay an unwarranted burden upon the rate payers who were

patrons of the utility during such time. Here again the exact

period over which this depreciation should be ordinarily created

is hard to determine, but the evidence in this case shows that if

depreciation does not take place at a greater rate than it has

during the time within which this depreciation fund has been

set up the rate is too high. This is admitted by the representa-

tives of the company. They urge, however, that within a very

few years the property of the defendant in this state has been

doubled and that from the nature of things the percentage of

depreciation in this new property does not represent the average

per cent of depreciation which will be necessary to be provided

against, and that when the property has reached an age which
may be called its average age the 6.5 per cent will be found not

to be excessive. . . .

The company urges that in other states larger amounts than
6.5 per cent have been allowed for depreciation, and cites cases

from Canada, Nebraska, South Dakota and a few from Wiscon-
sin where 8 per cent has been allowed; also cases where 6, 6.5
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and 7 per cent have been allowed; also reports of experts are

referred to where amounts ranging from 5.5 to 8 per cent have
been allowed.

It is diflScult to determine the bearing of these cases without
knowing all of the facts found to exist by the Commission
rendering the decision. Likewise it would be necessary for me
to know on which side the expert in question was testifying

before considering very seriously the amounts recommended by
such experts. I say this in all seriousness, based upon expe-

rience. . . .

In this case the only thing which raises a doubt in my mind
as to the excessive amount of the depreciation fund provided

is the age of many of the properties of this company. The
engineer of the Commission, basing his conclusion on a some-
what longer estimate of the life of the structures of the tele-

phone company than the length of life for which the representa-

tives of the defendant contend, advises that 4.5 per cent is

sufficient. As I have said, historically 6.5 per cent is producing

too much depreciation reserve, and it will be impossible to

determine finally this matter until actual experience is behind

such determination. The vice-president of the telephone com-
pany testifies that such actual experience has not been had
anywhere to a sufiicient degree finally to determine the proper

depreciation amount. While I do not think this Commission

should in any case resort to what is known as splitting the

difference, and while I believe that the present rate of deprecia-

tion is too high, still I do not recommend that we go as low as

our engineer is of the opinion we could go. If error is to be

made, I would rather it be in favor of an ample depreciation

fund than against it. I therefore will suggest a 5.5 per cent

depreciation until such time as actual experience has deter-

mined such amount is too high or too low. In fact the company
has in times passed allowed 5.5 per cent as a proper amount of

depreciation.

§ 1326. Board of Railway Commissioners, Canada—Telephone

plant.

In estimating earnings under present rates of charge
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the Board of Railway Conimissioners * allowed the com-

pany an annual percentage for depreciation of 6.77 per

cent on the book value of its depreciable property. The

book value in this case was considerably less than the esti-

mated replacement cost.

§ 1326. Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago.

In 1913 an investigation and report on the rates charged

by the Commonwealth Edison Company was made to

the City Council of Chicago by Ray Palmer, city electri-

cian, and John E. Traeger, city comptroller.® The report

fixes the fair value of the property of the company and

recommends a reduction in existing rates of charge. The
report estimates the annual allowance for depreciation on

a 3 per cent sinking-fimd basis. The annual allowance

amounted to 3.63 per cent of the value new.

§ 1327. Maryland Commission—Sinking fwid.

Havre de Grace v. Havre de Grace Electric Company '" is

a rate case coming before the Maryland Public Service

Commission. The Comcmission states that the allowance

for depreciation may be properly made on the sinking-

fund method and that the depreciation reserve should be

invested in the property and not in outside securities.

The Commission says (at pages 303-304)

:

The detailed appraisal arrives at a total fair value for this

property of $42,000. This includes every item of property,

' In the matter of the application of the City of Montreal for a reduction

in the rates of the Bell Telephone Company, 13 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L.

93, October 28, 1912, Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada.
' Report to the Committee on Ga?, Oil and Electric Light of the Chicago

City Council on the investigation of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
by Ray Palmer, city electrician, and John E. Traeger, city comptroller.

May 14, 1913.

1° Havre de Grace v. Havre de Grace Electric Company, 27 A. T. & T.

Co. Com. L. 296, November 28, 1913, Maryland Public Service Commis-

^
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whether depreciable or not. If 4 per cent were applied on the

total fair value it would amount to $1680 per year, and the

proper apphcation of the depreciation fund is not to carry the

amount as a side investment, but to put the money back into

the property. This is the proper and only rational method to

follow and, if done, the result will be that the depreciation re-

serve will be represented in actual operating property which

is presumably earning a profit; consequently it is constantly

being augmented to the extent of the proportionate profit

earned. If, therefore, $1680 is required aimually without

interest to replace the entire property at the end of its useful

life, if this annual provision is earning interest and is being

turned over and over into the property, and consequently if a

profit is earned upon it at the end of a term of years, there will be

considerably more in the sinking fund than is actually required.

The proper and logical method for calculating annual deprecia-

tion for a given term of years is to consider the accumulations

due to compounding of interest; this is generally referred to as

the sinking-fund method.

§ 1328. Nebraska Commission—Depreciation and mainte-

nance of telephone plant.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company " for authority to increase rates involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the

Nebraska State Railway Commission. The Commission

indicates that a reasonable allowance for depreciation

would be about 6 per cent, but feeling that depreciation

and maintenance are interdependent, and to a certain

extent not easily separated, holds that an allowance of

9 per cent to cover both maintenance and depreciation

is a fair allowance in the present instance. The Commis-

sion says (at pages 151, 153):

In the various hearings had before commissions in other

jurisdictions, engineers generally agree as to the average life

" 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, Nebraska State Railway

Commission.
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of the component parts of the plant, and the amounts necessary

to set aside to cover the depreciation. It is found that the rates

of depreciation set out will range in different localities, depend-

ent somewhat upon the class of plant, from 5 per cent to 7 per

cent, and in some few cases even more, but the generally ac-

cepted ratio in the larger plants is 6 per cent, and this is an

allowance many of the commissions have agreed and are using

in reaching their conclusions in telephone rate cases. In this

case the variation between the findings of the various engineers

and the estimated requirement, as set forth by the company,

ranges from 6.01 per cent to 6.54 per cent on reproduction value.

This charge against the revenues is intended to cover the

gradual wasting away of the plant by wear and tear, which is

not susceptible of being cared for through current maintenance

and to cover loss by reason of obsolescence, inadequacy or pub-

lic regulation. These last three items are necessarily always

more or less a matter of conjecture, but the experience of the

past has shown that they are none the less real, and proper

allowance therefor is absolutely necessary if justice shall be

done to the cdrporation serving the public. ...
The testimony developed that, from 1909 to 1911", inclusive,

the maintenance charges, for both the Lincoln Telephone and
Telegraph Company and the Nebraska Telephone Company,
and for the year 1912 covering the consolidated plant, ran from

over 5 to over 7 per cent on the book value of the plant. This

the Commission feels is excessive, and is probably so by reason of

the fact that the line of demarcation drawn between charges

against maintenance and what should in fact have been deprecia-

tion or replacements was not clearly enough defined to determine

definitely the proper charges against this account. . . .

The Commission therefore is inclined to think that with the

adoption of the new system of accounting promulgated by this

Commission and the Interstate Commerce Commission it will

develop that there is no necessity for quite so large a charge

against maintenance account as has been made in the past, part

of the items entering therein being hereafter chargeable to the

depreciation account. Pending the actual demonstration by
experience, the Commission will allow for depreciation and
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maintenance combined a charge of 9 per cent per annum on the

reproduction-new value as found herein.

In other decisions involving the rates of telephone com-
panies the Nebraska State Railway Commission has

allowed 9 per cent to cover both maintenance and de-

preciation, as follows:

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany to increase rates at Strang, 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L.

888, September 1, 1913.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany to increase rates at Grafton, 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L.

893, September 1, 1913.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany to revise rate schedule at Beatrice, 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com.
L. 898, September 1, 1913.

Re Application of Nebraska Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany to revise rate schedule at Lexington, 22 A. T. & T. Co.

Com. L, 877, August 11, 1913.

Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany ^* is also a rate case before the Nebraska State

Railway Commission. The engineers of the Commission

estimated the annual requirements for depreciation at

$18,097. The Commission held that about 25 per cent of

this amount was already included in charges for current

maintenance, so that an allowance of $13,573 as a spe-

cific allowance for depreciation was adequate. The Com-
mission says (at page 448)

:

The company claims that the needs for depreciation re-

serve above current maintenance are equivalent to 7 per cent

per annum of the reproduction-new value, as claimed by them,

or $21,823.14 per annum, which, when added to the current

maintenance, based on the three months analyzed, would make
the total requirements for depreciation and current mainte-

" 28 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 441, January 26, 1914.
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nance $31,608.58, and this amount would be equivalent to

10 per cent on the net values as claimed by the company.

The Commission feels that this amount is in excess of actual

needs.

The engineering department of the Commission has sub-

mitted a schedule calculating estimated needs for annual de-

preciation amounting to $18,097.82, but assuming, for the pur-

poses of this case, that 75 per cent of this estimate will for

the present be a sufficient allowance to cover depreciation, not

included in charges for current maintenance, the amount to

be allowed will be $13,573.47, which amount based on 2464

subscribers' stations in service June 1, 1914, is equivalent to

$5.51 per subscriber's station per annum; adding this to costs

for current maintenance, removals and changes, which is $4.01

per subscriber's station per annum, based on actual costs for

the three months analyzed, the total requirement for deprecia-r

tion and current maintenance combined is $9.52 per subscriber's

station per annum—(the total found to be necessary for these

purposes in the Lincoln zone was $12.21).

§ 1329. Nevada Commission—^Life of mining camp.

The case of City of Ely v. Ely Light and Power Com-
pany ^' involves the valuation of an electric plant for rate

purposes. In fixing the annual allowance for deprecia-

tion some consideration was given to the fact that min-

ing camps are short-lived. The Commission says (at

page 591)

:

In this case the usual claim is made that mining camps are

short-lived, and therefore the respondent should be permitted

to "earn large returns for the comparatively limited period of

the camp's life. Here, again, we are confronted by an element

of extreme uncertainty. It is probably true that some consid-

eration should generally be given to this claim. This is usually

done through the allowance of a depreciation account, the rate

being higher as the risk upon this head appears greater. In

" 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 678, June 7, 1913, Nevada Public Service

Commissioa.
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this case an allowance of 5 per cent seems ample. There is no
evidence in this case that would justify an estimate of less than
20 years' life for Ely at approximately its present size.

§ 1330. New Jersey Commission—Gas plant.

In Re Rates of the Public Service Gas Company" the

New Jersey Board of Public Utility Commissioners fixed

the depreciation allowance at 6 cents per thousand cubic

feet of gas sold. This allowance amounted to $63,000 on a

total valuation including working capital and intangibles

of $4,750,000. The following is from the decision of the

Board (at pages 500, 501)

:

I

Some explanation should be given for the adoption of the

allowance for depreciation on a basis of 6 per cent per thousand

cubic feet. Table VIII is an estimate of the amount required for

depreciation on the straight-line basis, on a 2 per cent sinking-

fund basis, and on a 4 per cent sinking-fund basis. . . .

The total value used in this table does not exactly correspond

to the amounts considered in the valuation of the property which

we have adopted above, but does not depart sufficiently from

these valuations to cause any serious error. This table shows

that on a straight-line basis the sum of $81,397 should be laid

aside each year for depreciation. The table also shows the

amounts required if the depreciation could be laid aside on a

sinking-fund basis. Some study of the experience in handling

of depreciation allowances shows that the sinking-fund basis is

not ordinarily applicable in connection with a property where

renewals are being frequently made of the minor portions of

the plant. On the sinking-fund basis the assmnption is made
that the depreciation allowance will remain intact until the end

of the term. As a matter of fact, however, the depreciation re-

serve is called upon every year to pay for many minor renewals.

The amount left in the reserve is ordinarily invested in exten-

sions to the plant and system, and these statements being true,

» 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 433, 15 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 354, December 26,

1912.
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show that the straight-line basis is the only correct method for

computing depreciation reserves in connection with a plant of

the character under consideration. The amount referred to

above, $81,397, is very nearly 8 cents per thousand feet of gas.

Analysis of the operating expenses of the company for the

years 1904 to 1911 inclusive shown in Exhibit 12 and Exhibit

No. 4, September 9th, indicates that minor renewals have al-

ready been charged to operating expenses. We have not esti-

mated the proportion of the amounts charged to repairs which

might have been charged to depreciation. To do so would re-

quire a critical examination of all charges to repairs or to con-

struction. We are of the opinion, however, that an allowance

of 6 cents additi6nal to the amounts already charged to operat-

ing expenses would be sufficient to properly maintain the prop-

erty.

§ 1331. New York Commission, Second District—Annual

allowance for gas plant and amortization under limited-

term franchise.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo ^^ the com-

pany asked the New York Public Service Commission

for the Second District to fix a rate for gas supplied to the

city of Buffalo^ In estimating the annual allowance for

depreciation, the Commission assumed the depreciable

property to amount to $2,500,000, and the average life

of the whole to be 35 years. The allowance of 5.3 cents

per thousand cubic feet sold on an assumed sale of

633,000M cubic feet was deemed adequate for deprecia-

tion (page 654).

Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company "

is a case involving a valuation for rate purposes. In this

case the company had been granted a franchise for 36

years and the unexpired term was but 20 years. The com-

" Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo, 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 553,

23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4, 1913.

" Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company, 3 P. S. C. 2d D.

(N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015, April 2, 1913.
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pany took the ground that rates should be so adjusted

that it would be permitted to amortize its property during

this period of 20 years. The company had in compliance

with the uniform system of accounts of the Commission
adopted a resolution in relation to "general amortiza-

tion " in December, 1908, which was intended to cover

ordinary wear and tear, obsolescence, inadequacy and the

amortization of the capital stock of the company in excess

of the estimated value of the tangible property upon the

expiration of the franchise. This seems to mean that at

the expiration of the franchise the value of the tangible

property will be taken at its scrap value. Disregarding

the nominal capitalization of the property and its non-

depreciable property, the Commission found that its

total depreciable property amounted to $1,760,663 and
that the sinking-fund already provided would take care

of $1,065,968 of this amount. Hence there was depreci-

able property to the amount of $694,695 which should

be amortized during the unexpired franchise term. The
Commission then states that at the termination of the

franchise the company will have a well-equipped plant

in excellent operating condition which has been fully

amortized—that is, has been fully paid for by the public

—

and the Commission states that if at that time the fran-

chise is renewed the city should impose such conditions

as would secure for the public the benefits of such amorti-

zation. Chairman Stevens discusses this subject as follows

(at page 735)

:

The adoption of this period of life during which the depreci-

able property is to be amortized will produce some results which

should not be overlooked, the first of which is that it is believed

to be more favorable to the consumer at the present time than

would be found if the ordinary theory of prospective life under

an unlimited franchise v/ere adopted.

Interesting questions, however, will arise at the expiration of
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the franchise. The company will then be the owner of what will

undoubtedly be a well-equipped plant in excellent operating

condition which has been fully amortized; that is, has been

fully paid for by the public. The company, however, will be

the owner of the plant, and not the public; and if the franchise

should be renewed it would be incumbent upon those in author-

ity at that time charged with the duty of fixing the rate prop-

erly to adjust the equities as between the company and the

public. In the rate which should be established at that time

there can not properly be any allowance made for the amortiza-

tion or wearing out of the then existing plant. The rate would

necessarily be wholly confined to the return for the use of capi-

tal invested. This fact will necessitate very careful accounting

methods on the part of the company and a full appreciation

by the public in 1932, if the franchise should be renewed, that

no element of amortization or paying for the wearing out of the

existing plant can properly enter into the rate so long as the

then existing plant is continued in service. When it shall have

been replaced, another question will present itself for solution.

It is the clear duty of the authorities of the city of Buffalo to

make such record of this fact that it will not be overlooked or

forgotten at that time.

§ 1332, Oklahoma Commission—^Telephone plant—No allow-

ance for certain property.

In Bolen v. Pioneer Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany" the Corporation Commission of Oklahoma values

a telephone plant in the city of Ada for rate purposes. In

estimating the annual allowance for depreciation the

Commission assumed a ten-year life for inside equip-

ment, and allowed depreciation on a straight-line basis.

For other equipment, such as pole lines and aerial cables,

the Commission apparently takes the ground that no
specific allowance for a depreciation reserve is needed.

The Commission says (at pages 50-52)

:

" Order No. 770, December 4, 1913, Oklahoma Corporation Commis-
sion.
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The defendant corporation asks the commission to approve a

plan which, as shown to be practiced by such corporation with

sanction and approval of the president of the controlling cor-

poration, pays for maintenance and reconstruction out of rev-

enues, and at the same time to approve a setting aside out of

revenues a sum theoretically providing a fund for caring for

these identical expenses. The injustice of such a practice, thus

illuminated, is so apparent that a request for its approval must

be regarded as little less than a presumption upon the credulity

of this Commission.

The charge made by the defendant corporation for deprecia-

tion on classes of property referred to, having been shown to

be theoretical and not actual, and repairs and replacements on

such portion of the defendant company's plant as are included

in this class of property having been shown to have been made
out of revenues, either current or reserved, it appears that such

charge is based upon a fallacy and is improper. This fallacy

can be clearly illustrated perhaps, as follows:

Defendant's engineer assumes that these classes of property

have a specific life in years. From time to time it becomes nec-

essary to repair some property of such class, bringing it into a*

condition as good as new, or to replace it entire. As a matter of

fact, in such latter case, a new period of life in years begins,

whereas, under the theory of the defendant's engineer, the de-

fendant company continues to charge up depreciation from

year to year the same as though the property embraced in the

plant as ori^nally constructed continued without change or

substitution. For instance, the defendant's engineer estimates

the life of a pole as approximately eight years. The record

shows that in a great many instances poles stand and perform

uninterrupted service for a period greatly exceeding the defend-

ant engineer's estimate of life in years stated. Where the period

of service exceeds such period, the conclusion is inevitable that

after the expiration of eight years the defendant engineer would

continue to charge annual depreciation against such pole and

for a period of service equaling double the engineer's estimate,

as frequently happens, the pole would be worth to the defendant

company, at the expiration of the 16 years, 200 per cent of its

76
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original value in its capacity to earn a charge for depreciation.

Should the pole in question after five years or one year of serv-

ice be destroyed by fire or shattered by lightning, it would be

replaced with a new pole, the life in years of which would in

point of fact begin with its erection. Under the theory of the

defendant's engineer, such new pole would be carried in the de-

preciation account of the defendant company as having an age

of five years or one year, as the case might be, at the time its

use actually began.

The same discussion is applicable and conclusion inevitable

as to aerial cable, or any other class of construction here re-

ferred to.

^ It appears from this statement of facts in this connection,

and the Commission finds that on the class of construction re-

ferred to there is in fact no depreciation except such as is cared

for from time to time out of revenues, and in accordance with

the judgment of the Commission's engineer, the Commission

finds that a charge for such depreciation is improper and should

not be allowed.

As to classes of physical property which may be designated

as interior equipment, there is no material difference between

the engineers as to the amount to be charged for so-called de-

preciation. The Commission's ehgineer states that inasmuch

as the deterioration of equipment of this class occurs by reason

of invention or improvement, mechanical or scientific in its na-

ture, rather than by reason of actual physical wear and tear,

this deterioration is more accurately described as obsolescence

than as depreciation; but inasmuch as the difference in the

amounts allowed by the engineers for this deterioration in the

property involved herein is not of sufiicient importance to affect

the net return on investment therein, these differences will not

be discussed at length.

§ 1333. Wisconsin Commission.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railway and Light Company '* involyes the valua-

tion of a street railway for rate purposes. The Commis-
" 11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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sion issued an order slightly reducing the existing rates

of charge. In this case the city contended that only

that portion of the depreciation is a part of the cost of

the service which lessens efficiency, and that consequently

obsolescence is not an element to be considered as it does

not increase the cost of the work. The installation of more
efficient types of apparatus enables reductions to be made
in operating expenses. The Commission, however, re-

jected this contention, and based its depreciation allow-

ance on the amount necessary to take care of inadequacy

and obsolescence, as well as depreciation due to wear and

tear. The decision of the Commission contains (at

pages 215-240) a detailed discussion of the annual de-

preciation allowance. Tables 71 and 72 tabulate the de-

preciation rates for the various items of street railway

property used by various companies, experts and other

authorities.

Superior Commercial Club v. Superior Water, Light and

Power Company ^' involves the valuation of a water,

light and power plant for rate purposes. In regard to

the annual allowance for depreciation the Commission

says (at page 752)

:

For the year ending June 30, 1912, these reserves aggregated

5.847 per cent for the electric department, 2.219 per cent for the

gas department, and 1.0566 per cent for the water department.

A computation of the average life of various groups of depre-

ciable property would indicate that these allowances are in ex-

cess of what would be 'reasonably required each year to offset

depreciation, and accordingly the allowances made in deter-

mining the cost of service have been placed at 4.5 per cent of

the total cost-of-reproduction-new in the electric department,

2 per cent of the total cost-of-reproduction-new in the gas de-

partment and 0.8 per cent of the total cost-of-reproduction-new

in the water department.

" 11 W. R. C. R. 704, November 13, 1912.
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City of Green Bay v. Green Bay Water Company^
involves the valuation of a water plant for rate purposes.

The annual allowance for depreciation was computed on

a 2 per cent sinking-fund basis on the depreciable prop-

erty. This amounted to very nearly 1 per cent of the

cost of reproduction of the total property (page 254).

§ 1334. Federal Cotirt in Alabama railroad rate case.

South and North Alabama Railroad Company v. Rail-

road Commission of Alabama ^^ is a railroad rate case.

Special Master William A. Gunter in his report on this

case held that ^he cost of property abandoned in connec-

tion with additions and betterments constituted a proper

charge to operating expenses of the two current years, for

the purpose of determining net income for rate purposes.

He says (at pages 112-113):

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1910, there was a

charge of $256,171.57 made to operating expenses for abandoned

property in connection with the revision of grade and second

track. (Record, 2992.)

The defendants insist that the abandonment of structures

from obsolescence or inadequacy is not depreciation because the

structure has not lived out its original expectancy. Of course

this argument will not do. It makes no difference whether the

old garment or structure has become too small for the boy or

inadequate for the railroad; in either case its worth is only the

scrap value and in either case the necessity is the same to renew

as it would be if the last day of actual life had expired. The loss

must fall somewhere, and naturally it comes out of the expenses

of the year. In this instance, the amount being large, the

Interstate Commerce Commission authorized half to be charged

to 1910 and the other half to 1911; this, if altered, would put

2" 12 W. R. C. R. 236, January 6, 1913.

'• South and North Alabama Railroad Company v. Railroad Commission

of Alabama, Report of William A. Gunter, Special Master in Chancery,

1911.
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it all on 1910. There is not a doubt, however, that the whole

charge, if it could be foreseen as one obliged fo come within a

given time, might, with propriety and justice, have been an-

ticipated by a special reserve fund raised against the years

between the periods of preparation for abandonment and

actual abandonment—^but that would spread the charge over

several years, I suppose, prior to June 30, 1910, but in no event

can it be projected against or into the future.

There is no data by which it can be prorated with past years,

and it belongs in the current year in which the loss (the abandon-

ment) occurred.



CHAPTER XXI

Going Concern in Purchase Cases

§ 1340. Eailway and Canal Commission of Great Britain—Cost of obtain-

ing telephone subscribers' agreements.

1341. New York Appellate Division—Capitalization of purchased rail-

way. 1

1342. Wisconsin Supreme Court—Review of determination of Commis-

sion.

§ 1340. Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain

—

Cost of obtaining telephone subscribers' agreements.

This case involved the determination of the value of

the property of the National Telephone Company upon

its transfer to the Postmaster-General at the expiration

of the company's license on December 31, 1911. Under

the purchase agreement between the parties dated August

8, 1905, the purchase price was to be based substantially

upon the reproduction cost of the physical property less

depreciation.

In this case the court made an allowance of £150,000,

or about 1)/^ per cent on the inventory-reproduction-cost,

to cover the bare cost of obtaining subscribers' agree-

ments. It was argued that inasmuch as it would not be

practicable to carry out the process of construction with-

out an agreement in the first instance for the installation

of the telephone, these agreements belong in the same
category as way-leave agreements. Justice A. T. Lawrence

in delivering his judgment discusses this point as follows

(at pages 505-507) :
^

' National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Postmaster-General,

Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain, 16 A. T. & T. Co. Com.
L. 491, January 13, 1913.

[ 1206 ]
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The cost of obtaining subscribers' agreements is an item

which has been disputed by the Postmaster-General, not only

as to amount but also as to its being an admissible element of

cost. I confess I have been very much surprised at this, not

merely because it seems to me to be within the principle of the

case allowing the expenses of obtaining Pariiamentary powers

for a tramway, but also because it is plain that the Postmaster-

General has treated the transfer of the company's system as

having the effect of an assignment, by operation of law, of these

very agreements. So that he takes up these inconsistent posi-

tions: As between himself and the company's subscribers, he

takes all the benefits conferred by the agreements upon the com-

pany; but, as between himself and the company, he says, "I

claim to be entitled to refuse to pay you anything in respect of

the expense to which you have been put in obtaining and enter-

ing into these agreements."

This does not seem to be right, and it would follow from it

that an instrument in a house vacant at midnight on December

31, 1911, was as valuable and as suitable to the service of the

Postmaster-General as one in a house the agreement for which

continued and poured its tariff, or rent, into his coffers without

any interruption. It seems to me. that the reasonable cost of

obtaining this agreement is the very lowest measure of the

difference in the value of these two instruments. It is the

difference between the barren and the fruitful, which is familiar

in many cases. It is quite true that clause 4 expressly deprives

the company of any allowance for past or future profits, so that

the value of the good-will of the agreement can not be given,

but how this can be construed to exclude the bare cost of getting

the agreement and of thereby securing a station in the sub-

scriber's house I fail to understand. The instruments and their

.connections would constitute trespasses but for the fact that

they were erected pursuant to these agreements. The consent

of the subscriber embodied in the agreement was as necessary

in order to make the erection of the instrument a lawful act as

the Parliamentary powers were in order to legaUze the breaking-

up the surface of the highway for the purposes of a tramway.

I am not now dealing with the quantum of cost. The evidence
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upon that subject is scanty, and I think it is to be inferred from

it that other expenses have been included in the claim beyond

those which can be properly attributed to the obtaining of the

agreements in force for the instruments in situ at the date of the

transfer. Sir Alfred Cripps felt this, and suggested that we

should allow one-half of the amount claimed. We must reduce

this claim, and we have done so. The amount we allow, after

depreciation, stands, in round figures, at £150,000.

The same subject was also discussed in the judgment of

Judge Woodhouse (at page 534)

:

The item of £521,668 for subscribers' agreements was

stoutly challenged as a wholly untenable item of construction

cost.

These are the agreements which it has been necessary for

every subscriber to enter into before the company would install

the necessary instrument in his premises. The agreements have,

from time to time, varied in form. In some of them the com-

pany bind themselves to put up the required plant, but all

of them contain the license for the company to enter the prem-

ises to put up, and on termination remove, the apparatus. They
contain also provisions as to the terms of subscription and other

conditions affecting the renter's obligations. It was argued that

these agreements, and the charges of the canvassers and others

in the contract department for obtaining them, were no part of

the construction cost, and related solely to the business side of

the accounts. It was admitted, on behalf of the company, that

the claim was overstated, and that undoubtedly the agreement

did affect the business as well as the constructive side of the

concern. I am of opinion that, as it would not be practicable to

carry out the process of construction without an agreement in

the first instance, they stand, to the extent to which they re-

late to construction, in a like category to way-leave agreements,

and a substantial sum should be allowed in respect of these

agreements as part of the construction cost, and I think, after

taking depreciation into consideration, £150,000 would be a

proper allowance to add to the net value when ascertained.
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§ 1341. New York Appellate Division—Capitalization of pur-
chased railway.

In People ex rel. Westchester Street Railway Company
V. Public Service Commission ^ the Appellate Division
reverses an order of the New York Commission for the
Second District fixing the capitalization of street railway
property purchased by a street railway company. Judge
John M. Kellogg in delivering the opinion of the court
says (at page 257)

:

It was proper to deduct from the estimated reproduction

cost proper depreciation resulting from age and use; also, if age
and use in any way appreciated the value of the property, that

should have been considered. The fact that the property was
bought as a going concern evidently saved some engineering

expenses, interest, and much delay. A settled road-bed, per-

haps, is more valuable than one recently graded.

§ 1342. Wisconsin Supreme Court—Review of determina-

tion of Commission.

Appleton Water Works Company v. Railroad Commis-
sion * is an action brought under the Wisconsin Public

Utility Act to alter or amend an order of the Railroad Com-
mission fixing the compensation to be paid by the city of

Appleton for the purchase of the plaintiff's waterworks

plant. In this case the Railroad Commission stated in its

award that it had considered the question of going value

in arriving at its conclusion, but did not fix any specific

amount for going value. The Commission had found the

cost-of-reproduction-new of the physical property to be

$282,000 and the cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation

to be $242,217. The purchase price fixed by the Commis-

sion was $265,000. From these facts the Circuit Court

held that the Commission had fixed the going value of the

2 158 App. Div. 251, 143 N. Y. Supp. 148, July 8, 1913.

' 154 Wisconsin 121, 142 N. W. 476, May 31, 1913.
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company's plant and business at $13,000. On appeal,

the company claimed that the allowance made by the

Commission could not have been more than $5,000. The
Railroad Commissioners who were placed on the stand

were unable themselves to name any definite sum which

they were wilUng to say they considered in their minds as

the going value, although they testified that going value

had been considered and allowed for in arriving at the

final result. The Supreme Court upholds the award of

the Commission in regard to its treatment of going value.

The court discusses the question of going value at con-

siderable length and concludes that it is difficult or im-

possible to fix a definite sum as the measure of going value.

"The value of the plant and business is an indivisible

gross amount; it is not obtained by adding up a number of

separate items, but by taking a comprehensive view of

each and all of the elements of property, tangible and
intangible, including property rights, and considering them
all, not as separate things, but as inseparable, parts of one

ha'rriionious entity, and exercising the judgment as to the

value of that entity. In this way the going value goes

into the final result, but it would be difficult for even an
expert to say how many dollars of the result represent

it." The conclusion of the court seems to be that in a
purchase case value depends chiefly upon the value of the

income of the plant under reasonable rates of charge.

The court says (at pages 484-485)

:

The term "going value" is somewhat vague, and is a com-
paratively recent addition to the terminology of the subject.

It is not the value of the franchise and it is not the good-will of

the business—certainly it can not be the latter in the case of a
monopoly like the present. . . .

The existence of the term as designating a substantial element
of value seems to be largely due to the fact that in appraisal

cases like the present as well as in rate-making cases there has
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been a very general adoption, both by courts and commissioners,
of the plan of ascertaining by expert evidence the cost of repro-
duction of the existing plant, and then making a deduction for

depreciation, and thus arriving at what is called the present
physical valuation. This has been universally recognized, not as

fixing the present physical value of the property or the business,

but only as an important and helpful consideration which may
throw light on the question. It has the advantage of compara-
tive ease and certainty of ascertainment. It is said by Whitten
(Valuation Pub. Serv. Corpus. Sec. 639) to be at present the
most generally accepted basis of valuation for purchase or rate

making. Construing the word basis to mean simply a funda-

mental fact or starting-point not in any sense exclusive or

controlling, the statement seems to be substantially correct.

Important as it may be, however, this physical valuation so

obtained is but one of numerous facts to be considered in reach-

ing the final result. The commercial value of the business in

full operation and entitled to charge reasonable rates for its

service must, however, be considered as approximating the

compensation which should be allowed for the property—in

other words, the sum which the business should be capitalized

for in order that the owner should receive a reasonable return on

the investment when the business is conducted with reasonable

business skill and charges such reasonable rates for service as the

law permits. If this value exceeds the physical value of the

tangible property, then it might be said that the difference ought

to be the measure of the indefinite and intangible thing called

going value, and such has been sometimes considered the best

way to arrive at the going value. Again, it has been thought

that going value might be measured by ascertaining as nearly as

possible the cost of reproducing the existing" business, sometimes

called the unrequited outlay, i. e., the amount of the deficits

which would be incurred added to the promotion expenses

necessary to be incurred up to the time the new plant would

have a business equal to that of the present plant; or again, by

ascertaining the actual unrequited outlay in building up the

present business; or again, by ascertaining the average time and

proportional outlay actually incurred in building up the business
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of a number of concerns of like character, and thus establishing

what may be called a curve which can be used in determining

the time and outlay which would be reasonably necessary in the

instant case. It is quite apparent that the result reached by

either of the suggested methods could hardly be considered as

anything more than suggestive, and that its persuasiveness

would necessarily depend upon many other facts which must

enter into the general problem of value. The actual original

cost of establishing the business of the existing plant is very

clearly unsatisfactory to the last degree as a test of going value,

because it may have been wasteful and extravagant, and be-

cause also it is well known that the building up of the business

of a water plant thirty years ago, before sewerage systems had

become common and the private water supply had been dis-

credited, was a much slower process than at the present time

when in such a city as Appleton the population has been edu-

cated to use the public supply of water. Estimates of cost of

working up a business under present conditions approach nearer

to the requirements of a test, but they must always remain esti-

mates, however carefully they be conducted; they can not be

called facts.

However, the fundamental difficulty with the attempt to set a

definite sum as the measure of going value is that it is an attempt

to divide a thing which is in its nature practically indivisible.

The value of the plant and business is an indivisible gross

amount; it is not obtained by adding up a number of separate

items, but by taking a comprehensive view of each and all of the

elements of property, tangible and intangible, including prop-

erty rights, and considering them all not as separate things, but

as inseparable parts of one harmonious entity, and exercising

the judgment as to the value of that entity. In this way the

going value goes into the final result, but it would be difficult for

even an expert to say how many dollars of the result represent it.

In the case before us it is quite apparent from the report of the

Commission that the commissioners fully appreciated this car-

dinal principle of valuation.

They had before them much evidence bearing on the general

question of value and just compensation from different angles;
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they had the very careful and elaborate estimates of their

engineers, not only as to the cost of the reproduction of the

plant and its present value based on present prices, but also

based on the average of prices for five years; they had all the

testimony given in the rate case showing inadequacy in the

present plant to meet the reasonable demands of the public

service, and the necessity of the immediate expenditure of at

least $50,000 to make the plant reasonably efficient; they had

tabulated statements furnished by the company itself in the

rate case which tended strongly to show that the revenues of the

plant had not been sufficient at any time to give anything more

than an insignificant return upon the investment, if indeed they

had given that; they had very complete information as to the

condition of the physical property, the attitude of the public

toward the concern, the probable growth of the city, and in

fact of all the surroundings; they also had expert evidence as to

the actual unrequited cost of building up the business of the

plant, and expert evidence on both sides as to the probable

unrequited cost in building up the same business with a new

plant under present conditions, which estimates differed by

many thousands of dollars. All of this testimony was considered

by the Commission in passing upon the ultimate question of

value; it seems very clear to us from the report of the Commis-

sion that all the facts in evidence bearing on the question of

value were carefully weighed by the Commission; we discover

nothing to indicate that the Commission acted on any mistaken

basis in reaching the conclusion that $255,000 was the fair and

just compensation which should be paid for the plant.

Judge Marshall submitted a separate opinion in which

he argues that the amount of going value should be

clearly stated. He says that he is a fearful that the rights

of the water company have "not been fairly considered

in respect to the elements of indeterminate permit and

good-will, or going value."
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Going Concern in Rate Cases

§ 1350. The theory of going value.

1351. Federal Court—Montana railroad rate case.

1352. Federal Court—Des Moines gas rate case.

1353. Arizona Commission and Federal Court.

1354. California Commission.

1355. Chicago telephone appraisal.

1356. Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago—Allowance for free

wiring and consolidation costs.

1357. Georgia Commission—Cost of attaching business should not be

capitalized.

1358. Maryland Commission—Allowance refused for early losses occa-

sioned by competition.

1359. Massachusetts Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners

—

Haverhill gas rate case.

1360. Michigan Commission—Capitalization of estimated early losses.

1361. Nebraska Commission.

1362. Nevada Commission—^Allowance for going value disapproved.

1363. New Hampshire Commission—Actual cost of establishing a paying

business—Early losses may not be capitalized.

1364. New Jersey Commission and Supreme Court—Going value allowed.

1365. New York Commission, First District, and New York courts.

1366. New York Commission, ' Second District—^Allowance for going

value, if any, should be made in the rate of return allowed.

1367. St. Louis Commission—Expenditures to obtain business are not

capital charges but operating expenses.

1368. Washington Commission.

1369. Indiana Commission.

§ 1350. The theory of going value.

We may take it as an established principle that the de-

termination of fair value for rate purposes is normally one

step in the process of determining what is a fair cost of

production. Fair value is therefore normally based on
cost, either actual cost or replacement cost. When, there-

fore, we speak of going value as an element of fair value

[ 1214 ]
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for rate purposes it must be assumed that such value will

be based on a necessary cost actually entering into the
cost of production. It can not logically be based on any
monopoly or good-will element, or any estimate of the
value in money to the company of its developed earning
power. As a reasonable rate of return is normally based
on cost of production, either assuming the actual invest-

ment or assmning a present reproduction of the property,

it would seem that going value must either be based on the

actual cost of establishing the business or on the estimated

cost of reproducing the business. This in general has been
the attitude of courts and commissions in so far as they

have considered going value in the determination of rea-

sonable rates.

Courts and commissions have in most cases ia recent

years considered going value as the actual cost of estab-

lishing the business. The rule laid down in many cases

by the Wisconsin Railroad Commission, and followed by
various other authorities, is to consider as going value

the uncompensated losses incurred in the development of

the business. That is, going value is ordinarily the amount
by which early failure to earn a fair return has not been

offset by subsequent earnings in excess of a fair return.

A few authorities, notably the two New York Commis-
sions, have approved in general this method of determining

the cost of establishing the business, but have maintained

that inasmuch as it is only the net or uncompensated loss

that is considered it is scarcely appropriate to include such

cost in fair value. It is more appropriately allowed ior,

in the rate of return. If returns are impaired while the

business is being established, it seems appropriate that

the impairment should be reimbursed by more liberal

returns in profitable years. Under the theory adopted

by the Wisconsin Commission the cost of establishing

the business is not a permanent sum, but varies from year
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to year as it is increased by failure to earn a fair return

or reduced by returns in excess of a fair amount. It is

treated not as a part of the capital cost but as an amount
to be reimbursed out of future earnings. It seems incon-

sistent, therefore, to consider such cost a part of fair value.

It is appropriate to allow for it in fixing the rate of

return.

In some exceptional cases public utility enterprises

may find it necessary under conservative management to

capitalize business development costs. Ordinarily, how-
ever, this is unnecessary and would be considered poor

business management. The better way is to forego divi-

dends until earnings are adequate to cover ordinary op-

erating expenses, cost of securing new business and in-

terest on bonds. As this is the rule approved by the best

practice, it seems appropriate to assume its existence in

determining cost of production as the basis for a reason-

able rate of charge. Ordinarily, therefore, cost of estab-

lishing the business will not be included in capital cost,

but will be reimbursed out of earnings.

In opposition to the method of reimbursing out of

earnings the cost of establishing the business, it is argued

that such cost is as much a part of the capital cost as is

the cost of the physical property. This being so, it is a
cost that should be paid for by all users throughout the

life of the utility and not by the users of the earlier years.

By reimbursing this cost out of earnings the consumers
during the period of such reimbursement are taxed for

something that will be of as much benefit to the future

consumers as to themselves. This argument is not con-

vincing. The public as users of public utilities are as

much interested in the future as in the present. Public

poUcy with relation to public utility rates can not be
limited by an estimate of cost to a particular consumer at

a particular moment. Public policy will look to the future
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as well as to the present, and adopt the rate policy that

oners the largest measure of public advantage, even

though the chief advantage be secured by future con-

sumers rather than b|y those of the present. The rate-

paying public can well afford to bear the temporary extra

cost of amortizing all intangible and questionable elements

of capital cost. This will tend to safeguard the actual

investment of the security holders and to reduce the cost

of production and the rate of charge.

The New Jersey Commission has included in going

value not only the early deficits but also the cost of

getting new business, including the cost of new business

obtained in recent years and charged to operating ex-

penses. In its decision (see § 1364) the Commission had

to do with a heretofore unregulated utility. The inference

is that if a utility while subject to regulation charges the

cost of obtaining new business to operating expenses it

will not be allowed to include such costs in the fair value

of its property in any subsequent rate-regulation proceed-

ing.

Most commissions in considering the cost of establishing

the business have considered the estimated actual cost

and not the estimated reproduction cost of such establish-

ment. Even where commissions have relied upon the

reproduction method in determining the cost of the

physical property they have usually tried to estimate the

actual rather than the reproduction cost of the established

business. This seems strange in view of the fact that it is

much more difficult to determine the actual cost of estab-

lishing the business than it is to determine the actual

cost of physical property when such cost is taken as the

first cost of the units now in place (see § 1016). A reason

for turning to the actual-cost method to determine the

cost of the established business is found in the fact that

it is considered that this allowance should cover only

77
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uncompensated losses, or the amount by which early-

failure to earn a fair return has not been offset by sub-

sequent earnings in excess of a fair return. If this prin-

ciple is accepted, it is clear that a hypothetical reproduc-

tion process could scarcely be appUed.

In a few recent cases the Wisconsin Commission has

considered an estimate of the cost of reproducing a paying

business in fixing fair value. The reproduction method

as thus used is not the comparative-plant method, but

an estimate of the losses that would be incurred assuming

that the enterprise were to be started under present con-

ditions. It only includes failure to earn a fair return up
to the time when it is estimated that the business will have

been placed on a paying basis. The estimate under this

method is naturally much less than would ordinarily be

found under the comparative-plant method, and is ordi-

narily also less than the probable total actual cost to the

company of developing its business.

§ 1361. Federal Court—Montana railroad rate case.

Montana, . Wyoming and Southern Railroad Company
V. Board of Railroad Commissioners of Montana * involves

a valuation for rate purposes. The district court enjoined

the enforcement of a rate fixed by the Montana Com-
mission. In this case the court refused to include an
allowance for going value. The railroad in question had
been in operation only a few years, and during that time
had been once reorganized, and up to the date of the in-

quiry had not paid interest on its bonds. The court held

that under the circumstances it was clearly not entitled

to a valuation in excess of the cost-of-reproduction-less-

depreciation. In fixing a value based on such amount the

court states that it is allowing a value in excess of second-

hand or scrap value, and that any allowance in addition

1 196 Fed. 991, March 30, 1912.
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for going value would be improper in the present instance.

Circuit Court Judge Hunt says (at pages 1005-1006)

:

Briefly stated, the argument of complainant is that mere
cost of reproduction is not by itself a proper measure of the
value of a railroad; that there are such things as strategic posi-

tion, organization, value of possible and probable development
of business and property along its line, and earning capacity,

to be considered and estimated by standards of pecuniary value.

The master took this view, which has heretofore been expressed

in the quoted testimony of Mr. Zook, and allowed $135,000

to cover the item.

I shall not dispute the proposition that a prosperous compet-

ing railroad doing a good business, earning substantial profits,

with an estabhshed popularity, affording ample facilities for

moving freight or passengers, should be valued with regard to

the elements just mentioned. And this to an extent is true of

a railroad which is .a monopoly. Cedar Rapids Gas Light Co. v.

Cedar Rapids, 223 U. S. 655, 32 Sup. Ct. 389, 56 L. Ed. 594,

decided by the Supreme Court March 11, 1912. But up to

the time of the inquiry into the rates involved in this case this

railroad has never paid interest upon its bonds; nor has it ac-

cumulated more than a very limited equipment; nor has it

prospered to any apparent material extent. Although without

a competitor, it never seems to have had to its credit a well-

established business; nor did it keep up its roadbed as it should

have. Its history shows that it languished and drifted into

the hands of receivers. True, under complainant's ownership,

it has added to its equipment and would seem to be well and

economically managed, yet it is significant that its coal ship-

ments from September, 1909, to September, 1910, were less

than in the previous 12 months. Nevertheless, its principal

patrons have expressed dissatisfaction with the service, and

there seems to- be nothing either by way of mere good-will or

advantage incident to the possession of a monopoly which, al-

though of some value, justifies present attempt to ascertain such

valuation, independent of the whole structure.

Certainly the property of the Montana, Wyoming and South-
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em has a value independent of use or right of use. The rails,

ties, switches, stations, fences, and all such things are valuable,

and, unless they can be used by the complainant company in

the place where they are now, their value is away below the

estimates allowed by the master. It is evident, however, that,

in the estimates allowed, the fact that the whole railroad is one

in operation and use had been considered, and that values upon

the several things have been based upon value of the railroad

as in use. I am unable to see why, under the facts, at this time,

there should be separation of going concern value from railroad

value. Water District v. Water Company, 99 Me. 371, 59 Atl.

537; Spring Valley Waterworks v. City of San Francisco (C. C.)

192 Fed. 137. It is proper, therefore, that the master's finding

(No. 50) should be disregarded, and it will be.

§ 1352. Federal Court—^Des Moines gas rate case.

Des Moines Gas Company v. City of Des Moines * in-

volves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes.

Judge Robert Sloan, Special Master in Chancery, in his

report filed April 4, 1912, in this case seems to have been

disposed to allow the claim of the company to $300,000

as going value, but when the decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States in Cedar Rapids Gas Light

Company v. Cedar Rapids ^ was handed down it would
appear that he concluded to exclude this item. In the

Cedar Rapids case the Supreme Court held that where a
court in fixing fair value for rate purposes has taken "into

account the fact that the plant was in successful opera-

tion" it has given adequate consideration to the going

concern factor.* Taken in its context this phrase may be
taken as meaning merely that if a plant is in successful

operation it is entitled to a valuation based on the cost

or the cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciatioh of the com-

» 199 Fed. 204, August 21, 1912.

»223 U. S. 655, March 11, 1912.

'Quoted more fully in § 557.
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plete plant, and not upon the mere salvage value of its

separate units. This decision was handed down after the

report of Judge Sloan had been tentatively prepared and
submitted for criticism. In this tentative report Judge
Sloan accepts the company's claim to an allowance of

$300,000 as going value. After the decision in the Cedar
Rapids case he apparently, while leaving his previous

discussion of going value unchanged, merely adds a few

paragraphs which seem to say that in view of the decision

of the Supreme Court of the United States he feels it

necessary to exclude the item of $300,000 as going value.

Referring to the Cedar Rapids decision Judge Sloan says

(at page 121) :

»

In my judgment, after considering the able and thorough

arguments of counsel, it is decisive of the question, and holds,

that "going value" should not be considered in determining

the basis upon which the complainant is entitled to have its

return reckoned, and I feel it is my duty to so state.

The physical value as hereinbefore determined is reckoned

upon the fact that the plant was in "successful operation"

when the ordinance was enacted, otherwise its value would be

much less. The "going value" is that enhancement which re-

sults from a well-developed and paying business. This would

result in reducing the estimated deficits for each year $24,000

and yield a return to the complainant of at least 6 per cent on

$2,100,000.

The brief for the company contains a rather convincing

argument in support of the contention that the master in

fixing fair value did exclude this $300,000 of going value.

District Judge Smith McPherson, however, while holding

that a proper allowance for going value should have been

included, maintams that the master undoubtedly did m-

" Des Moines Gas Company v. City of Des Moines, United States Dis-

trict Court, Southern District of Iowa, Central Division, Report of Robert

R. Sloan, Special Master in Chancery, April 4, 1912.
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elude such an allowance in his estimate of fair value. He
says (at pages 208-209) :

«

The master finds that the "going-concern" value of the

plant is $300,000; but the gas company, by its exceptions,

contends that this sum is not in the total of items making

$2,240,928, the value placed on the entire plant. A "good-

will" value and a "going-concern" value are often confused

and used interchangeably, and I am inclined to believe that

in some instances the master's report is subject to this criti-

cism. But whether this is so or not is not of much importance,

and it is more of a verbal criticism than a practical one. Under

the authorities cited, as well as others easily found from those

cited, a "good-will" value, by reason of being a monopoly,

such as a gas company has under an ordinance, is not to be

reckoned. The item of $300,000 for "going value" is quite

important in this case. It is contended that if this $300,000

must be added, and the consumption of gas remains the same,

and the percentage of dividends allowed by the master should

stand, there will then be a shortage. The authorities already

cited, and which in my opinion are in accord with good sense,

favor the allowance of a "going value." Every kind of busi-

ness, with no exception, has a value known as "going value,"

and such "going value" is in no way connected with the mo-
nopoly or "good-will" value. The gas company contends that

this "going value" of $300,000 was erroneously omitted by the

master in his totals, while the city contends that the sum of

$300,000 has already been considered in making up the grand

total of $2,240,928. I am of the opinion that the contention of

the city is a correct one. This matter has received from me
most earnest attention and consideration, and I will briefly

present the reasons for my conclusion.

The master fixes the physical value at $2,240,928. He means
thereby, and to my mind clearly states that as, the value of

the gas plant. There are but five items^ making this grand
total. Counsel on both sides and I agree that "going value"
is a part of the present value. The master so held. It would

« 199 Fed. 204, August 21, 1912.
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be strange that the master would hold that the "going value"
of $300,000 entered into the actual value, and then by inad-

vertence omit it. And it would be the more strange after con-
sidering the items set forth in the report. By the report he
lists the following:

1. Working capital $140,000
2. Real estate 150,000
3. Organization expenses 6,923

4. Meters in stock 6,603

6. Present value of physical property, aside from
above items 1,937,402

Evidently, because the master used the word physical, coun-

sel seem to conclude that he did not include "going value." If

he had omitted the word "physical" as an identification, then

no one would doubt but that he did include "going value."

But why would the master include five items, and omit one

that he meant to include? But the criticism is too refined and
technical to stand as against his entire report. After enimier-

ating the four items, he adds, "Present value of physical prop-

erty aside from above items, $1,937,402." This is as though

he had said, "All other items of value to be considered." How
can it be said that he meant "junk value"? Or "bare-bones"

value, as used in some of the cases? It is not fair to say that

he meant junk value, or bare-bones value. He meant that was

the value coupled with the preceding items of the gas plant

—

a plant making and selling gas. He meant that, and neither

more nor less than that.

§ 1353. Arizona Commission and Federal Court.

The case of Municipal League of Phoenix v. Pacific Gas

and Electric Company ' involves the valuation of a gas and

electric plant for rate purposes. The Commission refused

to make any allowance for going value, on the ground that

it was not shown that the ^company had suffered any

' 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 699, June 23, 1913, Arizona Corporation

Commission.
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loss in building up its business. The Commission says

(at page 717)

:

The theories advanced in support of going value are many
and varied. In some instances courts and commissions have

entirely disregarded it, and in certain instances certain amounts

and percentages have been allowed. In this case it has not

been shown that the results of the operations of the company,

based upon a fair and reasonable valuation of its properties

employed, has not yielded ample returns at all times. In so

far as the records go, the converse is found to be true. So far

as appears, the company has, dating from the period in its

history disclosed in this case, paid its interest charges and

operation. Its interest-bearing securities—^that is, its preferred

stock and outstanding bonds—have, since 1906, exceeded the

physical valuation of the properties as submitted by the com-

pany and greatly exceeded the physical valuation as deter-

mined by independent engineers Koiner and Barker employed

by this Commission to ascertain the facts. The records further

show that since 1906 a depreciation fund was accumulated and
in some respects improperly dissipated. At times during this,

period their records show a surplus in addition to the deprecia-

tion fund. On the whole it has not been shown that the owners

of this property at any time have suffered a loss, either in build-

ing up the business or through inadequate return upon the

value of the plant, and it is our opinion and we will hold that

going value, all facts duly considered, should not be included

for the purpose of establishing just and reasonable rates in

this case.

Huffman v. Tugson Gas, Electric Light and Power Com-
pany * also involves a valuation for rate purposes. In this

case also the Commission makes no allowance for going

value. The Commission says (at page 744)

:

The testimony in this case discloses nothing indicating any
losses in the early history of this respondent; on the contrary,

8 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 725, July 9, 1913, Arizona Corporation Com-
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.
the record before us shows that respondent's earnings have been
more than sufficient to offset any claims for going value. We
find nothing in the record justifying this Commission allowing
any sum to cover such hypothetical value.

In Bonbright v. Corporation Commission of Arizona

'

the Federal Court granted an interlocutory injunction

against the enforcement of the order of the Commission
in the Phoenix case. The court holds that the Commission
erred in not including a specific allowance for the value of

the attached business of the company. Circuit Judge
Morrow says (at pages 54-55)

:

With respect to the item of accrued deficits based upon a

reasonable return on the money invested since the organization

of the company, estimated by the experts at $280,000, and for

which no allowance was made by the Corporation Commission,

we have not had time to examine the evidence with respect to

this item. As has been stated, this is the valuation of a going

concern as distinguished from the bare bones of the corporation.

The courts recognize a difference between the value of a plant

of this character, without customers or business, and a plant

that has been fully established and connected up with a munici-

pal lighting system and with the houses, business places, and

factories of regular customers. The present corporation was in

August of last year a going concern; it was connected up with

the municipal lighting system, the houses, business places, fac-

tories, and other institutions of a prosperous community, and

there was nothing more to do except to deliver the service, for

which the corporation was fully and efficiently equipped. We
think this element of valuation should be considered in connec-

tion with the other elements of valuation with the view of de-

termining the actual present value of the whole plant.

§ 1364. California Commission.

City of Palo Alto v. Palo Alto Gas Company ^° involves

» 210 Fed. 44, November 19, 1913.

i» 2 Cal. R. C. R. 300, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 966, March 12, 1913.
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the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes. The Com-
mission holds that the cost of establishing the business

should be considered in a rate case and should be allowed

for either by an increase in capital charges or through

amortization out of earnings during the early years. Mr.

C. L. Cory, the company's witness, submitted an estimate

of going value or development post as follows (at page 309)

:

Organization expense $2,500

Six per cent for IJ^ years on $60,000 6,400

Deficit or margin between operating expenses and

revenue, average for IJ^ years 6,000

Expense, advertising, etc., in developing business . . . 2,000

Total $15,900

The Commission notes that the item of organization

expense seems to duplicate the item of administration

during construction already estimated by Mr. Cory in his

physical appraisal. The Commission also notes that the

company in 1910 declared a dividend of $10,000 out of

surplus earnings, and that the company's annual charges

to depreciation have admittedly been larger than neces-

sary. Commissioner Thelen in delivering the opinion of

the Commission discusses the problem of going value as

follows (at pages 310-311):

That there are certain actual costs incurred in developing

the business during its early stages, for which costs the utility

is entitled to be reimbursed, just as clearly as it is entitled to a

return on the physical portions of its plant, seems to be too obvi-

ous for argument. The investor must go into his pocket to meet
one kind of cost just as clearly as the other. There are two
schools of thought with reference to the manner in which the

so-called "going-concern" value or "development cost" should

be met. The supporters of one school are of the view that these

items should be added to capital account, while those of the

other school believe that they should be taken care of by rates
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higher than would otherwise be in effect during the first years

of the utility's existence. The difficulty with the first view is

that its adoption will result in the increase of the permanent

capital account and the consequent payment of higher rates for

all time to come. The difficulty with the latter view is that it

casts upon the patrons during the first years the duty of paying

rates even higher than the usual relatively high rates which are

paid at the outset of a utility's history. I am of the opinion that

such costs, legitimately and wisely incurred, should be taken

care of in some way, but the exact method to be pursued, and
the extent to which consideration should be given to such items,

will depend upon the facts of each particular case. It might

well be, for instance, that if the utility is unwisely conceived or

struggles against unusual difficulties, the cost of developing the

business including the early losses may run up to almost the

entire value of the physical plant, if not in excess thereof. It

may happen, also, that while in one case the addition of these

costs to capital account might be perfectly fair, in another case

justice will require that these costs be reimbursed out of higher

rates during the first few years, or that some combination of

these theories be adopted. In the present case in giving con-

sideration to Mr. Cory's estimate it should also be borne in

mind that on January 1, 1910, being some two and one-half

years after the Gas Company took over the plant, a dividend,of

$10,000 out of surplus earnings was declared, and that the

amounts which have been charged off to depreciation have ad-

mittedly been larger than necessary. In finding the value to

be used as a basis for fixing rates in this case I shall give due

consideration to the element of going-concern value.

It is impossible to tell from the Commission's final

conclusion as to fair value just what consideration has

been given to the element of going-concern value. The

Commission states that it has considered the various ele-

ments of value enumerated in Smyth v. Ames (169 U. S.

466), but makes no specific findings as to original cost,

reproduction cost, accrued depreciation or going value.
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§ 1366. Chicago telephone appraisal.

In his report on the rates of the Chicago Telephone

Company " Professor Bemis discusses a claim to cost

of developing the business, based
^
on the r'eprodi^ction

method, as follows (at pages 41^2)

:

The appraisers give further explanations and elaborate com-

putatioris to show how, if a company started a new plant in

Chicago to-day, with a field clear from competition, it would

cost $7,000,000 to develop the business of the present company.

In other words, the appraisers are seeking to estimate what is

usually considered a form of "going value" based on a 10 per

cent return on the investment in the developing plant. Byl-

lesby and Arnold prefer to call this by another name. It is the

idea rather than the name that is important.

The theory assumes, although it does not directly state, that

the people of Chicago are to forget their knowledge of telephones

and must be solicited, at much expense, in order to become

acquainted with them. To imagine such a condition of sudden

collapse of memory in this or any other city might be natural

to builders of air castles or to the well-nigh extinct type of pure

theorists among college professors who have been so much of a

butt of ridicule among "practical men," but it seems curious

when coming from prominent engineers. If Chicago were

suddenly bereft of all telephone service by a San Francisco

earthquake or some other catastrophe, the present subscribers

would need no soliciting to resume the service at the very earli-

est possible moment. Indeed, one of the notable features of

Chicago telephone history has been the almost entire absence

of expense for soliciting of new business. In this respect it more
closely resembles the street railway than the lighting utilities.

It is indeed true that without business the physical plant

would only have a scrap value. The cost of construction of the

plant, even if it be $40,000,000, would not give value without

a demand for the service. In assuming a demand sufficient to

'• Report on the investigation of the Chicago Telephone Company sub-

mitted to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light by Edward W.
Bemis, October 25, 1912,
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give a value equivalent to the cost of the physical property, a
certain type of going value is thereby generally conceded.

If the courts shall insist upon allowing public utilities, a
further value beyond the investment, our public service com-
missions are likely to reduce the rate of return correspondingly,

leaving to the companies but little more than just enough to

escape the charge of ordering a confiscatory rate.

Professor Bemis made a study of the earnings of the

company throughout its history, and found that it had
earned a fair if not liberal return on its actual investment.

He concluded, therefore, that there should be no allow-

ance to fair value to cover the cost of developing the busi-

ness.

§ 1356. Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago—^Allow-

ance for free wiring and consolidation costs.

In 1913 an investigation and report on the rates charged

by the Commonwealth Edison Company was made to

the City Council of Chicago by Ray Palmer, city electri-

cian, and John E. Traeger, city comptroller. The report

fixes the fair value of the property of the company and

recommends a reduction in existing rates of charge. In

regard to estimates of going value based upon the com-

parative-plant method, the report says that "the number

of assumptions necessary to compute going value on this

basis renders it unreliable and ordinarily precludes its

use except for comparative purposes." In regard to an

estimate of going value based on imcompensated losses

in establishing the business, the report says (at page 40) :
^^

Before this method can be applied with any degree of fairness,

it should be evident that the records have been carefully kept

^^ Report to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light of the Chicago

City Council on the investigation of the Commonwealth Ediaon Company,

by Ray Palmer, city electrician, and John E. Traeger, city comptroller,

May 14, 1913.
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and can be substantiated, that the plant has been carefully

managed, and that the original investment was wisely made so

that a premium is not placed on bad judgment or mismanage-

ment. It should also be understood that the period over which

this method of computing going value is calculated should be

limited to what might be called the original development of the

utility.

The report makes no allowance for going value properly

considered, but does allow an item of $3,247,000 to cover

the cost of free wiring and the cost of buying up competing

properties in excess of the tangible property received. In

regard to free wiring the report says (at page 45)

:

Included in the cost of getting business is an item representing

free wiring amounting to $575,700. Free wiring prior to the

company appraisal consisted mostly of price concessions on

wiring of premises for prospective customers. In character of

expenditure these concessions are similar to expenses incurred

in cutting through paving which create no property value for the

company but are necessary in order to supply service. Because

of the tangible character of the investment and in accordance

with the principles previously discussed and cases cited, the

item of $575,700 for free wiring is included in capital. The so-

called free wiring done at present represents cost of wiring signs.

Tungsten fixtures, posts, etc., and the value thereof is returned

in the service charge.

The report refuses to include an allowance for expendi-

tures in promoting the business of the company, as it

holds that such expenditures have been paid out of oper-

ating expenses. The report says (at page 45)

:

No allowance has accordingly been included in capital value

for advertising and soliciting, because, in brief, this expense has

been borne by consumers, with no loss to the company, and it

would be grossly unfair to now capitalize such contributions

from which the company as well as its patrons benefited, and
thereby penalize consumers a second time, as would in effect
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be done if they were required to pay an interest return on such a

capital allowance.

Under the name of "good-will" the company's appraisal

included an allowance for the cost of buying up competing

companies. This allowance was made up of the difference

between the price which the company paid from time to

time for companies either in direct competition or in a

position for prospective competition and the computed

value of the useful physical property acquired in such

purchase. The report considers this a proper allowance,

with the exception of the price paid for acquired properties

for which the company received no tangible property

whatever, or, in other words, the price paid for franchise

only. ' The report says (at page 43)

:

The net figure for the cost of acquired properties as of June 1,

1908, is $3,224,256. This amount has been included in capital

value because it represents, so far as can be ascertained, capital

spent in good faith for property and business, the acquirement

of which has been of undoubted benefit to the present-day user

of electricity.

§ 1357. Georgia Commission—Cost of attaching business

should not be capitalized.

Application of the Macon Railway and Light Company,

decided February 24, 1914," involves a valuation for

rate purposes by the Georgia Raihoad Commission.

The Commission holds that in so far as going value in-

cludes the actual expense of attaching business it should

be recognized in the rates allowed for a sufficient period

of time to reimburse the company for such expense, but

that such expense should not be capitaUzed or considered

a part of the fair value of the property for rate purposes.

The Commission says (at pages 1085-1086)

:

" 29 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1072, Georgia RaUroad Commission.
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The question of "going value" has been much discussed, by

courts and commissions, during the past few years. It arises

in three distinct classes of cases, to-wit, capitalization issues,

in rate applications, and in sale or purchase transactions. The
principles applying in one class have sometimes been applied to

the others. In our opinion there are important distinctions,

particularly between capitalization and purchase or sale cases,

and rate-making cases.

It is well to have clearly defined just what is meant by
"going value" or "going-concern value." As we understand

the term, it means a value due to the fact that a plant has

consumers actually using its product; that it is in actual and

successful operation, and has attached to it a developed busi-

ness. As we understand, the claim in this case is that to

actual physical values there should be added a sum repre-

senting the value of this business and the expense incurred in

attaching it.

In a rate consideration we distinguish between the value of

the attached business, as a property addition, and the actual

cash outlay made in attaching the business. The Commission

will not allow as added property upon which returns should be

perpetually paid by the public the value of the established

business. We do not mean to say that we have in reaching

conclusions as to values hereinafter stated treated certain

physical properties as individual, disconnected units. We have

considered them as integral and essential parts of a completed,

perfected plant capable of and ready to serve. In these values

we have included overhead charges, such as organization,

engineering, contractors' profits, reasonable promotion expenses,

legal expenses, interest during construction, insurance, etc.

In so far as "going value" includes such elements as actual

expense of attaching business, we believe that it should be
recognized in the earlier or beginning rates of a public service

corporation and for a sufiicient period to reimburse the com-
pany for such reasonable expenditures. This is done when such

expenses are carried, as they should be and are, in operating

expenses. But to allow them in "operating expenses" and at

the same time add fixed values to physical property values and
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tax the public perpetually to afford a return thereon is contrary

to our convictions of right.

§ 1358. Maryland Commission—Allowance refused for early

losses occasioned by competition.

Bachrach v. Consolidated Gas Electric Light and Power
Company of Baltimore ^* is a rate case. Although the

Maryland Public Service Commission made a valuation

of the property of the company, such valuation did not

have a very important bearing on the conclusions reached.

The Maryland law provides that so far as possible the

Commission shall not disturb the value of the company's

bonds. In the present case the rate fixed was based largely

upon a consideration of the amount required to safeguard

the value of the bonds. The company claimed that

early losses occasioned by competition and other causes

should be included in fair value for rate purposes. The
Commission discusses this question and concludes that

in the present case there is insufficient evidence to justify

an allowance under this heading. The Commission says

(at pages 166-167):

Early losses in both the gas and electric divisions are urged as

proper items for capitalization, especially where the losses have

been caused by competition which the pubUc not only permitted

but encouraged. But there are two sides to this aspect of the

subject. The public is not apt to quarrel with service which is in

the main satisfactory—and was probably less so in the early

days of gas corporations—and while there doubtless were some

interests jealous of the success of the pioneer company and

anxious to share its field of profit, it may well be that its attitude

toward the public and its efforts to serve were such as to create a

feeling of discontent and resentment and open the door to

competition. In other words, in the absence of proof of the

causes which led to the formation of the rival enterprise, it is

unfair to charge the public of that day with the whole respon-

» 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 154, January 13, 1913.
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sibility for competition and to place all of the resulting burden

upon the shoulders of the public of to-day. Moreover, the

possibility of competition was one of the risks which capitalists

of those days knew they must face, and for a very considerable

period of time rate wars in all kinds of public service corporations

were common occurrences for which, in the long run, the public

paid an enormous price.

If we were dealing with a case in which the affairs of a corpora-

tion were matters of record from the beginning and the losses

were known to be such only as resulted from the indisposition

of a community to change from old to new methods, some

means of recoupment, either by conservative capitalization or

by an allowance in rates which would by degrees pay the passed

dividends, might be permitted. This was generally the condi-

tion with which the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin dealt

in the cases upon which the respondent company herein relies.

We are asked to do so upon what seems to us to be insufficient

evidence to justify, upon the terms stated, the claim which has

been urged with so much ability and earnestness.

§ 1369. Massachusetts Board of Gas and Electric Light Com-
missioners—Haverhill gas rate case.

Re Haverhill Petitions,*^ December 31, 1912, involves

the rates of charge of the Haverhill Gas Light Co. In this

case the Massachusetts Board of Gas and Electric Light

Conmiissioners refuses to include an allowance for going

value. The Commission says (at page 334): "The Board
can not, in the general interest of consumers, discourage

the reasonably liberal provision for the future which this

company seems to have made, neither can it concede the

company's claim that franchise or going-concern value

should form a part of that property on which a reason-

able return should be based."

§ 1360. Michigan Commission—Capitalization of estimated

early losses.

The application of the Northern Michigan Power Com-
*» A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 324.
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pany i^ involves an approval by the Michigan Railroad
Commission of the proposed capitalization of a hydro-
electric enterprise. The Commission held that in view of

the operating deficits which commonly accompany the

early operations of public utiUties the best interests of

both the corporation and the rate-paying public would
be served by allowing a reasonable sum to be added to

capital in the first instance, to meet the cost of establish-

ing the business. Commissioner Hemans in delivering

the opinion of the Commission discusses this question as

follows (at pages 255-257):

The problem involved in the question of allowance for initial

operating deficit, or what is more generally described as cost of

securing going-concern value, is far more difficult of solution.

It is the reasonable contention of petitioner that upon the com-
pletion of its facilities, under the most favorable conditions,

it can not anticipate business and resulting revenue sufficient

to pay operating expenses, care for depreciation, and make a

return upon the capital invested. That, on the other hand, it

must anticipate a deficit of the amount by which its earnings

fail to meet this adfequate return; that this deficit constitutes

the cost of building up the business of the concern; that in their

totality they must be contributed by the stockholders; that it

forms an integral part of the investment, and may as justly be

capitalized as capital contributed for the creation of the

physical facilities, as loss of interest durii^ the period of con-

struction.

Authorities of equal eminence are not in accord as to whether

such deficits should be capitalized and thus made a permanent

charge, or whether they should be carried as a liability of other

form and gradually written off from the earnings when these

earnings have so increased as to leave a surplus over and above

the amount necessary for the maintenance of the utility. . . .

Without entering at length into an elaboration of the reason-

" 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, June 11, 1913, Michigan Railroad

Commission.
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ing used to support either theory, we give our approval to the

proposition stated in the question made.

This question, so far as adjudicated cases are concerned, had

received its principal discussion in cases involving reasonable

rates. It is a question that has generally been considered in

retrospect rather than in prospect; from the standpoint of

reasonable rates rather than from the standpoint of capitaliza-

tion. Where a given utility has been constructed with economy,

timed in its operations to meet an adequate demand for its

output and promptly enabled to earn fair to large profits at

reasonable rates, reasons have been found to justify a very

different rule as to going-concern value from the rule which

should in principle be imposed in the case of another utility,

timed in its construction upon a miscalculation of public need,

subject to destructive competition or the many conceivable

causes that would give it a going-concern value of less than the

investment. Both cases are perhaps to a degree abnormal. In
the one case the amortization of the operating deficits from
surplus earnings would be clearly justified, while in the latter

case to so require would be to so increase rates as to still further

curtail an already scant corporate return. Such cases, which

because of the dissimilarity of their basic conditions give rise to

divergence of views as to the principle which should govern, to

our ininds are peculiarly for the consideration of the authority

in the state vested with the regulation of rates. Boards or

commissions acting in rate regulation, with all the facts, before

them, are in a position to adjust all abnormalities in a manner
fitted to each particular case.

This but emphasizes the necessity for a uniformity of treat-

ment for the great general average of cases by authorities

regulating capitalization in the initial stages of corporate

development. In view of the condition with which common
experience shows practically every public utility is confronted

in acquiring business in the early months of its operations, we
believe that the best interests of both the corporation and the
rate-paying public will be served by allowing a reasonable sum
to be added to capital in the first instance to meet the cost of

acquiring business. The sum so allowed should not be so large
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as to encourage waste, improvident investment or to even pro-

vide for all possible deficits from initial operations, but it should

be large enough to encourage investments that are economically

sound and which will result in the needed development of the

state's material resources. The sum allowed should be treated

as an investment—an investment, to be sure, in things that are

intangible but as necessary for the creation of the active moving
business as the money invested in the physical facilities. To
provide this sum, we believe that a sum equal to 7 per cent on

the estimated cost of the development is a reasonable allowance

in advance of operations. If time demonstrates that because of

unusual or peculiar conditions this allowance is insufficient, the

authority then exercising control will be in position to make
proper adjustment of the problem by either requiring it to be

paid from earnings or added to capital as the best interests of

the utility and the public may dictate. In accordance with

these suggestions, the amounts which we believe should be al-

lowed in the capitalization may be summarized as fpUows:

1. Lands and flowage rights $1,450,000

2. Construction 4,275,701

3. Overhead charges 1,520,396

$7,246,097

4. For operating deficits 507,226

$7,753,323

§ 1361. Nebraska Commission.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company for Authority to Increase Rates " involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate piu^oses by the Ne-

braska State Railway Commission, The Commission did

not in this case allow a going value, but stated that such

value might have a proper place in determining fair value

" 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, Nebraska State Railway

Commission.
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for rate purposes under certain conditions. The Commis-
sion says (at page 143)

:

The company contends that it is entitled to earn a return

upon the reproduction-new value of its property, plus "going-

concern value," defining it as that value which is produced

through the' cost of establishing the business. Many of our

regulating bodies are recognizing and giving consideration to

such values. This Commission, while recognizing that this ele-

ment may have a proper place in the basis of values for rate-

making under certain conditions, which would necessarily vary

with the history of every corporation coming before it, is not

yet prepared to accept it. The increase in revenue prayed for

by the petitioner does not require that this need, at the present

time, be taken into consideration, and the Commission will

withhold its views on the subject until it shall have more fully

analyzed the fundamental principles and various theories on

which such values should be based.

§ 1362. Nevada Commission—Allowance for going value

disapproved.

The case of City of Ely v. Ely Light and Power Com-
pany " involves the valuation of an electric plant for rate

purposes. The Commission refuses to include in fair value

an allowance for good-will or going concern. The Com-
mission deems it unjust to require the people of Ely to pay
a return on an intangible value that would clearly have
no existence except for the patronage of the people of the

city. The Commission says (at page 590):

The respondent company very strongly urges that the "good-
will" and "value of the business" as a "going concern" should
also be taken into account. No data is furnished upon this

point, and here again, if we were to consider those elements as

additions to the aggregate value of the property employed, it

could only be upon the basis of loose conjecture. But there is

" 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 578, June 7, 1913, Nevada Public Service
Commission.
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another reason for rejecting this claim. It is this: The respond-

ent company has practically a monopoly of the business now
under consideration. The people must patronize the utility,

even though there may be a total absence of "good-will," and

in such case the expression "going concern" merely spells

monopoly. Private parties in transferring a business may con-

sider such elements and give them an estimated value, but it

is too uncertain and indefinite to receive weight in this case, or,

in fact, generally, in the regulation of utilities where the utility

is in the enjoyment of a monopoly.

It must be borne in mind that absolutely all the value which

the respondent's plant has results from the patronage of the

people served. Should Ely and East Ely both go out of exist-

ence, the respondent's property would be almost valueless.

It does not own the water right, and the structural property

—

meaning buildings, poles, wire, machinery,. etc.—would only

be worth their salvage value. The right of way would lose all

value. We are therefore unable to see any reason why the

people of Ely should be required to pay rates which would yield

a fair return upon the respondent's actual investment, with

additions for various intangible considerations, the value of

which it is utterly impossible to estimate with any degree of

accuracy, and which, indeed, would have literally no value

were it not for the patronage of the people of Ely. To require

the city of Ely to pay rates wfiich would afford a return fair

upon the value of contractual rights, the "good-will," and

the value of the business as a "going concern" is to require that

city to pay a return upon values that would be altogether non-

existent were it not for its (the city's) patronage.

§ 1363. New Hampshire Commission—Actual cost of es-

tablishing a paying business—Early losses may not be

capitalized.

The New Hampshire Public Service Commission in

passing on the appUcation for the sale of the Berlin

Electric Light Company" bases its conclusions as to

" 3 N. H. P. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 781, August 30, 1913.
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the value of the property to be transferred chiefly on a

consideration as to what would be fair value upon which

the company should be allowed to earn a return in a rate

case. The Commission discusses at considerable length

various elements and facts to be considered in determin-

ing fair value for rate purposes. The Conamission holds

that both justice and authority require that proper allow-

ance should be made for going-concern value. Such al-

lowance should not be a hypothetical estimate of the cost

of reproducing the business, or even an estimate of the

actual cost of securing all the business at present connected

with the property, but the allowance should be limited

to cover cost of putting the business on a paying basis.

Where such costs are not definitely ascertainable, the

Commission holds that no separate amoimt should be

designated as going value, but that in fixing the final

value to be placed on the entire property the general

financial history and business of the company should be

considered and the value fixed upon the entire property

as a going concern. In the case under consideration it

seemed clear that no considerable amount had been ex-

pended by the stockholders in building up the business,

and the Commission held that no particular weight could

be attached to going concern value in the absence of suffi-

cient evidence to clearly establish such value. The follow-

ing is from the discussion of the Commission (at pages 209,

210-211, 215-216, 217-218)

:

That a proper allowance must be given to the so-called

going-concern element in placing a value upon the property of

any public service corporation has been repeatedly held, and
we believe is required by considerations of justice as well as by
authority. The more difficult question to settle is the principle

upon which such allowance should be made. . . .

The question which must be determined, before any intelli-

gent allowance for the item under discussion can be made, is
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whether the allowance shall be made to cover the cost of se-

curing all business connected with the property appraised, or

to cover the cost of bringing the property to that point where
the owners might obtain a fair return upon their prior invest-

ments, including dividends foregone.

Upon this point there is no uniformity in the decisions of

courts or commissions. Many cases may be cited which ap-

parently are authority for the first course, but those cases

ordinarily are not rate cases, and so far as we have found (with

the exception of the Public Service Gas Company case decided

by the New Jersey Commission) the propriety of confining the

allowance to an amount representing the actual cost of bringing

the business to a paying basis is not discussed.

If the justification for allowing to the owner of the property

devoted to public use something in addition to a return upon

the amount which the physical properties would cost to repro-

duce, or which they originally cost, is sought, it will be found

in the fact that a failure to make such allowance would result

in leaving the owners deprived of any income upon their prop-

erty during a period of time while it was devoted to public

use—that is, during the period while the business was being

brought up to the point where a fair profit could be earned.

Justice requires that one devoting his money to an invest-

ment in a public service property (assuming the enterprise to

be well conceived and well managed) shall receive a fair return

upon that property during all the time that it is devoted to

public use--during the first year as well as succeeding years

—

and that he shall receive as well a return upon the amounts

necessarily spent in getting the business upon a paying basis.

If the return were reckoned only upon first investment, a fair

return could never be secured on the amounts expended in

building up the business or on the amount of dividends fore-

gone in early years. Accordingly, it has been held that some

allowance should be made on account of business attached to

the property.- This has come to be called "going-concern

value." But it is nothing new. Consideration of the business

attached to a property is merely consideration of the earning

power, which the United States Supreme Court in Smyth v.
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Ames held must always be taken into consideration and given

such weight as is "just and right in each case."

It would seem that the weight which it is just and right should

be given to the earning power of property in any given case,

or to the amount of business attached to the property which

gives it that earning power, may depend very largely upon

what it has cost the owners of that property to produce that

business or earning power. Many decisions give support to

this view. . . .

It will be noted that in all these cases the justification for the

allowance of an item for going-concern value is found in the

early losses and expenses incident to building up the business,

including returns not received upon investment in early years.

We believe that there is no constitutional rule nor any equi-

table reason requiring an appraisal of the entire expense of build-

ing up all of the business connected with a utility property, in

a valuation of the same, upon a strict reproductive-cost basis,

but that much weight should be given to the amount which the

building up of such business, in the way it has actually been

built, has actually cost the owners of the property, either in

money originally invested by them or in returns not received

upon their investment in early years.

When it is practicable to show what such costs have been it

is well to ascertain and state the same, like other costs, as ac-

curately as may be, for consideration with other facts bearing

on the question of the ultimate value of the entire property;

but where such costs can not be ascertained, we think that noth-

ing is to be gained by setting up an item assumed to represent

the same, whether that item has been reached by a computation

based upon assumptions as to the cost in early years, and the

rapidity with which the business was built up, or upon a com-
putation based upon an assumed relation between the cost of

building up business and the cost of plant structures—matters

having no apparent relationship to each other. In such case

the general financial history of the property so far as known, its

earning power under reasonable rates, the amount of business

which it does, the operating charges, and other pertinent facts

should all be considered, and a final value fixed upon the entire
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property, not as upon a collection of dead units, but as upon a

going concern doing the business which in the particular case

it appears that it does. . . .

There is no evidence in this case disclosing the amount ex-

pended for any of the purposes enumerated in the allowance

contained in Sanderson and Porter's appraisal for "development

costs and going-concern costs." We should hesitate to hold that

the efficiency of trained employees, who are free at any time

to seek other employment, can be capitalized and added to the

value of a utility property, either for the purpose of swelling

the transfer price or increasing the measure of a fair return.

But irrespective of that question, we are satisfied that the

amount of suggested allowance is greatly in excess of the total

sum ever expended for the various purposes indicated, regard-

less of the source from which it came; and we believe that it is

also clear, at least in the case of the Cascade company, that no

considerable amounts have been expended by the stockholders

in building up the business either in direct advancements or in

dividends foregone. . . .

There is no evidence from which we can determine the facts

in connection with the early financial history of the Berlin

company. It appears that since the present owners acquired

the property, about five years ago, no dividends have been

paid, but it does not appear that dividends have not been

earned. . . .

If especial weight is to be claimed for the going-concern ele-

ment on account of alleged failure of returns in earlier years,

evidence should be introdi^ced so that an intelligent finding

upon that point may be made.

Petitions of Grafton County Electric Light and Power

Company^' is a case coming before the New Hampshire

Public Service Commission, and involves an authoriza-

tion to purchase certain property and to issue securities

therefor. As in the Berlin case, the Commission holds

that in general a proper capitaUzation is to be determined

" 28 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 533, February 3, 1914, New Hampshire

Public Service Commission.
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by the same rules as used in fixing fair value for rate pur-

poses. On account of the excessive price at which it was

proposed to transfer and capitalize the properties the

Commission denied the application for such transfer.

The Commission states that in view of the lack of defi-

nite evidence it can not attempt to estimate separately

the going value of the plant. The Commission rejects

the petitioners' contention that going value is synonymous
with earning power or commercial value. The Commis-
sion says (at pages 545-546):

A going concern value is also claimed, though no attempt

is made to estimate its amount, and no evidence is adduced

upon which specific findings could be based. The item is of

course a proper one for consideration, but in view of the lack

of definite evidence we can not attempt to estimate it sepa-

rately. . . .

The petitioners' counsel seem to treat going-concern value

as synonymous with earning power or commercial value, and
enter into elaborate calculations of the earnings of the two
companies, compared with their proposed capitalization, and
comparisons of their rates with rates of other companies in

the state. The trouble with this reasoning is that it assumes

that the existing rates are reasonable, because they compare
favorably with rates elsewhere in New Hampshire. But this

by no means proves that the rates are not too high. They may
be too high everywhere. Or they may be reasonable elsewhere

and too high here because producing a return disproportionate

to the value of the property. We can not assume that the

rates are reasonable until we know the value of the property.

And if we use the return under existing rates to establish the
value, we at once find ourselves traveling the old familiar

vicious circle, proving value by rates and rates by value. Ca-
pacity for earning a comparatively large net income upon a
small investment has an important bearing in determining the
return which the company should be allowed to earn. But
that is another question.
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In the Matter of the Petition of the New Hampshire
Waterand Electric Power Company ^ a claim was made for

a capitalization of interest on investment after operation

had begun and while the company was building up its busi-

ness. The Commission disallowed this claim, holding that

its allowance would be equivalent to permitting the com-

pany to pay dividends out of capital, which was contrary to

the state statute. The Commission says (atpages 102-103)

:

We think the actual period of construction proved to be more

nearly one year than ten months. Upon what theory it is

proposed to include with construction interest an amount for

interest upon the investment while the plant is building up

business we do not know. Such an item would not be in fact

construction interest, but would represent a part of the cost of

building up the business, and is one of the elements which in

rate cases is ordinarily included in the so-called going value.

It could only be included in the capitalization of a new plant

upon the theory that sufficient capital should be authorized to

allow the payment of dividends out of capital until sufficient

business was developed to allow their payment out of earnings.

But since the passage of chapter 98 of the laws of 1913, divi-

dends may lawfully be declared only out of net corporate in-

come. Construction interest can be reckoned only during the

period of construction.

§ 1364. New Jersey Commission and Supreme Court—Going

value allowed.

Re Rates of the Public Service Gas Company" in-

volves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes by

the New Jersey Board of Public UtiUty Commissioners.

For the purposes of this case the Board considered as

practically synonymous the terms "going value," "going-

concern value" and "value of all intangible property."

M 3 N. H. P. S. C. 91, 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 617, August 1, 1913.

" 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 433, 15 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 354, December 26,

1912.
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The Board made a lump allowance to cover all prelim-

inary or developmental expenses including the securing

of franchises, promotion and organization, brokerage, dis-

count, early deficits and the cost of getting new business.

The Board estimated that the cost of all these intangible

elements was about equal to 30 per cent of the cost-new

of the physical property. The allowance for all intan-

gible values was fixed at $1,025,000. The total valuation

including intangibles, working capital and the present

value of the physical structures was $4,750,000.

The Board rejected various rule-of-thumb methods for

the determination of going value and also an estimate of

the cost of reproducing the business based on hypothet-

ical conditions. The following is from the decision (at

pages 468-469, 480)

:

At the very outset two questions arise that require answer:

First, Can a public utility have any excess in value over and

above the value of its tangible belongings?" This query, more-

over, presupposes that the excess value, if any, is wholly

distinct from any capitalized earning power predicated on a

future setting of rates higher than required to afford a just

return. . . .

Our answer to the first query is in the affirmative. There is

such a thing as "going-concern value." Mr. Forstall testified

(Evidence, pages 98 to 104)

:

"A plant with business attached has a value greater than the

value of the mere plant without the business attached. . . .

Now you don't get the business by simply putting in a physical

plant. The getting of the business is entirely a separate thing.

You have got to either spend actual money or lose interest on
your investment for a long time. There is no gas business that

ever started new that made money right away."
The "going-concern value" will then be largely represented

by the cost of developing the business as distinct from the cost

of securing the physical structure. This going-concern value
may include the cost of soliciting business, cost of advertising,
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cost of inducing consumers to take service, cost of exhibiting

appliances, cost of occasional free installation, and also the
dearth of adequate returns during the early developmental
years of the company. Depreciation unearned in this period

may also sometimes be included in "going-concern value."

Indeed the term "going-concern value" or "going value" may
be employed to cover the total value of a company's property

over and above structural value. . . .

Our finding of $1,025,000 as the value of all intangible prop-

erty of any kind involved in the present case is all-inclusive.

It is intended to cover and does cover the value of all the com-
pany's property upon which they are entitled to a return,

except only the physical, tangible or structural plant, and asso-

ciated plant assets, such as working capital. Under this ap-

praisal, therefore, we include everything that may be claimed

by reason of preliminary or developmental outlay, including

preliminary engineering and legal expenses, canvassing, incorpo-

ration costs, securing franchises, organization expenses to super-

vise expenditures during construction, all financing, bankers'

commissions, discount on bonds, promoters' profits, preparation

of mortgages, bonds or other securities, and the engraving of the

same. We also include under said finding of the total value of

intangibles all allowances properly to be made for all elements

of cost arising during the early years of operation or thereafter,

such as early deficits, if any, and inadequate early returns upon

investment. And we expressly include under said finding as to

the total value of intangibles the entire value of all franchises,

primary or secondary, possessed or exercised by the company

in the Passaic division; and also each and every other element

of intangible property belonging to the company and used and

useful in supplying gas in the aforesaid division. For good-will,

we allow nothing whatever. The company, we understand,

makes no claim for good-will. It seems well settled also that

where a particular service is furnished by only one company

within a given area the option of patronizing a rival public

utility is absent; and that, under the circumstances, good-will,

or the value of voluntary patronage where a competing service is

available, does not exist.
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The Board rejected an estimate of preliminary develop-

ment expenses based on the supposition that such expenses

would be confined to the first milUon dollars of invest-

ment and to the sales of the first two billion feet of gas

in the first twenty or thirty years of operation. In re-

gard to this method the Board says (at pages 474-475)

:

There is no evidence to show that in this case, or in cases

generally, preliminary development expenses or early overhead

charges would be confined to the first million dollars of invest-

ment. Why limit such charges to the first million dollars of

investment? Or indeed why extend them beyond the first

hundred thousand dollars of investment? Such an assumption

is purely arbitrary, and unsupported by evidence. It must

therefore be rejected. If there be an intangible value, such as

going-concern value, legally a part of the company's property,

it seems to us more reasonable to appraise it, in the absence of

evidence to the contrary, as some proportion of the present in-

vestment of the company than as a proportion of the investment

of twenty years ago. If it be argued that preliminary and
overhead charges appertain more specifically to the early years

of a company's operation, the rejoinder is not wholly unwar-

ranted that similar charges are not impossible or improbable in

later years, especially When these later years have witnessed

combinations of earlier properties and great extensions of their

operations. Moreover, the fact that approximately 40 per cent

of the company's send-out represents business acquired within

the past decade would indicate that the cost of acquiring new
business must have been relatively heavier than in the earlier

years of the production of gas in this district. It is true that the

cost of new business in this last decade has been charged to

operation and paid out of rates. But aswe have indicated abbve,

the business thus acquired must be regarded as a legitimate

part of the property of the company. We can not equitably

project back into the unregulated past a norm of prices that

might to-day be regarded as fair and adequate, and assume that

actual rates exacted in the past, in so far as they exceed what are

now deemed fair, have not lawfully become the property of the
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company. If these high rates in the past have been employed
by the company to acquire an intangible property in the shape
of extensive patronage, that expectation of pMronage is theirs,

and on its fair value the company is entitled to a return. It

may or may not be a subject of regret that regulation was so
long deferred; but deferred regulation is no excuse for refusing

at present to allow a fair return upon what is the lawful property
of the company.

In Public Service Gas Company v. Board of Public
Utility Commissioners ^^ the Supreme Court of New Jersey

upheld an order of the Board of UtUity Commissioners
reducing the rates of the PubUc Service Gas Company.
The court upheld the Board's inclusion of an allowance

for going value. The court says: "We think both on
weight of authority and on reason there should be such an
allowance." The court then cites as its authority six

purchase or condemnation cases in which this element

of value has been recognized. Judge Swayze discusses

this subject as follows (at pages 657-658)

:

The cost of a gas plant includes not merely the loss of interest

while the plant is in course of construction and is building up a

paying business, but even in the case of an old-established plant,

for the manufacture and distribution of a commodity to the

use of which the public has become so accustomed that it seems

a necessity, there must be loss while pipe lines are extended to

await the coming of consumers as the city extends. There is the

cost of securing and retaining customers, of encouraging the

greater use of gas for fuel and for light by the introduction of

new and improved appliances, the necessary loss attending

experiments that promise improvement, the obsolescence of

plant apart from that ordinary calculable depreciation which

maybe charged to current expenses instead of being capitalized,

the expense that must attend and the additional value that

arises from the imiting of separate concerns, and the organiza-

tion of a great industry with a view to economical production,

22 85 N. J. —, 87 Atl. 651, July 7, 1913.

79
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and the cost of procuring capital for the original works or subse-

quent extensions.

What items should be charged to construction, what to busi-

ness development, how much to current expenses, and how

much to permanent investment of capital, are all most important

practical business questions. However these questions may be

solved, all these expenses must be met. Whether they shall be

met at the expense of present consumers by being charged at

once to current expenses, thus reducing the net return and

making necessary a higher rate, or whether they shall be cap-

italized in ^hole or in part and constitute a permanent addition

to capital, or be capitalized and gradually amortized, are busi-

ness questions. The legal question is whether these items con-

stitute a going value upon which the company is entitled to

a return if the individual rate is to be just and reasonable.

To this we answer, yes. . . . We think that if by value

we mean what the economists call exchange value, then a buyer

would undoubtedly give more for a plant already doing a profit-

able business than for a plant of equal cost, capacity, and future

possibilities, but without the established business. To a pur-

chaser the assurance of an immediate return is worth paying

for, and we see no reason to doubt the correctness of the ruling

of the United States Supreme Court in Omaha v. Omaha Water

Co., 218 U. S. 180, 30 Sup. Ct. 615, 54 L. Ed. 991. We agree

with the view expressed for that court by Mr. Justice Lurton

that "the difference between a dead plant and a live one is a real

value, and is independent of any franchise to go on, or any mere

good-will as between such a plant and its customers." It is

true that that was a condemnation case and not a rate case, and

involved, therefore, a question of exchange value, and not the

question of a fair and reasonable valuation as between a public

service company and the public. The two bases of valuation

may properly be different, since upon a sale or condemnation the

probability of an assured income and a continuance of the

existing rates enters into and affects the exchange value; while

in the case of a valuation for the purpose of fixing a rate the

question is what valuation and rate will tempt the investment of

capital, and to what extent existing rates may with justice be
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lowered. In this view the fallacy of the argument on behalf of

the cities is that it requires the investor to suffer all the loss

if the enterprise fails, and deprives him of the chance of addi-

tional gain if the enterprise succeeds; and it fails to allow any
recompense for the skill shown in developing and conducting the

business or even for the value of experience, which is proverbi-

ally expensive. Even in a business as well established and as

necessary as the gas business, there is competition with other

methods of obtaining light, heat, and power, and there are few

of us who have not ourselves had experience of the extension in

the use of gas due to the efforts of the company to introduce new
appliances. Moreover, we think counsel for the company are

right in their contention that the value of an assembled and

united plant may be greater than the total value of the separate

parts. . . . The advantage of large scale production at a

single plant over production on a small scale at several plants

is too well known to require more than mention, and the getting

together of property sufficient for the purpose no doubt may
create a real value, which may fairly be allowed for in what is

called "going value." We think going value was a proper item

to allow. In the absence of specific facts as to the amount

actually expended, we do not think the commissioners were

required to accept the figures of Dr. Humphreys, Mr. Royce, or

Mr. Miller. ... No doubt fair-minded men may differ,

but as the commissioners seem to have allowed the actual ex-

penses proved, and permitted the whole to be capitalized, even

when paid out as current expenses from current rates, we think

no injustice was done in this respect.

The case of Gately & Hurley v. Delaware and At-

lantic Telegraph and Telephone Company^* involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes. The

existing rates charged by the company were upheld by

the Board, as they netted the company considerably less

than the amount determined by the Board to be a fair

return upon the fair value of the property. In this case

" 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 519, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 39, January 7, 1913;
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the Board allowed $797,800 upon a total structural cost

of $5,959,460 to cover the replacement cost of establish-

ing the business. This estimate includes an allowance of

$513,100 to cover the estimated loss of profit during the

four-year construction period; an allowance of $152,000

for organization and development, including promotion ex-

pense, legal expense, organization of staff and incidentals;

also an allowance of $132,706 to cover the cost of obtain-

ing subscribers. The company's claim for replacement

cost of establishing the business was $1,184,600. In re-

gard to the justice of some allowance for this purpose the

Board says (at pages 547-548):

It appears just and reasonable that a fair present-day estimate

of the capital necessarily and judiciously sunk in establishing the

business and not thereafter recouped from revenue should enter

as an element into the base upon which a fair return should be

allowed. Not to include such part of the outlay or investment

as is necessarily and judiciously made at the start in canvassing

for and enlisting customers, or as is necessarily and wisely in-

curred by reason of foregoing returns during the construction

period when money is locked up, acts to repel future enterprisers

from similar ventures. Not to allow a fair return on such

outlay, when made, is to extinguish in part the value of the

necessary investment requisite to afford service to the com-

munity as a whole. The allowance on this score must, it is true,

be made with circumspection. Living consumers must not be

held in the power of the dead hand stretched forth from the

grave of fictitious or injudicious investment. Cognizance must
be taken of the fact that the individual merchant ordinarily

calculates his percentage of profit on his stock, not on his stock

plus the good-will of his business. Cognizance must be taken

also of the fact that an estimate of reproduction cost reflects

in part the value attributed to a mechanism whose end is

assumed to be the rendering of specific services, and not to be-

come a mere pile of potential junk. But when all is said by
way of abatement or allowance, the inclusion of a proper esti-
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mate for the cost of establishing business, a cost quite distinct

from the bare structural value of the apparatus, can not be

gainsaid.

§ 1365. New York Commission, First District, and New York
courts.

In considering going value the New York Commission
for the First District points out that certain expenses often

included in an estimate of going value are included by it

in its allowances for overhead percentages and preliminary

and development expense. "Value can not be made by

the duplication of titles or the multiplication of names." ^*

In so far as going value is used^ to cover provision for pi-

oneer losses or failure to earn profits during a development

of normal length the Commission holds that it should be

taken into account in fixing the fair rate of return. Tn

doing so the Commission properly distinguishes between

valuation for rate purposes and valuation for purchase

purposes. In a rate case the justice of the result does not

depend upon the fair value alone or on the rate of return

alone, but on the total return or net income allowed, which

is the product of the fair value and the rate of return.

In a rate case, therefore, certain equities may be provided

for either in the fair value or in the rate of return. If

they have been considered in the rate of return, it would

be duplication to allow for them again in the fair value,

and vice versa. These two factors are interdependent ahd

must be considered together. "It is apparent that it

[going value] can not be allowed in both places. If a

reasonable amount were to be added to fair value, the

rate of return must be lowered; and a small change in the

rate of return upon the whole value of the property will

more than offset a reasonable allowance for the indefinite

elements included under the heading 'going value'." ^^

M 2 P. S. C. 1st D. (N. Y.) 620. «« 2 P. S. C. 1st D. (N. Y.) 714.
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In the case of Kings County Lighting Company v.

Willcox ^^ an order of the New York Public Service Com-

mission for the First District, fixing the gas rates of the

Kings County Lighting Company, was subjected to judi-

cial review pursuant to a writ of certiorari. (For an

abstract of the opinion of the Commission see § 567.)

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court reversed

the determination of the Commission and remanded the

matter to the Commission. The Court holds that there

should be a proper allowance for going value, and states

that if the Commission did consider going value in fixing

the rate of return there was no proof of that fact in the

record. Judge Clark in delivering the opinion of the Court

discusses this question as follows (at pages 606-608)

:

It [the company] claims that as an established business there

should have been added an item for "going value" of $600,000,

the smaller of the estimates given by its two expert witnesses.

In condemnation cases this has been settled by the Supreme

Court of the United States. . . .

It is true the question has not been directly decided in a rate

case in the United States Supreme Court. . . .

I am unable to perceive a logical difference between allowing

"going value" in the valuation of a plant when it is to be taken

entirely by the public and allowing the same element when valu-

ing the same plant for rate-making purposes. In each case the

thing to be done is the fair appraisement of present value. What
difference in principle can there be because in one instance all is

taken for the use of the public and in the other the public limits

the earnings?

In the case at bar the Commission says it "disallowed this

claim in determining fair value, . . . but did consider it in

fixing the rate of return." If so, there is no proof of that fact

in the record.

This case came before the Court of Appeals, and in its

« 156 App. Div. N. Y. 603, May 9, 1913.
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decision of March 24, 1914, that court upholds the ruling

of the Appellate Division in regard to going value and
discusses the entire subject at considerable length. The
Court holds that going value is made up only of uncompen-

sated losses of the earlier years. If, however, such losses

have been made up by subsequent profits in excess of a

fair return, there is no going value. The amount of going

value, whatever it may be, should be estimated and stated

as a separate amount. The Court does not hold that it

would be improper, in place of including such amount

in fair value, to provide for its amortization through a rate

of return higher than would be otherwise justifiable.

Judge Miller says (at page , 210 N. Y.)

:

It is now generally recognized that "going value," as dis-

tinct from "good will," is to be considered in valuing the prop-

erty of a public ^service corporation either for the purpose of

condemnation or rate making, but there is a wide divergence

of view as to how it is to be considered. The Commission in

this case says it was taken into account in valuing the plant

as a "going" and not as a "defunct or static" concern and that

it was also considered in fixing the fair rate of return. The

Appellate Division says that there is no proof of the latter fact

in the record. Thus the first question certified requires us to

decide whether "going value" is to be appraised as a distinct

item, or whether it is sufficient to regard it as something vague

and indefinable to be given some consideration but not enough

to be estimated. The valuation of the physical property was

determined by ascertaining the cost-of-reproduction-less-ac-

crued-depreciation. Preliminary and development expenses

prior to operation were included, but no allowance was made for

the cost of developing the business. By that method the plant

was valued in a sense as a "going concern." In other words

"scrap" values were not taken; but to say that that sufficiently

allows for "going value" is the same as to say that "going value"

is not to be taken into accoimt. The problem is to determine

what is fair to the pubhc and the company. The public is en-
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titled to be served at reasonable rates and the company is en-

titled to a fair return of its investment on the value of the

property used by it in the public service. (Smyth v. Ames,

169 U. S. 466; San Diego Land & Town Co, v. National City,

174 U. S. 739; San Diego Land & Town Co. v. Jasper, 189 U. S.

439; Minnesota Rate Cases, 230 U. S. 352.) It would have

been entitled to a return on the valuation adopted by the Com-
mission, if it had no customers, but was just ready to begin

business, whereas it had a plant in operation with an established

business, which every one knows takes time, labor and money
to build up.

If "going value" is capable of ascertainment, it will not do for

the Commission vaguely to consider it in fixing the fair rate of

return. That no appreciable allowance was made in this case

is shown both by the rate fixed and by the following statement

in the opinion of the Commission:
" It should be noted that the plant has been in operation for

nearly twenty years, and it might be argued with considerable

force that two decades should be suflBcient for the company to

recoup its early deficiencies below a fair rate of return, if any
such deficiencies ever existed. If the company has not recouped

itself by this time, under such circumstances it is doubtful

whether the present consumers ought be burdened for this

reason."

The first question certified then resolves itself into two heads:

1. Is "going value" a distinct item to be appraised and included

in the base upon which the fair return is computed? 2. Was
the evidence in this case sufiicient to justify an allowance

for it?,

The opinion of Mr. Justice Clarke below saves me the neces-

sity of citing and analyzing the cases bearing on the first branch
of the question. We concur fully in what he has said on the

subject and in his conclusion that there is no "logical difference

between allowing 'going value' in the valuation of a plant when
it is to be taken entirely by the public and allowing the same
element when valuing the same plant for rate-making purposes."

A case since decided should be added to the rate cases cited by
him in which "going value" has been allowed, i. e., Public
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Service Gas Co. v. Board of Commissioners (87 Atl. Rep.
[N. J.] 651).

It is no answer to say that in condemnation cases the exchange

value is taken, and that that depends on the rates charged, the

thing to be determined in rate cases. Of course a rule of val-

uation might be adopted in a condemnation case which would
not work in ^ rate case; but if the cost-of-reproduction-less-

depreciation rule be adopted, as appears to have been done in

National Waterworks Company v. Kansas City (62 Fed. Rep.

853) and City of Omaha v. Omaha Water Company (218 U. S.

180), the leading condemnation cases in the Federal courts in

which "going value" was considered, it is impossible to see why
the "going value" could not be determined in both classes of

cases in precisely the same way.

The difficulty of determining the ''going value" will not justify

the disregarding of it. Rate making is difficult. But that will

not justify confiscation. The difficulty, however, will lessen,

as it does in most cases, when we cease to think about the sub-

ject vaguely. What then, is "going value," and how is it to be

appraised?

It takes time to put a new enterprise of any magnitude on its

feet, after the construction work has been finished. Mistakes

of construction have to be corrected. Substitutions have to be

made. Economies have to be studied. Experiments have to be

made, which sometimes turn out to be useless. An organization

has to be perfected. Business has to be solicited and adver-

tised for. In the case of a gas company, gratuitous work has to

be done, such as selling appliances at less than a fair profit and

demonstrating new devices to induce consumption of gas and

to educate the public up to the maximum point of consumption.

None of those things is reflected in the value of the physical

property, unless, of course, exchange value be taken, which is

not admissible in a rate case. The company starts out with

the "bare bones" of the plant, to borrow Mr. Justice Lurton's

phrase in the Omaha Water Works Case (supra). By the ex-

penditure of time, labor and money, it coordinates those bones

into an efficient working organism and acquires a paying busi-

ness. The proper and reasonable cost of doing that, whether
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included in operating expenses or not, is as much a part of the

investment of the company as the cost of the physical property.

The investors in a new enterprise have to be satisfied as a rule

with meager or no returns while the business is being built up.

In a business subject only to the natural laws of trade they

expect to make up for the early lean years by large profits later.

In a business classified among public callings the rate-making

power must allow for the losses during the lean years, or their

rate will be confiscatory and of course will drive investors from

the field. In the former class the value of the established busi-

ness is a part of the "good will" and may be determined by
taking a given number of years' purchase of the profits, or ex-

change value may be considered. In the latter case a different

rule must be adopted.

Referring again to the Ames Case (supra) the public is

entitled to be served at reasonable rates, and the corporation is

entitled to a fair return on the property used by it in the public

service, no more, no less, always assuming, of course, that the

return is computed on a proper valuation. That was not made
so by statute, but was the rule at common law, which justifies

legislatures and commissions in fixing rates. If then a public

service corporation has received more or less than a fair return,

it has received more or less, as the case may be, than was its

due, irrespective of whether a rate had been fixed by public

authority. If a deficiency in the fair return in the early years

was due to losses or expenditures which were reasonably neces-

sary and proper in developing efficiency and economy of opera-

tion and in establishing a business, it should be made up by the

returns in later years. If there was a fair return from the start,

the corporation has received all it was entitled to, irrespective

of how much of the earnings may have been diverted to the

building up of the business.

To view the matter in another aspect, take the case of a public

service corporation with a plant constructed just ready to serve

the public. It is going to take time and cost money to develop
the highest efficiency of the plant and to establish the business.

Three courses seem to be open with respect to rate making, viz:

1, to charge rates from the start sufficient to make a fair return
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,to the investor and to pay the development expenses from
earnings, a course likely to result in prohibitive rates except
under rare and favorable circumstances; 2, to treat the develop-
ment expenses as a loss to be recouped out of earnings, but to be
spread over a number of years, in other words, as a debt to be
amortized, that involves complications, but would seem to be
fairer to the public and certainly more practical than the first; 3,
to treat the development expenses, whether paid from earnings
or not, as a part of the capital account for the purpose of fixing

the charge to the pubhc. The last course would seem to be
fairest to both the public and the company, as well as the most
practical.

It may be, as is urged, that a well-conducted enterprise will

charge the cost of developing the business to operating expenses,

and that it would open the door to an overissue of securities

to permit the capitalization of early losses. In answer, it is

sufficient to say that we are dealing, not with proper methods
of bookkeeping, not with the proper capitalization upon which
to issue securities, but solely with the fair return which the com-
pany is entitled to receive from the public. Treating a reason-

ably necessary and proper outlay in building up a business as an
investment for the purpose of determining the fair rate of re-

turn to be charged is far from holding that it should be treated

as capital against which securities might be issued.

We do not say as matter of law that the third course above
outlined should be adopted as an original proposition. That
may present a question of economics, depending on the particu-

lar conditions involved. The Commission in this case had to

determine the rate to be charged, not by a new company with

no business, but by an old company with an established busi-

ness. The first question, therefore, to determine on this branch

of the case was whether the company had already received a fair

return on its investment. If it had received such return from

the start, or if in later years it had received more than a fair

return, the public would already have borne the expense of

establishing the business in whole or in part, and to that extent

the question of "going value" for the purpose of fixing a present

rate would be eliminated; for it must constantly be kept in
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mind in dealing with this problem that the company is entitled

to a fair return and no more. If it has already had it, that is

the end of the matter. If it did not receive a fair return in the

early years owing to the establishment of the business, a sub-

sequent rate must allow for that loss or it will be confiscatory.

Now, no dividends appear to have been paid by the original

company or by the relator prior to 1907. Assuming a reason-

able need of the service from the start, and that the failure to

pay dividends was not due to bad management, an accumula-

tion of a surplus or undivided profits, the investment of earnings

in permanent additions or betterments allowed for in the struc-

tural valuation, or to other causes besides those under con-

sideration, none of which is asserted, it would seem plain that

"going value" was an element in this case which the Conmoission

was required to determine in making an appraisement on which

to compute the fair return to which the company is entitled.

It is urged that an unprofitable business will thus have a

greater value for rate-making purposes than one profitable

from the start. That again overlooks the fundamental consider-

ation that a public service corporation is entitled to a fair rate

of return from the beginning of its investment and no more. If

the shareholders have been deprived of a fair return on their

investment because of the time and expense reasonably and

properly required to build up the business, they have, to the

extent of that deprivation, added to their original investment

and are entitled to a return upon it. If, however, a fair return

in addition to the expense of building up the business has been

earned from the start, the public, not the shareholders, have

paid the development expenses. We are dealing, not with ex-

change values, but with the value upon which the company
is entitled to earn a return. In this connection it is to be ob-

served that the statements in the opinions of the courts, in

reference to computing the fair rate of return on present values,

have for the most part been made in cases in which the precise

question under consideration was not directly involved, and in

which no attempt was made to limit the elements composing
the problem. Manifestly a rate computed on the cost to-day
of reproducing the bare plant would not be fair. Experience is
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proverbially expensive. With the advantage of that experience

the same or an equally efficient plant could be constructed to-

day at a cost much below the actual and necessary investment
of the company in both plant and experience. Indeed, wholly

apart from the intangible thing called the going business, the

reproductive value to-day of the physical property would not

necessarily include the actual and legitimate investment in

tangible property which may have been entirely replaced, not

because of depreciation, but to meet advances in mechanical

science, new conditions and increasing demands not reasonably

to have been foreseen at the start. I am not now speaking of

replacements made with fresh capital, about which there is no

question in this case. The term "going value," though not

exactly defined, has been used quite generally to comprise the

elements not included in the structural value of the property

in its present condition. The term is not important. The point

is that in some manner and undpr some appropriate heading

a due allowance must be made for the investment in those

elements. No inflexible rule will in the long run be just both to

the public and the corporation. The right to limit the cor-

poration to a fair return fixed by public authority necessarily

involves the correlative right in the corporation to be assured

of that fair return during all the time that its capital is em-

ployed in the public service. The statute governing this case

(Public Service Commissions Law, Cons. Laws, ch. 40, section

72) provides:

"In determining the price to be charged for g;as ... the

commission may consider all facts which in its judgment have

any bearing upon a proper determination of the question al-

though not set forth in the complaint and not within the alle-

gations contained therein, with due regard among other things

to a reasonable average return upon capital actually expended

and to the necessity of making reservations out of income for

surplus and contingencies."

Of course a reasonable need for the service from the start

and reasonably good mtoagement are assumed. While, within

reasonable limits, service may be provided for anticipated needs,

a company should not construct a plant in a wilderness and.
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after a city has been built around it, expect to recoup its losses

while waiting, nor should it expect to recoup losses from bad

management. I do not include in the latter mere mistakes or

errors in judgment which are almost inevitable in the early

stages of any business. The fair return is to be computed on

the actual investment, not on an overissue of securities, and the

failure to pay dividends to the investors must be due to the

causes under consideration, not to an accumulation of a surplus

or to expenditures for permanent additions or betterments, which

are included in the appraisal of the physical property; in other

words, the actual net earnings are to be taken. Making proper

allowance for the matters just considered and perhaps for others

which do not now occur to me, I define "going value" for rate

purposes as involved in this case to be the amount equal to

the deficiency of net earnings below a fair return on the actual

investment due solely to the time and expenditures reasonably

necessary and proper to the development of the business and
property to its present stage, and not comprised in the valua-

tion of the physical property.

It may be conceded that going value has no existence apart

from tangible property and that commercially there is but one
value, that of the property as a whole, but as the rate can not

be made to depend upon the exchange value, which would in

turn depend upon the rate, it would seem to be necessary to ap-

praise the physical property and the going value separately, and
of course that is the case if the cost-of-reproduction rule be
adopted.

It remains to consider how "going value" is to be appraised.

That presents a question of fact, the determination of which
is primarily within the province of the rate-making body. It

is proper for this court, however, to indicate a permissible

method or methods, as in People ex rel. Jamaica W. S. Co. v.

State Board of Tax Comrs. (196 N. Y. 39) it indicated a rule for

valuing a special franchise for taxing purposes, which has gen-
erally been followed.

Obviously the most satisfactory method is to show the actual
experience of the company, the original investment, its earnings
from the start, the time actually required and expenses incurred
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in building up the business, all expenditures not reflected by
the present condition of the physical property, the extent to
which bad management or other causes prevented or depleted
earnings, and any other facts bearing on the question, keeping in
mind that the ultimate fact to be determined is not the amount
of the expenditures, but the deficiency in the fair return to the
investors due to the causes under consideration. The business
in this case was twenty years old, the books of the old company
were not available, and it is of course problematical whether, if

produced, they would have shown the necessary facts. The
question, therefore, had to be determined, as all questions of

fact have to be, by the best evidence available. Here I may
repeat that mere difficfllty in the proof would not justify a con-

fiscatory rate. The value of the physical property was shown
by opinion evidence as to the cost of reproduction. The same
kind of evidence was given by two witnesses for the relator as to

the cost of building up the business to its present state. . . .

There would appear to be as good ground for admitting the

opinion of a qualified expert on such a subject as on the cost to

reproduce the physical property. Of course the Commission
was not bound by that evidence. It had in addition the ex-

perience of the relator and its predecessor as to payment of

dividends, the amount of capitalization of both, and the value

of the physical property in its present condition determined

as above stated. With nothing opposed to those facts and the

opinion evidence it was not justified in ignoring the evidence

of "going value" or of merely attaching some inappreciable

importance to it. (See Bonbright v. Geary, 210 Fed. Rep. M,
54, 56.)

In determining the cost of reproduction the Commission

allowed $12,717 as the cost of restoring the pavement as it

existed when the mains and service pipes were laid in the streets.

The relator claimed an allowance of at least $200,000 for the

cost of restoring pavements subsequently laid on the theory

that that cost would have to be incurred if the mains were to

be laid to-day. But the new pavements in fact added nothing

to the property of the relator. Its mains were as serviceable

and intrinsically as valuable before as after the new pavements
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were laid The controlling considerations under the preceding

point also determine this. The rights of the public are not to

be ignored. The question has a double aspect. What will be

fair to the public as well as to the relator? (Smyth v. Ames,

supra.) Should the public pay more for gas simply because im-

proved pavements have been laid at public expense? It is no

answer to say that the new expensive pavements suggest im-

proved conditions which, though adding to the value of the

plant, will not, by reason of the greater consumption, add to

the expense per thousand feet of the gas consumed. The public

are entitled to the benefit of the improved conditions, if thereby

the relator is enabled to supply gas at a less rate. The relator

is entitled to a fair return on its investment, not on improve-

ments made at public expense. It is said that the mains will

have to be relaid. So will the new pavements, and much oftener.

Both might possibly be relaid at the same time. The case is

not at all parallel to the so-called unearned increment of land.

That the company owns. It does not own the pavements, and

the laying of them does not add to its investment or increase

the cost to it of producing gas. The cogt-of-reproduction-less-

accrued-depreciation rule seems to be the one generally employed

in rate cases. But it is merely a rule of convenience and must
be applied with reason. On the one hand it should not be so

applied as to deprive the corporation of a fair return at all times

on the reasonable, proper and necessary investment made by it

to serve the public, and on the other hand it should not be so

applied as to give the corporation a return on improvements

made at public expense which in no way increase the cost to it of

performing that service.

The Appellate Division felt bound by the decision of the

United States Circuit Court in the Consolidated Gas Case (157

Fed. Rep. 849), and it is true that such an allowance was made
in that case. But the United States Supreme Court held in

that case (212 U. S. 19) that the rate established was not con-

fiscatory, and did not pass on the, propriety of that allowance.

What was said in the opinion on the subject of present value

was merely a general statement having no necessary relation

to the question now under consideration.
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We agree with the Appellate Division that annual increase in

the value of land is not income. Of course, under the rule of

the Ames Case (supra), land might become so valuable as to

require its use for other purposes and as to make a rate based

on it unfair to the public. The present is not such a case.

The first question should be answered in the affirmative, the

second, third and fourth in the negative, and the order of the

Appellate Division, in so far as it remits the proceedings to the

Public Service Commission, should be affirmed, without costs.

§ 1366. New York Commission, Second District—Allowance

for going value, if any, should be made in the rate of re-

turn allowed.

Puhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company "

is a case involving the valuation of property of an electric

company for rate purposes. In this case Chairnmn
Stevens in delivering the opinion of the Commission dis-

cusses at considerable length the entire question of going

value and also the distinction between rate cases and pur-

chase cases as bearing on the treatment of going value. He
concludes (at page 40) that *' there is a fundamental dis-

tinction as to going-concern value between rate cases and

cases of purchase." Chairman Stevens calls attention to

the fact that inasmuch as the physical structures are not

valued at their scrap value, but at their full value as parts

of a going concern, a, going-concern value in this sense has

already been allowed. He says (at page 697)

:

The physical property of a plant of the character of that

owned by the Cataract Company has no value other than scrap

value except as a going concern, and when a proper allowance

has been made for the value of the physical property, meaning

thereby a proper investment value, including every element

which goes into that, it must include an estimate for the prop-

erty as a going concern; and the going-concern value is neces-

w 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1Q15, April 2,

1913.

80
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sarily represented in that estimate. The very act of giving a

value to the physical property assumes that it is a going

concern, assumes that it has a business, and that that business

is in some degree related to the normal capacity of the plant.

Chairman Stevens then concludes that if any additional

going-concern value exists in a valuation for rate purposes

it must be considered as arising from either a deprivation

suffered by the company in not receiving a proper return

upon its investment at some prior period or in some ex-

penditure which it has made for obtaining the business,

which expenditure is separate and distinct from any

expenditure made in putting its plant in a condition to

render service. This may be summed up in money ex-

pended in attaching business to the property and absten-

tion from or deprivation of dividends. He first takes up
the question of money expended in attaching business to

the property and concludes that such expenditures must

be treated as operating expenses and can not be Considered

in any event in the investment of the property upon which

the company is lawfully entitled to a return. He says

(at pages 697-700)

:

Taking first the question of expenditures made in attaching

business, it is imiversally recognized that it is proper for the

company to claim reimbursement from the public for such ex-

penditures. They are, however, universally recognized and

treated as a part of the operating expenses. The company is

obliged almost invariably to solicit business at the commence-

ment of its operations and is equally obliged to continue the

same during subsequent years. There is no year in which a

well-managed company does not expend, with greater or less

liberality for the purpose of either holding business or acquiring

new business. Such expenditures are recognized in the Uniform

System of Accounts prescribed by this Commission as legiti-

mate charges to operating expenses. Accoimts 552, 553, 554,

and 555, prescribed for electrical corporations, provide for
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promotion expenses incurred in the promotion or development

of electric consumption, for advertising, for canvassing and
soliciting, and for promotion, wiring, and devices. The re-

spondent itself is constantly incurring such expenses and charg-

ing them to operation. It reported expenditures chargeable to

this account in 1908, $5,959; 1909, $10,413; 1910, $4,727; 1911,

$4,'329. These figures are cited to show that the company is

now incurring expenses for attaching business and has been in-

curring such expenses during recent years. These expenditures

are, however, operating expenses, and must be treated as any

other operating expense; and the question is whether in any

event such operating expenses constitute an investment upon

which the public is obligated either legally or equitably to pay

a return the same as it is upon the fixed capital of the company.

Obviously, if the earnings from the business have been sufficient

to pay these operating expenses and no deficit or indebtedness

has been incurred thereby, no just reason exists for claiming

that any portion of them, whether incurred for advertising,

soliciting, or any other purpose, constitutes a sum upon which

the public must pay returns. It has already paid them the

moment they have been charged to operating expenses.

If the earnings from operation have been insufficient at any

time to pay the operating expenses, a different question may be

presented, and it is this: Is the company entitled as a matter of

either legal right or reasonable equity to have deficits in its

operating expenses paid by the public? If these deficits con-

stitute property which is invested in the business, then of

course the public is legally obligated to pay a return thereon in

order to avail itself of the services of the company. If the fact

that the company has suffered a loss in operating expenses con-

stitutes the amount of the loss a property investment in the

business, it inevitably follows that the public must guarantee

the company against loss from operation. No such principle

has ever been laid down in any court and it is apprehended

never will be.

There is, however, another view of the matter which should

carefully be considered, and that is: Although the company may

not have a legal right to have such loss treated as a part of its
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property, still, as a matter of substantial justice, such loss may
be comidered in fixing the rate so that in order to obtain for

the public service the company may from the rate recoup itself

for such loss and be made whole* To state the matter in an-

other form, the loss is not an investment in the business but it

is a circumstance which may justify a highef rate when the

business does become remunerative than would be just if no

such loss had been incurred.

Clearly, there is a very marked distinction between treating

such a loss as a property right upon which a return may be

legally demanded as a consideration of service, or as a circum-

stance which may in fairness and equity require that the com-

pany should be given a rate which will enable it to reimburse

itself for the amount thereof. That this distinction is real and

substantial there can be no doubt. If the company in any given

year has suffered such a loss in operating expense, and in the

next year in addition to a reasonable and proper return has been

repaid such loss, obviously it should not continue to be repaid

the amount thereof during the succeeding years indefinitely.

It should be repaid only once. . . .

The conclusion is, that so far as moneys actually expended in

the past for attaching business to the property after the period

of operation has commenced are concerned, they must be treated

as operating expenses and can not be considered in any event

an investment in the property upon which the company is law-

fully entitled to a return. If this view is correct, they are no

part of what may be termed going-concern value.

Chairman Stevens next considers the question whether a
failure to obtain proper returns for capital actually in-

vested constitutes a proper property right and an invest-

ment in the business upon which the company is legally

entitled to a return. The conclusion is as stated above
in relation to expenses of attaching the business, that

there is clearly no such legal right. A failure to receive

returns from a business is not an investment in the busi-

ness. Chairman Stevens says (at pages 700-701)

:
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Considering now the question of whether a failure to obtain
proper returns for capital actually invested in the business either
during an earlier or a later period constitutes a property right
and investmenc in the business upon which the company is en-
titled to a return which can not be reduced below 6 per cent per
annum upon pain of being considered confiscation, it is to be
observed that this in another form is precisely the principle

which this Commission refused to recognize in the case of the

International Railway Company. In that case it was contended
that the company was entitled to a reasonable return upon the
assumed value of its property, and that when it failed to earn
such sum as was deemed to be reasonable it was entitled to

capitalize the deficit; and upon this process of reasoning it

figured up a capitalization of about $10,000,000, this capitaliza-

tion arising wholly from a failure to earn what the company con-

sidered to be a proper return. The Commission declined to

recognize this contention, observing, among other things, that

it produced the somewhat curious effect that the greater the

loss the greater the value of the property. The same remark

applies here. If the company suffered no deprivation of divi-

dends at the commencement of its operations, it has no going-

concern value from this source. If, on the other hand, during

the first years of its operations, it received no dividends, the

argument is that it is entitled to capitalize the amount of a

reasonable dividend as an expense which it incurred in getting

the business started, on precisely the same ground that it is

entitled to capitalize interest paid during construction.

Analyzing this contention, we must first observe that it is

based upon the assumption that the investor has a legal right

to a reasonable dividend upon the amount invested by him in

the property, and that if the public fails to patronize his busi-

ness sufficiently to pay that dividend in one year the patrons of

the business thereafter must make it up and pay a return which

will treat such loss as an investment in the business. As stated

above with reference to operating expenses, clearly there is no

such legal right. A failure to receive returns from a business is

not an investment in the business. If the principle of failure to

receive returns from the investment in the business constituting
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a further investment in the business were to be appHed through-

out the country, the results would probably be somewhat

startling. Whether it constitutes an equitable ground which

may justly be taken into consideration and in the exercise of a

just discretion allowed for in fixing a rate is entirely another

matter.

The conclusion therefore is that deprivation of returns upon

the investment after the operating period has commenced does

not constitute an investment in the business and a property

right which must be recognized as part of the fair investment

value of the business and which must be recognized in the rate

both for return upon capital invested and for destruction of

capital.

Chairman Stevens then takes up the question of whether

deprivation of return or loss of dividends and expenditures

for attaching the business may be fairly and reasonably

allowed for in the rate which is fixed although not included

in the valuation of the property. He states that in order

that such factors may receive equitable consideration

they must be clearly proved and that there can be no just

claim for reimbursement if such expenditures or such losses

have already been reimbursed by subsequent earnings.

In the case at hand the Commission comes to the conclu-

sion that the earnings of the company have been adequate

to cover all just requirements for expenditures in attaching

the business and for deprivation of return in early years.

A similar conclusion was reached by the Commission in

the case of Fuhrmann v. Buffalo General Electric Com-
pany, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1094, decided April 2,

1913.

§ 1367. St. Louis Commission—Expenditures to obtain busi-

ness are not capital charges, but operating expenses.

The St. Louis Public Service Commission in its Report
to the Municipal Assembly on the United Railways Com-
pany of St. Louis, November 19, 1912, discusses the proper
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treatment of the cost of establishing a business as follows

(at pages 64-55)

:

The cost of establishing business may be treated under either

of two distinct theories. The first theory may be called "cap-

italization as an investment" and the second "recoupment as

a loss."

Under the first theory it is assumed that all expenditures

made for the purpose of obtaining business should be segregated

from other operating expenses and held as a part of capital ac-

count. It is also assumed, if the business was not at first suffi-

cient to pay reasonable investment charges on the full plant,

that the deficit in returns should be charged to the capital ac-

count, on the ground that it was necessary to have the plant in

existence and awaiting the establishment of the business.

Under a theory based upon these two assumptions, it is evi-

dent that in a successful enterprise the charges to capital ac-

count from the deficit in returns on investment would cease

after the first few years of operation, but the capital account

would continue indefinitely to be enlarged by additions to it

from expenditures to obtain new business.

Under the theory of "recoupment as a loss," it is assumed

that expenditures to obtain business are operating costs, and

that deficit in returns are losses rather than permanent invest-

ment. This theory is the one under which the operations of

public service companies have generally been treated in their

accounts, and is the one which most naturally has been in the

minds of the investors. It is also in most cases the only practical

method of dealing with "cost of establishing business," and is

the theory adopted in this case.

§ 1368. Washington Commission.

In Re Valuation of Exchange in Spokane ^ the Wash-

ington Public Service Commission determines the value

of a telephone exchange under the general terms of the

» 25 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 892, November 1, 1913, Washington Public

Service Commission.
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Washington statute, and without specific reference to a

particular purpose to be served by the valuation. The

Commission states that "no consideration was given to

the item of 'going value' in determining the cost of phys-

ical reproduction, as such an item is clearly not an item

of reproduction cost, but rather an element of the value

of the property, and as such it has been considered."

The Commission found that it was impossible to deter-

mine the original cost. The reproduction-cost-new was

found to be $2,905,100, and the reproduction-cost-less-

depreciation to be $2,367,800. The Commission concludes

that, "in consideration of all the evidence, the Commission

finds the fair value of the respondent company's Spokane

exchange plant as a going concern to be $2,600,000."

§ 1369. Indiana Commission.

Union City v. Union Heat, Light and Power Company'"
is a rate case before the Indiana Public Service Commis-
sion, and involves a valuation of natural gas property.

In this case the Commission makes no specific allowance

for going value, holding that any early deficit had prob-

ably been recouped out of subsequent earnings- The
Commission says (at page 70)

:

Going value is the potential business value, the amount of

which must be determined by the net income which a plant

in operation can produce, in excess of that which a substitute

plant of like character can produce, the construction of which
is begun at the time of valuation, the annual excess income
being reduced to present worth. Thus while going value on
one side depends upon the earnings of the plant being valued,

it is dependent on the other side upon the rate at which it

would be possible for a new or substitute plant to acquire

business in the same, though a clear field, beginning with the

2" Union City v. Union Heat, Light and Power Company, February 7,

1914, Indiana Public Service Commission (5 Rate Research, 69).
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time the valuation takes place. In other words, it is the differ-

ence in earnings of the plant in question and the probable earn-

ings of a substitute plant with all its business to acquire between
the time of valuation and that time in the future when their

revenues are supposed to become equal, that constitutes the

measured going value. (Whitten, p. 502.)

It would seem that the respondent company in its long opera-

tion as a monopoly should have recouped itself for early def-

icits, during the formative period in its development, especially

since it has had power to regulate its own rates, and it seems to

have done this. Rates have been materially advanced at least

four times and we must presume that their rates were so in-

creased as to meet any deficit growing out of early operation and

pioneer development. ... In the Cumberland Telephone

and Telegraph Company v. City of Louisville, 187 Fed. 637,

the court holds substantially that if fair value for rate-making

purposes is based on cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation, due

recognition is given to the fact that the property is a going

concern.
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Treatment of Going Value by the Wisconsin Commission
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§ 1380. Waterworks purchase case—General policy defined

—

Unrequited cost of establishing business.

Re Purchase Oshkosh Water Works Plant ^ involves the

valuation of a water plant by the Wisconsin Railroad

Commission for purposes of municipal purchase. The
Commission states its general policy in regard to the

determination of going value as follows (at page 664)

:

Perhaps it may be said that when fairly normal conditions

have prevailed, and when its use would not lead to a reductio ad
absurdum, the Commission has followed the method of ascer-

taining as nearly as possible the unrequited expenditures made
in establishing the business of the utility upon such a basis that

the operating revenue becomes adequate to meet all the legit-

imate demands of the utility. The amount so arrived at, to-

gether with the reproduction value and present value of the

physical property, present earnings, original costs, if known,
and any other factors which have a bearing on the case, are

weighed in arriving at a final value of all the elements of the

property, tangible and intangible, considered as one harmoni-

• 12 W. R. C. R. 601, September 27, 1913.

[1274]
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ous entity, for which the company is to be compensated by the
city-.

In the present case the records as to cost of establishing

the business were meager. The Commission made an es-

timate of capitalized value, starting witii 1903, and
found that in 1912 the capitahzed valuation on a 7 per
cent return basis was approximately $580,000. The
cost-of-reproduction-new was $569,510, and the cost-of-

reproduction-less-depreciation, $510,953. The Commis-
sion found that the fair value of the plant for piu"poses of

purchase by the city was $525,000. In this finding the

Commission took into consideration that the plant had
not kept abreast of progress in the waterworks business,

and that the filter plant was obsolete and inefficient. The
Commission says (at page 670)

:

Bearing these facts in mind, as. well as the present condition

of the plant, the needed changes, its capitalized value on an
unduly low depreciation rate, and also certain important fea-

tures of the original franchise under which the company ex-

isted for most of its life, it is the judgment of the Commission

that $525,000 represents fair compensation to the owners of

the company for the property used and useful for the conven-

ience of the public, regarding that property as an entity.

§ 1381. Sheboygan gas rate case—Consideration of relatively

poor development of business.

Meyer v. Sheboygan Gas Light Company ^ involves the

valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes by the Wisconsin

Railroad Commission. In regard to going value, the

Commission says (at pages 446-447)

:

Computations that we have made show that the owners of

this utility have not invested in the undertaking more than is

represented by the present value of the physical property. For

29 W. R. C. R. 439, July 11, 1912.
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this reason we conclude that little or nothing should be added

in the way of going value to the value of the physical property.

The present value of the physical property is stated to

be $250,383 (page 466), The Commission states, however,

that owing to the relatively poor development of the

business of the company and the consequent higher cost

of production it is a question whether the company should

be allowed to earn a full return upon its full investment.

The company asked for a rehearing in this case, claiming,

among other things, that the Commission had made no

allowance for going value. On rehearing the Commission

states that the company evidently believes that whatever

it is earning is a proper measure of what it should earn,

and that therefore going value should represent in some

way a capitalization of earning capacity. The Commis-
sion refutes this contention (at page 315) :

'

The respondent complains that, in its earlier opinion, the

Commission placed no going value on the business, regard-

less of its "gross earning capacity of $55,770.48 in 1909 and

$72^170.70 in 1910." Evidently the respondent believes that

whatever it is earning is a proper measure of what it should

earn. It is perfectly plain that, were this the case, no basis for

rate adjustment would remain. The law contemplates that

the investor may earn, above normal operating expenses, a

fair return upon a fair investment in the plant and business.

In concluding what this fair investment and return may be the

Commission is guided by the cost of reproducing the plant, its

depreciated value, what the owners have put into the business,

and many other conditions that surround its operation.

Tables V and VI, 9 W. R. C. R. 445-446, indicate the method
followed in this case in finding what has been invested in plant

and business. All loans or other advances of money by stock-

holders and officers, whether repaid or permanently retained,

find their way into these tables if the disposition of these sums
' Meyer v. Sheboygan Gas Light Company, 12 W. R. C. R. 309, decision

after rehearing, January 15, 1913.
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for operation or construction appears in the accounts of the
company.

Following the methods of Tables V and VI, the cost of plant

and business, including working capital, June 30, 1911, is foimd
to be $270,000 when interest is computed at 6 per cent, and
$280,000 at 7 per cent. These figures show about what the

Sheboygan Gas Light. Company has put into its business and
about what it would be entitled to earn upon to-day were the

operation unaffected by serious and unusual conditions. This

investment represents a value upon which the company may
properly earn when the business has been sufficiently developed

to bear the burden; and present suspension of a portion of the

interest and profits customary under normal conditions need

not permanently deprive the utility of the earning.

§ 1382. Limitations of early deficit method and consideration

of cost of reproducing the business.

Superior Coitimercilal Club v. Superior Water, Light and

Power Company * involves the valuation of a water, light

and power plant for rate purposes by the Wisconsin Rail-

road Commission. The company claimed that the cost

of establishing the business on a paying basis would

-aggregate $1,384,852. The cost-of-reproduction-new of

the entire physical property was estimated at $1,564,663,

and such cost-less-depreciation at $1,360,196. The com-

pany had accumulated a depreciation reserve of $168,794.

The Commission agreed that to physical value there

should be added about $25,000 for working capital and

$100,000 for discount on bonds. The Commission deter-

mined that from all the factors in the case it appeared

that the cost-of-reproduction-new of the physical property

was approximately the value on which the company was

entitled to earn a return. The exact amount included for

going value is not stated in the case of the water plant or

of the gas plant. In the case of the electric plant $55,000

« 11 W. R. C. R. 704, November 13, 1912.
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is included as the cost of building up the property and its

business. In the case of the electric plant the cost-of-

reproduction-new was $395,096; the cost-of-reproduction-

less-depreciation $295,576, and the fair value for rate pur-

poses apparently about $483,000. The Commission states

that in addition to the cost-of-reproduction-less-deprecia-

tion there should be added in determining fair value for

rate purposes the following amounts: Reserve for deprecia-

tion, $95,643; cost of establishing the business, $55,000;

working capital, $11,500, and discount on securities,

$26,000. The Commission points out limitations to the

method of determining going value based on early losses

or deficits (at pages 742-743)

:

Deficits from operation, however, can not equitably be

taken into account in the appraisals of plants regardless of the

conditions under which they were incurred. Deficits due to ab-

normal conditions, bad management, poor judgment, extrava-

gance, lack of ordinary care and foresight, and extremely high

capital charges, etc., it is clear should receive very little con-

sideration. . . .
^

It appears that the investment in the physical property of

the Superior Water, Light and Power Company was greater at

various periods than the immediate business of the company
required. Upon the collapse of the boom in Superior the Com-
pany foimd itseK encumbered with plants considerably larger

than necessary to supply the needs of all users. Going costs

incurred during periods of depression became a burden upon

succeeding years until the natural conditions of business growth

may again exist and the company is enabled to recoup itself for

early losses.

It is not clear, however, that such losses, due to lack of

growth or retrogression of community development, should be

charged in their entirety against the consumers, even though

the sacrifices of the owners have been prudently made. Re-

turns upon such total costs may result in rates not reasonably

within the value of the product or service to the user.
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The Commission estimated the cost of estabUshing
the business by the "deficit" method and also by the
comparative-plant method. Under the comparative-plant
method a reproduction cost of developing the business was
estimated at $133,925. Under the deficit method the
actual cost of establishing the existing business was es-

timated at $161,697. The Commission concludes (at

page 744)

:

By constructing hypothetical new plants, equal in physical

cost and similarly situated to the old plants, but only reaching

in their earnings the level of the returns of the old plants at

the end of such terms of years as was considered reasonable

under the surrounding circumstances, costs of building up the

business or "going value" have been secured, varying somewhat
from the results noted above. Such computations disclose a

going value of $60,800 for the water plant, $23,300 for the gas

plant, and $49,825 for the electric plant.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railway and Light Company ^ involves the valuation

of a street railway for rate purposes. The Commission

issued an order slightly reducing the existing rates of

charge. In previous decisions where going value has been

included the Wisconsin Commission has apparently based

its allowance on an estimate of uncompensated losses in-

curred in the establishment of the business. In the present

case it does not seem that any uncompensated losses were

discovered, but the Commission nevertheless allowed

$450,000 to $500,000 as going value, the estimate being

based apparently on the comparative-plant method (see

pages 151, 155, 159). The Commission discusses the

actual-cost and comparative-plant methods as follows

(at pages 151, 154, 155):

« 11 W. B. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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Aside from an arbitrary percentage which must have some

basis in fact, the measure of going value must be made either

upon the basis of cost or upon the basis of an estimate of a

reproductive value. Upon the basis of cost instances frequently

occur, as it developed in tables 34 and 35, where past surpluses

have offset and wiped out past losses. Upon the basis of a

reproduced plant a going value will be developed in every case

dependent largely upon the liberality of estimate. . . .

Of the two methods elaborated, the first or going cost basis

has been variously criticized, by many upon the ground that

its estimates are too liberal, by others that it results in negative

values and takes recognition of the utility's past financial history.

Its obvious merit lies in the fact that it assumes that the relations

of users and utility have at all times been placed upon an

equitable basis. . . .

The comparative-plant basis is open to the objection that it is

based upon a large number of varying assumptions involving

practically every factor in the calculation. Its greatest point

of weakness is the assumptions made with regard to earning

power. It is not certain that gross earnings will show a uniform

increase year by year. We are not warranted in assuming that

rates will remain the same or that the company will increase

its net earnings until they yield present revenues. In fact, in a

determination of whether the present earning power is equitable,

no portion of the rate should be based upon present earning

power as a factor. There is no reason for assuming, moreover,

that gross earnings will not continue to increase when present

earnings have been reached and continue to offset the earlier

losses. Some of these objections have been obviated by the care

with which the arbitrary assumptions made in determining

going value have been based upon company's conditions of oper-

ation.

§ 1383. Criticism of comparative-plant method.

City of Green Bay v. Greea Bay Water Company*
involves the valuation of a water plant for rate pur-

• 12 W. R. C. R. 236, January 6, 1913.
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poses by the Wisconsin Railroad Commission. In this

case the Commission discusses at considerable length the

comparative-plant method of estimating going value.

The Commission states that in determining going value

it aims to determine the actual cost of developing the

business of the plant in question, rather than the estimated

reproduction cost of the business. The Commission holds

that it is necessary to determine the extent to which losses

have actually been incurred and to what extent, if at all,

such losses have been offset by subsequent earnings. In

the present case the Commission states that lack of suffi-

cient data leaves the computation of going value largely

a matter of estimate, but states that "computations of

losses indicate that the allowance for going value should

be not far from $40,000." The total fair value found,

including going value, was $683,229.

In criticizing the comparative-plant method, the Com-
mission points out the uncertainty of the various assump-

tions on which it is based. Such assumptions include the

rate of construction of the hypothetical physical plant,

the rate of recovery of the earnings and the rate of increase

of. operating expenses. The computation submitted by

Mr. Alvord, witness for the company, estimates the dif-

ference between the net earnings of the comparative plant

and the net earnings of the existing plant during the entire

period from the date of the fii'st preliminary work until

the earnings of both plants become equal. The Com-

mission holds that such an estimate includes elements

which clearly should not enter into going value. The loss

of capital during the construction period is not measured

by the extent to which earnings fall short of the earnings

of the existing plant, but rather by the amount by which

they are less than the returns that have been foregone by

the investor in order to enter the new field of investnient.

Such loss is, however, a construction cost included in the

81
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physical valuation as an overhead charge, and therefore

should not be duplicated in going value. The losses which

constitute a cost of developing the business, as a loss dis-

tinct from that of the physical plant, begin when opera-

tion starts. Moreover, if the cost of reproduction is to

be considered it should comprise only the cost of de-

veloping the business to the point where a reasonable

return upon useful investment is secured. The Commis-

sion discusses this subject as follows (at pages 246-247,

248,251):

A study of the conditions indicates that in some respects the

assumptions upon which Mr. Alvord has based his conclusions

are in need of modification, and we have pointed out below some

of the changes which seem to be essential.

1. It is hardly to be expected that all of the capital necessary

for the construction of the comparative plant would be diverted

from its existing place of investment at the beginning of the

two-year construction period, and about six months before the

beginning of actual construction work. This would have a

considerable effect upon the cost of reproducing the business as

estimated by Mr. Alvord, although because of an erroneous

method of dealing with losses during the construction period,

which will be explained later, the actual effect of an incorrect

assumption at this point will be reflected in the amount to be

allowed for loss of interest during construction, and not in the

going value.

2. It is not probable that the entire plant would be com-

plete before any service could be offered. A somewhat different

sequence of construction work than that assumed would enable

the plant to offer service to a part of the hydrants and a part of

the general consumers before the expiration of the two-year

period.

3. A three-year period for building up the business, after

the completion of the physical plant, appears to be a maximum.
It is hard to conceive of a city similar in all respects to Green

Bay, or of the city of Green Bay itself, without a public water
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supply, in which the need for such a supply would not be so
pressing as to make the rate of development of the business
very rapid. Of course very much depends upon the character of
the city, but one of the basic assumptions of ttiis method is that
the comparative plant should be installed in a city similar in
every respect to Green Bay, except that it has no public water
supply; in short, that Green Bay itself has been without such a
supply and that the plant is to be installed there. Any assump-
tion as to the rate of recovery of the business must be a matter
of estimate, but it seems that three years is a very liberal

estimate of the time required.

If the cost of reproducing the business is to be the test of

going value, it seems that the cost to be determined should
be the cost of developing a business equal to the present business,

provided the earnings from that business are not excessive,

rather than the present worth of the differences between- the
earnings of the two plants during the five-year period which
it has been assumed would be necessary to bring the two plants

to an equal basis, without regard to whether the earnings at the

end of that time are excessive or are unreasonably low. . . .

Under a condition of regulation which limits the rate of return

to a reasonable amount, this earning or market value, caused

by the existence of an excessive rate of return, would not exist,

and the going value, if computed upon the basis of the cost of

reproducing the business, must be the cost of developing the

business to the point where a reasonable return would be earned

upon the useful investment, without regard to whether or not

this point coincides with the point where both plants are in

every respect equivalent. . . .

The loss, as computed by Mr. Alvord, is not only the amount
by which returns during the construction period fall short of

former earnings, but is the total amount by which they are less

than the net earnings of the existing plant during this period.

This does not seem to be the logical method of computing these

losses. If, during the construction period, investors are secured

against the actual loss which is occasioned by transferring their

capital from one investment to another, this seems to be all that

should be done. Until the plant is actually in operation its
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reasonable and proper earnings should not be judged by what

are reasonable returns in similar enterprises which are in full

operation. The loss to capital invested jn the comparative

plant is not to be jneasured by the extent to which its earnings

during the construction period fall short of the net revenues of

the existing plant, but rather by the amount by which they are

less than the returns which have been foregone in order to enter

the new field of investment.

With capital withdrawn from other investments somewhat

in accordance with the needs of the plant under construction,

the losses due to idle capital during construction would be

relatively small, and all of these losses are properly treated as a

part of the cost of the physical property. The losses which con-

stitute a cost of developing the business, as a cost distinct from

that of the physical plant, begin when operation starts. If it is

to be assumed, as has been done in this case, that the plant

would not be put into service until the completion of all

construction at the end of the two-year period, the cost of

reproducing the business, which is to be an indication of

the going value, does not commence until that time. All the

present worth of net credits to the existing plant for the

two-year construction period should be excluded from the going

value.

In City of Milwaukee v. Milwaukee Gas Light Com-
pany,^ the Commission makes the following criticism of the

comparative-plant method (at pages 458-459)

:

The respondent advances the argument that going value

represents largely, if not entirely, the value of the company's
established business. As a measure of the value of an estab-

lished business the methods of both Mr. Alvord and Mr. Haase
would be defective, inasmuch as neither of them considers

the ratio of return to investment. Either of these methods will

indicate a going value in all cases. The method assumes that an
investor would always be willing to pay a bonus for the estab-

' 12 W. R. C. R. 441, 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 708, August 14, 1913.
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lished business. As a matter of fact, however, this would be
true only where the developed business paid more than pure
interest upon the investment. Should it be found that a fully

developed business would not pay more than pure interest upon
the actual value of the physical property, it is likely that the

property would not be worth in the market even its physical

value. It is only where a margin exists between the total

operating expenses plus interest ' on investment and total

revenue that the investor would be willing to pay more than the

physical value of the plant. As a measure of value to the in-

vestor, Mr. Alvord's method would be more logical if he added
interest on the investment to the operating expenses of both the

comparative and existing plant and computed the going value

on the excess of profit of the existing over the comparative

plant. . . .

While such application of Mr. Alvord's method for purposes

of sale would not show a going value except in cases where the

existing plant was earning a profit above interest, a computation

to show the cost of reproducing the business would show a

development cost and such a development cost would actually

exist even where the utility was earning less than a normal

interest rate. The cost of development must not be con-

fused with what an investor would be willing to pay in

the market above actual physical value for an established

business.

§ 1384. Consideration of estimate of cost of reproducing a

paying business.

City of Milwaukee v. Milwaukee Gas Light Company^

involves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes by

the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin. In previous

cases where proper records exist the Commission had fre-

quently determined the cost of developing the business

from the actual records of the company. In the present

case this method was not applicable, as no records were

« 12 W. R. C. R. 441, 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 708, August 14,

1913.
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available prior to 1904. In the present case the Conunis-

sion apparently establishes a new precedent by computing

going value on the estimated reproduction cost of develop-

ing the business. The Commission points out, however,

that in calculating going value the cost of development

must not be confused with what an investor would be

willing to pay in the market above actual physical value

for an established business. While in the present case

the Commission estimates the probable cost of developing

the business based on different rates of growth, its final

determination does not indicate to what extent these

estimates have actually been included in the fair

value found. The Conamission says (at pages 462-463,

465):

In the majority of cases it is impossible to arrive at the value

of the physical property from an examination of the books.

It is largely this fact which has caused such great importance to

be attached to the theory of reproduction. It might seem rea-

sonable to estimate the cost of development of a busiaess in

somewhat the same way that the cost of reproduction of the

physical property is determined. Very few plants are profitable

from the beginning. In general, deficits occur during the early

years of operation.

In other decisions the Commission has calculated the cost of

development of going value from an examination of these

deficits. If we were to assume a property starting to-day, we
might prepare an estimate of the rate of development of this

property, the revenue, the cost of operation, including deprecia-

tion and taxes. By a method similar to that employed for

calculation based upon the past history of the plant (see Hill v.

Antigo Water Co. 1909, 3 W. R. C. R. 623, and other decisions)

we could determine the total deficit up to the time the plant

became profitable. In the estimates of going value presented by
witnesses for respondent, certain revenues and operating ex-

penses have been assumed. Using these as a basis a computation

has been made along the lines just suggested:
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table viii

Cost of Devblofhent of Business, Milwaukee Gas Light Co.

1st year 2d year 3d year ith -year
Cost of plant, January Ist. . $9,000,000 tl0,00S,220 $10,498,385 S10,688,922
Additions 600,000 300,000 250,000 100,000
Interest at 7 per cent 630,000 700,365 734,887 748,225
Interest on additions for ^

year 17,500 10,500 8,750 3,500
Operating expenses 660,000 989,000 1,131,000 1,265,400
Depreciation 160,000 170,000 180,000 190,000

Total cost 810,967,500 $12,175,085 $12,803,022 $12,996,047
Revenues 962,280 1,676,700 2,114,100 2,414,250

Plant value, Deo. 31 $10,005,220 $10,498,385 $10,688,922 $10,581,797

Cost of developing business,
end of year $505,220 $698,385 $638,922 $431,797

Assumed sales, cu. ft 1,320,000,000 2.300.000,000 2.900,000,000 3,330,000,000

In the above table the value of physical property as found by

the engineers has been used, together with an allowance of

$550,000 for working capital. It was assumed that the plant

would be complete at the time operations were started, with the

exception of meters and services. Only a sufficient number of

these are assumed to have been installed to take care of the

first year's operation. The remainder are assumed to be con-

nected during the next year and appear in the line "Additions to

plant." In this table the rate of growth is the same that is

assumed in the computations by Mr. Alvord. The operating

expenses, however, are somewhat lower, particularly after the

first year. It is difficult to see why the cost of operation should

continue so much above present cost of operation even after the

total sales have become greater than the present sales. The

cost of plant at the end of the third year includes an investment

in physical property equal to the cost of reproduction plus the

working capital. During the fourth year an additional $100,000

was added to care for the extensions occasioned by the increase

over present consumption. If the investment in plant and

additions at the end of any year be deducted from the total cost

of plant and business, the result will be the cost of development

up to that time. At the end of the third year the sales are

2,900,000,000 and at the end of the fourth year 3,330,000,000.

The figures at the end of the third year give, therefore, the cost of
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development of slightly less, and at the end of the fourth year

somewhat more than the existing business. Since interest during

construction is included in the value of the physical property

and all operating expenses, including taxes and depreciation

together with interest on the entire investment at 7 per cent, are

cared for in this computation, it seems that the result covers the

actual cost of developing the business under the conditions as-

sumed. The non-operating revenues, which at present amount
to $53,000 a year, were not added to the assumed revenues in the

computation. If these should be taken at $30,000 a year they

would decrease the cost of development at the end of the third

year by somewhat more than $90,000, and at the end of the

fourth year by more than $120,000. Other computations have

been made assuming a rate of growth different from that used

by Mr. Alvord, but none of these give results approaching the

claim of the respondent.

The cost of reproduction of the property as found by the

engineers is $9,841,986; the present value $8,770,148. As«will

be seen from the following comparative balance sheets, the

respondent has accumulated a reserve of $1,870,000, which is

sufficient to cover the accrued depreciation. . . .

To the value of the property as shown by the engineers we
have added about $200,000 for working capital other than

stores and supplies included in the valuation. From the con-

sideration of all the facts before us, "and giving such weight

as seems proper to the claims of the company for free house

piping, economies resulting from unusual engineering foresight

and other items, it appears to us that a reasonable value of

the property of the respondent company is about $10,700,000.

§ 1386. Cost of services and house piping.

City of Milwaukee v. Milwaukee Gas Light Company

'

involves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes by
the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin. The Company
claimed an allowance for free house piping and service-

pipe construction. The Commission held that these items

• 12 W. R. C. R. 441, 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 708, August 14, 1913.
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were properly a part of the cost of developing the busi-

ness rather than a part of the construction cost. In fix-

ing the fair value of the property the Commission states

that it has given such weight as seems proper to the claims

of the Company for free house piping. The Commission
says (at page 453)

:

Respondent claims that the engineers' appraisal does not

include the company's investment in free house piping and

service-pipe construction. It appears to have been the practice

at one time to furnish services complete to the consumers'

premises and also to do a certain amount of free house piping.

A portion of this, according to the testimony of Mr. Haase, was
charged to construction. The free service construction so

charged amoimts to $185,406 and the free house piping to

$176,748, making a total of $362,154. These items, particularly

free house piping, would appear in the present instance to be

rather a portion of the cost of developing the business than of

the physical property. At any rate it is immaterial in which

place they are given consideration. They will |;herefore be dis-

cussed further in connection with the going value or cost of

developing the business.

Superior Commercial Club v. Superior Water, Light

and Power Company '" involves the valuation of a water,

light and power plant for rate purposes by the Wisconsin

Railroad Conmaission. The Commission excluded from

its estimate of fair value an item of $23,218, carried on the

company's books as the cost of gas services. The Com-
mission found that the item represented gratuitous work

performed by the company in an effort to secure con-

sumers, and holds that such expenditure should be con-

sidered an operating expense rather than a capital charge.

The Commission says (at pages 736-737)

:

This item represents gratuitous work performed by the

utility in an effort to secure added consumers, and has resulted

i» 11 W. R. C. R. 704, November 13, 1912.
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from a policy of piping houses free or at rates below the actual

cost of such service. Following a precedent which has been

laid down in the case State Journal Prtg. Co. v. Madison G. &
El. Co. 1910, 4 W. Rj C. R. 501, such expenses are considered as

operating expenses rather than capital charges:

" To put in piping or coimections between the curb and the

house, wholly or partly atTiheir own expense, is a practice that is

quite common among public utilities. This practice is undoubt-

edly quite effective as an aid in extending their business, and this

is undoubtedly the main reason forjts existence as well as the

main ground upon which it is justified. In order to be a success

from a financial point of view, public utilities, the same as other

enterprises, must have customers, and these, even for the former,

are not always secured without cost. This is especially true in

cases where the desire is to secure this business more promptly

or with less delay than that which is quite common where the

demand for the services is left to take its course and is not

stimulated by artificial means. In a general way it can perhaps

be said that the greater the business of such a utility is the lower

are also its rates and the better the service it renders. Exten-

sions in their business, even when secured through the expendi-

tures of money and efforts, are therefore in line with sound

business principles and in harmony with the best interests of the

plant as well as of its customers. Expenditures for the develop-

ment of the busipess, when reasonable and when well placed,

would therefore seem to be legitimate and to constitute a charge

that, in some form, should be borne by the customers or by those

who avail themselves of the service in question. Whether these

expenditures should be charged to construction and thereby

become a permanent charge on the consumer, or be charged to

the operating expenses and thereby be wiped out about as in-

curred, are questions that can not be settled independently of

the surrounding conditions. When the rates and the earnings

of the utility are such as to yield a reasonable return to the

investors if the expenditures in question are included in the op-

erating expense, then 'operating expense' also appears to be the

place to which they should be charged. When, on the other

hand, the rates and the earnings are not high enough to permit
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these expefiditures to be charged to operating expenses without

resulting in less than reasonable returns on the investment,

then it would seem that, until the earnings become adequate at

least, they should be charged to the cost of the plant. These

rules are supported by reasons that appear to meet the require-

ments under ordinary conditions. While they may not apply

without modifications under all circumstances, they appear to

be as sound under such conditions as those by which we are

confronted in these particular proceedings. They are, in fact,

the main reasons why it was deemed proper in this case to leave

that part of the expendiliures in question, which has been

charged to operating expenses, in these expenses, and to transfer

such items of these expenditures, which have been charged to

new extensions, from the construction to the operating ac-

counts." State Journal Prtg. Co. v. Madison G. & El. Co.

. 1910, 4 W. R. C. R. 501, 588, 589.



CHAPTER XXVI

Franchise Value in Purchase Cases

§ 1390. Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain—^Actual cost of

obtaining telephone right of way.

1391. New York Appellate Division—Value determined by earnings

under reasonable rates.

1392. Quebec Commission—Capitalization of franchise value on merger.

1393. Wisconsin Supreme Court—Value of indeterminate permit.

§ 1390. Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain

—

Actual cost of obtaining telephone right of way.

National Telephone Co., Ltd., v. His Majesty's Post-,

master-General ^ involved the determination by the

Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain of

the value of the property of the National Telephone Com-
pany upon its transfei*to the-Postmaster-General at the

expiration of the company's license on December Si, 1911.

Under the purchase agreement between the parties dated

August 8, 1905, the purchase price was to be based sub-

stantially upon the^ reproduction cost of the physical

property less depreciation.

Consequently there was no consideration of franchise

value. The court allowed, however, £100,000, or about

1 per cent on the inventory-reproduction-cost, to cover

the actual cost to the company of obtaining rights of way
for its wires and poles.

§ 1391. New York Appellate Division—^Value determined by
earnings under reasonable rates.

In People ex rel. Westchester Street Railway Company
V. Public Service Commission ^ the Appellate Division

» 16 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 491, January 13, 191.3.

8 158 App. Div. 251, 143 N. Y . Supp. 148, July 8, 1913.

[ 1292 ]
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reversed as order of the Commission in relation to the

capitalization of a street railway company. The Com-
mission based its capitaUzation on what it deemed to be
the fair vfelue of the property, and it determined fair

value largely on its estimate of present and prospective

earnings. The court holds that the Commission should

have considered not necessarily the earnings under ex-

isting rates, which were scarcely remunerative, but under

reasonable rates. Judge John M. Kellogg in delivering

the opinion of the court says (at page 256)

:

There are other considerations which call for a reversal of the

determination. The Commission should have taken into con-

sideration, in valuing the property, its earning power at rea-

sonable rates. The power of the Public Service Commission to

fix reasonable rates involves the right to increase as well as to

lower rates. The rates are to be reasonable to the public and

reasonable to the corporation.

§ 1392. Quebec Commission—Capitalization of franchise value

on merger.

In Re Application of Montreal Tramways Company the

Quebec Public Utilities Commission ' approves an agree-

ment for the merger of four street railway companies to

form the Montreal Tramways Company. In approving

of the proposed capitalization of the new company the

Commission holds that franchise rights and earning power

may be capitalized. The Commission says (at pages 20-

22):

In addition to its physical assets, the Montreal Street Eailway

Company holds a franchise from the city of Montreal giving it

the sole right to operate a street railway system within the

limits of the city, as then constituted, for a period of thirty years

»Re Application of Montreal Tramways Company for ratification of

merger, Annual Report of the Quebec Public Utilities Commission, 1912,

page 17, November 8, 1911, Quebec Public Utilities Commission.
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from the first of August, 1892. Approximately eleven years of

this franchise have yet to expire, and in addition this company

directly or through its subsidiary companies holds exclusive

franchises for various terms in municipalities now (jr formerly

existing, and, in the latter case, forming part of the city of

Montreal as now constituted. Some of these franchises are

coexistent with that in the city of Montreal, but others are of

much greater duration and their mere existence would be a

serious obstacle to the successful operation of a street railway

service on the part of the city of Montreal or any other company
or person in succession to the present company. In this connec-

tion our attention has been drawn to section 42 of the contract

between the city of Montreal and the Montreal Street Railway

Company. It is cognate to this enquiry, but not directly in

point, that we should find upon the meaning of this section of

the contract which deals with the taking over of the property

of the company by the city upon the expiry of the franchise, and

which reads as follows:

"Article 42d—It is agreed between the said city and the said

company that the present arrangement or contract for the

establishment and operation of the said electric railway shall

extend over a period of thirty years from the first of August,

eighteen hundred and ninety-two. At the expiration of the

said term of thirty years, and at the expiration of every term

of five years thereafter, the city shall have the right, after a

notice of six months to. the company, to be given within the

twelve months preceding the expiration of the said thirty years,

and also after a like notice of six months at the end of every sub-

sequent five years, to assume the ownership of the said railway

and all its real estate, appurtenances, plant and vehicles belong-

ing to the company, and necessary for the operation of its line

on payment of their value, to be determined by arbitrators,

together with an additional ten per cent thereon, said arbitrators

to be appointed as follows, viz: One by the company, one by the

city, and the third by a judge of the Superior Court, sitting in

and for the District of Montreal. (Section 36.)

"

Without formally ruling upon the question as a matter of law,

it does at least appear to us that the agreement calls for an
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appraisal of the company's physical assets as the property of an
active, going concern, with whatever value attaches thereto.

It has been urged upon us that we should not take into account

values arising from grants of the exclusive use of the public

streets, etc., for tramway operation. We fail to see how such

value can in equity be ignored. Rightly or wrongly, wisely or

unwisely, such rights and exclusive franchises have been granted

to one or other of the companies concerned, and for a supposedly

valuable consideration. Subject to the maintenance of the serv-

ice and rates required, and it is in no way contended any of the

companies interested have failed in their contractual obliga-

tions, these franchises are undoubted property of the company
concerned and their value must be taken into consideration.

What that value may be we have no means of determining, but

it is not an unfair test of the value of the total holdings of the

Montreal Street Railway Company, whether of physical prop-

erty, earning powers or franchises, that the outstanding cap-

ital stock of the company is appreciated at approximately

$23,000,000, according to current prices upon the stock ex-

change. As an instance of the importance and consequent

value of the franchises held or. controlled by the Montreal

Street Railway Company, it is admitted in argument that they

are such as to render the assumption and operation by the city

of Montreal of that part of the company's system which it

would have the right to take over at the termination of the

franchise in 1922 a practical impossibility. . As before remarked,

we have nothing to do with the reasons and conditions which

brought about the present state of affairs, and so far as we have

to appreciate the value of the assets being conveyed to the

Tramways Company we would not be justified in ignoring the

rights as well as the property legally vested in the persons con-

veying them.

§ 1393, Wisconsia Supreme Court—Value of indeterminate

permit.

Appleton Water Works Company v. Railroad Com-

mission* is an action brought under the Wisconsin Public

* 154 Wis. 121, 142 N. W. 476, May 31, 1913.
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Utility Act to alter or amend an order of the Railroad

Commission fixing the compensation to be paid by the

city of Appleton for the purchase of the plaintiff's water-

works plant. The company was operating under an in-

determinate permit. The Railroad Commission held

that the indeterminate permit had no value, but the cir-

cuit court had held that it necessarily had some value if

nothing more than a nominal value. The Supreme Court,

however, agreed with the Commission in holding that

any value incident to an indeterminate permit ceased as

soon as the municipality decided to exercise its right of

purchase. The court says (at pages 480, 481)

:

Upon this question we quite agree with the Commission. The
privilege or right called an " indeterminate permit," which was

first brought into our jurisprudence by the public utilities law,

is simply an authority granted by the state to a given public

utility to do business in a certain community, subject to all

proper legislative action, either as a monopoly or in competition

with other utilities, as the case may be, or as the Commission

may deem for the pubfic welfare, until such time as the munic-

ipality chooses to exercise its right of purchase. When this

right of purchase has been exercised by giving the statutory

notice, the authority to transact business is gone by its very

terms. The element of value which remains in such a thing as

this after its existence has been forever terminated is difficult

to perceive. It is much like a franchise for a term of years after

the term of years has expired. ... To speak of a non-

existent right having value seems a solecism. An indeterminate

permit doubtless has value so long as it is in force, depending on

the extent of the business, the prospects of growth in the munic-

ipality, and the likefihood of its termination in the future by
the exercise of the city's option, and other considerations which

will occur to any mind. But when the guillotine has fallen on
the right, and it becomes but a memory, can it be logically said

to have even a nominal value? We have been unable to answer

this question in the afiSrmative.
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Judge Marshall submitted a separate opinion in which
he states that he fears that the company has not been

fairly treated in regard to franchise and going value.

82
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§ 1400. Federal Court in Alabama railroad rate cases
—

^Tax

assessment of franchises included in fair value.

Special masters William A. Gunter and William S.

Thorington, in their reports in the Alabama Railroad

Rate Cases/ hold that the value of the franchise should

be included in the valuation of a railroad for rate purposes.

In Alabama a state law passed in 1907 provides for the

taxation of the "franchises or intangible property and

' South and North Alabama Railroad Company v. Railroad Commission
of Alabama, United States Circuit Court, Middle District of Alabama,
Report of William A. Gunter, Special Master in Chancery, 1911. Louis-

ville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Raih-oad Commission of Alabama,
same Court and Special Master as above, 1911. Central of Georgia Rail-

way Company v. Railroad Commission of Alabama, United States .District

Court, Middle District of Alabama, Northern Division, Report of William

S. Thorington, Special Master, January 8, 1912. Western of Alabama
Railway Company v. Railroad Commission of Alabama, same Court and
Special Master as above, April 3, 1912.

[ 1298 ]
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assets" of transportation corporations. Under this law
the state tax commission assessed railroad franchises at

substantial amounts. The special masters accordingly

took the amounts of such assessments, increased by the

percentage necessary to bring them up to full value, and
added them to the value of the physical property in order

to determine fair value for rate purposes. Special Master
William A. Gunter discusses this subject at considerable

length in his report in the South and North Alabama Rail-

road (Company Case (pages 42-46)

:

It is insisted by defendants that no value should be put upon
the franchise of the complainant, for two reasons.

First. That if the franchise has any value, it does not enure

to the benefit of the stockholders, who in thirty-seven years

received no dividends.

Second. That the value of the franchise arises from the

capacity to earn profits, and if its value is estimated as a basis

for earnings it will call for higher rates, and that every increase

of rates will give greater value and^demand more rates.

Answering these arguments, it does not seem material that

the earnings are absorbed by the widows and orphans, who live

on interest on the bonds of the company and that thus the stock-

holders have received no dividends on $2,282,003.73 invested in

the road forty years ago.

It is evident from the proof that the complainant has a high

capacity for earning money, and its net income may be regarded

as a dividend, in a large sense of the word, to its creditors.

(State Railroad Tax Cases, 92 U. S., pp. 606-7.)

The other point is that if the franchise is fed it will devour

the state from the cultivated appetite for rates. But there are

fixed limits to the calls for the increase of rates. They must be

reasonable in themselves, irrespective of vaWes put upon the

property.

Moreover the same objection will apply to almost all the

property of the railroad. The value of its structure is based on

the capacity to earn profits, and in large part would be worthless
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without this feature, and would become more valuable as profits

increased. It matters not that the franchise might have been

donated by the state like the right of way over territory ad-

joining which great cities have been built. Usually the recip-

ients of such bounty pay high prices in the end. It is the case

here, where stockholders have had to live without dividends for

thirty-seven years. And, if after long waiting, the country is

developed by the road and in turn it gives rise to commerce, the

franchise, which lives by trade, assumes the dignity of property

and is universally taxed precisely as tangible assets. (Acts of

Alabama, 1907, p. 284.)

If the franchise is exercised in the business of a common
carrier and its corporate property highly rated and taxed by the

state, through an official commission having such matters

especially in charge, it seems that its value should be represented

in the rates allowed by the state. It is admitted that in the

Willcox case, 212 U. S. 51, the Supreme Court allowed value to

the franchise in a rate case. But it is insisted that that case is

different from this, in that there the legislature had given a value

to the franchise in authorizing a consolidation of companies

with it as an item. But the legislature is just as plainly estopped

here as it was there. For here there is a formal law requiring

the franchise to be rated and taxed precisely as tangible prop-

erty. (Acts of Alabama, 1907, p. 284.)

The only authority referred to against the propriety of valuing

the franchise is a quotation from Beale and Wyman on Railroad

Rate Regulation, section 362. But we think they hardly state

the law as established by the decisions. The Willcox case, 212

U. S. 19-54, can not be distinguished so as to exclude the prin-

ciple here involved. The ruling there was merely against the

assumption that the franchise value in that case had increased

in the same proportion that real estate had advanced. The
right to a proper valuation was sustained and allowed. The
court did not decide that a capitalization of the franchise was
necessary to give it a valuation, but only referred to that as

evidence of the value. On page 44 of the opinion it is said: "It

can not be disputed that franchises of this nature are property

and can not be taken or used by others without compensation.
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Monongahela v. U. S., 148 U. S. 321; People v. O'Brien, 111

N. Y. 1, and cases cited."

If franchises are under the protection of the constitution as

property, rates without giving a valuation would be a taking of

property without due process of law. In the case of 148 U. S.

312, above cited, the court says: "Such a franchise was as much
a vested right of property as the ownership of the tangible

property," and was under the protection of the constitution. To
the same effect is the case of People v. O'Brien, 111 N. Y. supra,

also cited. Moreover Beale and Wyman do not seem to be

supported by the authorities cited by them. They refer under

section 362 to the case of Brunswick and Topsham Water
District v. Marine Water Company, 99 Me. 371, 59 Atl. 537,

which says: "In applying the rule that the basis of all calcula-

tions as to the reasonableness of rates to be charged by a public

service corporation is the fair value of the property used by it

for the service of the public, franchise values are not to be dis-

regarded; that the element of going-concern value is not to be

considered, only as involved in structure value, and that prop-

erty value in this connection is not merely structure value."

Further on in their work the authors cite the authorities and

in their own words fully sustain the view that the intangible

value of a long-established and going concern is or may be much
greater than constructive value.

State Railroad Tax Cases, 92 U. S. 606-7.

Water Works Co. v. Kansas City, 62 Fed. 853; 27 L.

R. A. 827.

Metropolitan T. Co. v. H. & Texas C. R. R., 90 Fed.

683, 687, 688, 689.

Adams Express Co. v. Kentucky, 166 U. S. 171.

Adams Express Co. v. Ohio S. Auditor, 166 U. S. 185, 218,

221.

Fargo V. Hart, 193 U. S. 490.

Beale and Wyman on Railroad Rat^ Regulation, sec-

tions 368, 369, 370.

President Taft in his letter of acceptance of the nomination

for the Presidency appears to have announced the settled rule

of law on the subject, when he said:
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"It is clear that the physical value of the railroad and its

plant is an element to be given weight in determining its full

value; but the value of the railroad as a going concern, including

its good will, due to the efficiency of service and many other

circumstances, may be much greater than the value of its tan-

gible property, and it is the former that measures the investment

on which a fair profit must be allowed."

It is insisted that no testimony was introduced to prove the

value of the franchise. But this is a mistake. Its taxation at

60 per cent of its value is shown and that this was raised to 100

per cent, and the witness Colston testified that from his per-

sonal knowledge of all the circumstances affecting the franchise

this valuation shown by the tables prepared by him was not

excessive. (Record 1389, 1400, 1401, 1598, 1599, 2622, 2627,

2628, 2629, and 2644-2648.)

The objection of the defendant is therefore overruled, and

I find and report the value of complainant's franchise for the

several years named as stated below:

June 30, 1906
, $2,316,066.66

June 30, 1907.. 2,316,066.66

June 30, 1908, 2,216,066.66

June 30, 1909 2,811,916.66

June 30, 1910 3,978,583.33

District Judge Jones approved the reports of the special

masters in regard to inclusion of franchise value. ^ In the

Louisville and Nashville case he said (at page 822)

:

As to the propriety of valuing the franchise on a rate question,

the authorities clearly settle the point in the affirmative. I

refer to the master's report in the South and North Case, pp.

42-46, where he considers the question in an able manner, and
I concur thoroughly in his conclusion.

§ 1401. Appraisal of Commonwealth Edison Company,
Chicago.

In 1913 an investigation and report on the rates charged

' Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Railroad Commission of
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by the Commonwealth Edison Company was made to
the City Council of Chicago by Ray Pahner, city electri-

cian, and John E. Traeger, city comptroller. The report
fixes the ^air value of the property of the company and
recommends a reduction in existing rates of charge. The
report holds that franchise value should not be included
in fair value for rate purposes. The following is from the
report (at page 38) :

*

The consideration of franchise value in rate cases resolves

itself into a question of grantor versus grantee. The munici-

pality as grantor confers upon the corporation the rights and
privileges of operating and maintaining plants and in coimec-

tion therewith use of streets and public ways as necessary in

furnishing service to the public. The grantee agrees to con-

form to the prescribed municipal rules and regulations and under

the rights reserved by the state, and in some cases by contract

with the municipality, subjects itself to regulation of service

and rates. In a franchise so granted, where the public confers

the right to operate and receives in return only proper service

at reasonable rates, the placing of a value upon such operating

rights is in effect penaUzing the consumers for the privileges

conferred.

The allowance of a reasonable return upon the capital value,

as determined by appraisal of the property resulting from

proper expenditure of capital funds, can not therefore be based

even in part upon a value which cost nothing but obeyance of

law and respect of rights, and which value arises solely from

the opportunity of serving the community. In the case of the

Commonwealth Edison Company there is no evidence in the

company's or city's records that a payment was made for fran-

Alabama, 196 Fed. 800, April 5, 1912, and Western of Alabama Eailway

V. Railroad Commission of Alabama, 197 Fed. 954, May 27, 1912.

' Report to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light of the Chicago

City Council on the investigation of the Commonwealth Edison Company,

by Pay Ralmer, City Electrician, and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller,

May 14, 1913.
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chise privileges; accordingly no allowance for franchise value

is made in this report.

§ 1402. Georgia Comcaission.

Application of the Macon Railway and Tight Company,

decided February 24, 1914,* involves a valuation for rate

purposes by the Georgia Railroad Commission. The
Commission holds that franchise value should not be

included in fair value for rate purposes. The Commission

says (at pages 1084-1085)

:

Following its own precedent the Commission will not, for

rate-making purposes, include the value of franchises donated

by the public in the value of the property upon which fair re-

turns should be had. The franchise under discussion is the

right to occupy and use the streets of Macon as rights of way,

etc. These streets belong to the public. The right to use them,

as granted, is a valuable right, and hence the franchise is taxed

as a property right. But this valuable property right in the

public streets was donated by the public.

§ 1403. Nebraska Commission.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company^ for authority to increase rates involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the

Nebraska State Railway Commission. No claim was

made for franchise or good-will value in this case. The
Commission, however, takes occasion to state that such

values can not properly be considered in a rate case. The
Commission says (at page 144)

:

This Commission is of the opinion that good-will or franchise

values have no place in the valuation of a public service corpora-

tion subject to regulation, and would entertain no such claim

if it were made, except only as to legitimate costs thereof, when

* 29 A. T. & T. Ck). Com. L. 1072, Georgia Railroad Commission.
' 19 A. T. & T. Co, Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, Nebraska State Railway

Commission.
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such can be shown. If a public utility should demand a re-

turn on valuation of that naiture for which there has been no
actual investment, before this Commission, it would appear too
much libe asking the public to pay m perpetuity for the privi-

lege of making free gifts to the corporation. The subject needs
no other comment on our pa,rt than to say that it has no consid-

eration in this hearing, or in the valuation used for basing rates

or rate of return to the company.

§ 1404. Maryland Commission—^Tar assessment of easements
in streets tentatiyely included.

Bachrach v. Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company of Baltimore ^ is a rate case. Although the Com-
mission made a valuation of the property of the company,
such valuation did not have a very importaiiifc bearing on
the conclusions reached. The Maryland law providfes

that so far as possible the Commission shall not disturb the

value of the company's bonds. In the present case the

rate fixed was based largely upon a consideration of the

amount required to safeguard the value of the bonds.

The Commission included in fair value the value of

easements owned by the company in streets. These

easements were assessed for purposes of taxation at

$5,000,000 and they were included by the Commission

in fair value at the same amount. The decision of the

Commission was not entirely unanimous on this subject,

but the Commission states that it is not necessary to go

into an extended discussion of the matter as the allowance

has no special importance in the conclusions reached. The
Commission sayS (at pages 174-175):

A subject of contention in the trial of the case was the valua-

tion of the easements owned by the company in the streets of

Baltimore and which, for the purposes of taxation, are assessed

at $5,000,000. The counsel for complainants contended that

« 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 154, January 13, 1913, Maryland Public

Service Commission.
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the easement was in the nature of a franchise—in fact, grows

out of the franchise—and as the law forbids the capitalization

of franchises, it is not proper to include this value in a rate case

as an item upon which the company should be permitted to

earn a return, especially as no money was paid for it and it does

not represent actual investment.

Counsel for the company contended, on the contrary, that

the Court of Appeals having decided that the easement is real

property, ahd a value of $5,000,000 having been placed upon

it for the purposes of taxation, it was properly included in the

assets of the company as property upon which it is entitled to

earn a return.

The matter was referred to the General Counsel of the Com-
mission, who, in a careful opinion filed in the case, sustains the

contention of the company.

In the judgment of the Commission the opinion of the General

Counsel should prevail, but one of the members is not free from

doubt on the subject. It is not deemed necessary to go into an

extended discussion of it. Nor is it considered of special im-

portance in determining prices, as it will be seen later that a

definite amount of revenue is necessary.

§ 1405. Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Commission.

The Massachusetts Board of Gas and Electric Light

Commissioners in its decision In Re Haverhill Petitions,

December 31, 1912, rejects a claim for franchise value.

This case involves the rates of charge of the Haverhill Gas
Light Company. Ther Board says:

The Board can not, in the general interest of consumers, dis-

courage the reasonably liberal provision for the future which

this company seems to have made, neither can it concede the

company's claim that franchise or going-concern value should

form a part of that property on which a reasonable return should

be based.

§ 1406. New Jersey Commission and Supreme Court.

R3 Rates of the Public Service Gas Company in-

volves the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes by
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the New Jersey Board of Public Utility Commissioners/
In this case the Board included a liimp allowance of

$1,025,000 to cover all intangible property. In so far as

it includes franchise value, however, it seems that the

intent of the Board was to include only such amount as

will represent the original or present cost of obtaining

franchises. The allowance was intended chiefly to cover

going value and certain development expenses. The
Board says (at pages 481-482):

It is quite obvious that our finding as to the total amount of

intangible property ($1,025,000) is tantamount to including

the franchises of the company at a moderate rating, at a value

comparable with the cost of obtaining these or similar fran-

chises. It amounts, therefore, to a practical denial of the com-

pany's contentions as to the value of its franchises. The figure

claimed for franchises by Mr. Bergen, counsel for the company,

on page 15 of his brief, of $1,392,235 considerably exceeds our

appraisal of the company's entire intangible property. The

contention made by the company that the par values of se-

curities originating in the merger and consolidation of Feb-

ruary 6, 1899, of various gas and electric companies in this dis-

trict set or determine an amount below which our aggregate

valuation may not fall is expressly denied.

The method we adopt for estimating the fair value of intangi-

ble property exempts us from a separate appraisal of the com-

pany's franchises. Their inclusion in our total on an applied

valuation of what it would cost to obtain such franchises makes

it hardly necessary to canvass the considerations urged by

Mr. Merrey, of counsel for Paterson, against their validity.

Had we been obliged to compute separately the fair value of

the franchises, we should have been compelled to estimate the

presumable cost of obtaining similar franchises. Had there

been evidence that these franchises, or any of them, were ex-

clusive of similar grants to would-be competitors; or had there

' 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 433, 15 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 354, December 26,

1912.
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been any evidence thfet these franchises, or any of them, con-

veyed an exemption from taxation, or a right to collect specified

rates or tolls from consumers, or otherwise created a property

right capitalizable against the public, due allowance would

have been made therefor. There is no evidence of any of these

things. There is no evidence of what these franchises cost the

company, or the various constituent companies merged into

the Paterson and Passaic Gas and Electric Company. There

is no specific evidence that any of these franchises has a specific

value stated in terms of dollars and cents. In the present case

there is no persuasive evidence that the franchises in question

do more than convey permits for the location of apparatus such

as mains upon public property. It is well known that it is the

public policy of the state of New Jersey at present not to allow

the capitalization of franchises for an amount in excess of the

actual cost involved in obtaining said franchises. That this is

a wise and equitable policy we think is incontestable. One of

the characteristic features of a public utiUty such as a gas com-

pany is that it does not possess, and ordinarily can not afford to

purchase, the land requisite for the location of its distributing

apparatus. When by its secondary franchise such permits to

locate are granted to a company without other expense than

the necessary business and legal costs of securing municipal

consents, it seems unthinkable, as a matter of equity and public

policy, that the easements gratuitously granted should be made
the basis for an additional charge to be imposed upon the

grantor. Even when taxes are imposed upon public utilities

under the guise of franchise taxes, the taxes so imposed are

commonly treated as an operating cost by the utilities, and are

recouped out of the rates paid by consumers in much the same
fashion as the company's other operating costs. How the com-

pany's payment in the first instance of a tax which is promptly

shifted to the consuming public gives any color to the claim

that the company is entitled to capitalize a franchise against

the grantor and to obtain a distinct return thereon we are

unable to see.

In Public Service Gas Co. v. Board of Public Utility
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Commissioners « the Supreme Court of New Jersey upheld
the above order of the Board of Utility Commissioners
refusing to include an allowance for franchise other than
the actual cost of the franchise. Judge Swayze discusses

this subject as follows (at pages 658-660)

:

The question of the propriety of allowing for the value of

special franchises is one not yet settled upon authority. That
they are property is well settled. . . . Such franchises,

however, are property of a peculiar kind; the right of property
in them is not absolute, but is qualified by the right of the state

to fix reasonable rates. The difference between an absolute

right of property and such a qualified right is well illustrated by
a series of cases in the United States Supreme Court. Los
Angeles v. Los Angeles City Water Co., 177 U. S. 558, 20 Sup.
Ct. 736, 44 L. Ed. 886; Detroit v. Detroit Citizens' Street Rail-

way Co., 184 U. S. 368, 22 Sup. Ct. 410, 46 L. Ed. 592; Cleve-

land V. Cleveland City Ry. Co.,' 194 U. S. 517, 24 Sup. Ct. 756,

48 L. Ed. 1102; Cleveland v. Cleveland Electric Ry., 201 U. S.

529, 26 Sup. Ct. 513, 50 L. Ed. 854; Vicksburg v. Vicksburg

Water Works Co., 206 U. S. 496, 27 Sup. Ct. 762, 51 L. Ed. 1155.

Where, as in those cases, the rate is fixed, the value of the fran-

chise may be calculated upon the assumption of that rate. But
where, as in this case, the rate is not fixed and may be

changed, there is no stable basis upon which to calculate the

value of the franchise, since that value is dependent upon the

rate. The rate must indeed be reasonable, but to assume a

value for the franchise in order to determine the reasonableness

of the rate is to reason in a circle; the value and the rate are

mutually dependent, and one must be fixed independently if it

is to form a basis for the calculation of the other. Brunswick

& T. Water District v. Maine Water Company, 99 Me. 371,

59 Atl. 537. That a special franchise in the absence of an ex-

clusive right is property only in a qualified sense is the result of

the right of the state not only to regulate rates, but also to au-

thorize a municipality to supply itself, and thereby destroy the

» 85 N. J. —, 87 Atl. 651, July 7, 1913.
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value of the special franchise. Hamilton Gas Light Co. v.

Hamilton City, 146 U. S. 258, 13 Sup. Ct. 90, 36 L. Ed. 963.

This argument is inapplicable where the public service com-

pany has an exclusive right. New Orleans Water Works Co. v.

Rivers, 115 U. S. 674, 6 Sup. Ct. 273, 29 L. Ed. 525; New
Orleans Gas Co. v. Louisiana Light Co., 115 U. S. 650, 6 Sup. Ct.

252, 29 L. Ed. 516; Walla Walla v. Walla Walla Water Co.,

172 U. S. 1, 19 Sup. Ct. 77, 43 L. Ed. 341.

. . . Assuming, however, that the bargain was always a

good one for the companies, and that the cost to the companies

was always so trifling that the franchises may fairly be regarded

in popular language as a gift, it does not follow that the fran-

chise is not a valuable property. The value of property does

not depend on the mode by which title is acquired. The whole

state of New Jersey was originally given by the King to the

Duke of York; it immediately became valuable to him, and he

was able to sell it to Berkeley and Carteret, who in their turn

sold it no doubt at a profit. There is, however, a sense in which

the fact that franchises are the subject of gift may be important.

The value of a gift to an existing company may be destroyed

by a similar gift to a new corporation or other individuals; and

it is obvious that, in order to determine the wisdom of investing

in the enterprise, the newcomers would be under no necessity

of seeking a return upon a franchise for which they were to pay

nothing. Since it is in the power of the state to bring about a

supply without compelling the public to pay on the franchise

valuation, beyond the actual cost of procuring it, it would be

likely to do so, and the effect would be to destroy the value of

the special franchise of the existing company. These considera-

tiops lead us to the conclusion that logically no allowance should

be made for the value of the special franchise in a case where it

is not legally exclusive, and where the state still retains the

right to fix rates. That is the present case. . . .

At the time of the consolidation of the companies in the

Passaic district in 1899 it was well understood that the rates of

public service companies were subject to public regulation. If

there were any doubt of this at the common law, the doubt was
set at rest by the decision of the United States Supreme Court
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in Munn v. Illinois and the other "Granger Cases" in 1877,

94 U. S. 113, 24 L. Ed. 77.

Every stockholder, past or present, in the Paterson and
Passaic Gas and Electric Company must be assumed to have
taken his stock with knowledge of the law, and the same knowl-

edge must be imputed to every bondholder. He may have
thought that the state would not exercise its power to his dis-

advantage, and have paid more for his stock on that account;

but the state had done nothing to mislead him. If he depended

on the state's inaction, he took the chance of its exercising its

power, just as he took the chance of the company's being man-
aged successfully. He acquired his stock not upon the basis of

any assurance by the state that the then existing rates would

continue, but upon his own estimate of the chances and the

future value. That there was no assurance of the continuance

of then existing rates is demonstrated by the fact that the com-

pany itself has pursued a policy of constant reduction. Twenty
years ago the charge in this district was $2 per 1000 cubic feet.

It can not be that a stock holder could have enjoined the direc-

tors from making these reductions because the reductions might

affect unfavorably the value of his stock. Yet the legal right

of the directors to determine the rate is of no higher character

than the legal right of the state. That right would be of no

avail if the public service corporation could capitalize its special

franchises and insist on the right to a rate which would enable

it to pay dividends on that capitalization.

Judge Swayze refers to the decision of the United States

Supreme Court in Willcox v. Consolidated Gas Co.,

212 U. S. 19, and holds that that decision in apparently

including a certain amount of franchise value was not

binding in the present case. In the Willcox case a de-

termination as to franchise value was unnecessary to the

decision since the result was to sustain the rate fixed by

the Commission. That is to say, the court held that the

rate fixed was sufficient to yield an adequate return even

though allowance was made for the valuation put upon
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the franchise in 1884. In order to make the case an au-

thority the rate should have been so low that its adequacy

would depend upon whether the valuation of the special

franchise was mcluded or excluded.

§ 1407. New York Commission, Second District.

Fuhrman v. Buffalo General Electric Company' in-

volves the valuation of an dectric pknt for rate purposes^

Chairman Stevens in delivering the opinion of the Com-
mission states that it is true that the franchise is of value

to the company as without the franchise the plant would

have only a scrap value. The city, however, gave the

franchise in order that it might secure the public service

under reasonable rates of charge. A reasonable rate

must be based on something that the company has put

into the enterprise. The franchise is the contribution

of the public not of the company. Chairman Stevens

says (at page 763-764)

:

The city of Buffalo as a municipality has given the company a

right to place its poles and string its wires in the streets for

the purpose of lighting the streets. The argument that the

franchise thus given has a value for rate-making purposes

comes just to this: that the city must annually pay to the

company, in addition to all just amounts for operating ex-

penses, taxes, amortization, and a proper return upon the

investment made by the stockholders, a further sum because

of the right which the city itself had given to occupy its

streets. The company desires to make money by lighting

the streets. It can not so do without having its plant

in the streets. The city consents that the plant may be put in

the streets, and the company then desires the city to pay it a

large sum because it has consented to such use of the streets. If

the franchise was of the value of $2,000,000, as seems to have

been assumed in the consolidation, and the proper return upon

9 3 P. S. C. 2d. D. (N. Y.), 739, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1094, April 2,

1913,
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this is 6 per cent per annum, the public in the city of Buffalo

would be required to pay $120,000 each year to the respondent
for no reason whatsoever except that it had given the company
the right to occupy the public streets with its plant. We are

not prepared to say that either the municipality of BufJalo or

the customers of the company residing in Buffalo should pay
anything to the respondent on this account.

§ 1408. St. Louis Cominission—^Telephone right of way in-

cluded at actual cost.

In its report on the Southwestern Telegraph and Tele-

phone Company^" the St. Louis Public Service Commission
considers the valuation of a telephone plant for rate pur-

poses. In regard to the valuation of a telephone right

of way the Commission says (at page 17):

Right of way in this case means to a great extent the invest-

ment caused by the necessary payments to land owners for

the privilege of erecting poles upon private property or in some

cases payment for location of poles in the public street in such

position as to cause complaint from the adjacent property

owners. There is also included in this item of investment such

costs as the legal fees to city and county for pole or wire permits

and the executive and clerical expense necessary to locating

and obtaining the right to set poles and string wire.

In estimating the investment in this item the records of the

company were taken into consideration and these together with

the opinion of the Commission as to the reasonable cost of such

investment determined the amount allowed.

§ 1409. Wisconsin Commission—Annual payments and free

service as part of franchise cost.

The Wisconsin Railroad Commission in a general dis-

cussion of franchise values in Hill v. Antigo Water Co."

seems to hold that stipulated payments to a municipality,

'» Report of St. Louis Public Service Commission to the Municipa;! As-

sembly of St. Louis on the Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Com-

pany, October 14, 1913.

» 3 W. R. C. 623, August 3, 1909.

83
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license fees and free service form a legitimate part of the

investment in the plant and its business and may be in-

cluded in the value of the plant for rate-making purposes.

The Commission says (at page 727)

:

Franchises are not always obtained without cost. Many
of them include provisions which entail outlays that may be

charged either to the capital account or the operating expenses.

The former may consist of considerations in the form of stip-

ulated payments to the municipality, license fees, a certain

amount of free service upon which values can be placed, and

other items, of this character. The latter may include the up-

keep of streets and other property, extra services of various

kinds, and other items of a similar nature. The former, again,

would seem to be as much a part of the investment in the plant

and in its business as the cost of the physica,! plant, and there

would appear to be the best of reasons why such costs should be

included in the value of the plant for rate-making purposes.

The latter would also appear to be legitimate charges to the

operating expenses. In fact, we can see no valid reason to the

contrary. Both would seem to be just charges against the

consumers. Both tend to increase the expenses, and conse-

quently the rates, and these increases would seem to be fair and

equitable to all concerned.

License fees, annual payments and free service constitute

an annual rental charge very similar in effect to taxes.

They constitute a part of the operating expenses and there

would seem to be no more justification for their capitali-

zation than for the capitalization of any other current

necessary expenditures. The above quotation, however, is

mere dicta and no cases have been found in which annual

payments or the cost of free service have been included

by the Commission in fair value for rate purposes.

In City of Rhinelander v. Rhinelander Lighting Com-
pany 1* the Commission discusses the claim of the com-

"9 W. R. C. 406, 428, July 11, 1912.
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pany to a franchise value on account of free service to the

city. In this case the Commission does not discuss the

merits of such an allowance but concludes that such al-

lowance, if any, would in the -present case be almost

negligible.



CHAPTER XXVIII

Appraisal of Franchise Value

§ 1420. Appraisal of Kansas City street railway.

1421. Appraisal of New Jersey railroads for tax purposes.

§ 1420. Appraisal of Kansas City street railway.

At the request of the receivers of the Metropolitan

Street Railway Company of Kansas City the court ap-

pointed Bion J. Arnold as a special commissioner to in-

vestigate and report to the court what in his opinion was a

"fair and reasonable sum to represent the capital value" of

the street railway property "for adaption in a contract

for new franchises." Mr. Arnold estimated the value of

the unexpired franchise of the company. The amount
thus determined was added to cost-of-reproduction-less-

depreciation to cover all elements of intangible value.

The method used in calculating the value of the unexpired

franchise is described by Mr. Arnold as follows (at pages

13-14):!

Ascertain the net profits to be derived by the company each

year till June 1, 1925, deducting from the gross earnings from

operation, first, operating expenses, including proper allowances

for maintenance, depreciation and taxes; second, fixed or interest

charges upon the depreciated tangible value of the property as

hereinbefore found, which is used to produce the gross receipts.

After the net returns are thus estimated, ascertain the present

value thereof by discounting same at the rate of 5 per cent per

annum. From the present value thus ascertained deduct the

* Report of Bion J. Arnold, Special Commissioner to the District Coui't

of the United States, Western Division of Missouri. William C. Hook,
Circuit Judge. Dated February 3, 1913.

[ 1316 ]
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present value of future i&terest charges which must be met, to

support the constantly increasing capital necessary to produce
the future earnings. When this deduction is made, the balance

left is the present value of the net profit if the company operates

the Metropolitan system until June 1, 1925. Tested in this way
the result on the basis of a protected investment is: ^

Present value of future net receipts $25,832,411.32

Present value of future interest charge 12,340,870.05

Net intangible value to company $13,491,541.27

On the basis of an unprotected investment the above in-

tangible value would be as follows:

Present value of future net receipts $25,832,411.32

Present value of future interest charge. 12,881,126.50

Net intangible value to company $12,951,284.32

This net or earning value, then, is the sum representing in-

tangible or other elements of value to be added to the cost-of-

reproduction-less-depreciation.

In this case the cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation

was about $22,000,000.

§ 1421. Appraisal of New Jersey railroads for tax purposes.

In 1911 under authorization of a special act of the leg-

islature a revaluation of the railroads of New Jersey was

made for tax purposes. The valuation was intended to

include the value of all tangible property, plus "the value

of the remaining property, including the franchise."

The method adopted in determining the value of all in-

tangible property for the purposes of this appraisal is

outlined in the report of Charles Hansel, expert in charge,

as follows (at pages 48^9, 52-53, 56, 57) :

"

In this state, we face a condition, not a theory; and, after hav-

ing given due consideration to all the questions attendant upon

' Report on Revaluation of Railroads and Canals, New Jersey, 1911, by

Charles Hansel, Expert in Charge, 465 pages.
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this work, as we understand and estirfiate them, we have con-

cluded to adopt the following plan for determining the Fourth

Division, Section 3

:

FOURTH DIVISION, SECTION 3: METHOD OF FIXING VALUE

A. The investment value of the physical property before

depreciation.

This is determined by the present value of railroad lands,

used for railroad purposes, plus the present cost of producing

the roadbed, track and appurtenances of the permanent way;

plus the value of the tangible personal property, plus the aban-

doned property, if any.

B. Appraised value of real estate and personal property as in

A, less depreciation by reason of decrepitude and obsolescence.

C. This item should include all gross earnings and income of

every kind whatsoever, excepting earnings from real estate not

used for railroad purposes, such as is described under the tax

law of New Jersey as third-class property, and income from

securities.

D. Operating expenses, exclusive of taxes, including every

item of expenses incurred in operating, hire of equipment,

joint facilities, miscellaneous rents paid, etc., except rent of

property not used for railroad purposes.

E. Available corporate income. This item is determined by
deducting the item of operating expenses (D) from the gross

earnings (C).

. F. Annuity or fixed charges, five and one-half per cent

(53^) of A.

G. Taxes on appraised value as represented in item B. This

rate is based on tax rate used by State Board of Assessors.

H. Income from property not covered by appraisal. This

item should include all rentals from third-class property; that

is, property not used fpr railroad purposes.

I. This item includes all payments for interest, exchange,

or discount on interest-bearing current liabilities; interest on

receivers' certificates, notes, open accounts, and other analogous

items.
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J. This item includes interest "on funded debt incurred by
loss in operation. . . .

THE FOURTH DIVISION, SECTION 3: EXAMPLE FOE COMPUTATION

The value of the remaining property, including the franchise

A. Gross investment , $70,000,000

B. Present value real estate and tangible

personal property .' 60,000,000

C. Gross earnings $28,000,000

D. Operating expenses exclusive of taxes .... 20,000,000

E. Available corporate income $8,000,000

Deductions from E

F. Annuity on gross investment

53^% on $70,000,000 $3,850,000

G. Taxes on present value of phys-

ical property (B), at 1.896. . . 1,137,600

H. Income from properties not cov-

ered by appraisal 500,000

I. Interest, exchange, discount, &c. 600,000

J. Interest on funded debt in-

curred in operation. ........ 000,000
j;^ , 6,087,600

Surplus available for dividends $1,912,400

Surplus capitalized at 7.896 $24,219,858

Present value real estate and tangible per-

. sonal property 60,000,000

Total of all values $84,219,858

In the foregoing example, illustrating the method of deter-

mining the value of Subdivision IV, we have used the rate of

5.5 per cent to determine the annuity or interest charges. The

rate of 5.5 per cent on estimated cost of producing the perma-

nent way, structures and personal property, plus the normal

value of the land at the date of valuation, will, in our opinion,
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produce a greater sum than is paid as interest charge on the

property.

The value of the land as appraised includes the increment

value which, in many cases, is a large item, upon the value of

which no interest is paid.

The discounts and commissions, which were a charge against

original construction, have been largely, if not entirely, wiped

out by refunding the bonds and by the taking up of bonds

through the sinking fund provided from net earnings.

The rate of 7.896 per cent, used in the foregoing example for

capitalizing net surplus to determine the value of Subdivision IV,

is SK per cent plus the tax rate of 1.896 per cent.

The capitalization of the net surplus at 7.896 per cent re-

sults in a value to the remaining property, including the fran-

chise, such that it yields a net income of six per cent after pay-

ment of taxes.

It is manifest that, as we develop a value for the non-physical

elements included in the " value of the remaining property, in-

cluding the franchise," we are adding to the taxable value of

the remaining property. The tax rate to be levied on the value

so found should, we think, be used in some manner as a factor

in the computation. We believe that this can be properly ac-

complished by adding the tax rate to be levied to the basic in-

come rate. By this method, any increase or decrease in tax

rate will be reflected in the "value of the remaining property,

including the franchise." . . ,

The present tax rate of 1.896 added to the basis rate of 6 per

cent gives the state 24 per cent of the net surplus from rail op-

erations after all operating expenses, maintenance, interest and
fixed charges have been paid.

The state and federal courts hold that the state can not re-

duce railway rates for carriage below a point necessary to assure

a fair return upon the investment in the property; and, in some

cases, the "fair return" has allowed interest and taxes on the

unearned increment which, as in the case of the tidewater ter-

minals, amounts to a considerable sum. . . .

The railroads and the state are thus jointly interested in the

question of rates of carriage. On the one hand, the state may
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favor the direct payer of the rail rates by reducing intrastate

rates at the expense of the state and school fund; on the other

hand, the state may favor rates of carriage which will enable

the railroads to earn a net surplus, of which, for each $1000 so

earned the railroads keep $760, the state keeps $63, and the

school fund receives $177. . . .

It seems just to consider a larger rate of annuity in the case

of the unclassified roads that are unimportant and whose

earnings, be they ever so satisfactory, would not be of sufficient

importance to enable them to borrow money or to finance addi-

tions and betterments without a considerable discount commis-

sion and a rate of interest somewhat higher than the better

roads would pay; and, in some cases, it might not be unreason-

able to fix the annuity rate at 8 per cent.

For the purpose of this report, however, we have used 5J^
per 'cent throughout.
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§ 1430. SUding-scale method recommended—Maryland Com-
mission.

Bachrach v. Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and
Power Company of Baltimore ^ is a rate case. In fixing

an 80-cent net rate for gas and an SJ^-cent primary rate

for electricity, the Commission notes that such rates af-

ford a fair basis for the application of the sliding scale and
recommends that steps be taken to secure the adoption

of an agreement with the company for the application of

the sliding scale for the regulation of gas and electric

rates. The Commission says (at pages 183-184)

:

Another consideration prompting this rate is that it affords

154, Jam

[ 1322 ]

' 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 154, January 13, 1913, Maryland Public

Service Commission.
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What we consider a' fair basis upon wtlidh the "sliding scale"

may be established, which a lower rate might have defeated

altogether. We believe the sliding scale offers the best 'solution

now in sight for the regulation of rates of gas and electric cor-

porations, when the initial rate and the capitalization are equi-

tably adjusted. In closing their brief the counsel for the com-
pany say: "The company is now prepared to consider with this

Commission such a sliding scale for the automatic adjustment
of charges for gas and electricity and the dividends to be paid

to the stockholders of the company;, this scale to be on the basis

of the present rates for gas and electricity and the present rates

of dividends as the starting-point; and the principle of auto-

matic adjustment being a division between the public and the

stockholders of the company of the future surplus earnings of

the company." In view of what had transpired in the long

and vigorous trial of the case, the Comniission did not feel that

it could then take up the subject of the sliding scale upon the

terms suggested with entire justice to the public. Upon the

basis of the rates here found to be just and reasonable, the Com-
mission will be glad to confer with the company in an effort to

adopt the sliding scale as the end of costly controversies and

the establishment of amicable relations between the public and

the corporation, and it believes that such adjustment would be

far more satisfactory "than any other. Should efforts in this

direction fail, the remedy of further reductions remains to be

applied.

§ 1431. Surplus should be created to equalize dividends.

In 1913 an investigation and report on the rates charged

by the Commonwealth Edison Company was made to

the City Council of Chicago by Ray Palmer, city electri-

cian, and John E.. Traeger, city comptroller. The report

iixes the fair value of the property of the company, and

recommends a reduction in existing rates of charge. In

regard to the desirability of allowing the company to

maintain a minimum surplus the report says (at page 5) :
^

2 Report to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light of the Chicago
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Under normal conditions if the service given as a whole is of

the highest grade and satisfactory, and the per cent return al-

lowed on the investment is constant, the important varying

factor in each year's business is the surplus. When the income

increases in greater proportion than the proper yearly operating

charges and expenses, including depreciation, the surplus will

be greater for the year. There should be a fixed minimum
surplus carried by the company to assure a fair return on the

investment during the worst years of operation, but when the

surplus is increased materially over this amount the income

should be reduced by this excess through the reduction of rates.

This is a fair principle to apply, as the investor is protected to

a reasonable extent on his investment and the consumer is ben-

efited by the reduction of rates applied to keep the surplus near

a fixed amount or proportional part of the company's actual

investment.

§ 1432. Relation of rates to service—Maryland Commission.

In Bachrach v. Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and

Power Company of Baltimore ' the Commission refers

to the relation between efficient service and reasonable

rates as follows (at pages 159-160)

:

It would seem to follow from this language that eflScient

service and reasonable rates are to a considerable extent inter-

dependent. It is to be understood, we take it, that in imposing

upon corporations the duty of furnishing safe and adequate

service and to provide the instrumentalities and facilities nec-

essary to furnish such service, the general assembly intended,

at the same time, to permit the corporation to earn suflicient

money at least to provide the service exacted by law, and to

pay operating expenses and a fair return upon its actual invest-

ment in property used for the public service. Nor could the

legislature have been blind to the fact that extensions of the

City Council on the investigation of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
by Ray Palmer, City Electrician, and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller,

May 14, 1913.

> 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 154, January 13, 1913, Maryland PubUe
Service Commission.
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plant and further investments of capital would be required

from time to time to meet demands for service which it would
be the duty of the corporation to gratify, and which it would be

within the power and duty of the Public Service Commis-
sion to order. These considerations involve, necessarily, within

proper limits, some attention to the conditions under which

capital may be procured and the affairs of the corporations

kept constantly upon a reliable basis which will insure all of

the service that the community requires at reasonable rates.

This does not mean that excessive capital at the outset of an

enterprise can be justified or approved, nor that capital un-

duly accumulated during the vicissitudes of business and re-

sulting from bad management or other causes over which the

'

public had no control, is necessarily entitled to recognition in

establishing rates. But it can not be overlooked that whatever

is done in the present case is for the future and that the effort

is to correct, as far as possible, the errors of the past and still

leave the company in a position to meet its obligations under

conditions which will be just and fair to it and its customers.

Decisions Relative to Rate of Retubn

§ 1433. United States Supreme Court.

In the case of the City of Louisville v. Cumberland

Telephone and Telegraph Company * the Federal Court

had considered 7 per cent as a fair rate of return, and

had enjoined the enforcement of the rate in question,

on the ground of confiscation. On appeal to the Supreme

Court of the United States the estimate of probable in-

come under the proposed rates was somewhat revised,

and it seemed that the company would be able to earn a

return of from 5 per cent to 8 per cent. The decree of

the lower court was reversed* Justice Holmes in deliver-

ing the opinion of the court says (at page 436)

:

We express no opinion whether to cut this telephone company

down to 6 per cent by legislation would or would not be confis-

* 225 U. S. 430, June 7, 1912.
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catory. But when it is remembered what clear evidence the

court requires before it declares legislation, otherwise valid,

void on this ground, and when it is considered how speculative

every figure is that we have set down with, delusive exactness,,

we are of opinion that the result is too near the dividing linei

not to make actual experiment necessary. The master thought

that the probable net income for the year that would suffer the

greatest decrease would be 8.60 per cent on the values estimated'

by him. The judge on assumptions to which we have stated;

our disagreement makes the present earnings S^^/n per cent with'

a reduction by the ordinance to 3®/i7 per cent. 'The whole ques-

tion is too much in the air for us to feel authorized to let the

mjunction stand.

§ 1434. Federal Court in Alabama railroad rate cases.

In the Alabama rate cases ^ the special masters in their

reports and District Judge Jones in his two opinions ap-

proving such reports hold that under the conditions at-

tending the business of raiboads in Alabama a railroad,

company is entitled to earn a net profit of 8 per cent. In

the Western of Alabama Railway case Judge Jones says

(at page 959):

That the business of railroads in Alabama, which must not

only increase their facilities as the just wants of the public

demand and meet existing competition, but face also the con-

tingency of the building of new roads which will invade their

territory and traffic, and encounter the loss of revenue, at uncer-

tain periods, from poor crops, or diminished production or

movement of manufactures in depressed conditions of trade,

and the prevalence of epidemics and the interruption of business

and losses from strikes, floods, and the like, is a much more
hazardous and uncertain business than that of the gas company,
which the Supreme Court allowed a return of 6 per cent, is

obvious. The Wiilcox case is a controlling authority, to say

" Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Railroad Commission
of Alabama, 196 Fed. 800, iVpril 5, 1912; Western of Alabama Railway v.

Railroad Commission of Alabama, 197 Fed. 954, May 27, 1912.
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nothing of numerous cases in state and lower federal courts, to
the effect that, under the conditions attending the business of

railrc^s here, any schedules of rates fixed by law which will not
permit the carrier, where its charges are just and reasonable in

themselves, to earn a return of at least 8 per cent per annum
upon the value of the property devoted to the service is con-
fiscatory.

Special Master Gunter in his report in the Louisville

and Nashville case® discusses this subject as follows (at

pages 126-127)

:

The law may restrict rates to reasonable charges, and actual

or authorized earnings under given rates may be looked at to

assist in determining whether the rates are confiscatory or not.

The law could hardly undertake to say a railroad should not

earn more than a given per cent as long as the rates are in them-
selves reasonable to the public. There may be an unjust exap-

tion from the public, though the rates bring no net income, or a

meager one; and, vice versa, there would be injustice to the

carrier in saying that its earnings should not exceed a given per

cent without regard to the reasonableness i of the rates that

afford the returns—since such earnings may be the result of

many causes besides high rates.

What the court means by this inquiry, therefore, I take it, is

to inquire what per cent upon the value of the property used in

interstate business would fall within and what without the line of

confiscation.

\.nd on this I find and report that complainant is certainly

entitled to earn the legal interest of 8 per cent, but that a rate

yielding 7 per cent or even 6 per cent in ordinary years would

not be confiscatory because the volume of business has a general

t'endency to increase and the earning capacity of money to

decrease. A steady income of 6 per cent or 7 per cent would

therefore command par for the stock of any railroad yielding

such a return.

5 Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Railroad Commission

of Alabama, United States Circuit Court, Middle District of Alabama,

Report of William A. Gunter, Special Master in Chancery, 1911.

)
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§ 1436. Arizona Commission.

These two cases, Pacific Gas and Electric Company
of Phoenix' and Tucson Gas, Electric Light and Power

Company, ' involve the valuation of gas and electric plants

for rate purposes by the Arizona Corporation Commis-

sion. In regard to the rate of return the Commission says

in the Phoenix case (at page 720)

:

On July 10, 1912, according to Haskins and Sells report,

this company was paying 6, 7, and 8 per cent interest on short-

time notes. Of the $96,436.60 borrowed, $64,738.86 bore 6 and

the remainder 7 and 8 per cent. The going rate of interest in

Phoenix is 8 per cent for loans of varying size. The legal interest

rate is 6 per cent. In fixing a rate of return fdr this property,

we have in mind that the Commission will see that the company,

under proper operation, earns the rate fixed. If, upon a showing

made at the end of a year or some other reasonable period of

time in which a test can be made, it is found the company is

not earning the rate of return authorized, the rates charged

consumers will be increased. The Commission will not permit

competing plants to enter this or other fields where existing

plants are rendering adequate service at reasonable rates. This

eliminates the possibility of undue competition, and we believe

is a factor to be considered in determining the rate of return.

In the Tugson case the Commission says (at page 746)

:

Much evidence was submitted to the Commission as to what

should be a fair rate of return. Bankers of Tugson testified as

to local interest rates. Other evidence was presented by citizens

of Tugson and by the engineers of the respondent and the Com-
mission tending to show what, in their judgment, was a proper

rate of return. The legal interest rate in Arizona is 6 per cent.

Local prospects and conditions have been reviewed carefully

' Municipal League of Fhcenix v. Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 699, June 23, 1913, Arizona Corporation Com-
mission.

' Huffman v. Tucson Gasj Electric Light and Power Company, 21 A. T.

& T. Co. Com. L. 725, July 9, 1913, Arizona Corporation Commission.
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by this Commission, and from a review of all evidence presented,
we are of the opinion that the respondent should earn not less

than 8 per cent. Should respondent, by the practice of econo-
mies or the introduction of efficiencies, be able to earn as high
as 10 per cent the Commission will not consider such excessive.

§ 1436. California Commission.

City of Palo Alto v. Palo Alto Gas Company * involves

the valuation of a gas plant for rate purposes. Commis-
sioner Thelen in delivering the opinion of the Com-
mission discusses the rate of return as follows (at pages
983-984, 987-988):

The company also claims an item of $223,585 for interest.

This is interest at the rate of 83^ per cent on the cost of repro-

ducing the property new, as reported by J. G. White & Company.
In reply to the Commission's inquiry as to how the percentage

was arrived at, Mr. Britton testified that the company sold its

5 per cent bonds at 85, and that while this amounted only to

paying interest at the rate of 5.88 per cent there was a provision

in the company's bond mortgage to the effect that no additional

bonds may issue until the company has earned one and one-

half times the amount of the bond interest. The discount on the

bonds amortized over the life of the bonds brings the annual cost

to 6.1 per cent, and adding thereto one-half of the 5 per cent

makes the total of 8.6 per cent. I am not at all impressed with

this line of reasoning. It amounts in effect to asking the public

to pay additional rates so as to bring the earnings up to one and a,

half times the bond interest, which earnings are then to be

capitalized to serve as the basis of future rates. Mr. Hocken-

beamer, auditor of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company,

testifies that on first-class mortgages in San Francisco on large

projects bonds are being issued bearing 63^ per cent interest,

while smaller loans cost 7 or 8 per cent. I am convinced that

the item of interest as claimed by the Pacific Gas and Electric

9 2 Cal. R. C. R. 300, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 966, March 12, 1913,

California Railroad Commission.

84
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Company is in excess of the amount which should be al-

lowed. . . .

This brings me to a consideration of the final question in the

case, namely, the amount of return to be allowed the gas com-

pany on its plant. No fixed percentage applicable to all cases

and all classes of utilities can be established by this Commission.

Each case must be judged on its own merits. It may well be

that a utility in one community would be entitled to one rate

of return while a similar concern in another community would

be entitled to a different rate. It may be that a large and solidly

established utility will not be entitled to as high a return as a

smaller utility which is struggling against adverse circumstances.

The most that can be said by way of general principles is that

the return should be at least the average return which is earned

by other classes of business of the same degree of hazard in the

same community. The Commission in fixing a rate rf return

must be liberal, lest too strict a policy result in turning capital

to other fields of enterprise. California needs development by
public utilities, and this Commission's policy should be a broad

and liberal one, so as to encourage capital to develop the state by
legitimate public utility enterprises where needed. The Com-
mission should be careful not to permit an inflation of prices in

ascertaining the value of the property of a public utility used and

useful for the public purpose, but should be liberal in estabUshing

the rate of return on that value. Bearing in mind all the facts

of this case as shown by the evidence, I find that a rate of return

of 8 per cent on the value of the property of the Palo Alto Gas

Company used and useful for the public purpose, as fixed herein,

is at least a fair and equitable rate of return. If anything, the

rate is too high by reason of the fact that the Commission has

been more than liberal in establishing the basis of value.

In the matter of rates of Wells, Fargo & Company ^^

the Railroad Commission of California assumes a 10 per

cent return on property invested in the business in the

determination of reasonable rates of charge. The Com-
mission says (at page 24)

:

'" Decision No. 841 of August 1, 1913, California Railroad Commission.
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Allowing the company 10 per cent on the basis of valuation

of its property of $613,233.85 gives a charge of $61,323.39 as the

earning to which the express company is entitled after paying

all of its operating expenses, taking care of depreciation and all

charges necessary and proper in the conduct of its express busi-

ness, and we shall prescribe rates which will allow the express

company all of its charges to the railroads, its legitimate operat-

ing expenses, all of its other legitimate charges, including de-

preciation, and $61,323.39 as a net earning upon its property.

§ 1437. Canada Commissioa.

In the Matter of the Application of the City of Montreal

for a reduction in the rates of the Bell Telephone Com-
pany," the Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada ap-

parently based their decision in denying the application for

the reduction in rates on a statement admitted by the ap-

plicant that a return of 8 per cent on book value was jus-

tifiable. The book value in this case was considerably

less than the estimated replacement cost.

§ 1438. Chicago telephone appraisal.

In his report on the rates of the Chicago Telephone

Company Professor Bemis discusses the fair rate of return

at considerable length. He holds that in fixuig the rate of

return the actual return basis on which the company's se-

curities are bought and sold should be carefully considered.

He states that in the case of a large and well-established

enterprise like the Chicago Telephone Company the

proper test is "such rate of return as would render possi-

ble the sale of additional stock and bonds when needed

from time to time for extensions." He says (at pages

56-59):!^

" 13 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 93, October 28, 1912, Canada Board of

Railway Commissioners.
" Report on the investigation of the Chicago Telephone Company sub-

mitted to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light by Edward W.

Bemis, October 25, 1912.
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Any one familiar with the numerous decisions of rate com-

missions is/aware of how uncertain and vague are most of their

expressions upon the proper rate of return. The courts have

been inclined to uphold any rate which yielded from 4 per cent

to 6 per cent return. Their theory has appeared to be that if

the rate was as high as bonds were netting the investor in the

locality, which was usually from 4 per cent to 5J/^ per cent, the

rate was not confiscatory. State commissions have held to a

higher rate.

New securities in the lighting business in Massachusetts,

however, have been ordered by the State Gas and Electric

Light Commission to be sold at such premiums as to net the

investor only 5 per cent to 6 per cent.

In the case of a large, old, and well established enterprise

like the Chicago Telephone Company, the proper test would

appear to be such rate of return as would render possible the

sale of additional stock and bonds when needed from time to

time for extensions. In other words, the rate should be such as

to keep the securities at par, or slightly above. The market

for the securities of a well-known company is highly competitive.

If investors are willing to buy stock on a 6 per cent basis, and the

company insists upon paying 8 per cent dividends, the investors

will quickly run up the price to such an amount, say 133^/3, as

will net the investor only 6 per cent on what he pays for the

stock. We may argue that the business is such that the investor

ought to have 8 per cent; but the investor, having his own
opinion on the subject, insists upon buying on a 6 per cent basis,

or whatever may be the actual market quotation.

Applying these observations to the local telephone situa-

tion, we find that during 1911 the company had outstanding

$5,000,000 of 5 per cent bonds, which have been constantly sold

above par since their issue in 1908. Furthermore, the company
during the present year has made another issue of $14,000,000

of such bonds, which are also selling above par. Its $1,000,000

of loans from the banks were obtained at 4 per cent to 4J^ per

cent interest. The $27,000,000 of 8 per cent stock sold at 120

to 130 during most of the three years prior to the exchange of

nearly all of that which was owned by the minority stockholders
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in 1911, for the 8 per cent stock of the A. T. & T. The 8 per

cent stock of the latter company has been selling for some time

at 140 to 144; yet this is in the face of the announcement in the

last report of the A. T. & T. that on its capital and that of the

associated Bell companies it will not hereafter expect or en-

courage more than 8 per cent.

Now an investor in an 8 per cent stock at 140 nets on the

investment only 5.71 per cent. Even at 130 he only nets 6.15

per cent, and at 125 he nets 6.4 per cent. An investor content

with 6.5 per cent return would only pay 123 for the stock. Since

the stock has been above that price most of the time during the

last three years, it may be inferred that the investor in Chicago

Telephone Company stock not only does not ask a return of

6.5 per cent on his actual investment in order to buy it, but that

in the bidding of the competitive market he forces up the price

so that he can not make 6.5 per cent; in fact, by forcing the price

above 133, as has been the case recently, the investing market

makes it impossible to realize even 6 per cent.

To all this it is urged that the stock, at least of the local com-

pany, is more precarious than the stocks of the local gas or

electric light companies, because of the existence of competition

from the lUinois Tunnel Company. That competition has not

been serious thus far, and the investor, judging from the above-

named market quotations, evidently does not expect it to be;

neither do the officers of the Chicago Telephone Company
express any fear from that source.

Of more force is the claim that stockholders may pay more

for stock in expectation of occasionally having a chance to

buy new stock issues at par. . . .

In all this it must be emphatically asserted that a return

of 6.5 per cent to 7 per cent is not here considered as a fair

return in the early days of the telephone company, when the

risks of developing a new art were great. As is elsewhere shown,

the returns in these early days were fully commensiu-ate with

the risks assumed.

The problem before us now is not so much an ethical problem

of what a company ought to receive as it is what return, as a

matter of fact, will tempt the investor to furnish the money
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needed for the growth of' the business. If the lessons of 'the

stock market point to 5 per cent on bonds and to 6.5 per cent to

7 per cent on stock as sufficient for this purpose, in the case

of the Chicago Telephone Company, then such a rate of return

is reasonable.

§ 1439. Commonwealth Edison Report, Chicago.

In 1913 an investigation and report on the rates charged

by the Conunonwealth Edison Company was made to the

City Council of Chicago by Ray Palmer, city electrician,

and John E. Traeger, city comptroller. The report

fixes the fair value of the property of the company and

recommends a reduction in existing rates of charge. The

report takes 7 per cent as a fair rate of return. The
question of reasonable return on investment is discussed

as follows (at pages 68-69) :"

Unquestionably capital can be attracted to large properties

on more favorable terms than to small ones of proportionate

value and efficiency, so that the rate of return need not neces-

sarily be as high in the case of a utility like the Commonwealth
Edison Company, with fairness to the investor, as in the case

of smaller properties. Nevertheless the return should not be

fixed so low as to retard the natural supply of capital necessary

for future requirements. A little consideration will show that

the rate of return should be somewhat above the average in-

terest rates on the highest grade securities in order to attract

investors and to furnish an incentive for developing the business,

which in the end means good service to the consxuner at a

minimum cost.

Capital is doubtless entitled to returns commensurate with

the risks incident to the business. The pioneers in the public

utiUty field should have, and in most cases have received, re-

turns largely in excess of what would be considered a fair return

" Report to the Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light of the Chicago

City Council on the investigation of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
by Ray Palmer, City Electrician, and John E. Traeger, City Comptroller,

May 14, 1913.
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on these same investments to-day. But it should not be sup-

posed that the early large returns should be continued when the

development of the business, the elimination of competition,

and the necessities of the commimity have largely reduced the

risk of the investment.

While the Commonwealth Edison Company can obtain a
certain amount of capital for its needs by issuing 5 per cent

bonds at practically par, it does not follow that this method of

financing would be the most desirable to follow exclusively.

In order to make a sufficiently good showing to enable these

bonds to command that figure, there must be a large equity in

the property and the net earnings after all operating expenses

and fixed charges are deducted must be considerably in exces?

of the bond interest requirements. In addition, the manage-
ment should be largely interested as stockholders, i. e., owners,

to assure best operation. ...
While rate regulation is of advantage to the consumer it is

not embarrassing to the company if properly handled. But if

all profits above low interest returns on the investmentu in

actual use were devoted to rate reduction, there would be little

incentive on the part of the company toward introduction of

economies in operation.

After due consideration has been given all factors bearing

on the question, a rate not greater than 7 per cent seems reason-

able as a fair return on the actual investment in this case. The

relative proportions of stock and bonds of the total investment

is a factor which has a direct bearing on the question of rate of

return. Figure 10 is of interest as it enables the return on the

stock to be seen at a glance when the rate on the whole prop-

erty is known, assuming that the bonds bear 5 per cent interest.

§ 1440. Maryland Commission.

Bachrach v. Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power

Company of Baltimore^* is a rate case. In regard to

rate of return, the Conamission says (at pages 177-178,

179-180):

" 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 154, January 13, 1913, Maryland PubHo

Service Commission.
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The rate of return should, primarily, be based upon the actual

investment in the property and should bear some relation to

the rate of interest allowed by law, as that is the legislative

standard by which the just return for borrowed money is fixed.

In ordinary transactions, however, a fixed ratio is established

which does not vary with the circumstances of the tiorrower,

and assuming that the borrower is solvent the payment of the

interest is certain. But in the case of public service corporations,

whose revenues are subject to fluctuations, some latitude must

be allowed so that the deficits of one year may be made good

from the larger profits of another year and preserve an average

return which will be fair and just and attract capital for the

extension and improvement of the corporation's property. This

supposes a concern whose investment is conservative but ample

to give good service. But even in the case of a public service

corporation whose financial history, extending over many years,

is characterized by practices which can not be approved, but

which can not be repeated under the regulation to which it is

now subjected, some consideration must be given to this feature

of the case. Whatever is done now must bear fruit in the future.

The citizens of Baltimore are dependent upon the defendant

company for two of the prime necessities of modern life, and its

extension to meet the growing demand for its products is one of

the conditions upon which the growth of the city and the multi-

plication and development of its industries depends. That
the sins of overcapitalization impose a burden upon the people

is undeniably true, and they can not be too strongly condemned.

But the burden would not be lightened, but made heavier, if

conditions should be imposed upon the present management of

the company, which is not responsible for the things that we
complain of, which would seriously impair its ability to meet

the just demands of the community for service. . . .

We are not to be understood as agreeing with the contention

that a rate is not unreasonable so long as it falls short of being

prohibitive, or that the earnings of the corporation have no

relation to rates so long as they do not reach the point of extor-

tion; and we wish to emphasize this by repeating that the

legislative standard of 6 per cent with some margin for uncer-
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tainties furnishes a rule which in a general way should be con-

trolling. A number of reasons might be given for this opinion,

but it is unnecessary to prolong the discussion. It is enough to

say that a rate that barely escapes the level of confiscation

will in a short time produce a condition of squalor, and squalor

spells inefficiency. The rate that allows returns that are un-

reasonably high when compared with returns from other useful

lines of business in time produces arrogance, which in turn

arouses hostility upon the part of the public that may lead to

disastrous results.

§ 1441. Nebraska Commission.

Re Application of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph

Company ^^ for authority to increase rates involves the

valuation of a telephone plant for rate purposes by the

Nebraska State Railway Commission. The Commission

holds that under the circumstances of this case a return of

7 per cent is not unfair to the public. The Commission

says (at pages 159-161):

The Commission is not satisfied to agree with some decisions

that have come to its notice, to the effect that any earning is not

confiscation. An investor has a right to expect not merely that

his investment shall remain intact and not be gradually eaten

away by losses or depreciation, but he has also a right, which

we think can not be disputed, to an earning which is a Reason-

able interest on the investment. We are not prepared to de-

termine upon the rate which shall irrevocably bind the Comrnis-

sion as a fixed per centum that shall in all cases be demanded

as of right, because of such decision, but will leave it open

to determine in each particular case as to what may be the

reasonable earnings to which the corporation is entitled.

It must always be borne in mind that different classes of

utilities must earn different rates of return in order to be able

to finance theh: needs and meet the reasonable demands of the

" 19 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 134, June 26, 1913, Nebraska State Railway

Commission.
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public for extensions and enlargements of plant. This can never

be done except at a sacrifice, if the returns allowed by the reg^

ulating body are too low to satisfy the investing public. But

the rates need not always be the same. That is, for some

classes of securities, which are first liens on property, and prac-

tically a guarantee that the principal as well as the interest will

be faithfully and promptly paid, 6 per cent may be ample. In

others, where there is some slight risk, 6 per cent would hardly

be adequate, and for the stockholder who gives a first" lien on his

property through bonds and takes all the chances of the various

vicissitudes through which a new corporation is often obliged

to pass before reaching a steady dividend-paying period, this

Commission is of the opinion that 6 per cent ought to be the

minimum, at which rate a corporation can hope to invite sub-

scribers to buy stock with a fair expectation of having its hopes

realized and being able to finance its needs. Nor do we mean to

be understood in this as saying that 6 per cent is all that will be

allowed in such cases. There are reasons why, even in the same

class of corporations, there will be fluctuations and differences,

dependent largely upon the conditions, the location, the class

of people served; efficiency of managem,entj anfi othej consider-

ations too numerous to iHeHtiGiB,„ ^11 of which baye more or les^

bearing on the net earnings of any public utility.

In at least five of the notable telephone cases brought before

Eastern commissions in the past two years, 8 per cent has been

designated as a reasonable rate of return on the value found by
the commissions, and these decisions are entitled to the respect

of the entire country; so that if corporations of this kind in the

East are allowed to earn 8 per cent, where money, as a rule,

brings less interest than it does out West, and where capital is

more easily secured at lower rates than in this section of the

country, this Commission can hardly demand that the investing

public shall be held to lower rates, or expected to serve the

public with less compensation. . . .

This Commission does not care at this time to bind itself to

either 6, or 7, or 8 per cent, and promulgate any of them as a

fixed rate of return which will be fair in all cases. Nor for the

purposes of this case is it necessary to reach a final decision that
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8 per cent is necessary, or right. . It does, however, feel that to

calculate the rate of return at 7 per cent on the present depre-

;ciated value of the plant will not be unfair to the public.

In a dissenting opinion Commissioner Hall states that

in view of the imperfect service being rendered by the

company a 6 per cent net return would be reasonable.

Commissioner Hall says (at pages 696-697) :^^

The commission has allowed the applicant 7 per cent interest

as a net return to the stockholder and with this I would have no
criticism to make if the company were delivering first-class

commercial service to its patrons; but if the service is to be

considered, then I think the company should be content with

6 per cent net return after all operating expenses, taxes, insur-

ance, losses, current maintenance and depreciation have been

paid for out of the operating income, and I think the Commission

should hesitate to make such an abnormal rise in rates that the

stockholder may receive 7 per cent net unless there was ho doubt

that the company was capable of delivering first-class service to

its patrons.

The Nebraska State Railway Commission has also

held 7 per cent to be a just and reasonable rate of retiirn

for a telephone company in the following cases:

Re Application of Lmcoln Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany to increase rates at Strang, 22 A. T. &. T. Co. Com. L. 888,

September 1, 1913.

Re AppHcation of Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany to increase rates at Grafton. 22 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L.

893, September 1, 1913.
,

Re Application of Lincoln' Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany to revise rate schedule at Beatrice, 22 A. T. & T. Co.

Com. L. 898, September 1, 1913.

Re Application of Nebraska Telephone Company to revise

rate schedule at Lexington, 22 A. T. & T. Co; G9Pi;h 877,

August 11, 1913. , ;, . ,
, >

« 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 661, August 30, 1913,i :
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§ 1442. Nevada Commission.

The case of City of Ely y. Ely Light and Power Com-
pany" involves the valuation of an electric plant for rate

purposes. The Conunission discusses the rate of return

as follows (at pages 593-594)

:

Counsel for respondent argues at length to show that the

respondent company is fairly entitled to earn 12 per cent upon

the value of the investment. Upon this point it is deemed

proper to say that it is not the function of a public service com-

mission to determine just how much return upon the invest-

ment a public utility is entitled to receive. Our duty is to ascer-

tain and determine what are reasonable rates, all the facts,

circumstances, and conditions considered. It may very well be,

and frequently is, the case that one public service corporation

realizes a large net revenue upon the basis of low rates because

of the magnitude of its business, while upon the other hand

similar corporations realize very little net revenue, and in some

cases none, because of the fact that the business is so small.

Evidence was introduced showing that 12 per cent was the

prevailing rate of interest in the Ely District. This, however,

is not controlling. The 12 per cent interest rate is usually

applied on loans of comparatively small amounts and short

duration. Larger and long-time loans are frequently made at

8 per cent,andsometimes less. It is a matter of cormnon knowl-

edge that county and municipal bonds in Nevada which are

secured by the whole resources of the county or municipality

are generally floated at about 6 per cent, and even at 5 per cent.

There are two reasons for these lower rates. 0;ie is that (speak-

ing generally) such bonds are more readily convertible into

money than are most other forms of securities; secondly, they

usually have a considerable length of time to run, and hence are

desirable as permanent investments. The first consideration

named may not apply to an investment in a public service cor-

poration, but the second clearly does. Public utilities are usu-

ally long Uved. Measured by human standards of existence,

" 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 578, June 7, 1913, Nevada Public Service

Conunisaion,
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they may fairly be called permanent. If a bank could, for

example, loan all of its money upon good security for long periods

of time, there is no doubt that the rate would be very much
less than 12 per cent. As a matter of fact, even comparatively

small loans well secured are frequently made by banks in this

state at 8 per cent, and the lawful rate is 7 per cent. The Com-
mission, in dealing with such a case as this, can not regard the

statement that the banks of Ely generally charge 12 per cent

upon comparatively small loans as furnishing a fair standard

by which to determine the amount of revenue which the re-

spondent company is entitled to earn. We do not wish to be

understood as saying that under no circumstances would we
look with favor upon a return of 12 per cent or even more. But
our first consideration is the question of reasonable rates to the

patrons of the respondent company.

The Supreme Court of the United States has well said that it

does not by any means follow that a reduction of rates means

a corresponding reduction of the revenue of a public service

corporation, because it may very easily come to pass that lower

rates will lead to larger business, and that the public utility

may gain instead of lose by the reduction.

§ 1443. New Jersey Commission.

In Re Rates of the Public Service Gas Company, ^^ de-

cided December 26, 1912, the New Jersey Board of Public

Utility Commissioners allows a return of 8 per cent on

the fair value of the property of the company. The Board

says (at page 502):

We do not contend that any particular rate of return is ap-

plicable in all cases. In our judgment, the rate of return to

which a public utility is reasonably entitled is a question of

fact to be determined in the light of all of the evidence and on a

consideration of all of the facts in each particular case.

It is clear, however, that the rate of return must suffice to

attract the capital, which in the case at bar is large in amount,

required year by year in making the additions and extensions

" 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 433, 15 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 354.
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to manufactvirihg plant and distribution system which the

growth of the communities served demands.

Tables V, VI and VII have been constructed to show the rel-

ative results at different rates of return.

In our judgment, based on all of the evidence and a consider-

ation of all the facts, a rate of ninety (90) cents per thousand

cubic feet will furnish a fair return at not less than 8 per cent on

the fair value of the property used and useful in supplying the

customers of the Public Service Gas Company in the Passaic

Division.

The case of Gately & Hurley v. Delaware and Atlantic

Telegraph and Telephone Company ^^ involves the valua-

tion of a telephone plant for rate purposes. The existing

rates charged by the company were upheld by the Board,

as they netted the company considerably less than the

amount determined by the Board to be a fair return upon
the fair value of the property. For the purposes of this

case the Board took 8 per cent as fair return. The Board

says (at page 571)

:

A return of 8 per cent on the fair value of the company's

investments seems to us fairly equitable, when consideration

of all conditions is taken; especially as this return is to cover

all such items as bond discoimt, brokerage or other costs of

obtaining capital. The technical apparatus is still in process of

change. The proper allowances for depreciation are still, of

necessity, largely conjectural. Moreover, so far as this par-

ticular company is concerned, brisk competition is still offered

in many parts of its territory.

§ 1444. New York Commission, Second District.

In Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buffalo '"' the com-
pany asked the New York Public Service Commission

" 1 N. J. B. P. U. C. 519, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 39, January 7, 1913.

"> Buffalo Gas Company v. City of Buflfalo, 3 P. S.-C. 2d D. (N. Y.), 553,

23 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 244, February 4, 1913. i ,
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for the Second District to fix a rate for gas supplied to the

city of Buffalo. The case does not involve the rates

charged to general consumers. The cost of manufacture
of gas per thousand cubic feet was increased owing to the

competition of a natural gas company. This competition

reduced the output of manufactured gas and conse-

quently increased the per unit cost over what it might
normally be in a city of the size of Buffalo. The Com-
mission fixed a 90-cent rate for gas furnished to the munic-

ipality. The company was charging $1 per thousand

cubic feet to private consumers.

In this case the Commission notes that there are several

conflicting considerations in the determination of a fair

rate of return, though the ordinary rule would be that the

greater the risk the greater the reasonable rate of retm-n.

There may be conditions where increased risk will necessi-

tate a reduction in the fair rate of return. This may be

the result where competition has resulted in the destruc-

tion of the profitableness of an enterprise. Chairipaan

Stevens discusses this subject as follows (at pages 645-

646):

Upon this question of rate of return there are several impor-

tant but conflicting considerations. First, one element of great

weight is the risk involved to those investing in the business.

Clearly, t^e greater the risk the greater must and should be the

attractions offered by the profits to be gained. Hence it is

elementary in these matters, the greater the risk the greater

should be the return. This principle is basic in business opera-

tions. On the other hand, when the forces of competition come

in play practically, the principle tends to be negative. If the

price is made commensurate with the risk which is involved be-

cause of the competition with a company which has the ad-

vantage of a less cost of production or operation, such greater

price operates to throw business to the already favored com-

petitor, and the result tends to a compulsory lower price as a
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necessity in the effort to retain existing customers. Again,

the public has never undertaken to guarantee a fixed return,

nor indeed any return, to investors in a public service. It is

good public policy to make the returns in such a service as se-

cure as the nature of the case will admit, to the end that the

returns may be reduced to the lowest reasonable point and thus

the rate be as low as is possibly consistent with justice. But

some risks the investor must always take. He must always have

in mind the competition of a new and superior service produced

at a less cost which will secure all the custom. Carriers by wagon

simply have to drop out of business when confronted with the

competition of canals and railroads. There is some difficulty

in appreciating the equity which makes it just that ayconsumer

on street A should pay an additional price for his manufactured

gas because the company has lost a customer on street B who
has gone over to the use of natural gas at a third the price for

which manufactured gas can be afforded. If the consumer on

street A were seeking to have the company supplying manu-

factured gas extend its service by the investment of new capital

which would be exposed to the natural gas competition, he

would have to recognize the risk and pay the requisite price.

The Coininission uses 6 per cent as a fair rate of return

under the conditions under which the Buffalo company
is compelled to operate.

Fuhrmann «. Cataract Power and Conduit Company ^^

is a case involving a valuation for rate purposes. In

regard to rate of return, Chairman Stevens says (at page

738):

It should be clearly understood that in reaching these results

the Commission does not undertake to fix a precise rate of return

upon the capital invested in the pubUc service. ' Nominally, the

return here shown is approximately 6 per cent. Applying the

rate as reduced to the business of the future, there is not the

slightest question but that it will amount to considerably more

" Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company, 3 P. S. C. 2d D.
(N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1015, April 2, 1913.
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than this. No one can tell what it will be, unti^, t^g r£i|;ei, l^as,

been tried out. The Commis^jpn sipiply s^tisftis^ it^ejf th^tsthft

proppsed reduction would not reduce the revenue below a 6 per

cent return, while it seems almost equally ce^ain that the rate

•Hfill be considerably above tha^t.

§ 1446. Wisconsin Commission.

The cape of City of, Mil\ifaukee v. The MilwajUkee"

Electric Railway and Light Company^^ involve^ tl^e valua-

tion of a street railway for rat^ purposes. The Commisgion

issued an order slightly reducing the existing rates of

charge. In regard to rate of return the Gommission says

(at pages 240-241 W. R. C. R.):

The determination of>what is a proper rate of return upon the

reasonable value of the property is dependent largely upon local

conditions which surround the plant apd may be expected' to

vary with each particular case. . . .

The distinction seems clear that there are two interests repre-

sented in the investment, the bondholders seeking a secure and

permanent rate of return and the stockholders interested pri-

marily in participating in the control and returns accruing from

operation and appreciation of the investment. . . .

Interest is dependent upon the location and nature of the

undertakrag, the security, the degree of convertibility, the

amount of risk, skill and supervision necessary to place the loan,

and other factors. In the public utility business it is dependent:

also upon the competition for available investment resources by

other types of industry. Necessarily the interest rate is less

in a well-established, well-managed undertaking than when

the business is new and just being placed- upon a paying

basis. . . .

Profit is usually defined as consisting of indemnity for risks

assumed by the promoter and reward for the skill of personal

management. It is obviously a large part of the cost of produc-

tion in an undertaking of a new or untried character, or where

2?. 11 W. R. C. E. 1, 14 A. T. 4 T. Co. Com. L. 197, A,ugu?t 23, 1912.

85
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there is necessity for high skill in purchasing and management

of men, or where the industry must be constantly shaped to

meet future conditions. Generally speaking, these factors will

vary with the extent of the turnover of the business and may
be expected to be greater under competitive rather than imder

monopoly conditions.

The Coimnission then refers to certain contentions of

the company as to factors that should be included, and

says (at pages 242-243 W. R. C. R.)

:

Undoubtedly these factors must be taken into consideration

and given such weight as their importance will justify. The
increases in operating expenses, especially the expenses for

labor, is marked, but is offset by the increased number of pas-

sengers per car-hour. Some noticeable slack is noticed in the

increase in gross earnings during the panic year 1907, but these

conditions were general and extend to other utility businesses.

Compared with competitive enterprises, the stability of earn-

ings during panic years is marked. The risk of depreciation,

damage suits, and fire are provided for with what past expe-

rience would indicate to be liberal reserves.

A feature of considerable importance is tne rate of return to

efficient management. In determining the return to the man-
agement some allowance should be made in some manner for

special efficiency. To deny this is to take away one of the

greatest incentives to economy.

The question of compensating lor past losses has already been

considered as an element in estimating going value. The rate

of earnings upon the property used and useful, with which the

present case is concerned, must be determined with reference to

present and not past conditions.

It appears that an allowance for interest of from 5 to 6 per

cent can not be said to be unreasonably low to compensate for

the cost of securing capital. Such amount is considerably

above the figure at which bonds have been disposed of in the

past and will care for such discount as it has been necessary to

give to make the securities salable. If to this is added an
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allowance of from IJ/^ to 2 per cent to cover profits, the total

rate of return is sufficient to cover such risks as are evidently-

inherent in the business and for which the owners are entitled to

compensation.

In Superior Coimnercial Club v. Superior Water, Light

and Power Company ^^ the Commission discusses at con-

siderable length the factors to be considered in determin-

ing a fair rate of return (at pages 757-759)

:

Respondent contends that the valuation of the property and
rate of return upon such a property are complementary and
that the amount allowed as a reasonable return upon the invest-

ment must be determined after consideration of past risks al-

ready contained in the total of the property. It is contended

that the rate of return should be fixed to cover: (1) A rate of

interest made up of pure interest plus additions due to narrow

market and lack of established value for purposes of sale or

hypothecation plus an addition for lack of an established earning

power; (2) a rate to cover inherent risks of the business; (3) a

rate to cover risks due to short-term and non-exclusive fran-

chises; (4) a rate to cover commimity hazards. Where the

valuation is restricted to the mere cost of reproducing the

physical property service value of the lowest measure of eco-

nomic value of the plant to the community, it is stated that the

return upon the investment should be taken at 10 per cent for

the water plant, 11 per cent for the gas plant, and 17 per cent

for the electric plant. If bond discounts on 6 per cent securities

are included in the capital value and organization expenses are

added, thus eliminating in part the element of narrow market

and the lack of established earning power, the proper rates are

estimated at 8M per cent for water, 9J^ per cent for gas, and

15 per cent for the electric plant. If a further addition is made
to cover discarded apparatus, shrinkage in the value of portions

of the existing property, etc., thus eliminating the hazards due

to the state of the art, changed conditions, etc., these rates of

return may be further reduced to 8J^ per cent on the water

» 11 W. R. C. R. 704, November 13, 1912.
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plant, 9}4: per cent on the gas, and 11 per cent on the electric

plant. If in addition to this there is added to the value tl\at

sum by which net earnings have fallen short of covering deprecia-

tion and a 7 per cent return upon the water department, a 7}^

per cent return upon the gas department, and an 8 per cent

return upon the electric department, these amounts covering

compensation for the losses sustained in the past due to building

up the business, then it is contended that the fair rate of return

may be reduced to 7 per cent on the water department, 7J^ per

cent on the gas department, and 8 per cent on the electric

department.

Interest and profits are necessary in all lines of industry and

callings in order to secure the capital and the abilities that are

required. Necessary charges of this nature are therefore, in a

sense, as much a part of the cost of production of the products

turned out and of the services rendered as any part of the

operating expenses. All this is quite generally admitted. Such

differences of opinion upon these points as are frequently arising

in cases before us are concerned with what rates or amounts

that should be allowed for such charges rather than with the

necessity of providing for such charges at all.

The minimum rates of interest and profits that must be al-

lowed in cases of this kind are those under which the necessary

capital and business capacity can be had. If less than this is

allowed, then these factors will be withheld, not only from

original undertakings, but from extensions or additions to

existing plants. Such a course would deprive the public of

needed service and would clearly be contrary to public policy.

The rate of interest at which capital can be had is influenced

by the supply and demand for loanable funds; by the risks

involved; by the care and work required in placing the loans and
in looking after them; by whether the loans are readily trans-

ferred or converted into cash; and by other local and general

conditions. The rate of profits depends upon the supply of

business capacity and initiative, the risks involved, the nature

of the undertakings, and many other conditions. These rates

therefore vary as between the different industries and the

different classes of service. They even vary as between the
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various public utilities in the same place, as well as often also

between like utilities in different localities.

The supply of capital and business capacity seems to vary

more with general than with local conditions, although it is

affected by both. Risks and many other conditions by which

rates are affected seem to be more particularly dependent on

local conditions. As public utilities are monopolistic in their

nature, they are, to some extent at least, relieved from active

competition. This is especially true where they are operating

under indeterminate or more exclusive franchises. Active

competition is one of the more important elements of risks. To
the extent to which public utilities are relieved from such com-

petition they are also reUeved from one element which makes

for higher charges for interest and profit.

But even where active competition is minimized, public

utilities are not free from risks. Individual users are often

providing their business houses and factories with light, power

and even water through their own plants. New inventions and

discoveries' are constantly chariging present conditions, and such

changes, even when profitilile, in the end often result in serious

temporary losses. During the past twenty years, for instance',

gas has almost been driven out of the illuminating field by

electricity. Unexpected stagnations and radical changes in the

growth of cities often lead to considerable losses, and this may
also be the effect of far-reaching ordinances and other legisla-

tive requirements. The marked tendencies of indeterminate or

more exclusive franchises to reduce capital charges is n6t as yet

felt to its full extent in this state because of the uncertainties in

the minds of investors as to whether the poKcyi granting such

franchises will be permanently adhered to.

City of Green Bay v. Green Bay Water Company"

involves the valuation of a water.plant for rate purposes.

The Commission states that an allowance of 7 per cent on

the fair value of the property "Vill not be unreasonable

when the business is fully developed " (page 255).

« 12 W. R. C. R. 236, January 6, 1913.
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§ 1460. Municipal lighting contract—^New York Commission,-

First District.

In the Kings County Lighting Case ^ the company
claimed that there should be included in the valuation

a capitalization of profits from an exceedingly profitable

street lighting contract which, at the time of the valuation,

still had five years to run. The Commission rejected this

claim. The matter is discussed by Commissioner Maltbie

as follows (at pages 692-693)

:

The contention of the company as represented by the testi-

mony of this witness in substance is that the profits from this

contract for its remaining life shall be capitalized, that the

amoimt thus reached shall be added to the fair value of its

property, and that the rates shall be such as will provide a fair

i2P.S.C.lstD. (N.y.)659.

[ 1350 ]
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return thereon. In other words, the city or the taxpayers must

pay an exorbitant price for street lighting, and yet the general

consumers must pay enough to yield an ample return (10 per

cent is urged) upon the capitalized value of such abnormal

profits, capitalized upon a basis of 4^^ or 5 per cent. The
absurdity of such a contention is apparent. Paraphrased, it is

that the more the city pays the more the consumer must pay.

If there is any relationship between these two factors, it is that

the more the city pays, the less the consumer should pay, and

this has been recognized in many franchises for water and light-

ing plants. Indeed, the original contract and its history indicate

that street lighting and the price obtained therefor have always

been very important factors, and at the beginning were the

chief concern of the company. Apparently, the original plant

was built principally with a view to this business, and the con-

tract was a very important inducement to the company to

begin operation. It is obviously unfair that this very contract

should be used to make the public pay a higher rate than they

otherwise would.

The argument of the company proves too much, for, if it is

correct, it could be argued that every contract should be sim-

ilarly treated. The public lighting contract resembles other

contracts between company and consumers. All are property,

and presumably all are profitable. Those that are could be

capitalized if this one may, and the more profitable they are

the higher must the rates to others be placed. Conversely, if

any one should not be profitable, the capitalized loss should be

subtracted from the fair value of the other "property," and the

rates lowered accordingly.

It should be noted, further, that the company does not claim

that the contract itself represents any investment or that any

deposit, fee or payment was required by the authorities.

The Commission can find no reason in law or equity which

would justify the capitalization of the street lighting contract

and the inclusion of such capitalization in the "fair value" upon

which the company is entitled to earn a fair return from the

sale of gas to general consumers. It is unnecessary, therefore,

to consider the methods of determining its value. If the profits
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from street lightiKg are to be segregated and the rdte for general

con'sUmption established irrespective of them, the proper

meth6d to be foUdwed will be outlined further on in this

opinion

§ 1451. Contracts with consumers—California Commission.

Re Water Rates land Service in the County of San

Diego ^involves an application by a water and irrigation

compatiy fdr an increase in its fates of charge. The Com-
mission holds thsit urlder'fhe Ptiblic Utilities Act £he Com-
mission has the right to fix rates of charge, existing cdh-

iracts with consumers to the Contrary notwithstanding.

Commissioner fehleman reviews many coiirt decisions

with regard to this matter. He says (at .pages 494-495,

501-502):

It appears suflBiciently from what has been stated herein and

from the cases herein reviewed that it is not violative of the

provision of the Constitution of the United States which denies

to the state's the power to impair the obligation of contracts

for a state to fix a rate which shall apply to a public utility such

as a water company which conflicts with the ra,te agreed upon

by such utility and its consumers in a contract valid when made,

and if this rule can be invoked in reference to a water company it

of course can be equally well invoked in the case of any other

utility. . . . ^

It can no longer be questioned that this Commission has the

right to fix the rates which may be charged by the applicant and

prevent deviations from such rates, contracts to the contrary

notwithstanding, and by reason of the fact that this same
question is continually coming up with reference to utiUties

other, than water companies I deem it proper at this time that

we announce a similar conclusion with reference to all utilities.

It is my opinion that no contract affecting the relationship

which exists between a pubUc utility and its patrons or in any

"'2 Ckl. R. C.'ll. 464, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1002, March '&,
1913.
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other way effecting the public is of any effect in the face of this

Commission's authority, except this Commission shall approve

the same as a rate which it has a right to do under the Public

Utilities Act, providing such action will not bring aboiit dis-

crimination.

Most that has been said heretofore refers to contracts made
prior to the amendment of the Constitution in 1911 and the

passage of the Public Utilities Act in 1912. Contracts entered

into between a public utility and its consumers subsequent

thereto do not even for the time being establish the relationship

of the parties with the condition subsequent that on the action

by the state with reference to the subject matter thereof such

relationship can not loiiger continue, and such contracts now
require, as a condition precedent to their having any effect

whatsoever, the approval of this Commission, and when they

have the effect of fixing a rate, such approval merely amounts to

an establishment of the rate therein agreed upon and does not

prevent the Commission, as it may with any other ratie, from

thereafter changing said rate as provided by law.

Before leaving this subject, however, I think it well to say

that contracts entered into in good faith between public utilities

and their patrons that are not forced or compelled in any way,

and are based upon an adequate consideration, should be

adopted so far as is consistent with adequate regulation as ihe

basis for the rates for the service performed by a public utility

for its patrons. But at any time when changing conditions

bring about the necessity of a change in rate the Commission

should exercise its undoubted authority to depart from the

conditions of any such contract, however proper such contract

might have been in its inception.

The utilities of the state, however, must not take this an-

nouncement as authorizing them to repudiate contracts which

they now have. Contracts made prior to the recent amend-

ments of the Constitution and the passage of the Public Utilities

Act probably fixed the status of the parties as regards their

mutual relationship until the public authorities act, and at any

event the matter should be presented to this Commission before

either party attempts to change such relationship.
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§ 1452. Water-power contract—Federal Court and Arizona

Commission.

In Bonbright v. Corporation Commission of Arizona

'

the Federal Court granted an interlocutory injunction

against the enforcement of an order of the Corporation

Commission of Arizona fixing the rates of charge of the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company. The company pos-

sessed a contract with the United States Reclamation

Service, by which the company secured power for 1J^ cents

per kilowatt hour. This contract had about seven years

to run. The Commission quotes a witness as having

testified for the company that the cost of electricity under

this contract exceeded the cost at which power could be

generated by the steam plant. While the Commission did

not predicate rates on a lower cost of production than that

under the contract, it did determine that such contract

"can have no value in considering the question of rates,

but conversely might be considered a liability." The
court, on the other hand, holds that this contract has a

substantial value that should have been included in the

fair value of the plant. Circuit Judge Morrow says (at

pages 52-54)

:

There is another feature of the case which appeals to us

for consideration, and that is the valuation of the contract with

the Federal Government for power. The company values the

remaining term of this contract at $110,000; the Corporation

Commission omitted it altogether. It appears that the Reclama-

tion Service, proceeding under the provisions of the Act of

Congress of June 17, 1902, ch. 1093, 32 Stat. 388 (U. S. Comp.
St. Supp. 1911, p. 662), formed a project for impounding the

waters of Salt River at a point about 75 miles from Phoenix

with a structure called the Roosevelt Dam. The project con-

templated the distribution of water for irrigation of about

200,000 acres of land near Phoenix and for supplying electric

' 210 Fed. 44, November 19, 1913.
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light and power to the inhabitants of the same territory. The
Reclamation Service found the predecessor of the present

company in possession of certain water rights and a plant with

which it was supplying electricity to the inhabitants of Phoenix.

The plant cost originally $189,000, and in these proceedings it is

designated as the Desert Plant. When the government came to

establish its project on Salt River, it was deemed necessary to

acquire this Desert Plant, together with the water rights of the

complainant's predecessor, and negotiations were accordingly

opened with the company with that object in view. The nego-

tiations resulted in a contract under which the Desert Plant,

together with the water rights, were secured, and in considera-

tion thereof the Reclamation Service agreed to deliver to the

company electricity at the rate of IJ/^ cents per kilowatt hour

for the term of ten years. This contract was submitted to the

Secretary of the Interior and the Attorney-General of the

United States, at Washington, and was approved by them and

agreed to by all parties in interest. The acting Attorney-

General in his letter of approval has this to say about this

contract:

" As recited in the contract itself, and as shown by the records

of this Department, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company

was the owner of certain water rights in canals within the

physical limits of the reclamation project, and, pursuant to

the policy of merging all irrigating canals in Salt River Valley

in the Government reclamation project, so that when completed

and paid for the water users would control all irrigation works

therein, it was deemed necessary to acquire the rights of the

electric company. Such an adjustment was reached through

the contract in question wherein the electric company sur-

rendered and conveyed to the United States all of its rights, and

in lieu thereof the United States agreed to furnish to the com-

pany in the city of Phoenbc, Ariz., a specified amount of electrical

energy generated at works of the United States of the Roosevelt

Reservoir. For this energy the company obligates itself to

pay IJ^ cents per kilowatt hour for all power furnished and con-

sumed, the receipts therefor being credited to the Salt River

project, thereby operating to reduce the charges payable by the
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landowners and irrigators thetein. The conttai^t was for a

term not exceeding 10 years."

Under this contract the present corporation is receiving

electricity from the Reclamation Service which it supplies to

its customers; it takes the place bf a plant which cost $189,000.

The contract went into effect in 1909 or 1910 and has six or

seven years to run. The value of the remainiiijg term is esti-

mated by the cbmplainant at the sum of $110,000. We are of

opinion that this contract has a substantial value for the com-

pany, but what that value is we do not now determine. We
think the Corporation Commission should have given this

contract a reasonable valuation in view of all the circumstaiices

of the case, and that the omission to niake such Valuation was a

substantial error in the proceedings.

§ 1453. Water-power contract

—

Nevada Coimnission.

The case of City of Ely v. Ely Light and Power Com-
pany^ involVies the valuation of an electric plant for rate

pufposeis. The Gommission refused to include in its

valuation an allowance for the claimed value of a water-

power contract. The Commission says (at page 589)

:

This plant is run partly by steam and partly by water power.

The latter is hired at a rental of $300 per month, or $3,600 a

year. Respondent claims that the company should be allowed

something in addition for the contractual right by which the

water has been acquired. We must reject this view. The $300
per month rental is carried into the expense account, the com-
pany given full benefit of it, and any Valuation of the contract

over and above the benefits that flow from the use of the water
would be unjust to the consumer. When the respondent com-
pany pays $300 per month rental for the water, in the absence
of any counter showing, the presumption is that the rental is fair

and reasonable; that the owner of the water is receiving a fair re-

turn, and that the water is worth the amount paid by the com-
pany. It appears from the testimony that the production of

«24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 678, June 7, 1913, Nevada PubUc Service
Commiasion.
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electricity by the company through the agency of the water
power thus acquired is considerably less expensive than when
steam power is used. Such being the case, it is obvious that
the company is receiving everything that it is entitled to on
account of the water power used. If steam power were used
exclusively, the expense to the company would be very much
greater, while the service to the consumer would be no better

than it is now. As the matter stands it is apparent that the use

of the water in lieu of steam is a distinct and important advan-
tage to the company, and we are wholly at a loss to see any
reason why the company should be allowed something addi-

tional upon the score of the value of the contract by which the

water is acquired and used. Moreover, no estimate is made of

the value of such contractual right and to undertake to place

a valuation upon it would be a blind guess.

In thus passing upon the issue raised concerning the water

power employed, we do not undertake to determine its actual

value. We simply deal with the matter as it stands upon the

basis of the testimony adduced at the hearing.

§ 1454. Water power—New Hampshire Commission.

In passing on an application for a transfer of the prop-

erty of the Berlin Electric Light Company ' the N^w
Hampshire Public Service Commission bases its deter-

mination chiefly on the fair value of the property for rate

purposes. In this case the Commission found it imprac-

ticable to determine a separate value for water power.

The Commission says (at pa,ges 821-822)

:

We feel that any attempt to establish a formula for deter-

mining the value of waiter power would prove as difficult as the

establishment of a formula for fixing by mathematical process

the exact value of an entire public utility plant.

The original cost of the water power, the cost of developing

the same, the cost of similar powers in substantially similar

locations, the amount of actual earnings in the past, and esti-

» 3 N. H. P. S. C. 174, 21 A. T. <^ T; Co. Com. L. 7«1, Augjjst 30, 1913.
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mated earnings in the future, are undoubtedly all proper matters

for consideration. But when a water power is an integral part

of a utility property it is unnecessary and not ordinarily de-

sirable to endeavor to fix an exact value for the same considered

apart from the other portions of the property to be valued.

Evidence of the character indicated should be considered, but

in the end it will ordinarily be best to fix a value upon the entire

property to be appraised rather than to attempt to dissect it,

and fix an exact value on all its several parts.

Petitions of Grafton County Electric Light and Power
Company * is a case coming before the New Hampshire

Public Service Commission, and involves an authorization

to purchase certain property and to issue securities there-

for. Though a capitalization case, the Commission holds

that in general a proper capitalization is to be determined

by the same rules as used in fixing fair value for rate pur-

poses. On account of the excessive price at which it was
proposed to transfer and capitalize the properties the

Commission denied the application for such transfer.

In determining the value of the water power of the

company the engineers based their calculation upon a

comparison of the cost of the energy produced by water

with the cost of the same amount of power produced by
the most economical use of coal. The Commission held

that while evidence as to the value of water powers on a

coal-saving basis would be given due consideration it

could not be accepted as a final test of value. To adopt

the poUcy of valuing water powers on this basis would be

to leave the people of the state subject to all the dis-

advantages attendant on remoteness from the coal mines,

while enjoying no advantage from living in a region

abimdantly suppUed with water powers. The Commission

says (at pages 542-545)

:

» 28 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 533, February 3, 1914.
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The water powers, developed and undeveloped, cut a large

figure in the valuation claimed by the petitioners.

Mr. French at the first hearing placed their values as follows:

Lebanon privilege $13,020

Mascoma upper privilege 37,310

Mascoma lower privilege 38,500

White River privilege 48,180

Total $137,010

The petitioners' counsel, by elaborate calculations, arrives

at the sum of $80,465 as the absolute minimum that can be

fixed for the value of the developed powers (excluding the White
River privilege), as compared with $88,830, the value placed

upon them by Mr. French. These values are reached by the

familiar process of comparing the cost of the energy produced

by water with the cost of the same amount of power produced

by the most economical use of coal, the difference in cost, cap-

italized at some rate assumed for the purpose, being taken as

representing the value of the water power. It is earnestly con-

tended that this method of valuation is compulsory in the case

of a developed power showing a saving over the cost of steam

power, and in the case of an undeveloped power if there are

no other sufficient powers available within reasonable distance.

We can not admit that there is any compulsory method of

determining the value of a water power, or of any other part

of the plant of a public utility, except the method of consider-

ing all the available evidence, and, exercising the best possible

judgment in giving to each fact its due weight, determining,

upon all the evidence, what that power is worth in the market.

Its saving to the owner over some more expensive method of

power production does not measure its selling price, or value,

any more than the cost-of-reproduction method determines

the value of physical structures, simply because, as a matter

of fact, water powers are not valued and do not sell upon that

basis. And the objection of the Supreme Court to the conjec-

tural character of the cost-of-reproduction method applied with

equal force to the "saving-over-coal" methpd of valuing water

powers. It assumes, what is not proved, that power could be
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produced profitably by coal. And it assumes, what is not true,

that a given amount of power produced by water, yaiyi^jg ijv,

amount as it will on even the best regulated streams, is eq)ial

in ya^ue to a like amount of power generated by steam, con-

stant ailid reliable at all times. Water power has value, if it

produceis energy at a sufficient saving over coal to offset the

dis^dvai^tages attendant upon its variable production. But

the entire saving over coal, calculated on the total annual pro-

duction of power, and capitalized, certainly far exceeds the

value of the power—^what one would pay for it as a substitute

for a steam plant.

Another conjectural element is found in the rate of capital-

ization. The petitioners' counsel and engineer assume 10 per

cent as a fair rate of capitalization. Figuring on this basis,

Mr. French at first placed upon the undeveloped White River

power a valuation of $48,180. At a later hearing, upon further

reflection, in view of the fact tiiat it would possibly be five

years before this power was used, he thought that 15 p^r cent

would be a "fair" rate of capitalization, and reduced the valua^-

tion to $32,0Q0. Why 10 per cent? Why 15 per cent? Why
any particular per cent? Simply because some one thinks it

is fair, or because some one else, in some other case, has thought

it was fair. The facility with which, on slight reflection, a

valuation can be reduced one-third, or increased 50 per cent,

shows in most striking form the inconclusive nature of this

method of valuation. It is altogether too easy. The determina-

tion of the. value of a water power is a task of the greatest diffi-

culty. It would indeed greatly lessen our labors if it could, be

reduced to a simple matter of miathematics. But that can not

be done.

One feature of the "saving-over-coal" method of determin-

ing the value of a water power should not escape attention.

We live in a region remote from the coal fields, the cost of

transportation is heavy, and the price- of coal is higher than

in almost any other part of the country. On the other hajud,

ours is a mountainous state, with many, streams having a large

fall and furnishing an abundance of water power, much of w;hich

is still undeveloped. If we adopt the pohcy of valuing water
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powers in rate and capitalization cases by capitalizing their

saving over coal, the people of the state are left subject to all

the disadvantages attendant on remoteness from the coal mines,

while enjoying no advantage from living in a region abimdantly
supplied with water powers. A "fair value" of a water power
in New Hampshire can not be a value which takes no account
of our natural resources, and makes electricity produced by
water as expensive to the public as if produced by coal.

We can not, on any theory, adopt as conclusive this method
of valuation, thoiigh the results reached by it will have due
consideration as evidence upon the ultimate question of fair

value.

The only evidence as to the actual cost of power is that

about eighteen years ago $6,000 was paid for the White River

power, still undeveloped, and now valued at $32,000 or $48,000.

It also appeared that the Lebanon power was purchased in

1906 for $5,874, subject to the right of the owners of a machine

shop to use 18 horsepower, and that this right was recently

purchased by the Mascoma company at auction, together with

the machine shop, several other buildings, and a considerable

tract of land, for $5,000. It is impossible, on the evidence, to

tell how much was paid for the 18 horsepower, and how much
for the land and buildings, but it is probable, from examination

of the circulars, with photographs, advertising the sale, that

the cost-of-reproduction method applied to the land and build-

ings would make them worth more than the whole purchase

price. Of course the desire to clear the power of this encum-

brance was the chief incentive to the purchase. But the trans-

action, imder the circumstances, can not aid us. in fixing the

value of the powers.

And, in the view which we take of the case, it is not neces-

sary to place any specific value upon them separately. The

evidence as to their value on a coal-saving basis has been given

due consideration, but can not be accepted as a final test of

value.

§ 1455. Water power—Wisconsin Commission.

In City of Rhinelander v. Rhinelander Lighting Com-
86
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pany'' the company held a contract for the supply of

current generated by water power. The company claimed

the right to include in the value of its plant for rate pur-

poses the saving represented by the substitution of water

power for steam power. The Wisconsin Commission is

incHned to deny this contention. The Commission says

(at page 426)

:

While calculations of the saving produced by the use of water

power instead of steam power are of much importance in pri-

vate and public undertakings in showing the financial feasibility

of hydraulic construction, the title of the owners in utility busi-

ness to the entire savings so produced has not been clearly dem-
onstrated. Indeed, the respondent's claims seem to go so far

as to preclude the public from any share La economical methods

of service and seem to place upon users of utility service the

burden of maximum costs of operation. That this principle may
be followed in determination of rates that are equitable to the

public and the utility appears to be very doubtful, as it results

in costs that are not dependent upon reasonable efiiciency,

normal investments, and local advantages to which the com-

munity lends value, and sets up, as a standard and test, methods

of operation which are most costly and least efficient.

§ 1456. Water-power contract—New York Commission, Sec-

ond District.

Fuhrmann v. Cataract Power and Conduit Company *

is a case involving the valuation of property of an electric

company for rate purposes. The company claimed that

in such valuation the value of its contract for power with

the Niagara Falls Power Company should be included to

the extent of $2,000,000. The facts upon which the com-

pany relied to sustain this contention were as follows:

1. That under the terms of the Lccke contract it has a

' 9 W. R. C. R. 406, July 11, 1912.

» 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 656, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1016, April 2,

1913.
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right to have the Niagara Falls Power Company deliver

to it in practical perpetuity at the city line of Buffalo each

year not less than 37,500 electric horsepower.

2. That it is required to pay for each horsepower de-

livered to it as aforesaid only the sum of $16 per annum.
3. That there is no other hydroelectric power available

to be delivered in Buffalo at the present time and no
prospect that there will be any other in the future; that

by reason of this fact it has a practical monopoly of hydro-

electric power in that city

4. That the minimum cost of steam-genierated electric

power in Buffalo at the switchboard is $25 per horsepower

per annum.

5. That the company can sell this power at $25 in

competition with steam-generated power, and hence in so

selling it there is a clear profit of $9 per horsepower.

6. That this profit of $9 per horsepower computed upon

the total amount to which it is entitled, 37,500 horsepower,

gives an annual profit of $337,500.

7. That $337,500 annual profit capitalized at 8 per cent

amounts to $4,218,750

The company conceded, however, that it would be fair

to divide the advantages of hydraulic-generated electric

power between the pubUc and the company, and therefore

made a claim for an allowance of but $2,000,000 as the

value of its contract instead of $4,218,750 claimed as the

capitalized value of hydraulic-generated electric power

over steam-generated power. The Public Service Com-

mission for the Second District held that this contract had

no value that should be considered in fixing fair value for

rate purposes. Chairman Stevens in delivering the opinion

of the Commission discusses this question as follows (at

pages 668, 670-671):

It is a conceded fact that Niagara-generated power is cheaper
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than steam-generated power. There is a great saving; and the

question is, w'ho gets the benefit from the saving? This ques-

tion was propounded directly to the principal witness for the

respondent, and his answer was:

"My conclusion is that it is fair to all parties to divide the

advantages of hydraulic-generated electric power between the

public and the people whose enterprise makes the utility of the

hydraulic power by this process."

This conclusion seems to be concurred in by the respondent;

and therefore, instead of insisting upon a return upon the sum
of $4,000,000 and upward, which is logically, upon its conten-

tion, the value of the contract, it contents itself with placing

the value of the contract at $2,000,000. When it concedes that

there should be any reduction in the selling price because it is

fair and reasonable, it yields the point that it has a vested right

to the entire difference in cost. It concedes that what is fair

and reasonable is the principle by which the selling price must

be determined, and not because it has any property right to

the difference. It concedes that under all of the circumstances

of the case it is fair and reasonable that the saving, as it terms

it, should be divided between the public and itself. . . .

No generating company using the waters of Niagara River

owns those waters or has any right or title to them whatsoever.

By the permission of the Federal Government and of the State

of New York, the generating companies operating at the Falls

are given the free use of those waters in the production of elec-

tric energy. To say that by having been given the free use of

those waters for that purpose they are vested with an unassail-

able right to charge as much for the electric energy developed

as they would for energy developed by steam plant is a proposi-

tion which requires to be maintained rather than to be refuted.

It may very well be that these companies are entitled, in view
of all the circumstances of the case, to a liberal return upon the

capital actually invested in developing the energy. It may very

well be that the people exploiting the enterprise are entitled to

large, and even very large, profits for the skill they have dis-

played and the risk to which they have subjected their capital.

It may be that the public ought to pay them very hberally for
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the work which they have carried on in the public interest; but
to say that the public is entitled to no advantage from the use

of these waters, that the territory which can be served with elec-

tric energy developed at Niagara Falls has no advantage, and
is entitled to no benefit by reason of proximity to those Falls,

is to say something which does not appeal to the best judgment
of mankind for an instant.

We may therefore dismiss without further consideration the

claim of the company that its contract with the Niagara Falls

Power Company has a value of $2,000,000 upon which it is en-

titled as a matter of right to a return of not less than 6 per cent

per annum; and the question of what return it is entitled to,

if any, in excess of the cost of steam-generated electric energy is

one which may be considered in another connection.

§ 1467. Rental of transmitters and receivers—California

Commission.

San Jos^ V. The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany ' involves the valuation of a telephone plant for rate

purposes by the California Railroad Commission. In

estimating operating expenses the Commission reduced the

company's percentage payment on gross revenue to the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company from 4.5

per cent to 2.5 per cent. The Commission held that this

charge must be limited to the actual value of the service

rendered by the parent company. Commissioner Eshle-

man says (at pages 387-388)

:

For the exchange here in question there was paid $10,121.89

to the American Telephone and Telegraph Company during

the year last past, this being at the rate of 4.5 per cent of the

gross revenue. From the investigation made by the auditor of

this Commission and submitted in evidence the only service

rendered during this year for the exchange in question was the

use of exchange station instruments numbering 1468, which are

» 3 Cal. R. C. —:, 24 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 370, October 9, 1913,

California Railroad Commission.
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valued by the companies themselves at $2.92 each, which would

represent a total valuation of $21,806.56. The American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company contends for a rental value of

24 per cent, which includes depreciation, repairs, up-keep, in-

terest, etc. This would allow this company $5233.57, assuming

this 24 per cent earning not to be excessive, which I am not

prepared to admit, which would mean a reduction of $4888.32

on the 24 per cent basis of earning, and I believe if anything this

exceeds the maximmn which this company should be allowed to

impose as a charge upon its patrons in San Jos6, and in passing

from this branch of the inquiry I can not refrain from saying

that while my inclination is always to impute proper motives

to persons and corporations, still these intercorporate relation-

ships with their attendant possibilities for fraud never have

appealed to me, and I would most respectfully suggest to the

utilities involved that open, fair, arms-length dealings would be

better not only for the public but for the utility in the end.

§ 1468. Rental of transmitters and receivers—Oklahoma
Commission.

In Bolen v. Pioneer Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany 1" the Corporation Commission of Oklahoma values a

telephone plant in the city of Ada for rate purposes.

Over ninety-nine per cent of the capital stock of the com-

pany was owned by the American Telephone and Tele-

graph Company. The company paid to the American

Telephone and Telegraph CoDE^)any a rental on exchange

and toll instruments of approximately 4^ per cent of its

gross revenues. This payment was assumed to cover also

expert advice and assistance received from the parent com-

pany. The Commission determined that the value of such

expert advice and assistance was theoretical rather than ac-

tual, and that as a rental for transmitters and receivers the

charge was obviously exorbitant. Instead of including this

rental in operating expenses the Commission merely al-

>» Order No. 770, December 4, 1913, Oklahoma Corporation Commiasion.
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lowed in fair' value an estimate of the cost of transmitters

and receivers used.

§ 1469. Contract with General Electric Company

—

New York
Commission, Second District.

Fuhrmann v. Buffalo General Electric Company '^

involves the valuation of an electric plant for rate pur-

poses. In this case the Commission refused to include an

allowance for the contract or license that the company had
obtained in 1892 from the General Electric Company.
$700,000 par value of securities had been issued for its

contract and though it was admitted that the contract

is now practically valueless, yet it was contended that

this amount should at least be considered under the head-

ing "superseded property" and should be taken into

account in arriving at the cost of the company in estab-

lishing the business. The Commission was not convinced

that the contract had ever been of great value to the com-

pany and did not include this item in the fair value of the

property.

§ 1460. Patent rights—Wisconsin Commission.

The case of City of Milwaukee v. The Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railway and Light Company ^^ involves the valuation

of a street railway for rate purposes. The Commission

issued an order slightly reducing the existing rates of

charge. In estimating the cost value of the firoperty of

the company in 1897, thirteen years prior to the proceed-

ings in this case, the Commission refused to include the

value of certain patent rights. The Commission says

(at page 92)

:

In this connection something should also be said about the

value of certain patent rights which the respondent claimed to

11 3 P. S. C. 2d D. (N. Y.) 739, 18 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 1094, April 2,

1913.

12 11 W. R. C. R. 1, 14 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 197, August 23, 1912.
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have, and the value of which was estimated at $200,000 in the

Clark appraisal. Such rights may, imdoubtedly, have values;

but it would hardly seem that such values can properly be con-

sidered as permanent capital charges. Rights of this kind are,

as a rule, secured because they are profitable or because, in one

way or another, they tend to increase the net earnings. The

prices paid for such rights would seem to be operating expenses

rather than capital charges. If regarded as capital charges at

all, they should be written off during the life of these rights from

the profits for which they are responsible. In this case the

facts presented in relation to these rights are rather indefinite

and this, in addition to what has just been said, makes it difficult

to say just how much importance, if any, should be given to

them in the appraisal.

§ 1461. Savings effected by joint operation—Arizona Commis-
sion.

Huffman v. Tucson Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company " involves the valuation of a gas and electric

plant for rate purposes by the Arizona Corporation Com-
mission. In its estimate of operating expenses the Com-
mission refused to recognize the company's claim that

the savings made possible by its consolidation and joint

operation of the gas, electric lighting and railway service

should accrue to it instead of resulting in a reduction of

rates. The company claimed an annual saving made
possible by^uch joint operation of $19,736. In regard to

this claim the Commission says (at pages 750-751)

:

We have reviewed the claims of the respondent that the

benefit accruing from such joint operation should revert to the

respondent instead of resulting in a reduction in service charges,

and it is our opinion that no allowance should be made for such

claims.

" 21 A. T. & T. Co. Com. L. 725, July 9, 1913, Arizona Corporation

Commission.
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§ 1462. Water rights—United States Supreme Court.

San Joaquin and Kings River Canal and Irrigation

Company v. County of Stanislaus " involves the valuation
of the property of an irrigation company for rate purposes.
The decree of the Circuit Court dismissing an application

for injunction (191 Fed. 875) is reversed by the Supreme
Court on the ground that in determining the fair value
of the property no allowance was made for the water
rights owned by the Company. Justice Holmes in de-

livering the opinion of the court says:

It is not disputed that the plaintiff has a right as against

riparian proprietors to withdraw the water that it distributes

through its canals. Whether the right was paid for, as the

plaintiff says, or not, it has been confirmed by prescription and
is now beyond attack. It is not disputed either that if the plain-

tiff were the owner of riparian lands to which its water was
distributed it would have a property in the water that could

not be taken without compensation. But it is said that as the

plaintiff appropriates this water to distribution and sale it

thereby dedicates it to public use under California law and so

loses its private right in the same. It appears to us that when
the cases cited for this proposition are pressed to the conclusion

reached in the present 6ase they are misapplied. No doubt it is

true that such an appropriation and use of the water entitles

those within reach of it to demand the use of a reasonable share

on payment. It well may be true that if the waters were taken

for a superior use by eminent domain those whose lands were

irrigated would be compensated for the loss. But even if the

rate paid is not to be determined as upon a purchase of water

from the plaintiff, still, at the lowest, the plaintiff has the sole

right to furnish this water, the owner of the irrigated lands can

not get it except through the plaintiff's help, and it would be

unjust not to take that fact into account in fixing the rates.

We are not called upon to decide what the rate shall be, or even

"Saa Joaquin and Kings River Canal and Irrigation Co. ». County of

Stanislaus, April 27, 1914, United. States Supreme Court.
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the principle by which it shall be measured. But it is proper

to add a few words.

The declaration in the Constitution of 1879 that water

appropriated for sale is appropriated to a public use must be

taken according to its subject-matter. The use is not by the

public at large, like that of the ocean for sailing, but by certain

individuals for their private benefit respectively. Thayer v.

California Development Co., 164 Cal. 117, 128; Fallbrook

Irrigation Districts. Bradley, 164 U. S. 112, 161. The declara-

tion therefore does not necessarily mean more than that the

few within reach of the supply may demand it for a reasonable

price. The roadbed of a railroad is devoted to a public use in

a stricter sense, yet the title of the railroad remains, and the

use, though it may be demanded, must be paid, for. In this case

it is said that a part of the water was appropriated before the

Constitution went into effect, and that a suit now is pending

to condenm more as against a riparian proprietor, for which of

course the plaintiff must pay. It seems unreasonable to suppose

that the Constitution meant that if a party instead of using the

water on his own land,, as he may, sees fit to distribute it to

others he loses the rights that he has bought or lawfully ac-

qiiiued. Recurring to the fact that in every instance only a

few specified individuals get the right to a supply, and that it

clearly appears from the latest statement of the Supreme Court

of California, Palmer v. Railroad Commission, January 20, 1914,

that the water when appropriated is private property, it is un-

reasonable to suppose that the constitutional declaration meant

to compel a gift from the former owners to the users and that in

dealing with water "appropriated for sale" it meant that there

should be nothing to sell. See San Diego Water Co. v. San
Diego, 118 Cal. 556, 567; Fresno Canal & Irrigation Co. v.

Park, 129 Cal. 437, 443, et seq.; Stanislaus Water Company v.

Bachman, 152 Cal. 716; Leavitt v. Lassen Irrigation Co., 157

Cal. 82.
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extent to which cost changes offset each other. 88-89

fluctuations in- cost. • .87-89

functional depreciation 390

going concern value 544, 560

Grafton County electric light, etc., case 923-924

interest during construction 258

Interstate Commerce Commission ,. 97-101

Louisville telephone rate case 84-85

[ 1371 ]
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Actual cost

—

Continued faob
mains and services 148-149
market value v. cost as measure of going concern value 560-561
Minnesota Supreme Court 933-934

• money properly invested 924
natural standard , 83
New Hampshire Public Service Commission 919-924
New York and North Shore Traction bond issue 932-933
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District. .96-97, 932-933
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District 929-931
not controlling 26-27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 36, 62-63
original investment, valuation case 923-924
overhead charges 266
Pennsylvania state courts 93-94
piecemeal construction 308-309
plus appreciation in land value 23-24
plus land value, telephone rate case 925-928
present value determined by, appraisals for condemnation. . . . 715, 718
present value the true basis 22-23
purchase price at foreclosure sale 923-924
railroad valuation bill , 853-854
railway terminal valuation 140
rate of return 709
St. Louis Public Service Commission 924-928
San Diego County water rate case 916-918
San Jos6 telephone rate case 918-919
should be considered 20-21
standard of value for rate purposes. . . .Chap. V, 82-101, 40, 175, 442
used to test reproduction estimate 911-912
valuation for rate purposes 46
versus reproduction cost as measure of going concern value. .561-562
Washington valuation statute 46
West Virginia Supreme Court 94-95
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 95-96
see also Estabushed business, cost of

Actual value:
discarded property 190

Adams, Henry C:
appraisal of franchise value 631-633
depreciation is fundamentally a question of values 1139

Adaptation Chap. XVI, 310-328
definition 310-311
included in contingency allowance 327
Michigan railroad appraisal 312, 313-314
Minnesota railroad appraisal 310-311, 326
Minnesota railroad rate case 319-320
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 322-325
Oklahoma railroad rate case 318
overhead charges 267
physical and commercial 318
South Dakota railroad appraisal 314
South Dakota railroad rate case 1108-1109
Texas railroad rate cases 317-318
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Adaptation— Continued
'

page
Wisconsin railroad appraisal 312
see also Seasoning; Solidipication

Adequate investment:
plant capacity reached 1021-1022

Adjustment of parts:

see Adaptation

Administration expenses:
depreciation of overhead charges 356
Massachusetts Validation Board 224
New York Pubhc Service Commission, 1st District 231, 232

Alabama railroad rate cases:
annual depreciation allowance 1204-1205
appreciation in land value 939-940
franchise value 625-628
rate of return 1326-1327
soUdification 325-326
tax assessment of franchises included in fair value 1298-1302

Allison, James E.:
depreciation reserve and normal depreciation 1122-1123
elements in pubhc service valuation 928-929

Alvord, John W. :

cost under present or original conditions 79
going concern as created income 500-502, 506, 509-510

Amortization:
bond discount 269-271, 1085
development expenses 239-2;

emergency electricity plant 1011-1012
intangible property 270
normal permanent depreciation 358-359

past losses 390-391

promotion expenses 269-270

unamortized depreciation 361

Antiquated pattern:

cost of reproduction 71

Appraisal methods:
franchise value 629-639

land value 144-147

Maine condemnation cases Chap. XXXII, 713-720

Appreciation:
earthworks, soUdification 321

fair value generally includes 31

overhead charges •.
243

rules for appraisers, Maine condemnation cases 717

value for rate purposes 37

see also Pavement oveb mains; Solidification

Appreciation in land value:

Alabama railroad rate cases 939-940

annual increase not income 945-946
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Appreciation in landValue

—

Continued iaob
Arizona Corporation Commission 941

Berlin electric light case. 944-945

Chicago telephone appraisal i 943-945

considered in fixing rate of return 936-938

distin^ished from appreciation of mains 1^8
franolSse value 638
going value 531
Interstate Commerce Commission 97-101

Kansas City stock-yards case 23-24
Kings County lighting case 945-946

land acquired in advance of present need 195-198
Puget Sound Electric Railway 46-48
road-bed 319-320
terminal land 140-141

treated as income 936-938
unearned increment 59, 89, 108, 140^141

Arizona Corporation Commission:
accrued depreciation 1147-1148
annual depreciation allowance 1188-1189
appliances loaned to consumers 990
excessive investment, gas and electricity plant 1013
going concern in gas and electricity cases 1223-1225
land included at its appreciated value 941
overhead charges, gas and electricity cases 1033-1035
rate of return. Phoenix and Tugson cases 1328-1329
savings effected by joint operation 1368
superseded property 1178
water-power contract 1354-1356
working capital 1092-1093

Arkansas:
railroad rate cases 13-14, 63-65

Arkansas Supreme Court:
electricity rate case, rate of return 683-684
telephone rate case, annual depreciation allowance 436-437

Arnold, Bion J.:
amortization of bond discount 1085
appraisal of Chicago surface railways 213-215
appraisal of Kansas City street railways 857-860, 1083-1085
depreciation of overhead charges 1117
franchise value appraisal 1316-1317
percentages added to inventory-cost 1043-1045
physical depreciation 348-351
umt costs defined 1023-1024

Assessed valuation:
see Taxation

Assessment methods:
see Affbaisal methods

Average price:

see Unit fhices
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B
Baker, John Earl:

^ ,^ . ,, ^ page
reproduotion cost of terminal land 138-141

Baldwin, Judge:
franchise value in purchase cases 682-583
going concern in public purcliase "

!454r-456
Bank balance

:

allowance for 290
Bartlett, Judge Willard:

annual depreciation aUowance 417
Beginning of operation:

see Adaptation; Experimental operation

Bell, A. T.:

Memphis water plant appraisal 226-227

Bemis, Edward W.:
accrued depreciation 1148-1150
annual depreciation allowance 1182-1184
appraisal of franchise value 629-630
appreciation in land 943-944
gomg concern in rate cases 1228-1229
overhead charges, Chicago telephone appraisal 1037-1038
rate of return '.

677, 1331-1334
worldng capital 299, 1093-1094

Betterments from earnings Chap. IX, 176-189
American Telephone and Telegraph Company 187-189
Fall River capitalization case 999-1002
Haverhill gas rate case 997-999
Interstate Commerce Commission 97-101, 182-186
Maine water plant condemnation case 181-182
Massachusetts Supreme Court 999-1002
New Hampshire Public Service Commission, railroad rates . 1002-1004
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 186-187
Pennsylvania Supreme Court , 180-181
rate of return adequate to construct 184-189
valuation of 176-180

Bibliography of valuation and depreciation Chap. XXXII, 721-745

Blackmar, Judge:
annual depreciation allowance. 420-421

appraisal of franchise value 637-639

Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada:
annual depreciation allowance, telephone case 1191-1192

Bond discount:

see Discount on bonds

Bonds:
see Capitauzation

Bonds, well-secured:
definition 278

Book value

:

definition 834, 835

relation to rate and purchase value 16-17

valuation of mains and services 148
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Boston: page
grade separation contributions 167

sliding scale method of regulating rates 711

Brewer, Justice:

actual cost standard of value for rate purposes 89
fair value for rate purposes 19-21

franchise value in purchase cases 676-578
going concern in public purchase 441-444, 445, 446-448
market value the true standard 58
rate of return 650
vaJue of the particular service governing factor 842-848

Bridges:
franchise value in condemnation case. . . .

.' 672-673
public purchase 2

Brokerage:
Chicago street railway appraisal 214, 216
Cleveland street railway appraisal 220
definition 268, 278
included in overhead charges 210
Massachusetts Validation Board 224, 225, 226, 261
Michigan Railroad Commission

_.
1085-1086

Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain 1076-1083
Seattle telephone rate case '. 237
see also Discount on bonds

Bryan, William H.:
identical reproduction of existing plant 7^

Buildings:
cost of removal 79
depreciation 333-334
hypothetical, reproduction cost affected by cost of 141-143
overhead charges 219

Bums, Clinton S.:

going concern as created income 606-507, 510
pavement over mains 154^156

C
California Railroad Commission:

accrued depreciation 1148
actual cost of land, not appreciated value, basis for rates .... 941-943
actual cost the basis in water and telephone rate cases 916-919
annual depreciation allowance 1186, 1189-1191
contract for rental of telephone instruments 1365-1366
cost of repaving excluded, gas rate case 973
donated railroad land 991-992
emergency electricity pfant 1011-1012
fair value may be less than market value 961-963
functional depreciation 1178-1179
going concern in gas rate case 1225-1227
no general findings of value made 800-804
overhead charges 1035-1037
pavement over mains considered 973-975
rate of return, PaJo Alto gas case 1329-1330
rate of return, Wells, Fargo & Co. express case 1330-1331
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California Railroad Commission

—

Continued page
rei)roduction cost, method of determining 960-961
solidification of road-bed 1109-1110
water and irrigation contracts with consumers 1352-1353

California Supreme Court:
actual cost, San Diego water rate case 89-93, 880-881
annual depreciation allowance, San.Diego water rate case. .. .437-438
going concern, Oakland water rate case 489-490
market value, San Diego water rate case 58-59
property donated, San Diego water rate case 163
rate of return, Oakland water rate case 691-693
rate of return, San Diego water rate case 651

Canada Board of Railway Commissioners:
provision for future expansion, telephone plant 1014-1015
rate of return, Montreal telephone case 1331

Canty, Judge:
property donated, railroad land , 163
rate of return 652-653
Steenerson raikoad rate case 67-68, 884r-885

Capitalization:

annual depreciation allowance 426-427
appraisal of franchise value 636, 639
basis for 813-814
brokerage

,
1085-1086

discount on securities not a proper charge to capital 273
elementsof fair value 25-26
fair value based on 442
fictitious 24r-25

franchises 168, 6147-615

franchise value in purchase cases 1293-1295
going concern value theory 569-570
grade separation contributions 169
New York gas companies 610
not controlling 26-27, 33-34, 36, 43
overcapitaUzation 323, 324, 885-887
overhead charges 223-226, 248-251, 261, 266
past losses, rejected 534r-540, 549-550

patent rights 1367-1368

physical valuation as.basis for 6
property constoicted out of surplus 180

rate of return % 568, 650j 654

relation to rate and purchase value .j . . 16-17

securities issued for construction 875^876

should be considered i
20-21

theories of value v. 809-814

treatment in connection with bond discount 271-273

valuation for 1

valuation for rate purposes 17, 46

working capital 288-289

see also Contract; Discount on bonds; Overcapitalization

Capitalization of income:
appraisals for condemnation ^ 717

87
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Garland, Judge: page
functional 4epi'eciation 1171-1172

Cars:
overhead charges 219
present worth method of measuring depreciation 338

Casualties:
definition 350-351
functional depreciation 400
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 238

Cedar Rapids, Iowa:
gas rate case:

annual depreciation allowance 428-429, 438-439
franchise value 627
going concern 475-477
overhead charges 212, 253, 262
payment over mains 150-151
rate of return 673-674

water case:

annual depreciation aJlowance 438
going concern , 468
rate of return 654-655

Charges:
see Overhead chabges

Chicago:
Commonwealth Edison appraisal 1094-1096
electric light appraisal case:

franchise value 1302-1304
going concern 1229-1231
overhead charges 1038-1039

gas rate case:

annual depreciation allowance 429-430
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 365-366
franchise value 618-620
overhead charges 217-218
rate of return 675-677
working capital. 298-299

street railway appraisal:

contractor's profit 247
depreciation of overhead charges 354
overhead charges 213-217
pavement 172-173

street railway assessment case 424, 639
street railway settlements, bond discount 274-275
telephone appraisal case:

accrued depreciation 1148-1150
diversion of depreciation reserve 1182-1184
going concern 1228-1229
overhead charges 1037-1038
rate of return 1331-1334
working capital 1093-1094

Clark, Circuit Judge:
accrued depreciation 1161-1163
annual increase in land not income 946
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Clark, Circuit Judge—Conimtted page
approves reproduction cost, pavement over gas mains 981
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 374r-375
going concern, gas rate case 1254

Cleveland, Ohio, street railway settlement:
appraisal of franchise value 629-631
bond discount 274
going concern 477-478
overhead charges 218-220
pavement 173-174

Columbus, Ohio, electricity rate case:
annual depreciation aUowance 427-428
bond discount 284-285
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 368-369
cost of reproduction 75
fair value for rate purposes 30-31
franchise value 593-594
going concern 468-470
overhead charges 220-221
Tate of return 659-660, 690-691

Commercial value:
see Market value

Commissions, regulatory:

see Moody, Justice

Competition: '

Columbus electricity rate case 75
franchise value 574-575, 691, 631

effect on railroad rates 183

good will value 555-556, 557-558

losses due to, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 541-542

rate of return 676, 705
regulation of rates takes place of 158

relation to market value theory 51-52

Condemnation:
see Franchise value, purchase cases; Going concern, public

purchase; Public purchase

Condemnation proceedings:

reproduction cost, right of way 133-134

Connecticut Public Utilities Commission:
reproduction cost the standard of value for rate purposes 101

Connecticut Supreme Court:

franchise value m purchase cases a»^&ad
going concern in purchase cases 454-456

Connette, E. G.:
oKf^oiKi

overhead charges i^iAa
physical depreciation d47-d4»

Consolidated Gas Case:
,. , . , ^ r> j j

see Table of Cases under Consohdated Gas Company and under

Willcox
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Construction cost: _
page

adaptation and solidification 327
bond discount 284, 285
contingencies 246

interest during construction 253

overhead charges 242

property donated 162

working capital 297

see also Piecemeal constbuction

Construction period:

average price for pe;riod equal to 206-207

Contingencies:
adaptation and solidification included in 327
Chicago gas plant appraisal 218
Chicago street railway appraisal 214
Cleveland street railway appraisal 220
depreciation of overhead charges 355
Des Moines water rate case 222
franchise value allowance 637
included in overhead charges 210, 240-246
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case 223
Massachusetts Validation Board 225, 243-244
Memphis water plant ajiipraisal 227
Michigan railroad appraisal 227, -241-243

Minnesota railroad appraisal 228
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 231, 232
Oklahoma telephone rate case 232, 245
Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain 1069-1070
St. Louis Public Service Commission 244r-245

Seattle telephone rate case 237
South Dakota railroad appraisal 233
Washington Railroad Commission 234, 235
Wisconsin railroad appraisal 237
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 238, 246

Continuous construction:

cost compared with piecemeal construction 304-305

Contract:

valuation of, excluded 623-625

Contractor's profit:

Chicago surface railway appraisal 247
depreciation of overhead charges 355
Des Moines water rate case 222
Falmouth, Mass., water plant 251-252
included in overhead charges 210, 246-252
included in unit prices 246-247
Massachusetts Validation Board 224
New Hampshire Public Service Commission 1072-1073
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District .

'. 231, 232, 248-251
Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain 1071-1072
St. Louis Public Service Commission 247-248
subcontractor 248

Contracts, water power, and patent rights Chap. XXXIII, 1350-1370
Berlin electric light case 1357-1368
Ely electric light case 1356-1357
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CoBtracts, etc.

—

ConUmied page
Grafton County electricity case 135&-1361
license by General Electnc Company . . 1367
municipal lighting contract ....'..: 1350-1352
patent rights not capitalizable '.

. . 1367-1368
rental of telephone mstruments 1365-1366, 1366-1367
saving effected by ioint operation. .' 1368
saving of water power over steam power 1361-1362
Stanislaus County water rate case 1369-1371
United States Supreme Court, water rights case 136&-1370
valuation of contract for water-generated electricity 1362-1365
water-generated electricity, Arizona case 1354-1356

Contributions:
see Grade separation contributions; Property Donated

Cooley, Mortimer E.

:

appraisal of Chicago surface railways 213-215
overhead charges 227

Corey, C. L:
equally eflScient plant 76-77
going concern in gas rate case 1226
pavement over mains 154
services furnished by consumer 167
working capital 287-288

Corporation income tax:

assessment 409

Cost:
compared with value 5, 857
see also Actual cost; Construction cost; Present cost; Pro-
motion expenses; Reproduction cost '

Cost of production:

how based 800

Cost of reproduction:
see Reproduction cost

Cost of service:

see Actual cost

Created income value:
definition 500

see also Going concern as created income

D
Deferred maintenance:

definition 350

Definitions:
.

'

agcrued depreciation • • ••'^^
actual cost 82-*w. °^^
adaptation '^^ ]]
appraisal •

|J
bond discount 5'

°

bonds, well-secured • • • ^'°

book cost 834, 835
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Definitions

—

Continued page
brokerage 268, 278
casualties 350-351

cost-less-depreciation 1124

cost of reproduction 71, 72-73, 77
created income value 500
deferred maintenance 350
depreciation 330-331, 1123, 1139

expense of depreciation 1140

exchange value 799-800
fair value 50-51, 57
franchise 461, 617
functional depreciation 330, 381

going concern 501, 502, 510, 514, 558-559

good will 457, 470, 472, 554-555
inadequacy 349
inventory cost. . . .• 211
investment value 42
net earnings rule 036
normal value 799-800
normal wear 350
obsolescence 349
operating eflSoiency 332
original book cost 803
original service value 349
overhead charges 210
physical depreciation 330
present value 332, 351, 803-804
reasonable compensation 821
reasonable rate 821
repairs 413
reproduction value ,

803
sales method 144

scrap value 332, 349
service value 95, 351
solidification • 311
special franchise 635
supersession 381-382
utiUty value 332
value in rate cases 567
value in use 799
wearing value 332
working capital 295, 1124

Depreciation Chap. XVII, 328-356, 1112-1117
actual decline in utility value as basis 342
actual inspection method of measuring 341-342
allowance for, in valuation 6, 33-34
annual allowance for 331
bibliography 735-745
casualties, definition 350-351
Commonwealth Edison rate case, Chicago 1116
definitions. 330-331, 1123, 1139
deferred maintenance, definition 350
dependent on purpose of valuation 330-331
New Hampshire Public Service Commission 1116-1117
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District 1115
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Depreciation

—

ConHnued page
normal wear, definition 350
original service value, definition 349
overhead charges 353-356, 1116-1117
physical compared with functional 330
physical deterioration as basis 332
present value, definition 351
present worth method applied to a class 339-340
present worth method applied to system as a whole 340-341
present worth method of measuring 338-341
Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain 1110-1115
remaining service value, definition 351
scrap value, definition 349
sinking fund method of measuring 334-338, 342, 346-348, 352

\ cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 369-371
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 346-348
unequalized expenditures 361

solidification of road-bed. ... ^. 315
straight-line method of measuring 332-334, 335, 342, 346-351
straight-fine v. sinking-fund method 1112-1115
Toronto street railway valuation

, 1117
uniform investment cost method of measuring 343-346
uniform water supply accounts 351-353
value for rate purposes 36, 37, 39
see also Reproduction-cost-less-dbpbbciation

Depreciation, annual allowance Chap. XX, 401-439, 1182-1205
accrued depreciation 406-409, 412-413
Ada telephone rate case 1200-1202
Alabama raiboad rate cases 1187-1188, 1204^1205
allowance to cover only; current replacement inadequate 433-434

amortization under limited-term franchise 1198-1200

appreciation set off against 119-120, 319-320

iukansas electricity rate case 436-437

Beatrice telephone rate case 1195

Buffalo gas rate case 1198

Buffalo electricity rate case 1198-1200

Cedar Rapids gas rate case 428-429

Chicago gas rate case. 429-430

Chicago street railway assessment case 424

Chicago telephone appraisal 1182-1184

Columbus electricity rate case 427-428

Commonwealth Edison case, Chicago 1192

corporation income tax 409

cost accounting as basis
iion^T^e

decisions affecting
?oa

Des Moines water rate case iiio'iTof
diversion of depreciation reserve 1182-1184

Ely electricity rate case 1196-1197

entire initial capital not permanently needed •;;, ^S?"^^^
franchise tax cas^.. loMfMftloo
functional depreciation "^^^ *^°> ^o^
Georgia Railroad Commission

'cii kqq
going value, Wisconsin rule

iiok
Grafton telephone rate case \:- ; 'a' 1\.a woi Iioq
Havre de Grace electricity case, sinking-fund method 1192-1193

interest on depreciation reserve 1187
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Depreciation, annual allowance

—

Continued faob
investment of depreciation reserve 1185-1186

Iowa Supreme Court 438-439
irrigation rate ease 430-431, 439
Lejdngton telephone rate case 1195

Lincoln telephone rate case 1185-1186, 1193-1196

LouisviUe telephone rate case 415, 434-435
maintenance accoimts 410, 413
maintenance accounts include certain renewals 403-406
Massachusetts statute for municipal lighting plants 423-424
Massachusetts telei)hone appraisal 431-433

Milwaukee street railway rate case 1202-1203

Missoiui telephone rate case 435-436
Montreal telephone rate pase 1191-1192

net income determined by deducting depreciation 415-417

New York Public Service Commission, 1st District. . 406-407,
413-^15, 426-427

New York street railway tax case 424-426
Oklahoma telephone rate case 433-434
pavement over mains 152-153
physical and ordinary fxmctional depreciation covered by 403
Public Service Gas case 1197-1198
relation to deduction of existing depreciation 371-372
relation to fair value 361
relation to original cost 352
reserve invested in improvements 361-363
San Diego water rate case 26-27, 437-438
San Francisco water rate case 430
San Jos6 telephone rate case 1186, 1189-1191
Savalnnah street railway fare case 427
sinking-fund method 410, 411, 414, 415, 417-419, 428-429
straight-line basis 410, 413, 418-419, 485
Strang telephone rate case 1195
Superior water, power and light case 1203-1204
Tugson gas' and electric Ti^ht case, 1188-1189
Tuolumne County electricity rate case 1189
Washington "Piibfic Service Commission 403-404
Washington Supreme Court, electric railway rate case 407-409
Wisconsin Railroad' Commission 409-413

Depreciation, functional:

see Functional depreciation

Depreciation, land value:
loss must be borne by owner 943
terminal land 141

Depreciation, overhead charges:
Chicago surface railway appraisal 215, 217
Columbus, Ohio, electricity rate case 221
Des Moines water rate case 222
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case 223
Massachusetts Validation Board 226
Michigan railroad appraisal 227
Minnesota railroad appraisal 228
New'York Public Service Commission, 1st District 232
South Dakota railroad appraisal 233
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Depreciation, overhead charges

—

Continued page
Washington Railroad Commission 235
Wisconsin laibroad appraisal ' .237-238

Depreciation reserve

:

accrued fleprecdation 370
amount in, measure of depreciation " 349-350
cost-new '.'.'.".'.'365, 366
function of 4H
functional depreciation ....'.'.'. 382
invested in improvements .361-363
investment of ii85-1186
see also Amortization

Des Moines, Iowa:
gas rate case:

cost of equally eflScient plant as valuation basis 73
functional depreciation 393-394
going concern 498-499
unused property 194-195

water rate case:

annual depreciation allowance 428
excessive mvestment 198-199
going concern 480-482
overhead charges. 221-222
pavement over mains 155-156
rate of return. 685-686

Deterioration:
see Depreciation

Development expenses:
amortization of .tt. . .

.— ; ,.,... .269-270
appreciation in land value an offset 944-945
depreciation of^overhead charges 356
going-Goncem m rate cases 491
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District. .231, 262, 266-267

Discarded property 190-192, 194^195

Discount:
present worth meliod of measuring depreciation 338

Discount on bonds Chap. XIII, 268-286, 1075-1089

amortization of 269-271

Buffalo gas rate case 1086

Chicago gas plant appraisal 218

Chicago street railway settlement 274-275

Cleveland street railway settlements 274

Columbus electricity rate case 284-285

Commonwealth Edison appraisal, Chicago 1076

definition.
9Ai_9fiQ

elements of 268-269

excluded H
Green Bay water rate case • • • ;}"»»

Kansas City street railway appraisal ^"'**"
,oc

Lincoln gas rate case 285

Milwaukee street railway rate case
ootloaft

Minnesota railroad rate case inik^i^t
Montana, Wyoming and Southern rate case iU7a-iu/b
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Discount on hoads—Continued page
New York subway contract 275
public purchase cases 274

rate cases, summary 286
Seattle telephone rate case 237

state railroad appraisals 275-276

Superior water, hght and power plant case 1087-1089

treatment in connection with capitalization 271-273

uniform systems of accounts 269-271

valuation for rate purposes 276-277
Washington Kailroad Commission 277-278
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 278-284
see also Capitalization; Interest

Duluth, Minn.:
valuation of terminal land 135-136

DuPont, A. B.:

appraisal of Chicago surface railways. . . . . j 213-215

E
Earning power:

fair value for rate purposes , 6
franchise value in purchase cases .572-573, 582-583, 1292-1295
franchise value in rate cases 616, 618
measure of franchise value 613-614
rejected as basis for rates 613
standard for railroad valuation 65
valuation for tax and rate purposes 12

Edwards, Judge:
actual cost the standard of value for rate purposes 93-94

EfiSciency:

physical depreciation '. 337
see also OPBBATiNa efficiency

Electric railways:
actual cost 101
adaptation 322-325
annual depreciation allowance 1202-1203
appraisal for franchise renewal 857-860
appraisal of franchise value 629-i831, 639
appreciation of land value 103
bond discount:

Cleveland and Chicago settlements 274-275
Kansas City street railway appraisal 1083-1085
Maryland PubUc Service Commission 270
Milwaukee street railway rate case 1087
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District .... 271-272
Washington Railroad Commission 277-278

cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 358, 368-369, 376-380
depreciation 1117
depreciation, annual allowance 403-404, 407-409, 417-419,

421-423, 424-428, 1202-1203
depreciation, bibliography 742-744
depreciation reserve 1168-1169
franchise value appraisal 1316-1317
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Electric railways—Continued p^qj,
franchise value in purchase cases

, 1292-1295
franchise value in rate cases 623 1304
franchise value theory " "

640 641-642
functional depreciation. .389-390, 392-393, 394^395," 397-398,

1180-1181
going concern as created income 507
going concern in purchase cases \\\ 1209
going concern in rate cases 477-478, 1231-1233, 1270^1271
going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule. . 1277-1279,

, , ,
1279-1280, 1289^1291

market value _• _ .46-48
misplaced or partially obsolete plant ..................... 56
overhead charges:

Chicago surface lines 213-217
Cleveland street railway appraisal 218-220
Kansas City street railway appraisal 1043-1045
Massachusetts Validation Board 223-225, 240
Milwaukee street railway rate case 1063-1065
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District . . 248-251,

^^ , ,
259-260, 266-267

New YorkTubhc Service Commission, 2d District 264-265
St. Louis Public Service Commission 247-248
Toronto street railway appraisal 1061-1063
Washington Railroad Commission 235

pavements 172-174
physical depreciation 333-334, 341, 346^351, 354r-355
present worth method applied to system as a whole 340-341
rate of return 653-654, 681-682, 684-685, 711
reproduction cost affected by cost of hypothetical buildings. . . 141-143
solidification, Washington Railroad Commission 312
valuation, bibliography 728-732
working capital , 288-289, 303, 1104

Electrical apparatus:
functional depreciation 389-390

Electricity plant:

accrued depreciation. .1146-1148, 1152-1153, 1153-1154, 1164-1165
additional plant 1019-1021
annual depreciation allowance. .406-407, 409-412, 423-424, 427-

428, 436-437, 1188-1189, 1198-1200
appreciation in land value 111-112, 119-123
bond discount. 284-285, 1087-1089
comparison between coal and water-power production. . . . . 1358-1361
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 366-367, 368-369
depreciation. 739-740, 1115-1117
economic capacity reached 1021-1022
equally efficient plant 75
excessive investment 1013
extensions and additions for future use. 1019-1021

fair present value of tangible and intangible property 30-31

franchise value in purchase cases 582-583, 588-589

franchise value in rate cases. .593-594, 1302-1304, 1312-1313,
1314-1315

functional depreciation 385-387, 388, 399-400, 1177-1179
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Electricity plant—Continued page
going concern:

.

created income 507
purchase cases 451-452, 454-456
rate cases. .468-470, 492-495, 122S-1225, 1229-1233, 1234-

1237, 1238-1246, 1265-1270
Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule . . 520-522, 524-531, 533,
541-542, 544^545, 546, 547, 1277-1279, 1279-1280, 1289-1291

license from General Electric Company 1367
overhead charges:

Arizona Corporation Commission 1033-1035
Columbus rate case 220-221
Commonwealth Edison case 1038-1039
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District. .258-259, 262
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District. . . . 1058-1060
St. Louis Public Service Commission. .244-245, 247-248,

257-258, 263-264
Toronto electric light appraisal 1063
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 238, 246, 256-257

patent rights not capitalizable 1367-1368
pavement over mains 152-153
physical depreciation 335-337
piecemeal constniction 305-306
property constructed out of surplus 186-187
public purchase, development of 2
rate of return .. 659-660, 661-662, 683-684, 690-691, 696-700,

706, 711, 1322-1325, 1328-1329, 1334-1337, 1340-1341, 1344^1349
repairs and replacements 1019-1021
saving of water power over steam power 1361-1362
savings effected by joint operation 1368
separate valuation for water power 1357-1358
unnecessarily large plant 1018-1019
unused property 192, 1013
valuation, bibliography 723-724
valuation of contract for water-generated electricity 1362-1365
water-power contract ' 1356-1357
working capital 290-294, 1091-1093, 1094-1096, 1102-1104
see also Property donated

Eminent domain:
see Condemnation

ineering, overhead charges 238-240
allowance for foresight 873-874
Cedar Rapids gas case . 212
Chicago gas plant appraisal 218
Chicago street railway appraisal

_. . 214
Cleveland street railway appraisal 219, 220
Columbus electricity rate case

, . . 221
depreciation of 355
Des Moines water rate case 222
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case 223
Massachusetts Validation Board 224, 225, 239-240
Michigan railroad appraisal 227
Memphis water plant api)raisal 227
Minnesota railroad appraisal 228
New York Consolidated Gas case 229
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Engineermg overhead charges

—

Continued page
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 231, 232
St. Louis Public Service Commission 264
Seattle telephone rate case

; 236
South Dakota raihoad appraisal 233
Washington Railroad Commission 233-234, 235
Wisconsin railroad appraisal 237
Wisconsin Kallroad Commission 238-239

England:
pubUc purchase 458-459
sUding scale method of regulating rates 711

,

working capital estimated for tax purposes 289-290

Equally efficient plant 72-77

Eshleman, Commissioner:
actual investment wisely made correct basis for rates 916-918
annual depreciation allowance, telephone rate case 1189-1191
contract for rental of telephone instruments 1365-1366
contracts with consumers, water and irrigation case 1352-1353
pavement over mains considered, San Jos6 telephone case. . .973-975
imused property held pending sale 1005-1006

Established business, cost of:

excessive investment in plant
,

198

going concern value 560, 562-565

Interstate Commerce Commission 97-101

purchase cases 668
' Texas railroad rate case 59

see also Actttai, cost; Going concern; Going concern, Wiscon-
sin Railroad Commission rule

Evans, District Judge:
actual cost standard of valuation i 85

annual depreciation allowance 415

fair value for rate purposes . . ; 34r-35

franchise value in rate cases 620-621

going concern in rate cases 485-486

overhead charges • -212-213

rate of return 673, o'9-d80

working capital °"2

Excessive investment:
San Joaquin irrigation case. ^9
Washhigton valuation statute 49

Expenses

:

t>

see General expenses; Organization expenses; Preliminart

expenses; Promotion expenses

Experimental operation:

see also Functional depreciation

211
Expert opinion

Express companies:
1330-1331

rate of return 7
value for tax and rate purposes •
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, PAGE

Fair value for rate purposes Chap. II, I874O, 816-892
actual cost and reproduction cost as factors in determining cost

of production 823-825
actual cost basis. .442-443, 818, 827-829, 870-871, 884^885, 887-888
actual cost, or amount of investment wisely made 916-918
actual cost the normal standard 825-829
Alabama railroad rate cases 878-879
allowance for engineering foresight 873-874
Arizona Corporation Commission 856-857
bond discount 277, 285, 1075-1076
bonded debt not necessarily complete or accurate criterion. .879-880
Buffalo General Electric rate case 885-886
capitalization basis 442
capitalization in its relation to fair value 874-875
capitalization of contract excluded 625
Cedar Rapids gas case 32-33
Columbus, Ohio, electricity rate case 30-31
ConsoUdated Gas case 31
ConsoUdated Gas, etc., rate case (Baltimore) 881-884
construction cost as basis 34^35
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 358
cost-of-reproduction-new, Nevada Commission 912-913
cost plus appreciation in value 23-24
Covington and Lexington Turnpike case \. .840-841
Cumberland Telephone Company case 34-35
decisions by courts and commissions 840-874
definition 50-51, 57, 868
definition of actual cost and its determination 834-837
Delaware and Atlantic Telephone, etc., case 862-863
dependent on purpose 4r-5

dependent on value of service 57-58
depreciation 331
depreciation reserve 363
Diamond State Telephone case 884
earlier decisions 18-19
electrical property, method immaterial 829
elements to Be considered 24-26, 35-37
franchise value excluded 580, 582
franchise value included 1298-1302
functional depreciation 390
going concern 490-494, 543-544
Great Northern Railway rate case 884r-885
Kansas City stock-yards case 23-24, 842-848
Kansas City street railway appraisal 857-860
Knoxville water case 875-876
law unsettled 802-803
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case 223
Manitowoc water case 35
may be less than market value 961-963
Minnesota rate cases 848-851
Missouri rate cases

_. 851-852
money properly invested basis for street railway rates 924r-925
Montana, Wyoming and Southern case 879-880
National Association of Railway Commissioners 855-856
Nebraska railway bond and stock issues 888
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Pair value for rate purposes

—

Contirmed page
Nebraska telephone fate case 887-888
need for some standard 818-820
New Jersey Supreme Court 863-867
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District 867-871
no authoritative standard 817-818
no hard and fast rule of valuation 19-21, 38-40, 71
normal cost should at least be adopted for the future 839-840
Northern Pacific Railway rate case 876-878
original cost as basis for 378
original cost, other than land, basis for telephone rates 925-928
overcapitalization disregarded ' 885-887
physical valuation as basis for 57-58
Pioneer telephone case ^ 33-34
poorly located and unsuccessful enterprises 819-820
present value 22-23, 29, 31-33
public purchase cases 448
Public Service Gas Company case 863-867
rate of return '.'. 649-650, 708-709
reasonable rate of charge and cost of production 820-823
reasonable value at time used 26-29
reasonableness of rates dependent on 714, 718
recent decisions. . . .

._
39

reproduction cost basis 442, 826-827
reproduction-cost-less-depreciation basis 32-34, 621, 817, 878-879
reproduction-cost-new basis for 207-208
rights of investors 818
San Diego water rate cases 22-23, 26-28, 880-881

San Joaquin irrigation case 29
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce report 852-855

Smyth V. Ames case 24r-26

Spring Valley water rate cases 28-29, 35-37

standard of value as affected by past conditions and vested rights
837-839

tax assessment of easement in streets 1305-1306

Texas and Pacific Railway rate case 878

theory and limitations of the reproduction standard 829-823

theory of reproduction cost • 825

trend of decisions 37-38, 817-818

Union Pacific Railway cases 19-21

United Railways of St. Louis case 888-891

value of service to consumer • • • • • -1^0-862

Wisconsin Railroad Commission 871-874, 891-892

see also Valtie

Farrington, District Judge:
annual depreciation allowance

qkIq^
elements of fair value itLrk
equally efficient plant

cVrLJfi'iA "ftiv rih
franchise value m rate case 615-6lb, bl7-bis

going concern:
i;iK_>;ifi

as created income AQoZio?
in rate cases kSS
theory •.•••

^^o
Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule wfla

misplaced or partially obsolete plant o7 &»
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Farrington, District Judge

—

Contirmed page

monopoly value , 54

rate of return 682-683, 694

unused property 197-198

value for tax and rate purposes 8

Favorable location:

franchise in purchase cases 576
going concern in rate cases 467, 478, 479-

Fluctuations in cost:

see Actual^cost; Pbicbs

Fowle, Frank F.:

going concern as created income 616-517

going concern value theory 569-570

Franchise value:
elements included 446
going concern value 553, 654, 568-569

net earnings rule as basis 303

rate of return 672, 686, 708-709
reasonable rates 614, 615
tax purposes ; 8, 12

Franchise value appraisal. Chap. XXVIII, 629-639, 1316-1321
Chicago street railway tax case 639
Cleveland street railway settlement 629-631
Kansas City street railway case 1316-1317

. Michigan railroad appraisal for tax purposes 631-635

net earnings rule 635-639
New Jersey railroad appraisal for tax purposes 1317-1321
New York special franchise tax 635-639
Unexpired franchise, method used in valuing 1316-1317

Franchise value in purchase cases Chap. XXVI, 572-591, 1292-1297
actual cost of obtaining telephone right of way. 1292
Appleton waterworks case, mdeterminate permit 1295-1297
compensation for loss of franchise to take toUs 575-578
Connecticut Supreme Court 582-583
determined by reasonable rates 1292-1293
earnings as basis 572-573
exclusive franchise 573-674, 580, 584-585
existence entirely independent of the structure 587
franchise rights and' earning power capitalized 1293-1295
poing concern. . . .

.' 441, 456, 461, 464
indeterminate permit 588-589
Maine Supreme Court, water plant 583-588
Massachusetts Supreme Court, water plant 579-580
Monongahela Navigation Company «. United States 575-578
New York water plant condemnation 573-575
Pennsylvania Supreme Court 672-573, 589-590
reasonable rates, value of right to charge 589-590
Rhode Island Supreme Court, water plant 580-582
right to lay pipes of no value to city ^ 579-580
rules for appraisers in Maine condemnation cases. .583-588, 716, 718
svmunary 590-591
unexpired franchise value 580-582
Wisconsin Railroad Commission, electricity plant 588-589
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Franchise value in rate cases Chap. XXVII, 8, 12, 592-628, 1298-1315
Alaba,maraikoad rate cases 625-626, 1298-1302
uunalo electricity case 1312-1313
Chicago gas plant appraisal 618-620
Columbus electricity rate case ..........'..'. 593-594
Commonwealth Edison appraisal, Chicago. ..'.........' i302-1304
condemnation and rate regulation 592-593
Consolidated Gas case:

'

'

appeal to United States Supreme Court 606-609
opinion of state commission '.'..'..'... 594-595
permanent injunction granted '.'.'.'..... 598-606
preliminary injunction !595-596
report of special master 596-598
summar^r. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.

:609-612
dependent on earning power 4g9
going concern '.

.'.'.'m, 473^74, 478, '479, 483
Haverhill gas rate case

, 1306
Iowa Supreme Court, Cedar Rapids gas case 627
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case ,[ !6i2-613
Lincoln, Nebr., telephone rate case 1304-1305
Louisville telephone rate case 620-621
lucrative contract, valuation excluded 623-625
Macon, Ga., street railway and Ughting case 1304
methods of appraisal 596-598
Missouri Supreme CoUrt, telephone case 621-622
New York PubUc Service Commission, 1st District 623-625
no specific value assigned 593-594
Public Service Gas Company case 1306-1312
San Francisco water rate case 592-593, 615-618
Savannah street railway fare Case 623
Stanislaus County, Cal., water rate case 622-623
stipulated payments and free service as part of franchise cost

1313-1315
summary 626-628
Supreme Court of New Jersey 1308-1312
tax assessments of easements in streets included in fair value 1305-1306
tax assessment of franchises included iii fair value 1298-1302
telephone right of way included at actual cost 1313
unexpired franchise, method used in valuing 1316-1317
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 613-615

Franchise value theory Chap. XXIX, 640-646
condemnation cases. . . ., 645-646
distinction between valuation for public purchase and rate mak-

ing 643-644

economic function of franchise 640-643

net income rule 644

rate cases 643-644

rate of return 644

Franchises:
bond discount 275

capitaUzation of • • 168

definition 461,617

extraordinary supersession, treatment of 392

rights and earning power capitalized 1293->1295

88
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Franchises

—

Continued vkgs

unexpired, method used in valuing 629-631, 1316-1317

see also Special franchises

Functional depreciation Chap. XIX, 381-400, 1170-1181

annual allowance 415, 419^23, 430, 432-433

Beatrice telephone rate case 1180

casualty 400

compared with physical 330

Consolidated Gas case 388--389

cost of supersession an operating expense 1170-1177

deduction made in rate and purchase cases 384-387

definition 330, 381

Des Moines gas rate case 393-394

extraordinary 383-384, 391

going value -W 536
Holyoke, Mass., purchase case 385-387

hypothetical 387-390

Kansas City Southern Railway case 1170-1177

inadequacy, definition 349
investments in unsuccessful experiments excluded 393-394

Lincoln, Nebr., telephone rate case 1179-1180

Milwaukee street railway fare case 394-395, 1180-1181

past losses due to supersession _ .390-393, 395-400

New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 388
obsolescence, definition 349
obsolete type of machine 1177-1178
ordinary 382-383

overhead charges 365
rate of return 676, 679, 681
reproduction cost includes 411
Solan electricity rate case ......_. 1178-1179
street railway supersession excluded in capitalization case. . .397-398

superseded equipment entitled to equitable consideration. ..394-395
supersession due to consolidation 399-400
TuQSon gas and electricity case 1178
Washington Public Service Commission 389-390
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 399-400

G
Garoutte, Judge:

annual depreciation allowance 437-438
money actually invested basis of fair value. ^ 880

Gas ^lant:

accrued depreciation 1146-1147, 1148, 1152-1153, 1159-1164
actual cost standard of value for rate purposes 96-97
additional plant 1019-1021
annual depreciation allowance 404-407, 409-412, 423-424,

428-430, 438-439, 1188-1189, 1197-1198
appreciation in land value 104^-108, 119-123, 141
bond discount 270, 285, 1086
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 365-366, 367, 369-371
depreciation, bibliography 740-741
economic capacity reacned 1021-1022

• extensions and additions for future use 1019-1021
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Gas plant

—

Continued page
fair value includes appreciation 31
franchise value in purchase cases 582-583
franchise value in rate cases. .595-612, 618-620, 623-625, 1305-1312
functional depreciation 385-387, 388, 393-394, 399-400, 1178
going concern as created income 507, 514-515
going concern in public purchase 451-452, 454-456
going concern in rate cases. .470-474, 475-477, 490-495, 498-499

1220-1235, 1245-1251, 1254-1265
going concern value theory 556-557
going concern, Wisconsin Raiboad Commission rule. .524-531,

541-543, 544r-545, 546, 1275-1277, 1284^1288
ugj)iting contract, capitalization of profits 1350-1352
overhead charges:

Buffalo gas case 1067
Cedar Rapids case 212, 253, 262
Chicago gas plant 217-218
Lincoln, Nebr., rate case 222-223, 253
Milwaukee gas case 1065-1067
New Jersey Public Utility Commission 228-232
New York Consolidated Gas case 229-230
New York PubUc Service Commission, 1st District 262
Palo Alto gas case 1035-1036
Phoenix gas and electric light case 1034-1036
Public Service Gas Company case 1046-1048
Queens Borough gas case 1053
Tugson gas and electricity case 1034
Wisconsin Raihroad Commission 238-239, 246, 256-257

pavement over mains 148-153, 154, 156-159
physical depreciation 335-337
piecemeal construction 305-306
property constructed out of surplus 178-180, 186-187
public purchase, development of 2
rate of return .. 1322-1323, 1324-1325, 1328-1330, 1335-1337,

1341-1342, 1343-1344
repairs and replacements ...;... 1019-1021

reproduction-cost-less-depreciation 32
services, valuation of "i 166

unit prices 205

unused property 191-192, 194-197, 1006-1007, 1007-1010,
1013, 1015-1017

valuation, bibliography 724

working capital 287-288, 289-302, 1091-1093, 1097-1104

see also Pbopebtt donated

General expenses:
Seattle tdephone rate case • • 236

Washington Railroad Commission 234, 235

Georgia Railroad Commission:
annual depreciation allowance • • • 4^7
franchise value in rate cases oajJ, ld04

going concern in street railway rate case 1Z61-1M6

Gifts:

see Property donatee
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GUbert, Circuit Judge John I.

:

page
franchise value in rate cases 611
rate of return 657-658

Gillette, Halbert P.:

bond discount
._ ._

276
cost vmder present or original conditions 78-79
determination of actual cost 86
overhead charges 233-235, 241
physical depreciation 342
reproduction-method costs 832

Going concern:
definitions

._
601, 502, 510, 514, 558-559

element in determining present value, appraisals for condem-
nation 716, 718

Knoxville water ra,te case 474-475
negative and positive 177
overhead charges 266-267
valuation, bibUography 735
see also Good will

Going concern as created income Chap. XXIII, 600-519
comparative method of 501, 513-516
development period 504-608
Dubuque water case

._
605-506

earnings during construction period 608-510
income under existing rates v. income under reasonable rates. .610-513
New York PubUc Service Commission, 1st District 614-515
relation to cost 516-617
San Francisco water rate case 515-616
standard of valuation in purchase cases 559
summary 518-519
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 513^

Going concern, public purchase Chap. XXl, 440-465, 1206-1213
additional value from operation as single fine railroad 446-448
allowance for established business 445-446
allowance refused 452-454
Appleton waterworks case 1209-1213
Galena, Kans., water plant 466-457
Gloucester, Mass., water plant 449-450
Kansas City water plant 440-446
Maine Supreme Court 457-460
Mobile water plant appraisal 453-454
Newburyport, Mass., water plant 448-449
Norwich, Conn., lighting plant • 454r-456
Omaha water case. 462-463
Pennsylvania water plant case 460-462
Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain 1206-1208
Rhode Island water plant 452-453
summary 464-465
Westchester street railway case 1209
Wisconsin Supreme Court, waterworks case 1209^1213

Going concern, rate cases Chap. XXII, 466-499, 1214-1273
allowance to be made in rate of return . 1265-1270
Baltimore gas and electricity case, early losses 1233-1234
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Going concern, rate cases

—

Continued page
Berlin electric light case 1239-1243
Buffalo electric plant and light cases 1265-1270
Cedar Rapids gas rate case 475-477
Cedar Rapids water rate case 468
Chicago telephone appraisal 122&--1229
Cleveland street railway appraisal 477-478
Columbus electricity rate case 468-470
Cornmonwealth Edison case, Chicago 1229-1231
considered in rate of return but not in fair value 490-494
Consohdated Gas case 470-474
deficit method rejected 489-490
Des Momes gas case 498-499, 1220-1223
Des Moines water rate case 480-482
distinction between value for rate purpose and value for purchase 468
elements of 494r-495

expenditures to obtain business not capitalizable 1270-1271
Grafton County electricity case 1243-1244
Haverhill gas case 1234
Indiana natural-gas case 1272-1273
Kings County lighting case, Appellate Division 1254

Kings County lighting case, Court of Appeals 1254^1255
Lincoln, Nebr., telephone case 1237-1238

Loviisville telephone rate case 485-486

Macon, Ga., railway and lighting case 1231-1233

Michigan hydroelectric capitalization case 1234^1237

Montana railroad case 1218-1220

New Hampshire Water and Electric Power case 1245

New Jersey Supreme Court, gas case il249-1251

New Jersey telephone case 1251-12^3

New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 490-495

Oakland, Cal., water rate case 489-490

Oklahoma railroad rate case 479-480

Oklahoma telephone rate case .486-488

Palo Alto gas case •

•}^?^]%%l.
Phoenix gas and electric light case 122d-lii4, 12^5

Public Service Gas Company case 1245-1251

San Francisco water rate case f^fjfn
South Dakota railroad appraisal.

^o^i lo^o
Spokane telephone exchange valuation

IqII^oq
summary 4^rIar7
Texas railroad rate case iAT^^Vo
theory of going value •

ToIr
based on actual cost or. reproduction cost. i^jo

development costs should not be capitauzed l^lb

element of fair value _
•

.
•. ; • • : a;! loit

estimated actual cost v. estimated reproduction cost. .
1217-1218

New Jersey Public UtiUty Commission rule. lilv

public policy requires amortization of intangible and ques-

tionable elements • • • •,„,„ ,^10
Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 1215-lilb, 1^1»

Tugson gas and electricity case '^'^^'^ii-
Urbana, Ohio, water rate case ,• • 1;

; '

"
• \ ..*''

valuation of, identified with cost-of-reproduction-less^eprecia^^^

tion

value excluded

.

622
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PAGE
Going concern, value theory Chap. XXV, 553-571

commercial value 554
Consolidated Gas case 556
cost of establishing paying business 562-565
cost of promotion of business 565-566

cost of service theory 569-570
franchise, relation to 553-554
good will 554r-558

market value v. cost as measure of 560-561
methods of estimating 559-560
pubUc purchase cases 567-569
rate cases 562-567
reproduction cost ». actual cost as measure of 561-562
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 657-558, 563-565

Going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule. .Chap. XXIV,
620-552, 1274^1291

actual-cost method 1279-1280
annual appreciation in land value ' 531
annual depreciation allowance 531-533
certain methods of determining, rejected 524-526
comparative-plant method 1279-1280
conclusion 551-552
consideration of, by courts and other commissions 548
cost of business promotion offset by earnings 542-543
cost of estabUshing business method 526-531
cost of estabUshing business, measure of going value 522-524
criticism of comparative-plant method 1280-1285
deficit method disapproved 548-549
effect of application on valuations fixed 543-547
estimate of cost to produce a paying business considered. . . 1285-1288
expense of certain litigation excluded 540-541
general policy defined 1274^1275
going value a recognized element in purchase valuation 520-522
limitations of early-deficit method 1277-1279
losses due to careless and unprogressive management not cap-

italized 539-540
losses due to competition 541-542
New York PubUc Service Commission, 1st District 549-550
Oshkosh waterworks purchase case 1274^1275
past losses all not capitalized 534^539
Peoria waterworks rates 550-551
plant operated at a loss 522, 523
rate of return during development period 533-534
relatively poor development of business 1275-1277
San Francisco water rate case 548-549
services and house piping, cost of 1288-1291
Sheboygan gas rate case 1275-1277
State Journal Printing Company v. Madison Gas and Electric
Company 526-531

Superior water, light and power rate case 1277-1279
unrequited cost of estabUshing business 1274^1275
valuation for rate purposes 522-524

Goodwill:
allowance for, in purchase cases , 453
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Good will

—

Continued page
competitive business 555-556
court decisions 656-557
definitions 457, 470, 472, 554^555
distinct from established business 468, 472
excluded from valuation, rules for appraisers 716
franchise value in purchase cases, excluded from .579, 582, 583
franchise value in rate cases 621
going concern in rate cases 476, 478, 481-482, 486, 491
Texas railroad rate case 59
valuation in rate cases 467, 469, 470, 471, 473-474
value distinct from franchise value 598
value excluded in public purchaae cases 448, 449, 457-458
value included in franchise value 446
Wisconsin Railroad Commission. 557-558

Grade separation contributions:

inclusions in valuations 167-170
see also Propebtt donated

Grading, appreciation of:

see Solidification

Graves, Judge:
going concern in purchase cases 456

Gray, Henry L.:

annual depreciation allowance - 403-404

functional depreciation 389-390

overhead charges 236-237, 353-354

solidification oAi_on7
unit prices 206-207

Gray, Judge:
annual depreciation allowance *^°

control over rate regulation 3

rate of return. •

°°°

working capital -
"^"**

Great Britain: aks-^ijo
public purchase *" ,„
sliding scale method of regulatmg rates

iAiAlinii
telephone purchase case, overhead charges

oooZoon
working capital estimated for tax purposes -•,•• .^SiHZW

see also National Telephone Co. Ltd. v. His Majesty's Postmaster-

General in Table of Cases.

Grosscup, Circuit Judge: ...

annual depreciation allowance ^^
appraisal of franchise value

fi5a-654
rate of return

°"

Gunter, William A.: 1204-1205
annual depreciation allowance

a^tLdod.
'

190^1^02
franchise value in rate cases. 625-626, 1^«»7^^"^

identical reproduction of existing raih-oad
040

raih-oads entitled to increase in land values »™

rate of return, Alabama railroad rate cases
J^g'

solidification of road-bed
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H
Hagenah, William J.:

page

annual depreciation allowance. . . , <
429-430

cost-new v. oost-less-depreoiation 365-366

franchise value in rate cases /. 618-620

overhead charges 217-218

pavement over mains 154

rate of return 675-677

working capital. . . , 298-299

Haight, Judge:
annual depreciation allowance 418-419, 423
appraisal of franchise value 637

Hall, Frank B.:

overhead charges ; 235-336

Hanunond, Judge:
Fall River capitalization case 1000-1002

Hansel, Charles:
franchise value appraisal, New Jersey railroads and canals. 1317-1321
revaluation of railroads and canals. New Jersey 966-968
solidification of road-bed 1110-1111

Harlan, Justice:
cost of reproduction standard 70
fair value for rate purposes 24r-27

San Diego water rate case 26-27
unjust burdens on public not warranted 840-841

Hayes, Hammond V.:

accrued depreciation, deduction of 1140-1141
actual cost, method of estimating 836-837

Hayes, Judge:
reproduction-cost-less-depreciation the controlling factor 33-34

Hemans, Commissioner:
going concern in hydroelectric capitalization case 1235-1237

Henry, George F.:

annual depreciation allowance 428-429
going concern in rate cases 480-481
overhead charges

'

221-222
pavement over mains 155
unused property 198-199

Hider, Arthur:
Memphis water plant appraisal 22&-227

Holcomb, Judge:
value for ta,x and rate purposes 11

Holmes, Justice:
annual depreciation allowance 439
cost-of-reproduction standard 70
excessive mvestment in plant 199-200
fair value for rate purposes 27-28
franchise value in purchase cases 579-580
going concern in pubUc purchase 448-449
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Holmes, Justice

—

Continued page
rate of return ... 674, 1325-1326
water rights, Stanislaus County case 1369-1370

Hook, Circuit Judge:
adaptation of road-bed • 318
going concern in rate cases 479-480

Hough, District Judge:
appreciation in land value 105-108
franchise value in rate cases 598-606, 609
going concern in rate cases 472-473
going concern value theory 556
rate of return 666-667
working capital 295-296

Hughes, Justice:
accrued'"depreciation 1142-1143
market value of land in rate cases 950-965
Missouri rate cases 893-894
valuation for tax and for rate purposes not the same 807

Hunt, Judge:
accrued depreciation 1144r-1146

going concern in railroad rate case 1219-1220

multipUers approved in railroad land valuation 957-958

I

Identical reproduction of existing plant 71-72, 899-900

see also Repboduction-cost-new

Inadequacjr:
definition 349

see also Fttnctional depreciation

Income, capitalization of:

see Capitalization op income; Going concern

Income tax:

see Corporation income tax

Indeterminate pennits '.
• 589, 591,

Indiana Railroad Commission:
071: q7r

cost of pavement over mams
1070 197Q

going concern in natural-gas rate case -'^£0
value for tax and rate purposes '~°

Insurance: . „nn
Cleveland street railway appraisal ^^"
Columbus electricity rate case

^^j:

included in overhead charges ^^"
Massachusetts Validation Board ^'^*

Intangible property:
270

amortization of • " •

qn-"?!
fair value for rate purposes . ,

*'""^J
inclusion in fair value ,'

kki-Si'i'i

railroad valuation bill. • — • S&4-»i)a

see also Franchises; Going concern; Good will
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Interest: page
bond discount 275,279
capitalization rate dependent on rate of 42
deferred in bond discount 268-269
discount on securities 273
Massachusetts Validation 'Board 224, 225, 226
paid in advance 272
Seattle telephone rate case 236
working capital . 290

Interest during construction:

Cedar Rapids gas case 212, 253
Chicago gas plant appraisal 218

'

Chicago street railway appraisal 214, 216
Cleveland street riilway appraisal 219, 220
Columbus electricity rate case 221
depreciation of overhead charges 355-356
Des Moines water rate case 222
disallowed as based on "mere guesswork" 253-254
going concern as created income 509
going concern in rate case 487-488
included in overhead charges 210
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case 223, 253
Maine Supreme Court 253
Massachusetts Validation Board 224, 261
Michigan railroad appraisal 227, 260
Minnesota railroad appraisal 228, 254r-255, 260
New Jersey Court of Chancery 253
New York Consolidated Gas case 229
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District. .232, 258-260, 266
New York Supreme Court 253-254
Oklahoma telephone rate case 232, 255-256
Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain 1073
St. Louis PubUc Service Commission 257-258
South Dakota railroad appraisal 233, 261
Texas railroad rate case 61
Washington railroad appraisal 276
Washington Railroad Commission .234, 235
Washington valuation statute 48-49
Wisconsin railroad appraisal 237
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 238, 256-257
working capital 297-298

Interstate Commerce Commission:
actual cost as standard of value 97-101
appreciation in land value 112-114
discoimt on bonds in uniform system of accounts 269
inflated securities 876-878
property constructed out of surplus 182-186
rate of return 670

Inventory cost:

definition 211

Investment cost, uniform:
depreciation deduction necessary to secure 359-360
method of adjusting depreciation 343-346
relation to annual depreciation allowance 361
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Investment value: page
definition 42
standard of value 50-51
see also Excessive investment

Iowa Supreme Court:
Cedar Rapids gas rate case 32-33, 150-151, 212, 253
franchise value in rate cases 627
gas and water cases, annual depreciation allowance 438-439
going concern. Cedar Rapids gas rate case 475-477
going concern, Cedar Rapids water rate case 468
going concern in rate cases, Des Moines gas case 498-499
rate of return, gas rate case 673-674
rate of return, waterworks 654-655
unit prices 205-206
working capital 300-301

Irrigation:

annual depreciation allowance 430-431, 439
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 371-372
franchise value in rate cases 623-623
property donated 163-164
rate of return 656-657
solidification, San Joaquin case 320-322

Irrigation plants:

contracts with consumers 1352-1353

see also Contra.cts, water powek, and patent rights

J

Jackson, D. C:
annual depreciation allowance 431-43d

Jackson, Wm. B.:

annual depreciation allowance .4>si-4dd

Johnson, Mayor: ^
. , . , .„

electnc railways, pavement, inclusion of i-io

Jones, District Judge:
SQR-Sqqcost-of-reproduction method lono

franchise value in rate cases AAA nVn
raih-oads entitled to increase in land value --l^l^
rate of return 663-665, 1326-1327

Judson, C. H.: oQK_<>Qa
overhead charges Mtt-Mb

K
Kansas City:

., . ,

'
inao-ins'?

bond discount, street railway appraisal. . -J"!™^
street railway appraisal, franchise renewal 857-860, 1"*|^^*^
water plant purchase, gomg concern.

Lsas City stock-yards case:

cost plus appreciation in valu

value of service to consumer.

Kansas City stock-yards case:
, „„ 24

cost plus appreciation in value
84^848
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Kansas Supreme Court: page

Galena water plant purchase, going concern 456-457

Kellogg, Judge:
adaptation and solidification of road-bed 320

annual depreciation allowance 416-417, 425-426

franchise value, purchase case 1293

going concern, street railway purchase case 1209

overhead charges 254

reproduction cost, right of way 133-134

Kennish, Judge

:

annual depreciation allowance. 435-436

franchise value in rate cases 621-622

rate of return 684

Kirby, Judge

:

annual depreciation allowance 437
rate of return 683—684

Knozville:
water rate case, going concern 474r-475

La Boeuf, Judge:
annual depreciation allowance 421-423
franchise value theory 641-642

Lacombe, Circuit Judge

:

franchise value in rate cases 595-596

Ladd, Judge:
going concern in rate «ases 475-476
reproduetion-eost-less-depreciation 32-33

La Follette, Senator Robert M.:
railroad valuation hill 852

Land:
acquired in advance' of present need 195-198
overhead charges 218, 219
see also Railboad land; Railroad bight of way; Real estate;
Terminal land

Land grants:

see Pbopbbtt donated

Land, valuation of Chap. VI, 102-147, 935-969
actual cost ascertainable 836
actual-cost method rejected 849
actual cost v. present value 125-126
additions to market value rejected 963
Alabama railroad rate cases 939i-940, 955-957
allowance of reduced return 114-119
annual increase in value iiot income 945-946
appraisal, sales method 144^147
appreciated or present value as basis for rate purposes 946-947
appreciation 103-126
appreciation an offset to development expense 944r-945
appreciation must be considered in fixing fair rate of return! ! 936-938
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Land, valuation of—Continued
appreciation set off against depreciation

.

1 1 qft^n
appreciation treated as income V2'(V-V9fi q^rIqqq
Arizona Corporation Commission ...

^^u-i^b, 9db-938

availability for railroad purposes enhances value isR-m
availability for special use Tq7 Iqo
Berlin electric light case 044-04^
California Railroad Commission 041-04^
Cataract Power and Conduit case '.'.[

946-947
Central of Georgia Railway case 955-957Chicago and Northwestern Railway case. . .. . 958-960
Chicago telephone appraisal. 943-944
Consolidated Gas case 104r-108
Consohdated gas and electric case, Baltimore. . 963
fair value may be less than market value 961-963
Gately & Hurley case 969
initial cost, with certain additions, capitalization case. . .. 963-966
Interstate Commerce Commission 112-114
market value as standard for tax purposes

! 966-968
market value basis in telephone rate case '.

! 947-948
market or present value approved basis for rates . '[[.....[

! 949-965
Minnesota appraisal and rate case 112, 129-130, 135-137
Minnesota rate cases •. 935-936, 949-955
Minnesota Supreme Court 115-119
Montana, Wyoming and Southern case 957-958
multipliers not to be used in finding fair value 936
multipliers used in railroad land valuation ! 957-958
National Association of Railway Commissioners 109-110
New Jersey revaluation of railroads for tax purposes 966-968
New York Appellate Divinion and Court of Appeals . . 133-134,

945-946
North Coast Water Company case, actual cost 941-942
Northern Michigan Power Company case, hydroelectric 963-966
Pacific Gas and Electric Company case 941
present or market value basis of fair value for rates 935-936
present value approved ; . . 849

< Public Service Gas Company case 968
reduced return allowed on terminals 115-119
reproduction cost affected by cost of hypothetical buildings . . 141-143
reproduction-cost method rejected 949-955
reproduction cost of railroad right of way 126-134

' reproduction cost same as present condemnation cost 126-127
St. Louis Public Service Commission 111-112
Solith Dakota Railroad Commission 110-111, 131
Southwestern Telephone and Telegraph case 947-948
Stockton Terminal and Eastern Railroad case 961-963
Superior water, light and power case 949
trend of decisions and practice 103-104

United States Supreme Court 108

unused land 1010-1011

use of multiples 127-129, 131-134

vested rights 838
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 108-109, 137-138

Lane, Commissioner: \

actual cost the standard of value for rate purposes 97-101
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Lane, Commissioner—Contowed page
property constructed out of surplus 186

rate of return 711-712

Lawrence, Justice A. T.: ^
brokerage 1077-1079
depreciation 1113-1114

going concern in telephone purchase case 1206-1208

Lawrence, John C:
appreciation in land value 109-110
competition in relation to market value theory 61
market value theory 42-45
misplaced or partially obsolete plant 55

Legal expenses:
Buffalo gas rate case 1067-1068
Chicago gas plant appraisal 218
Chicago street railway appraisal 214
Cleveland street railway appraisal 220
depreciation of overhead charges 356
Des Moines water rate case 222
included in overhead charges .210, 262
Massachusetts Validation Board 224, 225
Michigan railroad appraisal 227
Minnesota railroad appraisal 228
South Dakota railroaia appraisal 233
Washington Railroad Commission 234, 235
Wisconsin railroad appraisal 237
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 238

Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case:

bond discount 285
franchise value 612-613
overhead charges 222-223, 253
rate of return 671-672
working capital 301

Lum, TalfourdP.:
annual depreciation allowance 427-428
bond discount 284-285
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 368-369
equally efficient plant 75
fair value for rate purposes 30-31

- franchise value in rate case 593-594
going concern in rate cases 468-470
overhead charges 220-221
rate of return 659-660, 690-691

Location, favorable:
see Favorable location

Loring, Judge:
franchise value in purchase cases 580
going concern in public purchase 450-451
overhead charges 252

Losses

:

see Capitalization; Competition; Going concern
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Louisville, Ky., telephone rate case: „.„_
actual cost as element of value 84^85
annual depreciation allowance 4I5 '434_4Qt:
franchise value '

coO-fill
going concern

485-48fi
working capital '.'.'.','.'..'.

.301-302

Lurton, Justice:
annual depreciation allowance 404-406
going concern in purtehase cases 463
rate of return

., 672

M
McCormick, Circuit Judge:

adaptation and solidification of road-bed 317-318
going concern in rate cases ..'.'....'.'. !466-467
value as a going business concern .6&-62

McDonnell: '

payment over mains 154^155

Machinery:
see SECONb-HAND MACHINBKT

McLean, Commissioner:
idle telephone plant 1014-1015

McPhersqn, Judge Smith:
criticizes and rejects reproduction method 970-972
going concern in rate cases 481-482, 1221-1223
pavement over mains \ 156
rate of return 671, 685-686
value for tax and rate purposes 12-13
working capital 1091

Madison, Wis.:
see Table op Cases

Maine Supreme Court:
betterments from earnings 181-182
condemnation cases, rules for appraisers 7,13-720
equally efficient plant 73-75
franchise value in purchase cases 583-588
going concern 457-460
overhead charges 253
rate of return 658
unit prices 206

Mains:
see Pavement over mains

Maintenance:
deferred, definition 350
physical depreciation 337

Maintenance accounts:
annual depreciation allowance 410, 413

certain renewals included. 403-406, 410
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Maltbie, Commissioner: page'

actual cost the standard of value for rate purposes 96-97
adaptation of street railway 322-323
annual depreciation allowance 406-407
appreciation treated as income 120-123

bond discount 271-272
capitalization of profits, lighting contract 1350-1352
cost-new ». cost-less-depreciation 379-380
franchise value in rate cases 624-625
functional depreciation 388, 397-398
future expenditures 1020-1021
going concern as created income , 514^515
going concern in rate cases 490-495
going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 549-550
grade separation contributions 168
land acquired in advance of present need 195-197
overhead charges 230-232, 258-259, 362, 1049-1051, 1052,

1053, 1054-1055
pavement over mains 156-159
property constructed out of surplus 187
rate of return 687, 700-702, 706
standard of value in rate case 278
valuation of old and little-used gas plant '. 1006-1007
working capital 296-298

Market value:
and earning power as related to fair value for rate purposes

Chap. Ill, 893-897
competition and monopoly value in railroad appraisals 893-894
competition in its relation to 51-52
contractor's profit 252
density of population and trafiBc 43, 47, 49
elements of fair value 25-26
facilities for doing business 44
favorable location 52^53, 59-61
franchises, affected by rate regulation . , .

.' 645
grade of railroad , 44r-45
Grafton county electricity case 894^897
impracticable as standard 58-59
income under reasonable rates determines 53
iiivestment value 50-51
land appraisal, sales method 144, 146-147
location of railroad 46-47
MetropoUtan Trust Co. «. H. & T. C. R. Co 59-62
Minnesota rate cases 893
misplaced or partially obsolete plant

^
5&-68, 894

Missouri rate cases 893-894
monopoly value 53-54
physical value basis for 43-45, 46
purchase price as evidence of fair value 894-897
railroad valuation 42-50
rates and competing railroads 893-894
Reagan v. Farmers' L. & T. Co 58
reasonable rates not based on 54-55
Riggs, Henry Earie, statement of theory 50-51
standard for rate purposes .Chap. Ill, 41-65, 40
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Market value

—

Continued page
tax purposes standard 63^5
true standard 58
usual meaning of 41-42
value as going business concern 59-62
value as a producing factor 62-63
value for tax and rate purposes 7, 9, 10
versus cost as measure of going concern value 560-561
Washington Railroad Commission 45-50
Washington valuation statute 48
see also Going concehn

Marks, William:
functional depreciation 389
overhead charges 230

Marshall, Judge:
franchise value in waterworks purchase case 1297
going concern in waterworks purchase case 1213

Marston, A.:

pavement over mains 154

Maryland Public Service Commission:
accrued depreciation 1152-1153
allowance for early losses from competition 1233-1234
annual depreciation allowance 1192-1193
bond discount in systems of uniform accounts 270
cost of pavement not laid by company 976-977
franchise value in rate cases, tax assessments 1305-1306
land at market value in rate case 963
rate of return, Baltimore gas and electricity case 1335-1337
rate of return, relation of rates to service 1324-1325
rate of return, sliding-scale method recommended 1322-1323
restricted by law not to disturb value of bonds 881-882

Massachusetts:
discount on bonds in uniform system of accounts 269
Gloucester water plant purchase, going concern in public pur-

chase 449-450
grade separation contributions 167
statute for municipal lighting plants ,423-424
tdephone appraisal, annual depreciation allowance 431-433

Massachusetts Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners:
bond discount 272-273
franchise value in rate cases 1306
gas plant too large for present needs 1015-1017
going concern in gas rate case .••.•• 1234

Holyoke, Mass., purchase case, cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation

385-387

valuation of property constructed out of surplus 178-179

Massachusetts Railroad Commission:
bond discount 273
working capital 288^289

Massachusetts Supreme Court:

franchise value in purchase cases, water plant 579-580

Gloucester water plant purchase, going concern 450-451

89
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Massachusetts Supreme Court

—

Continued page
Holyoke gas and electric plant purchase, going concern 451-452
Newburyport water plant case, going concern in public purchase

448-449

Massachusetts Validation Board:
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 363-364
overhead charges 223-226, 239-240, 261
solidification of roadbed .315-317, 326
valuation dependent on purpose 5-6

Masten, Arthur H.

:

franchise value in rate cases 596-598
functional depreciation , 388-389
going concern in rate cases. .

.' 470-^72
overhead charges... 229-230
working capital 294r-295

Mauiy,D. H.:
going concern as created income 511-512

Memphis, Tenn.

:

water plant appraisal 226-227

Metcalf, Leonard:
cost under present or original conditions 79
going concern as value of a created income 501-502, 506

Methods of appraisal:

see Appraisal methods

Michigan railroad appraisal:

adaptation and solidification 312, 313-314
bond discount 276
franchise value 631-635
land appraisal methods 144
overhead charges 227, 241-243, 260
reproduction cost, right of way 127-128
reproduction cost, terminal land 134
unit prices 204r-205

Michigan Railroad Commission:
br9kerage 1085-1086
going concern in electricity capitalization case 1234-1237
land at initial cost, with certain additions 963-966
overhead charges 1073-1074

Miller, Judge

:

annukl increase in land value not income 946
going concern in gas rate case 1255-1265
reproduction cost of pavements over mains 981-983

Milwaukee:
street railway fare case, functional depreciation 394-395

Minneapolis: ,

grade separation contributions 167-168
railroad case, rate of return 694-695
valuation of terminal land 135-136
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Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission: page
adaptation and solidification 310-311 326
railroad appraisal,.overhead charges ......

'

228
reproduation .cost, right of way 129-130
reproduation xiost, terminal land 135

Minnesota railroad a.ppraisal:

bond disciount 276
land appraisalmethods 144 145
overhead charges !24l' 260
rei)roduction,.c!Dst of terminal land

, , _ isi 135-137
unit prices '

205

Minnesota railroad rate case:
adaptation and solidification 319-320
discount on bonds \\ !285-286
land appraisal-. _[[[ 146-147

• overhead charges .\ !254r-255
railroad right of way, -. 112
valuation for rate purposes 67-69

Minnesota rate cases:
artificial rules rejected. .-. 849
oost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation 850
fair value the basis 849
market value approved basis for land value 935-936, 949-955
present value of land, not original cost 850
proof of value miisfbe clear to establish confiscation 851-852
reproduction-cost method rejected as to land. 949-955

Minnesota Supreme Court:
property donated, railroad grants 163
purchase price at foreclosure sale 933-934
railroad rate cases ....-... 67-68
rate of return. ..-....•..•...... 651-653
reduced return allowed on terminal 115-119
Steenerson railroad rate case 67-68; 115-118

Missouri:
railroad rate case 11-13

Trenton waterworks 154^155

Missouri rate cases:
competition-and monopoly value in railroad appraisals 893-894

confiscation, proof ofj oaust- be clear 851-852

Missouri Supreme Court:
annual depreciation allowance 435-436

franchise value, telephone rate case. 621-622

rate of return, telephone rate ease 684

Mitchell, Chief Justice:

rate of return 662-663

Monopoly value:
ko ka

discussion .- . •

cot
going concern, Wisconan Railroad Commission rule 525

good will in valuation .555-556, 557-558

Montana Board of Railroad Commissioners:

raikoad rates fixed by, enjoined by Federal Court 957-958
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Moody, Justice: page
annual depreciation allowance 439
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 372-374
functional depreciation 396-397
going concern in rate cases 474r-475

overhead charges 263
rate of return 669, 688
responsibility of regulatory commissions 695-696

Moore,_ Robert:
going concern in purchase cases 446-446

Morgan, Dwight C.

:

adaptation and solidification 310-311
land appraisal methods 145
overhead charges 228, 241, 255
reproduction cost, right of way 129
reproduction cost, terminal land : 135-136
unit prices 205

Morris, Judge

:

annual depreciation allowance 407—409
rate of return 684-685

Morrow, Circuit Judge:
annual depreciation allowance 430-431
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 371-372
fair value for rate purposes 28-29
franchise value in rate cases 592-593, 622-623
going concern in §as and electricity case 1225
overhead charges in gas and electricity case 1034-1035
property donated, canal and irrigation 164
rate of return 655-656, 657-658
solidification of earthwork 321-322
value for rate and purchase purposes 16

Moyes, JohnW.:
definition of unit costs 1024
depreciation of overhead charges 1117

Munger, District Judge W. H.:
bond discount .- 285
franchise value in rate cases 612
rate of return 671
working capital 301

Municipal purchase:
see PuBuc pitbchase

N
National Association of Railway Commissioners:

appreciation in land value 109-110
bond discount. 276-277
capital value and rate and purchase value 17
market value theoiy 42-45
misplaced or partially obsolete plant 66-57
recommend the use of the word "amount" for "value" 856-856
valuation dependent on purpose 4-5
value for rate and purchase purposes 14-15
value for tax and rate purposes 7
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Nebraska:
^j^^^Smyth V. Ames case 24-26

Union Pacific Railway cases '.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.... 19-21
Nebraska State Railway Commission:

annual depreciation allowance 1185-1186 1193-1196
excess capacity of telephone plawt '

1017-1018
franchise value in rate cases .......'..'..'.... 1304-1305

' functional depreciation '...'..'... 1179-1180
going concern in telephone rate case 1237-1238
overhead charges, telephone case '.'.

1045-1046
rate of. return 681-682," 1337-1339
reproduction cost, telephone rate case 900-904
stocks and bonds have only collateral weight in raite oaises. 887-888
working capital 1096-1097

Nebraska Supreme Court:
value for tax and rate purposes 10-11

Nevada Public Service Commission:
annual depreciation allowance 1196-1197
fair value based on estimated cost-of-reproduction-new 912-913
going concern in electricity rate case 1238-1239
rate of return, electricity case ; 1340-1341
unnecessarily large plant

, 1018-1019
water-power contract 1356-1357

Net cost:

see Actual, cost

Net earnings rule:

definition 636

New Hampshire Public Service Commission:
accrued depreciation 1153-1154
actual cost as basis for fair value for rate purposes 919-920
actual cost of establishing a paying business 1239-1244
appreciation an offset to development expense 944-945
auxiliary steam plant 1012-1013
capitalization of early losses not allowed 1245
criticism of reproduction method 914-915
manufacturers' quotations 1025
misplaced or partially obsolete plant 894
original cost, among other elements, to have great weight. . .920-923
overhead charges. 1042-1043, 1072-1073
purchase price as evidence of fair value 894r-897

valuation for tax and for rate purposes not the same 807-808

water powers 1357-1361

New Jersey:
railroad appraisal, solidification of road-bed 1110-1111

revaluation of railroads and canals for tax purposes 1110

New Jersey Court of Chancery:
excessive investment in plant 200-201

overhead charges 253

rate of return 658-659

New Jersey Public Utility Commission:
annual depreciation allowance 1197-1198

cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 369-371
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New Jersey Public Utility Commission

—

Continued page
distinction between.actual and theoretical depreciation 1154-1161

franchise yalueinrafe cases 130&-1308

going concern in gas rate case 1245-1249

going concern in telephone rate case 1251-1253

overhead charges. 22S-229, 969, 1046-1048

tjropertjr donated. *. 992-993

rate of return. 1341-1342

repaying Cost, gas and telephone rate cases 977-978

reproduction cost; :;;..; 911-912, 968
working capital 1097

New Jersey Supreme Court:
franchise value in rate cases 1308-1312

going concern in gas rate case
._

1249-1251

valuation for rate and for purchase purposes distinguished. . .805-806

New York Appellate Division:

annual increase in land value not income 945-946
franchise value, earning power at reasonable rates 1292-1293
Kings County Lighting Company case 980-981
Queens County Water Company case 983

New York City:

grade separation contributions 167
special franchise tax. . 302-303, 635-639
street railway tax case '. 424r-426

subway contract 275
water plant condemnation, franchise value 573-575
see also Table of Cases, under Consolidated Gas Company and

under Willcox

New York Commission of Gas and Electricity:

Consolidated Gas case 594-595, 665-666
rate of return '. 661-662

New York Court of Appeals:
annual increase in land value not income 945-946
reproduction cost of pavement over mains rejected 981-983

New York Public Service Commission, 1st District:

actual cost the standard of value for rate purposes 96-97
actual cost under construction contract 932-933
adaptation 322-325
annual depreciation allowance 406-407, 413-415, 426-427
appreciation treated as income ' 120-123
betterments from earnings 186-187
bond discount 269, 271-272, 275
cost.-new v. cost-less'depreciation 376-380
franchise value in rate cases 623-625
functional depreciation 388, 397-398
going concern as created income 514-515
going concern in purchase cases 1253
going concern in rate cases 490H195, 1253
going coUcefrU, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 549-550
grade separation contributions 168
municipal lighting contract 1350-1352
old and little-used gas plant 1006-1007
overhead charges. .230-232, 248-251, 258-260, 262, 266-267,

354-355, 1048-1058
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New York Public Service Commission, 1st District—Conimued page
pavement over mains . . . ., 156-159
pavement, street ridlway 174
physical depreciation, overhead charges 354r-355
physical depreciation, sinking fund method of measuring. . . .346-348
physical depreciation, straight line method of measuring. . .348-351
rate of return. . .-.;.. 686-687, 700-702, 706
repairs, extensions, additions, gas and electricity plants. . . 1019-1021
reproduction cost affected by cost of hypothetical buildings. . 141-143
unit prices 206
unused property !!!!!!!!!! 195-197
valuation of pavement 174
working capital !296-298
see aho Maltbie, Commissioner

New York Public Service Coimnission, 2d District:
accrued depreciation 1164-1165
annual depreciation allowance 1198-12(30
contract for water-generated- electricity 1362-1365
definition and theory of value 809-815
depreciation 1115
difficulties of the actual-cost method 929-931
discount on bonds •. 1086
distinction between land and other property 946-947
fair value for rate purposes 867-871
franchise value in rate cases 1312-1313
gas plant purchased to avoid cbmpetition 1007-1010
going value to be allowed in rate of return 1265-1270
legal and organizatiori expenses 1067-1068
overcapitalization not considered in fair value for rates 885-887
overhead charges 264-265, 1055-1060
piecemeal construction 1105-1106
rate of return 1342-1345

reproduction-cost method 904r-911

reproduction cost of pavements over mains 979-980
services paid for by consumers, gas case 993

unused land 1010-1011

value for rate and for purchase purposes distinguished 804r-805

working capital 289, 1097-1100

New York State:

grade separation contributions 167

railroad tax case 320

Normal cost:

standard necessary for the future 839-840

Normal wear:
definition 350

North Carolina Corporation Commission:
value as a producing factor 62-63

O
Obsolescence: „.„

definition 349

see also Fdnctional depbeciation
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Oklahoma, railroad rate case: pagh:

adaptation of road-bed 318
going concern 479-480

Oklahoma Corporation Commission:
annual depreciation allowance 1200-1202
contract for rental of telephone instruments 1366-1367
cost-new v. cost-leas-depreoiation 375-376
going concern 486-488
overhead charges, casualty insurance 1069
rate of return 674-675

Oklahoma Supreme Court, telephone rate case:
annual depreciation allowance 433-434
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 375-376
going concern 486-488
overhead charges 232, 245, 255-256
piecemeal construction 306-308
rate of return 674r-675

Omaha, Nebr.

:

water plant purchase, going concern 462-463

Omberg, J. A., Jr.:

Memphis water plant appraisal 226-227

Operating efficiency:

definition 332

Operation, trial:

see Adaptation; Experimental operation

Opinion, Expert:

see Expert opinion

Organization expenses:
Buffalo gas rate case 1058-1060
Cedar Rapids gas case 212, 262
Chicago gas plant appraisal 218
Chicago street railway appraisal 214
Cleveland street railway appraisal 219, 220
depreciation of overhead charges 356
going concern in rate cases 491
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case 223
Michigan railroad appraisal 227
overhead charjjes 210, 261-267
St. Louis Public Service Commission 263
Seattle telephone rate case 236
Wisconsin railroad appraisal 237
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 238
see also Legal expenses

Original cost:

see Actual cost

Original service value:
definition 349

Orton. Jesse F.

:

Cfonsolidated Gas case 612
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Otis, Judge Charles E.: ~ „._
bond discount 285-286
grade separation contributions. . .

.'

167-168
land appraisal methods ,'_] 146-147
reproduction cost, right of way 130
reproduction cost, terminal land. . .ll\l[[. .].... .\..\.\. . i3S-l37

Overcapitalization
323 324

Overhead charges. Chap. XII, 209-267, 1031-1074
Arizona Corporation Commission 1033-1035
Buffalo General Electric case !!.'.'!.!!!!. 1058-1060
CaUtomia Railroad Commission !!!."!!!!!!!!!! 1035-1037
casualty insurance !!!!!!!!!!! 1069
Chicago gas plant appraisal l\\\. ...[.. .\\ ...... .. !2i7-218
Chicago surface railway appraisal '. .213-217
Chicago telephone appraisal 1037-1038
Cleveland street railway appraisal 218-220
Columbus, Ohio, electricity rate case 220-221
Commonwealth Edison appraisal 1038-1039
contractor's profit 246-262, 1051-1065, 1071-1073
Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph Company 212-213
definition 210
depreciation of .353-356, iii2-^1117
Des Moines water rate case 221-222
Falmouth, Mass., water plant 251-252
going concern in rate cases 491
interest during construction 253-261, 1073
inventory-reproduction-cost.. 1032-1033, 1037-1042, 1046-1048,

1060, 1063-1067
Kansas City street railway appraisal 1043-1045
legal expenses 262, 1067-1068
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case 222-223
Lincoln, Nebr., telephone rate case 1045-1046
Massachusetts Vahdation Board 223-226, 239-240, 243-244, 261
Memphis water plant appraisal 226-227
Michigan Eailroad Commission 1073-1074
Michigan railroad appraisal 227, 241-243, 260
Milwaukee gas rate case. 1065-1067
Milwaukee street railway rate case 1063-1065
Minnesota railroad appraisal 228, 254, 260
Minnesota rate cases 949-955
Montana, Wyoming and Southern Railroad case 1032-1033
National Telephone purchase case (Great Britain) 1039-1042

Nebraska State Railway Commission. 1045-1046

New Hampshire Public Service Commission. . .1042-1043, 1072-1073

New Jersey Public Utility Commission 228-229, 1046-1048

new railway constructed by contract 1048-1051

New York and South Shore Traction case 1048-1051

New York Consolidated Gas case 229-230

New York Public Service Commission, 1st District. .230-232,
248-251, 258-260, 262, 266-267, 1048-1058

New York PubUc Service Commission, 2d District. .264-265,
1058-1060

New York Supreme Court 253-254

Oklahoma Corporation Commission 1069

Oklahoma telephone rate case 232, 245, 255-256
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Overhead charges

—

Continued page

organization 261-267, 1067-1068

Oshkosh waterworks purchase case 1067

Palo Alto gas case 1035-1036

Phoenix gas and electricity case 1034
preliminary and development expenses ^". 1055-1058
promotion 261-267, 1073-1074

Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain . . 1039-1043,
1069-1072, 1073

reorganization expense 1068-1069
reproduction cost 628
St. Louis Pubhc Service Commission. .244r-245, 247-248, 257-

258, 263-264, 1060-1061
Seattle telephone rate case 235-237
South Dakota railroad appraisal 232-233, 261
State railroad appraisals 260-261
Stockton Terminal and Eastern Railroad case 1036
Toronto street railway and electric Ught appraisals 1061-1063
Tugson gas and electricity case 1034^1035
Washington Railroad Commission 233-235, 261
Wisconsin railroad appraisal (Tax Comn.) 237-238, 260
Wisconsin Railroad Commission. .238-239, 246, 256-257, 1063-

1067, 1068

see also Contingencies; Depbeciation; Enginebbing; General
expenses; Interest during constrtjction; Legal expenses;

Organization expenses; Superintendence

P
Palmer, Ray:

annual depreciation allowance 1192
bond discount : 1076
depreciation 1116
franchise value in rate cases 1303-1304
going concern, electric light case 1229-1231
overhead charges 1038-1039
rate of return 1323-1324, 1334^1335
working capital 1034^1036

Pardee, Judge:
rate of return 656

Pavement:
electric railway i 172-174, 219

Pavement over mains Chap. VII, 148-160, 970-989
appreciation in land value 158
Cambridge water case 976-977
Cedar Rapids gas case 150-151
Consolidated Gas case 148-150
Des Moines gas case 970-972
Des Moines water rate case 155-156
New Jersey gas and telephone rate cases 977-978
New York Appellate Division 980-981, 983
New York Court of Appeals 981-983
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 156-159
New York PubMc Service Commission, 2d District . .979-980
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Pavement over mains—Continued p. „_
Palo Alto gas case, repaying. ... 070
purchase cases

'

' {kiVc2
rate cases

151-l^q'
repaying cost excluded .............". 973
reproduction method rejected and criticized.'.'.'.'.'

."

.'

970-972
San Jos4 telephone rate case 973-975
special franchise tax case ..'.'....'.'..... 983summary and conclusion .!!!!!!!!!! i59-160
Trenton, Mo., waterworks .'.'..'..'..'......... 154^155
Union City natural-gas case !."!!!!!."!!!!!!! 975-976
United States Supreme Court '.

149-150
Wisconsin Railroad Commission '.

.

'. 151-154,' 'gsSr^gs's,'985-989
Wisoonsm Supreme Court 986-989

Paxson, Judge:
franchise value in purchase cases 572-573

Peckham, Justice:
appreciation in land value 108
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation

,
.'!!!.'!!

! 362-363
cost of reproduction standard .'!!!.'!!... 70
fair yalu6 includes appreciation '..'.'.'...'..'.. 31
fair value for rate purposes 29
franchise value in rate cases 606-610
functional depreciation 391-392
going concern in rate cases 473-474
going concern value theory 556-557
rate of return 661, 667-669
valuation of property constructed out of surplus 177

Pence, William D.

:

land appraisal, sales method 144^145
imit prices 202

Pennsylvania Supreme Court:
actual cost the standard of value for rate purposes 93-94
franchise value in purchase cases, water plant 589-590
franchise value, toll bridge condemnation case 572-573
going concern, water plant purchase 460-462
property constructed out of surplus 180-181

rate of return, railroad case 662-663

Philadelphia: '

grade separation contributions 167

Physical adaptation:

see Adaptation

Physical depreciation:

see Depreciation

Physical value:

see Value

Piecemeal construction Chap. XV, 304-309, 1105-1107

allowance for, denied 306-308

cost compared with continuous construction 304r-305

New York Public Service Coijimission, 2d District 1105-1106
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Piecemeal construction

—

Continued page
Oklahoma Supreme Court 306-308
Oklahoma telephone rate case 232
overhead charges 218
Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain 1106-1107
relation to inadequacy 308-309
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 304-306

Pipes, gas:
pavement over mains 148-160

Pitney, Justice:
functional depreciation 117^1177

Poffenbarger, Judge:
actual cost the standard of value for rate purposes 94r-95

Preliminary expenses:
New York Public Service Conunission, 1st District. .231, 262,

266-267, 1055-1058
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District 1058-1060

Present cost:

valuation of mains and services 149

Present price:

see Unit prices

Present value

:

basis of valuation 22-23, 62-63
capitaUzation and original cost not represented by 20
definitions 332, 351
element in determining depreciation 347
fair value for rate purposes 29-

fair value of tangible and intangible property 30-31
physical valuation as basis for 50-51
value for rate purposes 36

see also AcTtrAL cost; Fair value; REPRODucnoN-cosT-iiUSS-
DEPRECIATION

Price, Waterhouse and Company:
overhead charges 224

Prices:
fluctuation in cost 87-89
fluctuations in railroad costs 67-69

see also Unit prices

Profit:

see Contractor's profit

Promotion:
Cedar Rapids gas case 212, 262
Knoxville water case 262-263
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District . . . .262, 266-267
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District 264r-265
overhead charges 210, 261-267, 1073-1074
St. Louis Pubhc Service Commission 263-264

Promotion expenses:
amortization of 269-270
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Promotion expenses

—

Continued page
depreciation of overhead charges.- 356
determination in rate case 5
going concern in rate cases 491
going concern value .'56&-566, 567
going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 542-543

Property:

see DiscABDED property; Unused property

Property constructed out of surplus Chap. IX, 176-189, 997-1004
see ako Betterments from earnings; Property donated; Sur-

plus

Property donated Chap. VIII, 161-175, 990-996
appliances loaned to consumers 990
contributions by the company 171-174
gas and electric company, Arizona Corporation Commission 990
gas and electric company, Wisconsin Railroad Commission 166
grade separation, state and city aid ."^ 167-170
gratuitous pole locations. New Jersey Commission 992-993
irrigation water rates, fences excluded 163-164
most equitable rule as to 174-175
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District 993
railroad land, California Commission 991-992
railroad land, Minnesota 69
railroad land, Minnesota Supreme Court 163
railroad land. South Dakota Ill
railroad land, state railroad appraisals 161-162
railroad land, Washington 113
services furnished by consumers 167, 993
statement of problem 170-171

telephone services, Wisconsin Railroad Commission 165

water services, California Supreme Court 163

water services in purchase case 995-996

waterworks, Wisconsin Railroad Commission 165-166

Prouty, Interstate Commerce Commissioner:
determination of standard of value 38-39

inflation of securities 877-878

property constructed out of surplus 182-186

rate of return 670

Public purchase

:

bond discount 274, 277

Chicago surface railway 216-217

Cleveland street railway appraisal 218-220

contractor's profit, Falmouth, Mass., water plant 251-252

co.st V. cost-less-depreciation 357-358

deduction for depreciation 402

distinction between value for, and value for rate purpose 468

franchise value theory 642-643, 645-646

functional depreciation in valuation for 384-387

going concern as created income 509-510, 511-512

going concern value theory 567-569

Eoine concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule. .520-522,gomg oonoc
, 537-539, 545, 546, 647, 648

Memphis water plant appraisal 226-227
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Public purchase

—

Continued pagh
no distinction between condemnation and rate regulation. . . .692-593

overhead changes, water plant 253
overhead charges, Wisconsin Railroad Commission 238
profits in excess of fair return 181-182

rate of return 676
relation between franchise and going concern 553-554
relation of rate of return and fair value 649-650
rules for appraisers ' 713-720
Trenton, Mo., waterworks 154r-155

unit prices 203
valuation for 1-2, 11-12

see also Franchise value; Going concern

Puget Sound Electric Railway:
valuation 46-48

Purchase

:

see Public purchase

Purpose of taxation:

Nebraska Supreme Court 10-11
St. Louis & S. F. R. Co. rate case 111-13

Purpose of valuation Chap. 1, 1-17, 799-815
Arkansas Railroad rate case 13
California Railroad Commission 800-804
capital value and rate and purchase value 16-17
Commissioner Thelen, National Association of Railway Com-

missioners 802-803
cost of production, how based 800
depreciation dependent on 330-331
distinction between rate and purchase value 21
exchange value, or purchasing power 799
law unsettled as tb fair value 802-803
Massachusetts VaUdation Board 5-6
National Association of Railway Commissioners 4r-5

normal value, or cost of production 799
public purchase 1-2
rate and purchase cases 68
rate purposes 2-3, 497
theories of value, New York Public Service Commission, 2a

District 809-815
valuation dependent on purpose 2-6
value dependent on 800
value, different meanings of term 799-804
value for rate purpose and public purchase 14-16, 20
value for tax and rate purposes 7-14
value for various purposes distinguished 804-809
value in use, or inherent utility 799

Quebec Public Utilities Commission:
capitalization of franchise value ".

. 1293-1295
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R
Railroad Securities Commission: page

bond discount 271

Railroads:
accrued depreciation 1143-1146
actual cost as standard of value for rate purposes 94-95, 97-101
adaptation and solidification 310-320, 325-328, 1108-1111
annual depreciation allowance 1187-1188, 1204-1205
appraisal of franchise value 631-635, 636-637
appreciation in value 103, 108-111, 112-114, 115-119, 138-141
bond discount 271, 273, 275-277, 285-286, 1075-1076
competition, effect on rates 183
competition, factor in regulating rates 51-52
cost-new v. cost-Iess-depreciation 363-364
depreciation, bibliography

._
741-742

depreciation, straight-line method of measuring 333-334
excessive valuation or fictitious capitalization 24r-25

fair value for rate purposes 38-39
fluctuations in costs 67-69

franchise value appraisal 1317-1321

franchise value in purchase cases 578
franchise value in rate cases 613-615, 625-626, 1298-1302

functional depreciation. 392-393, 1170-1177

going concern as created income 507-508

going concern in pubUc purchase 446-448

goini concern in rate cases 466-467, 478-480, 1218-1220

going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 520-521

grade separation contributions 167-170

land appraisal methods 144^147, 949-955

land donated V.VV.V '

??i"'???
land grants 69, 161-163, 170-171

market value as standard for tax purposes
49 «

market -value theory. er
misplaced or partially obsolete plant inoi
no hard and fast rule of valuation 19-.il

overhead charges: ^-.„
Califomia Railroad Commission

94nl944
contingencies. . ! , • • • • •„ • -J-n oci
Massachusetts Validation Board 225-226,-239, 261

Michigan appraisal. ^^'' ^°"

Minnesota appraisal qacl-cm
Minnesota rate cases .- -. iAqo in^?
Montana Board of Railroad Commissioners 106^W66

New York Supreme Court - - - -

.f^^-^l^
South Dakota appraisal. ..-.--. Utiit' 9fil
Washington Railroad Commission

9,7 900' orA
Wisconsin appraisal..

237-238, 2bO

physical depreciation: 344-346
annual allowance for •

339-341
methods of measuring

354r-355

°;StS&odappiiedtosystem-a.awhoIe:V.\-3»
property constructed out of surplus. .... • • - • - • - • VqWV,oi

Lte^ of return.. 650, 656, 662-665, 670-671, 677-679^^680^|^^^^^
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Railroads

—

Continued lOR^t^d
reproduction cost, right of way

i q?Ii ^i
reproduction cost, terminal land fl_4K

S§^'^'"°':::::-^v////;:v;;;;;;/;;.v.bi^i)3;-204^o5
valuation, bibliography •• •

hit'aft
valuation bill, report of United States Senate Committee. .

. -10^55
valuation for tax and rate purposes 2-3, 7-8, 10-17

value as a going business concern
roIaq

value as a producing factor 55l5^
value of partially obsolete line ^^o
Washington valuation statute

iAarilinoi
working capital 1090-1091

see 'olso Favorable location; Pkoperty donated

Rails:
present worth method of measuring depreciation 339-d40

Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain:

brokerage, telephone purchase case 1076-1083

depreciation, telephone purchase case 1110-1115

franchise value in telephone purchase case 1292

going concern in telephone purchase case 1206-1208

overhead charges. , 1069-1070, 1071-1072, 1073

piecemeal construction and separate establishment 1106-1107

Railway terminal:

see Teeminai, land

Rapid transit railways:

see Electkic railways; Tdnnels

Rate making:
development of valuation for 2-3
fair value for 5
valuation for 1

Rate of return Chap. XXX, 647-712, 1322-1349
adequate to construct betterments 184-189
Alabama railroad rate cases 1326-1327
appraisal of franchise value 636
appreciation treated as income 120-126
Arkansas Supreme Court, electricity rate case 683-684
attitude of courts and commissions contrasted 690
Baltimore gas and electricity case 1335-1337
Beatrice telephone case 1339
Buffalo gas ease 1342-1344
Califorma Supreme Court 651, 691-693
Cataract Power and Conduit Company case 1344^1345
Central of Georgia Railway Company 663-665
Chicago gas rate report 675-677
Chicago telephone appraisal 1331-1334
Columbus, Ohio, electricity rates 659-660, 690-691
Commonwealth Edison report, Chicago 1334-1335
conclusion 708-710
Consolidated Gas case, Judge Hough's decision 666-667
Consolidated Gas case. State Commission's decision 665-666
Consolidated Gas case, United States Supreme Court decision. 667-669
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Rate of return—Continued page
Cumberland telephone case 1325-1326
decisions affecting rate of return 1325-1349
Delaware and Atlantic telephone case 1342
Des Moines water rate case 685-686
determines market value 65
distinction between fair return in an administrative and judicial

sense 690-691
effect of method of financing 569-570
elements of a reasonable return 696-700
Ely electricity case, Nevada Commission 1340-1341
establishing business 563
excessive investment 199
extraordinary supersession 391, 392
failure to earn some profit 20-21
federal and state courts, review of attitude of 689
franchise value theory 644
franchises 672
going concern, discussion 490-494
going concern value theory 567
going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 533-534
Grafton telephone case 1339
Green Bay water case ; 1349
Interstate Commerce Commission 670
investment as basis for 384
Iowa Supreme Court, gas rate case 673-674
Iowa Supreme Court, waterworks 654-655
irrigation plant

.^
656-657

Lexington telephone case ." 1339
Lincoln, Nebr., telephone case 1337-1339
Louisville railroad case 691
Maine Supreme Court 658
Milwaukee electricity case 1345-1347
Minneapolis, railroad case 694^695
Minnesota Supreme Court 651-653
Missouri Supreme Court, telephone rate case 684
Montreal telephone case 1331
Nebraska State Railway Commission 68I7682
net earnings basis 654
New Jersey Court of Chancery 658-659
New York Court of Appeals, tax cases 672, 686
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 686-687,

700-702, 706
Oklahoma Corporation Commission, telephone case 674-675
ordinary method of financing in relation to fair rate 700-702
Palo Alto gas case 1329-1330
past supersession 393
Pennsylvania Supreilie Court, railroad case ,. . .662-663
Phoenix gas and electricity case 1326
profits in excess of a fair return 176-177, 181-182
property constructed out of surplus. 176-180
Public Service Gas Companjr case 1341-1342
rate necessary to induce original investment 662-663
reasonable rates dependent on circumstances 658
reduced rate of return on land 114-119
relation of rates to service

,
1324-1325

90
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Rate of return

—

Contimied i'age

relation to fair value for rate and purchase purposes 649-650

responsibility of regulatory commissions 694-696

San Francisco water rate case. . .655-656, 657-658, 665, 682-683, 694

San Joaquin irrigation case 29
Saratoga Springs gas and electric rate case 661-662

sliding-scaie method of regulating rates 710-712

sliding-scale method recommended 1322-1323

some margin over lowest interest rate 651

standards of reasonableness 702-710

Strang telephone case 1339

Superior water and electricity case 1347-1349

supersession hazard 384, 403
surplus should be created to equalize dividends 1323-1324

tax case 686
Tupson gas and electricity case 1328-1329
United States Supreme Court, review of attit^ide of 687-689
Washington Supreme Court, electric railway rate case 684^685
Wells, Fargo & Company express case

._
1330-1331

Wisconsin Railroad Commission, gas and electricity plant case 696-700
Wisconsin Railroad Commission, railroad case 708

see also Reasonable bates

Real estate:

land appraisal, sales method 144

see also Appreciation in land valtie; Land

Reasonable rates:

allowance for risks
._

704r-705
allowance for risks, appraisal for condemnation 714
bond discount ^ 285
elements to be considered 25-26
fair value as basis, appraisal for condemnation 714, 718
fluctuation of standard 203
franchise value 614, 615
franchise value in purchase cases. . . 584, 589-590, 591, 1292-1293
going concern based on value of estimated income under 510-513
going concern in purchase cases 462
individual consumer must be served reasonably 863-867
market value not based on 54-55
method of determining, in purchase cases 568
rate of return 658
relation of rate of return and fair value to 649-650
uniform, depreciation deduction necessary to secure 359-360
see also Rate of eettirn

Reasonable value:

see Fair value

Regulatory commissions:

see MooDT, Justice

Remaining service value:
definition 351

Renewals:

see Accounts, uniform
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Repairs: page
definition 413

Replacement cost:

see Repboduction cost

Reproduction cost:

actual cost used to test reproduction estimate 911-912
adaptation and solidification 310, 317-318, 328
appraisals for condemnation 715, 716
appreciation in land value 103-126
approved in Alabama railroad rate cases 898-900
arguments advanced 66-67
Baltimore gas and electricity case 902-904
basis for going concern value 560
basis of fair value 163, 442
bond discount 277, 284, 285
Buffalo gas rate case 904-909
Cataract Power and Conduit case 909-911
Columbus electricity rate case 75
conclusion as to 81
Consolidated Gas case 105
contingencies 246, 246
cost imder present or original conditions 77-81
criticism by New Hampshire Commission 914-915
depreciation , 331
determination of 5
difficulties of the reproduction method:

Maryland Commission 902-904-
New York Commission, 2d District 904-911

discarded property 190
discussion Dy James E. Allison 928-929
discussion by C. L. Corey 76-77
discussion by Halbert P. Gillette 832
discussion by J. E. Willoughby 76, 830
Ely electricity case 912-914
equally efficient plant 72-77, 445
fair value for rate purposes 39
fluctuations in railroad costs 67-69
functional depreciation 390, 399-400
going concern in purchase cases ' 459
good will value 486
Grafton electricity case 914r-915

identical reproduction of existing plant 71-72
interest during construction. New York Supreme Court 254
Lincoln, Nebr., telephone rate case 900-904
Maine water plant condemnations 73-75
method criticized in Des Moines gas case 970-972

method rejected as to land, Minnesota rate cases 949-955
method rejected in New Jersey railroad tax appraisal 966-968
multiples used in state appraisals 127-129
overhead charges . ."T. 217, 628, 831, 832-833, 906-907

overhead charges, Memphis water plant appraisal 227
overhead charges, Michigan railroad appraisal 227
overhead charges, Minnesota railroad appraisal 228
past supersession . 394-395
pavement over mains ._. . . 156-158
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Reproduction cost

—

Continued page
piecemeal construction 308-309, 832
public purchase cases 445, 832
Public Service Gas Company case 911-912

railroad right of way 126-134

rate of return 652-653
rejected as standard of value in rate case 278
rejected in railway rate case, South Dakota 958-960
St. Louis Public Service Commission 79-81
solidification 312
Spring Valley water rate case (1908) 75-76
standard for rate purposes Chap. IV, 66-81, 40
terminal land 134^143
trend of recent decisions 69-71
unit prices 206, 211, 907-909
valuation for rate purposes 36, 46
valuation of mains and services 148-149
versus a,ctual cost as measure of going concern value 561-562

Reproduction-cost-less-depreciation:
approved in Alabama railroad rate cases 898-900
basis of fair value 621
Chicago surface railway appraisal 215, 217
Columbus, Ohio, electricity rate case 221
controlling factor , 32-34

' defined .• 1124
Dfes Moines water rate case 221
Ely electricity case 913-914
functional depreciation 386
going concern valuation identified with 485-486
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case 223
Massachusetts Validation Board 226
Michigan railroad appraisal 227
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 232
overhead charges, Minnesota railroad appraisal 228
railroad valuation bill 854
South Dakota railroad appraisal 233
Washington Railroad Commission 235
Wisconsin raUroad appraisal 237-238

Reproduction-cost-new v. cost-Iess-depreciation. .Chap. XVIII, 357-
380, 1118-1169

accrued depreciation and operating efficiency 1138-1140
annual-investment-cost method 1124^1126
application to heretofore unregulated utility 1137-1138
approved rule 372-375
Anzona gas and electricity case 1146-1148
basis for fair value 207-208
bond discount, Washington railroad appraisal 276
Chicago gas plant appraisal 365-366
Chicago telephone appraisal il48-1150
Columbus electricity rate case 368-369
contractor's profit !."!.'.'.'!... 248
cost-less-depreciation defined !!!!!!!!!! 1124
cost-new approved !365-36^
cost-new rejected 376-380
decisions aSecting accrued depreciation ii41-1169
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Reproduction-cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation

—

Continued page
depreciation affected by use, as of oar-wheels and rails. . . .1125-1126
depreciation computed on sinking-fund plan 369-371
depreciation deduction, relation to annual allowance 371-372
depreciation defined 1123-1124
depreciation reserve as offset to normal depreciation ...... 1122-1123
depreciation reserve invested in improvements. . . 361-363, 1120-1122
Des Moines water rate case 222
discarded property , 195
Duluth street railway rate case ! 1169
entire initial capital not permanently needed 358-359
four methods of determining annual and accrued depreciation

1126-1136
diagram of the four methods 1133
sinking-rfund method 1130-1133
straight-line method, accrued depreciation deducted. .1127-1128
straight-line method, accrued depreciation not deducted

1129-1130
uniform-investment-charge method 1130-1131

fimctional depreciation. 385
future functional depreciation 1150-1152
going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 645-546
Hayes on deduction of accrued depreciation 1140-1141
Kings County Lighting case 1161-1163
Knoxville water case 1118
Maryland Public Service Commission 1152-1153
Massachusetts appraisal 363-364
Milwaukee street railway rate case 1168-1169
Minnesota rate cases 1119, 1141-1143
Montana railroad rate case 1143-1146
New Hampshire Public Service Commission 1153-1154
New Jersey Public Utility Commission 369-371, 1154^1161
Oklahoma telephpn.e rate case. 375-376
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 376-380
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District 1164^1.165

Palo Alto gas rate case II48
pavement over mains 153-154, 155-156, 157-158
physical depreciation 339-341, 346, 350
promotion -264

railroad valuation bill 854
Railway and Canal Commission of Great Britain 1150-1152
relation to uniform investment cost and rate of charge 359-360
St. Louis Public Service Commission . 1165-1167
straight-line method v. sinking-fund method 1120-1122
unamortized depreciation 361
valuation for public purchase. 357-358
Washington Public Service Commission 1167-1168
Wisconsin. Railroad Commission 366-368

see also Repsoduction-cobt-XiESS-depi^ciation

Reserve fund:

see Accounts, uisipoem; Dbpeeciatioji, anntjal allowance;
SuKPLtrs

J

Return on investment:

see Rate op retdkn
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Return, rate of: ^aqe

see Rate of bbturn

Rhode Island Supreme Court:
franchise value in purchase cases, water plant 580-582

going concern value theory 557
going concern, water plant purchase 452-453

Riggs, Henry Earle:
appraisal of franchise value 633—635

bond discount 276
competition in relation to market value theory 51

functional depreciation 392-393

land appraisal methods 145
market value theory 50-51

overhead charges 241-243, 260
rejjroduction cost, right of way 131-132
solidification 313-314
unit prices 204r-205

Right of way:
see Reproduction cost

Ripon, Wis.:
value of water plant 138

Road-bed:

see Appreciation in land value; Repbodtjction cost

Ross, Judge:
fair value for rate purposes 22-23

Sague, Commissioner:
capitalization, basis for 813-814

St. Louis Public Service Commission:
accrued depreciation not deducted 1165-1167
appreciation in land value 111-112
cost under present or original conditions 79-81
expenditures to obtain business 1270-1271
franchise value in rate cases 1313
land at market value, telephone rate purposes 947-948
money properly invested, basis for fair value 924-925
original cost, other than land, basis of fair value 925-928
overhead charges 211,-244r-245, 247-248, 257-258, 263-264,

1060-1061
right to earn on inflated capital should be denied 888-891

St. Paul, Minn.:
railroad lands 147
valuation of terminal land 135-136

Sales method:
definition 144

San Diego, Cal.:

annual depreciation allowance 437-438, 439
California Supreme Court 89-93, 163
market value standard impracticable 68-59
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San Diego, Cal.

—

Continued page
present value, not cost, true basis , 22-23
rate of return 651
reasonable value at time used 26-27, 27-28

San Francisco water rate case:
annual depreciation allowance 430
fair value case 28-29, 35-37
franchise value 592-593, 615-618
going concern 482-485
going concern as created income 515-516
market value 54, 57-58
rate of return 655-656, 657-658, 665, 682-683, 694
reproduction cost 75-76
unused land ^

197-198

Sanborn, Circuit Judge:
adaptation and solidification 319-320
appreciation in land value 112
cost of reproduction of terminal land 137
grade separation contributions 167
Minnesota railroad rate case 68-69
overhead charges 254r-255
reproduction cost, right of way. 130

Saunders, District Judge:
rate of return 660-661, 678-679

Savage, Judge:
equally efiicient plant 76-77
franchise value in purchase cases 584-588
going concern in purchase cases 457-458, 459-460
profits in excess of fair return 181-182
rate of return 658, 703-705
rule for appraisers, Maine condemnation cases 713-720
unit prices 206

Savajmah, Ga.:
street railway case, franchise value 623

Scrap value:
definition 332, 349

Seaman, Judge:
functional depreciation 394r-395

Seasoning:
going concern in rate cases 467
Texas railroad rate case 59

see also Adaptation; Solidipication

Seattle, Wash.:
telephone rate case 235-237
terminal land 162

Second-hand machinery:
prejudice against 336

Services:
gas plant, valuation of 166
telephone, valuation of 165
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Services

—

Continued lAsft^
water, valuation of 163, 165-100

Service value:
definition ""

see also Original sebvice value; Remaining service value

Shaughnessy, Commissioner:
cost-of-reproduction-less-depreciation 913-914

Simonton, Circuit Judge:
value as a producing factor 62-63

Sinking fund method:
annual depreciation allowance. .410, 411, 414, 415, 417-419, 428-429

depreciation 334r-338, 342, 346-348, 352, 1112-1115

New Jersey Public Utility Commission 369-371

unequalized expenditures, depreciation allowance for 361

Sliding scale:

method of rate regulation 710-712

Sloan, Judge Robert R.

:

going concern in rate cases 498-499, 1220-1221

Smith, Judge:
rate of return. . . J 661-662

Solidification Chap. XVI, 310-328, 1108-1111
Alabama railroad rate oases .325-326, 1108
California Railroad Commission 1109-1110
definition 311
earthwork claim rejected 320-322
expense properly charged to maintenance 313
included in contingency allowance 327
interest charges not permitted on 313
irrigation rate case 320-322
Massachusetts Validation Board 315-317, 326
Minnesota railroad appraisal 310-311, 326
Minnesota railroad rate case 319-320
New Jersey railroad revaluation 1110-1111
New York railroad tax case 320
South Dakota railroad appraisal 314r-315
South Dakota railroad rate case 1108-1109
Texas Railroad rate cases. . 317-318
Washington railroad appraisal 311-312, 326
see aho Adaptation; Seasoning

South Dakota:
railroad appraisal, bond discount 276
railroad appraisal, overhead charges 241, 261
railroad rate case, adaptation and solidification 1108-1109

South Dakota Railroad Commission:
adaptation and solidification 314-315
appreciation in land value 110-111
going concern in rate cases 478-479
railroad appraisal, overhead charges 232-233
reproduction cost, right of way 131
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Special franchise: faqe
definition 635

see also Franchises

Spokane, Wash.:
terminal land 162

Standards of valuation:
abnormal enterprises should be separately classed 820
actual cost Chap. V, 82-101
cost of reproduction 66-67
fundamental standards 39-40
investment value 50-51
market value Chap. Ill, 41-65
no authoritative determination of 38-39, 818

see also Fair value

Stevens, Commissioner:
actual-cost theory 929-931
amortization under limited-term franchise 1119-1200
appreciated or present value of land 946-947
capitalization in its relation to fair value 885-887
contract for water-generated electricity 1363-1365
depreciation 1115
fair valuation a matter of judgment 868-871
fluctuations in prices 1027-1030
franchise value in rate cases 1312-1313
going value to be allowed in rate of return 1265-1270
httle-used gas plant 1008-1010
no rule established for tax, rate, or capitalization purposes. . .809-813

overhead charges 265, 1058-1060
overhead percentages 906-907
piecemeal construction 1105-1106
rate of return 1343-1345
reproduction cost 905-906, 909-911, 979-980
services paid for by consumers 993
unit prices 907-909
unused land 1010-1011
valuation for rate and for purchase purposes 804r-805, 814-815
working capital 1098

Stock:

see Capitalization; Overcapitalization '

Street railroads:

see Electric railways

Subcontractor:

see Contractor's profit

Subways:
see Tunnels

Superintendence

:

Chicago gas plant appraisal 218
Cleveland street railway appraisal 220
Columbus dectricity rate case. 220
depreciation of overhead charges 355
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Superintendence

—

Continued page

Des Moines water rate case 222

Minnesota railroad appraisal 228

overhead charges 210, 238—240

Seattle telephone rate case . 236
South Dakota railroad appraisal . . 233

Washington Railroad Commission . 235
Wisconsin railroad appraisal 237
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 238-239

Supersession:
definition 381—382

see also FuNcnoNAii depbeciation; Rate op return

Surplus:
property constructed from Chap. IX, 176-189

see also Betterments prom earnings

Swain, George F.:

bond discount 273
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 363-364

grade separation contributions 169

overhead charges 223-226, 239-240, 243-244, 261
solidification of road-bed 315-316

valuation dependent on purpose 5-6

Swayze, Judge:
bases for valuation differ 805-806
franchise value in rate cases 1309-1312
individual consumers must be served reasonably 863-867

T
Tacoma:

terminal land 162

Taxation:
assessed valuation, Arkansas railroad rate case '€3-65

Chicago gas plant appraisal 218
corporation income tax 409
franchise tax ^ 415-423, 424-426, 594-595
franchise value 12
franchise value appraisal 631-639, 1317-1321
franchise value in rate cases 1298-1302, 1305-1306
franchise value theory 641-642
franchises, rate of return 672, 686
going concern valuation, for purposes of 487
included in overhead charges 210, 266
market value standard 7 . 63-65
New Jersey revaluation of railroads and canals 1317-1321
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 232
physical valuation as basis for 6
railroad assessment, going concern in public purchase 446-448
street railway, rate of return 653-654
valuation for 1
value for tax and rate purposes 7
see also Purpose op taxation
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Tayler, Judge Robert W.: page
appraisal of franchise value 631
going concern in rate oases 477-478
overhead charges ; 218-220
valuation of pavement 173-174

Taylor, William D.:
overhead charges 237
reproduction cost, right of way 128

Telephone plant:

accrued depreciation 1148-1150, 1154^1159, 1166-11C9
annual depreciation allowance 410, 415, 431-436, 1182-1186,

1189-1192, 1193-1196, 1200-1202
bond discount 270
contract for rental of transmitters and receivers 1365-1366, 1366-1367
cost-new v. cost-Iess-depreciation 361-363, 375-376
depreciation 1112-1115
excess capacity 1017-1018
fair value for rate purposes 33-35
franchise value in purchase case 1292
franchise value in rate cases 620-622, 1304-1305, 1313
functional depreciation 1179-1180
future functional depreciation 1160-1152
going concern as created income 607
going concern in purchase case 1206-1207
going concern in rate cases 485-488, 1228-1229, 1271-1272
going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 544
going concern value theory 568
interest during construction, Oklahoma rate case 256-256
Louisville rate case 84-85
overhead charges 212-213
overhead charges, Chicago telephone appraisal 1037-1038
overhead charges, Lincoln rate case 1045-1046
overhead charges, Oklahoma rate case 232, 245
overhead charges, Seattle rate case 235-237
overhead charges, Southwestern, etc., telephone rate case. .1060-1061
physical depreciation : 353-354
piecemeal construction -. 306-308, 1106-1107
property constructed out of surplus 187-189
property donated ". 992-993
rate of return. .660-661, 673, 674r-675, 679-680, 684, 711, 1325-

1326, 1331-1334, 1337-1339, 1342
unit prices 206-207
unused property 1014^1015
unused property hdd for sale 1005-1006

valuation :i65, 862-863
valuation, bibliography 733
working capital 301-302, 1093-1094, 1096-1097

see also Property donated

Terminal land:
allowance of reduced return on 115-119

availabiUty for railroad purposes enhances value 136-137
Minnesota appraisal and rate case 135-137
reproduction cost 134-143

valuation 134-143
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Terminal land

—

Continued page
value in State of Wasliington 112-113

value of adjacent land increased 138-141

Texas railroad appraisal:

adaptation and solidification 312-313

bond discount 276
overhead charges 241
reproduction cost, right of way 128-129

Texas railroad rate cases:
adaptation and solidification 317-318
going concern 466-467
market value 59-62

Thayer, Judge:
fair value for rate purposes 23-24

Thelen, Commissioner Max:
fair value of land may be less than market value 962-963
going concern in gas rate case 1226-1227
land included at actual cost in valuation for rates 941-942
law unsettled as to fair value for rate purposes 802-803
property donated 992
rate of return, Palo Alto gas rate case 1329-1330
repaving cost excluded, gas rate case 973

Thompson, District Judge:
going concern in rate cases 477
rate of return 672-673

Thompson, R. A.:
reproduction cost, right of way 128-129, 132-133
solidification of road-bed 312-313

Thorington, William S.:

franchise value in rate cases 625, 1298-1302
reproduction method in valuing railroad land.. 955-957
solidification of road-bed 325-326
working capital 1090-1091

Timanus, Commissioner:
pavement not laid by company 976

Timlin, Justice:
responsibility of regulatory commissions 694-695

Title to property
inclusion in valuation not dependent on 171-172

Toll bridges:

see Bridges

Track:
overhead charges 219
present worth method of measuring depreciation 339-340

Traeger, John C:
annual depreciation allowance 1192
bond discount 1076
depreciation 1116
franchise value in rate cases 1303^1304
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Traeger, John C.

—

Continued PAGfi
going concern in electric light case 1229-1231
•overhead charges, Commonwealth Edison appraisal 1038-1039
rate of return, Commonwealth Edison appraisal 1334-1335
rate of return, surplus to equalize dividends 1323-1324
working capital .- 1094^1096

Tramwayand Railway World:
physical depreciation 341

Trenton, Mo.:
waterworks, pavement over mains . . . .^ 154-155

Trial operation:

see Adaptation; Expekimental operation

Tiieber, District Judge:
market value standard for tax purposes 63-65
rate of return 680-681

Trolley roads

:

see Electric railways

Tunnels:
bond discount. New York subway contract 275
overhead charges 240

U
TTebelacker:

physical depreciation. 347-348

Unearned increment 59, 89, 108, 140-141

see also Appreciation in land value

Unit prices Chap. XI, 202-208, 1023-1030
Alabama railroad rate cases 1026-1026
allowance for contractor's profits 246-247, 248, 1024
average price for period equal to construction period 206-207
average jjrice v. present price 1025-1030
copper -wire, average prices used 1026-1027
definition 1023-1024
fluctuations in price of cast iron water pipe 203, 1027-1030
manufacturers' quotations 1025
Michigan railroad appraisal 204r-205

Minnesota railroad appraisal 205
New Hampshire Pubhc Service Commission 1026-1027
neither hi^est nor lowest prices should govern 205-206
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 205-206
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District 1027-1030
overhead charges 1024
overhead charges included 211
piecemeal construction 309, 1024
solidification 312
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 1024

United States Commerce Court:

cost of supersession on operating expense 1170-1177
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United States corporation tax: page
annual depreciation allowance 409

appreciation treated as income 123-124

United States Supreme Court:

interests of both public and owner considered 840-841

Knoxville water case 875-876

Louisville telephone rate case 1325-1326

Minnesota rate cases 848-851, 893, 935-936, 949-955, 1141-1143

Missouri rate cases 851—852, 893—894'

rate of return, telephone case 1325-1326

valuation for tax and for rate purposes not the same 806-807

value of service to consumers 843-848
water rights 1369-1370

Unused property Chap. X, 190-201, 1005-1022

Arizona Corporation Commission, excessive investment 1013

California Railroad Commission, emergency plant 1011-1012

Canadian Board of Railway Commissioners 1014-1015

Des Moines gas rate case 194-195

discarded property 190-192, 194-195-

emergency electric plant 1011-1012
excessive investment in plant 198-201

gas plant purchased to avoid competition 1007-1010
inclusion of river intake and filter galleries 192-194
land acquired in advance of present need 195-198
Lincoln, Nebr., telephone rate case 1017-1018
Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Commission 1015-1017
Nevada Public Service Commission 1018-1019
New Hampshire Public Service Commission 1012-1013
New Jersey Chancery Court 200-201
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 195-197,

1006-1007
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District 1010-1011
San Francisco water rate case 197-198
telephone exchange building, San Jos6 1005-1006
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 190, 191-194

Utility value:
definition 333
physical depreciation for rate purposes based on 342

V
Valuation:

see Betterments prom earnings; Contract; Land; Purpose
OP valtjation; Standards op valuation; Taxation

Value:
"amount" recommended as a more satisfactory term 855-856
compared with cost 5
in rate cases, definition 567
see also Accounting; Actual cost; Book value; Fair value
POR RATE purposes; Feanchisb value; Market value; Orig-
inal SERVICE value; Present value; Purpose op valua-
tion; Remaining service value; Reproduction cost; Stand-
ards op valuation; Wearing value
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Value of service: page
electric railway 56
railroad 56
reasonableness of rates 36
waterworks 36, 56, 57-58

Van Fleet, Judge:
actual cost the standard of value for rate purposes 90-92
bonded debt not proper basis of fair value for rates '.

. .880-881
? market value standard impracticable 58-59
property donated, water rate case 163
rate of return 651

W
Waite, Chief Justice:

control over rate regulation 2-3

Washington Public Service Commission:

see Washington Railroad Commission

Washington Railroad Commission:
accrued depreciation 1167-1168
actual cost, determination of 86
bond discount 276, 277-278
fair value for rate purposes 39
functional depreciation 389-390
going concern in telephone rate case 1271-1272
market value 45-50, 55
misplaced or partially obsolete plant 55
name changed and jurisdiction extended 48-50
overhead charges 233-236, 241, 261, 353-354
reproduction cost, right of way 128, 161-162
reproduction cost, terminal land 140
solidification 311-312, 326

Washington Supreme Court:
annual depreciation allowance 407-409
rate of return, electric railway rate case 684^685

Washington valuation statute 48-50

Water power:
contracts:

Arizona Corporation Commission and Federal Court. .1364-1356
Nevada Public Service Commission 1356-1357
New York Public Service Commission, 2d District. . ..1362-1365
Wisconsin Railroad Commission . . : 1361-1362

water rights. United States Supreme Court 1369-1370

see aho Conteacts, water power, and patent rights

Waterworks:
actual cost 89-94, 95-96
annual depreciation allowance. .408, 415-417, 419-421, 428, 430,

437-438, 439, 1203-1204
appraisal of franchise value 635-636, 637-639
appreciation of land value 103
bond discount 269-270, 278-284
cost-new o. cost-less-depreoiation 367-368, 372-375
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Waterworks

—

Contirmed %4.k
depreciation, bibliograpKy VqLVk vr
equally eflBcient plant oiJn
fair value for rate purposes kqo
franchise value in purchase cases. .57^575, 579-582, 583-688,

589-590, 1295-1297

franchise value in rate cases 5Ei2-593, 613-618, 1313-1314

funojignal depreciation
ci cZti I

going concern as created income. . . .504-507, 511-512, 513, 515^516

going concern in pubUc purchase. .440-446, 448-451, 452-454, 456-463

going concern in purchase case 1209-1213

going concern in rate cases 468, 474-475, 477, 480-485, 489-491

going concern value theory _
557, 563-565

going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule. .523-524,

533, 535-541, 544, 545, 546-547, 548-551, 1274-.1275, 1277-

1279, 1280-1284, 1289-1291

identical reproduction of existing plant 72
Maine condemnation cases, rules for appraisers 713-720

market value standard impracticable 58-59

Memphis appraisal 226-227

misplaced or partially obsolete plant 56, 57-58

monopoly value 64
overhead charges:

Des Moines Rate Case 221-222
Falmouth, Mass., water plant 251-252
Knoxville case 262-263
Maine Supreme Court 253
Massachusetts Joint Commissibn 240
New Jersey Chancery Court 253
Oshkosh purchase case 1067
Wisconsin Railroad Commission , 238-239, 246

pavement over mains 153-156
physical depreciation 335-337, 351-353
piecemeal construction 304-305, 306
property constructed out of earnings 180-182
public purchase, development of 2
rate of return 1347-1349
reasonable value at time used 26-29
services 163, 165-166, 996-996
solidification of earthwork 320-322
unit prices 203-204, 206
unused property 192-194, 197-199, 200-201
valuation, bibliography 733-735
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 138, 1102-1104
working capital 289-293, 300-301

see also FAVORABiiE location; Property donated

Wear:
see Normal wear

Wearing value:
definition

, 332

Weaver, Judge:
going concern in rate cases 468
rate of return \\ 654r-655
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West Virginia Supreme Court: page
actual cost the standard of value for rate purposes 94-95

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr and Company:
overhead charges 224

Wilcox, Delos F.:

treatment, of extraordinary supersession 392

Willard, District Judge:
adaptation and solidification 1109
reproduction method and use of multipliers \..\...\........ 958-960

Williams, Benezette:
going concern as created income 502-504, 505-506, 512
going concern, Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule 550-551

Williams, Judge:
actual cost the standard of value for rate purposes 93
property constructed out of earnings 181

Willoughby, J. E.:
constructing railroads anew 830
equally efficient plant 76
overhead charges 240-241

Winslow, W. H.:
accrued depreciation 1118-1120
sale value and rental value 1119-1120

Wisconsin railroad appraisal:

adaptation and solidification 312
bond discount 276
land appraisal methods. 144
overhead charges 237-238, 241, 260
reproduction cost of terminal land 134-135

Wisconsin Railroad Commission:
adequate investment 1021-1022
annual depreciation allowance 409-413, 1202-1204
Appleton water rate case 95-96
appreciation in land not an offset to depreciation 948-949
appreciation in land value 108-109
average price v. present price 208
bond discount 1087-1089
cost-new v. cost-less-depreciation 366-368
depreciation in land the loss of the owner 949
depreciation of overhead charges 354
depreciation reserve 1168-1169
determination of actual cost 85-86

discount on bonds 269, 278-284

donated right of way and easements 993-995

elements of physical valuation 35, 1087-1089

excessive investment in plant 199

fair value for rate purposes 39, 871-874, 891-892

franchise value in purchase cases, electricity plant 588-589

franchise value in rate cases 613-615, 1313-1315

functional depreciation. 399-400, 1177-1178, 1180-1181

going concern as created income 513

going concern value theory 557-558, 563-565

91
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Wisconsin Railroad Commission

—

Continued page
land appraisal methods 144-146

overhead charges.. 211-212, 238-239, 246, 256-267, 1063-1067, 1068

patent rights, cajjitalization of 1367-1368

paving reproduction cost, purchase cases 985-989
paving reproduction cost, rate oases 983-985
pavement over mains 151-154
physical depreciation. 335-337
piecemeal construction 304-306
rate of return 696-700, 708, 1345-1349
reproduction cost, right of way 128
saving of water power over steam power 1361-1362
services provided at consumer's expense 165-166
unit prices 202-204
unused property 190, 191-194
valuation for tax and for rate purposes not the same 808-809
value for rate and public purchase 15
water services, purchase case 995-996
working capital 290-294, 1100-1104

see also Going concern; Wisconsin Railroad Commission rule

Wisconsin Supreme Court:
going concern in waterworks purchase case 1209-1213
pavement over services excluded in purchase case 986-989
value of indeterminate permit, waterworks case . 1295-1297

Wisconsin Tax Commission:
reproduction cost, right of way 126-127, 128

Witt, Carl C:
adaptation and soUdification of road-bed 314-315
going concern in rate cases.' 478-479
overhead charges 232-233
reproduction cost, right of way 131

Wood, Commissioner:
value for tax and rate purposes 7-8

Woodhouse, Sir James:
brokerage 1079-1083
depreciation 1114^1115
functional depreciation 1151-1152
going concern in telephone purchase case 1208
overhead charges, contingencies 1070
overhead charges, contractor's profits 1071-1072

Woolson, District Judge:
equally eflBcient plant 73

Working capital Chap. XIV, 287-303, 1090-1194
Arizona gas and electricity case 1091-1092
Buffalo gas rate case 1097-1100
capitalization 288-289
Chicago gas plant appraisal 298-299
Chicago telephone rate appraisal 1093-1094
Commonwealth Edison appraisal, Chicago 1034-1036
definition 295
Des Moines gas rate case 1091
estimated for tax purposes in Great Britain 289-290
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Working capital—Continued page
Iowa gas and water rate case 300-301
Lincoln, Nebr., gas rate case 301
Lincoln, Nebr., telephone rate case 1096-1097
Louisville telephone rate case 301-302
Milwaukee street railway rate case 1104
New York Consolidated Gas case 294r-296
New York Public Service Commission, 1st District 296-298
New York special franchise tax case 302-303
no fixed rule for computing 298
Public Service Gas Company case 1097
Puget Sound Electric Railway 46-48
Sheboygan gas rate case 1100-1102
small influence on total value 288
Superior water, gas, and electricity rate case 1102-1104
Tugson gas and electricity rate case 1092-1093
Western of Alabama Railway rate case 1090-1091
Wisconsin Railroad Commission 290-294
















